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NOTES ON CHINESE MEDIZVAL TRAVELLERS TO THE WEAT.
By E. Brerscunniven, M.D.

RECORD OF AN EMBASSY TQ THE REGIONS IN THE WEST.
(Continued from Vol. ¥. p. 937)

[Let me-quote for comparison, from the biography of the above-
mentioned general Kouo Kian, the accounts given about the capture of
the fortress of Guirdcouh. |

“Kouo Khan wag ordered to take part-in the expedition to the west,
commanded by the prince Hii-lie-wa (Houlagou). in the year 1253 the
army (j, e. the vanguard commanded by Kitoubouca) reached the realm ofA Fi Se The roads had been made impassable by the enemy,
by means of trenches and walls ; and the wells had been poisoned. But Kouo
Khan defeated the army of the Mu-nai-hi, took a hundred and twenty-eight
cities, and killed the commander 7 #f 42 G1 Jy Se SE A Hu-du-de-r
su-tim. In the year 1256 Kouo Khan arrived at 9h fy at Kedutu
(Guirdconh). The fortress was situated on the top of the mount ae Fe Yen-
ban, It. was only. accessible by suspended ladders, and these were gaard-
ea b the most valiant troops. Kouo Khan inveated the place (according ta

ersian authors, the Mongols built a wall all round), but it contd not
he taken. It was then battered by means of catapolts (22 #4), when the
commandant hy BH Fe GE Bu-djo na-shi-r surrendered. Dii-lre-we sent
Kono Khan to JU 2G Fy 3 i Wu-lu-wu-nai su-t'an to sommon
hit to come and submit in perso. His father fj Jy A- maintained
Iimselt in the western fortress (or perbaps fortresses). Kouo Khan took it
and then went to the eastern one (or ones), forced it (them) also and kied
ail the people.”
ihe army of the Mu-la-hi consisted exclusively of assassins.” They

were acoustomed, when they saw a young man, to seduce him by holding

62. Compare votes 48, 89 and 90. By Aii, evidently Afa-eddin tho fathor of Rokn-eddin is
mann t. According to the Persian authors, he was dead at the tine was cap-
trad, but he waa alive at the beginning of the siers, It is reported, thal Ala-addin had
succeeded in sending reinforcements to the invested fortress Gutrdeouh.

93. Hal The fret character means “to stab,” the second= “‘guest.”” Both
in combiaation mean not a siuple assassin, but an nssassin sont by the orders of: another
to stnl a man. “Thus the Chinese would be. more significant for denganating tite
Ismaébans, than our *' aasnesin.” This Chinese. expresaion would alo invalidate the

feel
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out some advantage, and brought him to feel no repugnance to assas-
einate bis father or brother. After this they enrolled him, and having
been intoxicated by wine, he was carried into a cavern, and there divert-
ed by muste and fair damsels. During several days all his wishes were
gratified. Finally he was carried again to the former place, and when
he awoke they asked bim what he had seen, and informed him, that if he
would agree to become a éz‘e-k'o (agsassin), he would enjoy after death all
that happiness by which he was surrounded, Then they gave him every
day certain prayers and exorcisms to read, Finally (his heart became
so captivated, that) hewas not afraid to execute any commission, and 2¢-
complished it without fear of death. The Mu-la-hi sent their emis-
garies secretly to the countries which had not yet submitted, with or-
ders to stab the rulers.” It was the same with regard to women (I un-
derstand they were also sent to assassinate). The realm of the Mn-la-
hi was hated in the western countries. During forty years they had
spread terror through the neighboring kingdoms; but when the im-
perial army arrived they were exterminated ; not one escaped.™

On the 6th of the 4th month Ch‘ang Te passed the city of % +r 5
There the snakes all have four feet, and are five feat long.

The head is black and the body yellow. The skin resembles the akin of
the @t 74 sha-yi (shark). They eject from the mouth a handsome redsubstance ([] Of 3 Oo

{In Kono Khan's biography it is stated ] “In the first month of 1257 Kono
Khan reached JU, Wz-d:-» (I suppose the same as the place Gi-lu-r
in Ch‘ang Te's narrative). Tho enemy was enticed into an ambuscade and
defeated. Hai-ya su-t'an (sultan Giath?) sxbmitted.”
Ch‘ang 9 passed 6 city of (or the city belonging to) ty il) JT

A-la-ding, and #508 #2 Gi There the people had
their hair dishevelled, and wrapped their heads with a red turban.
‘They were dressed in black clothea and thus resembled devils.

opinion of the great orientalist Bf. S. De Sacy, who stntes, that the name of assassins first
given by the crusaders to Ue Ismnélians, is errusously balieved.to mean tbe Franoh
word ‘€ ssensain,”" Ne tries to prove, that * assassin” ig derived from the Perman word
hasmsr, meaning an intoxicating beverage. (D’Ohsson, J. c. tom. iii, p. 208.)
translates iz'e-k*o by ‘‘ des bandits?’ and Pauthier, translating
more correctly ‘ hotes assassin,” is mistaken in spelling the Chinese name /a-k’o instead

of te ¢. He confounded the charaster IP exe with the very similar-looking Rl} Za, mean-ing crue.”

6 FE ae SEA US Be oh Hf SE GE translates thin pasnage, abestiques qui n‘avaient pas encore 6t6 autogether anint
sirvice de cet Etat devaient d’abord poiguarder leur maitre,”

Literally: ** exterminated ;—no posterity left,”G5. oR <M I4 fs Tare BA Literally: extern it ra near the eastern border of
It seoms that by four-legred snakes simply lizards ace meant J think the same large
lizards mentioned in Ch'ang-chtun's narrative (uote 127), a species of stedAe.99. The view taken by Pauthier that by A-dasting the city of Bamedan is to be understood
isuntenable. Perhaps by tze-tsangee Maznnderan ismennt. Butin Kouo Khan's
biography almost the sane name is given to a sultan.
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[Kouo Khan’s biography states]
Khan reached the dominions of faj and dispersed bis army of
thirty thousand men. DS Fe SS Tit Be He Ma-dsa-do-r su-2‘an surrendered.”
(There is evidently & confusion of the names).
[Henceforth Ch'ang Te’s narrative loses the character of a diary.

Ho says nothing more about the way followed further on, or about his
mission to Houlagou. The last date he gives in his diary is the 6th of the
4th month (middleof April, 1259). His journey from Caracorum to &1-
lt. (which place I suppose tu have been somewhere near Mazanderan)
had taken three months and six days. Houlagou, as the Persian his~
toriaus report, was at that time in Zedriz, where he had established hits resi-
dence. It was only in September 1259 that he started for the expedition
to Syria. The rest of the Sz she 47 consists, as we shail see, in relating the
military events before Ch‘ang Te’s arrival, m accounts of the newly-con-
quered countries in western Asia, their customs and products ete.
Ch'ang Te seems to report only what he had beard. I beg to correct 2
former statement in the Introduction, that Chane To himself went to
Bagdad. After 2 more attentive examrbation of the article Tam con-
vinced that there is no evidence to that effect; nor does he speak as an
oye-witness. it is very unlikely that Le was at Bagdad. At the end of
the St sit ki itis said, that he was absent fourleen months. His diary
embraces only a period of three months; no indication 1s found in his
narrative where he spent the rest of the time, and we know nothing
about it from other sources. Let us see what the traveller further reports. ]

Since the imperial (Mongol) armies had entered the (the
countries of the west) about thirty realms had been conquered.”

There is a Buddhist kingdom (4 fi Fo-kuo) calied & Fy QR
Ki-shi-mi (Cashmere) to the north-west of Ef) 3 Min-du (Hindustan).
Thero the clothes and the cup? of RR Ya Shi-kia (Saktamunt or Bud-
dha), are handed down from generation to generation. ‘The nen in
that country (the priests or monks) have a venerable and patriarchal
appearance, They look like the paintings we see In China represent-
ing 333 2 Ta-mo,i0 They (the religious) eat only lenten One

99, £ i Wang-ski means “imperial army.” Pauthier always rendere these tro cha-
racters by ‘prince du sang” (le means Houlngon); Rémusat by “Ie général tartare."
Bat thore can be no donbt, that wan sit has no other meaning than I bevo given. I¢
wil) be easily untlerstood, that the Chinese authors, speaking of thirty realms covquered,
dates fron the tine when Tchinguizs armies hrst appeared in the west. Houlagon’s
armies never conquered thirty reafms. ¥ may also mention that “prince du sang” in
the Yiian shi is always expressed by” 55 E tsung wang, or FA EB chs wang, or Seg
SE ts'in wang.

100. $f po “a cup,” here the cup of o Buddhist monk, or patra in Sanserit,
101, Rémusat explains in a note, that-by Za-mo is to be understood Bodidharma, the last of

the Buddhist patriarchs in Hindustan, the sume who went to China and established thore
the dostrine of Bnddha. Ta-mo went to Chine in the &tbh centory of our era. Tho
Fronch missionaries in funner times, who wished at any oost to prove the only ox-

a

© Proceeding further to the west, Kouo
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man consumes in a day one & ho of rice (one fo is as much as can
be held with both bands placed together). They spend the whole day
till late at nighé in religious exercises and comtemplation.

The biography of Kouo Khan mentions also X2-sht-nui (Cashmere) and a
sultan 2% ff Hw-li, who surrendered to the Mongol arms.
In the year 1258 the kingdom of 48 3% was taken.

stretches from north to south two thousand é. The king had the title of
BA EB te Aa-lt-fa (calif). The city (the capital} was divided into a
western and an enstern part. A large river (the Zigris) run between
them. The western city had no walls, but the eastern one was fortified,
and the walls were built of large bricks. The upper part of the wallswas of splendid

When tho imperial army arrtved beneata the walls, the battle bean
and 2 great victory was gained over four huadred thousand men. Aft
first the western city was taken and the population massacred ; then the
army continued besiecing the eastern city. After six days'™ storming
it was taken, and several tens of thousands were killed. the ha-li-fa
tried to flee in a boat but was captured.)

[In Kouo Khan's biography we find some addittonal details about the ex-
pedition to Bagdad. J

istence of Christianity in China, when they first met the name of Za-me in Cliineso book
had no donbt that the apostle Zhomas was meant, who thus had carried the Christian
faith to Chinn. I nny observe here, that nccording to A. Palladias’ learned invostiza-
tions regarding the carly traces of Christianity in China ( Russian Ovtental Review, tom. 1),
no reference cen be found in Chinese works, pointing ta the existence of the Christian re-

102. Pusu Aun tsia.—Hun ia, to Wass elf’s Chinesa DictionQty;

108. The country X7.9%-ms hore epoken of 3s doubtless Cashmere. It was known to the
Chinese much earlier. The Buddhist priest Hiian-tsang, in the middlo of the 7th century,
gives & detailed description of it. (Compare Stan. Jalian’s Afémoires sur dss contrées
occidentates, tom. i, p. 167. Cashmere is also inemtioned in the History of
the Tang (7 *ang-shn, chap, 2585), and termed thereSe ene Panga, chap, 2682), and torl there (8 Aes Kro-sli-m, | Kaproth inK'o-ahi-min Klaproth io

regarding Cashmere with the respective Indian accounts. dhe Persian authors do not speak
of a Mongol expedition undertaken against Caslmare. Shey mention only Mongol troops un-
det the command of the Noyer Sule, which bad deen sent in 1268 to the frontier of Indie.tom. bi, p. 280.) The Yiiar shi states under the same year, that the
and Th-ta-r-dad were sent to FR BS HE Hin-dw-sze and $F 4 BR OESKie-shi-ni-r,

10%. Rémnsat and Pauthier translate: 1267. The Chinste text bss J £2, ¢iag-sze which
indeed, answers tothe year 1257. But as the Chinese year began in Febmary, the end of
the year ding-sze was in January 1258, and just in January 1258 Bagdad was taken,accord
Bagdad {¢ not in contradiction, with that piven for the same event by Resbid, as it woold

to the Persian authors. Therefore the Chinese date given for the espture of

appenr from the translations of the Frenob as, Who render tingasze by 1267.108. & may observe that Barco Polo Bagdad= g.

106. 32 _F 3% BR Ponthior trandates: “le somment ext oa parfait état de conser-Vation,”’ Tiws dascription of B ad agrees perfectly with the statemeuts of the
Mohammedan authors. Ancient B ad Was situnted on the eastern border of the ‘Tigris
and was fortified, whilst the suburb Xarshi, lying on the westera border, had no walls.

107. The Persian authors also state, that Bagdad was taken after six days storming.
108, Rémusat and Panthier both trauslate, that the calif escaped, bat they have overlooked

the cbhnractor ae in their texts which means, that he wae taken.

EAB Pi hn tele. Bien nocoling to. Weal
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“ Bala ig & great kanedom in the west.
cumference. Between the two cities there runs a large river. At the
time of the siege, Kouo Khan constracted floating bridges to intercept the
retreat of the enemy on the river. After the city was taken the Aa-Ji-/2
tried te fiee in a boat, but havmeg seen that the river was barred, he went
himself to the encampment (of the Mongols) and surrendered.”

In the same biography a general of the Aa-li-fa, by name Sf 44 &
Djou-da-r ig mentioned, who was pursued by Kono Khan. In the evening
the Mongol army was tired and wished to rest, but Kono Khan did not permit
this and. so proceeded more than 10 & further on. In the same night there
was & heavy rain, and the place at which they first wished to rest was in-
undated ; the water there being several feet deep. On the next day Dyow-
da-r was captured and executed.’ Kovo Khan tock more than three hun-
dred cities.

The kingdom of the ha-li-fa at that time, considering its wealth and
its numerous population, stood at the head of all the realms in the
St-yé (western Asia). The palace of the ha-li-fa was built of fra.
grant and precious woods (enumerated in the text ).Ue The walls of it
were constructed of black and white jade ( & 3). It is impos-
sible to imagine the quantity of gold and precious stones found thore.
The wives of the ha-li-fa were all from China.™ There wero large nearls
called -{ Bt iid tav-sut-tan,? ff fy 2 FE se-se,"4 > Fl oF
109, It seems, that by Dyoudar the minister and general of the calif, Devatdar is meant,

The events however are confiuedly reportei,
110. @ R 4 iL Tt ig 8B A SR. Pauthier translates: “ Le palais du kha-

life denit entibrement coustruit en bois de santal ot d’ébone, que Pon avait fatd arriver par
ie Feuve.”” There are four precions ywouods enumerated in this passage.
i, Citen, properly DL, Ef cA’ en-hiang (Pen ts'ao kung mu, book xxxiv, f, 28) is

gi This fragrant wood, highly prized by otientals, is ylelded by aloéxylon
agatlochurm. Ibis very heavy ; hence the Chinese nama ch’en, witch character properly
means to sink ander water, and lias probably misled Pauthier to translate, that saudal
and ebony wera floated on the Tigris. In the woud 19 generally called ch'cn-
“heavy fragrance.” The Pen ts*ao states, that the Sanscrit name of it isiy Het PY According: tothe Auxarakosia, the Sanserizé name of alot-woed is
agaru. Garw=="* heavy.”

9. 2 Tan or FE FP tan-hieng (Pen tstac, book xxsiv, f. 86) is sandalwood(saniagyin The Pen ts'ao renders the Sanscrit name of it, wilich is diandans
by BF tf djan-Can.

&

literally *‘ black-wood” (Pen is'ao, book xxxv, f 76), is ebony,*
yielded by drspyrus Coenun. According to the Pex ts'ao (us tree occurs also tn the
southern provinces of China.

‘Fe Be TranFF i The Een-fi . The Pen tstuo describes it 13 a red fragrant wood
Dr, S. W. Williams in his ‘ Clainese Com-

mercial Guide,” mentions the same wood also under ilio naine of *‘égka or tenariys
major, & tree of Sumatra.” Such a name 3 not found in modern botanical works.

uo Khan’s brography it is stated, tat owin to the conflagration of the calif’s palace,
the.air was imprepuated witb fragrnuce to ao istance of a hundred &.

12k. AD absura statement. Perhaps there is. a break in the Chinese text or there are erroneous
letlers, but the p e Ap, B&B  ¥35 A can only refer to tho calif, and menn,
that his wives were hinese.

}12. Z*ai-sus manans “‘the planet Jupiter,” fan== “a globule.” Chardin, the well-known Frenci
travoller who visited Persia in tho 37th century, states ( Voynges en Perse, tom. w, p. 32)

bes Tures et les Tartares appellent la parle margeon, mot qui sigrifie, * giohe de ia
118. Regarding fan-s43, whioh is evidently a precious stone, seo note 146 below.

5

It ts eipht thousand & in cir-
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kin-kang-tsuan,"5 and many other precious things. Girdles were
found, which might be estimated at a thousand kang of gold. (See
note 91 above.)

The kingdom had endured more than six hundred years under forty
rulers, down to the time of the (last) ha-li-fa, when it becamo extinct.

The people were handsomer than in other countries. The horses
bred there were called

The ha-li-fa did not cheer himself up with wine. His beverage
cousisted of orange juico with sugar (sherbet, drunk up to this time by
the Mussulmans).18

They bad guitars with thirty-six striugs. One time the ha-h-fa
had head-ache and when his physicians could not help him, a man waa
sent for, who played on a guitar of a pew invention with seventy-two
strings. The head-ache of the ha-li-fa ceased immediately after ho had
heard this music.

The ha-h-ta was venerated as a patriarch (1 property anceator)
by all the people of western Asia!® who were subject to him.

To the west of Baoda, twenty days journey on horseback, is Fr Fe
T'ten-fang,™ and in it the divine envoy of Heaven (FE # the
matriarch of the western people (ff 2 Jil) ts burted. The name of this
pace (fp) was He BR pi, GF Pet-yen-da-r.’*' In the interior of the temple,
there ts an iron chain. When trying to grasp it, only the true believers
(BR) will succeed. “Tho unbelievers will never catch it. Tbe people of
this country have many sacred books, written by the pei-yen-a-r. The
peoplo are wealthy. There are moro than twenty
114. Se-se is not as Puuthier transintes, a musical instrument. In Kan i's Dictionary it ts

stated, that se-se 18 a kind of pearl. The Pen ts'ao (book viii, & 55) mentions it among
the precious stones, ad Ay pao-ski, which are produced do the countries of the Hui-hui
(Blohanunedans), That of a blue colour (34) was called at the time of the T’ang dy-
MINSLY

ild. Kurkang-tevan is the conunen name for diamond, and not as Pauthier suggests an instro-
ment for boring diamonds,

116. Avcording to the Mohammedan auunts, the califate of Bagdad endured six hundred and
twenly-six yenrs, A. D. 632—1258, under fifty-one califs.7. Fy Rh J ain not aware what word is intended by “0-6: ; evidently
a foreign word is rendered by the Chinese characters. Pauvthier does not hesitate ia
trausiating by “ excellent” but he dogs not inform us in what language this
word means ““axcellent.”

118. BY 8 se A. RE Tey OLS ae BE Hs Be FBS RR. Pauthier transintes: Le kholife
Sen souciuit pen [ie. des chevanx ]. Leur doisson est extraite d’une espice d’orange
ratraichissante qu’ils melangent avec du sncre.”

His menns foret ey with
Indin are termed aos bat Paothier should not base travalated :

ard to Chin and especially the people of western Asia
ey 16% Pao.ta &tait le
patriarche de tous les étrangers ; o’eat pourquoi tous ces étrangers étaieut sea serviteurs.”
That sounds like a foreign legion um the calif*s service.

120. LE" ien-fang (heavenly house) seems to refer to the graat mosque of Mecen, which encloses
the holy kaada. Burckhardt in his '‘Zhavels in Arabsa etc.” p. 184, calls this great
mosque Seitudéah or ‘*house of God."*

121. Pei-yen-ba-r renders very exactly the Persian peighenber, meanin
12. The Chiness uuthor wens to apply the name of TNen-fang to the whole of Arabia.

‘4 prophet.”
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[In Kono Khan's biography it is stated |
a distance of three thousand & there is FE FR The general
4 Dju-shi there sent a letter (to Honlagou), in which he begged to
otter his submission. All believed that Dju-shis intention waa sincere. Hig
offer was accepted and no precautionary measures were taken. Bat Kono
Khan made the following objection: ‘Do not forget, that treason on the
part of the enemy can pul our army in danger. In time of war all is deceit.
We must take precautions; otherwise we risk bringing shame upon our-
selves.’ Precautions were accordingly taken, and indeed Dju-shi came to
attack our army; but he waa defeated by Kouo Khan. fi x ie
Bar suan-fan (sultan Bar) sorrendered.”"!*To the west of is the kingdom of 38 G3 a

very rich country. There is gold in the ground. In the night at ‘some
places a brightness can be seen. The people mark it with a feather and
eharcoal. When dieging im the day-time, pieces as large as a jujube
are brought to lroht. Mi-si-r ig six thousand é distant from Baoda.

In the biography of Kovo Khan it is stated, that is forty i
(probably a misprint)* distant from and weet of it. lég ruler is
called sultan fl 7%
West of Mi-si-r is the sea, and west of the sea is the kingdom of

Bh Fu-lang. The covering of the head for women there resembles
much what we see in our paintings representing the 2B Re £’u-sa.12

Another Chinese traveller of the Mongol time, Kk ta Wang Ta-yilen, who visited
by sea many foreign countries, in his work GR BS Fit BY Zao yi chi dio, published in
1360, calla Arabia K oe Trien-tang or “heavenly hal.” In the History of the Ming
dynasly, 1868-1644, chap, 382, this name is written K Ff Tien-fang, ond there is met
with also the name RR an Bfo-ksa (Mecca). I may obsorve, that the Arabs have been
well known to the Chinese since the 7th century, under the name of Fc Se Ta-shi.
See iny pamphiet on the intercourse between the Chinese and the Arabs, published in 187].

128. The first character, in the Yiian shi, i9 written Fe ta, but that Is evidently o mistake
caused by the omission of a stroke.

124. It is difficult to make these confused statements consistent with any of the military ox-
peditions of the Mongols, as reported by the Mohammedan writors. Perhaps the war
against Nassir Salch-eddin Youssous in Syria 13 mntonded. Vassnf gives the text of two
Joug Ictters Naasir exchanged with Houlagou before the hostilities began. (D’Ohsson, to.
tom. iii, p. 298.) Saltan Zar is perhaps the omir Sesbars, who commanded tha

ian army, which entered Syria in 2260.
-st-r means Egypt, the Afizrain of the Bible, called by the Arabs.

126. This sounds bke tho story reported by Strabo, book xvi, p. 198, whe states, “The to-
pezion found on the island of Ophiodes near Epypt, is a gold-coloured
diaphanous stone, which is of such a brightness, that it canuot be seen in the day-time. It
is only in the night that the watherer can see it. According to Keferstein (if: a

polyg lotta), the topaziou of Strabo is not what wa call topaz, but the chiorophan, kind
of fluor spar, which has thie property of smitting « phosphoric hight in the darkness, ‘Lhe
Chinese author in stating the same about gold, has probably misunderstood the story he
heard about shining stones.

127, The second cheracter is pethaps a misprint, and is to be read ‘gg fo. Thon the name of the
Ealtnn would be K*o-fo, and could be identified with mltan Coutéouz, who at that time
reigned in Exypt.

128, F*u-xa (Bodhisatva in Sanscrit) ts ono of the Buddhist saints, noxt Buddha moet venerat-
od, for his love and protection of living beings. His idol is represented in almost every

Dividhist temple; often in the form of a female, and with curicus ornnments, especially on

q

‘¢ To the west of Baoda, at

* See note FE.
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The men are dressed according to the customs of the ju (western bar-
barians) and are of good When they go to bed, they do
not take off their clothes. Husband and wife. live separately.

[The biography of Kouo Khan states] “In the year 1258 (or beginning of
1259) the prince Hit-lie-wn (Houlagou) ordered Kovo Khan to cross the sea
on the west and subdue He summoned the ruler to surrender.?*

Ap Wu-du sultan said: ‘Last night I dreamed of a divine man.
Now I see this divine man is the general;’ and be surrendered immediately.After this the nmperial army
Thero is (in western Asia) 2 large bird, above ten feet high, with

feet like a camel, and of a blwsh gray colour (4). When it runs it

129. & +f if Rm a ky oe Pauthier translates: ‘tes hommes de ce prys, qui servent
dans Jes armées étrangéres, sont trés-braves,”" Rémusnat bas; ‘* Les hommes sout bons
guermers.

130. Mar DUS 3H ‘he annoancad to him fortune or misfortune.” Pauthier misunder-
stood this plirase, an took it fur the name of the ruler.
By Fu-lang doubtless the Franks (Europeans) are meant. The medieval traveller

states (ules Cathay, p. SO) ey term uS Franks, not from France
bat from Frankland.” Compare also Pegoletti’s notices on the lend route to Cathay
(Yule lc. p. 292): '* They call £ ranks, all the Christians of these purts from Romania
{Greece according to Yule) westward.” Kurope, rnd especially the Romano empire,
known to the Chinese since the beginning of our era, was first called 7K Ba Ta-ts*in
(the great Ts'in) in the Chinese anuals. No plausible explanation can be given about
the origin OF th name. In the Annals of the T’sog, 618-907, we are told, that the
country formerly called To-ts'in lins in later days been called 98 +k Fu-lia, and a
Frenclt orjontalist has suegested (Nouvean Journal Asiatigne, tom. ix, p. 456), that the
name Fu-lin is probably derived from the Greck 7TOALY, usod in ancient times to designate
Conatantinople. Indeed Masudi (in die 9th century) informs us, that the Greeks never
called their city Constantinia but Bolin (Yule’s Cathay, pn. 402, note). But some
arpimments cin also be produced in favor of another efymolory of the namo fu-lin. The
German tribe of the «ranks, which name appenrs first in history in the 8rd century of our
era, divele first on the tower Khine, and aferwards gave rise to that powerful Franconian
empire, which under Clarles the Great embraced a erent part of Europe, and with which
the history of Frauce and Germany bogips. The oriental naine of Ferengla, aithough
applied by the Mohammedans to all Evropeans, and which now (in Persia at least) hes
the meaning of foreign,”’ onginated doubtless from our frais. Perhaps the charters
fi #K were also intended to designate the word Franks, for in the = 1 2 F 2
23 is‘te kang yin ys (an explanation of forcien terms found in the works traustated from
the Sauscrit, with au oxamination of the correct sounds: see Wylie’s Notes on Chinese
fiteraiure, p. 169) published In the middle of the 7th century, it is stated, that the correct
promunciation of the two characters is not fu-lin but /fu-den, which approximates to tho
sound /u-feng, by which name the author of the Si sht ki designates the Iranks.
Chinese statement, that a Mongol general stiould have cmssed the sea and summoned the
kine of the Franks ia nbaurd. It is however a fact, that the Mongols had some differences
with the Franks established at Sidon, and Rashid reports that Houlagou gave orders to
expel the Franks from Syria. (Corspare Pautlier’s Marco Polo, p. cxxxt.) Besicles the
story reported jn the bioxraphy of Kouo Khan about the Iv-lang or Franks, they are
mentioned A, second tine in the Jian sii, in the annals under the year 1341 or 1342, chap.
40, reign of Shun-t?. It is stated thore, that the kingdom of 4% BB Fo-lang sent as
a beautiful black horse, about 11 Chinese feat long and 6 teet, 8 inches high. Ee
was black all over, oxcept the hind feet, which were white, ‘Pauthier, docs not liesitate
to slate, iat by Fo-lane France is meant, and that there enn be vo doubt, that Philip
VI of France offered this horse to the Chinese emperor. Gaubil also translates Fo-lang by
lyayes,

pie On nue CGatlay, p. 340) as produced evidence that the horse spokenof was brought by Marignoilli, who in his narrative of travels states, that be arrived at
Pektag in 1342 aod brought jargo horses for the Khan. It is only once, that the ancient
name of a te Fu-len occurs in the Yuan shi. In the biography of 3° BE Ai-rie
(perlinps Joshua, or Joseph), Yiten sks, clap. 134, it is stated that his native country was
Fu-lan, that he was well versed iu all Inneuages of the west, and also in astronomy and
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Tt eats fire; and its eggs are the size of a Ff sheng (a

Ho served at fret Couyout khan. Coubilai khan entrusted lum in 1263 with
the direction of the astronomical and medical Boards of tho Si-yi (Persia), ate. Atter.
wards ho received the title of #u-dan wang (prince of Frankland). His sons and prandsons,
as mentioned in the Ytlan sha, lave all names which sound hike European names, —
ya (Elias), Ludo (Luke), An-tun (Antony). One of his daughters was called A-na-si-
Htu-STE. [ may finally mention, that in the History of the Ming dynusty, 1368-1614 tho
Franks are terned 434 BG YS Fo-lan-gi; but wa must not be astonished, when we find
in the Ming shy (chap. 325) « statement, that tbe country of the Fo-lan-gi is near Afan-
la-kia (Salncen ), They meant evidently the Portugaese, who tn the beginuing of the 16th
century liad conquered Malacca and settled there, aud in 1517 made their first appearances
at Canton. Compare air. W. I. Mayers able essay the introduction and we of
gunpowder and fire-arms among the Chinese,” inthe Journal oy the North-China Branch
of the Koyat Asiatic Society, 1871.

192. The large bied with camel’s fect is the ostrich, i Persian shutar-murg {camel-bird),
The Clanese author states, ‘when it rans it flaps the wings;” which is quite correct,
As is known, the ostrich, notwitlstanding its wings being well-developed, is not able to fly,
but when running rapidly it always extends its wings. [t seems to me, that this fact is also
alluded to in Holy Senpture, Job, xxxix: 18. The English translation of this passage
rons: ** What Ome she lifteth up herself on high, she scorneth the horse and his
ricer.” By dift up on high, [ think, tho translator could only mean to scar up. Having
no knowledge of Hebrew am not able to discuss the correctness of this translation, but £
am inclined te suppose, that the Hebrow text has not the menomg sngpested by the English
translator, all the more os the Russinn translation of the same passage means,—zzhen she
difts up her wings. How should the Jews, who knew the ostrich vory well (correct ac-
counts are mven in the Biblo regarding its habits), linve overlvoked tho fact, that it is not
fitted for Bying ? Having requested my Isnrned friend Mr. Schoreschewsky to give mo
his opinion on the translation of the passage in question, he has kindly replied in the fol-
lowing terms. “You aro quite right. The English verston is wrong in its rendering of
the passage in Job, xxzix: 18. Tho originol does not mean, ° What time she,’—
namely the ostrich, which is in the feminine gander in tho Hebrew,—*‘ lifteth herself on
high ;” but a ought to be rendered, ‘ What time she mnkes,’—viz., the wiays, which word
is implied but net expressed in the Hebrew,—- ‘to float on high,’ i.e. to ilap the wings in the
way ostriches do when they run. The original Hebrew 19 J} nyYys
keeth barmnavom tamri, ot what time on high she makes to 0. the wings.
The lest word ‘zara’ ia third person feminine futuro, ip the biphil or causative form of
the verb }A™) PF) wera, which means ‘to Hy, to hover, to sonr.’ To render the
neuter or the rellexive, as the English version does, is grammaticedly incorrect. The hiphil
is never used as a reflexive; it always requires an object either expressed or unplhied. ‘Lie
object in the present case is wings, which is plainly implied; as the word wings is found
9 few verses above. The rendering of die Vulgute (St Jerome's Latin version), gives
nenrly the same sense, ‘Cum tempus fuerit tn atu aLas eriga.’” The ostrich,
although a bird found only in the deserts of Aftica and western Asin, was known to
the Chinese in early timas, since their first intercourse with the countries of the fir
west, In the “History of tha Anterior Han” (Zs'ion Jan shu, chap. 96, article
An-si) it is stated, that the emperor Wu-ti, 3. €. 140-86 first sent an embassy to Zr
An-si, a country iv western Asia, which according to tho description given of it, cau only
bo idontified with nncient Parthian, the empire of the dynasty of the Arsaci:les. In this
country a large bird, from eight to nine feet high is found, the feet, the breast and the
neck of which make it resemble the eainel. Ie eats barley. Tho name of this bird is
Kk hi 3 & la-ma-tsio, which means in Chinese the “bind of tho great lorse.”’ Tho
character isio now moans a‘! vase used in sacrifices,” but its orginal meaning wns a
‘Shind of bird of prey” (see Kanghi’s Dictionary). Je 19 further that afterwards
the roler of An-st sent an embassy to the Chinese emperor, and brougiit as a present the
ens of this large bird. In the ** History of the Postortor Han” (Zfou Han shu, clinp.
118), an embassy from An-si is mentioned again in A.D. 101. They brought as prasents
lion and a large wird. In the “ History of the Wer dynasty,” 356—058, where for the
firat tine the name of ue Sf Po-sze occurs used to designate “Persia,” it is stated, that
in that country thera is a large bird resembling a camel and iaying eggs of large size. It
bas wings but cannot fly far. It eats grass aud flesh, and also swallows mon. In thic
History of the Tang dynasty,” 618—907, tlie camel-bird is again mentioned as 2 bird of
Persia ; anil besides this, a statement is found there, that the ruler of TH: K FAT ':-

flaps the wings.
certain measure for
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Lhere ts a kingdom 47 FE -f She lo-tze (Shiraz), which produces
pearis. The name of the raler is 71 FB [ij 3 BH Ao-sze To
the south-west 1s the sea (Persian gulf). The men who are engaged
in pearl-fishing get into a leather bag, having only their hands free.
A rope is attached to their loins and thus they glide down to the bottom
of the sea. they take the pearl-oysters together with sand and mud,
and put them In the bas. Sometimes they are attacked there below by
sea, monsters; when they squirt vinegar against them and drive them

When the bag has been filled up with oysters, they inform the
men above by pulling the rope, and are then hoisted up. Sometimes it
happens that the pearl-fishers die (in the sea).

rel “Tho army (after baving revurned fom SoriThe biography of Kouo Khan states regarding the same kingdom Sii-Jo-

fyo-fo (a country generally identified with dokharesian) sent n oamel-bird as a present
to the Chinese emperor. The
Chinese materia media Pen WEkang mu, wrilter at the
end of tho 16th century, gives Zz (©)

of the ostrich, compiled fromOF the ose compiled. trom 1)aneidut apthors. It is said

Se oe ar things, to ent cop.por, tron, stones, etc. and to have
only two claws on his feet.Its —7* <i PE
legs are so strong, that it can (WY
wound man by ON
jerking. It con run three WOE <Naahundred 4s a day. Its native Si
countries are WF FT A.dan

NNKu\Dyubo on the Afvican const). NNrude but tolerably exact
drawine of the camel-bird in the
Pen tstao proves, that tho
ostrich was well kuown {o the
Chinese in ancient times, and
that they paid grent attention
tO it. Our traveller Ch'ang To
does not spenk clearly, where in
his time tho ostrich was found
1) western Asia. He meutions it
alter having spoken of the Franke, In the ‘History of the Ming dynasty” (Ming
shi, clap. 326), the country of 4% BL SO Alu-lu-mo-sze (Elormuz on the Per-
finn gulf) is montionad as producing ostriches. Lot us see what western anthora
state about the existence of ustriches in western Asin. Jn a lerrne) article on the
geographical distribution of the ostrich, by the well-known ornithologists Hartland
and (see Petermann’s Geogr, Mittheii, vol. xvi, p. 880), it is stated, thatIn recent books of ornithol
whilst Xonophon snw it on the horders of the Eupkeatee; and amehan Berton nn, the ostrich is always spoken of only as a hird of Africa,

well as Chinese mention it as a Persian bird, occurring even in the eastern part of Persia,
the inquiries made on this subject by modern travellers Ins lod to the interesting con-
clusion, that up to the present time ostriches are met with, althongh not frequently, in the
countries of western Asia, nssigned to them by the Chinese authors, The Prigsien consul
ne Dam states, that avery year about five hu ndred ostriches ‘are ‘killed tn the deserts
near that place. The well-known traveller Mr, Vambery informed tho authors of the
above-mentioned article, that ostriches nro well kuowa in Kerman, and ‘that thoy ‘are even
occasiounity killed on the lowor Oxus, near Kungrat.
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went to the south-west (Ut is not clear from what place; probably there is
a mistake, asxi it should be read--‘to the south-east’), to the kingdom of
Siu-lo-tee. The enemy's troops presented battle, but were defeated at the
first attack, The Sultan #% PQ Fe ff Je Bo a-t'a-dei
surrendered.’ +85

The country of 3 Yen-du (Hindustan) (amongst the enume-
rated kingdoms) is the nearest to China. The population of it is
estimated at twelve millions of families. There are famous medicines,
great walnuts, precious stones, $8 7 Fe BR pin-tie and
other products. In this kingdom there are large bells suspended near
the palace of the ruler. . People who have to prefer a complaint strike
against the bell. then their names are registrated and their causo is
investigated. The houses are mado of reeds. As it is very hot there
in summer, people pass the whole time in the water.

Tho biographer of Kouo Khan seems to have been mistaken ix speaking,
next after baving mentioned Shiraz, of a country $f $8 Pin-t%e, which
as we have seen, in the & sii & is enumerated amongst the products of
Hindustan. In this biography it is clearly said, that the imperial army
reached Pin-t‘iv. Kouo Khan defeated the enemy and thesultan At RE Gia-
ye surrendered.

a

133. The Shi-fo-tze of the Chinese authors is Shiraz. On my ancient Chinese map the name
is written ANC Ki) + She-la-tze. I may observe, that Marco Polo cnils this place
Serazy. What tbe Chinese anthor records ubout peurl-fishnig 18 quite oxaet, nnd sounds
in some parta like a transiation made frown the statements given by the Arnhian geogrn-
pher Edrisi, about pearl-fishing noar Balarain (sce isdrisi, traduit par Jaubert, tom. i, pp.
373-377). was, according to D’'Herbelot, Orient. p. 158, iu ancient times
the name of a province of Arabia, stretching nlong the western shore of the Persian gulf,
and fined for the pearl-fshing on its coust. On raodera naps 1 find only the islaud of
Baharein marked, well known also in our days for the pearl-oyater beds in its neighbor.
hood, largely worked by the proprietors. (Cornpare Brenner's Acport, in Petermann’s
Geogr. Mitthei{. 1878, p. 37.) Balarain is also marked in its proper place on tlio an-
cient Chinese map, and the namie is rendered there by the characters AN ne Rh is
Ba-ha-la-yin. At the ime the Mongol armies invaded western Asta, Shiraz, or redher
Fare, of which Shiraz was the capital, formed a Jittle realin governed by atabeys (anciont

vernors of the Seldjoncs, who liad become independent, were designated by this name).
Tho Chinese charucters are doubtless iutended for this naane, When the Mongol
annics appeared in Persia, the atabey of Furs had spontaneously rendered diomeage to the
conqneror, aud be was not troubled in his possessions. fat after the conquest of the
califate, disorders took place in Fara, nnd Houlagou then sent a division to Shiraz to punish
the atabey Seldjone Shai, (See D’Olisson ). ¢. tom. 18, pp. 400 seqy-)- I canuot idautify
the names of the atabey us piven by the Clunese authors.

134. (chicken tongue fragrance} is according to the Pea ts'ao kang mu (book
xxxiv, £ 30), Rn of J tr fingehiang (usil fragrance), which is the common
usune for cloves (the dried aramatic {lower buds of caryapayidis arometrens). Judging
from the authors quoted in the Pen is'ao, 28 mentioning cloves, this spice seems not to
have been kuown in Chins bofore the 6th century.

188. Pin-t'ie is, 28 the Pen ts'ao kang mt explains (book viii, p. 86, article sie, “iron ”),
a very valunble steel, brought from Po-sze (Persia). It is said to cut gold and jase.
There were many places besides Damascus famed um western Asin for their steel blades,
ete., for instance Meshed and Ispahan. ‘Tlie Indian steel is also very valuable.
Chinese author however of the 10th ccutury ideutifics the piz-fie with PES Ay chief ie-
sks (stone, which eats iron), which letter Stun. dhilien states correctly de Creagr,
Asiat. p. 91) to le tho magnet. In the Pen tstae, book x, fb 2. the magaetic iron ore is
alto termed Fa a te! e-shi (stone with affection), and Bik Sy A si-chen-shi (stone
attracting the needic ). It is found in many provinces of China.
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In the 7th month of 1259 the sultan fy El A-dsao of the kingdom
JU Hf Wu-lin came to offer his submission. He surrendered a hundred
and twenty large and small cities with seventeen hundred thousand
familias. In the mountains there, much silver is found.

(The biographer of Kouo Khan states regarding the same subject as fo}.
lows. | In the year 1259, the scattered army of the kingdom of Wu-
in, amounting to forty thousand wartiors, was defeated, Lhe sultan fal RT
Abie od surrendered, and a hundred and twenty-four cities were cap-Lured. *

The kingdom of the 3A 32 JL Wet K't-tan (Black K‘itan) is cailed
& if tit K-Ui-wan (Korman ; the third character must be read i maz,
I think). The name of the ruler is sultan 20 %% BR J Hu-kao-ma-ding.
Having heard of the glory of the prince (Houlagou), he came to submit,
He has a great city #2 By

The biopraphy of Kouo Khan speaks also of Kerman and states that
wan is pouth of Wu-lin. The ruler is called 2 a8 J
After this in the biography it is said, that the Si-yi was subdued and Kouo
Khan went bome to the emperor Mangou, arriving there a short timo before
the jatter died. (Maagou khan died in Angnst, 1259.) yn

‘Here Chtang Te finishes his enumeration of the different countries
which had recently been invaded by the Mongol armies. The re-
mainder of his report contains only the mention of beasts, plants, pre-
cious stones, and other products found in western countries. He adds
various miraculous tales, which at that time may heave circulated
among the Persians. |

The i Sti-tze (lion).189 The mane and the tail of the male

186. It is difficult to say what country is meant by and whet sultan by A-dsae or
Avbic-ding. Theee names cannot de identified with any name of countries or princes
mentioned by the Persian authors.

137, The Chinese authors evidently speak of Kernan, which is up to this day, the name
of un city and ao province in southern Persia. The Chinese author is right in calling
Kerman the kingdom of the Slack K*itan (Carakitai). Cara means “black” in Mongol
as well asin Turkish. The name of Carakitai used by the Persian historians therefore is
not & Persian name, In a previous note (see Ch’ang-ch'un’s travels, note 83), I have spoken
of this dynasty originating mn eastern Asin, and reigning in central and western Asia
nearly 2 century, until it was overthrown by Tcbingniz khan jn 1218. After ‘Tchjaguiz
had left western Asia, Borac Hadj), at first an cfficer of the khan of Carakitai, after-
wards entering the service of the sulian of Khovaresm, had succeeded in estublishing
himself in Kerman, and founded g dynasty, which maintained itself there until 1309.
This is the dynasty of the Camkitai mn Kerman, spoken of by the Clinese author. The
city of Ba-la-sze menttoned there, seems to be the city of Lfarsis, which is quoted in
D'Herbelot’s £357. Orient. p. 175, as a city of Kerman, or perhaps Berdardsihir or Cousshir,
which D’Herbelot states to have been the ancient capitul of Kerman. D’Ohsson (1. ¢. ton.
lii, p. 6) spells the name Kevashir. On the ancient Chinese map there is a place
ait Ry Fe Sie-la-shi marked, east of Shiraz, which by its position might be identified
with Kevashir or Kerman. The sultan of the Chinese author secms to be
Koth-eddtn, who reigned about that tone in Kerman. But he is stated by D'Ohsson to
Lave died in 1258,

138. The proper name of the lion in Chinese is id shi, and so it is called in the Pen éts‘ao.
The character + fze properly meaning “son,” in the popular spoken language is often
appended to words, without having any signification. The lion, although an inhabitant
only of African and western Asia, was knowy to the Chinese in early times, It seems,
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lion are like tassels. By a blow with the tail it can seriously hurt men.
When it roars the sound comes out from the belly, The horses hear-
ino the roar are seized with great terror and urinate blood.

that this animal 15 first mentioned in Chinese books in the second century before our ers.
In the of the Anterior Han” (Jetien han shu, chap. 961), it is atated, that in
the kingdom of % LT RE Wu-ko-shan-di the animal i shi is found. The dss-
cription gtyen of tlis country points evidently to some part of Persia. All accounts regard-
ing countnes lu western Asia, as found in the Zien Aan shu, seem to have been gathered
by the weneral Chang Kien, who went there about 3. c. 120. The character Ef] sti
properly menns ** master.” Lhere 15 some probability for the view, that this character wns
firat intended to render the Persian name of the lion, which is shir. ale * History of
the Posterior Han” (ffou Aan shu, chap. 118) reports, that in the year a. D. 97, the
ruler of An-si (ancient Parthia) sent a sé, or and an ostrich as presents to the
emperor of China, In the year J01 another tion wns sent from there to China. In the
‘ Plistory of the Northern Wei,” 386-658, where Persia is first described under the name
of Fo-sze, Los are mentioned as beasts of that country, and the '‘ History of the T'ang ”
speaks of a lion seut by the ruler of the country of ReKang (which is genera‘ly believedto anawer to tho present Samarcand), to the emperor of Chiua, in the 7th century. Up to
that time the lion in Chinese books was not designated by a distinct character as now, but
always by Bill shi, menning properly ‘* master.'”As may be found in Kanghi’s Dictionary,
tho character Ahi sii for “lion * was invented about A. D. GUO, for 1t appears first in the
Chinese dictionary Zang yiin. At the time of the Bling dynasty in the 16th century,
lions were repeatedly carried from western Asia to China. Detailed accounts of this
sulgect may be found in the Afing shi, chap. 382, art. (Samiurcand). it
is stated there, that in 1475 the sy-ly-itan (sultan) A-hei-ma of Sawarhan (it seems
Alimed, the son of Abusaid, and the great-grandson of Tnincriane 19 meant),
together with the ruler of Yt-sze-pa-han (Ispahan), sent lwo lions as a present to the
Chinese court. Whan the ambassadors arrived at Sa-chou in the present province of
Kan-su (tho great highway from western Asia to Peking nt that time, still led through
this place, as at the time of Marco Polo), they requasted hich ofboors from the Chinese
court to be sent to ineet them, nud to receive the lions. This subject was discussed in the
of Cliinese ministers, and from different sides it was objected, that tions are useless
beasts ; they cannot be employed in sacrifice, they ara also uvfit to be yoked ton cnit ;
therefure ticy should be refused. But the emperor ordered an eunuch to ba sent to
receive tite lions. The food of the lions consisted in two living sheep, two jars of Ba aF
is*u-yii (a kind of sour aoup) aud two Jars of milk with honey, every day. The objections
made in the council of ministers against lions, were not in barmouy with the popularity
this anima! enjoys in China even jn our days, where the Chinese know the lion only from
ancient printings, or from the grotesque ancient marble lions guardivg the entrances of
the princes of prences or their cemeteries. Li Shi-chen, the author of the repeatedly-
quoted Pen tstao kang ma, who wrote in the second half of the 16th century, gives (book
sli, & 1) some intevesting accounts regarding this animal, which provo, that the hon has
made the same lofty impression upon the Chinese a8 upon western nations, Who In Leir
popular traditions always consider the lion as the kina of animale. Li Shi-chen in ex-
plaining the Chinese naine of the lion, suggests thet it was called sis (master) as belug
the king of animals (Fj BK 42). (This etymology does not invalidate my view, that
shi originolly intended the Porian shir). He terms the Sunsnit (4¢) name fF ip
seng-kia (the Sansont name of the lion 18 stngia). Ho states forther: *'The ition is
found jn all conntries of western Asin. It resembles the tiger, but is smaller. Lhe colour
of its skin is yellow or Jiko gold. The head is lango and like copper, the forehead is like
iron, the claws ara like iron looks, the teeth like a saw, the ears ave pointed, the nose 18
turned up, tha eyes shine like lightning, the roar resembles thunder. When the Lon 3s
enraged it is imposing by its teeth ; when it is cheerful, it is imposing by its tau. the
tail of the male lion has at its end o large tatt of hair. The face 16 providert with
whiskers. When the lion roars, oll other beasts flee away, and the horses uriuate bieod.”
A pood drawing of the lion is found in the anciont dictionary Hf JE 2h ya. The
commentator of this dictionary who wrote inthe 4th century, tries to identily the lion
with a beast 44 35 suan-ni iaenticoned in ancient Chinese books, ns eating tigers and 1c0-
pards, a completely arbitrary identifiention. In the last edition of the Rhte (1802, in the pre-
face it is stated, thot the drawings appended to that work date from tie time of the Sung
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The wolves in those countries have also manes.129
The 3{, #£ k'ung-ts‘to (peacocks) of the western countries are like

the peacocks represented in our paintings, only they have their tails
covered by the wings. But every day at noon the tail opens like a
splendid preen screen.

There are also Ff if Aiang-mao (fragrant cats)" resembling our

dynasty, and that
a have been carefully copi-

ed. Lhnus the drawing
of the lion, I present
here to the reader was
made originally between
the 10th and 122h cen-
tories, Tha lien seems
to have spread in an-
cient times over the whole
of western Asia, as far
even as Transoxiana.
Alexander the Great is
reported by Curtius to
have killed a )ion in
that country, between
the present Samarcand
and Bokhara. We are
told by the Persian au~
thors, that Houlagou in
1256 arranged a lion
hunt near the Dptbour
(Oxns), and that ten
lions were killed. (D’Ohbe-as he

son, tom. Ww, p. 140.)
As far a3 I know, at the present day in western Asia, lione are found only in southern
Persia, especially near Sliraz,

189. Perhaps the author speaks of hyenas,
140. Rémusat translates the thres charnctars 3; Se KE jo ts’ué p'ing by, “commo faitfsout.” He does not translate the character p'ing at all, which means “* ecreen.”

id Fei-is'yé is the Chinese name of the kingfisher (alcedo bengalensis), the beanti-
green icathers of which arc made up into different ornaments. Therefore means

also ** green,” need not mention, that the kingfisher never spreads cut his tail like the
pencock, 19 Rémusat states.

é

TE eee de, Be dung tio is the Chinese name fo he PoodKung-istio is the Chinese name for the peacock.

translated by, “‘bird of Confucius.” Indeed the character K‘ung represents Confucias’
neme ond fs'to means ‘! bird,” But the Chinese do not intend this meant. Ka
means also “peat, excellent,” and at the time of Confucius the peacock was not known in
China. The Pen ts'ao (book xlix, f. 7), in explaining the name of the peacock states,
that Mung means “+preat;” but that perhaps by this sound a southern (foreign) word is

intended. FE HY GEE Mo-yu-to is given thore as the Sanserit name of the bird.(Accords
ing to Crawford's Aicuonary of the Indian istands, p- 838, its Sanscrit name is mafiura}.
The peacock seems to ba first mautioned in Chinese books in the beginning of our era.
i have not been able to find any allusion to it in the Chinese classics. In the ** History of
the Posterior Han,” which began its rule Ay vo. (Hou han shu, chap. 118), the i unge
ts*to is enumerated amongst the animals found in Z*iao-ché, which country is generally
Mentified with Persia (Tadjiks). The Pen tstao etates, that the peacock occurs 10 Algo-
chi (Cochinchina). Ia Chinn it bas always been considered as nv rare bird, and our
traveller Chang To scems only to have seen paintings of it in China. Now Chinese
mandarins wear peacock fenthers on their caps, as a mark of distinction, but the bird is
not frequently met sith. [ have seen it occasionally kept by bird-sellera in Petting. The
native country of the peacock is India.

14l. Hiang-mao, ‘* fragrant eat.” ‘fhe author means doubtless the civet cat, which produces
q

the perfume known under the uame of civet and highly prized by the orientale.
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+ ¥ Their excrements and urine are fragrant like musk.
There are #8 #4 ying-wu of five colours (4%. ¢. variegated parrots).
Wi, Ge (wind camels) are used for despatching couriers.

They make a thousand é& in one day.’ But there are Gf ft po-to
(pigeons),'“ which also transmit news to a distance of a thousand Hin
one day.

are two species of viverra yielding this perfume, v. civetia in Africa, and v. sibetha in
India. Both are kept in o half-domesticated stato, for the purpose of yioilding civet.
am not aware whether the civet cat is met with in western Asia in a wild stete, but as

the | Persians and Arnbs in ancvent tines were very fond of civet, they probably kept the
142. In the riountains west of Peking there are fo kinds of panthers. She amaller epecios is

called by the Chineso.
143. By ferg-fo, or as the Len is'aoLa Fo camel), that it menna swift like te wind,” tho” Chines

k 1, f. 88) writes the namo Ja, PAL [EE sen

anthora understand the one-Lumped camel or dromedary (camelus dromedarias). The
latter name is derived from the Greek Apopac, swift.” So Strabo terms the swift
camels xv, p. 724) with which Alexander Magnus pursued Darius, and afterwards

e murderer of the Persian king, to Bactna. ‘ithe one-bumped camel is 2 native
of Africa and the south-western part of Asia, whilst the two-humped camel (camelus
bactrianus), 18 an inhabitant of central Asia and Mongolia. But it is found also in Persia.
It is remarkable that the existence of camels, and their usefulness ag beasts of barden, in
different parts of the ancient world, depends upon certein olunatic conditions, which are
diamatrically opposite. The two-liumped camel inhabiting the vast platenu of Mongolia,
where the wiuter is exceedingly cold, is not ht for supporting heat ; but in winter it is quali-
fied to bear extreme cold, suow-stormas ang want of norishment for 2 long time. In vwin-
ter time the Russian mail between Kiachta ant Peking can only be cared by camels
through the Mongolian desert. ‘The wastern camels, on the contrary, aro bensts fit only
for the hot sandy deserts of Africa and Asia, where the temporature in winter does not at-
tain low degrees, and is very sensitive to snow and cold. Numbere of came! skeletons cen
be seen on the roads crossing mountajn ranges in Persian, and covered with snow in win-
fer time. The one and the two-humped camels, although confined originally to diferent
parts of Asia, were both known ln early times to the eastern as well as to tha western
Asintics, I possess some photagraplis of tho rnins of Persepolis, taken by my late friend
Colonel Pesce, in which the two-lumped camel repentedly appears in the bas-reliefs of the
ancient capital. On the other side it can bo proved from the Chiness annals, that the
Chinese knew dromedaries in the second century before our era. It was again the general
Chang Kien, who brought the first accounts of the -= EE yi-feng-tto-to, *t Ong.

camels,” he saw in tho country of the Za-yile-ii ( assageie, gocording to Ritter,
near the Oxus), Compare-Z5'ten Aan sku, chap. 96. Afterwards they are often men-
tioned in the dynastic histories, sometimes also under the namo of Jy 2 EE tu-féng-t'o
(meanin aJeo ' one-bumped camel”), as camels of western Asia. The two-lhumped camel
of tha golian deserts 1s larger and plumper-shaped than the one-humped, and connot
be trained for swift racing like the slender-shaped dromedary, which has been noticed by
our Chinese traveller as the *‘ wind camel.” Chardin, a Freuch traveller in Persia, about
to hundred years ago, states, that the camels in J’orsia trained for the service of the
couriers, nro dalled reva/ee, and adds, that the same camels were known to
the Hebrews under the name of genela fareka, menning '*chameau votant.” I hare not
been able to find in M'Chintock’s valuable Lncyciopadia of Bibitcal Literature a. term
counding like that. As regards wid the Pen ts‘ao quotea an author of the 11th
century, who states, that EE EE ye-t'o (wild camels) aro mot with only in the deserts
north-west of China proper. ‘They existence there, up to our days, has been ascertnined
not only by the Russian traveller Mr. Przewadsky, but Mr. has (Proceed. 2. Geogr.
Soc. vob xviii, p. 1) quotes othor modern travellers, who notice the wild camel in the
ceserts of central Asia.

144 The conveyance of letters by means of pigeons is au oriental invention. The Persian
medisval authors mention repeatedly carrier pigeons used hi western Asia, even in timo
of war. In 1262, when the Mongols besieged the city of Mossul, 2 tired pigeon, destined
for the besieged, sat down on oue of the catapults of the Mongols and was caught. it
was found that the pigeon carried the nows of the approach of an anny sent to reliove
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Nh Shan-hu (corals) grow to the south-western {Mediterranean )
sen. They are taken with iron nets;some of them being three feet
in height.14

The 8 jp fan-ch't is found on the rocks of the mountains in the
south-western countries. There is also the FA 8 ya-sze of five (differ-
ent) colours; which is of a very high price.14¢

LOSS The Mongols bad just. time to send a corps against the enemy which wns de-
feated. (D’Ohason L c. toni. ii, p. 872, } Carrier pigeons are known also in China. ‘The

Per ts‘ao informs u4 (book xviii, f 84, art, i: | ko, “pigeon ”) that the pigeons which
carry letters are termed He Ht ferns (fying slaves). We nre also infornied, that the
Sanscrit name for pigeon is ip it Ss 340 ikia-bu-de-kia (intended for kapota). Tho
Persian name for pigeon 33 Kebuter.

145, SAan-~-An. The same name is used up to this time in China to designate which
are highly valued here. The Pen ta'ao treating of the coral (book viii, £ 58 ; it is ranged
there among the precions stones), vontures no explanation of the name shan-hu, it
seams not to be a Chinese name. Corals are not found in China. I find them for the Arse
time mentioned in the ‘History of tha Posterior Han,” 4. D. 25-221 (ifou han shu,
chap. 118). Corals are said there to be a product of kuo (the Roman empire ;
see note 131). In the ‘‘ History of the T'ang dynasty,” 618-907 (Zang shu, chap. 2586,
article F'o-da, “the Greek empire;” see note 131), some accounts of coral-fishing are given
in the following terms: ‘<The coral tree grows in the sen on rocks like mushrooms. It
1s at first of a white colour; after a year it changes to yellow, and in the third year it be.
comes red, The branches are much entangled. The coral tree, which attains 2 height of
three to four feet, is fished up by iron nets, by means of whach it is broken of from the

This is a short but quite correct description of coral-fishing ns it is even now
practised in the Mediterranean, the only sea where true red corals, corallium rubrum,
ara found. The Pen ts‘ao gives og the Sanserit name of the coral $k fie x Na zefti- 20.

146. I have not been able to find either in the Per istac, in any Chineso dictionnry or other
Chinase buolc, an explanation regarding the products lan-ch's and ya-sze mentionad in the
above passare. Pauthier translates the first by¢pidendron rouge (7) and the secoud
sauvages gui semdfeni toujours médiler. Tne character fi) don in Chinese,
manns indeed a plant of the order of orchids, and ch's means “red; but Pautbier should have
known, that in Chinese the adjective is never placed aftor the substantive as in French,
and iv translatiug these two characters thay could only be rendered by rouge d’épiden-
dron,” The character ye means not ‘wild ducks,” but on the contrary ‘‘tame duchks ;”
gze means “* roeditate.”’ Pauthier is also in error in translating AE PE He WA
croit dans des montagaes rocheuses situées au milien de Ja mart du sud-ouest (ie golfe Per-
sique)." Si-nan-kai (meaning literally south-western sen’) is & gencral term always
used in Chinese books to desiennte tha countries towards or near the south-western
sea, just 2s nen-has (southern sen) means the islands of the. Archipelago. The Chinase
author when speaking of products found m the south-western sea, adds the: character
rf chung Gn, in the middle) as we shal see farther on.I am of opinion, that the Chinese
author does not intend by the names and ga-sze “‘flowers”’ and °* philosophic
ducics,”’ but Bpaaks of precious stones ; for he enumerates the products of the conutries In
a certain order, and after having spoken of coral, he mentions the fen-ch"t, the yresze of
five difforent colours, and after that diamonds. He states also that the ya-sze is highly
prized. I think, therefore, there can beno doubt, that precious stones are meant, and
after having looked in Keferstein's Bfmerelogia polygiotia tor the west-Asiatic names of
diferent stones, I came to the conclusion, that /an-ch't is the same os landshiwer, the
Arabic name for and by the a-sze of five colours probably jasper is meant,
which is termed in Arabic yashon. AS 38 own the ya-sh-peh, which js the same as jas-
par, was one of the twelve stones in the breastplate of the high priest, as mentioned in
the Bible. Dar, Emanuel in his history of diamonds and precious stones, 1867, pp. 17d, 144
and 222 states, that the jasper found near Smyrna, in Greece and in Epynt of various
colours (yellow, red, green, black, brown) was most highly prized by the ancients. But
Enanuel is wrong in stating, that jasper is highly prized also in Cliino, and that the seal of
the emperor 16 made of it. The imperial seat in China is made of “jade,” +E git. T am
not aryare, that the Chinese now know jasper, at least I have not seen it here, and know
not the present Chinese name of it. But dapis-fazuls is well known to the Chiuese, and
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The 4» fil #§ Ain-kang-tsuan (diamonds) come from
( Hindustan). The people take flesh and throw it into the preat valleys

the modern name of it is oP & tsting-kin gold). China, and esneejally tho cap.
ital, 48 very rich In precious stones ; but as very few kinds of them are produced in this
country, they evidently have beeu brought from sbroad, and I suppose most of the beau-
tiful rubies, sapphires, emeralds, etc. sold in Peking, and emanating for the greater
part from the establisliments of impoverished princes and nobles, came to Cliina iu early
times, and especially at the tune iwestern Asian was devastated and niundered by the
Mongols. Bost of tlie ancient names of precions stoucs in China aro changed at the pre-
sent day. KE apologize for a digreesion from the subject, when inserting here a small natice, —
dating from the Bicngol time,—on western precious stones. In the Be Ht ee Che keng iu,
notes on diferent matters referring to the time of the Songol dynasty, written by learned
Chinese in the 14th century, an article is found (chap. 7) entitled la] 43 $B
Hut hur ski t'ou, (Precious) stones of the Molaramedanis. In the introduction the nuther
says :— ** Tlie (precious) stones in the countries of the Mohammedans nre different in appenr-
ance and in price. At the close of the 13th century, one of the rich Mohammedan mer-
chants sold a Hi} hung-te (* Balas ruby’ as we shall see farther on) to the Chinese
government. It weighed 1 diang and 3 ts*ien, and was estimated at 140.000 sr ting paid
un bank.notes. (N. B, 1 hang—10 ts'ien=1¢ oz, av. 1 ting at the time of the Mongols was
50 liang silver, not as Pauthier erroneously states, AL. Polo, p, 320, ¢en liang. But the paper
money was worth only q tentd of its nonunal value.) The emperor placed it on the top of lus
cap, aud thus it was afterwards successively transinitted from one emperor to another.
The emperors always put it on at the new year, on their birth-days and on other solerin
ocenrsions. The following are the stones I (i the Chinese author) know, and I shall
give a list of them: *

sy, FI A oB ‘red stones.’ There are tour kinds.
‘The $3} ia. When of a pale red colour, 1¢ is very beautiful.
The 34 FF $i ti-dje-da. The stones which ato of a deop red colowr and

thin, are the most valuable.
The Bi) YE gz-te~n 18 Of a. dark red eolour.

The & x ga geennt-dan has an irregular colour ; it is red mixed with dark
y cilow. Although this stone is found in Jarge picces, it is the least valuable of
the above-mentioned.’’

N. B. Za denotes fag winch is the Persian name for Halas rudy. ‘Louis stone is of a roge
red colour (Keferstein, p. 20; Emanuel, p. 220). Bidjeda of the Chineso author means
the Persiau didjade, by Which hame another Kind of ruby is meant (Kelerstein, p. 23), Si-
de-nv denotes probably '‘ from Coylon.” It s known, that very fine rubies come from that
country. I donot know what red stone is meant by periiape At u-na-da, a kind of
opal (ieferstein, p. 63). At the present day, the names given above for rubies ara unknown
in China. The ruby is called x. 32 Al hung-pao-shi (red precious stone) in Peking.

“9 Fe wa Lii-shé-t'on, ‘ stones.” there are three kinds found together
m the same mines.

The By $f) 35% dju-ba-bi takes tho first rank.It ig of n deep rreen colour.
The’ By AR HO) cdju-my-da is of medium quality.
‘Lhe fe TIE sa-bu-ni, which is of's pale green belongs to « lower class.”

N. 5. These tliree green sienes are without doubt emerades, and the names piven to them
by the Chinese author can ensily be recornized as Arabic and Persian nainas for different
vanelies of this stone. See Keforsteia, p. 48. The name dsobad (ineaning ‘*
flies with beautiful green wings} was applied by the Arabs to a first-quality emerald of
a deep green colour ; whilst scount {meaning “‘soap-preen") was the name of an inferior
kind of a pale colour. Liu-ma-i2 8 proiably intended for zmerud or samurod, general
tarms for emerald in Persian and Arabic. Even now the emerald in Peking bears a
similar name, being termed $i RE BR Tsit-mu-Le. It is also known under the name
éii-pao-shi, “* green precious stone.”

‘63. The stones called ye 8 ya-hu or ag he Ya-gu.
The red ye-gu has on the surface a white water, (this exprossion refers evident-

ly to the lustre of thie stone).
The B & EK ma-sse-gent-di. Without lustre. A vatriognted stone.

This stone and tho rad ya-gu are dug from the same nines,



(of the mountains).
digmonds are found in their excremepts.24"

Lhe #y (2 ff sa-ba-+ is a product of the western sea.

The FT ul ie ts'ing-ya-gtt, ‘blue ya-pu.’ First quality of a deep blus colour.
Bina ya-gu The {8 Zé ni-lan ; medium quality, of a pale blue colour.

The = RK we wu-p"o-ni-dan ; lower quality, of a blue colour.
The yellow ya-wu
The white ya-gu."”

N. B. By ya-Au or ya-gu ihe Chinese author renders the Arabic and Persian yacw, 4
name applied to what we call swby and corundum pp. 11, 28). The Mohamnm-
medan authors mention a red yacut='' the raby,” and a one with many varieties,
which we call seppdire or blue corundur. The name niedan of the Chinese author re-
presents the Sanscrit nidz, in Malayan nifan, applied to the blue sapphire. ihe yellow
ya-ge is the yellow corundum or sapphire, known to jewellers under dhe name of or-
dental topaz (Koferstein, p. 17}. Finally tie wale ya-gu is what we call the white sap-
phire. At the present timo, the blue sapphire in Peking is culled BE Ly AL tan-peo-
SHE, bine precious stone.”

4. Stones belonging to the category S65 [Tp
Tao (trie) mao-tsing bas a bre of lustre in the juterior.
The FE IK Zi tsou-shui-shi when dug from the mines, resembles the mao-

N. B. Mao-tsing means and denotes the same stons ns known to us nnder
the name of cad’s-eye. The Chinese as well as Europeans dorived this name from the
peculiar lustre of the stoue, resembling, when held towards the light, the contracted pupil
of the aye of a cat. i sou-shai-shs means ‘*stone with walking water” (undulating
lustre is to be understood). This stong may be identihen with the chrysoberyd or cymo-
phane. The latter name means in Greek,—-"‘Hoating light.” At the prasent day, the
éut’s-cye is called in Peking 4 Fai mao-rh-yen

“ §. Stones called i) -f* dien-tee.
The $f ro Fy G5 ni-she-bu-dé. This is the apecies, which is fond in the

country of the Mohammedans, and is distingnished by its fine structure.The >, FBS VE It is also called jaf PY fal -f ho-si-tien-
ize { means ‘west of the Yellow mver’)} and has a coarse structure.

The 3) iy A King-chou-shi is called also aS RE WT stany~yang-ti et
ree, (Sting-yang fu is a city in the province of Hupei). It changes its cok.

N. B. The Chinese anthor says nothing about the colour of these stones, and it is difficalt
to say wiiat stone he means by fien-fze. Perhaps the curquoise was known by this
name in China. This beautiful blne stone is dug near Nishapur in Persia, and theChinese sounds like this name. The Jucher munch, 1 Persian treatise on
precions stonea, quotes four pinces in Asia, where turquoises are fonnd, viz. Niskapar,
dthodjenl, Shetavek: in Kerman (evidently the of the Chinese author) and a
mountain in Adjerbetdjun. Seo Ouseley’s Lravels me Persea, vol. i, p. 31. Emanvel
atates (1. & p. 178) that the precious turquoise is found near Nishapur, and juferior
varieties of it occur also in Thibet and China, that it changes its colour, etc. The Persian
Bawe of the turquoite ts _firuze. Now very miserable turquoises of a grecnish colour are
sold at Peking under the nama Pe Ga Ay mung-rheshi.

147. Remusat states io a note, that a similar fable regarding the origin of diamonds is record-
edi in the narrative of the travels of the satior. The same is also reported byPolo, (Sea Col. Yule’s utd, Polo, vol. it, p. 295.)

148. Sa-ba-r. The descrintion aiven of this drug, found in the sea, can only point to ambder-
gris, the auber of the Arabs, highly valued in perfimery by tle ovientals. ] &nd in
Kou Baithar's inateria medics (translated by Sonthenner, vol. ij. p. 210), the following
notice about the origin of amter: “There is at the bottom of the set, some substance
which (ha sea beasts ent and then vomit it ; which ts amber." The Pen ts'ao mentions
ambergris (book xiii, f. 5), under the name hE iE ay lung-sten-hiang, ‘dragon's
saliva perfwue,” and describes it og 2 sweet-scented product, which is obtained from the$82. It is greasy, and at first yellowish white; when dry it forms pieces of
a yellowish black colour. In spring whole herds of dragons swim in that sea, and vomit¢ ot, Others say, that it is found in the belly of a large fish. This description also
doubtless points to amberpris, which in reality is the pathological concretion of the
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Then birds come and eat this flesh; after which
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the essence of tortoise-shell (J§ 35 & 3 #). The fe 1h
(crocodiles)!#* eat the tortoises and then vomit. In a year the vomited
substance hardens. (Lhat is the sabar.) The price of it equals that of
gold. It is adulterated with rhinoceros excrements.

The +B Be fie gu-du-si is the horn of a large snake. Lt has the
property of neutralizing poison, 150

The fa 48 8) tung-chung-ma (dragon-horses) are found in the
western sea. They are provided with scales and horns.‘ People do
not allow mares witb colts to graze near (the sea shore). The colts are
drawn into the sea and do not come back.”

macrocephalus, a largo cetaceous aninal. ‘Sho best ambergris is collected on
the Arabian coast. The History of the Aling (Jéing sii, chap. 826) mentions the
lung-sien-itang 8 & product of >a il) ee Bu-lowa (Brawn, on the enst const of
Africa). I am astonished, that Pauthier tries to identify the sen product sa-ba-r of the
Chiness author, with the precious stone sapphire.

149. [ translute by “crocodile ;* for in the Pen ts'ao (hook xlili, £ 8), this kind of
‘scaly dragon” is stated to be called in Sanserit BE Hi gung-biefo and in Bisch-
ing, Ustindien, vol. ii, p. 838, [ find, that is the Sauscrit name for crocodils,
The Pen ts'ao expluinus the name trav by * crossed eye-brows 3” it means probably the
two prominent bone ridges, wich stretch from tho margiv of the orbits to the nuse of
erocadilus biporeatus. In Bridgman’s Chrestomathy, p. 477, fe i o-yit and Pt fil
to-dung are given as the Chinese names for * crocodile.’ The secoud naue appeurs in
the Pen-ts‘ao (book xii, f. 9}, aud the drawing given there of this boast represents
exactly a crocodile, The name o-yii 19 not found in the Pen tstao, but it is met in other
Chinese books, and refers also unquestionably to the crocodile. [ eanyot onter liere into
a detaved discussion on this subject ;  inay suffice to note, that very correct descriptions
of the crocodile and its habits are fonud in ancient Chinese works. Tho crocadile lived in
former times in southern China, but I have not heard of its beiue found there nt the
present day.

150. Guedu-st dea “strong”; st== ‘*rhinneeros "). Reimusat translates these
three characters by, *‘La corne du rhivocdros a Ia dureté dun 083” which trnnsta-
tion conficts with the rules of Clinese syntnx. Besides, this gu-cli-sé is not to be
trnaslated, for it is the nume (probably the name) of a meilicine. Rediusat has
omitted the transintion of the next four characters, which explain, that itis the horn ofa
larg? snake. ‘The gu-du-si is insntioned in the Pen istao, bnok xi, p. 40, which repeats
tle statement of the Si shi &é, that it noutralizes every poison (9% on ae dees not mean
ns Rémusat translates: ‘ello est excollente pour découvrir towte sorte de véniu ‘The

rhinoceros horn 4 is likewise vopated fromm time immemorial for its anti.
poisonous virtues. The Shea ming pen ts*'ao, an anciant materia medica, attributed by
tradition to the ormperor Shea-nung, v. c 2700, at all events tho most anctent Chinese
ranterin medica existing, states that the rhinoceros-lorn + a He chu po dee,
cures the handred poisons.” The rhinoceros and goblets made from rbinoceros-horn
Gre repeatedly meniiened in tho Cluiese classics, nnd even at the presont day the
Juttor cnn be purchased everywhere in Cling, as at the time of Confucius. It is a ree
matkable fact, that in India the people from time immemorial, atirilute the samo
anti-nosonous virtues to the rhinocerus-horn as tlie Chinese co, (See Bisching's A sten,
vol. ii, p. 838.) I cannot believe that the Chinese lave borrowed this practice from the
Hindus or vice-vargn.

153. Lung-chung-ma, ‘* dragon-horses.’” The Chinese author had probably beard of the large
cotaccons animal, which is described in zoolozy under tho name of duyong or dugong,
hatlicore cetaces. This beast 33 found in the Indian ceean, snd also in the Red sea and
the Persian gulf, and frequents the shallow sea and the cousts, where 1% feeds on the
submarine sea-erass pastures. (Compare Prefa’s Stfastr. Thierlaten, vol. ii, * p.
6) 7.} Acenrding to Basching (1, ¢. vol. il, p. 886), the dugong is called Ladelkudire orby the Malays. Buffon in denominating it frickeces egres marinus
compres it alsa with a horse. The dugong hns given rise, in ancient tines, to iuauy
miraculous talos, circidating among the Arabs and Persians, and wo ought not to wondor,
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There is also a black eagle (i ffE ts‘ao-tiao). It lays only three
egos in one brood. From one of these eggs a dog comes out; it is of
a pray colour and shori-haired. It follows the shadow of its mother
(when she flies). In hunting game it is always successful.

The jg fil =. (literally, “sheep planted on hil-
locks”) are also produced in the westem countries. The people take
the navel of a sheep, plant 26 in the ground and water it When it
hears thunder it grows ; the navel retaining a connection with the ground.
After the beast has become full grown, they take a stick and frighten
if. Then the navel breaks off and the sheep begins to walk and eats
grass. In autuinn it can be eaten. The flesh of the navel (of the butch-
ered sheep} can be planted again?
_——r ei a

when the Chinese author attributes to it liorns and scales, according to Chineso views
indispensable decorations for a marvellous nujmal.

15%. Lung-chung-yang. Pauthter again translates ineorrectly that this kind of sheep (which
P. calls monton de montagnes””) is produced in the western sea, whilst the Chinese tex ¢
i i means in the countries near the western sen (sea note 146). Rémueant has
not rendered what is stated in his text about the ding-chung-yang. Panthier dranslated
boldly, bat he did not understand the subject in hand. Re renders DX eh +
rf it Zl IK fra] ne tS oe “oula de Ia resemblance avec les moutons de notre j pays
re Mout nowmmons, ‘esptce de moutons d ombilic’ (ydng-tst-ichoung). Quand on lave
ours indres dans l’enn et qun’elles entendent le tonnerre, elles mettent bas ceite espdce de

moutons.” Pauthier took the characters $e chang and Ye king, which I translate
by ‘*to grow” and ‘to frighten,” for the name of the famous Cliuese general Chang
Kien, whose namo however is always written Se 3 (See Pts translation, “Selon
Tehang-kien, etc.’’). z 7X ri (in autumn the lamb may be saten), Prater
translates, fen automue (quand il n’y en 9 plus), il puisse manger nulre chose.” Hae AY
is W Ai hos been rendered by Pauthier, La chair de est aussi d'une
espoce particuliére.” It is not dificult to divine, that this miraculous story of a lamb,
wich grows hike a plant, is nothing other than a reproduction of the medimval tale of the
agnus scythicus or **Turtatian lamb,” which is alluded to also by Friar Odorte (Yule’s
Cathay, p. 144); but it must have baen current much carlier in western countries, for the
Chineso authors mention it in the 9th century. 1 find the following account in the
“ History of the Ttang dynasty” shu, chap. 2582), ‘'There are in the
country of Fo-lin (the Byzantine empire, see note 181), sheep which grow from the
ground. pecple wait till they shoot out, and then surround (the plant or beast), with
a wall, to protect it against wild beasts. 3f the umbilical cord connecting the Iam arith
the ground is cut off, at will die. (There is another method to keep it living.) A man
daly cnparisoned, mounts a horse and ruslies upon the lamb. At the same timo a great
nose is made to frighten it. Then tle lamb cries, the umbilical cord breaks off, and it
goas to prass.” [ef ing compare with these ancient Chinese statements, an account, given
by Scaliger in the first half of the 16th century, of the Tartar Inmb. (See Yule L c.)
“It 38 Sonud int the lands of the noble Tartar horde catled:-Zavosha (means probably beyond
the Wolga, for z¢ in Russian" beyond”). The saed is like that of a melon, but the
plant, which is called daromets or “the lamb” (baranaa“shcep” in Russian) grows to tha
hewlit of about three feet in the form of that animal, with feet, hoofs, ears, etc., com-
plete, only having in lien of Lorne two curly locks of hair. If wounded it bleeds: wolves
are greedily fond of jt.” Jt is believed at the present day, that we can explain the ongin
of the mediseval tale regarding the agnus acythicns. Tho savants of the last as well as
the present century have been much takeu up by the elucidation of this question. Tn 1725
Dr. Beyne of Dautziy first declared that the pretended aguus scythicus was nothing more
than the root of a large fern covered with its nataral villus or yellow down, and accom-
panied by sume of the stems, ete., in crder when placed in an inverted position, the better
to represent tha appearance of the jegs and horns of a guadruped. Linnewus afterwards
received a fern from China (evidently from southern Chine ; perhaps his countryman
Osbeck brought it), and did not hesitate in declaring it to be the agnus seythicus, and to
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There is a woman in those western couutries, who understands the
Janguage of the horses and can predict (in this way?) good and evil.

Many other marvellons things are seen there, but all cannot be
reported. Ch’ane Te’s journey to the western countries and back had
toican eleven months.*

{Mere the report of Ch’ang Le's journey concludes. ZLiy Yu, the
author of the Sz sht 4%, adds the following critical remarks.]

The St-y8 (countries of the west) was first opened (for China)
by the general Chang Kren (about s. c. 120, he penetrated as far as
Bactria, see note 152). The countries, their hills and rivers, are up to
our days the sano; but as those times belong to remote antiquity, the
names of the countries have changed, and it is difficult to enguire into
their political changes. What at the present day is called #3 #2 Ian-
hat, was in anctent tine 4 pf Ken-shan ihe Ef) #e Ya-du of our
days is the sane as Sp FE Shen-du of the Han The camet-

bird (now found in western countries) is the ta-ma-tsio of the kingdom
of An-s: (mentioned at the time of the Han, see note 132}. ye ae i
Mi-st-r is the same as the kingdom 7% #K /o-din (Jan) mentioned at the

name it polypodium barometz (Lamarck, Lacyed. Hot. vol. v, p. $52). Lonrejro in his
ilove cochinchinensts, tom. ii, p. 676, states, that the same plant is found in Cochinchina
aud Chius., He gives Acu tsié as tho Chinese name. Hie jutends evidently iy 4 hou-
ts"§ Clop’s back), «a plant described in Wie Pen (book xu, f. 82), and represented in
avery good drawing in the Chinese botany Cit wu ming sha t'u kao, bovk viii, f. 2,
which leaves no doubt about the plant in question being fer. The yhizoma is repre.
sented as covered with long luis. The fen tstao explains Ue Chinese name by the
resoinblance of the root to 2 dov’s back, and states, that several species of this fern occur
i Clana, one with black hairs on the root, avother with pold-coloured Jiairs. The firat
scientific name of the plant, polypodium barometz, was afterwards changed to aspidiun
barouetz, ang then to cihotiam Jarurets. Lindley's 2veaswry of Botany, vol. i, p. 286,
informs us, that the lattcr mame 1s identical with c. géaxcescens, and we find io Beuthan’s
Ficrn Hongkongensis, two otlecr scientific synonyms for the same plant, e. glaucum and
Ce ASSAULT. (indeed, it seems, that our botanical
savanis will soon succeed in rendering systematic
nomenclature so intricate, that the quotation of 2
scientific name of a plant will only give rise to coa-
fusion. ) Mir. Benth states that this is a tropietl
plant, occurring in Assn, south China and the
Sandwtck islands. Nowlera in the books at wy er
disposal enn I find mention of it as a plant near the
Wola, The Luglish Cyclopedia (quoted by Yule),
in assigning to the plant in question an elevated salt
plain to the west of the Wolgn, derived its inform.
ation probably from a medieval traveller, not from a
botanienl work. How then cu: Me. ‘Th. Moore state
in Jandley’s of Botany, tlt the ognus
gevthicas of medimval travellers is without doubt the
cibolium barumetz? trareliers as well as
the Clrinese authors ugree in ussisuing to this marvel-
lous pdant-cnvané the conntries of western Asis or eastern Europe.

153. The Chinese anthor is wrone. and Afaeshan care not the sama. (Compare
Clfang-ch'un's travels, notes 61, 53 and Si she &i, nole 31.)

194. By the latter name India was known to the Chinese, about the commencement of our ern.

* Sea note ©.

CIBOTIVAL RANOMETZ.
from Lindlay’s

Treasury of Botuny.
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time of the T'ang dynasty..5 This can be proved by comparing the
products, customs etc. of the respective countries (as mentioned ia
different times). For instance the Z"ang she states that is forty
thousand é¢ distant from the (Chinese) capital, that it 1s situated on the
borders of the sea, and that it is rich in rare and precious products.
All agree very well with the recent statements (about Mi-si-r), and there
can be no doubt as to the identification.

Written by Zi #§ Liu Yu, m the third month of the year 1263,
NOTES BY THE EDITOR.

A reprint in the Hae kwo f'06 ché has “' four thousand ts,"
The Hae kweo t'od ché bas “ tourtesn months.”

MOVABLE TYPES FOR PRINTING CHINESE
By S. Werrs LL. D.

HE perpetuation of writings by engraving characters upon wood or
stone, and then printing from the plates, is generally supposed to

have originated among the Chinese in the reign of Ming-tsung of the
After Tang dynasty abont the year 4. D. 9382. Tbe account states,
that. the ministers Fang Tau and Li Yu proposed to the officers of
the Kwoh-tsz kien, to revise the classics and engrave the texts on
plates of wood, for the purpose of printing them fer sale; but tho design
was interfered with by political troubles, and was not carried into effect
until twenty years after.

From the qaiet way this plan is mentioned, however, one may
justly infer that this made of producing books was already known, and
by a reference to vol. 39 of the Chinose encyclopadia Keh-ché king-
yuen Fe 3% GF JA such is shown to have been the case. it is there
stated, that in the 4th year of Kao-tsu, the founder of the Su dynas-
ty (a. D. 593}, he commanded that all the worn-out designs and an-
edited texts should be collected, and engraved on wood for publication ;
and thus, adds the writer, “occurred the commencement of printing
on plates of wood.” But it is very probable that an invention of this
kind must already have become somewhat common, before a monarch
so busy as Kao-tsu would have ordered such a vast uadertaking as this
decree involved; and a note, in a work called the Ps-tsang says that
printing from wooden plates was invented in a. D. 581, at the beginning
of the Sut dynasty, expanded sensibly under the T'ang dynasty, and reach-
ed its perfection under the Sung dynasty. The above-mentioned date

of 581 is about contemporary wiih the most flourishing period of the
155, Tho Chinsse author is mistaken again; seo note 13).
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Saxon Heptarchy, and the year before Maurice became emperor at Con-
stantinople ; We may reasonably suppose, therefore, that if Harops had
then had commercial intercourse with China, her literary men would have
probably been induced to imitate this mode of reproducing copies of val-
uable works, and thus have preserved many books now irrecoverablylost.

At a still earlier date (about a. p. 175), however, the Chinese
had begun to eugrave texts upon stone, in order to preserve them un-
altered. Jt does not appear that they thought of engraving the char-
acters in-reverse until about the year 986, when the emperor Tai-tsung,
of the Sung dynasty, ordered fac-similes of all the ancient manuscripts
he bad been able to collect, to be cut upon slabs of stone in such a
manner, that impressions could be produced by means of pressure of
the hana. Up to the year 1243, this mode was in use to make copies
of autographs and ancient inscriptions in large pages, the characters
always being in white on a black ground. Some of these impressions
still exist, and in the elegance and perfection of their characters do not
yleld to the best editions printed from wooden plates.

Lhe first authentic account of printing with movable types occurs
in vol. 18 of the Mung-ki pih-tan 7 SE ¥, in the biographical notice
of Chin Kwoh (who became a tsin-sz in a. D. 1056), where it is stated
that a smith, named Pi Shing, invented a mode of printing by means
of plates called Awoh pan 4% or “movable blocks.” According to
the account, this man took some fine plastic clay, of which he made
regularly-formed plates, about as thick as a cash, and engraved thereon
the characters in most frequent use. Por each character he made 2
separate seal, or type, and then baked it in the fire to harden it. He
then placed on the table an iron plate, which he covered with a fusible
cement of resin, wax and lime; and having prepared a frame or chase
of tron, divided within by iron strips from top to bettom, he laid it on
the iron plate in the covering of cement; the types were arranged
within these rows, beginning at the right, and placing them one against:
the other. When the chase was filled with types, it was placed near
the fire to melt the cement, and fasten im the types, after which a
smooth block of wood was pressed upon them to bring them all te the
same level. They were then ready for the printing, which was done
by rubbing ; and when all the impressions wanted, were struck off, the
cement was melted by putting the plate near the fire, and the earthen-
ware Lypes easily were cleared of the dirt, and ready for setting up
another pace. The types were arranged according to their tones, and
we may safely assume, by their syllables too,—that is, cliaracters like
tao JJ, pa Fi and pang 3% were not put together im one case because
they all came under the first tone.
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It appears from this brief notice, which there ia mo good reason

for disputing, that the Chinese blacksmith Pi Shing desaryes to be
commemorated, as well as the Germans Guttenberg and Fust, who
lived about 450 years afterwards, for the invention of movable types ;
but his countrymen suffered bis art to be lost, and his. name to pass
into oblivion; and continued as before to engrave and print from
wooden blocks. Nor, when we reflect a little, is this to be wondered
at. If we consider the time which must have been necessarily consum-
ed in finding a certain character out of hundreds—yea, thousands—of
types having the same tone, if such were all thrown together when
distributed, and the perplexity of the compositor as to the right tone of
the character he held in his hand, to distribute, these drawbacks
altogether would deter others from forsaking the easier method of block-
cutting. It is hard to see how a workman, out of some of the heaps,
could have found the characters he needed, for at that time the present
arrangement under 214 radicals had not come into-use.

Lhe emperor Kanghi, at the suggostion of European missionaries,
ordered about 250,000 copper types to be engraved for the purpose of
printing a governinent encyclopedia in six thousand volumes, and
other worts. The font was completed with great care, and the books
printed with it are models of typographical neatness and beauty; but
the cupidity of those who superintended the press afterwards induced
them to melt the type into cash. Many types of this and of other
sizes, were made by cutting the character on fine-grained wood, and
striking their matrices in a kind of porcelain paste which was then
baked in a kiln; into these molds an alloy of lead and zinc was run,
and types cast as they were needed. However, leaden types do not
preserve thelr sharpness of ontline like wooden blocks; for if the
printing be done in the Chinese way by brushing and rubbing, the
metal rapidly wears away.

This font of movable types was ordered to be recut by the
Emperor Genlung, about the year 1773, and many editions were
printed with 14 before the close of his reign in 1796. The style of the
editions is not so elegant as those from the copper ones used by his
orandfather.

Most of the preceding details have bean taken from a paper prepar-
ed by the late Stanislas Julien in 1850, and may be regarded as reliable.

In 1850, an enterprising-booksellor named Tang, living at Fub-
shan near Canton, having probably heard of the fonts of Chinese type
In use among foreigners at Hongkong, commenced the preparation of
some fonts. He carved the characters on small blocks of wood, and
made an impression in fine clay, which had been depurated +. on 1Mn-
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palpable powder in water. Four types were cast at once in a frame,
and the clay matrix broken in pieces when they were taken out; to be
remade when more type were needed. The types were of block-tin,
mneasuring ouly 43 lines high, to save metal, and were set in a smooth-
ed galley of rosewood, having a ledge on three sides just the height of the
types, and forming the border of the page when printed. ‘Lhe columns

were divided by neat brass rules, and two pages were joined s0 as to
strike off one leaf ; his object being to imitate block printing in every
particular. Three fonts wére made, at an expense of upwards of ten
thousand dullars, and the “‘ Researches” of Ma Twan-lm in 120 volumes,
containing 19,348 folio pages, were printed by the firm in 1852, The
chief inducement to make the type at first, was to supply people witb
lottery tickets. The enterprise promised to reward the publisher, who
had cast more than 200,000.types, and proposed printing other works,
when the seditious rabble who rose against their rulers in Kwangtung
province in 1855, captured Fubshau, and destroyed his establishment.
On one occasion, several wounded soldiers were brought on board the
U. 8. store ship “Supply,” then lying 1a the Macao Passage near Oan-
ton, to be relieved if possible by her surgeon; and their shot wounds
wera found to have been all made by this man’s tin types, some of
which were extracted.

The following is a fac-simile of a specimen of Tang’s types, copied
from the ‘“‘ Chinese Repository,” vol. xix, p, 248.

Below is a specimen of two other fonts from the same foundry,
as used for text and notes, in a new edition of Ma Twan-lin’s %
Bit # Wan hien tung kau, or “Antiquarian Researches.” ‘The nar-
rower of these two sizes are used for notes, explanations, &e, and in
order to facilitate the composing of the page, the larger ones are cast
with a wide shouider, so that the body of the type shall he just twice
the size of the small ones underneath. fhe types in the upper of these
two lines are placed close together, though the characters look very
wide apart. See “ Chinese Repository,” vol. xx, p. 25l.
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In 1833, the Rev. Charles Gutzlaff conceived the idea of having

matrices made by chiseling out the character in inéeglio in reverse, on
copper plates half an inch square. He spent many hundred dollars in
cutting about four thousand common characters; but as might have
been expected, when these matrices were sent to Serampore to be used in
casting type, they proved to be utterly useless, for the type they pro-
duced were ill-formed, uneven and imperfect

The two fonts used in printing Morrison’s Dictionary were of the
grzes known as English and two-line great primer, and among the most
costly fonts of type ever made. The body of the type was bluck-tin, or
an alloy of type-metal and tin, but rather too soft to long retain the fine
strokes; each character was carved on the face of the block. During the
forty years they were in use, more than 200,000 types were cut in this
manne;r, the assortment of characters was over twenty thousand, but
the number of each kind was too few for printing Chinese books.
Besides Morrison’s Mandarin, Medhurst’s Hokkeén, and Williams’
Canton dictionaries, about twenty other Anglo-Chinese works were
printed with them, when all were destroyed with the factories at
Canton, December 18th, 1856. I may here record the generous gift of
these fonts to me by Governor Sir Henry Pottinger, when he wound
up the affairs of the E. L Company in 1842.

These and other attempts all tended to show the desirableness of
having proper steel punches cut to make matrices and manufacture
elegant Chinese type. The Royal Printing-office at Paris, about the
year 1838, had obtained a set of blocks engraved in China, containing
all the characters in the language, from which castings had been
made, and type obtained by sawing them into the proper size. Though
the result compensated those who, by this process, obtained characters
sufficient for printing extracts and short quotations, this mode could
not easily furnish type for the demands of a large printing-office. A
sImiiar experiment was made in New York in 1834, to cast stereotype
plates from neatly engraved wooden blocks, and the Sermon on the
Mount was cut for the purpose; but, owing tothe unevenness or warp-
ing of the blocks, and other causes, neither did this plan succeed, and 2t
has not since been tried.

In 1834, Dr. Medhurst, who was a practical printer, entered into
2 careful calculation as to the comparative cost of producing 2,000
copies of the Chinese Bible, by printing them from blocks, from movable
types, or from lithographic stones. At that time, if was unsafe to
employ Chinese workmen at Canton to cut such blocks; for in that
very year three men, so employed by me, were cast into prison, and
suffered greatly from incurring the dreaded penalty inflicted on ail who
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were branded as Aan kien Ye Hf or Chinese traitors; one of them was
not released till about 1840. Dr. Medhurst’s calenlations, therefore,
Incladed the transportation of workmen and materials to Batavia or
Singapore, which greatly enhanced the price; and even then the
advantage in point of ultimate cheapness was in favor of ietallic
Ly pes. The initial cost of 2,000 copies printed from blocks he reckoned
to be £1900; from stone to be £1261; and from typo to be £1498.
The‘advantages in favor of the latter, consisted in having the types and
presses all on haud after the first edition was printed ; whereas, by
the other modes, the blocks were much worn, and the stones uselesa
wnti! rewritten.

However, there are a few advantages connected with block-cut-
ting, as used to print books in the Chinese and Japanese languages,
which will perhaps, make 16 worth while to use them as Jong as these
lancuages exist in their present form. Among these may be enumerat-
ed the cheapness in respect to materials ;—with a fow wooden blocks a
few chisels, paper, ink and brushes in his shop, a skillful workman is
ready to begin his printing-office. When his blocks are cut, he can
print few or many as tho demand for the book requires, and his re-
ceipts follow his outlay as trade flourishes. There are DO corrections
of the text to be made; and if necessary, as in missionary tours might
often be the case, the blocks can be carried about and coptes of a tract
be printed when needed. Their manufacture can be all done tea by
natives, and in the Chinese language, this will always be the case with
block printing. The disadvantages of this mode present themselves
when numerous or voluminous books are to be issued; for the space
required for the blocks of such works as the dictionary called Pet-win-
YUR~ or “Thesaurus of Sounds,” or the “ Researches” of Ma Twan-
lin, and their preservation, soon becomes a serious matter to the publish~
ers. The dry rot or insects are apt to injure the blocks; they are
easily lost and hard to replace; and once on fire their destruction }s
nearly, inevitable. When the imperial repository of books in the Ww-
ying ten was burned in 1868 in the forbidden city at Peking, no
doubt some writings of value were destroyed for ever among the cords
of blocks then consumed. Still the advantages in cheapness, of this
mode for printing a few copies of a work to se!l among the Chinese, are
such as cannot be reached by movable types.

Block printing is adapted for producing books cheaply in Chinese,
rather than any other language, merely because the characters are so

No one would now recommend it for printing books in
Mongolian, Corean or pure Japanese kana,—although it has been ex-
tensively used for those languages—as metallic types are cheaper ond
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neater. For block printing, well-seasoned pear-wood is chiefly used.
Lhe board is planed smooth and trimmed to the right size; when the
copy is ready, the surface is covered with rice paste, and the paper
robbed on face downwards, and left to dry. The paper is then careful-
ly rubbed off with the thumb, and the Impression is seen on the wood
in reverse. An oblique-edged thin chisel is then used to cut away
all the blank wood, and a akilifnl hand will cut 500 characters in
a day, though the number of course varies according to the size and
nearness of the characters. Chinese ink is composed of lampblack
and vegetable oil, and is rnbbed on the block with one coir brush, and
the impression taken with another at one sweep of the band. A brisk
workman can easily print two thousand impressions in a day. For
printing ephemeral placards or other things, a composition. of bees-
wax and rosin, made hard enough io retain the engraver’s chisel is
often used instead of the dearer pear-wood. Four or five hundred good
Impressions only can be taken from such a plate. The Peking Ga-
zelie is printed with wooden movable types, each page fastened in
galleys with wedges; the impressions are brushed off.

Lithographic stones were much used by Dr. Medhurst when he
made his calculations at Batavia in 1834. In this way, he printed
myriads of Christian booka in Chinese, beside his “ Chinese and English
Dictionary” of 1,540 octavo pages, his Corean syllabary, and a Japanese
vocabulary; works which otherwise could not have been produced.
Lithography has one or tivo advantages over svood-cutting or types, in
that it permita languages to be gasily combined on the same page, and
enables an author to print his work almost immediately. But the
stones easily become injured or cracked ; and few missionaries have the
skill to work them, or to teach natives how to use them. In a tropical
climate itis particularly difficult to prevent the ink and grease running
into each other, and the fine lines blurring.

ihe first systematic attempt to produce a font of Chinese type
from matrices, was made in 1834, by Marcellin Legrand, a type-
founder in Paris, at the suggestion of George Pauthier, who wished to
puodlish his translation of Lao-tsz’ Tao-teh king with the text. The font
was contrived 60 as to furnish a large number of characters by com-
bining their radical and primitive when possible, thus saving many
thousands of matrices needed for sclid characters. the attempt was
carried through, and over three thousand matrices were cut. There are
214 radicals and nearly 2,100 common primitives in Chinese, and by
eutting the xadical on one-third of the body, and the primtive on two-
thirds, a well-proportioned character generally resulted when they were
combined the radicals fJ, 3 and 7, denoting mouth, hand and wood,
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were cul; then the primitives BJ, 4, 4 and jx, and these seven types
combined into twelve good characters, as fy fhe 15 AR di $2 $5 tk A ik
£4 and #2, though not all equally useful. A list of 22,741 anthorized char-
acters possible to ba made from this font, was printed by M. Lecrand.
A. set of his matrices was brought to China in 1844, and the type
has been largely used in printing religions works by the American Pres-
byterian Mission. This font was made under some difficulties, entirely
by foreign artists, and it was not surprising that it did not suit the taste
of the people. The strokes are too slim and too often end in a slight
hook, which cannot ba made in characters written with a brush; but
the disproportion between the parts of characters caused by combining
the same-sized radical with a primitive of three slrokes like #, and
and one of twenty strokes liko #%, was so displeasing that the font did
not become popular. This disproportion was still greater when the
division was horizontal, as in 5€ and The frequent recurrence of
such incongruous characters disfigured the page; but this principle of
of combination is a good one within certain limits. the following are
specimens of this type.+ * op it Bl @ GH =| Po :

] 2 g 5 8 t B B

While this font was preparing in Paris, the Rev. 8. Dyer of Singa-
pore set himself to the task of cutting steel punches. He began in 1888,
under many disadvantages ; for, not being a practical printer, and thus
obliged to educate himself and his workmen, it was by slow degrees
that he was able to perfect bis type. He continued the work till he
had cut 1,845 punches, an assortment of characters sufficient to print
many tracts and Scriptnres ; and also commenced cutting punches for a
font of small type, of which a few score were then completed. After hia
death in 1843, the enterprise was nearly suspended for a few years,
when R. Cole, a skillful printer and type-cutter, formerly connected
with the Presbyterian Mission press at Ningpo, resumed their prepara-
tion about 1846.

At the time of Mr. Dyer's death, there seemed to be no immediate
prospect of his tivo fonts being completed, when a new co-labdorer ap-
peared in Berlin, A. Beyerhaus, who proposed to aid mission work
among the Chinese, by eutting a foni of divisible type of medium size
between Dyer’s two fonts. His specimen of whole and divisible type
showed that he could produce a far more elegant character than Le-
bad done in Paris, As the opportunity seemed to be favorable,

pay

k 2 body? .. .
; beds f divided perpendicularly.

& Combined character—ood proportions,By

G Combined clarncter—bad proportions.
3 $ body
| : body f djvided horizontally.

7 Combined character—horizontal paris,ses F ma

8 Square type.
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I obtained all the data necessary as to price, time, and payment, and on
reaching America in October 1845, I conferred with Mr, Walter
Lowrie, the secrefary of the Presbyterian Board of Missions in New
York, who agreed to defray half the expense of cutting about 3,200 pun-
ches in Berlin. In order to furnish what was needed for my half of
this outlay, I delivered many lectures upon China, in various places,
which were afterwards revised and published as The Middle Kingdom.
the preparation of this font went on very slowly, and the matrices did
not reach China till about the year 1859.

Long before this date, Mr. Cole had so far completed his two
handsome fonts of solid type, to the number of 4,700 characters In each,
that in 1851 he was able to furnish all the variety of characters needed
for printing common books. They have since been nearly doubled in
number, and the small size, called three-line diamond, ts in general use
for all: kinds of printing. It may be safely said, that, but for this font
of type, Chinese newspapers could nof have been printed at all.

A still smaller font, of the size known as small pica, was com-
menced by Wm. Gamble of the Presbyterian Mission Press at Shanghai,
in 1859 ; and, by electrotyping from the wooden types cut in his office,
he was able to complete a large font of beautiful type in about as
many months as Dyer and Beyerhaus had worked years at their
tonts. By this process, the manufacture of movabie Chinese type of
any style and size has been so greatly cheapened and facilitated, that
hereafter there will be no trouble in printing books of any pattern.
Mr. Gamble printed an edition of the whole Bible in his small-pica
font. On one occasion, handsomely bound copies of this book were
presented to the high miisters in Peking, who were struck with the
beauty and fineness of the character, and the symmetry and clearness of
the printing, which were far superior fo anything they had ever seen, and
guite unattainable, as they admitted, by the best block-cutters. Great
credit is due both to Mr, Cole and Mr. Gamble for finishing these four
fonts of Chinese type, which are now cast af the mission foundry at
Shanghai, and furnished to foreigners and natives. I annex specimens
of each size.

Dyers tt FC OR Ly EY) Se BE HE
Byerhaus’ _,, : | El 3 ge kb ye
Paris 5 K : FE Ook oO:ll

Cole’s » K
Gambdle’s _,, *
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ZAITON RESEARCHES.

By Gro. Puts. F. RB. G. 8B
PART. II.

I" all the medizeval travellers who have left us an account of Zaitun,
Ibn Batuta has given the best description, which greatly aids us in

idoutifying the locality indicated; for not only does he assist us by his
tepography, but also by his account of the manufactures of the dis-
trict ; and unless positive evidence can be brought forward that he is as
uoreltableas Maundeville, and as mendacious as Pinto, we shall have to
thank him above all other travellers for the hight he throws upon the
Zaitun question.

ibis worthy travelier in Introducing us to China says first
city I came to in China was El Zaitun; there are, however, no
olives here, nor indeed in all China or India; this is merely the
name of the place. It is a large city, and in it they make the
best flowered and coloured silks, as well as satins, which are therefore
preferred to those made in other places. Its port is one of the finest in
the world. I saw in it about one hundred large junks; the small vessels
were lnnumersable It ts a large estuary of the sea, running into tho
land until if meets the preat river. In this, and other Chinese towns,
each inhabitant has a garden and some land, in the centre of which is
his house; and on this account it is that their cities are so large.”

‘ When the magistrate of the city heard of my arrival, he wrote
inmediately to the Khan, who is their Emperor, to acquaint bim of my
having come from India. I vequested of him, however, that he would
send a persen to bring me to Sin Kilan, to the Emir of that place,
until he should receive the IShan’s answer. To this the magistrate
agreed, and sent 2 person with me, who conducted me to him. I om-
barked, therefore, in a vessel on the river, and made a voyage of
twenty-seven days, in each of which we put into some village about
noon, bought what we happened to want, then said our prayers,
and proceeded on tn the evening. On the next this was repeated, and
so on till we got to Sin Kalan. At this place, as well as El Zaitun,
the earthenivare is made.”

As I consider that Chang-chow is the ancient Zaitun, let
whether what Ibn Batuta says of it is correct.

Ist “In it they make the best coloured silks and satins.”
During the middle ages Chang-chow was the most famous city of

Fookien for the manufacture of silks and satins, and traces of such
trade exist even in this our day. TI cannot, however, find that such a
manufacture or trade ever existed at Chin-chew.

In November 1845, M. I. Hedde, a special delegate from the
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Lyons silk manufacturers, visited the city of Chang-chow in company
with the Rey. Mr. Pollman, to learu all that be could concerning its
siik manufactures.

The Chinese Repository, vol. xvi, pp. 82, 83, makes mention of this visit
as follows :— Our travelers examined very attentively the plantation of
mulberry trees, which are generally of the multicaulis kind, white. The

wild ones are not rare, and lobated leaves are frequently seen. The

silkworms are very meagre, their rearing is very carelessly attended
to, and the cocoons are so small that in ordor to obtain an English
pound of silk 10,000 of them are sometimes necessary. The reel is
the sane as that adpoted in the silk territory of Shunte in Kwangtung.”

“ Weaving is here better waderstood, though still inferior to toat
of the other parts of China. They however, saw plain stuffs; dressed
and undressed talfetas (Chdng-sae), which were neither wanting in sup-
pleness nor brightness ; cut. and friezed plain aud figured velvets, some
of them even with several warps, superior to any other of the same
kind manufactured in China.”

Durmg a visit I made to Chang-chow myself, in March 1872,
I visited fhe silk looms that were then in existence after the great
Tatping rebellion, and saw various kinds of silk stuffs in the process af
manufacture. In conversation with the head of one of the factories,
I was told that they were now dependent for much of the raw silk
they used upon Krang-nan and Chi-kiang; the rebels having cut down
many of the mulberry trees for firewood.

Jt is related that when the Taiping rebels took Chang-chow in
October 1864, they found there such large stores of silk and satin,
that nearly every rebel soldier was to be seen clad in these costly
materials.

Lurning to the history of the Fookien province, and to the history
of the Chang-chow prefecture, under the head of Textile Industry and
Clothing, we find the following list of silk manufactures :—

Kuang-soo-twan 3 32 4 Glossy plain satins
fliwa-twan te, Coloured satins or brocades

K $2 oe A kind of velvet introduced from Japan
TM ohow + 3h Native plain silk
K3.80 2 Ss Striped silk
Chuan Lutestring
Chang-sha va 2) faffeta 1s the most famous silk

manufacture of Chang-chow at the
present day)

Specimens of the silk manufactures of Chang-chow, also found a
place in the Chinese Customs collection at the Austro-Hungarian
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exhibition, held last year at Vienna. They appeared among the
collection received from Amoy, and consisted of silk piece-moods and
silk and cotton mixtures. The uote appended to this collection men-
tioned that, ‘* these silk goods were of that place, much inferior to those
from Kwang-tung and Kiang-se, and that they were manufactured
at Chang-chow from silk produced in the district.”

In the French translation of lbn Batuta, we are informed that
rich silks and stuffs were made at Zaitun, and exported under the name
of zattuniah. The zaituniah here mentioned, must be, I think, the
satins for which Chang-chow was famous, and I am: inelined to think
that the place got its name froin the manufacture of that rich silk
stuf carried on there,! in the same way as Walden in Essex is called
Saffron Walden, from the saffron grown there. Other examples, such
as the Gold coast, the Ivory coast, and the Grain coast, show how the
products of a district give the name to a place.

D'Herbelot tells us, that the Chinese called Zaitun Schangion,
which I presume is Chang-chow, and the name Zattun, the “Satin
port,” or district, appears to me to have been tmposed upon it by early
traders, in the same way as the Celebes, and other islands, where
cloves and nutmegs abound, bave acquired the common name of the
Spice Islands.

My attention to the derivation of the name Zaitun, is attributable
to a short notice in “ Ocean for September, 1872, p. 186,
concerning the derivation of the English word satin, of which Colonel
Yule is the author. Jt runs thus :—* Satin.—Portuguese, setina, said
to be a Chinese word. The Portuguese word is irrelevant, and has
evidently been affected by the supposed connection with seta. I believe
satin came from 4aitun, the uame applied by western Asiatics in the
middle ages to the great Chinese port of western trade, properly
called Thsiuanchau, Chwanchau or Chinchew. Ibn Batuta tells us
that rich silk stuffs were made there, and exported under the name of
sartunizah. The Spanish aceytunt for satin, and the medieval Italian
zettant are steps In the passage.”

If my theory, as to the source whence the city of Chang-chow came
to be called Zaitun, is acceptcd, I shail have to thank Colonel Yule for
helping me half-way on the road to the solution of the problem.

Dr. 8. Wells Willams pives s2z’-fwdn? as the probable derivation

I. With regard to tle above theory of Zaitan being so called from the satin manufnctared
there, I wish it distinctly to be anderstood, that 1 by no means assert such was really the
case; I only adduce it as beine somewhat feasible, and not m any way helping me to
prove that Zaitin was Chang-chow. I cannot find any plnee near Amoy or Chin-chow
bearing & name at all approaching to Zaitun in the middle ages.2
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of our word “satin ;” there are.also the terms “ plain satin
of one colour,” and an abridgment of wu-sétwan,® “ plain
satin of any colour,” te be considered.

The Chinese expedition that went to the west in 1410, exchanged
at Makdisbo or Magadoso,* Bravah,’ Aden,® Escier,” and
Zafar" in Arabia, Hormus!? and other places, for the products of those
countries, their sé-twan,'* sé-chuan!4 and porcelain, which: they brought
with them from China.

I have thus shewn from both foreign and Chinese sources, that
Chang-chow was, and still is, a place where silks and satins are
manufactured ; and as far as my researches go, I can find no traces of
such a manufacture ever existing in Chin-chew, althongh I have little
doubt In my own mind that some centuries ago the rearing of silk-
worms to a greater or less extent was carried on ip nearly every
town in the Fookien province, while the chief seat of the silk manufac-
ture, as far as local histories shew, was undoubtedly Chang-chow on
the sea-bonrd and Kien-ntng-foo in the Interior.

2nd * Its port is one of the finest in the world; it is a large estuary
of the sea running into the land until it meets the great river.”

Those acquainted with the harbours of Amoy and Chin-chew,
will readily admit that the language here used most assuredly points
ta the former.

Colonel Yule himself says; “1 admit that the aspect of the
magnificent estuary now called Amoy Harbour, answers better to the
strong language of medizval travellers regarding Zayton—c. g. of Ibn
Batnta, when he calls it the greatest harbour in the world—than any-
thine we know of the harbour of Chwanchau in these days. But this
will not stand in the face of positive .proof such as has been adduced
on the other side.”

This positive proof will receive consideration further on.
3rd “I embarked, therefore, in a vessel on the river, and made a

voyage of twenty-seven days from Zaitun to Sin Kilan.”
This voyage J consider to have been made between Chang-chow

and Canton. The voyage by river from Chang-chow to Canton is a
common and ordinary way of travelling.

Let us accept Colonel Yule’s theory, that Zaitun is Chin-chew, the
embarking in a vessel upon the Chin-chew river to go by mland neviga-
tion to Canton, ts simply an impossible feat. Such being the case, rfoe cen i ‘PEE
5 Pa
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Ibn Batuta is reliable, this sentence alone seems almost to destroy all
pretensions of Chin-chew to be considered Zaitun.

The inland navigation from Chang-chow to Cunton, according to
the Ske-wo-chow-hong, 1s 2,170 2, which, allowing 80 % to be travelled
over per day, would take about twenty-seven days to traverse.

A mandaria who has made this journey, gives only 1,280 % as the
distance. Whether the man or the book is correct I cannot say. The

water route to Canton from Chang-chow is generally, first to Nan-
tsing,” thence to Ping-ho'’ and across the mountains to Kia-ying-
chow’ in the Canton province; from which place there is nearly
unbroken inland water communication.

Odoric, who once came by this inland water route from Sin Kilan
(Canton) to Zaifun, like Ibn Batuta gives twenty-seven days, as the
time required for the journey.

Navarette, some tivo centuries after, traversed the same route on
his way from Canton to Foo-ngan, the head-quarters of Jiis mission in
the northern part of the Fookien province. An account of his journey
along this route is to be met with in Churchill’s collection, vol. i, pp.
238, 239.

4th “At this place [Sin Kilan] as well as El Zaitun, the earthen-
ware is made.”

Marco Polo informs us that the seat of porcelain mannfacture
was at a place called Tingua, which was situated at. the junction of
two rivers, one of which went on to Zaitun and the other to Kinsat.
The language of Marco Polo is such, that it seems searcely appli-
cable to Lung-gan, locally called Tingwa, yet it is difficult to assign any
other locality for zt, more especially, as Pauthier’s text says, ib is near to
Aaitun. Polo, I would remark, does not tell us that the porcelain of Ten-
gui was the beautiful porcelain which finds a place ia our drawing rooms
at home; but he is most particular in telling us that i¢ consisted of
piadene (plates), and scodelle (bowls), which I consider to be the good
homely delf, which is to this day made at Tinewa and the surround-
ing country, and of which immense quantities are slapped Lo the Straits.

The places where chinaware 1s produced arc Tung-ngan and
Chang-chow, as appears from the catalogue of the Amoy collection of
samples and specimens sent to the Vienna exhibition. A note con-
cerning the same reads thus :—“ Fine Chinaware. The epithet of ‘ fine’
applied to this species, 25 a local and conumercial mark ; it is very in-
ferior in quality to that of lé-1s brought from the manufac.
tory in its plain state and 1s subsequently painted according to de.
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mand. the figures are sketched in Indian ink and then painted with
water-colours mixed with strong glue; the pieces are placed in a re-
verberating furnace about half an hour, and taken out ard washed
when sufficiently cooled —Course Chinaware. Js one of the principal:
articles-of export from this port. It is manutactnred in many places
in the vicinity of Amoy.”

The next medieval traveller who does good service in helping us
to identify the locality of Zaitun is Friar Odoric, makes mention
in his work of a temple with gigantic images, which temple does now
exist, although nearly in ruins, at Chang-chow ; and he further men-
tions that toe Minorites had two monasteries in Zaitun, of which the
Jesuits, who came to China two hundred years later, found relics and
vestiges ;—like as those hardy navigators to the North Pole some short
time ago, found relics of Barent's expedition that had been seat thither
sone couple of centuries before." Odoric in introducing us to Zaitun
says :—‘“All the necessaries of life abound there ; especially sugar, three
pounds and eight ounces of which, are sold for a groat. The city is
twice as large as Bologna, and in it are many monasteries of religious
idolators, for idolatry is there everywhere prevalent. 1 visited one of
these monasteries in which there were three thousand monks, and in
this church there were 11,000 idols, so large that the smallest of them
was as big as the picture representing our Saint Christopher.” In
anotler account he says, “ After travelling for twenty-seven days by
water from Censkalon or Tescol (probably Sin Kilan, Canton), we pass-
ed through many cities, and came at length to a most beautiful city
called Zaitun, where there were two houses of our Minorite brethren.
Ahe country abounds in everything necessary to human life, Three pounds
of sugar are sold there for a halfpenny. Lhe city 1s tivice as large as Bo-
logila. Its inhabitants are affable, grave, and courteous, especially to-
wards foreigners, there are In this country many temples, in some
of which there are more than 3,000 idols, the smallest of which is twice
as big as @ man, washed over with gold, silver, and other metals.”

In the work called Treaty Ports of China and Japan, pages 258,
209, mention is made of a Jarge temple in ruins at Chang-chow,
which seems to me to point to the temple deseribed by Odoric. The

account reads thus :—-“ The usual landing place [at Chang-chow] is just
below this bridge. About a mile higher up the river is a second and
simular bridge and just beyond this a temple which is reputed to be of
preat antiquity. Jt bears marks of extreme age in the decay every
where visible, and is said to have been erected about a. D. 600 during

18 Sce Ocean for August, 1872.
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the Sui dynasty. In the central shrine are seven gigantic figures
ed by 15 others, life size, at right angles on either side. To the right of
the main building is another containing an immense idol about 20 feet
in height carved out of solid granite.”

Attracted by whatis mentioned in the above work, concerning
the ruins of this ancient temple, and thinking that a further account
of 1t might possibly justify me in accepting it as‘in all probability the
temple mentioned by Odortc, I got a Chinese friend to write to Chang-
chow concerning if, and he received the following reply :~—

ansiver to your letter asking me to make enquiries Into the
history of the ruined templo by the upper bridge, I find that the said
temple is commonly known as the Nan-shan-szu, or ‘Southern ball
temple,’ that it formerly bore the names of Tsung-ning-scu and
Tsung-he-szu, the ‘Temple of great repose,’ and the ‘Temple of great
splendour,’ but I do not know at what pertod it bore these names.
During the present dynasty, its name was changed to Teung-fuh-szu,
the ‘Templo of great happiness ;’ at the time of the Mings it consisted
of five buildings, in which there were over a thousand Buddbist
images ; and over three thousand priests resided 1n 1t. At the present
day, only a few priests dwell there. The -interjor of the temple 1s In
ruins, and is laid out as a vegetable garden; only one building 1s
standing, in whichthere are seven large Buddhist figures, and three
others of moderate size, flanked by thirty Johans, besides several hundred
ruined figures. On the right-hand side there isa small building, in
which is a fioure of Amida Buddha, over twenty feet in height, cut out
of stone; besides this there ere other small buildings with images in
them. The priests now thero are unable to give me any reliable
account of the monastery, but there is a large bell, whereon the
reign of the emperor Yen-yeu!® is engraved as the time of its casting,
which makes it appear to me, that the temple dates from the Sung
dynasty. I have transcribed the verses encraved upon the bell which
T enclose herewith.”

Immense quantities of sugar and sugar-candy are made througii-
out the Chang-chow prefecture, thus confirming Odoric’s statement re-
carding rt. In 1871 (according to the Customs Tables) the following
quantities of sugar were exported from Chang-chow through Amoy im
brown sugar’ 157,693 piculs ; white sugar, 25,553 piculs : sugar-candy,
83,518 piculs. A nicul is equal to 1334 lbs. The average price of
brown: sugar at Chang-chow is (wo conts per lb.

Let us now take a short survey of tho emigration that bas been

19. HE He One of the early Mongol emperors.
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going on from the Chang-chow and Chin-chew prefectures for so many
centuries.

Dr. 5. Wells Williams says in his Commercial Guide, pp. 182
and 184 :—<“ Both Amoy and Chinchew were celebrated even before
a, D. 800 as emporia, and their traders were formerly found in the
ports of the Archipelago and India, and as far as Peyrsia.......The
southwest part of the province of Fubkien, connected by water with
Amoy, 13 densely inhabited by a vigorous, hardy race, who have spread
themselves over the neighboring islands and kingdoms, and during
many hundreds of years have carried on most of the foreign inter-
course between their own and other countries lying on its southern and
western borders. ”

Lhe £oo-kuen ting-chik speaking of the manners and customs of
the Chang-chow people says: “The people of Chang-chow take the pro-
ducts of their own and neighbouring districts to foreign countries, upon
which they make large profits, and bring back from these countries
pearls, spices, ivory, rhmoceros horns, and many other costly wares.
They cultivate the sugar-cane and make immense quantities of sugar.
They are clever traders, and untiring in their energies in pursuit of
pain. Lhey go and trade to countries beyond the sea.”

Further the ft 7 ie FE Ving yat shéng lan, an account of the
eunuch Chen Ho's expedition to the west in 1410, mentions Chang-chow
men being settled in Java, when they visited it. says the
author of this book, “contains a population of about a thousand fami-
lies ; among them there are Chinese from Canton and Chang-chow who
trade and settle there.”

Marco Polo says the merchants of Zaitun and Manzi bring from
Java, abundance of gold and spices.

In the Chinese book of travels above quoted, we find at Palem-
bang in Sumatra, settlers from Kiwang-tung Chang-chow and Chin-
chew said to be making large fortunes there.

Jo Manila there were so.many natives of Chang-chow and Hai-
ising trading, that in the massacre which took place in that country in
1604, eighty per cent of the Chinese killed were Hai-tsing and Chang-

chow mon.
I could go on and swell the list of quotations, and show that the

merchants of Chang-chow, throughout the eastern Archipelago and
many other places, are, like Scotchmen, to be found wherever mer-
cantile enterprise and honest industry offer a fair reward.

The people of Chin-chew and Swatow are as great emigrants aud
traders to foreign countries as the people of Chang-chow. Siu former-
ly Leutenant-governor of Fookien makes mention of this faot as fol-
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lows :-—“ ‘Lhe Chinese settlers fin the Straits] are very numerous. Those

from Kia-ying-chow in the Canton province are agriculturists. The
Chin-chew and Chang-chow mon are merchants and make large pro-
fits.” The same author speaking of Batavia says :—“ Chang-chow and
Chin-chew men are very numerous, and many have beon settled there
for centuries, having adopted the language and habits of the country ;
these are called &, 2X

The captains or headmen whom the Dutch bave placed over the
Chinese quarter, and who are responsible for the good behaviour of
their fellow-countrymen, are all Chang-chow or Chio-chew men.

Dr. Schlegel in Notes and Queries, vol. ii, page 78, says :—‘< The
Chinese settled down in Java during the T'ang dynasty (A. D. 618—
924), accordiug to the official documents collected, by order of Emperor
Kang-ht, in 1696, by Ktang-fan, member of the Man-izn college and
president of the Ssz-y-hoan (Vide Memoires. s. les Chinois p. |. Jesuites
de Peking Vol. XIV., 103)”

To be brief with the remainder of my arguments, Colonel Yule
tells me that I have jumped at my own conclusions, concerning the
situation of Zaitun and its port, over several of the most. essential
facts. J have carefully read the arguments brought forward by the
learned Colonel for his identification of Zattun with Chin-chew. Abey
seom to rest solely upon tivo points. The first is, that he considers
the reading Fuju, as found in many manuscripts of Marco Polo, is
correct, and must therefore be Foochow. The second is, what Rashid-
uddin says in speaking of Foochow, viz :— This is a city of Manzi.
The sing (provincial administration) was formerly located at Zaitiin,
out afterwards established here, where it still remains.”

In reply to the first point, £ am compelled after five or six years
research into the subject to say, that Fnju appears to me to be a false
reading, and that the Cangiu of Ramusio appears to be the correct

I have already given my reasons why | consider such to be the
C32 Se, In reply to the second point, [am inclined to think that Rashid-
uddin has confounded the cities of Chin-chew and Chang-chow, when
he makes 4aitun the capital of the Fookien province, in the same way
as these two cities have been confounded during the past two handred

This is the only solution I can give to Rashiduddin’s statement,
that Zaitun was the capital of Fookien.

Regarding the expedition against Japan, starting from Chin-chew
according to Deuignes, and Polo's saying it was fitted out at Zaitun,

90 Errors of this kind are by uo moans uncommon. In Bort’s Embassy to the Veeeroy of
Fookien, Chan ow is called Hok-syew, aud the bridge near Chang-chow called by for-
gimors the Sholam bridge is confounded with the Loyang bridge near Chin-chew.
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thereby making Chia-chew and Zaitun one and the same place, the
above explanation applies to this also. I have sought in vain to find
the exact rendezvous of Kublai’s fleet previous to sailing for Japan.
Let that rendezvous have been Amoy harbour, Howiton or Chimmo bay,
it could mm each case be truly said.to have started from tho Chin-chew
prefecture.

The expedition to Java sailed from Howtu*! near Tabkut#? in
the Chin-chew prefecture.

Further to show why the passages that Colonel Yule has quoted
from Pautkier’s treasury of quotations have not made much impres-
sion upon me, | will ia justification of myself, give a short translation
of ihe most interesting parts, concerning the collection of the customs
revenues of this empire, during its occupation by the Mongols, from
which J shall be able to show that there were officers deputed by the
government, to collect revenue from shipping frequenting the whole of
the ports of China, even the disputed port of Chang-chow :—

‘On Kublai coming to the throne he ordered a set of rules to be
framed in Kiang-nan, relating to the collection of duties upon shipping ;
wherein it was set forth, that merchants in all towns along the neigh-
bouring sea-board, trading. with foreign countries, should pay a duty
of ten per cent on their goods,” execpt in the case of coarse goods,
upon which only a duty of 63 per cent had to be paid. ()ficers were
appointed to collect this revenue.*4 It had been an old custom during
the Sung dynasty, which custom was retained by the Mongols, that
whenever 8 ship left China, an account of everything connected with
her, had to. be handed to the collector of customs, who gave in return,
2 ducument upon which was set forth the time of departure; and
on-return of the ship to Chiua, this document was handed back to the
collector of customs, who proceeded on board and examined the cargo
and levied the customs dues payable thereon.

‘In the 14th year of Che-yuan, a collector of customs was establish-
ed-at King-yuan, Shanghai and Kanpu, all of whom were placed under
the superintendence of one Yang Fa, lieutenant-governor of Feokien.
Native produce from Chin-chew and was subject to the same
duties as foreign produce. Chis was eventually altered.

“In the 21st year of Che-yuan, a chief superintendent of customs
was appointed at Hangchow and Ubin-chew, who fitted out ships

21 29 HH
28 The truthful Polo says: (Tho concourse of merchants to this famous emporioam ef Zay-

ton] ia incredible, as it is one of the most commodions ports in the whole worl and is
axegedingly productive in. reveous to the great Khan, who receives ten in the lundred of
all merchandize.”

24 [bn Butata makes mention of this fact, in Lee’s edition, page 210.
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themselves, provided capital, and selected their own people to go to for-
eign countries to trade on.their account. these officals took seventy per
cent of the profits made, as their share, and allowed thirty per cent of
the said profits to those whom they engaged. People of wealth were
not allowed to invest their means in these ventures to foreign countries ;
if they did so, they rendered themselves liable to punishment. Foreign
merchants, provided their ships belonged to the government sending
them to China, had to pay duties according to the customs reculations.

“In the 22nd, year of Che-yuan, the post of collector of customs of
was incorporated with the office of commissioner of the salt
revenne, and the title of his office was changed to that of chief comp-
troller of the customs and salt revenues ; bis business was, to collect the
duties payable upon salt, and shipping, in the Chang-chow
and Chin-chew prefectures.”

“In the 23rd year of Che- , the export of copper cash to for-
eign countries was prohibited.

“In the 25th year of Che-yuan, the authorities and people of Can-
ton were prohibited exporting rice to Tsiampa.

“In the 30th year of Che-yuan, there were twenty-one clauses of
pronibitions introduced in the customs regulations, which had to be car-
ried out by the commissioner of customs in collecting the revenue. As
these prohibitions are so numerous they are not all recorded ; the most
Important ones only are mentioned. Among the seven ports of Chin-
chew, Shanghai, Kanpu, Wén-chow Kwang-tung, Hang-chow, and King-
yuan, that of Chin-chew alone had levied an extra customs duty of one
ln thirty or 5} per-cent; but from this date all the other ports levied
the same extra duty as Chin-chew. The post of collector of customs at
Wén-chow was abolished, and its customs duties were acquitted at
King-yuan and Hang-chow. At this time restrictions upon the export
of gold, silver, copper and iron were abolished, and private individuals
were allowed to po to foreign countries to trade on their own account.”

i must now bring this paper to a close, having I hope satisfactori-
ly shewn, that the claims of Chang-chow to be considered Zaitun are
worthy of consideration ; and also that its title to be considered a port
trading with foreign countries in the middle ages, is second only to
Chin-chew in Fookien.

It I have said aught to offend Col. Yule in these papers, I have
done so unwittingly; for my great aim in drawing attention to the
situation of Zaitun, was to render his edition of Marco Polo, in so far
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as Fookten is concerned, equal in accuracy and astute criticism to the
other portions of his famous edition, which Is a marvel of geographical
research and learning.

fm this Zaitun question, ] feei myself unable to accept the con-
clusions arrived at by Klaproth and Pauthier, it is not because I hold
their learning in hght esteem; but because I feel a new era of Chmese
geographical research is about to be ushered in, and the theories which
they have advanced, respecting this question and many others of hike
nature, require thorough ventilation and revision, as much as the
former commentaries of Marco Polo’s travels did, previous to the ap-
pearance of Colonel Yule’s own masterly edition.

Amoy, 12th January, 1879.

WHISKY IN MONGOLIA.

(HAVE you canght the mares?” ‘Travellingin Mongolia, during
the summer season, you will often hear your Mongol followers

ask this question at those who come about them. lf No” is the an-
swer the questioner is alittle disappointed. If the mares have been
caught, the next question most likely well be,—* Is the airak good?”
Then, perhaps, the man questioned asks the questioner to goand taste it.
In Mongolia they catchthe mares for the purpose of milking them.
Properly speaking they catch the foals, not the mares; but it comes to
the same thing, because when the foal is tied up the mare is secured, as
she will not leave her offspring. Camels, cows, sheep, and goats leave
their young aad go to pasture ; but, as the Mongols say, the mare is una-
ble to desert her foal, and stands half the day whisking her tail 1n patient
idleness beside her tethered young. The foal is secured to jet the milk
pater. During the night and part of the day the mare and foal are
allowed to roam over the plains with the drove. The milk that the foal
then gets is supposed to be sufficient for its wants; the owner, by
separating the foal from the mother, secures a part of the milk for
himself. All cattle, or as the Mongols would say, tie five tribes. of cat-
tle, are treated in the same way. Take a cow for instance. In Eng.
land the calf is sent away, most frequently to a butcher’s shop. Tn

Mongolia the loss of the calf would be equivalent to a year's loss of the
cow ; without the calf the cow would not give milk; she would dry up.
Doubtless one reason that the Mongcls seldom try the experiment of
milking a cow whose calf has been got rid qf is, that rearing the. calf ts
the most profitable thing they could do. It pays better than the
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mille even, but there must be some difference between the English and
Mongol cow, for even in Peking Chinese dairymen always nourish
the calves, which, in a place where food is dear and milk brings a high
price, 18 a great loss. In a matter like this, where cash is concerned,
a Chinaman is not likely to be mistaken; and the universal testimony
is that without the calf the cow will not do. A foreigner on one
occasion tried the experiment with good success for about a fortnight,
when the Chinese owner interposed.

But to return. The Mongols milk anything they can lay hands
ou. Goats, sheep, cows, camels and mares. The milk of these diffo-
rent creatures has different qualities and is put to different uses. The
number of different preparations of milk is preat, but, as far as
Iam aware mare's milk is put to only one use,—-making airak and
avthae Airak is simply soured mare’s milk stirred up. In southern
Mongolia they have earthenware jars about four feet high and a foot
and a half diameter. In central and northern Mongolia there are skin
bags of about the same dimensions. Into these each day's freshly-
milked pailfal is emptied and the whole mass frequently stirred up.
Visitors have this served out to them frequently in huge bowls, or
basins rather, which they empty rapidly and repeatedly. The: drinkers
are all right for a while, but if they keep at it long enough they get
most decidedly drank, and havea season of discomfort which arises in
no small degree from the large quantity they have imbibed before
reaching the goal of intoxication.

At the risk of my reputation as a teetotaler, I on two separate
occasions, tasted small quantities of this airak, and found it very much
like “sour milk” {butter-milk is the English name I believe), which
had been kept too long. This airak is the mother of aribae or whisky.
The airak is put into a huge pot, covered with what looks like 2 barrel
with both ends knocked out; a vessel is.saspended in the middle of the
barrel; a pot kept filled with cold water is set on the top, and after a
few minutes boiling, the vessel inside the barrel is found filled with
pure and good whisky. The spirit thus distilled is much milder than
that which the Chinese manufacture from grain, but is intoxicating
when taken in considerable quantities. In districts where large horse
droves abound, the quantity of spirit produced is large, and as it is con-
sumed on the spot, the number of drunk men to be met is proportion-
ately great. As far as Tam aware this Mongol whisky is never ex.
ported; much of it is drunk.almost as soon as it is made, and atiy that
is left does not last long. Custom seems to demand that it should he
presented to every visitor, aud every visitor seems fo think that cus-
tom requires him to consume all that is seé before him. hich men are
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proud of their-droves, and like to indicate their wealth by the num-
ber of the foals tied up to the long rope, which is pinned down to the
ground some little distance off, in front of thetr line. of tents. They are
proud of their whisky, the produce of their drove, and if you eall on
them, you come in forno stinted share of it. It seems quite poetical to
see the simple-minded herdsmen of the plains drinking the mild whisky
of their own making, costing them mo money and but litile tronble.
There are 00 excisemen, no duties, no smuggling and no stinginess,
Jt comes easily and goes freely, even to the hangers-on and poor de-
pendents who, at the season, donot fail to present themselves frequently
on imaginary business, or to ask about their patron’s welfare. This
seoms all very poetical,—quite Arcadian indeed. Perhaps so, but it
has its other side,

Lhe milking of the mares ts iw no sense a source of profit. The

milk they do not sell : and, as far as Iknow, they do not sell the whisky
made fron: it. it never brings a single cash into the owner's pocket.
Neither the airak nor the arthae can be called food in any sense;
and poetical, primitive and simple as it may seom, it is a source of
disaster and distress to the country. From their youth up Mongols
are familtar with the taste of the native spirit. They acquire a liking
for it ;—a liking which the quantity produced in the country can by no
means satisfy. As a consequence they take to Chinese whisky which
is much stronger, and every ounce of which they have to purchase from
Chinamen. It is not only when they go to Chinese towns, that Mongols
ouy Chinese whisky. They do buy it then perhaps; almost no Mongol
returas from a visit to the “inner country” as they call China, with-
outa jar safely stowed away among his baggage; but unfortunately
whisky can be got anywhere any day of the year. Chinese traders on
a small scale, go about the country 10 all directions. They: have their
little stock of goods packed on ox carts, and move slowly slong, going
round from one cluster of tents to another, trading mostly by barter,
taking skins aud produce tn return for their wares.. Skins and produce
do not come handy for exact sums ; so m many cases the account has
to be adjusted by taking so many ounces of whisky, whisky being an
articla which no trader ever seams to be without. Hiven when there
is not the flimsy excuse of an account to be adjusted, the temptation is
too great for the simple Mongol. The pediar comes into the tent, sits
down and. talks. At last the Mongo! asks, “‘ Have you any whiaky ?”
“Yes.” “Good?” Tip-top.” This is more than the Mongol can
stand. ‘Fet me have some,” he adds, “and I’lt pay it again.”
he has it and drinks it, and is in debt for it, and if 1s Just the same
old story of inattention to business, things going to wreck, poverty,
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ruip, distress. All that the mare’s-milk whisky is good for, is to give
the Mongols an appetite for the stronger and more expensive spirit made
from grain. Tbe milk whisky succeeds in educating most of the Mon-
gols into drinking habits, not excepting even the lamas, who, froin their
vow to abstain from drink, might be expected to be teetotalers. Teetotal-
ers they are not. Among many hundreds I have met only one who
would not take spirits ; the common run of Jamas drink as much as they
Can gel. [do not remember ever baving met a layman who refused
to drink; and drunkenness is socommon among all classes, that it ts
useless to make sobriety one of tho qualifications in 2 Mongol servant
you seek to engage. Mongols laugh and say, ‘ We all drink,” and
the only paint to be careful about in hiring a Mongol, as far as drink
is concerned, is to see that the man you have is not given to violence
when he is drunk. “ A good man” say they, “ when drunk goes off to
sleep; a bad man makes a disturbance.” Drunken men is ebout the
only thing to be feared by the lonely traveller in the desert. When sober,
a Mongol is good-hearted and friendly ; or if susptcions, he is careful
and harmless; but once let his head get inflamed with drink, and he is
reckless ; friend and foe are alike to him, and bis great knife is there
at his side, and can be drawn with alarming ease and rapidity. Hap-
py it is for all concerned, when the thoughtful aud clever-handed
mistress of the tent steals the weapon and hides it among tho furniture
when she sees the quarrel coming. Several times [ have been among
people unfriendly and suspicious, but the only serious trouble or danger
I have seen, has been caused by mon inflamed by drink.

The Mongols themselves arc fully aware of its evils. They have
instances every day. Gichick goesto a gathering. He has a fine
snuff bottle and valuable silver ornaments, and rides a magnificent
horse. He comes back on foot, his bottle, his ornaments and his
horse gone. Ask him and he says, “1 got drunk, did not know what |
was doing, struck Dimbril, wounding him.seriously, and here 1 am.” ()

a mau drinks at a friend’s tent, then mounts and rides homeward.
His horse arrives riderless, and he is found dead on the plain. (¢ How

did it happen ? ” “He was drunk.” Ora man has been rich, the own-
er of droves, herds and fiocks. Now he is glad to earn his bread as a
hired servant. “How does this come about?” “He is fond of
whisky.” This explains all; no more questions need be asked. The

Mongols are so sensible of the evils of whisky, that frequently the
[amas in authority, though by no means teetotalers themselves, forbid
Chinese traders to come within a certain distance of the temples. |
have often heard Buddhism praised as a religion tending towards tem-
perance. It is not so in Mongolia. One of the hving Buddhas of high
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repute, and much sought after on account of his supposed power to
confer blessings, has the reputation of drinking several catties of Chi-
nese whisky daily, and is followed by a crowd of attendant lamas who
pass their lives drinking and quarrelling, over the the rich offerings
brought by the devout to their whisky-loving master. ibe Mongols
as a rule do no} amoke opium. they have not money enough for that,
but I do not think I am exaggerating much, if at all, when I say that
drink hurts Mongolia, just about as mach as opium hurts China.

One of the saddest sights to be seen in the country is the drunkard’s
end. He is say, over fifty years old. Ever since he became‘a man he has

drunk whisky,—Chivese or Mongolian,—hot or cold,—night or day,—
wherever He came across it. He somehow or other has not broken his
neck by falling trom bis horse ; he has not been outrageous when intoxi-
cated ; he has been “a good man” and gone to sleep; he has not quite
ruined himself ; he is deeply in debt but can still get credit, and his
family will be able to live in comfort till he dies. He drinks now be-
cause he cannot help it. Hehas had alarming symptoms, and been
warned to pive up drink. He tries but finds it hard; he just takes “a
little.” After a time hts end approaches; he is not delirious; he is not
attacked by any violent desease. He is qnite calm and quiet. Hea

sends for lama doctors, has prayers said for him, and all to no effect.
There he sits with all his senses about him, fully conscious that he is
dying by toches. Fis stomach is gone; it will retain nothing. Ha
is hungry and would eat, but he can with difficulty swallow only a
monthful, and then with distress it comes back again. He Is skin and
bone, his voice ts low and feeble; he is dying of sheer starvation in his
own tent, seeing his wife and children cook and eat to the full,—but he
cannot. He declines slowly; a little tea, a little gruel, fora while
he can take and retain a very little, 2 diminishing little, jast enough to
retard slightly the progress of the sure, pradual decay. At last
even the gruel and tea will not do; tivo or three days more and the only
change is thet the skeleton has ceased to breathe; the man has died of
starvation.

The line of mares in front of the tent, the bustle of milking,
the process of brewing, the hospitable welcome, the conviviality of
drinking, are picturesque and pleasing, and have a charm to the eye
of the cursory observer ; but look more closely and you find that these
things are but the gaudy colours on the skin of the deadly serpent, the
poison of whose bite brings calamity and death. If Christianity 1s
ever to do any good in Mongolia, it must go hand in hand with teeto-
talism.

HOINQOS.
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MEDICAL MISSION 8‘

With reference to the Rev. W. Scarbarougi’s paper in the May-June number of the
CAinese Recorder.

By Witin. GavLp, wf. dD.
the May-June number of the’ Chinese Recorder was a paver on

“« Medical Missions” fromthe Rev. W. Scarborough, Hankow, the
general tenor of which was very friendly. He gave.four chapters to
the subject, but the only one to which I wish specially to call attention
is the third, headed, “The good which they are supposed to accom-
plish.” This is the only chapter treating of their influence as distinc-
tively a missionary agency, (with an exception which I shall note pre-
sently,)} and as it is here he ether doubts the good done, or considers
that actual failure has been the result, it behoves those interested to ex-
amine how the matter really stands.

the points raised are :-—
Ist. The allaying of prejudice.
2nd. The winning of confidence.
dra. Lixciting gratitude.
4th. Brinomg converts into the church.
At the outset, Mr. Scarborough’s language is apt to mislead. The

heading is in the present tense,—“ are supposed to accomplish,” —where-
as in what follows, he glides into the perfect tense,—“ have allayed,”
“have won,” &e. If this indicates a belief in the. mind of any that
medical missions have already accomplished the ends sought by their
means, so as to leave little or nothing more to be done, J, for one, cer-
tainly do not think so, nor have lever heard such “exaggerated claims”
put forward on their behaeif. But that they have, tn a measure, ac-
complished, and are accomplishing what their supporters expect, and

what Mr. Scarborough admits they are “eminently calculated” to
effect, I lope to show by satisfactory evidence.

Before entering on this third chapter of his paper, Mr. Scarbo-
rough, in section ith of his second chapter, headed, “The good which
they undeniably accomplish,” makes an admission which seems to me
to go right in the teeth of the opinions expressed in chapter third, or at
least to render them inexplicable. Section fifth (the exception referred
to above) begins, “They are very useful in opening a new mission.”
The Rev. A. Krolezyk’s testimony is adduced im support of this. Lot
me add that of the Rev. R. H. Graves, Canton, to the same effect :-—
‘‘T regard the healing of the sick as the most valuable auxiliary to
direct. missionary labors, especially mm founding a new station.”* The

* Report of the Medical Missionary Society w China, for 1861, p. 18.

Eyes,
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Rev. Mr. Blodget, Peking, referring fo the opening of a new station
at Kaloan by the Rev. Mr. Gulick, writes in a similar strain.* Now,
Mr. Scarborough does not tel! us how it is that medical missions are
useful in the opening of a new station, unless we have it in the admis-
sion, “ It 1s true that the people soon become conciliated, when they
find something is to be given them gratis that will do them good;
since, however, this is appealing to the low motive of selfishness, dc.”
One is inclined to ask what it was that Christ himself appealed to in
the human heart by his works of healing. But Aow can the medical
mission work be helpful in opening a new station if if do not allay
prejudice, por win confidence, nor excite gratitude, nor bring people
into the Chureh?

1, 2. The firet and second points may be conveniently considered
together. —

In objecting to the general belief that medical missions “have
allayed much prejudice,” Mr. Scarborough supports his “ opinion,”
by the fact that at Canton and Shiklung the medical work had not
prevented the slanders of the “ genn powder,” &c., or saved the misston
from the evil consequences of such slanders being believed. To this we
answer, that, in a large city, even if thousands or tens of thousands of
the people had their prejudices removed, through the influence of
hospital work, there would still remain abundant material among the
aninfluenced rowdyism of the city for any amount of mischief. ‘The

influence of a good work is necessarily limited to those who have been
either directly or indirectly subjected to it, and is strong in proportion
to the directness with which 1+ has been brought to bear on the in-
dividual. Now, many in the large towns in which medical missions
aro carried on have no true knowledge of their working; consequently
it cannot be expected that they should be influenced by them. Mr.
Scarborough’s reasoning might be illustrated thus :—Quinine is emineat-
ly calculated to remove ague fever; but although there is quinine in
Hankow, still many persons in that city suffer from ague fever; there-
fore it is doubtful if quinine removes ague fever. The very tact that
slanders are specially directed against the medical mission work, by
the anti-foreign or anti-missionary Chinese, indicates to my mind, their
perception of the power of this instrument for influencing the people, It
is often said by them that we do this healing work to win the hearts
of the people, with the ulterior view of taking the country from them.

With regard to “confidence,” Mr. Scarborough supports hts opi-
nion, by. what seems to me a curious confusion of ideas. He admits
that, confidence has to be “won;’ and yet he reasons on the assump-

oo

* Spe The fourth annual Report of the Peking Hospital, for 1865, p. 39.
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tion that the patients who come to the mission hospitals have confidence
ere they come. For instance :—“In the first year of the Hankow
Wesleyan hospital, over 18,000 had confidence in Dr. Smith: in the
second, over 8,000.” if the 18,000 had confidence in Dr. Smith before
they caine to him, then it must have been otherwise “won” than by
his treatment ; if it was secured after, or a3 a consequence of his treat-
ment of them, we have the most marvellous illustration of the efficacy
of the medica! mission to win confidence of which J have over heard,
and even Mr. Scarborough ought to be satisfied with it. If even 8,000)
had beer led to confide in Dr. Smith the second year, he had much
cause for thankfulness at the success of his labours. But itis a mistake
altogether to speak of “confidence” in a case like this. There are
various motives bringing patients to the hospital; such as curiosity
(especially in its first year), hope, expectation, and, perbaps, in a few
cases, confidence won in some other way than by the medical missionary.

Here let us have the testimony of others, on the points in question.
Dr. Kerr writes :—“ Ef is bekteved that much has been done to

conciltate the people of Fubshan and to prepare the way for the preach-
ing of the Gospel there.” *

Mr. Graves says :—“ In Shiu-hing, I am persnaded that the dis-
peusing of medicines has been the means of conciliating the minds of
many of the people ; not only so, but it has brought many from the
neighboring towns and villages within the sound of the gospel, and has,
no doubt, paved the way for a favorable reception, when, in the pro-
vidence of Giod, we shall be called to preach Christ, in these places.” t

Mr. Krolezyk writes :—“ The people, however hostile to foreigners
and averse to the spreading of the Christian religion, were always
glad to see me with my medicine chest m their cities and villages.
In places where missionaries were formerly outraged, they received
me with hospitality and kindness.” + Again :—“ During the excite-
ment of last year, there were many Indications of a hostile feeling
[at Shik-lung], but only amongst those who did not know me personal-
ly. The latter very often had to hear from my acquaintances that 1
was a good man, not becayse I preached and taught Christianity, bat
because I was a physician, who did not want money for my services."§

Referring to this time of excitement, Dr. Kerr says :-—“ dn giving
the report of the labors of the year just closed there is much cause for
pratitude that, amidst the threatened dangers following the massacro at
Tientsin, we were permitted to pursue our work tn the hospital witbout
interruption. The excitement among tha people, sometimes threatening

+ Tbh» 48.
¢q* Renort of the Medien? Misstonary Society tn CAina, for 186], p. 5.

+ Thi, for 1865, p. 33. § Ibid., for 1870, p. 19.
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violence io the chapels, did not at any time interfere with the usual
attendance of patients.’ *

We have thus, decided testimony in favour of the influence of the
medical work from the very men whose experience ls quoted against it.

In 1873, Mr.Graves, speaking of a new dispensary opened at Sal-nam
says :—* he moral effects of the Dispensary have been good. The op-
position to foreigners formerly shown, has been measurably overcome.

In tho Swatow region, notedly hostile to foreigners, we have had
many proofs that the hospital work has promoted a friendly
feeling among tlio people One long day’s travel 1 shall never
forget, when, in village after village, and ia the fields among the
people cutting their sugar-cane, we had most pleasing tokens of the
remembrance many had of past kindness. Af oue village, the people
almost in a body turned out into the open square, where my col-
league, the Rev. Mr. Mackenzie, and I were stationed, and showed such
unusual symptoms of friendliness that I had to enquire into the cause
of 1%. I found that a little boy who had been one of my first patients,
and who had recovered sight by an operation, belonged to that village.
On another occasion, Mr. Mackenzie, travelling in the mission boat
with a native assistant, was hailed by a party of armed men near the
river side. They were at feud with a neighbouring village. On near.
ing them, they fired at Mr. Mackenzie, and the bullet passed through the
sail a few feet above bis head. They wore about to fire « second time,
when he shouted to them to desist, telling them he was from the lot~pat,
tung in Swatovw. ihe leader thereupon gave orders to cease firmg, say-
ing, “these are good men ; they heal people and give medicine without
charge.” On hearing this there was an evident change of feeling in his
favour, and their fear or suspicion gave place to something like confi-
dence. A pleasant conversation followed, tracts were given, and Mr.
Mackenzie parted from them “ good friends.” Several other instances

of the power of the hospital in disarming open hostility might be given,
but I shall content myself with one more. Mr. Mackenzie and I visited
2 market town about seventy miles distant from Swatow. W 6 took
our stand on an open space off the market stand. Ai once a large
crowd cathered in front of us and listened for a time while we preached
to them. Gradually, however, their native hostility manifested itself,
and from rough words they proceeded to assail us with missiles. Our
sittation was anything but a comfortable or safe one, when, suddenly,
my eye lighted on a young man in the crowd whom [ felé convinced I
had seen belore. His eye caught mine; a look of recognition passed
* Report of the Medteal Missionary Society in China, for 1870, p. 7.
t Thid., for 1873, p. 20.
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between us, and he then stepped forward ana told me who he was. ‘The

crowd immediately surrounded him with eager enquiries. He told them
who we were, and that we had 1 hospital at Swalow, where he had been
years ago and had been cured of a large tumour in his leg. In cone
firmation he drew up his trowsers, and showed them the long scar left by
the operation. On this the feeling of the crowd was quite changed, and
they were converted into friends, for the time at least.

Of the hospital at Amoy, when under Dr. Carnegic’s care, the
Rev. W. 8S. Swanson, secretary, writes :—“ The Institution proves, as
well indirectly as directly, a valuable aid to missionary work. Ita
patients come from all parts of the surrounding country, and always
prove friendly to a missionary their native places. Those mlg-

sionaries who are in the habit of visiting in the surrounding country
constantly testify to this great benefit.”*

From Foochow Dr. Os¢ood similarly writes :—* The hundreds who
po away into the interior carry away with them not only new ideas
about religion, but also a kindlier feeling for foreigners
In a following report he expresses his belief “ that prejudices are being
removed,” and that the work is growing in the confidence of the Chinese,
from the increase of the female patients under treatment.}

Somewhat curiously in connection with the subject in hand, we
have, in the same number of the Chinese Ltecoraer which contains Mr.
Scarborough’s article on Medical Missions, the Rev. I’. Ohlinger’s testt-
mony in their favour. In his paper entitled ‘Aw overland tour from
Foochow to Kiukiang,” taking notice of the marked change for tue
better which had come over the people of Yang-k'ou (about © week's
journey, apparently, from Foochow), he says:—*It is very evident,
that the visit of Dr. Osgood last fall did much to undermine prejudice
against us.’§ Again at Kwang-tsé, two hundred and elghty muies
north-west from Foochow, he found the benefit of some successful
medical practice of the Rev. Mr. Woodin the previous year, zn onabling
him to secure 2-resting-place

In one of the reports of the Shanghai Mission Hospital, written by
the late Dr. Henderson then in charge, we rend :— Harly in 1864 a
gentleman who had taken much interest in it, and who had closely
watched its working for many years, on leaving China, handed to it a
donation of one thousand taels, stating that ‘he believed from careful
observation that such an Institution did more good among the natives,
- The second Annai Report of the Medical Missionary Hospitnt at Aimoy, p. 9.
+ Report of the Foockow Medical Missionary Hosprial, 1872, p. 1d.
t lbic. 1873, p, 1.
§ Chinese Kecorder, vol. ¥, p. Ld0.
| Seo Zétd. vol. v, p. 158.
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and tended more to remove their prejudices against foreigners than
any other he could name’.”*

Of Hankow itself, Dr. Smith, in reviewing his five years’ work
there, writes of prejudices conciliated, opposition borne down, and “ easy
confidence’ won to some extent.

From Yientsin, the Rev. Jon. Lees writes, after the massacre of
1870 :—“ The dispenser’s success among them [the governor-general’s
soldiers} has done very much to remove the bitter feeling with which
thease men at first treated us. On their arrival they were a continual
source of annoyance and even danger;” and he speaks of “ prowing
confidence ”t again on the part of the people.

8.—The tard point on which Mr. Scarborough expresses doubt is,
that the benefits of healing conferred on the Chimese excite gratitude.

He isled by his Hankow experience to the conclusion that the
Chinese there “have not shown one tenth of the pratitude that was to
have been expected from them.” His proportion at once casts our
thoughts back to the Great Physician's miraculous cure of the lepers,
of whom only a tenth part showed pratitude. Now, that ve, whose
manner of work and whose resalts are of an infinitely less startling
kind, should meet with a still less proportion of gratitude than our Mas.
ter did, is not to be wondered at May not too much be expected by
Mr. Scarborough? He admits that “imstances of gratitude aro not
rare; but they are not general.” By this be means instances of
pratitude openly expressed by gilts to the physician or hospital. But
surely he does not suppose thet there is no gratitude in the hearts
of any except those who refurn with gifts. Ihave met with many
instances of a grateful thank you” from a patient at parting, which
pleased me quite as much as the ostentatious gifts of others; and my
own decided conviction, from personal experience, is that the Chinese
are as prateful as, considering all the circumstances, was to have
been expected of them. But let us hear others on this point; and we
shall begin with a quotation from Mr. Scarborough himself. in re-
ference to the Canton hospital he writes :—“This hospital became
widely known throughout all the surrounding country; and it was here
that Dr. Hobson by his kind and gentle manner, his faithful attention
and skilful practice, not only won for himself the grateful remembrance
of thousands of Chinese, but also the proud right to be considered ‘the
model medical missionary ??’” f

Mr. Krolezyk in his reports gives several marked instances of
* The eighteenth Annual Report of the Chinese Hospital at Shanghai, p. 2.
+ Second Meport of the Chinese Hospitel and Dispensary in connection with the Zandon

sion, Zientsin, pp. 6, 6,
t Chinese Lecorder, vol. v, p. 141,
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gratitude on the part of those who had been patients. Take the follor-
ing :—* lt may be mentioned as evidence of the usefulness of medical
practice that my house was saved from an attack by robbers, by a form-
er patient, who gave me warning and I applied to the authorities for
protection and thus the attack was prevented.”* Again he writes :—
‘The road to these places [Shin-sam and Shui-kong] was dangerous
and the country nolorious for the daring robberies committed by the
people. There were also two battlefields of neighbouring clans to be
passed. Fortunately | received protection and kind treatment from a
clan, one of whose people, a blind graduate, had received some benefit
from my medicines, &e.”’F. Lhese cases show that there may be much
gratitude in a datent state, only requiring circumstances to call it out.

the Kev. li, Haber, famun, writes :—“ Many of the poor Chinese
patients remember with thankful feelings the relief they have found
from their complaints, through the hands of a foreigner.”{ Again:
—‘[he Chinese commonly have more or less a sense of gratitude,
and J inyself do not feel discouraged at all."§

Dr. Carnegie, Amoy, says :— We have seen much physical suf-
fertne removed, and received many expressions of gratitude for the
same.’’|

Dr. Porter Smith’s personal experience ab Hankow may fairly be
pué against Mr. Scarborouch’s optnion. ‘fhe former writes Ik would
ba wrong to close this brief report, if 1b were forgotten, or omitted, to be
recorded that gratijude in both word and deed has sprung up, here and
there in the field of our labour, far beyond all our previous experience
and expectation.’ Again :—“ Gratitude has taken a variety of pleas-
ing forms.’’**

4. The fourth point in discussion refers to the influence of the
medical mission in oripeing converts nto the church. In regard to
this I think there 1s sometimes a misapprehension of what is fairly to
be expected of the medical work. Lhat, of ttself, if can lead any con-
verts into the church ts an idea which sbould not be entertained for 2
moment. Only the truths of the gospel, brought home to the heart and
conscience by the Holy Spizit, can convert the soul, and if we look to
any other source, disappointment alone can result. What I do hold
is this ; that in the hospital there is a conprepation brought together
day after day, ander peculiarly favourable circumstances for hearing

* Repori of the Medical Missionary Society in China, for 1868, p. 26.
+ lind. for 1869, p. 24.
ibid. for 1870, p, 21.
$ Ibid. for 1873, p. 22.
I Tile stelle Annual Report of the tlospita’ at Any P. 6.| fhe first Annual Report of the Hankow Sledicul fisston Dlospital, p. 13.
the fifth Annual Report of the Hankowo Bedieul [ospiial, p. 6.
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and receiving the truth; and, while admitting fully that much more
might have been attained, | hope to show that medical missions in
China have not been all “a failure” in respect of converts gathered in
through their influence.

Mr. Graves writes :-—“ Several men who came from the country
for the cure of their bodily azlments have shown some interest in the
concerns of their souls and have ceased from the worsbip of idols.
one village in Yeh Hing district several who first became acquainted
with Christianity at the dispensary have applied for baptisin. livery
year adds to the strength of my conviction of the great usefulness of
a Dispensary as an adjuact to more direct missionary effort.’* Again
he says :—‘* Qne man from there [Ych Hing] has bven baptzzed this year,
and there are several other encouraging cases and applicants for bap-
ism.’ f In another report he writes :—‘‘ Of those baptized during
the year, three were brought tute contact with Christian trath by visit-
tng the dispensaries for bodily healing.”{ Again in 1868, two patients
were baptized by Mr, Graves.

Of the Canton hospital work Mr. Scarborough says :—“I find in
twelve years (1861-1872) mention of twelve converts, out of a total
of 409,000 patients.”§ Yet Dr, Kerr writes :—“ In the bo&pital, how-
ever, wonld seem to be the best place fo reach the heart, and to
convince tlie understanding, and there is no doubt but that many per-
sons return to their homes, convinced of the truth of the Christian
religion, aud of the folly of tdolatry, but they are not ready to face the
trials which would be involved in the sincere rejection of the tiine-
honoured superstitions and customs of the country.”| It may be re-
inarked that Canton has been a specialiy hard field to labour in, and
till Iately the success of any kind of missionary effort has nof been
very apparent.

The J. Nacken pives the following :—“ The assistant in
Tong-kun, Wong Yun, besides being a faithful Christian aud preacher,
has been rather successful as 2 doctor. Of those cured, some were led
to inquire after God, some have asked for baptism, and some I was
allowed to receive tuto the church of Christ.’4

In the report of the Amoy Mission Hospital for 1862, then in
charge of Dr. Carnegie, Mr. Swanson writes of one of the patients from

* Report of the aledical Missionary Society in Ciena, for 1868, p. 26.
+ Ibid. for 1864, p. 25.
t [hid. for 1967, p. 75.
§ thinese HKecorder, Vol. y, p. 149.
| Report of the Medicaid Missionary Sociciy tn China, for 1868, p. 11.
q Ibid. for 1869, p. 26.
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Khi-boey :— This man, by name Chioh, on his return to bis native
place, became a missionary to his fellow-villagers, and in a short time
had gathered round him a little company of fellow-worshippers.” ()f
another man from Kak-boey, named Lip, he writes :—* This man re-
ceived his first religious instruction in the hospital, and on his return
home hecame useful to some of those 2zround hin. The London Mis-
sion have since opened a chapel in this village, and keep evangetists
thara.” Again we read :—“ In Amoy, two persons, who by means of
tho hospital were cured of opium-smoking, have been admitted to
the church, and continue steadfast and consistent church members.”
Yet again :-—“ On sabbath last, your secretary baptized in An-hai, a
town within fourteen miles of Chinckew, a man, who received his first
relicious impressions in the hospital.” In tae report for 1863, Mr.
Swanson writes of Kak-boey and Khi-bosy :—“ Now the Committee
have much pleasure in reporting that at the former of these places
several persons have been baptized by the agents of the London Mission-
ary Society. At the latter place a number of persons have been baptized,
a large and commodious chapel has been erected, and a great amount of
interest in the gospel awakened throughout the whole district.” * The

report for 1864, from the pen of Dr. Carnegie himself, 1s also encour-
aging in regard to spiritual results; and of the year 1866 he writes :—
“The Rev. W. 8. Swanson on bis visit to Formosa, a few months
ago, found that one of the candidates for baptisin there, had obtained
his first knowledge of Christianity, whilst residing in the hospital at
Amoy. May there not be more cases of a similar nature, although
ynknown to us?” For 1867, five baptisms are recorded ; and notice is
taken of two others still unbaptized, who were suffering persecution for
their steadfast worsbip of God in a distant village. Dr. Carnegie gives
his experionce (and my own coincides with his,) of hospital versus dis-
yensary practice in regard to conversions :—“‘ As far as missionary
work is concerned, it has been our experience, that the conversions to
Christianity tbat have occurred in connection with our institution have
been, as far as we can remember, almost without an exception amongst
those residing in the In closing bis report, he says:—* We
have good reason to believe that there are many others, besides those
mentioned, scattered over a wide district of country, who have carried
away with them from the hospital, deep convictions of the truth and
excellence of ' the Christian religion. Such facts and considerations as
these, surely warrant us in believing that no mission station can be con-
sidered as fully equipped, unless it possesses the means of complying

© The third Annual Report of the Afedioal Missionary Hospital at Amoy, p, 8.
+ The seventh Annual Report of the Mfedion? Afissionary at Anioy, p. 5.
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fully with the Divine injunction ‘ Preach the Kingdom of God, and heat
the stk. ?*

Dr. Maxwell writing of the first fruits of his mission work in
Formosa says :— Up to this time four men have been received into
the church here. There are others, enquirers, of whom we hope that
some may be received ere long, &e.”t Afterwards of Takao he writes :-—
“The inland station at Alikdne was opened in connection with 2
nan who received his awakening in hospital, and who has been the
leading helper of Mr. Ritchie in disseminating the truth in the Alikane
distyret. Tivo of the men since baptized at Altkang, were also drawn
to the truth while residing in the hospital at Takao.”t Of Taiwan foo
we are told :—“ God has honoured the labors of. these Chinese brethren,
and the work at the hospital. On two oceasions the Rev. Mr. Bitchte
has come up from Takao to administer the sacraments of the Church :
on the first occasion baptizing seven male adults, and, on the second,
four male and one female adults.”§ Dr. Maxwell does not tell us
what proportion of the ingathering was connected with the hospital;
but the latter is coupled with the general work, so we inay judge it
had its fair share.

Dr. Osgood, Foochoiw, in his report for 1874 (p. 8) tells us that
‘during the year three of the patients have been received into the
church, and several others have manifested interest in Christianity.”

Dr. Henderson, Shangha?, says is his report for 1864 (p. 22) that
under the labours of an “earnest and persevering” native preacher,
that year “30 individuals have been baptized under Mr. Muirhend’s
superintendence, who heard the gospel first preached by Kieh-foo in
the Hospital.”

With regard to tha Hankow medical mission, in Dr. Smith’s last
report we read of tivo patients baptized, two other applicants for bap-
tis, and another patient of whom, before his own baptism, it is said
that the tivo first converts of the Wesleyan Mission in Hankow “ were
induced to attend for instruction by his zealous efforts.”

Of the Peking Hospital, in Dr. Dudgeon’s charge, Mr. Scarborough
admits that the reports “are a little more encouraging.” This is
surely faint praise where we read in his article of “ twenty-three
adults” having been ‘baptized at the hospital chapel in one year.
When in Peking in 1868, the impression I got, if I remember rightly,
was that a considerable proportion of the members of the London
Mission there, first received the truth when patients.

Ab Swatow, for the six years from 1864 to 1869, both inclusive,

The seventh Annual Report of the Medival Missionary Hospital at Amoy, p. 12.
+ deport for 1866, p. 1]. } Heport lor £806-09, p. 11, & Ibid. p, 12.
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there were 162 adult baptisms over all our mission stations. OF these

41, or fully a fourth of the whole, were received in connection with the
hospital work. In one month of 1868, nine patients were baptized.
“Jn various districts of this mission field, old patients are occupying
important positions among the members of the native church; whilo of
one or two we have a good hope that they have already entered on the
jys of heaven.”* It is important to state that, besides those baptized,
2 much Jarger number have been .applicants for admission into the
church, but had to leave the hospital before we saw fit to baptize
them. We may well cherish the hope that not a few of these aro trao
worshippers of God, although lost sight of by us for a time. The daily
religious services are chiefly conducted by the Rev. Messrs. Smith and
Mackenzie, “to whose assiduous cultivation of the field opened up to
them by the medical department of the work, is, uuder God, chiefly
dua the success which has accompanied it. When there is hearty
cooperation of the preaching with the medical missionary, and the
former is willing and ready to embrace the peculiar opportunities
afforded by the work of the latter. for making known the gospel, the
work of both being done in faith, we have no hesitation in declaring
the medical work a most valuable auxiliary to the mission scheme.” {

Mr. Scarborough’s last chapter,—on the dangers which beset
medical missions, is a very valuable one, and deserves to be carefully
pondered by all engaged in this department of missionary effort.

Swatow, 17th November, 1874.

PAGANISM.
Br Rev. Tuos. McCuatcure, 3. A.

j
‘OME writers have maintained that the essentzal difference botween

man and the brute creation consists in the acknowledgment and
worship, by the former,of a being or beings superior in uature to him-
self, and who, although invisible, are regarded as possessing power to
rnfict misery or send down happiness upon the human race. It would
appear cortain, at all events, that mankind, from the beginning, have
never: wholly Jost the impulse to worship, from the fact that no tribe
has yet been discovered which,—however dcbased,—does not practise
some form of religzon.

Amongst the various theories on this subject adopted by writers at
* Swatow Report, for 1668,-69, p. 18.
+ Ibid. p. 18.
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the present day, the following are three of the most prominent.
jerst is; that polytheism preceded monotheism, the latter system hav-
Ing been ag it wore eliminated from the former, as scientific knowledge
increased. Lhe second is; that the first form of idolatry practised in
the world was of the lowest and most degraded kind. And, the third
theory is ; that monotheism existing first, idolatry was introduced by
Sabianism, or the worship of the sun, moon, and stars.

That monotheism preceded polytheism in the early ages of the.
world, appears to be established by the universal consent of mankind.
Zhe learned Cudworth in bis “ Intellectual System,” produces the clear-
oat evidence tliat the whole pagan world were, in one sense, mono-
theists, inasmuch as they taught iu their various systems, the existence
of one supreme God (not. the true God however), the framer and
governor of the universe, and the father of all the other. gods as well
as of men, ‘Lins universal consent of mankind to what has been
designated an imperfect monotheism, should in all fairness be accoun-
ted for, before we venture to- question the truth of the Mosaic state-
ment, that the first man and his family were monotheists in the strictest
sense of the term.

Now, all analogy teaches us that apostasy from truth has always
taken place by slow degrees, and not, in any known instance, suddenly.
We cannot therefore suppose that the early race of mankind fell all
at once into the lowest depths of idolatry. Looking upon man as 4
fallen being, as bo is represented by Moses, and not as having advanced
step by step from a primeval state of ignorance and barbarism, we
cannot for ove moment entertain the theory that the first form of
idolatry practised was a mere brutish fetighism, such as the worship of
trees, stones, or animals. Man must have descended very gradually
indeed tv so very low a depth of superstition.as that; and we have no
evidence whatever to prove that he did sink so low previous to the
deluge, or even that before that catastrophe he worshipped images at
all, a8 visible representations of deity. When the manifestations of the
true God, Jehovah ceased, then mankind, always craving as they have
done in ali ages, for visible gods to worship, began by degrees to look
about for representations of the godhead, and their depraved imagina-
tions but too soon supplied them with what they sought.

Lho first intimation of general apostasy which wo have, is to be
found in Gen. vi. aud the declension there mentioned seems to have
taken place, chiefly, ia consequence of man’s violation of the laws of
god with regard to marriage. The Mosaic narrative does not state in
so many words, that any particular form of idolatry was then prac-
tised ; but the statements regarding man, “that every imagination of

(January-
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the thoughts of lus-aeart was only evil continually,”and that the very
“earth also was corrupt before God," would lead ns to suppose if nob
unlikely, that-some degree of departure from the worship of the truo
God had.even now taken. place. Rabbinical tradition tells ns that 2
departure from the worship of the true God did actually. take place
before the flood. * Enoch, or Edris as he is ¢alled by the Arabs, was
born.in Hindustan, but he lived in Yemen. He was a prophet ; and in his
days men worshipped fire, being deceived by Eblis. When (God sent

Enoch to his brethren to turn them from their false worship, they would
not believe hin This legend further states, that idolatry commenced
in the time of Jared the father of Enoch, and spread to so great an
extent, that when Noah was born “ there were not elghty persons who
worshipped the trne, and living, and only God.” ashe fact, that in the
Scripture narrative, Moses tice mentions as remarkable concerning
Euoch, that: he ‘‘ walked with God,” seems to warrant the conclusion
that the above tradition ts not altogether without foundation. We
further gather from it that the first form of idolatry was Sabianism ;
as fire-has in all ages been regarded as the symbol of the solar god.
The patriarch Job, who lived long before the time of Abraham, alludes
to this particular form of idolatry, Ch. xxxi: 26; and Davidson in
his commentary and “ Oritical Notes on the Old Testament,” says, in
reference to that passage, “The heavenly bodies were the first objects
of idol worship. This in Job’s age was condemned by the law of iis
country.” “The most ancient ind of idolatry,” says Townsend, “seems
to have been Zabianism, which, in the time of Job, was regarded with
abhorrence, as a novelty deserving judicial punishment.” liven if no
evidence whatever existed on this pomt, we must surely regard tho
worship of the sun in his glory, and of the moon and stars walking in
their brightness, as, so to speak, a more naturat declension from the
worship of the true God, than a plunge all at once from that pure
worship into the depths of a miserable fetighism.

Noah, the creat ancestor of the present world, introduced a second
golden age, which unhappily lasted but a very short time. He and
his family were monotheists in the strict sense of that lerm, inas-
much as they were worshippers of the only true God Jehovah, whom
they regarded, not as the supreme god of a pantheon, but as the
Supreme Being to whom alone all worship ts due. Unhappily however,
this pure worship was gradually departed from; and idolatry again
spread over the earth, the first form of which was Sabianism revived.
A new combination however now began to arise. If the sun, moon

* Leyends of Old Testament. Characters, by Rey. 5. Baring-Gould, vol. i p. 88
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and stara were worthy of honour and worship, in consequence of the
benefits derived from their influence, why should not the inventor of
any useful art, the wise legistator, the beneficent soversign, the vir-
tuous sage, and above all, parents and ancestors, for the same reason,
receive divine honours? bus the worship of deceased ancestors was
added to that of the heavenly host, and ihe souls of the illustrious
dead were supposed to bo translated to the heavenly bodies. As 2
matter of course, when the worship of ancestors began to be gradually
introduced, Noah and his family, from whom the whole postdiluvian
race sprang, would not be forgotten, but would naturally be the first
beings honoured with divine worship. Noah himself would of course
be worshipped with especial honour and solemnity, as being the head
of the family, the first universal sovereign and sage, and the great
ancestor of the present human. race. As the families of mankind in-
creased, and this demon worship gained strength, each family would
naturally pay divine honours to the first ancestor of their clan, and
would therefore combine bis worship with that of Noah the great
ancestor of all mankind. These deceased and deified men are the
Baailian of the old Testament and the daimonza of the New Testament.
Thus was completed, by the union of Sabjanism and demonolatry, that
refined form of idolatrv known as the material system, or the worship
of animated nature, which is to be found In every pagan nation throuch-
out, the tvorld.

The brief account which. Moses gives us in the Book of Genesis of
our carly ancestors, is, that “the whole earth was of one lancuage, and
of one speech ;" and ‘as they journeyed from the sast,* that they found
a plain in the jand of Shinar; and they diwolé there.” The next account
we get of this. community, who all spoke the same langnage and who
ali lived together in one settlement, is, that they formed a determination
never to separate from each other, but to found one universal Empire ;
and for this purpose they proceeded to: build a city and a pyramidal
mnount or temple, as a xescript of that lofty mount on which their
ancestors had been saved from the deluge and on which sacrifices had
hitherto been offered, “ And they said, Go to, let us build us a city and
a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven ;{ and let us make us a name,
lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.”

* Tius sentence weuld be more proparly translated “when they firs? journcyed.” Josephus:
uses the term TRATOV (cg Ant. Jud, lib. j. ce. 4.) Mankind now descended, for the first
time, from the Armenian heights where they had hitherto dwelt.

t They did not erect the tower or pyramid with the wild conceit of raising it anti its top
should literally come in contact with the sky ; but their intention was that its ton should
be sacred fo Heaven whose title was Belus er Basal, and that this aldar of Henyen should
constitute ‘the common temple of worship and the centro of their idolutrons union.”
soo Graves on the Pentatench p. 119,
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She fear entertained by this multitude, lest they should be dis-
persed over the earth, and their combining together in a plan to pre-
vent such an incident, leads us to the not unnatural conclusion, that a
command to disperse had formerly been given to Noah and his sons,
but that their descendants whe then inhabited the earth, with Nimrod
their king, refused to obey it. The Mosaic narrative states that the
whole earth was divided between the three sons of Noah: and Eusebius
and others affirin that this division wes made by the patriarch bimself,
the then universal monarch and first man, about twenty yeara previous
to lis death ; that is to say, three hundred and thirty years after the
deluge. After the death of these patriarchs, Nimrod the son of Cush,
supported doubtless by the whole Cushite family, attempted, in defiance
of the divine commund, to set up a universal empire for thomselves.
God however taterposed, and forced this one rebellious community to
scatter over the whole earth. Josephus writes as follows; ‘‘ Now the
plain in which they first dwelt was called Shunar. (xo1 also command-

ed them to send colonies abroad, for the thorough peopling of the earth,
—that they might not raise sed?tions among themselves, but might cul-
tivate a great part of the earth, and enjoy its fruits afier a plentiful
manner: but they were so ill instructed, that they did not obey God ;
&e,”’ Now it was Nimrod who excited them to such an affront and
contempt of God. He was the grandson of Ham, the son of Noah,—a
bold man, and of great strength of hand.”#

The small family of mankind which contained the rudiments of
the future nations of the earth, would doubtless be much influenced
both in religion and polity by the first patriarchs during their life-time ;
but, after their death, when no one could hope, by inere succession, to
obtain so much power and influence over the daily increasing multitude,
an opportunity would naturally be afforded to any enterprising in-
dividual of raismmg himself to the supreme command. The aspiring
Nimrod supported by his family of Cushites, by degrees advanced in
power and influence, until he established himself as soveretgn of this
multitude; bis object being to set up a perpetual universal empire.
With such an end in view, so diametrically contrary to the well-known
command of God delivered to Noah and his sons, we need not be
surprised that-he should endeavour to wean away his subjects from the
worship of the true God and to strengthen the new religion now gain-
ing ground, and which was inore suited to his purposes. Hencs we
find the whole community of mankind, under Nimrod their king, at
last assembled together on the plain of Shinar, in direct rebellion

Mien,
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against (sod and in a stale of apostasy from-the religion of their fathers.
This apostasy had doubtless been growing up by slow degrees for years
previous to this period, but Nimrod brought it to a climax, and sub-
stituted the worship of the early patriarchs Noah and his sons, the
remote ancestors of the entire apostate community, for that of the true
(Sod. The proofs that apostasy from the worship of the true God was
consummated at Babel or Babylon,-and that the system then set up
was carried, at the dispersion, to the various settlements founded by the
scattered community, and thence to the utmost ends of the earth, are
derived from two sources; first, from tradition, and secondly from
Scripture itself.

The beginning of Nimrod’s “kingdom was Babel, and Itrech, and
Accad, and Calneh, in the land of Shinar.” « Tho rise of this Cuthic
empire at Babel or Babylon under Nimrod who was the first Ninus or
Belus, took place about six handred and thirteen years after the deluge,
that is to say B. C. 2,520. The last of Noah's sons lad now been dead
about a hnudred years, and Nimrod the arch-apostate and powerful
sovercion of the still growing kingdom hed firmly established jis false
system of religion, wich had ample time to grow and develope since
the death of Shem, Ham and Japhet.

The Jews have always believed that paganism commenced at
Babel. The ancestors of Abraham in the line of Shem were, like the
rest of mankind at thaé pariod, at Babel, aud were certainly apostates
from the true faith. “And Joshua said unto all the people, Thus
anith the Lorp God of Israel, Your fathers dwelt on the other side of
the flood in old time, even Terah, the father of Abraham, and the fa-
ther of Nachor: and they served other gods.” = Josephus says that ‘‘Abya-
ham determined to renew and to change the opinion all men happened
then to have concerning God; for he was the first that ventured to
publish this notion, That there was but one God, the creator of the
universe; and that, as to other (gods), if they contributed anything
to the happiness of men, that cach of them afforded it only according
to his appointment, and not by thoir own power. This, is opinion was
derived from the irregular phenomena that were visible both at land
and sea, as well as those that happen to the sun and moon, and all the
heavenly bodies,"{ dc, Jewish tradition states that Abraham was
cast into a furnace by Nimrod for refusing to worship the sacred fire
which was the symbol of the animated solar deity.5 Some of the bui}-
ders of the tower, wwe learn from the same source, “shot arrows into
* Genesis, x. 10,
+ Joshua, xxiv. 2.
t Ant. Jed. Nib, i, & 7.
Legemts of Old Testament Characters, vol. i. p.180.
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the aky, and they came down tinged with blood, then thoy-shouted and
cried, ‘See, we have killed every one who is in heayen.’”* “Then
Nimrod shot three arrows into the sky, and they fell back with blood
on them. So Nimrod said ‘I have killed the God of Ahraham. But
whence the blood came is unseltled.”]

layard notices a similar account of the apostasy of Nimrod, as
being generally current amongst the Arabs. During a visit which he
paid to the Sheikh Abd-Allah, the latter related the following tradition
connected with the rains of Nimrod; “The palace,” said be, “was
built by Athur, the Kiayah, or lieutenant of Nimrod. Here the holy
Abraham, peace be with him! cast down and brake-in pieces the idols
which were worshipped by the unbelievers. The impious Nimrod,
enraged at the destruction of his gods, sought to-slay Abraham, and
waged war against him. But the prophet prayed to God and said,
‘Deliver me, QO God, from this man, who worships stones, and boasts
himself to be the lord of all beings’; and God said to him, ‘ How shall
E punish him?’ And-the prophet answered, ‘To Thee armies are as
nothing, and the strencth and power of men likewise. Before the
smallest of they creatures will they perish.’ And God was pleased at
the faith of the prophet, and he sent a gnat which vexed Nimrod night
and day, so that he built hunself a room of plass in yonder palace, that
he might dwell therein, and shut out the Insect.” |

But, we have, more reliable evidence than mere tradition, that
the firat systematic apostasy from the worship of the true God was
consummated at Babel, and that it spread from that centre over the
whole world, St. John in the Apocalypse styles Babylon or Babel,
‘the mother of harlots and abominations of the earth:"§ that 1s to
say, all the abominations of false worship emanated from that city as
from a common parent. And, although the apostle speaks of a mystic
Babel, yet, the propriety of the allusion is destroyed anless the type
accurately correspond with the antitype.

The prophet Jeremiah represents Babel or Babylon as “a golden
cup in the Lord’s hand, that made até the earth drimken: the nations
have drunken of her wine ; therefore the nations are mad.” ‘6 Kvery man
is brutish by his knowledge; every founder is confounded dy the graven
wnage ; for his molten image is falsehood, and there 1s no breath in
them. They are vanity, the work of errors: in the time of their visita-
tion they shall perish.” ‘“ How is Sheshech |? taken! and how is the
eT ends 0+ Tel on 1848Old Testament Characters, vol, i, pp. 166—-7.

Tradition says that Nimrod lived five hondred years.
the Deluge, vol. it, p. 257.

t Nineveh. vol. 1, pP. 24. S Rev., xvu. 9.
a8

| Or Sesac, a name of Babe! or Babylon.
*Secne is the illustrions Saca or Budcdba.

Seq Aarcourt on
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praise of the whole carth surprised! bow is Babylon become an
astonisument among the nations !”*

In this passage the city of Nimrod is represented as being a golden
cup of which all the nations upon the earth have drank and. have
become mad in consequence. the intoxicating potion which has pro-
duced this deadly effect is stated to be idolatry ; and the mode in which
this idolatry was set up, was by an affectation of superior scientific
wisdom, and by a pretence of deep philosophical research ; “ Every
man 1s brutish Oy Ais knowledge.”

The prophet Isaiah also, thus addresses Nimrod’s city :— Thy
waaom and thy knowledge, 16 hath perverted thee;......Stand now with
thine enchantments and with the multitude of they sorceries, wherein
thou hast loboured from thy youth ; if so be thou shalt bo able to profit,
if so be thou mayest prevail. Thou art wearied ta the multitude of thy
counsels. Let now the astrologers, ,the stargazers, the monthly prog-
nosticators, stand up, and save thee from these things that shall come
upon thee,.....tnus shall they be unto thee with whom thou hast
laboured, even thy merchants,t from thy youth: they shall wander
every one to his quarter ; none shall save thee.”t

From this passage we gather that sorcery or divination formed
an essential part of that theology with the fumes of-which Babel made
‘Call the earth drunken;” and that this kingdom practised all these
abominations * from her youth,” that is, from the eazliest period of her
existence on the plain of Shinar; she was idolatrous from the very first.

| All this evidence proves clearly that the false theologico-phtlose-
phical tenets of paganism, by ‘which all the nations of the earth were
infatuated, was a system invented subsquent to the deluge, and brought
to a climax at Babel under the auspices of Nimrod and his Cushites,
whence it was carried to the north, south, east, and west of our globe,
by the scattered members of his broken empire, in the process of
colonizing the world,

The new Testament affords abundant evidence that the knowledge
of Jehovah once deliberately given up, was never regained by the pagans.
Pauls teils us in general terms, that the Gentiles “ know not God 3”§ and
he traces their apostasy, as the prophets Isaiah and Jeremiah do, to
the vain refinements of their false philosophy. He states generally that
“the world dy wisdom know not God ;”|) and he further tells us tho
process by which thelr apostasy was consummated. Mantiind once

the favorite god of the Cuthim : nnd communicated his name to the great Scythic family
of the Sagas, or Sachin, or Saxons.” Fab. Orig. Zelod., vol. i; p. 101, note.

* Jeramiah, li. 7, 17, 18, 41. § iL ‘Thessalonians, tv. 6.
* That 33, “ Negotiators with whom tl:ou hast dealt.” | I Corinthians, 1. 21,
¢ Isnaini, xlvii. 10, &.
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*¢ Knew God ;” that is to say when they were leaving Mount Ararat and
were descending into the plain of Shinar; but when they had this
knowledge, “‘ they glorified htm not as God, uctther were thankful; but
became vain in their imagmations, and their fvolish heart was dar-
kened, Professing themsetves to be wise, they became fools,* and changed
the slory of the ancorruptible God tato an image made like to cor-
ruptible man and to birds, and fourfooted beasts, and creeping things.”
They “ changed the truth of God into a e,f aad worshipped and served
the creature { rather than the Creator, who is blessed for ever.”§

Thus both the Qld and New Testaments give precisely the same
account of the rise and progress of paganism, and point alike to Baby-
lon as the universal mother of the heathen mythology of the postdiluvian
world. This accounts satisfactorily for the striking similarity which
exists between the pagan systems; @ similarity which extends not
merely to what is obvious and natural, but also to arbitrary circum-
stantials, and which therefore could not possibly exist if each nation bad
framed iis own system independently of all the rest. The arbitrary
tenets and observances found in every pagan system throughout the
world, however these systems differ in mmor matters, must have sprung
from one common primeval system. That such is the ease both tradi-
tion and Scripture plainly assert; and both tell us that the one commu-
nity on the plain of Shinar, under Nimrod their king, completed thet
one primeval system, the ramifications of which have extended to every
portion of the habitable globe. Tf” writes Vallancey, “we meet with
many religious customs generally practised by the inhabitants of Syria
and the eastern world, and equally followed by the western inhabitants
of Gaul, Germany, Spain, Britaiv, and Ireland ; if we find monumenta
of the same kind in Africa and Sweden, or still more distant regions,
we are not to be surprised, but to consider that mankind travelled from
Babel equally instracted in all the notions and customs common to them
there, and that it is no wonder if some of the deepest-rooted principles,
and the most prevailing customs, reached even as far as mankind ex-
tended themselves, that is, to the utmost extremities of the earth."}

‘The Chaldeans then” says Rawlinson “appear to have been a
branch of the great Hamite race of Akkad which inhabited Babylonia
from: the earliest times. With this race originated the art of writing,
the building of cities, the institution of a religious system, and the cul-
tivation of all science, and of Astronomy in particular.”
* They “defooled”™ their minds by their pretensions to siperior wisdon. Seo Greek faxt.
+ Or, “changed the true God into a lie,” i.¢. into a pretended god. Bloomfield’s Greek

Testamen?, in loco,
t That is,—their ancestors, &, § Romans, t, 21, 22, 23, 25,
| Essay on the Celtic Language, p. 42. apud vol. i, p. AT.
G ferodotus. vol. 1. p. 247, note.
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ISAIAH, xxxv.
tbe parched swilderness of desert lands, O’er thirsty sands tho murmuring billows flow,
The hollow echoes of untrodden strands, [comes

sound with giadness when the rugiteous
Where ouce the thistle prew on barren ground,
sweet blushing rases showering blossoms roand,

With fragrant breath shall cali the righteous
f home.

Fresh never-dying flowers the soil shall bring,
The while with joyful nutes the righteous sing,
“Midst deepening shades of whisperiug Lebanon:

And flowery Carmel from the plaia shall rise,
Suid vine-clad Sharon stretch before their eyes:

Lhe Lord of glory shall descaud thereog.

Lo eyes that saw nat, beaven shall smile around:
In eurs that heard not, songs of heaven resound:

The lume man shall outrun the wingdd deer;

And pools of water wash the plains below:
Where once ’nesth buraiag rocks fell serpents

No more their scaly horrors terrify ; Tay,
But emerald lawas delight the traveller's eye,
| And whispering rushes iw the breezes play.

Drak Sin,—
The writer of the article in your last No—Qn “The proposed

‘General Conference of ail the Missionaries in China,’ ”—appears to en-
tertain a sorry opinion of his brethren, at once as regards their courtesy,
judgment and ability,—research, originality and faithfulness,—power of
discussion, control of temper and capacity for co-operation ; and, also-
is extremely apprehensive as to how they will conduct themselves in
public. { once thought of noting these points in detail; but it would
take up too much space ; and so I shall content myself with asking a fow
questions. What grounds has he cot for making such assertions of mis-
stonaries as that “some of them scarcely ever preach,”—“ amploy an-
reliable and untrustworthy native agents,”—have schools but yet do not
“ bestow time and attention upon them ?” Who, among the mission-
aries speak of Confucius as he affirms? lf the writer bas met with
such missionaries, and felt himself called uvon to print these statements,
he ought at least to have mentioned the proportion of his brethren who
are guilty of such couduct. Again,—what reason bas he to think that
in “papers treating on Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism,” proba-
bly there would be little origina] ? What does he mean in reiterating
again and again, that “in ogder to preserve harmony and good-will,” it
will “be absolutely necessary toignore most of the really important BES-

tions affecting the progress of Christianity in China ?” Who ia tiits ?
and what kind of missionaries can he have met with ?

Courage, ye trembling knees aud feeble handa!
Bo strong ye fearful-hearted ! Who withstands

dhe nen who have Jeloval for their King?
With anger to Ilis foes the Lord descends,
With fery vengeance;—but to you His friends,

Quiet and safety fom your foes He'll bring.

Hera lies the road which Jeads us to the skies,
The King’s highway from earth to Paradise,

‘The way of holiness” its glorious name;
No sinful footprints mark jt's boly sand;
Ouly redeemad feet npon it ataud:

‘46 fool and wise man find it still the same.

No savage grow) is heard from didden lair,
No angry lion shocks the midaieht air,

Nor ravenous boasts lie prowling by the road :
With eyes upturned tohoaven the rigliteous walk,
And without fear or trembling ever tall [God.

Of that glad hour, when thay shall see thoir

Back from their axile in the world of woe,
With songs and everlasting pladness, jo!

To Zion’s happy gntes the rightoous come ;
Op tongnes which never uttered sound before,
Swat melodies shali tremble, and once more

In perch’d & gaping plains cool rivuleta appear.

Fall, overilowing happiness they win ;
Sorrow and sighing, Jamentation, ain,

Hiave fled for ever our eternal home.

Correspondence.
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But seriously, I think the writer has incurred a vory weighty re-
sponsibility in parading such charges before the world. He feelingly
deprecates anything being done by the missionaries which would “ bring
us and our conference into general contempt ;” yet what more likely
to titillate the hearts of our enemies than such a paper as he has
just published ?-~a paper plausible on the surface, but underneath
nothing but hitting at his brethren. The author seems to have been
groaning for some time under a heavy burden of grievances, and
to have taken this proposed Conference, as an opportunity for havine a
‘AHing” at wea, tie deplores the want of union iu our respective ficlds
of labour, and his language implies, that at his station, they have not
yet commenced to have “united acts of worship andof brotherly inter-
course” (see p. 359). W here in broad China can this station be? And
yet such a state of matters is not beyond the limits of belief.

Further, our critic appears to me, entirely to misapprehond the
nature of a conference. He seems to think that unanimity of senti-
ment is indispensable to a anccessfal convention. But surely if thero
was general agreement, there wonld be jess need for a convocation.
One odject is to bring the missionaries together to compare notes aod
seo if their differences are really as fundamental as they appear to
some people; and whether nothing can be done to modify or remove
tham. In other respects a conference of the description proposed, re-
sembles in many points a council of war. We have to consider,—(1)
the enemy, his character, entrenchments and strategy; (2) our own
position, forces, and the most effective way of utilizing these forces.
And who shall say that we have less need for thts spiritually, than inva-
ders have for it carnally? And ts not our neglect of united deliboration,
forecasting and arrangement, our opprobrium and our folly? But
must there be perfect harmony of opinions and plans ameng the lead-
ers of a campaign before a council dare be called? Is it true that
there aro questions, both theological aud practical of the most im-
portant character, which must absolutely be excluded from public
discussion in @ general Conference, on account of the strong fecling on-
tertatned In regard fo them? What kind of idea can this writer
have of his brethren ? He seems to imagine that, should any one touch
on certain topics, there are those who would “ go off” Jike maiiaes.

But our author has made a preat discovery. Men of all ages and
places—up to date—following an insttuct of their nature, have met toge-
ther when they had any matter of common interest to discuss ; and the
more important the question, the greater the anxiety for mutual consul-
tation :—esteemin an hour’s conference better than any amount of wri-
ting. But the au or of the paper thinks there is nothing like “papers;
“ Kissays on Missionary Topics by various writers.” The Bible says,
«In tho multitude of counseliors there is safety.” Lhe world believes this:
inen meet; they discuss, compare aud sift ; end afterwards those who
have shown themselves preéminently qualified to deal with the subject
under consideration, are formed into a committee and charged to ca
out the ideas of the assembly. Bet this critic is wiser than all. Ha
prefers folios of writing to free discussion ; he re-echoes the sentiments
of the refractory Corinthians,— ‘ Letters, say they, are weighty and
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powerful ; but bodily presence weak, and speech contemptible.”
if we are to take this paper of his as a sample of his contributions,
alas for the outcome |!

Again, the writer points out 3 grave omission in the circular letter,
viz. the absence of any reference to “some united acts of worship, thanks-

iving and prayer,’ at the conference ; and he re ts this. But there
is another omission waich his acuteness has fail to discern, viz. that
the members should take breakfast before assembling in session ; for I
would look upon this suggestion as equally pertinent with the other.
At one place he says, * On all really important matters of organization,
most missionaries are somewhat strongly wedded to the plans they are
already trying to carry out.’ At another place he says, “The real
divisions .... are not so much differences of church organization,—
those can without difficulty be waived.” Which-sentence are we to
believe ? Who contemplates any interference with church organiza-
tion 7? He concludes his lucubration by the recommendation of general
humiliation and prayer. Ve appropriate, and likely to be adopted
by us all, in view of the preceding portion of his article.

Bat a truce to the cantankarania of the paper: let us look at the
question in a broader light. Conference, such as has been pro sed, ig
not only nataral, but 1s one of the great features of the age. onthe
men meet in conference; merchants have chambers of commerce:
medical men assemble annually in earnest consultation ; clergymen
meet in synod, assembly, convocation, or in congregational uaions,
Will any one say that they make a mistake? Are missionaries the
only men in the world who are incapable of united conference ? And
if their compeers in the ministry, or science, find 1b almost indispensable
to meet once a year, shall it be thought unwise for missionaries to a9-
semble once in thirty years? or once in ten? Lhe recent experience of
the synod at Chefoo not only manifests the futility of our cynic’s
apprehensions, but also the benefits of mutual consultation. I do not sup-
pose there was a member or visitor present, who did not feel the better
of the deliberations. Nor is this all: the fate confereuce at Allahabad
has proved a great blessing. Are we less qualified to meet than our
brethren in India ? Tam not insensible to the difiiculties attending the
convening of the: proposed Conference, in reference to money, time,
labour, and absence from stations ; but I venture to think the advan-
tages would far outweigh the expense and trouble. In western lands,
men hail the idea of meeting their professional brethren. They look
forward with eagerness and joy to the annual gathering; and J have
heard of medical men, and scientific men in California and the western
states of America, travelling to Now York and Boston,—several thousand
rniles,—for the enjoyment of even two or three days.sederunt ; and this
not simply to hear the papers read ; but to see the faces of their friends,
shake their hands and regale themselves with a snatch of brotherly tater-
course. They returned better men in every respect; for friendship is the
wine of life; and just in proportion as a man drinks of it, ts his heart
strong, head clear, step firm, and his whole career fruitful of good works,
Are we missionarios,—many of ns isolated from all European society,
—others living where there is little congenial,—to be debarred tus

fJanuary-
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pirivilese? or, worse than all, unfit for it?
forscoth ! Who does not repudiate the slander?

48 regards the discussions, ] am not sanguine enough to hope for
many conversions. This is not required. Very likely, the persons who
lead the discussion on opposite sides, will retain thelr own opinions ;
but the others will be instructed and aided to a just conclusion.

From the collison of forces light flashes forth. Friendly, free dis-
cussion is the great eliminator of truth, and the very soul of true. progress.
Who has not felt this at all'stages of his work ? As iron sharpeneth
Iron ; so 2 man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend.” Meditation
in ‘studies is indispensable; but, as a rule, just in proportion as
questions are talked over with our friends, or ventilated b debate, truth
comes out in all her fair proportions. Moreover, who oes not know
that all onr best laws, plans and conclusions are the offspring of viva
voce discussion Who then shall tell us, paper is the better way ?

In reference.to the proposed Conference, I venture to say we have
as much need for it as our brethren in India ; and I believe the results
would be equally, if not more important. ihe questions are a8 numer-
ous, and the field more adapted for comparison of opinions.

China, unlike India, is an organic whole ; the people are one ; their
idicsyncracies are one.; their literature Js one; their modes of thought
are one; thoir superstitions one, and their manners and customs one.
Thus we are better able to compare views ana plans, and, from a wider
experience deduce the best methods of operation.

But there appears to be little ase in entering upon an argument in
favour of 2 conterence. Tivery one knows the multitude and variety of
subjects awaiting adjustment. The writer referred to mentions sufficient,
—though not a tithe of the whole,—to justify a2 thoughtful, prayerful
and strenuous effort to arrive at some general understanding. T would
ask,-—-are such questions to remain for ever unconsidered? Is there
never to be any attempt made towards harmonious action in this great.
country?. Are we prepared to remain units,—-isolated workers here
and there,—many of us doing work which would be better done dy
others ; and sometimes tivo or three or more doing what one could do?
Among the two hundred missionaries in China, are there to be,—no
mutual understanding, n0 common plans, no division of labour, no com-
mon books, and no effort nade to marshal our forces and economize
time, strength and money?

It is painfal to think that any misastonary should have such a low
opinion of his colleagues as the writer in question. We know there are
who, as a rule, think for themselves and have strong wills,—and
so much the better ; but I have never met with any class of men more
conscientious or more anxious for hints as to the best methods of carry-
ing on their work; and I believe there are many in China at present,
who are prepared to sacrifice a good many individual notions to union
of action ;—who nre willing to give and take; and would hail with de-
light any proposals toward such an end. I for one, am prepared to
adopt less perfect instruments, provided we cau secure more combined
strength, a greater directness of aim ‘and more unity of purpose. ]
believe J am not alone in this respect, ond thet it ig time we met and

“ Unseemly altercations”



considered our position.
action In all important matters, and a common understanding in
everything.

The author of this paper lays preat stress on the terms for. God
and Spirit. I also believe that agreement here is most important ; but
I do not think it indispensible to union,—still less a barrier to a
Conference. What we want is not a “uniform term for God,” as the
author of that paper intimates,—as if this were possible, dut an agree-
ment as to the sense of Scripture, and the use of the character or cha-
racters most appropriate to the meaning of the passage under cons!-
deratton ;—nof a generic term running right through the Bible, like
a rod of stecl, altogether oblivious of the wide divergence in modes of
thought between western nations and the natives of these countries.

This anonymous writer also adduces certain other questions which
he thinks, would inevitably endan r harmony ; viz. ‘the observance
of the Lord’s day;” “the Fatherhood of God;” and“ large mission
buildings.” But what is there in these matters to constitute an inguper-
able impediment to discussion ? Is there not sufficient charity or com-
mon sense among the Protestant missionaries in China, to permit a
difference of opinion on such points, and yet agreement in other inatters r
He also refers to the undue enticing away of converts. But this ts
a sin tabooed all the mission-world over, and practised only by the
meanest of men. Moreover, the expression of a general opinion at such
a, conference,— which would be eagerly given,—would go a great way to
put down this rare phenomenon. But, to bring my letter to a close ;—
the more I weigh this article, the more am [ dissatisfied with it; and

et I can hardly‘beliove this writer has duly considered the words he
as 150d. Surely he does not mean to insinuate that the missionaries

in China would “go in” for a conference. which would have *‘ the
character of unreality,” or the mere “ assumption of unity,” or seek to
promote auy measure to make “an imposing appearance.” Than if
not,—why use such language? Why assume this of any body of educat-
ed men? Tho circular letter was issued to elicit opinion and discussion ;
and our critic might have observed that the queries therein were so
worded as to preclude the possibility of a meaningless parade. If the
answers are satisfactory, the indications of united action great, and
of usefulness explicit, then the project goes on ; but if not, it 1s laid aside
for the time being. No one would hail fair and gentlemanly criticisin
more than J do, and be more ready to mest it in the best of all spirits ;
but I feel bound to protest, in the name of my brethren, against what
T cannot but reckon the offensive Jine whith this writer has chosen to
adopt. Writing thus warmly, J feel as if, in one aspect, I was ap-
parently confirming the apprehensions of the anonymous writer. But
at, zs not so. Few men, if any, wonld venture to speak in public assem-
bly the sentiments of this article, or even to append their signatures In
print ; and were I engaged in face to face discussion, or had the name
of the critic before me, I would review his utterances in a very different
way. But here isa man in a vizard; and so I accept the liberty which
a masked attack legitimately places in my hands, and seek to repel
his insinuations withont any regard {o persons.

SORRESPONDENCE [January-

Let there be freedom in details, but common
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In opposition to his views, I believe wo are “ agreed on central prin-

ciples” of action, and only await conference and brotherly commuu-
ion with one another, to find a variety of bugbears, which float in cer-
tain atmospheres, vanish for ever. Our differences are not so formida-
ble as they appear, and our desiro for the spread of God’s kingdom,
preater than our peccadilloes.

In conclusion, | would respectfully invite my brethren to consider
this matter of conference in all its bearings ; and to give the Provisional
Committee their views, yea or nay, a3 soon as possible; for there are
many who have not yet responded to the circular. We are men; we are
independent of one another,—many of us bave strong views, and all of
us would desire our own plans carried out. But we are all under service
to Christ; and we all feel the advancement of his cause to be paramount.
Am I wrong, when I say that we are ready to meet as brethren in the
spirit of brethren, and to surrender many of our notions if need be, and
heartily to enter into common plaas,—which may perhaps appear
to us less suitable,—if by that means we can more extensively promote
the glory of God. The whole Protetsant world is drawing closer and
closer together at present. Times of refreshing in many quarters arerepicing our Shall we determine to remain apart? or shalt
we not rather resolve, through (God's grace, to sink our diferences and
personalities as far as is necessary, and endeavour with one heart and
soul aud strength to combine in action, for the salyatzon of our fellow-
men in this great empire?

ALEXANDER W ILLIAMSON.

Chefoo, 20 January, 1875.

Missionary Belg.
Births, Hlarriages aud estes.

Ar 49, Ts’kidji, Tokio, Japan, in Janu-
avy, the wife of Dr. Pauw of a
daughter.

At Shanghne, on February 1ith, the
wife of the Rey. J. THonas of a sox.

MARRIAGES.
Ar Philadelphia, U. 8. on September

1st, 1874, y the Rey. Robert Gamble,
assisted by the Rev. Dr. Fisher and
the Rev, Mr. Dubbs, Worms Gax-
BLE, late ofthe Presbyterian Mission,Shanghae, to Pani daugh-
ter of the late Rev. Samuel Miller.

At Mobile, Alabama, J.5.on October
13th, 1874, by the Rev. Dr. Wuson

from Columbia, Secretary of tho
Presbyterian Committee of Missions,
assisted by the Rev. Dr. Burgett, of
the First Presbyterian Church, Mo-
bile, the Rev. Joun, L.Stewant, of the
South Presbyterinn Mission, Hang:
chow, to Mary L. daughter of the
Hon. Guatavus Horton, Judga of
Probate for Mobile county.

Av Peking, on December 8th, 1874, the
Rev. cd 4xEs Grz3rour, to Pran-
XKARD.

Ar Trinity Chureh, Shanghae, on I*eb-
ruary Gtk, by the Rev. Canon but-cher, Cuantes T. Honorary
Secretary of the China Inland Mis-
gion, son of Col. Fishe R. A. late H.
E. I. Co.’s Madras H. A. of Droghe-
an, Ireland, to ELLEN Mary, yougest
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danghier of Joseph The
Grauge, New Barnet, Herts, Eng-
land.

Art Trinity Church, Shanghne, on Feb-
6th, by the Rev. Canon Butcher,

A. W. Doctawarre, of the China In.land Mission, to daughter
David Dore, Manchester.

At Clevedon, Somerset, England, onNovember [2th, 1874, Rit-
om, the wife of Maurice Fitzgibbon
of Crohana House, County Kuikenny,
Ireland;-—eldest daughter of the Rev.
J, Stronach of the London Misaion,
Amoy.

At $7 Granville Park, Blackheath, Lon-
don, on Dacember 22nd, i874, Ar-
Teun J. McCLatTcair, second son of
the Rev. Ganon MoClatchie of Shang-

Ar 49 Ts'kidii, Tokio, Japan, in Janu-
ary, Many, the wife of Taeopabp A.
Pam, M. a., 4. B. of fhe Medicai Mis-
sionary Society of Edinburgh.

Perina.—The following letter has
been addressed to the Provisional cam-
mittes at Chefvo, appointed for organi-
zing a General Conference of Mission-
aries In China.

Peking, Dec. 26th, 1874.
Rev. J. LE. Nevius p.b.
Rev. A. Williamson LL p.
Rey. J. & Hartwell.

Dear GRETHREN,-—~
Your circular letter of September,

1874, was received by the different mis-
siouaries in Peking in due course of
of mail. An answer bas been delayed
for some time, owing to the absence of
several parties from their usual places
of labor. Kecently, however, a meeting
of the Peking Association bas been held
to consider your proposal for a General
Conference of the missionaries in China
and to prepate an ansier. The result
arrived at, after considerable discus-
gion, was the appointment of a com-
mittee of four members to write letters
to you, axpressing the views of the
assoulation.

The committee conssted of §. W.

[ January-

Chifoo.

Williame tu. pv. Rev. 1 Blodget p. p.
Rey. W. H. Collins, and Rev. J. L.
Whiting. It was aupposed that these
gentlemen, differing as they do 1n.re-
gard to the subject, would pretty fully
represent the views of the association.
Dr. Williams has requested me to pre-
pare the letter to you in folfillment of
the duty imposed upon bim and wy-
self jointly, as members of the com-
mittee.

It will hardly be necessary for me
to do more than to send you a copy of
the paper prepared by Dr. Williams,
and read before the association, adding
also a few things which occur to my
own mind.

Dr, Williams’ paper was as iol-
lows -—

The synod of the Presbyterian Biission conren-
ed in Chifoo in August last, conseted of hiteen
missionaries bolonging to the B. F. BL. P. C. and
eipht delegates from other Protestant missious
in China. Besides the synodical meet-
ings, several conferences were held, on subjects
relating to mission work; at the fifth of which tt
was unanimously agreed, that ic wad highly de-
sirable thet thers should bo a onernal cODTenD-
tion of all Protestant missionaries in Chins, in
character somewhat resombling the conven-
tion which had met at Alishabad in Ipdia.

During the next month, the conmmittee ap-
pointed by the confarence,—Rev. Messrs Ne-
vies, Williamson and Hartwell, issued a cirou-
lar letter to ench missionary in Chinn, which
vvas also printed us the Missionary Recorder for
September-October, and through both these
channels bas become generally known. Tbe
principal advantages and objects of this general
convention are set forth in this letter; and
the fourth head requests each etation to hold a
meating to consider tho snbject, appoint a per-
aon to correspond with the Chifoo committee
ypor wl preliminary topics, and inforra it of
tho views of the meeting beld.

This letter has been read oy nll present and
must command itself to all as a practical pa-
por in reference to the end in view, We there-
fore ore tn a good position to discuss the merits
of the proposal, and to ascertain the reasons
which should weigh with ns for accepting or
declintag at.

The letter itself, written as it is by a com-
mittee desirous of carrying out the selieme,
contaivs sli the most apparent,xeasons for hoid-
ing the Conference ;-~such as, to mature plens
for work ; to increase the efficiency of the la-
DOTGTS ; to carefully cousider the accumulated
experiences of difforent men in different fields ;
to compara vietrs nud modes of operation, with
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& View to mmprove te lalter, aud, if possible to
fulont a general plan of work, especially com-
mon translations and and the pro-
paration of a deGnite ccure of scientific works,
aud thus come % sorne well-understood divi-
sion, Of labor.

These objoots are certainly most important,
and if such a convention could even partially
bring them: about, I would recommend the

There seems, however, to be need
of furthor setting forth these points, as they
myst have been already onrefully considered
by all present. We will therefore proceed to
discuss the proposal on its own merits, aud with
& view to its adoption or othorwise; so as to
(lecide, as the lettor expresses it, whether it is
or practicable to Lave such a cone
fereuce. «

Ist.— Tho lettar itself probably conveys an
exaggerated iden of the general desire for suchconvention. If the careful conelusions of
the 226 misionaries now in China, upon this
point had been Enuown to the comimittes who
wrote this letter, 1 think they would have mo
dified their expression, and would rather have
Stated ti as them opinion tliat suc a coufer-
ence tyould do some OD, thera can hardly
have been ground for a stroneer statement
than this. Yet the opiniou of the twenty-three
persons who composed this mecting as Chifoo,
considered as representing tho general views of
their brethren at their various stations, is worthy
of respect. Three of the twenty-three repre-
santed seventeen persous in Peking, but whe-
ther they could say that thera was n general
desire for such a convention, i this revion, or
éron in the city, F know cot. Probably most
of the seventoen who reside hera had no onin-
ion at all upon the matter, masmuch as it bad
never come Sefore them as 2 practical quos-
tion; and such, I am inclined to think, would
bea found to be the case olsewhere. Mr. Noyes
was the only one from Canton, where theve are
scvenleen missionaries, who are possibly to be
also regardatt as not having given the subject
much, if any thoveht, and for the same rea-
con. It can therefore only be the an-
awers are received to this cpreular letter, that
the commitics can confidently assure ws that
there is a general desire for the convention.

ihe reasons for regarding such a con-
vention as desirable haying been alraady stated,
let us consider the reasons which make it une
desirnble, or rather incxpedicnt.

[1} The expense of such x meeting mast
came out of mission funds, whick were not con-
tributed for such 2 purpose. Missionaries ap-
pointed to act as delegates would hardly vo
able to defray the cost of their own
living, sud contingeucies ; which might, jiow-
ever, possibly be obtnined by contributions
among thoi brethren ja the province. The
cost, if defrayed by iission boards, should
be defrayed, in common honesty, only after
their concent had been previously obtained.
This, to say the least, wonid involve much cor-

respondence with the secretartes and many
explanations.

LE) ne wet arrange’ Ulvision of Labor pro-pare us the letter, is whoily anattainable in
reulity ; asd fonner conventions prove this.
There is no authority bindings any person to
adopt xts resolutions, and tlie societies which
Sent out every member of such a convention
would desire to know what its agents were do-
ing, and to ba previously consulted in regard
to ail arrangements, by which missisonaries
laboring for them wore to be held as bound,
The convention could not even appoint a per-
so, CO prepare a certain school-book, wnicss
Le wero willing to prepare it; and if he wore
willing, be would not need to be appointed.
Bach person does and inust, follow his own
taste, fecliugs ond sense of duty; and use bis
learning, time, and powers of preaching as ho
chooses. A convention world hnve no jnfluence
to develope or use, any ore of these qualifica.
tions in any derree, As te 2 conitnon fransin-
ton of the Scriptures, experience in Chinn hing
proved it to be, ut present at Jeast, out of tha
question. “Lhe use of the same words in Chinese
lor Ged, spirit and baptism has been so fully
attempted in furmer conventions, that no one
aware of those discussions would try, or wish
to revive them: and a discussion ou the tere
for these important words could not be avoided
at such a convention.

[3] Common plans for mission work are
followed ag nearly as the ense admits.
Tho mission boards have long siuce azveed to
adopt hurmonious plans of working in the great
mission fields, and each mission takes its own
fiald, and ench missionary has his own work in
it. The preaching of the Gospel to the best of
his ability is his only plan, and this convention
would not, I think, modify the plan of any
mission or individual in Chinn.

[4] The delegates to such a convention
would,—as they ought,—be necessarily com-
posed of the oldest and bast men in the Geld: ana
to effect the proposed objects, they would need to
spend moch time and thought upon them. This
time and thought and energy aro now all fully
occupied in direct labor, and thre wissions can
hardly ailord this diversion of their most usoful
men LO other objects, hha time of writers of
papers tohe read at the conveution, should
also he taken into the estimate of labora to
this and,

[5] Lvery subject likely to ba trented of at
such a has alrandy bean discussed
most fully. Xha great conference on missions,
held at Liverpool] in 1860, was composed of 126
members from many nations, and trom all the
great mission fields ; men of experience, years,
igarning, zeal, piety, standing, and love for
nussion Work ; mon capable of discussing every
question their wisdom suzpested ; ag tle list of
papers read, and the minutes of the meeting
show. ““Whatenan the man do who cometh
after the king?” might well be asked, when
we rend the volume containing the results of
tliat conference. A convention or nine
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members from tha China twissions ould car. toat they were not prepared to racammend enytainly know more of thia particular field than ons ferm to expreas ey

the two medical men who represented it in Liv-
erpool fourteen years ago; but I donbt whether
nuy new topic has come up since that time.
Progress thera has bean, Thera are more con-
verts, more books, more itinerating, more trans-
lations. But jn all departments of labor nothing
essentially new has appeared.

[6] The conference at Alababad was con-
veued ior p a3, and under circumstances,
which de not exist in China. The British rolors
of India had come to seo the importanos of
mussion work 3 & powerful agent in coverning
thé vations nations under their sway, ond
many of them were personally interested in its
details. Tho day when the British govern-
ment openly declared, and carried out’ its
intevtion of maintaining oxisting institutions,
patronizing idolatry, forbidding missjonaries
living in their limits, had gone by; and a
conyention to discuss the character of the mis-
sion work, the status of the converts, the kind
of aid to be given to schools, and the many
questions respecting local churches and church
property, Management of parish schools, educa-
tion cf ministers, and codperation or division
of work, as or requiring offcial
netion, needed all tc be discussed. Government
ofticinis, missionarics, native teachers, and
laymen, all attended; for the questions equally
concerned them all, espevially the natives.

In China, nothing of the kind existe + and
there seems to be uo practical benefit likely
to result from discussing suck questions. We
have no vative constituency wlio ara agitating
genernl topics connected with their own gov-
ernment, or with chures matters belonging to
each mission. The opinions of those missions
Aye well known, and discussion on their various
plans of operation is not likely to seenra more
harmony, uniformity, or wil than now
exist. The synat, at whose meeting thie con-
vention was suggested, has a degree of avu-
thority 2s an ecclesiastical body, recognizad
both by its secretaries and its patrons in the
United States, to direct, aavise, restrain, and
urge ifs variows missious in China, which the
convention would not have, There was therefore
& well-understood reason for the asserubling of
this synod, whatever notions other missionary
bodies mixht haye upon the matter. But these
necessories would not accrue Lo a general con-vention.

In 1843, a ponernal convention wag called
by tho London Missionary Society, whose mis-
sionaries tind been directed to meet in Honge-
kong, to arrange for their own plan of operations
withjn the limits of China, and every one who
coukl possibily go, sccapted the invitation.
Zhe chief and almost only subject of discussion
nt six different meatines, was the needed ver-
sion of the Sacred Scripares ; andat the last two
meetings alter long and amicable debates, these
were the resolutions passed :—

“That the committes appointed to report upontho proper mode of rendering “baptizo,”’ atate

fdanuary-

“ Thak as it le diffiault to decide upon the moet
appr rinte word for oxpresein the name of Godin &

ea, S208 station many for thereeont nee
such word ae it aboll refer, loaving e wltimaia
decision to the gena oommittac,?!

anes Street Sod of If edhurst,Dyer, A. aod J. Stronach, Milne, Hobson,
Lepge, E. C. Bridgman, Ball, Deno, Shuek,

Do Rew I. J. Boberts, W. AL. Lowrieand Ss. RB. TOW.
The Baptists were taclined to retain their

own term for baptism, at any rate, but were
willing sud desirons to joi in a general and
COMMON Version. The American Baptist Union,
however, peremptorily ordered them to with-

draw trom even that codperation. I myself wrote
an article fer the New-York Observer, at the
suggestion of Dr. Brigham, secretary of tha
American Bible Society, stating the leading
points of tho case, and expressing my regret
tant this attempt at united nection had been
thwarted from home. The article was noswered
by De. Sponcer Cone, of tha Broome street
church in New-York, wlio upheld the deter-
mination of the mission society to make their
own tranagiations a3 well as to use their own
terms. This has siuce baen tie policy of the mis-

jn its discussions, and I think yery wisely:
but in the conference, the strength
of the native cloment, nnd the exhibition of
the views of native pastors, wore amon
most nnportant reasons and results of tho
conference. This native Christian cleman? is
in China sti so nuch under the guidance of
the misstous which support control, and teach
their assistants, each in thelr own way, that
it could not be well represented in a general
conference. The time has not yet come for
the native churches to understand their wants,
position, and responaibilities, in such o degres
ns to make st expedient or useful to asemble
ther delegutes ina general conference of this
kind. Besides this circumstance, the discrep-
ancies in dialects would make a conference in
which the native pastorate took part, rather
perplesing and unsatisfactory. But without
this native element, tle of such a
conference, ns is proposed in this letter, would
be reduced to a very small estimate,

My conclusion is, that if the conference
19 merely intended to discuss general questions
bearing on missionary labor, it is not needed,
in view Of ther thorough disenssion at Liver-
pool and Allahabad ; but if it is intended there
to make an effort to bring nbout, as the letter
expresses it, the adoption of common plans,
common schocl-books, common translations,
and the preparation of a definite course of
gnentiiie works, the prospects are that none of
these ends could be attained, under the present
pusition of missionary work in China.

Thue far Dr. Williams. Little need
be added to what he has written. There

Nee Tha ene a aie end Siam
abdul a of the aative Chuistiag& proposed convention says nothing
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are one or tivo points, perhaps, which
may be somewhat more fully stated.
It cannot be anticipated that in snch
a conference, questions of difference
among missionaries should be wholly
avoided. A continued and enforced
silence, even if it could be maintained,
would hardly be advisable. And what
would be the result of a discussion on
the word for God? or of an attempt to
induce all missionaries to use the same
version of the Sacred Scriptures in the
written language? LL would be utterly
without avail; and not only so, but
would widen the differences which al-
ready exist.

When Lother went to the confer-
ence with Zwingle, his mind was al-
ready fixed in its decision ; and before
the first meeting, he wrole upon the
table, “ est corpus medm ; resolved,
never to depart fiom the literal inter-
pretation of these ‘vords.” ‘Lhere ate
missionaries in China, who would go
to 4 conference to discuss it regard to
the word for God, and iho would write
-E # upon tlic table; “Resolved,
never to depart from these two cha-
racters.” There are others who are
equally firm in their conviction that to
use these tivo characters for Ged would
be to compromise the first principles of
the Christian religion. These ditter-
ences exist not only between mission
ries of diffetent nationalities and of
different societies, but between mis-
sionaries of the same nation, and of the
same society; between sincere and
conscientious Christian men, who have
long resided in the field, and who have
had large ahd varied experience of
labor among the Chinese. if such men,
when they are of the same nation, and
of the same missionary society cannot
agree, what prospect is there of union
among the missionaries at large ? Jt
in private and friendiy conferences,
such as are known to have taken place
from tins to time, they have been un-
able to adjust their points of difference,

what prospect is thers of agreement in
such a public and general discussion +
thing is simply impossible.

What then? Are we aliays thus
to differ? Are no sleps to be taken to
unite in speech, men, who in heart
mean, or ought to mean, the same
thing? The answer to these questions
is not difficult. Time is required, and
& more extensive experience of labor in
the field. The Roman Catholics were
more than 2 handred years in rejecting
Shang- and uniting upon Zien-chu.
We may well be patient. All our difli-
culties on this subject have been refer-
red to usage, guided by the word of
(tod and Chiistian wisdom. ‘Ihe yer-
dict will be given in due time; it will
be bulh correct. and decisive.

Meanwhile, it is worth remembering
that Bishop Smith of Hongkong; many
years ago, proposed the use of Zzen-
chu * for “God,” and that this usage
has since been proposed at different
times by other Protestant missionaries
of many years standine, both in the
south and in the north of China ; that
this usage is taking root in some mis-
sion stations, and that two eclitions of
the New Testament bare been printed
with Lten-chu for “ God ;” one by Eng-
lish, the other by American mission-
aries ; also, tliat one edition of the Old
Testament,—that recently published
by the mission of the American Board
at Peking,—bas been printed with Zten-

*wWeoxpoct It will bo found that our brother
hag ronde a little inistake here. 7a hare followed
with somo hiterest Ihe course of the controveray
from the beginning; but cannot racall any o¢ca-
ston on which Bishop Smith proposed tho usd of
Tion-chia. fur * God.” In a letter to the Rev. 3. W.Mellor, the oditorial secretary of the Britteh and
Forelgn Bible Sociely, under date, Febru 26th,
1851, tho Bishop proposed ‘T’écn-shih, for thoprord ‘dod? | sten reasons in favour of this
fomonue tertium-qitid, are botior known thro a
Dr, Medhurat’s rotutation of the same Fro =:

tation in which Blabop Boons most cordially
coinelded. It scarcaly conreys n correct imp rea-siou elthcr, to say that “the Homan Catholica
were more than a hundred year in rojoatiag
Shang-ti and auiting upon Tion-chay ibyCatholica bo menut the wirsionories {11 Obiua:.

for it lea well }:nown, that a large and Intelligent
ortion of tbat bo rotained thoir convictidos 2a
rmty as before in favour of Téon and Shang-ti,

when the term “T’gon-cha"” ‘was forced into
genoral adoption by tho Papal Boll of 1715.—Eep,
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chu for “ God ;” the entire Scripture
thus having, for the first time, been
given to the Chineac in the use of Zien-
chu for “ Go3.” This is a new element
in the discussion of the “question of
terms.’” Whether this usage will con-
tinve to increase and finally prevail re-
mains to beseen. At al! events it is
very piain that no good, but only great-
er digssengion could come from a dis-
cussion of this subject at the present
time. The ease ig much the eame with
repard to the different versions of the
Sacred Scriptures into the written lan-

There are four sucl. versions
now in common use; Ist, the version
used by the German missions, made
by Gutzlaff. Ond, the version of the
New Testament made by Goddard,
and revised by Dr. Lord, with that of
the Old ‘Lestament now in a way to
be completed by Dr. Lord, which ver-
fion is used by the Baptist missions.
ard, The delegates’ version of the
New Testamant with the London Mis-
sion version of the Old Testament.
4th, The Bridgeman and Culbertson
version. Menasnres have been taken
for a careful revision of the last two
versions above named.

Tt is impossible to unite in the use
of any one of these versions. L clo not
Imow that it is cesirable. Bach has
ig own merits. Perbaps more good 1s
attained in the ageregate by the use of
the four versions. If we consider the
vastness of the empire, and the many
millions who are to read the Scriptures,
it may not be amiss in these days,
when the work of translating the Sacred
Scriptures inlo Chinese is but in its n-
fancy, to enable the Ubinese, by com-
paring several versions, to gain differ-
ent aspects of the same truth.

The harmony of the proposed con-
vention ould certainly be broken up
if these disputed points were Introduc-
ed, and no valuabla results could be
obtained. If these points were avoid.
ed, and the attention of the convention

[January-

were confined to the objects proposed
in the circular letter, the expenditure
of time, money and effort, would, im
my judgment, be wholly disproportion-
ate to the rood which might accrue.
We already have onr stated mectings
of local conferences and associations ;
we have the Missionary Recorder as a-
means of intercommunication of
thought and information in regard to
the work in diferent places: we have
the carefully recorded accounts of the
conferences at Liverpool and Allalia-
bad, and journals from all parts of the
world, giving accounts of mission-
ary labor. With these let us be
content. Lhe great and urgent demand
of the field in China is,—not more talk,
more discussions, more plans, but more
work ;—more work in preaching, teach-
ing, and healing the sick; and in plant-
ing churches and securing pastors for
them. his work is very simple. Why
furn avde trom it ?

I remain, dear Brethren in Chris-
tian bonds, with great respect,

Most truly Yours,
i, Brovgsr.

a
NANEING.--Mir. J. P. Donovan of the
China Inland Mission left for Shang-
hae in the early part of Febraary, in-
tending to leave soon for England,
where he proposes residing for a time
to prosecnte a course of study. 8

We reeret to learn that the com-
plaint from which the Rev. J. H. Tay-
lor was sutfermy when he lefl for Eng-
lanct last year, threatens to be more
protracted than was anticipated. It ig
said there is no bumediate prospect of
his return to China.

*,_*Ef. 8. Dickey of the
American Vresbyterian Mission, late of
Bangkok, more recently from Tiing-
chow, who has been residing lrere some
months, left by the Costa Rice for Japan
enroute for San Francisco, on Feb-
ruary 2nil.
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Mrs. Duncan and child, of the China
Inland Mission, arrived from England
in the Fleurs Castle, on January 19th,
accompanied by Miss Doig and Miss
Faulding.

The Rey. Wm. Muirhead has been
appointed by the local missionary con-
jerence, a delegate to tle Committee
of Arrangements for the General Mis-
sionary Convention.

Anoy.—The Rev. Carstaira Douelas,
LL. D. hag been appointed delegate to
the Committee of Arrangements for
the General Misstonary Convention.

In our last issue we mentioned the
arrival of the Rev. Mr. Jukes. Tt should
have been ev. Mr. Dukes, who reach-
ed Amoy in December.

Hanecnow.—-The following note reach-
ect us too late for insertion in our last
issnes but it will doubtless be read
with interest now :—

“For the last two years, quarterly
prayer meetings have been held of all
the Christians in Hanechow. ‘The ninth
of these meetings was held yesterday
afternoon in the chapel of the @. M.
5. mission. Besides that mission, there
were present representatives of the
American Presbyterian churches, North
and South, of the China Inland Mis-
sion, and of the American Baptist
Mission. Four foreign missionaries
were presenf and one lady. The Chi-
nese fo the number of nearly 130, of
whom about 160 were adult Chris-
tians, filled the Chapel. ‘The boys and
masters of two boarding schools ; two
or three heather Chinese teachers in
the service of missionaries; along with
the pastors and catechists of the <liter-
ent congtagations, and their converts,
male anc female, made up an orderly
and apparently devout congregation :
such as made many of us, f trust, truly
thankfrl to God. According to a custom
observed on previous occasions, the con-

ductor of the meeting had distributed a
week previously,—-lo those who were to
assist him 10 it,—a notice of the meet-
ing, together with a few heads of pray-
er under the gencral subyct of suppli-
cation for a spiritual awakening. Tho
heads were ;—-(1) the awakening of us
foreign missionaries ; (2) that of native
ministers and assistants; (3) that of
native Christians ; (4) that of the hes-
then. A few illustrative texts wero
grouped under each head, some of
which were read during the meeting.
Just before 8 oclock the conductor
asked all present to kneel and? join in
silent prayer for @ few moments.
then read Kev. iit. 14-22, and said
a few words on the suitableness of the
warning and exhortation of that pas-
sage to missionaries (angel) who aro
conscious of spiritual and winisterial
declension. Part of the hymn— ark }
my soul, it i the Lord’ was then
snug, aod a misstonary offered up pray-
CT. A few texts (ftom. xv. 27, & iy.
3,) were then read, and: a few words
said on the duty of Chinese Christians,
especially those employed by the
church, to their Saviour, and, under
Him, to their foreign evangelists and
their countrymen. Prayer was next of-
fered by the Presbyterian native pastor,
which was followed by the singing of the
bymn—‘ Come Holy Spirit come. A
brief account of the aggregate numbers,
nereasc in two years past,and expansion
from the centre of Hangchow of all the
missionary communilies was then read
to the meeting. From this it appeared
that there are connected with the mis-
sions in Hangchow, some ninety odd
adult Christians, who were heathen when
we first began work here in 1864; that
thirty-three of these have been added
in the past lio years; and (lat, starting
from Hangchow as a centre, branch sta-
tions have becn commenced in two /¢o
cities, four Aeen cities, and six oper
towns, not including Soochow, where a
strong wission bas been commenced of
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the Bouthern Prebyterian agency, «
Two mare texts were thei read on the
dangers and hopes of Christians, and
the Baptist catechist ofiered up prayer.
Another hymn was next sung. The
necessity of the Holy Spirit's grace to
open hearts to the gospel, was spoken of
from Acts xvi. 14, and the duty of
peeking to extend the knowledge of
Carist, from Kom: xv. 21,—and the O.
M. 8. catechist prayed for God's grace
to the nnconvertacd. Tha meeting closed.
immediately after, with the apostolic
benediction. With a deep and often sai-
dening cousciousviess of great shortcom-
ings in our work, and serious defects
in some of our people, both with regard
to faith and duty, some of ina felt
both cheered and rebuked by what we
paw and beard; and were encouraged
ty believe that if our own hearts are
but truly quickened in answer to pray-
er, We may sea preater and better
things than these, before our time ex-
pires. December 24th, 1874.”

Theo Rey. Conrad and Mrs. Baschlin
and child left about the end of January,
he having had a call to occupy a position
in Hamburg as assistant seperinteadent
of Baptist missions. After a few days
spent. at Ningpo en route, he proceeded
via Shanehae, where he took passage
in the English mail steamer Hydaspesfor

Theo Rey. J. L. and Mrs, Stewart, of
the Southern Presbyterian Mission of
America arrived in Shanghae by the
Oregontan, on December 25th, accom-
panied by Miss Helen S. Kirkland for
the same mission. hey proceeded
shortly after to their station at Hang-
chow, the sphere of Mr. Stewart's
former labours. a
Nixaro,— We have been requested by
Mrs. Knowlton, to insert, the following
note of acknowledgment. Havine
already given a memorial of our la-
* Six of the cities, —a considerable mitjority,
—are occupied by native agents of tho China
Inland Mission.

( January-

mented brother,—we feel that the Re-
corder has lost one of its warmest sup-
porters by the sad event of his decease ;
and take this opportunity of express-
lug our sympathy with the widow and
the fatherless :-—

‘The long iliness that occured im-
mediately after the death of my hus-
band, and from which neither our
little daughter, nor myself has yet re-
covered, has prevented my replying to
the many kind letters received from
our tmends at nearly every port in
China and Japan. Will the readers
of the Recorder accept this intimation,
that their expressions of generous ap-
preiation of the departed, and of ten-
der sympathy for us, are among my
choicest treasures? They will be prized
even more, as the weary days and
months drag along,—it may be, into
Years. With many thanks,

Yours in sorrow,
Lucy A: KNOwLToN.

January 25tb, 1875.”

Pinc-rane,—This city, which jies to
the south of and belongs to
that prefecture, was the scene of an
outrage in December last, similar to
what we reperted at Hoo-chow in our
last nomber. From the NWorzh-China
Duly News we learn that Mr. Stott
and a colleague had recently established
& mission station at Ping-yang, having
rented a house with the full knowledge
and tacit consent of the local authori-
ties. Though no preliminary opposition
was made, they had no suoner got into
their new premises, than a popular
outcry was raised. A mob collected,
wrecked the premises, and compelled
the missionaries to withdraw. On com-
plaint being made to the prefect af
Win-chow, he ordered reparation to
be made, and the issue of a proclama-
tion, setting forth tho objects and
rights of the missionaries, and enjoin-
ing respectful treatment of them. Mr.
Stott, considering that something more
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ought to be done in order to prevent
the recurrence of such outrages in the
future, placed the matter in the hands
of J. Forrest, Esq. H. B. M. Consul
at Ningpo, who put bimself in com-
munivation with the Taon-tae regarding
it; but we bave not: learnt the result
of the correspondence.

Haxrow.—The Rev. J. and Mrs. Cox
of the Wesleyan Mission, Jeft in the
early part of the month, fora change
to the south of China, on account of
his enfeeblea health. After a few
weeks spent at Canton, he became so
much worse that he was recommended
to take passage home at once, for the
sake of the sea voyage. He left Hong-
kong about the end of January, in-
tending to wait for Dr. Hardey at
Point de Gralie. We believe there is no
prospect of his returning to China.
Lhe Rev. A. W. Nightingale of the
Wesleyan Missionary Society, from
England, arrived at Hongkong in the
Ajax on December 19th. After spend-
ing a short time visiting the mission
stations in the sonrth, he left in the Sar-
pedon, reaching Shanghae on January
17th, and left for Hankow the follow-
ing day. We understand he is stationed
Jor the present at Woo-heue, a large
town on the left bank of the Yang-
tsze, between Hankow and Kewkeang.

E. P. Hardey, u. 2 c. p. of the Wes-
leyan Mission, left for England about
the end of January, and touk passage
in the French mai) steamer Tigre from
pbanghae, on February 5th.

Canton.~—The Rev. G. and Mrs. Piercy
with three cbildren,—of the Wesleyan
Mission,—returned from England to
their station at Canton, reaching Hong-
kong by the Ajax on December 19th.
Miss Radcliffe of the same mission ac-
com pained them, to resume her work.
The Rev. F. J. Masters and Miss Taylor
came in the same party to strengthen
the Canton mission.

On January 10tb, bemg the last
Sunday the Ven. Archdeacon Gray
was to spend in China, previous to his
departure for England, there was an
unusually large congregation in bis
eburch on Shameen. About a quarter
of an hour after the commencement of
the morning service, an alarm of fire
was raised, which dispersed the greater
part of the assembly. Immense vol-
umes of smoke were seen rising. from
the back part of the premises occupied
by the Rev. H. V. Noyes; and it was
evident that in addition to the danger
of a conflagration among the Chinese
houses, there was great risk of its ex-
tending to four foreign dwelling-houses,
two school buiddings, and a newly-built
chapel. Tae house ocoupied by Miss
H. Noyes’ floorishing girls’ boarding
schoo] appeared to break out in flames
in several places almoat simultaneous-
ly; and in a few minutes the two
adjoining houses occupied by the Rev.
N. B. Wiliams and Rey. FE. Sinzin-
nex, had caught. The latter includ.
ed the promises well known former-
ly as Dr. Hobson’s hospital. The
Shameen and Costoms Sire brigades
were soon in the spot, and the fire was
got under before it spread far. The
school-house was reduced te 2 ruin.
The women and children have lost their
all, and the Rev. N. B. Williams and
Rev. H. ¥. Noyes are considerable
losers also. There is some suspicion of
incendiarism connected with it.

The Rev. J. and Mere. Preston with
family left for England by the Sarpedon
early in February, in consequence of his
failing health. We regret to hear it is
probable he will not returo to China.

JAPAN. Yoxonaxs.—The following
note from Rev. H. Loomis gives some
pleasing information as to the progress
of mission work in Japan:—

“Since my note to you mention-
ing the formation of a church in Ye-
kobama another bas been added to our
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presbytery, consisling of about twenty
members. It is located in Yedo, and is
the result of Rev. Mr. Carrothers’ labors
in that city. The membership of the
church here is now twenty-three.

‘cA chureb hag also been organized by
the Rey. Mr. McDonald of the Canadian
Weslyan Union at Shidzooka. The
mewbership is-about twenty. “Che Rey.
Mr. Cochran of the same noiesion has
baptized several, and expects to form
a church scon. One of the converts is
a man of extensive learning and large
influence.

‘At the meeting of the presbytery
on the 5th inst, eight young men ap-
plied to be taken under its care as
candidates for the ministry. They have
now entered upon a course of study, and
it is hoped, will soon be able to assist
in the work of evangelization.

The Rev. Mr. Neeshtma has reached:
Japan and entered upon his work.
While visiting his parents he improved
the opportunity to preach to the people,
and was constantly visited by inquirers
who desired to learn about the new
faith. A few seemed to be sincere le
lievers, and bad his services not been
required at Osaka, he would probably
have been able soon to organize a
church His success roused the op-
position of the priests who petitioned
to bave the services stopped. All ave
greatly pleased with the spirit that Mr.
Neeshima has sbown, and great good
1s expected from bis efforts He seems
filled with but one purpose, and that is
to make Christ known to his people.

“Th accordance with the directions of
Dr. Clark (and also the views of the
mission}, the churches formed at Kobe
and Osaka are strictly congregational.
Lhey have no connection with the so-
called “Union churches” in Youkolia-
ma and Yedo. hey will perhaps
adopt the same name and designation
for church officers; but the duties of
these officers and the general govern-
ment will be entirely unlike. The

[January-

“Union” churebes here and at Yedo
were Organized as Presbyterian, and
continue as sec. dhe erced, however,
thus far adopted, is only the Articles of
union which constitute the basis of the
Fivangelical Alliance.

“The Reformed Church in America
are supporting the “ Union” charch,
with the understanding that “no other
organization wag possible.” How long
this will continue remains to be seen.
The board itself’ was opposed to the
measure, but the Synod ruled to the
contrary.

‘Tbe Gospel of Luke has just been
completed by the Translation Com-
muittee and js to be issued soon. The
Epistle to the Romans is now in process
of preparation. After this is complet-
ed it is expected to take up Acts, on
which Dr. 8. 2. Brown is now engaged
preparing the first draught.”

SLAM. Bancxok.—During the year
just closed, the Rev. Dr. Dean of the
American Baptist Mission bas been per-
mitted to baptize more than two hundred
converts from heathenism,—mostly
Cbinese residing in and near Bang-
plasoi, a town at the N. EB. corner of
the Golf of Siam.

At the annual meeting of the pres-
bytery of Siam in November last,it was
found that during the- twelve months
previous, seventeen adult Siamese hac
been added to the number of professing
Christians, at the stations under its care.

The Rev. D. MoGilvary, tbe pioneer
of the North Laos Mission, bas lately
returned from a visit tothe U. S. He
left on January 8th with his family and
Dr. Cheek, a medical missionary of the
Presbyterian Board, on their long jour-
ney of five hundred miles up the Meinam
river, to their post at Chiengmad
(Zimmé). Lhe Rey. J. Carrington of
the American Presbyterian Mission here,
six years in the field, is obliged to re-
turn to bis native land on account of
the broken health of Mre. €.
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NOTES ON CHINESE MEDIZ-VAL TRAVELLERS TO THE WEST.
By E. Brerscanemer, OL D.

(Continued from p. 22.)

ACCOUNT OF WESTERN COUNTRIES, BY AN ENVOY OF THE X7N EMPEROR,

Sent to Tehinguie khan mm A. D, 1220.

‘PRIS short report bears the title i & #8 Pei she ki, “Notes on an
embassy to the north ;’ by which the author means the northern

dynasty or the Mongol court ; and as Ichinguiz was at that time near
the Hindu-kush mountain, the envoy in reality travelled not to the
north, but to the west.

The article is, of little importance, and nardly repays the trouble
spent in searching it out in the 5 AV Se He HE EE Chi pu teu chat ts‘ung
shu, a bulky Chinese work of more than 30,000 pages, containing a
very large number of small articles on different matters, collected, as is
usually the case in Chinese books, without any system and without a
cetatled index. The et shi kiis found there as chapter 14 of the fF 7
ji; Kut tsien chi, a book written near the close of the 13th century by
oi) wii Liv At, and treating of different matters regarding the Kin
dynasty. But Liu AS is not the author of the Lez sht ke: he must have
reproduced it from another book. Lhis Js proved by the statement of tlic
author of the article, that he otmself knew the envoy, who returned
from the west in 1222, and that oe took down the report from his ac-
count. Liu K‘1, ag we have seen, wrote at the end of the 13th century.
He finished the Awe tse cz in 1295. (Sce Wylies Notes on Chinese
Literature, p. 159.)

The name of this envoy of the Kin emperor, who went to western
Asia, is &  H& 1) tg Wu-ku-sun Chung-tuan. His biography is found
in the Ken shi or “ History of tho, Kin dynasty,” chap. 1243; and his
mission to Tchinguiz is there also shortly recorded. Ichinguiz, who at
first was tributary to the Kin, in 1211 had withdrawn his allegiance,
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and made his first irruption into northern Chine. He ravaged the
provinces of the Ain to the Yellow river. Hs Chung te (the present
Peking), the residence of the Xin emperor, was taken by the Mongol
armies in 12315. Woailst Ichinguiz turned his arms to western Asia,
one. of his generals, the famous continued the war in northern
China with the greatest success. The Kin emperor distressed, resolved
to dispatch an envoy to the great conqueror to solicit peace. This wag
the subject of mission to the west. In bis narrative no-
thing is reported regarding his diplomatic negotiations ; but his audience
with Tchingniz in the country of the Mohammedans, and the discourse
he had with the conqueror, are recorded in the Vian shi, as well as in
the Z"ung ken kang mu. We have seen that Ch‘ang-ch‘un, in his
travels met the envoy of the Kin emperor (vol. v, p. 193). Thus the nar-
rativeof Wu-ku-sun is corroborated by several contemporary writers.
The anonymous author of the Pe: shi ki records his tale as follows:—

In the 7th month of the year 1220, Wau-ku-sun Chung-tuan vice-
president of the Board of Rites (38 3 {4 §R), was intrusted by the
emperor (U-tu-bu of the Kin dynasty) with a mission to the northern
court. An Lung-chen, secretary in the Academy (8 Sk {¥ 4H), was ap-
pointed his assistant. Wu-ku-sun returned in the 10th month of 1221,?
when he addressed me in the following terms: ‘} have been sent a dis-
tance of ten thousand it to the west,? and not wishing all the curious
things ] saw on my travels to remain unrecorded, I therefore request
you to write down my narrative.” Wu-ku-sun then reported as follows :—

In the 12th month (January) of 1220 I passed the northern frontier
(of the Kin empire) and proceeded in a north-western direction, wherd

the ground rises gradually. Advancing parallel with (the northern
frontier of) the Mia empire,* after travelling seven or eight thousand &
1 arrived at a mountain. East of it all rivers flow to the east; west of
it they run to the west, and the ground gradually descends.’ Hurther
eh

1 Moucouds of Rashid-eddin. ‘The Yiian shi spells the namo Av 22 We AMu-hua-i.
& This scams to be nn erroneous date for his raturn. The narrative of Clinang-cli‘un’s travels

which is more trustworthy, states, that they met the envoy of the Azz on lis way back
west of the 7adas river, on the 13th of the 10th month of 1221 {sca vol. v, p. 193), In
Wu-ku-snu’s biography, the 12th month (January 1222) is given as the time of his return
to Chive. This seems also too ently. Tha envoy could hardly travel so speedily. The ex-
press sent by Chtang-ch'un fram Pekin in 1220 to Tehingurz, who was at that time nenr
Sanarcand, tock more tiinn six months fore ha returned to Pekinz (vol. v, pp. 176, 177).

snk Z wy Literally : ‘' west of tho border of heaven.”
4 Compare Chiang-ch'un's travels, note 81.
5 In We-ku-sun’s biograpby, in the Ain shz, it is noted: s WV sun and his assistant An

*

Ting-chen received orders to set out to the Mongol court in onter to sue for peace. (On them
rond) they fell in with the first councillor (the commander-iu-chief of the Mongol
army in China). An Ting-chen was then retained (by Mu-Ana-di), nod contina-
ed his journey ‘0G. He proceeded along the northern border of the Jfia empire, crossed the
+96 wy Liu-sha dosart, passed over tho #4 rs] Lsung-ling mountains, arrived in the
4G 4 Si-yit (contval Ain), and was prosented to the emperor.” Leuesha iv the abore
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on, after travellmg four to five thousand ft, the climate becomes very
hot. I passed through more than a hundred cities, not one of which
had «a Chinese name. I inquired about the country, and the people
told me that many tribes were living there; namely the BE HZ Mo-
ah, the BS TY  Afo-ko-li, the # A 3 Wf Ho-li-ki-sze, the Fh ih
Nai-nan, the ft Hi Hang-li, the #1 7 Guigu, the Re Be and
the @ all are barbarian tribes (7% 3 Further on I
travelled over several tens of thousands of &% (Q $@ @ 8), and arived
at the city of 3 SE Yt-ic in the country of the Mui-ho. There is the
residence of the king of (or of a king of) the We were then ia
the first decade of the 4th month (early in May). The empire of & F
Ta-shi, or of the grent 32 Jy. Ai-tan, was formerly in the middle of the
country of the Hut-ho. Fo Aq oR BH Ttesht Lin-ma belonged to the people
of the 3 Liao.® Tai-tsu (or Aguta, the first emperor of the Kin dynasty)
liked him for his intelligence and eloquence, and gave him a princess (of
the Kin) as wife; but Ta-shi secretly bore the emperor ill-will. At the
time the emperor moved his arms to the west,’ Ta-shi was at first with

passaze menus literally ‘moving sand.” This term was applied in ancient times, to the
saudy desert west of the Aita-yii kuan gate of the grant wall, in the present an-su.
This name Liy-sha appears already in the CTnbute of Tod). By the -name of
Ts ung-ling (Onion mountains), the Chinese since the timeof the Han dynasty, understand
the hich mountain chain which separates eastern ‘Turkestan Yarkaud ond
Khotan) from western Turkestan (Kokand and the land on the Yaxartes aud Oxus).
It would seem therefore from the above quoted passage, Uiat the route followed by Hs-
ku-sun lay south of the 2*ten shan (as the way is desorbed by Marco Polo). ‘This
supposition seems, however, to be in contradiction with the Pet sti ii, whore Wu-ku-sun
enumerntes a number of tribes and nations, who almost all lived north of the ‘Tien slian.
The statements in his narrative axe so vague, and the distances civen so exnegerated, that
itis dfficult to draw any couclusion. But it seens certain, that Wu-ku-sun returned by
the ronfe north of the ‘Tier, shan, for he reet with Cifang-ch*'un.

G All these nnmes can be identified with the nnmes of tribesin Mon lia, and central Agia,
mentioned by Rashid-cddin (D’Ohsson, 1. c, tom. 3, pp. £23 seqq). The Afo-fi-hi are probablythe of Rashid. According to the Persian historian they Jived pear the Selenga river.
The Yiinn shispells the name Be BS In the History of the Liao they appear
under the name of 34 Gl Minha. E do not think that by Mo-li-hi the sStanZalide
or Ismaéilians could be meant. (See shi hi, note 12,) The dfo-k'o-ts may be Rashid’'s
Mekrines, 9 tribe living in the Altai niountains. The are the Kirghuiz, (Sea
Chtang-ch'un's travels, note 157} Regarding the Naiwan, sec ibid, note 9. The Ztang-
di (in the Vien ski the name is generally written ik BR aud also iu FE Hang-
ti) nave the Cancalis of the Persian author, who states, that they orieinally voma-
Gized in the plas west of the C-spian ses, The name Gii-gu is probably intended for
OCurgours. The Z*x-ma ave tho Zoumates of Rashid, near the termtores of the Kinghuiz.
The Ho-lu, finally are the Carloucs, who according to Rasbid’s statements seem to have
lived somewhere near the present A outer. The Yien shi montions this tribe repeatedly,
and spells the name Rit bf Ha-la-ix. On my encicnt Clunese map of central and
western Asin, the iy EL yas i, Ko-r-lu-ye (evidently the samo nume) are marked
north-east of Alimalt.

7 The distances Wu-ki-suu gives are absurdly exarecratad, If we take his ciphers au s¢rienz,
we should have to look for Y2-4i in western Europe. 1 ain not able to state whether
3s intended for ancient Zé:atigk in the present Ili (seo the Si sii xi, note 45), or for
Herat, (see note 15, infra).

8 Compare Ch'ang-ch'un’s travels, note 38.
9 He pursued the Liao omperor.
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him, but afterwards he took his family and fled beyond the mountains
(Altai probably). Then he assembled the tribes on the frontier and
emigrated to the north-west: On their wanderings they rested at places
in water and pasture. After several years they arrived at the
fe 1] Yen shan mountain,” but could not penetrate owing to the rocks
and the snow. They were obliged to leave their carts behind, and to
carry thelr bagyage on camels. thus they arrived in tle country of
the Hui-io, took possession of the land and founded an empire. From
day to day Ta-sht's power increased ; hoe reigned some thirty years and
more, and after death was canonized as #& 5 Te-tsung. When he died
bis son succeeded, who was canonized ag {- = Jen-tsung. After his
death, his younger sister, by name ff Kan, tock charge of the regency ;
but, as slie held illicié intercourse and killed her husband, she was ex-
ecuted. Then the second son of den-isung came to the throne. Owing
to his appotnting unworthy officers, the empire fell into decay, and was
finally destroyed by the Hui:ho. Af tae present day there are few of
these people left, and they have adopted the customs and the dressof the Hui-ho

the empire of the Ja] Aut-ho is very vast and extends far to the
west. In the 4th or Sth month there the grass dries up, as in our
country in winter. The mountains are covered with snow even in the
hottest season of the year (8 ff). When the sun rises it becomes hot,
‘but as soon as 16 sets it: gets cold. In the 6th month even, people are
obliged to use wadded coveriets.!2 There is no rain in summer; itis
only In autumn that it begins to fall. Then the vegetation shoots forth,
and in winter the plains become green like our country in spring, and
herbs and trees are in blossom.

The people (of the Dlohammedans) bave thick beards, the hair of
which is entangled hke sheep’s wool and of different colours, black or
yellow in different shades.’ Their faces are almost entirely covered
by hair; only the nose and the eyes can be scen. All thoir customs
are very strange. There are the following kinds of Hui-ho :-—
10. By Yin shan probably the Za/ki (Borokhoro} mountains north of Kouldja are meant. (Com-

pare Chan ‘un's iraveis, note 154. ) it is all the more probable that ‘l'a-sbi passed by
this way, os the Perman authors state that the Aaratiiai before entoring Turkestan,
founded a city on the fas river, D’Oheson, i. c. tom. 1, p. 442.)

11. A mors detailed account of the S3 jao or Aarakitas may be found in the ** History of the
Liao dynasty,” Liao shs, chap. 20. But Wu-ku-sun gives same statements about them,
which sare not found ia tue Jiao shi. The article regarding the Si-liao in the Liao sha
has been translated into French by Visdedou, in the Supplément aia Bidlioth e Orien-
tale, and is reproduced by D’Obsson (J. ¢. tom. 1, pp. 441 seqq.), together

> i trans|a-
tions from the Persian authors regarding the Karakitai.

12, Wu-ku-san speaks probably of the climate on the Hiadu-kush. He was prosented to T'chinguiz
somewhere on that mountain.

13. ‘This statement seems to be perfectly corrart. The Persians at the present day dye their
hair with Aenxa (the powdered leaves of ashrub, daosoniasnermts), which produces an
orange colour. lf afterwards tndigo is applied, the hair becomes quite black. But ea
prent part of the men prefer the orange colour for their beurds. This castom of dying the
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The 7% jf A it [Gl Hui-ho are very bloodthirsty
and preedy. Lhey tear flesh with the fingers and swallow it. Hiven
in the time of lent they eat meat and drink wine,

The 3%] EB HM WH Prk chu Huiho (Hui-ho of are
rather weak and dilicate ; they do not like to kill, and do not eat fiesh
when they fast.”

There are further the Fi) #§ fo] #2 Yin-du Hutho (Hui-ho of
who are black and of good character. Many other
things could be reported about this people (of the Hui-ho). Lhe king
of the country chooses his servants amongst the black and vilest class
of the people of Yin-du (Hindustan),?” and marks their faces by burning
Qk 36 Ht BB). The people are all living ia cities ; there sre no yil-
lages. The roofs of their houses are covered with clay.) All the wood-
work in the houses is carved. They use white glass for their windows
and for vessels. Lhe country is very rich.in silver, pearls, cotton, hemp
etc. Their arrows, bows, carts, cloths, armour, spears and vessels are
all of strange appearance. They use large bricks for building bridges.!

hair dovbtiess oxisted amon the Mohkammedans in the [8th century, 2h6 property of
honna in dying the hair yellow was known niready to Dioscorides.

14, Te is the custom up to this time, nitone the Moharomedans in Persin, not ta use knives or
forks at their menis, They tear the flesh with their fingers. The Chinese also, although
unRoquainted with our custom of using knives and forks, yet never take ‘any meat witl
their fingers, but use chopsticks.

15. I am embarrassed to know what Wo-ku-sun means by Hui-ho of ¥:2-2. The namo
gecurs here for the sscond tima in his varrative, although it was rendered above by other
characters. But I am inclined to suppose, that it is not 24 in Chinese Larkestan which
ismaant, but Herat or Hert. D'tlerbelot states, l.c. p. 416, “ Hérat a tonjours été
une des quatre capatales dels Perse.” According to Rashic, Herat hnd been taken by
Toulei, ‘Ichinguiz khan’s son, ia 1221. Wu-ku-sun mast linve arnved a short time afte
ito captare. The Yitan shi, annals, also mention tha cnpture of Herat by Toulel, but as
cccoring in 1222. must observe, that the Yilen shi gives a tolerably correct description
of Tchinguizkhan’s expedition to western Asia, and in accordance with Rashid; but all the
events are renorted there a year later than in Rashid’s history. (Compare also Chang-
ch'un’s traveis, note 118.) The shi, annals, state that Toulel took tho cities of
Z*y-axze (Thoas)and Ni-ch'a-2u-+ (Nishapnr. seo vol, 9, p. 120), devastated the counirr
of the Mu-li-yi (Ismaélians. See Si sit kiy note 12), crossed the river 399 9 wi Chio-
cl'o-Jan (Shuo-shno-lan), ond took the city a B Yel. There can be no doubt, that
here by Ye-/i, Hornt is meant, and these seconds are intended for Heri, which 15 tho
orivinal name of Herat. On the Criadan snap of the year 1375, appended to Co). Yule’
Cathay, this name is spelt Eri. In the Yiian cHao md shi (seo Palladius’ transl. 1. ¢.
P- 147), the name of Herat is spelt nis = Yi-du. It is stated there, that Toulet after
having taken besieged the cily or /yudpedten. We have seen that the Jinx sh
mentions 3 river of & similnr name near Herat.

16. The account given by Wu-ka-sun regarding the Hsi-ic, may serve to throw more light
S

upon the question, repeatedly ventilated in these pages, what people in the 15th century
the Chinese understood by this name. Sone of our European savanis, and especially
Pauthier, have considernlily confused our notions on this matter in translating invariably
Hei-ho by Ouigours. The. Vian ef ao mi sid always calls the Mohammedans but
in the Mongol original of that book they aro termed Sariot. Eres now the trading class
of the people of Transoxiana are known in western Asia under the name of Sarty
(see Ritter’s Asten, vol. y, p. 027).

17. It is not certain, whether the author spenks of an Indian ruler or a Persian sovereign.
* Lyat

18. As is well known, even at the present day, the fat roofs in western Asia are covered
mith clay.

19. The Chinese bridges are made of large square stones.
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Their boats reseinble a shuttle. They have the five kinds of corn?” and
mulberry trees as we have in China. Their salt is found in the moun-

They make wine from grapes. There are water-melons weigh-
Ing sixty pounds. The apples are very prettily coloured. The onions
and melons are also very fine and fragrant. As regards animals,
camels are found there, but they have only one hamp.* The oxen there
have also a hump on their neck.* Their sheep have large tails. Thore
are also lions, elephants, peacocks, buffaloes (ak 4 shui-ntu, literally.
“water oxen”) and wild asses (3B ye-lu).2° There are snakes with four

Lhere 1s also a dangerous insect, which resembles a spider; when
it bitesa man, he cries out and There is a great variety of beasts,
birds, fish, insects, etc. in these countries, which are not found in China.

There is a hill called 3% yh Be 2 Ta-bi-sze-han. It has an ex-
tent of fifty or sixty & and appears like a green screen, being covered
with forests of #4 cut trees.? At the-foot of the hill is a spring.®

The people are dressed simply. the flaps of their coats have not
right and left (# $6 A 4); all wear girdles. Lbeir clothes, cushions
and coverlets, are all made from wool. This wool grows in the
ground.) Thetr food consists of $f fi hu-ping (barbarian cakes, or
rather bread), #2 (meal-meat), fish and flesh. The wo-
mon are dressed in white cloth and cover their faces with the exception:
of the eyes. Amongst them there some who have beards. The women
do nothing but sing, dance, eto. Sewing and embroidery are exe-
cuted by men. They have also performers and jugolers. Their laws
are written In Mohammedan letters. For writing they use reeds (
wer). Their Janguage cannot be understood by: Chinese. They have
not the custom of burning their dead. At their funerals they never
use cofhns or sarcophagi. In burying the dead they always put tho
head towards the west. Thetr priests do not shave their heads. In
20. About the five kinds of corm, cee iny Notes on Chinese botanical works, paze 8.
21. Compare Ca'ang-ch'un’s travels, vol. ¥, p. 242, and St shi ki, note 84.
oe)22. HF ie Haifa, properly‘ee. Fat-t'ang, properly *srab- les.”

24. Compare Si shi i, note 86.
25. The broad-tatled sheep of Persia, ovis steatonyza persica.
26, Asiuus onager, in Perinn ‘‘gur-i-kbar.” Wild asses are found np to this time in all the

deserts of Parsi.
97. The Si shi ks has the sama statement. See note 97.
28. Tho phalange. Sce Si ki, note 1.
99. See Crang-cr'tin’s traveis, note 86.
30. Lam not prepared to say what hill is meant by Z*a-bi-eze-han, Perhaps the lovely

oasis of Ziabes in Knlistan. D'Herbelot in his Orientale, p. 836, states that
this place was called Zhabas sista, in order to distinguish it from another place Thabas
itt Fars. Ido not know whether the Chinese description uevees with ‘Thabas.

él. Compare statement regarding ‘“yegetable wool.” (vol. v, p» 191). It seams
eotton is mennt.

32. Indecd the Mohammedans up to this time, write with > pen made of a kind of reed,
which in Persia is called ‘4‘Kalom.”

35. The Buddiist priests in China always shave their Leads.
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their temples no images or statues are seen. The language of their
sacred books likewise, ig unintelligible te the Chinese. It is only in tho
cities of #y Hi] Huo-chou and #4) JH Sha-chou that statues are found in
the temples (of the Hui-ho) as in China. Jhere they (the Hui-bo) recite
alzo Buddhist books written in Chinese letters. (ih Ye 5 448

(After Wu-ku-sun had finished his report) I (i. ¢. the author of
article) said to him :-—“* Your journey indeed is an extraordinary fact.
Anciently, in the time of the Han dynasty, 7B 38 Chang Kien and
ic FL Su Wu were entrusted with missions to far countries, they
returned after several years, having endured much suffering and risk-
ed thetr lives. (Like theso men) you penetrated to unknown countries,
travelled amongst enemies more than ten thousand &, crossed deserts,
and accomplished all this for the sake of saving the people. You were
quite cheerful, your mind did not falter; and itis remarkable, that
your face bears no token of fatigue. It is because from youth up,
your heart has been full of devotion tothe throne; and thus you were
able to travel amongst the barbarians as gaily as if you had not left
home. You have preserved your life and your honour, and your bold
feat has made a great sensation amongst your coutemporaries. In-
deed you are a glorious man ; and it is with great pleasure, that I under-
take to write your report for the benefit of future historians.”

As Wu-ku-sun in his report, says nothing regarding his audience
with Lchinguiz khan, I will, for the sako of completeness, translate from
the tan shit, what [ bave found there on this subject. In the annals,
under the year 1221,* it is stated :—“ In this year the Ai omperor
sent Wu-ku-sun Chung-tuan to Tchincuiz with a letter, in which he
begged for peace. He agreed to bo Lchinguiz khan’s younger orother
(ie. his vassal), but made the condition to retain the title of ‘emperor’
(is ti).” During the year 1222, we read in the same annals :—‘¢In
autumn Wu-ku-sun was presented to the emperor,® in the country of the
Hui-ho (Mohammedans). The emperor said to him: ‘J formerly asked
34 About Huo-chouor Kharakhodjo, inthe country of the Ouigours, see CHang-ch'nn's travels,

nole 58. Sha-chow lies in the present Xen-su, wast of the pate of Aia-yit kuan. It tg
mentioned by Marco Polo, whio also apenks of the idols of Sha-chun.

oD. Chang Kien is the name of the frmous Chinese general, whe was sent during the rezgn of
a ia:

(140-86 2. ¢.) to open communication with wastern Asia. He was canght by
the JTiung-nu (see Ch'ang-ch'un's travels, note 42), and kept prisoner for ten yoars.
then escaped and reached Kokhand and Baetria, and returned to China about 122 ¢.
bringing the first accounts of western Asis. Su We was another Chinese envoy o7 the
Han dynasty, sent to the Zfiung-nu about 100 B. c. The Hinng-nu after having in vain
attempted to induce him to torn traitor, banished him to the 46 DE Pei-hai (‘northern
sea,” the “lake Butkad” of our days), where he tended shoep for many years. Finaliy
the emperor Wu-ti succeeded in delivering jis faithful, minister, who ofterwants acquired
a great popularity amongst the Chinese. His biography is found in the Lstien han shu,

36. An altasion to Wu-ku-snn’s mmission to Tchingniz, to sue for peace-
87. I repeat my remark that the Yiian shi is one year in advance.
88 Compare Wu-ku-sun’s conversation with Chang-ch'un, vol. v, p. 199,
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of your sovereign to cede the land north of the Yellow river, and to
reign over the country south of it with the title of “king” (=E) wang.
On these conditions I would have suspended the war. But now Mee
hua-ls has already conquered ail these countries, aud your are compelled
to sue for peace.’ Wou-ku-sun then implored the emperor to have pity.
Tehinguiz replied :—‘ It is only in consideration of the great distance
you have come that | can be indulgent. The land north of the Yellow
river 2s in my possession, but there are stil] some cities In Ba Pa Auan-
sg? which have not surrendered. Zell. your sovereign to surrender
these cities, and then he may reign seuth of the Yellow river, with the
title of wang. After this Wu-ku-sun returned home.”

[ ¥, exrract FROM THE py $F 9% S72 YU LUV.
have stated m the introduction to my paper, that Ye-ti CA‘u-ts‘at,

the minister of Tchinguiz khan, who accompanced the conqueror
to western Asia, had written a book on his travels to the west, which
does not now seem to exist. Yn searching in the Chi pu tsu chai tsung
shu for the article translated in the forevoing chapter, | was fortunate
in finding, if not Yo-li Ch‘u-ts‘ai’s original work, at least an abstract of
it; and I consider it sufficiently interesting to occupy a place in these
notes. The original was probably a narrative, as much detailed as that
of Ch‘ang-ch‘un. Unhappily, the Chinese in making abstracts from
more extensive works, are seldom able to distinguish what Is nnportant
and what is not; and in the present abstract consequently, some pass-
ages, which have been separated from the context, are not quite
intelligible. Nevertheless it is of no little importance regarding the
medieval geography of Asia, and enables us to trace the great high-
way, by which the Mongol armies passed from Mongolia to western
Asia; a subject all the more interesting, as the Persian historians say
very little about it. As I presumed, Tchinguiz and his armies went by
the same way as Ch‘ang-ch‘un ; and as we have seen, Chang Te followed
for the greater part the same route. All proceeded along the northern
slope of the T’'ien shan mountains, where up to this time a trade route
exists, which however has only been partly explored by our travellers.
Urumtsi (ancient Bishbalik) is still known only from some incomplete
reports of merchants; no educated traveller has been there.

Before giving the translation of the extract of the Se yu lu, E may
bo allowed to say a few words about the author of the original work,
the illustrious minister of Tchinguiz khan and of his successors.

39. Kuen-si means west of the gate (pass), Probably the land west of jig fa L*ung-duan,
the important defile on the frontier between Shen-si, Shax-si and o-nen is meant.
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4s is stated in his long biography, Vaan shi, chap. 146,1 Wh ¢#
Ff Ye-la Ci'u-ts‘at was a descendant of the imperial family of the
Liao or K'itan, which dynasty reigned over northern China, 916-1125,
and was overthrown by the Kin. was the name of the imperial
family of the Liao. Chw-ts'at was descended from a son of Avoki, tho
founder of the liao dynasty ; bis ancestor bad a small principality near
the celebrated mount Ze ARE] in Manchuria.2 Ch'u-ts‘ai’s
father was a hich officer in the service of the Kin. Ch‘u-ts‘ai was born
in 1190. At the time Tehingniz khan’s armies took Peking, he was
made prisoner. The conqueror attached him to his person, and after
having proved his capabilities, gave him the highest post in hia empire.
Ch'u-ts‘ai accompanied Tchineuiz in his expedition to western Asia.
According to the Chinese annals, he acted also an important part as
statesman during the reigns of Tchinguiz khan’s snecessors. He died.
—according to the Yaan shi,—of grief over the bad administration of the
empire, during the regency of Tourokina in 1243, it scoms at Peking.
The F 8% fj Jt Ata kiu wen, an archeological and historical descrip-
tion of Peking and its neighborhood (see Wylie, Ic. p. 36), published
in the 17th century, states that Ch'u-ts‘ai was buried at the southern
foot of the Z& ly Weng hill, near Peking. In 1627 the temple with his
grave still existed there ; containing his marble statue and that of his
wite. He was represented with lone moustaches reaching down to his
knees. In his biography if ts also stated, that Tcehingniz, when he first
saw was surprised by his tall figure and his splendid beard.
A. Palladius informs me, that be has seen another statement (in a des-
cription of Liao-tung of the Ming time), according to which, Ch‘u-ts‘ai
was buried at the cemetery of lis ancestors near mount Yi-wu-di in
Manchuria. This seems more plausible, and then there may have been
at the Weng hiil, only a temple and a monument to his memory. In an-
other and more complote edition of the Jt hia ku wen, published in 1774,
it 1s stated, that the name of the Weng hill was changed during the Kien.
lung period, to Wan-show shan, and thatat that time no traces of
Ch‘u-ts‘ai’s monument remained; bué in 1751, by imperial order, a
new temple and a monument were erected there in honour of the meri-
torious statesman. Wan-shou shan (the Hill of Longevity) bears up to
this time the saine name. It is a lovely hill, about seven miles north-
west of Peking, till the last war, in 1860, the summor residence of the
Chinese emperor. As is known, the noble palace there was destroyed
t. An extract of Ye-la biography is also given in the shi lei pien. tL De

owtthor of this work has added some jutexesting notes, drawn from rare books which are
not found in the Ytian shi. Abe] Rémusat ia his Nouveauz Udlanges Asiatiques, tom. ii,
p. 64 sogg. has translated « part of Chi'a-ts'ai's biography.

Mount dé is near tlic present Auany-ning Jaen in Manchuria. The name oceurs alrendy
in the classics.



and burnt by the allied armies.
with its picturesque ruins, covered with climbing plants, and over-
shadowed by dense groves, refiected im the azure lake, but was not
able to detect amonest the ruins, tho monument of Tehingutz khan’
minister.

Tt is strange, that, Rashid-eddin, the able Persian historian, who
gives such circuinstantial accounts of the history of the Mongols, and
mentions all the ministers and other high officers of that empire,
and for the greater part in perfect accordance with the Chinese his-
torians who compiled the official documents of the Mongols,—does not
mention at all Ye-lu Ch‘u-ts‘ai, who by the Chinese however is celebrat-
ed not only as an Ingenious statesman, but also as a distinguished as-
tronomer and poet. D’Ohsson therefore tries to identify Ci‘u-ts'at with
Mahmud Yelvad}, often mentioned by the Persian authors asa high
officer under Tchinguiz and his successors, and who, according to
D’Ohsson is noé spoken of in the Chinese annals (D’Ohss. tom. 11, pp.
193,194). But D’Obsson is wrong; the name of Yelvadj occurs repeat-
edly in the Yuan shi, and other Chinese historical works of that period.
Rashid states, that Mahmud Yelvadj was a Mohammedan and that his
son Massoud bey afterwards governed Turkestan aud Transoxiana. kn
the Yiian shi, annals, year 1251 (eight years after Ch'u-ts‘ai died), we
find FF # HE gp Ya-lao-wah’t was appointed governor of the pro-
vince Yen-king (northern China), and jp 3% 2% Afa-su-hu governor in
Bishi-ba-i2 and other countries. In the Yaan ch'ao mi shi,> Ye-lii Ch'v-
ts‘ai’s name does not appear, but Yelvadjis mentioned there as Va-la-
wa-ch, a Hut-hut from Urungeckt (Urgendj). (Yor further details see
lc. p. 149.) In the Z's'in cheng ut mention is made of both at the same
time. It is there said (Zalladius’ translation, p. 196) :—The adminis-
tration of the taxes on the land north of the Yellow river was confided,
ta the year 1229, to Wu-du-sa-kan, whilst the same appointment in the
astern countries was given to Ya-iu-wa-cht. [n 1241 Yo-la-wa-chi
took charge of the administration of the Chinese people. Ord in
mongol means “long,” safal, “beard.” Lhus Wu-du-sa-han seems to
mean “the long-bearded.” I stated above, that Ch*u-ts‘ai was famed
for his long beard.

In the article I am about to translate, Ye-lit Ch'n-ts'ai is not men-
tioned by this name, but by the name he bore as author, fit HR +
3. 70 wy te Yt A Chinese translation of history of Tchinguiz written originally in Moneol

in the year 1920, translated into Russian by A. Palladius and published iu the Records
of the Russi Ecclestastical Mfzasion at Peking, vol. iv.

4. 2 FG BE TA BR GE BK Anothor interesting description of Tchinguiz khau’s exploits,
written about the close of the Yaan dynasty. I'rauslated into Russian by A. Palladius,
and published in the Russian Oriental Record, 1872,

EXTRACT FROM THE SI-YU-LU. { Marcli-

Some months aso I visited this place,
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Chen-jen kit-shi. Lio abstract of his work, By 3% $% Si yu lué or “ An
account of a journey to the west,” is found in the first chapter of the
Be se 4 FE 5 GR Shae chai lao hio ts'ung tan, a book written by $n %
Jwize in the time of the Yiian dynasty (see Wylie's Notes on Chinese
Literature, p. 134), and included in the above-mentioned collection
called Che pu tsu chai ts*ung shu.

The author first gives the names and titles of four generations of
the Jf} 4% Ye-lé family, beginning with Ch'n-ts'ai’s father, and states
that all left behind memoirs (44), which tooether form a work of 100:
volumes, well known to all Hierary men. After this he states that
Chenjen ka-shi (or Ch'v-ts‘ai), at the time of the rise of the Mongol
empire, accompanied Tchingniz khan on his expedition to western
Asia, that ho travelled fifty or sixty thousand 2 (1), that he remained
six or seven years in the western countrics, and that he wrote a book
about his travels, which he named Si yx lu. As this book was very
rare (even af the time the author wrote), he considered it useful to
preserve an abstract of it; which he gives as follows :—

In the year 1218, in spring, in the 3rd month, ( Ch'y-ts‘ai)
left Sy rf Yin-chung (the present La-tung fu, west of Peking), crossed
the J lj Ten shan mountain, traversed the + if ta-tst (stony desert)
and the {4 ff shammo (sandy desert), and reached Tchingniz khan’s
ordo (3 FF 4 Ar).

In the next year (1219), a vast army was raised and set in motion
towards the west. The way lay through the & Ain shan (Chinese
Altai}. in the middle of the summer, masses of ice and snow
acenmulate in these mountains. ibe army passing that road was
obliged fo cut its way through the ica”? The pines and larch trees
5. This is the correct of the book. In the Introduction to my article, vol. v, p. 126, I

misspelt tho second chinracter.
6. evidently went by the same route through Mongolia, by which Ch'ang-chtan

returned! (see vol. v, p. 250). Chang-ch'un left the country about the present U-lu-su-
tai, crossed the great desert, in which he found much stones and sand, passed by the defie
YU yang &uan, in the Yie shan mountains, and amived at Vituchung. Cii'y-ts‘ai states,
that after leaving Yin-chune le crossed the Zien shan mountains. This is as we know
the name applied by the Clinese to the great mountain chain in central Asia, the Celestial
mountains of our maps. But as A. Palladius kindly inforns me, the mountain chain FE {lJ
dia-skar of Clinee maps, stretching fron west to enst in southern Mion lin. bas been
considered for a long tune by some of tho Chinese reographers as continuation of the Tien
Shan, aud therefore they sometimes use the two names promiscuousl y. We liava geen tint
Chiang-oh'un always terms the Celestial mountains *' Yin shan.” The Chinese may be
right in their views. si. For Zumboidt independently of the Chinese views, it scams,
inclines to the anime opinion, that the Vir skan is a continuation of the Zien shan.
(Ritter’s Aster, vol. i, p. 236.)

7. Chiang-ch'un passed by the same way and confirms Ch*u-tstai’s statement. (Compare vol. y,
p. 185.) ‘Lhe conutry of the Chinese Altai and western Mongolia have bean for long cen-
turies completely unknown to Europeans, and all that we find on our maps regarding
these countries has been borrowed from the imperfect Chinese EIT P38. But for two or three
years past Russian officers have explored these countries, and I shall especially mention
Capt. Mlatussowsky as one of the first pioncers. [have already drawa attention to his
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(4g Kut)® are so high, that they (seem to} reach: heaven ; the valleys (in
the Altai) all abounding 1a grass and flowers. The rivers west of the Ken
shan all run to the west and finally discharge inte a lake.’ South of the
Kun shan is Hl Ay Ff 2 city of the fi] A§ ‘toere isa,

tablet (4%) of the time of the T'ang dynasty on which it is said, that
here at that time was the Ry He HR han-hai kin. The han-hai is

merits 3 these papers, whilst sneaking of the lake. Lately I had the pleasure
of making his acquaintance in Peking, aud he was so kind as to giv2 me all the informa-
tion I desired ding the Chinese Altai; which enables me to fill up n geographical
chasm, I was, o ised to leave, In commenting upon Ch’ave-ch‘nn’s travels, and to correct
my former views. The Chinese Altai or kiag Altai, a continuation of the Russian
Aijing, stretches south-enstward towards the led between he lakes of Kistbesh and Ike.
ayot. It is a high mountain, espectally the northern portion of it, which in some places
is covered with eternal snow ; but it does not stretch so far to the south-enst ns marked
ou our maps; for ns M. informed me, there is a good road, practicable for carts,
passing only over low hills, from Cobdo to a Chineso city near thie
riouth of the Olnngur, which dischances into the Tins was probably the
way followed by Ch'ang Ze, for 2 part at least; for the present road lends also along
the Ulungur river. There is nuother road much nearer between these cities, passing over
n difficult dele through the Altai, knewn under the name of Urmogaits. AL. does not
now this pess from personal observation, but he saw the entrances on both sides. it is
practicable only in a part of the year, and only for riders. On.the south-western side of
the Altai, this defile leada to the sources of the Aran river, an affluent of the Biack Jrtysh,
ond the road leads down along the Kiran, on which river some rears ago, a new town,
fuita, was founded by Chivese from Kouildja, expelled by the Mohammedans (Jun-

gars). It is situnted in a fertile valley with rich pastures, The valleys of te Irtysh and
its tributsries, all present luxuriant pastures. The Black Irtysh at the month cf the
Kiran is a lares mver, nuvigable eveu for slenmers. There aro in all four defiles
leading over the Extag Altai, but only one of them, the above-mentioned is
practicable for riders. I have little doubt, that Tehineutz with his armues, passed by this
dehie. in lis march to the west with a numcrous cavalry, he was always oblicet to choose
éuch roads as presented the most abundant pastures. Thes he arrived a¢ the Black Ictyslt.
My view is supported. by. Rashid’s slatement, that Tchinguiz (after having crossed the.
Altai), passed the whole summer of 1219 at the sourves of the in order to equip
anew. and complete his cavalry corps. (D'Qhsson, 1. c. tom. 1, pp. 212, 216.) The same
statement about [clinguiz’s encaniping on the is recorded in the Z*sin
chieng ty (see note 4). Ch’ang-chtun Seems also to mention the Black Irtysh (see vol,
y, p- 186). After having crossed the Kin shan (Altai), they stopped for several days
near 2 river at a place abounding in water and grass. Oo Chitang-cliten’s homeward
journey, this river is mentioned again (sea Ch'ang-ch'un’s travels, note 155, which is to
be corrected), a8 great rvbr before crossing the Kin shan. The Irtyeh is repeatedly
nientioned by its very nnme in the Yion sii, and spelt there be A A Y gn)
hii. (See Yiian shi, annals, years 1206, 1208, war with the
Asregards Ch’ane-ch’un's way from tho Irtysh to Bishbalkk (Urumtst), 1 showed Capt.
M. this part of the narrative, nod le informed mo, that the Chinese author gives 4 per-
fectly correct description of this country. His way must have passed near the western
shore of the Kizilbash late. He does not mention it, for the luke is hid from this side by
mountams. Lately Col. Wenyxkof’ published 1. Meview of Russia's frontio's in Ana
(in Russian), and appended to bis work two excellent maps, which include the greater
part of the new discoveries in western Mongolia. Ta comparing these with our former
Toaps, one will find that the positions of tho monutains, Jakes, rivors and towns have
chinnged altogether.

8. See Chtang-ch'un’s travels, note 86, and also my note further on, at the ond of my paper,
regardiug the 4y3 tree.

%, The author speaks of the Black Ariysh and its western affiuents. This river, 08 known,
z=

discharges into the Zatsan lake, from the nortlern corner of which i¢ comes out again,
ond.then bears the name Jrtysi.

10. This is ancient Dishbalik, now Urumisi. (See Chang-ch'un’s trcvels, note 59.)
kL. Hore Hut-Au must be transiated by Ouigours. (See Ch'ang-ch'un’s travels, note 40.)

12, Hon-hai (literally the “northern sea") js an ancient term, bat in use tn out Cysto desipnate the Mongolian desert, ai it resutts from the notices of our Chinese mediz-
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several hundred & distant from the city (of Bishbalik). There is a
lake with an islaad in it, on which a great number of birds use to mew."
West of the city (of Bishbalik), two hundred & distant is the city
of he & BE Lun-tai kien, where also a tablet of the time of the ‘ang
13 found.* South of the city (of Bishbalik) five hundred & (beyond the
Ttien shan), is #y JH the same place which at the time of the
Tang was called @ B Kao-ch‘'ang, and also ft #] Ve-chou. West
of ISao-ch'ang three or four thousand & distant is the crty of F ye
Weu-duan, which is the same as the realm of = ffq Yu-t%en of the Bang
dynasty. There is a river there, in which is found wlute and black
jade (FE sii).

At a distance of more than a thousand &, after haying crossed the
han-hai," one arrives at the city of A ij Bu-ta.* South of this city

val travellers, that they understoed by this name espectally tha elevated country between
the Altai and Caracorum. As the character dtin means “army, troops,” I understand hy
han-hai gin, that here at the time of the T’ang, Chinese troops were stationed for abscrv-
ing the tribes in the ban-hat

Act. The Chinese text has 47 EE Me RH
purt of this passage would suggest, that by Aan-Aai a lake is to be understood, But thare
js probably an error in the text, due to the nbbrevintion of the original, Han-hai 33 a term
so well known, that Ch*u-ts’ai hardly could hava been mistaken as to its meaning, and
further on in the text the Aan-hat is mentioned again, and in this case undoubtedly as
a desert. It is dificult to suy what lake with an island is meant; perhaps the A jar-nor
north-west of Urumts,--a lake nover visited by lLuropenns.

14. Reewrding Sun-fai, see Ch'ang-cfun's travels, note 62. In that narrative, Lun-t'ai is
sinted to be three hnndred & distaut from Bishbalik, and arnved in about
four days. I stated in note 62, that according to tho Han history, Lun-t'ai was west of
Fen-ki (six hundred and eighty & distant), which latter answers well to the present Kha-
rash ar, ‘Thus this place Lun-t'ai of the Han ought to be looked for sowth of tho 2*ien
SAIN» But Chtang-chan as well as Ch'u-ts'ai both mention it north of theso mountains,
nnd I think their statement is more trustworthy. Probably in the ian lustery, six
hundred and eighty di north west of Yen-ki is to be-read.

15. Regarding Efvo-chox ar see Ci ang-ch'nn’s note 58. The author
is rizbt in identifying it with ancient Kao-ch'ang, bat he errs with regard to ;
for Yi-chon at the time of the Trang was the same ng it ry Et Yi-wu-lu of the Pos-
terior Hau (see JZen Aan shy, chapter 118), or the present ffm. Wang Yen-ta 2
Chinese euvoy, who went to Kao-ch'ang at the end of the tenth century, passed through

MY Yi-ckou, and then proceeding westward, he mentions several places before he ar-rived at (Comp. Stan. Julien’s translation, in his MWelanges he Geographic
Asiatique, pp. 90-92.) The author who ebbreviated Chii-ts’ai’s book probably made a
mistaica or somo characters.

1 6, Yie-rtien has fora long time been recognized by our snvanis (sec Resmusat’s Hetoive de
lun vilie de Khotaa) a3 answering to the KAéotan of the Blohammedan authors. > Fen
is an ancient Chinese name in use olready two centuries before our era. (Seo J s*ten
han shea, chap. 96, 'Si-ya.”) Khotan, or Cotun a8 Marco Polo spells the name, is
evidently intended by the Wa-dxen of our Chinese traveller. Nenrly thesame name for
this city is found in the Yuan shi, chap. 120, Biography of Ho-sze-mai-t (smal 7). it
5 stated there, that after the khan of the Karakitai had been slain, the cities of Wy Er
BA ES (Kashgar), 3p Be Verdier and 3) Hyg O-duan (Xhotan)
surrendered to the Mongols. On my ancient Chinese map of the 14th century, the same
name is more correctly spelt’ A ik Hin-fan.

17. The author after having spoken of severa! places south of his road, continues bis itinerary.
18. This city is not mentioued in Cl‘ang-ch'un’s travels, but it seeins to be the city Lola,

Chang Te passed through before crossing the Talki qaountains, the Pulad of the Molan-
medan authors. (Compare Si shi £i, uote 40.)
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is the & [ly Yen shan mountain, which extends from east to west a
thousand 2, and from north to south two hundred i. On the top of tlie
mountain is a lake, which is seventy or eighty & in circumference.
The land south of the lake is overgrown with $k 4@ din-kin trees, which
form such dense forests, that the sunbeams cannot penetrate. After
leaving the rtm shan one arrives at the city of [ij EE The
western people (FR A) call a dn-k%n (apple) a-di-ma,”? and as all the
orchards around the city abound in apple trees, the city received this
nance. Hight or nine other cities and towns (3% &,) are subject to
A-li-nia. In that country grapes and pears abound. the people culfi-
vate the five kinds of prain as we do in China. West of A-li-ma,
there is a large river, which 1s called PR Fi Lhe.” on, west
of this river, is the city of Fe Al a 2% Aw-sce wo-lu-do the capital
of the Si-liao (Karakitai) Several tens of cities are subject to it.™
To the west of Uu-sze wo-lu-do several huadred i, is the city of

19. By Yin shan here the Zuiks or Borokhora wountains north of Kouldja are meant : the
Inke mentioned is the Satram. (Compare Ch'ang-ch'un’s travels, notes 72 and 154, and
Ss ki, note 45.)

Kuo. This isin Peking 3 small red opple. The drawing of the in the Chinese
botany CAs we ming shi fu X'ad, book xxx, fol. i, Jenves no doubt about its being an apple.

1, Almalit, the present Kuuldja. (Sea travels, note 72, and Si shi ki,
note 45.)

22, Indeed the Kirghui, Tartars and other natives of Turk oriziu call an apple adam.
93. ‘This is thea river £&. Clitang-eh'un on Lis way back crossed this river a Lundred & west

of Almatik. Rashid-eddin calls the Di river Frize. (See Sd sit kt, note 40.) Li seers
to be a voty ancient name, for it te mentioned in Cie History of the T'ang dynasty, in the
7th century. (See Lang shu, chap. 2554.) Iu the article PY Fe BR Si Tu-kiie (Wes-
tern Turks), the name of the river Ht fiz J-Zi, occurs frequently.

21. The three Inst characters of the namo, zo-éu-do are intended for “ ordo.” (See Chtang-chtun's
irave/s, note 9.) Probably the nuthor speaks of the residence of tho khans of Karakitat on
the CA st river (see Chung-eh‘un's traveds, note 83), also alluded to in the St shi Xi (seenate
56). in tho nbove-mentioned article on the Si-diao in the Liao shi (sea Pet shi bi, note
11) it is stated, that Ye-di Za-sit in his peregrinations to the west pushed on as far as i

tay AY. where he was proclaimed emperor, and two ‘years later (1126) re-
conducted bis srmy back to the east. After 2 march of twenty days, they arrived ata
fertile country, where a city was bujlt and called KE BB at Ty. Re Hu-sze ward
Visdelou explains this name by * lo fort palais.” I do not know in what language Au-sze
incaus ‘* strong 3” perhaps lo means the Manchn josun“ strength.” T ain not inclined
to suppose, that by A the city of in sonthern Persia is meant, but rather
Kermeane a place repeatedly mentioned by Rashid and situated between Samarcand-and
Bokhara. Thon Hu-sze wa-r-do might be looked for on the Clituj river, This city is
nentioned also in the Pitan shi, chapter 120, Biowraphy of in the follow-
ing terns ;——"' He wus a man from the 7-97 (Torkestnn), n native of the city of Al
Ot Ra Fe Gu-dse wa-redo, aul a confident of the Fa i ZF K'uo-r-han of the Si-
liav (the Gourkhan of Karakitai). He soverned the two cities By RK Ko-san ond JV
BY BY subject to Gu-dse wa-r-do. At the time Tehingniz conducted bis
armies to western Asin, Ho-sze-niaj-ti surrendered together with the chiefs of these two
cities. (Ho-sze-inni-lt became afterwards an oxcellent general in Tebinguiz khan’s
arty: ) Rerarding the two cities K*o-san and Ba-see-ha, the first 1s marked on my an-
cient Chinese map, southoast of Taslikend. ‘The Mohammedan authors call at Assan
{seo note 26 Jurtler on). I know nothing abovt Ba-sze-ha.

20. ‘Sho Fen ts'ao kang mu (book xxx, fol. 16) idemifies the Zin-kiin with the & HE sha-
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Bij PS From this place four hundred 4 and more to the
south-west are the cities #F St K'u-djan, JL Ba-p'u, WT ge K'o-san
and (2 4 Ba-lan.™

Kw-djan (Khodjend) abounds in pomegranates. They are as large
as tivo fists and of a siveet acid taste. People take from three to five and
press out the jnice into a vessel. That makes a delicious beverage for
slaking the thirst.*

Around. the city of Ba-lan there are everywhero ba-tan (almond)
gardens; hence the name. (See note 26. ) The blossoms of the fa-lan
tree resemble those of the apricot, only they are a little paler. Theo

lenves are like the leaves of the peach tree, but a little narrower and
smaller. The blossoms appear in winter, the fruits ripen in summers,

In ‘Ba-p'u are large water-melons, weighing 50 pounds cach. A
donkey.** can only carry two at the same time.

To the north-west of A*u-djan (Mhodjend) there is the city of ap
$7 Hil] O-ta-la. More than ten other cities are subject to it. One tine
the chief of this place ordered several envoys (of Ichinguiz) and several
hundreds of merchants (who were with them), to be put to death, and
seized upon their goods. That was the cause of the army being directed
against the western people.*"
95, Tho city of Zadas on the river of same nae. (See Ciang-ch'un’s travels, notes 78, 80,

and Si sht ki, note 59.) |

26. Atu-djanis Khecjend on the Yaxartes. A‘o-san already mentioned in note 24, is deserib-
ed by sultan Baber as a small city of fergane, under the name of Aassan; aud
may be identified with Badam, according to Baber a place subject to Khodjend, and famed
for its almonds, (Compare Klaproth’s WGuoires relatt/s @ PAsic, tom. ii, pp. 144,145.)
We have seen (vol. v, p. 198) that Changchun spelt dedam, Gwhach is the Persian name
fur uknonds)—ba-dan. On anew Russian map of Ahokand and the adjacent countries,
reproduced in Petermann’s Geogr. Jitth, 1874, pt. vi, there is a place Aemdbadum
hetween Khodjend and Khokand near the Sir-daria. Ov the same map acity Aussan
is also marked vorth of the Sir-daria, north-west of Namangat. I do not know what
place is meant by Ba-p'x, but there must linve been a place of 4 name in ancient
Fergana, for my nucient Chinesa map marks a place , FAj Ba-by between Ato-sanand (Marghinan).

27. The Chinese call ‘the ‘pomegranate AY. br shi-liu, Itis not indigenous to China, but
was introduced from western Asiain carly times. (See Pen ts'ao kang mu, book xxx, fol.
22. ) In China the fruit is not eatable (at lenst rt Peking); the shrub is only cultivated

a5 an ornarnental plant.Kor further particulavs, sce iny Notes on Chinese bolanicad
works, p. 16.

28. This is guita @ correct description of the almond tree Camygdalus communis), which resem-
bles ynuch the peach tree (amygdalus persica), only the fruit is different. Lit Shi-chen,
the author of the Pen ts'ae kang mu (16th cent. ) gives (book Xxx, fol. 10}a more detailed
description of the almond, which he states to grow in the country of the Alohanuneddans
He spells the name (4, aes ba-dan hings="* be-dan apricot,” and thus renders quite
correctly the Persian ‘'badam.”

29, The Chinese text has fe 4 chtang-rh, the “iong-eared,” a favorite and it seems,
postical expression for * donkey ” in the 18th century ; fur the same term occurs in one of
Ch‘ang-ch’un's odes. (See note 121. }

80. O-ta-da is the ancient city of Otrur in Transoxinnn, the ruins of which are marked on some
of our maps, — whether correctly I am not prepared tosay,—north-west of Tebemkend, near
the Sir-daria. My aucient Ceinese map places IL He iil GA (evidently the
same name) south-east of Sairam (whicl: is near Telemkeud}. Perhaps this may be an
error, Clitu-tstai ngrees perfectly with tho Persian authors m his statoment about the
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Wests! of O-ta-la more than a thousand #, is a large city called
2% FS =F Siin-se-kan. Western people say, that the meaning of this name
is “tat” (ff yes), and as the land there is very fertile, the city received
this names The country there js very rich and populous. They have
gold and copper coins, but the coins are not provided with holes (as in
China), nor have they rims (g{~—as the Chinese coins have’. Around
the city to an extent of several tens of 4, thereare everywhere orchards,
groves, flower gardens, aqueducls, running springs, square basins and
round ponds, in uninterrupted succession; Indeed Siin-sze-kan is a
delicious place. ihe water-melons there are as large as a horse’s head.
Regarding grain and vegetables however, the #8 shu, the #3 no and the
Ke Fi ta-tou are not found there. It does not rain there in summer.
People make wine from grapes. There are mulberry trees, but not fit
for the breeding of silkworms. All clothes are made of Jj Ap} Aisin.

couse of the war with Khovaresm. Gairkhan Zanidjouc, governor of Otvar had killed
Tehinguiz khan’s envoys, sont along with a lanye caravan of merchants to Mohamed of
Khovaresin.

31. eae ee oe Sood ot oath estBO OB i AS Ha-dji-» dji-lan-fo.— = de a the nune of this governor of Otrar is spelt
32. The etymological note of the Chinesa author regarding the name of Samarcand seems

to be perfectly correct. We have seenin Ch’sng-ch'un’s narrative thet the nang of
Samarcand is ones written Se BL =B Sun-sze-kan, bnt generally the uame is spelt
there vil) jas BB +- Ste-ur-sze-kan. Zhe Nestorinn bishops of the middle ages wrote
the name also Seatscont (see Chang-ch'un's travels, note 98). I find in Riinsis’ Vacatu-
laire Francais Ture, oras” (fatja=senitz, aud the same equivniont for the word * fat”?
iu a vocabulary of the Kirghutz language by Zéwinsky (Mazan, 1861, in Russian). I need
not tention, thatthe Turks of our days, the Kirghu, Calmues, Tartars ete. are nll
descendants of that great funily of Turks (the L*u-Kiic oF the Chinese authors), who for
lone centuries played an important part in Asiatic history, and extended their power to

tie west as far as the Oxus. [find in Vallers’ Letioon Persico-Latinunt, kend translatedy ** pagrus."
88. The sky is a Clinese variety of paricien the ‘common milict.” When boiled z¢

becomes very glutinous. /Vo is the “lotivous rice” also, I think, peculiar to eastern
Asia. fa-tou is the **soy bean,” soja hispida, a very. important vegetable in eastern
Asia.For particulars rogarding these plants, see my Moles on Chinese botanicalworrs, pp. 3, 9.

34. I nin not aware, whether, this passage is mtended to suggest, that in Suninveaud silk was
vubkuown ab-that tine. Perhaps the author only notices the existence of mulberry trees
there, mot fit for breeding silkkworms Then ive ts right 4he mulberry trees in China
(several varieties of albu) ave all fit for silkworm, whilst worns nigra, that splendid
tree of western Asia, is cultivated only for its.delicions blackish red fruits. It 18 well
known, that the art of breeding silk worms and probably also tlie white mutberry tree, have
been introduced from China into wostern Asia ; it is not certain.at what time. (Compare
the learned dissertatiods on this subject in Ritter’s Asien, vol. viii, p. 481.) But it ts
certain, that at the time Ch‘n-ts'ai was in Samarcand, silk was produced there ; for even
Bon Heukel, in the 10th contury mentions raw silk, as one of the principal products of

En the mountains west of Peking, and also in the Peking plain, the mul-
berry tree is very common. It has generally blackish red fruit, smaller than the fruit
of sores ziger, and of insipid taste. Even the Chinese, these omnivorous people, do not
like them. Bhulberry trees with white fruit are not so frequently met with at Peking. ‘The
leaves of tle Peking mulberry troes are distinguished by the reat variety they present in
ther shape (entire, lobed, Incerated etc.) My friend Mr. aximowice the well-known
Russian botanist, to whoin we are so nach indebted for ow knowledge of the east: Asintic
flora, possesses specimens of the Peking mulberry treos, and hag kindly informed me, that
Loth the black and the white frnited, are only varicties of morus alba, the silkworm mulberry ;
the black is var. baungenna, Bureau; the whitce=var. stydosa, Bureau. With regard to
Stin, it seoms to be the name of a stuff, probably cotton. [ find in £dn Beithar translated
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The white colour for cloths is considered as of good omen, whilst black
is tho mourning colour ; wherefore all cloths seen there are white.®

West of Siun-sze-kan (Samarcand)} six to seven hundred &, is the
city of Fj HE P'u-hua. It abounds in every kind of product, and is
richer than Samarcand. Zhere is the residence of the #e FB Hy
tian of the Ht 3 8 G8 Alow-su-lu-man people. The cities of K*u-djan
(Khodjend), O-éa-ia (Otrar) etc. all depend on P‘u-hua.*

West of Ptu-hua (Bokbara) there ts a great river (the Amu-daria),
flowing-to the west (it must be north-west), which enters a sea (the Aral
Se). West of this river is the city of J FRE U-li-gien, where the
mother of the so-{i-t‘an 1s ving. Tins city is still more rich and populous
than Bokhara.*?

To the west (again a mistake for south), near the western border of
the same great river (Amu-daria) is the city of # Ban ;* and west of it
the city of Bf Chuan. Direct west (a misprint for sont), one reaches
the city of the black E]] RE Yen-du.* Thetr writings are not in accord-
ance with Buddhist writings (4% fj = Sanscrit), as regards the letters

by Sontheiimer, vol. ii, p. $04, Aassam=* cotton.”
85. It is known, that the Chinese, who in their customs, feelings, xaas we. are gonerally in

diametrical opposition to the vicws of western people, consiler white ns the monming
colour.

36. Pu-hue is Boklura, the celebrated city of the The name te nore correctly
spelt Ar 4b Bu-hue-~la on my ancient Chinese map. In the Yiten shi it is termed

I PG i, Beker (annals, yenr 1221),At the time spoken of, Bokhara balonzed to
Mohamed, sultan of Khovaresin, whose capital was in Orrendj, near the present
But he offen resided alsv un Bokhara and was, according to Rashid, in that city, just whenappeared in

87. U-ji-gten can bo identified with Cryendy, the ancient capital of Khovaresm. Coal. Yule in
his Cathay, p. 232, states, that ancient Urgend] stood on both banks of the Oxus, with a
bridge connecting them, and that new Urgendj, or the present commercial capital of
Khiva is some sixty miles east of the sita.of the old city, near tho present channel of the
Oxusg Bat that seeius nat to agrec with the new Russian map of Kluva (reproduced in
Petermann’s Geogr. 1873, pt. v) where Yeni (now) Crgend) is marked east of Kinva,
near the Oxus; and Ania (ancient) Unrgendy about eighty miles north-west of Khiva,
(now) far west of the Oxus. In Petermauns’s Jfitéh. 1874, p. 25, tt is stated, that this
city was destroyed in 1688 by Lamerlan. The Vex sit speils the unine of Ur nj
(see vol. ¥, p. 120). On my ancient Chinese map I do not find rgeud) ;
but instead of it 4 ml) f pi which denotes it seems Khovaresin
On this map, madc, aa I stated about 1380, the frontiers between Persia, Kiptchak
nid the domiuions of Tehagatat’s successors arc marked, and Unala-sze-mo is placed in
Kiptchak, but just at the point where the ¢lrea realms yom eacli oller. Raabid states

‘Ohsson, tom. i, pp. 251-260}, that after ‘Tclinguiz khan’s arrival in Transoxinna,
Mohamed of Khovaresm fled te Iran, whilst his mother, the energetic Zurkan Shatoune,
remained jn Urgend) and ruled tho country. Sut afterwards he advised his mother to
Yetre to the mountains of Jazanderan. There ske was made prisonor by the Mongols,
and then brought to Mongolia. She died at Caracorum in 1288.

38. Tho city of Datkh. (Soe Ch traveds, note 140. )
89. This scams to be the same city as meitioned ia Gi'ang-ch'un's travels, west of his road,

aud west of the Amu-daria and Balkh (see note 189). But the name is written .there
hey T‘uan.

4%. It is dificult to say what city of Tlindustan 1s meant. In any caso the author speaks not
fiom his own observation. Rashid reports, that Tehinguiz after having pursued Djelal-ct-
din as far asthe Sind#, sont his panerals Bela and to India (the same is stated in
the Ytian shi). Thoy besiered Afonftan, but could not take it, owing to the excessive
heat, which obbged them to withdraw.
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people do riot kill cows or sheep; they only drink the milk of these
animals. Snow is unknown there. Every year they reap two crops.
Tt is so hot there, that a vessel of tin put in the sand melts immediately.
Even by moonlight one is hurt likeon a (China) summer day (by sua-
beams).

In the south there is a great river, the water of which is as cold
29 108. Itruns very rapidly and discharges itself into the southern
cag. 2) In that country much sugar-cane ( ff YE 38 cultivated.
The people make wine and sugar from the juice.

To the north-west of Yin-du (Hindustan) is the realm of Ty #6 5
K'o-fu-ch'a. For several thousand é on every side are plains, and no
more hills are met with, They have no cities or towns but breed
much eattlie and borses. They make a fermented beverage from honey.
In that country the days (in summer) are long and the nichts short.
In little more than the time necessary to cook a mutton chop, the sun
rises K‘o-fu-ch'a 1s the same country as 4 Fj Gt Mu-We-
kan, about which the T’ang history reports the same. But the name

41. No doubt the Jedus ot Sindh is meant, the upper course of which was reached by Tchinguiz
khan himself. The Yiten cifao wi shi (see note 3) slates (Palladivs’ translation, |. ¢. p.
142), that Tchingwiz pursned elai~eddin to the river FA Shin, where almost the whole
army of the latter was drown In the narrative of #a-hier the Buddlust monk, whool

went to India about a. p. 400, the name of this river is spelt {= EF Sin-du. Hoan-tsang
in the 7th century calls it Sin. (Comp. Stan. Julicn’s sur les contrées occidene
taiss, tom. i, p. 104.)

42. Althoneh the author detarmines so vaguely the position of A’o-/u-cii'a, there can, however,
be no doubt, that he means the large plains of southern Russia, and north aud enst of
the Cuspian sea, mentioned by the Persian authors under the nuine of Deshi Atpichac.
The Aipichac(D'Herbelot, |. ¢. writes the name Coptehak) wera a nomadic people belong-
ing to the race of tho Turks. The same were known by their neizhhors the Russians as
Poiootsty. Under that name they are often mentioned an the Russian annals, The Ro-
mans and Wungariaus called them Counans. (Comp. D’Qhsson, Lc. tom. p. $38.) At
the time Ch'u-ts’ai was in western Asia, the country of the Kiptchac was little known to
the Mongols, and probably only from hearsay. Jt was ouly in 1286 that Kiptchac was
conquered by the Mongol armies, but the Mongols met the Kiptchac first in 1223, north
of the Canensus. In that year mention is first made of the Kitptchnc in the Yan sit, under
the name of Se ge Kia-chta, and afterwards they are ulyays so termed.In the bio-
graphy of Sa-bu-tai, an iWustrious Mongol general ( Yer shi, chap. 122), it is stated,
that this general (starting from Persia with a Mongol corps) passing round the large sea
ced [A iG BS Pien-gi-sze (tenghiz=" sen” jn the ‘Lurk languages. Here the
Caspian ser is meant), arrived at the groat chain of mountains, called kk Al 4 Ta-ho
ing (lit. '* the great mountain of ace,”==the Caucrsus). A rond was cat through this
mountain; on the other (northern side of which the Meneols met sevornl tribes, and also
the army of the ete. A new expodition wig undertaken by the Mongols against
the Kiptechac or Kix-ch'a, north of the Caspian sea in 1296. This is also described in the
Vien si with some detail. The fermented beverage, made of honey, mentioned by the
Chinese author, is up to our days a favorite beverage of the Russian people. They call it
Witich is ajso the name for * honey.” Whether they are indebted to the Kiptchac
for his invention, I am not prepared to sny,

48. The country of the Xu-f-kan is spoken of jn the History of the T'ang (618-307, Zang
shu, chap. 2576), but can by no means be identified with Kiptchac, as the Chinese author

ats. It seains, to be nu identification, not of Chita-ts'ui, but of the author whe made the
fibsutract of his work. The name Ku-li-kan at the time of the ‘I’ang evideatly referred to
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There are very many idols of Buddha.
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ts not the same; probably it has changed in the long course of time.
a people of Siberia, as will be seen from the doscription: —“ Tho Ku-diekan aro % nomadic
people living north of the By HE han-kai (the nortl-western part of tho Mongolian
desert: see note 12 In their country the plant ff 4 grows, Thay have ex-
eeliant horses with ends itke camels. Tis couutry is very far from the Chinese capital.
kt is bounded on the nortl: by the sea (the polar sen), Alter having crossed the han-hai
to the north, the days becoine long and the nights short. After sunset ope has no time
to roast 2 sleep’s liver, til the sun rises again.” What peopte are meant by the Ku-
li-kan cannot be investigated. We kuow nothing regarding the history of Siberin at 50
carly @ period. Jmay be allowed to mention en passant that the name of Sideria mast
be of ancient origin. Rashid states (D°Ohason, ton. 3) that the country north of the
Aumtara river is called Jéir Sibir. The same name occurs also once in the Yer sit,
chep. 121, Biography of who is stated thers to have given battle jn the
country J). a E= wh GA I-bi-r Sht-bir to the prince Hai-du, who revolted from
Coubla: khau. n the Yiicn chao net shi (sea Paliadius’ translation, p. 182), the name
occurs even at an 6arlier period. It is stated there, that in 1206 Tclinguiz khan’s son
Djudji subdued ail the tribes who lived in the forests (oriangoutes sylvesives of Rashid)
south of SAidbir. As to the plant po-he mentioned inthe Z*ang shx, as a product of Ku-

Tee oe tn oP Ee re, to norton, and Siberin Ct istatad, that the people muke gruel of it), I can give the following explanation. OKO
in Chiua is & common name for fig, and the plant mentioned here 13 define spectadbtle,
Link., the bults of which aro much caten by the Mongols and the tribes of southern Sibe-
ria; a fact nolicad already by alias in tho last century, nod confirmed by Mr.
wieg in his #fore Rashid mentions the reots of a plant, which the Monvols
gat, and which they call seudonssoun. It is an interesting fact that the roots of ao plant
suda or sudusoun are eaten up to tuis time by the Mongols. Not having seon these roots,
I am not able to decide whether they belong to dikesn spectadile. A lussian geutlon an,
who saw the suc roots in Mongolia, informed me, that they are of cylindrical shape. In
pny ease, Mailla is wrone in Mentifyiug the root montioned by Rashid and spoken of also
in the Yéor shi (where they bear no peculiar name), with ginseng, probably tlie only
Chinese plant Mailla knew. (Compare D'Olisson, 1. c. tom. i, p. 27, aud Afaillu’s Afistare
de fe Cine, tom, ix, p. 5.)

CORRECTIONS AND ADDITIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS.
NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION.

Page 2. Russinn grand-dukes at the court of the Great Ithan. The grand-duke Yaroslaw
of Wladimir at first sent his son Constuntin to Qgotai khan. Constantin returned in 1246, and
then arosiaw was forced limself to repnir to the Greut Khan. He arrived in 1240, and had to
exculpnte himself defore Coujouc, on account of different accusations. Then he was give
permission to return, and died on ius way home, on the 1th of September, 1246. There was
a suspicion, that he bad been poisoned by order of Coujouc. His body wns however cnrricd
to Russia. The graud-duke Alezender Newsky of Novgorod was also obliged to bow before
the Great hao. He made the journey to Caracorum accompanied by his brother Andrei, and
returned in 1249. Compare Karamzin'’s of Mussa.

Page 8. F have erroneously stated, that Zfafien went to the court of Conjouc khan in
1246. o this year Haiton sent his brother Sempad to Coujouc, and went btmself in 1254 to
the court of Mangou Kian.

Page 9, line 13, after *' Tis—insert Qes Quigours).
NOTES TO CL TRAVELS.

A. Palladius has appended to his translation of the Si yu hy, translations of several
Jetters from the correspondence between Tchingniz kiian and Ch’ang-ch'un. I may be allowed
to give on English version of two of them, with the view of ennbliug the render to form a
jacdgment of the character and mode of thought of these illustrious meu. Tchinguiz in bis:sym-
plicity professes such sound principles for governing people, and his words express sich deep
vorities, that they would be valid even in onr days, and for our countrigs. Gn the other side,
Ch’ang-ch'un inspires sympathy by his modesty, candor and sincerity. Ho seems to have been
endowed with high intelligence, knowing well his time and human nature. This was the retson
that Tchinguiz, who was about te inclade northern China in his empire, laid such great stress
upon, bis advice. But there was yet another reason for which Tchinguiz was impatient to make
the sage’s acquaintance. According to A. Patladius (Lc p. 262), Ch’ang-ch’un belonged to
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the northern Taouist school,—to the sect of the 4 dif Lin iien or “polden lotus,” the
professors of which called themselves 4) JE tsianchen or “ the perfect true” and sainted
Men. They were all ddepts tn spiritual alchemy, i.¢. they looked in the spiritual world for the
Jt fan, or philosopher's stone, the secret of immortality, ote, which mysteries had been vainly
searcled anor for centuries vy material alchenists. We have seen, that one of the first questions
dohinguiz addressed to Ch'ang-ch'un at his first audience, was: *‘Have you a medicine of
immortality ¢” There 36 4 tradition, that the conqueror in his venerntion for the sage, went
so far as to propose to bum his daughter in marringe, and that the latter escaped from this im-
perzal honor, ouly by performing 2 surgical operation on his bodv. It 38 2 curious fact that
Ichinguz khan and died in the same year and in the same month, in the 7th
month of 1227. With reference to Tchinguiz khan’s letter to Clitang-ch'un, I need not mention,
that it wag not written by himself; be could net write in any Innguage. Probably tlie
ideas of the conqueror were taken down hy a Chinese in his suite ;—very likely by Ye-la C'lu-
ts* a3. The letter | transiate ts written in a classical Chinose style.

Tobinguiz khan’s correspondence with Ch'ong-ch'un is found in the g aig oF Cite keng
du, «. book written at tho close of the Yann dynasty, chap. 10, article Fe. I A Kin chen-

gen. K*u=Ch'ang-ch'un’s family name; chenjen= ‘the man of the truth CLaouist).”
khan wrote te Chiang-cht un.
Heaven has abandoved Chins owing to its haughtiness and extravagant luxury. But

I, living in tho northern wilderness (db BF), have not inordinate passions. I like stmnpiicity
aid parity of manners. A hate luxory, antl exercise moderation. [ have only ‘one coat and
one food {— He — I eat the same foot and am dressed in the same tatters as my
humble lierdsmen.* f{ consider the people my childrev, and take an interest in talented men ns
if they were my brothers. We always agiee in our principles, and we are always united by
niutunl affecton. At military exercises J am always in the front, and in thne of battle am
never bebind. In the space of seven years I have succeeded in accomplishing a great work,
and united the whole world in one empire. [ have not myself distinevished qualities, but the
government of the Ai 1s inconstant, and thereforo Heaven assists me to obtain the throne (of
the Kin). Lie Sung tothe south, the Hutto td the north,t the Zia to the east, and the barda-
riaus in the west, al! together have acknowledged my supremacy. It seen-s to me, that since
the remote time of our shan-yizZt such a vast empire thas not been zecn. But as my calling is
high, the obligations incuinbent on me are aise lienvy; and I fear, that in my ruling there may
be something wanting. To cross & river wea make boats and rudders. Likewise we invite sage
men and choose out assistants for keeping the empire in gad order. Since the time I came to
the throne, I have always taken to heart the ruling of my people; but I conld not find worthy
men to occupy the places of the (kunc) aud the sine (k*ing).§ With respect to these
circumstances J ingnived aud heard, that thou master jiast penetrated the trath, and that thou
walkest in the path of right. Deeply learned and much experienced, thou last much explored
the laws. Thy sanctity 1s become manifest. Thou last conserved tle rigorous rules of the
anelent saves. Thon art endowed with the eminent talerts of celebrated nisn. For a log
time thou hast lived in the caverns of the rocks and hast retired from the world; but to thee
the people who have xcquired sanctity repair, like clouds on the path of the immortals, in In-
nurnerable multitndes. I knew, that after the war thou badst continued to live m Shantung
at the same phice, and [ was always thinking of thee. LE know the stories of the returning
from the river If‘ei in the same cart, and of the invitations in tle reed jut three times re-
peated.|| But whet shall [do ? We are separated by mountains and plains of great extent,
and i cunnot meet ties. I can only descend from my throne and stand by the side.¥ T have

*# A Palladine atntcs that the gown of Tehingaiz khan, mado of simple atufl, wae kept aa 0 relic by
hia sucecasors, the Mongol omperors of Chinn.

t There te some confusion as to the position assigned to theso nations.
¢ Rogarding tha shan-yu, the khane of the anciont Hiung-nuin Mongolia, eco note 42, Tohingulz

ALTE ¢ > wo shan yu, “our shan-yo.” This proves that he considorcd the ancient
Hluyg-na tho ancestors of the Mongols. Ktaproth's investigations have proved that they Uclong
(o different paees.

$ = Jt zw 4g. The — Re ann Kung and the qt, Ja kin king are meant, Since tho time
of the Chog dynasty, 1329—240 a, c. tho threa kung word the higheat councillors of the ompire ;the nine kip occupled diferent parts of the admintatration,

j Thia {6 on allusion to two examples from Vhineso history, that eages had been inviled by em-fe

porora to occupy high oharges, Won wang, tho virtu: founder of the Chou dynasty found anold man flahing jo s river Wel, whose conversation proved so sage, that the pried, behim to ontar la ecrvice ne svinistor, and took him along with him in hlecart, The
allusion referato Chu Ko-llang, who was sought out by Liu Pel, the founder of tho Shu Han
dynasty, whom hie famo for wisdom jad reached. We was found «4. 9. 907) fuhablting a reedhut an was with difficulty persuaded to abandon jis hermit's

q Tchinguiz proposca fo Ch‘ang-ch’itn that he should take his (Tchinguiz'a) place 1p governing.
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fasted and washead.*
sunple cart for thee.f
Reps. Do not think of the extent of the sandy desert.
situation of affairs, or have pity upon me and communicate to me the means of preserving life.
I shall serve thee myself; I hopo, that at least thou wilt leave me a trifle of thy wisdom. §
way ouly one word to me and I shal be linppy. Jn this letter 1 have brietly expreasd my
thoughts, and hope that thou wilt woderstand thei. J hope also, that thon, having penetrated
the principles of the great tao, synipathizest with all that is right, and wit not rosist the wishes
of the paople.”

“Given on the Ist day of the ath month, 1219.”

Ci'ang-ch'un’s answer to khan.
Fr BE Kin Citu-di from hien,§ devoted to the tao, received lately from nfar

the most high decree. I must observe that aJl tho people near the sen-shore (i.c. of Shantung,
Ch'ang-chtun’s native country) are without talent. I confess that in worldly matters I am dull,
and Lave not succeeded in investigating the tao, although l tried hard in avery possible way ;
E hare got old and am not yt decd. My repute has spread over all kingdoms, but as to ny
sanctity I am not better than ordinary people ; and when I look inwards, Iam deeply ashamed
of myself. Who knows my lndden thoughts ? Before tins I bave liad several invitations from
the southern cnpital,Y and from the Sany, and lave not gone. But now at the first call of the
dragon court,** F am ready. Why? I have heard that the emperor has been sifted by
with such nud wisdom, as has never been seen jn ancient times or in our own days.
Majestic splendor is accompanied by justice. The Chinese people as wall as the. barbarians
have acknowledged the supromacy, At first | was undectied whether I would hide
myself in the mountains, or flee into the sea (to an isdand) but I dared not oppose tlie Order.
T decided to brave [rest and snow, 2n order to be onee presented to the Emperor. [ heard at first,
that Your Mnjesty’s charict was not farther than uorth of FH | Hunnchon und ie yy
Fu chou. tf But after arriving in Yea (Peking), [ was informed that it had moved far nway,
16 was not known now mauy thousand iz Storm aud dust nevar cease, obscuring thie lrcaveus ;
Tam old and infirm, and fear that I shail be ‘unable to endure the pains of such a long
Journey, nud that perhaps IT cannot reach Your Majesty ; and even should I rench (I would
not be good for anything}. Publicaflairs and affairs of war are not within my capacity. Lhe
doctrine of tra teaches to restrain die passion’, but thatis a very dificult task. Considering
these roasons [ conferred with Lis Cauig-2u, and asked lim that Linight waitin Yew (Pekiuy),
or in Leehing (now chon) the raturn of Your Binjesty. But he woukl 10t agree to
that, and thus J myself vindertook to Jay my case befwre the Emperor. l am noxious to
satisfy the desire of Your Majesty, and to brave frost and suow ; wherefore I solictt the decision
(whether I shall start or wit). We were four, who at tle same time became ordained tronks.
‘Aitvee have attuned sanchity. Only I have underservedly the repute of a sainted man. My
appearance is parched, my body is wenk, Tam waiting for Your Mlajesty’s order.”

“Writion in the rd of 1220."

In note 7, [ sugwested, that, as reeards the langthof a Chinese in the middlo ages, it may
be ostunated at 0,38 English milo, or 1 English mileen2,6 &. 1 borrowed this estimate
from Dr. Willimns’ AZtdd/e Kingdom, vol. it, p. 105, wiuch states, that velore Europeans came

»

© HE Ti ZR 34) 0 chinese phrose of politonees meaning, that tha host has worthily prepared himacat. Tho In its literal meaning—"“Mat and wash" would svem
of Tohingulz Roshid-eddin reports, that lb waa a rile amongt tho Monyols, ctorthe themecives, Tho in who somotituce biftinged (iceo rules

ut to death. It seems that tho sMongols of the prescaot Uliwe follow cynaciuntiously therspractices of their
hp be tats travele, nolo B.

4 Fe Limes in ‘China, the emperor weed to send a cart for the anges when inviting them.eS Rye. &

a liv: *sni¢ out a ttle.”OG ee ER arenes” another name of tho sage. bien was his
native place,

th canital Pe aeas

Vion, the of (be Kin emporor after Peking had boon taken by ‘Tehinguiy,
Nan-king, at the time of the Kin dynanty vens the prosont

Compare
algo note I.

ey E BE Lungting. Ho monting. He moans the Mono court.
tr ta the, Ta ang Fi tung chi, wan to tho north-cnet of the Te-shtlatant, whoro the present Kurtunbalgasan sands.

NOTES TO CH'ANG-CH‘'UN’S TRAVELS.

1 have ordered my adjatant Lin Chung-lut to prepare at escort and a
Do not be niraid of the thousand ff; 1 implore theo te move thy sninted

Commiserate the people in the present

self Go recoive the
frem (the )i
to wang or
were

4 Fe Limes in ‘China, the emperor weed to send a cart for the anges when inviting them.
(Palladius.)

OG ee ER arenes” another name of tho sage.
Pe ae

Vion, the of (be Kin emporor after Peking had boon taken by ‘Tehinguiy,

E BE Lungting. Ho monta the, Ta ang Fi tung chi, wan to tho north-cnet of the Te-shtk‘ou gato (Great wall}, alu vad and cipaoly
Rogarding Fu chon, eco note 17.
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to Ching, the Chinese ¢ was larger than now, namely—2028 fest English, or 2.6 fi to n mile.
In his new dictionary Dr. Williams states, that the Chinese 4 has been of various lengths, from
1158 to 1894 feet at dulerent times, the latter cipher representing the present length of a ii.
Morrison, in his dictionary, reckons about 3! & to an English mile. But having often had op-
portunity of compnring distances given by the Chinese with our measures, I came to the conclu-
sion, that wa make no considerable error in taking the Chinese 4 of out days at three—one
English mife, and it can be proved from ancient itineraries of the 11th and 12th centuries.
that the length of the Chinese & has not changed sinea that time. In the Ke ia
fa kin kuo chi, or “History of the Kén nation,’ chap. 40, fol. 1, there is the tasled

itinerary of Hii, an envoy of the Sung, sent in a. D. 1123, from HE KK Lin-on fu (the
enpilal of the Sung tle present Hang-clion fu) to ecopia Of the Sunes he Frese, fu) to 7 a Hib Hwi-ning fcr SharHui-ning fu or 1. FE Shangil

(or ZS 1 Fy Be FR). J shail compare some ‘of the distances given there, with the iti-
nerary of thesame route as found in the ae 4% Al aT Sit wo chow hing, 9 guide for the
trade routes in Chios, published in the second half of the last century; and I shall choose for
this purpose, the stretch irom through Peking to Yil-t'ten lien The envoy eti-
mates the distance between san-en fu (Hang-chou ia) nnd Htuag chow at o2i0 1. ‘Lhe S43
wo chow hing has 2815 & for the same distance. The envoy gives no details rerarding his
yourney to Hiung chow. Me way possibly have travelled by the rivers, or gone some other than
thie direct way. His itinerary begins with Hiung chou (now Hiung bien), at that time at the
northern frontier of the Sung empire.

OF PLACES ENTOY OF 12th CENT, MERCHANTS GUIDE OF LAST CENT.

From AE 1 chou (Euvoy)—
ay, Hiung hien (Merch. guide)

to 3 ied Re Sin-ching hien.
1) as HH Cho chou... $08

BR sh ay Liang-hiang hien
> dat Ye Lu-kow river (Envoy)*—

bridge (Merch. guide) 20 ,, ree Ove ote aoe eos $0 33
ge VN] AF Yen-shan fu (Envoy)13

——~Pekine (Merch. guide) .., 80,, BO 4.
» 2 WY WR Santo hier 111 ,, 150 ,,
FA FEL Ki chow. kok sce ce TD gy cease tee see one OO
9 Ee iy ae Yit-t"ien fien. 80 4) .. ¢ ee &¢8

Lhe reader will observe from this comparative table, that tlie distances between the same
places as given by the Envoy, and themodern Merchants’ guide, sometiines agree, but sometimes
the distances given in the Merchants’ cuide are greater, at other times less. It may therefore be
nested, that the Chinese 4 of the middls aves was about the same as the fs of our days, of
which three make an English mile. t have seen another itinerary, the op £ | pS tk

a relating to the 10th or 11th century, and embracing the same route to Peking which
strengthens me in my opinion that the Chinese 2 has not chavged sinca that time.

In note 15 J translated Ht ii by ‘the origin of the middle.” ‘‘The middle plain”
Note 22, line & from bottom, for—Te-se khan, read-—Ze-sie-ch' an.

Pago 22. The ng 4B huang hue (yellow flowers) are mentioned in the Ss yx £3, near
the Kerndsn river in Mongolia. I thought nt frst, that the author spoke of yellow flowers
in & peneral sonse ; but subsegueutly I learned that the name of Auang hua is applied in China
even now ton fnvorite vawetuble, yielded by a liliacoous plant, which has been collected by
Rasstan betanists sear the srune place where onr medieval travellers mention their yellow How-

I find in Loureivo’s fore Cochinchinensis, the following stalement about Eemerocaltis
Siva, of which he spells the Chinese name kim cham bia (i e. & a 76 kerr huang” fave,
yellow flower”) :——* istis tum recentibus, tum exsiccatione couservatis, & cum
carnibus elixatis vescnutur libenter indigena.” The dried [ porchased in Peking, onder

*Tbo Lu-kon stone beidgea, which Maree Polo sav, did not astist in the 12th conte . The
chroy mentions, that he crossed the Ln-kou river (Hun-he) by a floating bridge, and t se@OMmg
moro ia the North thauthe proseut Lu-kou k'lao.

t Yoo-shan fu, the anoient name of Peking, Bout Yeo abana fa wae situated a little te the south-weat
of the prosont Poking.

76
60 ,,
70 5,

CO 4.

60 ,,
60 ,,

would be s more correct transiatation.
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the name of huang-lne ts'ai (yellow-flowor vegetable}, were of quite agreeable sweetish tasto,
and belong without doubt to a yellow Hemerocntiss. Tio kinds of this genus aro found jo the
neighborhood of Peking, A. graminea, Andr. and Hf. fudya, L. The first is found also in Siberin
and Mongolia. See the Record of the botanical garden in St. Petersdurg, 1873, pl. 3 p. 192 (in
Russian). A. Pailadius saw plenty of the srme plant 10 Manclunea. ‘The Chinese bock name

for this ptant is Be EA. Siiants'ao. Under this name Tatarinow in his Catal. med. sin. notices
ff. graninen ; and under the same it occars in Chinese books of very carly date. ‘Lhe plant
is described in the Pen ts*ao Kang mu, book xvi, fol. 19; whore it is stated also, that tho
flowers of it are known by the name of fuanghua A good Chinese drawing of tho
plant is found in the Chi we ming shi fu kao, book xiv, fol. 42.

Note 86. For—Aui tree, read—kué tree, The tree Ff duai, called also #87 dvi, mentioned
twice (pp. 23 & 25) together with the pins tree, asa bigh tree on the mmuutains of westorn
Mongolia, and also noticed (as kus) by Ch'u-ts' al, 15 according to Dr. Williams’ dictionary the
larch iree, But a description of the Aad trea I find ia tho TE = SH Chung tze tung, 2
Chinesa dictionary, poiuts to another tree. It is there stated: ‘The AG hui is a tree of the
north, The i4 ya os well as ie Shuo wen (the most ancient dictionarics) agreo in stating,
that it has the lenves of the tH po (cypress), and the trunk of the pine.Now wa enll deg 2
ree, the leaves of which thrive the whole year (z. ¢. they aro everprecn). One half of them
consist of prickies, the other Lalf resemble the leaves of the po. The fruit is white outside,
the xernels inside reddish. Zhe wood 15 very strong,” Lhis description agrees very well with
Juniperus chinensis, L. Enudlicher (Synopsis Conifer. p. 20) dasoribes it with the following
characters: Frudioosa, foliis oppositis, afiis, acicudarthys subuiates erecio-patentibus, aliisrhonibers erecto-adpressis, etc. Endlicher is only mistaken in stating that
}- chinensis is a shrub; for it is a straight tree ns large as pinus sinensis, rery common In
the neighborhood of Peking. It is here the favorite tree for bordering cemeteries, as’ in western
Asin and Europe the cypress. Lhe wood is use! for coffins. The two kinds of leaves on the
same trea give it a very striking appearance. ihe ancteut descriptious of the imperial gardens
in Peking and its neighborliood mention pine trees there, and cui trees; and indeed I have
seen beautiful specimens of pines and of juniperus chinensis in the Wan-shou shan zardons, in
Hiang shan, and in the gardens near the temple of Confucius. Wu-ku-sup mentions groves of
42a trees in Persia, but he saw probably cypresses. IT am not aware whether epressus sen-
pervirens oxista in China, as Loureiro asserts (Flora Cochinchinensis), Tt is probably on
Loureiro’s authority that our Chinese dictionaries generally render the character 18 po by
cypress (I have also translated it by cypress). But in the north of Chinn, po is always

lod to fhnya also a cupressinous tree. A very gool drawing of it 1s fonnd ia the
Chinese botany Chi wu ating shi t's Zao, book xxxiii, fol. 1. The drawing of the ks tree in the
game work, book xxxiii, fol. 2, is not well executed, atid admits of no identification. As to tho
darch tree, it is ale well kaown to the Chinese: Last summer [ detected fertx dahuricn on
the mountains west of Peking, nud was told thot plenty of these trees grow on the momitojns
of Shansi. The Chinese name of it is #aa a ee ae Ta ee eae ee, ae te Lo ye sing (pine which drop the Lanvee)a fo € SUNG pine which drops the leaves).

Page 26, line 9, for—Ba-de-ho-sun means * city” in Chinese, read—“ Ba-in-ho-sun is
the same as Jie ch’eng (city) in Chinese.”

Line 10, for—bead of magazines, rend—magazine.
Note 63. I explained the Chinese name for the sandy desert 747 [ie sha-fo, by sham

“sand,” and to“! dangerous,”" But fo means also “uneven,” aul this etymology of the
word sAa-i'o, “ sandy downs,” would answer better the nature of that desert spoken of, andl
the “‘sand-hills thrown ap by the wind,’ in which terms tho modixval traveller Marignolti
deacribes the desert. Sea nate 55.

Note 74. For—fruit, read—apole.Page 34, lines 3 and 4, for—" Zaa-hua-chi™ and
End of the note 88, for—“twenty days from Sairam to the river Chui, and twelve days

between the Cli'ai and Alimali ;” read —‘* about ine days from Sntram to the Cé'ui, and
eleven betwean the Chtai and Admats.?’

Page 89, line 22, for—‘‘botween 7 and 8” rend—*‘ between 7 and 9.”
Note 101, Add ** {q-stte shan” means ‘the great snowy rmountains.”
Page 41, for 1 BR rena Hy Se OF.
Page 46, line 4 from bottom, for—“* Here we mat,” rend—*' On our road wa met,” (The

@Chinese text does not say that Ch'ang-chfun was at
Page 48, line 11 from bottom, for—'* note 37” read—* note 87."

WweAT.
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Page 50. With reference to the two-headed snakes mentioned in the Si yu noar

Suiram, I wou!ld notica the curious fuat that this story is reported up to this time in these
countries, Levshin iv his work on the Kirghuiz Kuisaks (in Russian), enumerating (vol. i, p.
13) the snakes there, concludes with the statement, that the superstitious fancy of the people
adds to this list certnin two-headed snakes.

In note 176, I stated, that the monastery of Po-yiin Kuan wos at-first inside the wall of
sucient Peking, but that it remained outside, when under the Ming dynasty the capital wasrade smaller. I must correct this statement, for I find in the above-mentioued archzological
description of Peking (chap. xviv, fol. 1) a statement.of a writer of the Mongol dynasty, that
even in the Mongol time, Po-yin kuan was outside the wall, but that it was built inside the
old city (of the Kin).

Ou page 69, line 3 from top, I translated the phrase ily A aA a x by “the
rocky were covered ail over with fine pine trees.” This pnasage is somewhat ob-
Scure, and may also be understood, ‘‘the stones (rocks) of the mountains all bear figures
Of pine trees.” Perhaps this latter version is te be preferred.

Note 37. Capt Alatussowsky ine, that the name of the Iake Kizitbash (called
niso Cixngur by the natives from the river which discharges into the lake) derives its origin
from an excellent fish of this name found in the jake. iis fish, as we have secn, is alsoto in the Si sha 2. {tis a fish two feet long, with a red head; hence tle name.
bash in all the Turk languages means *' red bend.” (Compare Klaproth’s Asia Polygiotia).
Tie lake has baen known since the time of the empress Catherine, to the Siberian ngats,
living ou the lower Irtysh ; for they nsed to go evary year to the deserts of western ougoliato Collect salt. They call the fish fatwmen or tale. The same is found also in the Irtysh
god ju the Zaisan lake. The Kizilbash lake is only 14 werst (1 English mils) distant from
the Black Irtysh, and the people assert, that there is 4 subterranean communication between
them. “fhe écdwen of the Siberian people is a sadmo (Compare Ritter’s
Asien, vol. li, p. 640.)

Note 117. The traveller spenks of a breed of berses in Bagdad, called f0-di-ch'a,
statement is corroborated in the Mongol text of the Filan ch‘ao ms shi, in which it is recorded
that under the reign of Ogotay khan, the general Ychawnogoun, (see Si-shi-ki, note 2) sent,
togethor with other products from western Asja,—a number of to the Mongolcourt. This term is explained there by “horses from. Bageda with long necks and long legs,”
which description would suit the breed of the so-called Turcoman horses, highly prized even at
the present day in Parsin. fobtchaut is the Mongol plural forma of tobicha. E cannot decide
to what language the word belongs, It is not modern Mongol.

TRACKS OF CHRISTIANITY IN MONGOLIA AND OHIWA
IN TRE ATUth CENTURY.
Drawn frou Chinese sources.By

PROM the beginning of the Mongol period in the history of eastern
Asia, we find Christians frequently mentioned in contemporary

Chinese literary monuments ; proving the existence of such, both in
Mongolia and China.

Whether Christianity existed in Mongolia before the reign of
Chingiz khan we can only venture to guess; there is a strong probability
of its. having gained a footing in the family of the Kerait khan Tooril
(Wang khan). His niece, named Sorkahtani,* who, after the conquest
of the Kerait tribe by Chingiz khan, was married to his son Tolui,
and was mother, was certainly a Christian; for after her
death, her image was preserved in the “Monastery of (the faith of) the
Cross” Ee =, in the present province of Kan-su. It was.at a later

— a,

* Such is the real naine of the Kerait princess, according to the ancient biography of Chineiz
aaa

koun, translated from the Mongo! into Chinese, in the beginning of the Ming dynasty,
under the name of Yuen ch'ao pi shi wT i 4 EE.

NOTES TO THE SI-SHI-KY,
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period transported to Peking, and placed in a hall consecrated to the
spirits of the defunct princesses.*

A positive mention of the existence of Christianity in Mongolia I
found in a Buddhist polemical work of the year 1291,} directed against
the ‘Tao-sze. the success of the last-mentioned, after Chingiz khan
bad shown special marks of his favour to the renowned Chtang-ch'un
of that sect, whom he had invited toa meeting, excited the envy and
hatred of the Chinese Buddhists towards their rivals. After Chingiz
Khan’s death, they began a violent controversy against the Tao-szo,—
their teaching, their books and their doings. She Dao-sze, on their
part, did not remain silent; the dispute lasted till the reign of Mangu
khan. Lhe Buddhists brought him complaints against the Tao-sze ; and
Manon khan, at last, ordered deputies from both parties to come to
Karakoruin, to debate and settle the dispute in his presence. The de-
puties arrived at the kban’s ordo in autumn, 1256. The trst contest
in the presence of the khan was, according to the author’s statement,
quite in favour of the Buddhists; so much so, that fhe Tao-sze did
not dare to appear a second time, Then Mangu khan settled the
question with the following words. “The Sten-shing Je 4E say that
the Taoist teaching is the highest; the Sew-ts‘at 45 >, that Confucianism
is the first; the Tite-sie ZR FR, honoring A1-shi-ho HR Fe Hy, trusi to
celestial abodes (FE 4£); and the Ta-sht-mnan 3 4 Sh, praying to
heaven, thank it for its eracious deeds.t If all these religions are
thoroughly studied, not one can be compared to Buddhism.” With
these words, the khan raised his hand for a comparison, and said:
“Asthe fingers with regard to the palm, from which they grow, so are
all the other religtons with regard to Buddhisin. ’§

It is evident that by the name of Tie-sie is wadersiood Chris-
tians ; “ Messiah,” is mentioned on a Christian monument of
the T'ang dynasty (tablet of Si-an fu); the expression shing-t%en un-
doubtedly means “access to the kingdom of Heaven.” It is also clear
that Tie-ste is a transcription of the word Zersa, by which name the
Christians were called by the Mohammedans. There is no other deno-

* Yuar shi, FT chap. xxxviu, fol. 19.
+ Pien wes bu ‘me ee.
~ The name of Sew-ts'cs was applied by the Mongols to al} Chinese literati, without distine-

tion of derree. Sten-shing was a title given by the same to the Tao-sce, as the masters
of alechymical and bictogicul secrets. Da-eli-man is danishitend in Persinn ** a learned
man ”} and corresponds to the title of Mutéa (in Chinese ini s—see the Pe fy
yyea dt, Jar ee TG):

§ Cf. lation de Rubraquis was in Karakornm tio or three years before thie
circumstances described above. According to lis relation, Manga khan called a contest in
his presence, of representatives of ditterent religions. He alan mentions that the khan
used lo compare the religions with the fingers of but im the seuse that they
were all equally good.
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mination for Christians in the Mohammedan works in the Chinese
language than T'e-r-sa HF Hf AR; if 1s especially often repeated in the
biography of Mohamed 32 38 3%, where it is generally placed to-
gether with Jew (Chu-hu). Jesus being called Zsa by the Mohammedans,
and #3 jg Jtf-sa by the Chinese Mohammedans, I think that this deno-
mination enters into the composition of the term TZersa; and that the
last means, “followers of Jesus.” It is also probable that this term has
a Persian origm*® (the Arabs call the Christians Naseara). T pellieve

that the erroneous meaning of idolater, which was attached to the word
Terea, originates from the reason that it is equivalent to the word giaur,
by which Christians as weil as idolaters are known to the Mohamme-
dans.t The name 7"te-s is also mentioned in Ch'ang-ch‘un’s diary of
travels; Jn 1221, when Ch'ang-ch‘un was approaching near the town
of Dzanbalek (to the west of the present Urumtsi), the chief of the T%e-
se came out of the city to meet bim.

Thus, the Mongols originally borrowed the name they give to
Christians from the Mohammedans ; butt is strange that when
first moved the residence of the khans to China, whither he was followed
also by the religious communities, the name of Tte-se disappeared ;
| have only met with it once in the Yuen chao tien changt or * Sta-
tutes of the Mongol dynasty in China.” In all other official acts, prants
and documents, we find another, and less comprehensible, name applied
to Christians.

The first important document regarding Christians we find after the
conquest of China by the Mongols, and the removal of the residence of
the khans to Peking, is in the Yuen sii,§ when Khbubilai founded in Pe-
king, the Chief Christian consistory under the name of Ch'ung-fu-sze in
1289. The meaning and aim 1s thus expressed in Chinese = 38 i] S fARY Se SR SS B51. “The Ci'ung-
fu-sze has the management of the sacrifices and offerings m the con-
vents (or temples) of the Cross, (belonging to) Ma-r Ha-si Lie-pan Ye-
[i The denominations occurring in this phrase seem to belong
* Cf. De Christiana expeditions epud Sinas. 1616, pp. 123, 124. Cnracani crucis sdoratores

preeter vulzare gentis vocabulum, quo Chiystianos omnes .¢. Jesuinos yocant, etiam
in hoo regno (Sinarvm) antiques illos orucis professores Serzai appellant, cuius appelle~
tionis cansain nescio (dicit P. Ricci), nist quod ex Armenio quodam audivi, Armenios
Christianos in Perside eodem notuine uuncupati.” Haiton cnlls the Utgurs~— Lars. JO.
han de Monte Corvino calls the Uigur characters itera tarsica. This is one of the
strange and carions facts, which ate frequently to be mot in the relations of these times.
According to Plano Carpini’s account, the-Digure were Christians.

+ Cf. Andrew Mulleri Opusaréa nonnufla 1665, in fine, where there is a transia-
tion from the Tarkish of a short prece by Haziz. Jew aud Tersn ate mentioned there
tovether. Muller translatas, “Wudon et Pagani,” renorking that under the last denomina-
tion Christians are to be understood.ei es

& Yuen shi, chap. Ixxxix, fol. 32. 9
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to different languages. ifa-r Ha-siis doubtless Ha-si-ya on the
monument af Vhin-kiang fu, of which I shall speak further on; it re-
minds us so much of the Syrian Mar Jesua, Dominus Jesus,” that wa
must adopt this explanation. Lte-pan is probably Meadsan, as the
Christian mouks were called in the east.* Ve-lieko-wen 18 in the
Mongol texts, Arkkatun and Arkhaun in the Syrian, Persian and Ar-
menian chronicles. ln contemporary documents this was the most
usual denomination for the clerical persons of the Nestorian sect, but later
it was applied to Christians in general. All researches as to the etymo-
logy of this word have been, till now, fruitless. We must seek it in the
transcribed word Christus, as we may guess by the Chin-Kiang fu mo-
nument, or by certain archaisms in the Mongol language.t

Under sacrifices and offurings (sacrificia ef oblationes), words tak-
en from the sacrifictal phraseology of the Chinese, we must understand
the offering up of prayers and the performance of the Holy mystertes
in the Christian temples. Thus the Ch‘ung-fu-sze had to observe that
the priests (Nestorian) did exactly perform their duties with regard to
the relivions service and the Holy mysteries 1n the temples. The Mon-

ol khans gave their protection to all clerical communities without re-
gard to religion, sect or creed,—granted them djarleks or “ letters of
exemption,” and freed them from all taxes and duties, on condition
that they should pray specially “for the health and welfare of the
khan.” Thus the Chtung-fu-sze was founded officially, to control the
execution of the khan’s orders in all Christian temples. Its power, ac-
cording to the following text, went only as far as the religious commu-
nities which existed in the khan’s immediate possessions, i. 6, in China
proper and Mongolia. In 1315 it was raised from sze Fj to Yuen Be,
and received jurisdiction over all Chang-kiao-sze existing In the Mongol
empire BAR KT & FW BRA AE + = Fy, 1 © including
the ather countries, as Turkestan, Persia, otc. The term Chang-kiao-sze
I consider to mean the sees of the Nestorian bishops and chorepiscops

* The Atad rokban, plural of rehab, D'Herbsl Buse. Orient, ‘The Syro-Chatdeans must
hinve had a similar denomination, a3 we seein tho name of the Nestorian rabsania
Assomani): cf. Viagyto cel beuto, Calorico, etc. Tho last mentioned relates, that im
hina he was called radia Fyanchi (cE Col, Yule’s Cathay, etc., Appendix I, 93); id est

sSmmonk of the Franks,” and according to Odonic’s own explanation, religioso. With
rogard to the Nestorians, Jam of opinion that raboan must be taken to mean the clergy in
general, as they had two kinds of clergy, married and unmarried.

+ In 2 inanuscript Mongol-Chinese dictionary I found the word Evtern with the following ex-

allel between the Christian tenching and the doctrines of the 1@ Chinese schools, then
ove would certainly profer that of Jfo, where there are less nairow ideas. A committee
of the time of Kien-lnng, who were commissioned to reform the spelling of proper names,
for inslance in the Yuer shi, did not fail t distort the above-mentioned text in this
most arbitrary way: Iforghen sirben irudkun. The committes did not even know of the
existence of Mougolinn monuments where the Lekean ara mentioned. Ci. also the explana-
tion of the nbove-mentioned term &c. by C. Visdelou, in the Sapplement to
the Bidet. Grient. of D'Herbelot.

planation : “*ZTeretics similar to tho unciont Yang $y and Mo 8, ° If one is to seck a par
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in Asia.* Jurisdiction over such distant countries was, of course, very
aifficulé ; therefore, in 1320, the Ch'ung-fu-ynen was again degraded to
a szé,1.e. with powor only within the proper possessions of the khan.

have 1 understood the text of the Yuen shi, aod present it
now to the judement of men more learned than I am.

Another no less important document, proving the existence of
Christianity in China in the Mongol times, is found in the 232 JA 3
fis OAs shun chin kiang cht, a description of Chin-kiang fu, compiled dur-
ing the reign Chi-shun, 1380-1332. A manuscript copy of this work had
been preserved In the private library of the late minister Juan Puen, and
was published tn 1844, In the section on temples and monasteries exist-
ing at that time withm the precincts of Chin-kiang fu, amongst others
a Christian monastery (or rather temple as appears from the subsequent
statements) is mentioned.f The Chinese test reads in the translation :—

The tomple Jo I Bh Se Ta-hing-kuo-sze stands in. Chin-kiang fa,
in the quarter called AK 34 Hs Kia-too h'cang. lt was built in the 18th
year of Chi-yuer (4.D. 1281) by the Sub-darugacht (Si 3 Be Ze ff),
fe OY BF Ste-li-ki-sze (Sergius). 32 Hj Liang Siang, the teacher in
the Confucian school wrote a commemorative inscription for him.”

After this follows the abridged text of the monument. The author
of the description of Chin-kiang fu states that he gives only the chief
points of the inscription. Perhaps Liang Siang did not well understand
the venerable Sergius, or the extract renders tuexactly the sense ; but
the fact is, that some strauge statements and errors aro fouud in the
inscription. I venture the followiag translation of this curious.docament.

Rtn ES EF (Samarcand)is distant from Chinal00,000
i {probably a mistake for 10,000,) to the north-west. It ts a country
where the religion of the a6, HE By JB dominates. When
T asked about this religion, I was told that in the whole world twelve
monastemes of the Cross exist. There 1s‘a temple (in Samarcand) sup-
ported by four enormous wooden pillars, each of them forty feet high.
One of these pillars is ina hanging posttion, and stands off from the
floor more than a foot. The founder of the religion was called he Fiwy, BA Mark He lived and work miracles 2 thousan i
five hundred years ago.] fi fe HS FG Aa ila (Mar Sergius)}
is a follower of him. The principal thing (sic!) in this religion is the
© Chang-kizo in the Chinese Mohammedan terminology moans Jixam.
Chap. ix, fol. 8, 9. _ eo  ¢
¢ A more detailed account of this miracie is given by MM. Polo. See the chapter on Samarcand.
& Although this name does not sound fike Jesus Christ, we must, however, dentily it, as such.
|| Here evidently the year is reckoned according to the era of the Sclencides, as is done also in

ithe Syrian text of the Nestorian tablet of Si-an fu. See Mr. Wylie’s researches regarding
this tablet.

4 This is without doubt the Baron ifar Sarghis mentioned by M. Polo. mee the chapter onfn.
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worship of the east.
annihilation (nirvana).
the east. The seasons of the year begin (in spring) with the east.
helongs io the element of wood and has influence over productiveness.
Therefore it must be assumed, that, as, after the reduction of chaos, the
universe has not ceased fo move, the sun aud the moon have not been
stopped, and the human race continues to propagate,—all these motions
are performed according to the law of constant generation (I. «, depending
upon the east). Therefore the east is called the ever-distribnting
heaven.* The cross {-{+2¥ sii ize) is an imageof the human body.t They
use it to hang up in the houses, paint it in the temples, and bear it
on their heads, and on the breast. dhey consider tb an indicator of
the six cardinal points of the world.$ (Samarcand) is
the naine of a country, . Ye-lt-k'o-wen the name of a religion. The grand-
father of Afa Sie-li-k-sze, by name BT BB K'o-li-ki-sze (Georgius ?),
—his father 3% HF and his maternal grandfather by name
1X i> all physicians at the conrt. At the time Tai-
tsy (Chinghiz khan) conquered that country (Samarcand), the prince
Ye-i'o no-yen§ fell ill, and the grandfather of Ma Sie-li-ki-sze (Che-
pi)... > EE 7 she-dt-pa and the congregation FF EH ma = IF fe ve
Mo-li Ha-s-yo§ said prayers, when the prince recovered. The emperor
appointed Che-pi his & FH /\ jp and granted to him the
tille of ¢'s-rh-han (senior, chief) of the Ye-li-k‘o-wen. Tn the 5th year of
Chi-yuen (A.D. 1268) the emper or (Khubilai) ordered Ma Sie-li-ki-
sz6 to come (to Khanbaligh) post-haste, in order to present she-ii-na.
Ma Sie-lt-ki-sze was then amply rewarded. She-li-pa** is a beverage made
of fragrant fruits boiled in water. She-lt-pa-ch't is the name of an

* Tha author ofthe inscription on the tablet, in explaining the custom of tho eastern Chriatain
church, to consider the east the first and most sacred of the cardinal points, evidently mixed
up some Chinese eas. dransiator s note.

It is not impmbable that the worship of the east had become a salient point in the Nestorian
creed, as wo find tho practice noticed on tha Se-gan inscription, five centuries earlier tan
the document m question. On the nbove-nnmed inscription, explaining the rites of the
Nestorian church, it is snid :—*' Worshipping towards the east, they hasten on the way to
life aut glory.” See Journad of te Amertcan Oriental Society, vol. v, p. 281.—diter’s
wale.

t Le. the body with the nrms stretched out. Translators noite.
The prominent place held by the cross in the Nestorian rites, is also alluded to in the Se-gan

tuscription, thus As a seal, they hold the cross, whose influence is reflected in every
direction, amitine all without distinction.” nee Journalos the American Oriental Society,
vol v¥, p. 28].—ditor’s note.

The Chinese cousider zenith and nadir also cardinal points of the world. note.
The Se-gan inscription sa — “He appomted the cross as a means for determining the four

cardiaal points.” See ownaloafthe American Orientad Society, vol. v, p. 280.—Zuiiior’s

corns to the Tih ski (ud pien, the son of Chingbiz khan had this title| It seers to me, Ciat here isa break, and that the words “ gave him ” are omitted.
I think Méa-ti Ha-si-ya is the same as Ha-sze of tha Yuen shi. See above.
™ Evidently the persian '* sherbat.””

Jt has no resemblance to the Indian religion uf
the fact is, that the great light emanates from

Hast
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office. Ma Sie-li-ki-sze distinguished himself, as did also his ancestors,
by their ability in preparing she-li-pa, which has sanative power.*
The emperor had bestowed upon him a golden tablet, granting to him
the privilege of specially applying himself to that occupation.t In the
sth year (1272) M.S. went, together with the minister Sai-tien-chi to
Yin-nan ; 10 the 12th year (1275) to and Che-kiang, always with
the purpose of preparing she-li-pa. In the 14th (1277), the emperor gave
him a tiger tablet of authority, with the title of (8 sg Je HF Al huai-yuen
ta knang-kin,§ and of chief intendant (741 4 fit) of the department (3 )
of Chin-kiang fu, and also the title of Sub-darugachi.§s N: otwithstanding
the high dignities to which M. 8S, was raised, he did not ecase to be a faith-
ful adherent to his religion, and always endeavored to propagate it. It
happened once, that ia the night time he dreamed, that the seven heavens!
had opened, and tivo saints (gH A} said to him: ‘You must build
sever temples ;’ and they gave hin in remembrance of the fact some-
thing of a white colour. After awaking he felt touched, and subsequently
left the service, and devoted himself to the building of temples. Next he
gave up his house near the gate $f FY Tte-wen men and built there
the temple Pa-shi hu-mu-la,* Je Bl By Se Ta-hing-hico-sze. After this

* Chap. vi, fel. 21, the Chin hiang chi states that M.S. was obliged to send to the court from
Chin-kiane every year, forty jars of sherbet, lle prepared this beverage fron: the juive
of grapes, quinces and oratnses.

+ A golden tablet as a diploma of public office. Transtation's note.
A fae-simile of one of the tablets, such as the Mongol khans were acenstomed to confer on

ieir protegés is given in Yule’s Aarco Pole, vol. i, p. 316.—Lditor’s note.
t ET fit EE at which wns eiven to military men.
§ This is 1 title denoting only n dogree, not an office.

Hea ee ae eet ae, the noe na the Monge’s seldom gave it10 furcigners or Chinese. Lhereforg this position was dDestowed upon ony nominally.
Transtator's note.

We have not access to the recent edition of the Chin-keang topography, in which this inter-
a

esling inscription is found ; but m an edition of the same work published in the middle of
last century, there is a list of the several Sat it WF ee oe or Kt 3% iA te of
de-fvo-hwa-eh or governors of the Chin-keang foo circuit 3" in which ie is
noteworthy that this same Mar Sergius stands third on the list, as having held the post,—
not of sxb, but full—daragachs in 1278, the year sneceeding that named on the tublet.
The entry stands thus, & ge Lil E a is i *K IF ze + cs
af fE Ma Sie-le-leih-sze hoo-foo hieae-yuen ta-tseang-keur ChTh-yuen shth-woo nécn
pin. [t 3s probable however that his term of oflice was very short, ns we find the next on
the list ie TG Chang Chaou, 2 Chinese apparently, appuinted to the office the sata
year. Muy wo infer that the cause of lus shert rule is explained on the Chin-keang
talilet, where we are told, that, i: consequence of a dream, “he left the service and devote!
himself to the builline of temples 7” in lis notice of Chin-kiang fu, says :—
“There are in this city two churches of Nestorian Clivistiang which were established in the
year of our Lord L278; and I will tell sou how that happened. Yon see, in the year just
named, the Great Kaan sent « Baron of his whosa name was Afar Sarghis, a Nestanian
Christian, to be governor of this city for years. and dutias the three years that he
abate there he caused these two Clireistiau churches to be built, and since then there they
irc. But before Ins time there was no church, neither were there any Chiristians.”” The
cometdence of date ke. between Mureo Polo and the Chin-keang tablet ts striking. It
will be observed Marvo does not say that Mar Sargl:is fulfilled his three years; and shat
ho docs say may be literally explained and accounted note.

| Tho same as ETTA OVPAYEOL of the groeck cosmegraphy of the middle ages.
Angels.

Se Bashi humva.—bashi in Persians“ principal Jumra in Syro-Chaldaic— ‘‘eathedral,”
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he acquired the hill 2 + yly Shu-tte shan, near PF We Si-isin, and erec-
ted there two temples, viz. T%a-she* hu-anu-la, TH jf) a Yiin-shan-sze,
and Zu-ta-wrht hu-mu-ia, FEOA ls Ki-ming-shan-sce: Buneath these
two temples a free cemetery was laid out for Christians. Further, in thie
district of Ft HE 8% Tan-t'u hien, on a drift (BA #4), he built the temple
La-lut humula, ltt s# Sze-tou-an-sze, outside the gate HE py
Leng-yin men; on thehill Hxang-skan, the temple Ti-len hat-ya hu-mu-
a, eh KH Kao-an-sze, was built. Near Ta-hing-kuo-sze (see above) the
temple Jfa-tc hu-mu-la, ‘[f 52 a Kan-tstian-sze was
erected. In near the gate JF Me PY T'sien-ktiao men, M.S.
founded the temple Yang-i|| hu-mu-la, Se 36 Bt Se Ta-p'u-hing-sze.

‘These seven temples had been erected in fact by the intention
(zeal) of this man. His devotedness to the emperor and his attach
ment to the empire could find no other expression than in the founda-
tion of temples.

“The minister Wan-tse made a report to the empcror, mentioning
the foundation of seven temples as a laudable design. The emperor grant-
ed lo M.S. letters of exemption from public burdens, with the imperial
seal ; aod thirty ti &'tng of crown land was given in Kiang-nan, for the
purpose of keeping the temples in repair. Besides this, thirty-four kung
of land was bought for the temples from the peasants of Hr PR Che-si.
M.S. governed in Chin-kiang for five years. Jo successively crect-
ing these temple buildings, he never pressed the people. The people of
his household, having taken a vow, belonged to the Hea

invited (39) AE) from the sacred land§ ffa-si-ya Mark Fe PP yy
VY A, shi-lé: to glorify the excellent doctrine and
the tranquil veneration of the Holy Scripture; and tlien the divine ser-
vice 34 #2 in the seven temples was set in complete order.

‘¢ M.S. also commanded his descendants to preserve the hereditary
profession of preparing the she-li-pa, and never to abandon 1k. The do-

sign of these precepts and commands was to preserve for ever this pro-
fession in his family. This fact proves still more lus zeal. Thereforc
I have here brought together all that I had heard of him.”

It was the fate of the temples founded by the zeal of M.S. as
wwe shall see, not to have a long existence. Two of them, even in the
time of the Mongols, were converted into heathen temples. The Bud-
dhist priests bad the priority, and great influene at the court of FPe-
king. They prejudiced muck the other religtons. Lhe two temples men-
tioned were situated on the border of the Yaug-tze kiang, on the ground
belongiug in former times to the monastery, which stood, and stands

+t Duda“ heht $ Mar Georgius ?
§ Aap, fF £o kwo.

© Tash= “stone,”
| Ya-hia, 2!’
YT L£piscopos, “ bishop.”
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even now, on tue peninsula & [lf Kin-shan on the Yang-tze. Thus the
Buddhists succeeded in appropriating the Christian churches. In A. Dp.
1303 they wore taken from the Christians, and converted into Buddhist ©
temples, and assigned to Kin-shan under the name of Po-jo yuen.
tablet commemorative of this fact was erected, and the inscription was
made by the well-known scholar Chao Meng-fu. In it the event is re-
ported in the following terms :-—

“In the year of the accession of the emperor to the throne (a. D.
1308), in the Sth month, an order under the imperial seal was receiv-
ed, tu which the judge Po-du of the imperial department, and Ta-shi Tie-
meri, councillor in the department for the management of religious af-
fairs, were ordered to repair, post-haste to the covernor of Kiang-nan
and Che-kiang, and to notify to him the following decree :—

“The Ye—li-k'o-wen have arbitrarily built temples on the. ground
belonging to Kin-shan. It is commanded to destroy the crosses (on
the temples). ‘The artist Lew Kao, the same who has painted the
Images and made the idols in Pai-t'a-sze (the temple of the white pago-
da} in the capital, has been ordered to repair thither, and to execute
in these temples and on the walls, images of Buddha, P'u-sa, and re-
presentations of spirits and dragons. The conservators of the temples
are ordered to furnish to him all materials necessary for that purpose.
The temples are to be assigned to Kin-shan.’

“In the same month, letters of exemption were granted to the
temple of Kin-shan, to the effect, that the christians and their posterity
should never attempt to contest the possession of this ground. W hoever
should Jay claim was to be severely punished.

“Jn the 11th month, Har-yin-tu, the president. of the department
for the management of religious affairs, received a most hich order of
the following tenor :—

“ ¢'The other believers (Ye-l-k‘o-wen), relying upon their power, bad
built temples on the ground belonging to Lately the (Chris.
tian) Images therein have been destroyed, and they are now replaced
by Buddhist idols. The walls of the temples have been adorned with
(new) Images, Let these temples be subject to Kin-shan. Chao Meng-
{u has received order to set up an Inscription, and to erect a perpetual
ta hiat,?*

Hereupon Chao Mene-fu described the events above reported, cor-
cludiug with some laudatory verses.

But 16 seems that one tablet was not sufficient for commemorat-
ing this event, for Pan Yan-siao, member of the Aan-lin academy, was
ordered to indite another inscription.* In this he first praises the

aarp

* Chin hiang che, chap. vi, fol. 25.
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Buddhist relicion, and after describing the picturesque position of Kin-
shan on the preat river, and speaking of the mountains opposite Kin-
shan on the richt bank of the Yangtze, he continues as follows :—

“In the 16th year of Chi-yden (a.D. 1279), the Chistian
Ma Ste-li-ki-sze who governed the department of Chin-kiaug, relying
upon his power, had taken possession of the bost place on the clevated
shore of tie river, and built a temple on the top, which was called j[J
% Fin-shan-sze ; and on the adjacent uncultivated land, he had laid out
a cemetery for his fellow-believers. In India (i. 0. beyond China}
there are ninety-six sects (as Buddhist books report). But there is only
one true faith, the belief of our Buddha; and as it is tho only true faith,
bow ean another and a false faith be tolerated ? The present emperer,
at the time he came to the throne, ordered the former images of the
temple to be taken down, and new images to be painted correspond-
ing to those in the temples at the capital. ibe superior of the Kin-sban
monastery was intrusted with the administration of this temple, whicl:
received the name #% 2 fim Po-jo ch'an yuen, inorder that all songs
of praise (of Buddha) may sound iv the same Janguage in the whole
land. I was ordered to write this, ete.”

Thus the ptous efforts of Mar Sergius were crowned with por-
fect success, and his works wore not destined to be of long duration.
Nothing is known regarding the fate of the other temples.

Besides Mar Sergius there are some other Christains mentioned
in the description of Chin-laang fu. Some of them occupied high
places in that region; otuers wero only settled there. An Chin-heng,
for instanco, governed the department of Chin-kiang, a. D. 1283-1286,—
K0.li-ki-sze (Georgius?), 1808-1012,— Tar-ping, ‘1812-1516. At the
time the latter left this place, the officers and the people, in acknow-
ledgment of his benevolent government, erected a monument in his
honour, with a description of his merits. Other Christians mentioned
in the same werk are Ma Ao.la-han, O-lo-sze, An-ma-li-hu-sze, and bis
son Ve-iz-ya; also Lu-ho the son of A‘o-tt-ki-sze.

That is all that T have been able to find, in the ancient description of
Chin-kiang fu, regarding Christians. Jhere is a great number of similiar
ancient descriptions of places in China oxisting ; and there can be no
doubt that they contain many interesting accounts of Christianity in
China in ancient times. But it is to be regretted, that the greater part
of them have not been published, but are kept in the imperial, or in
private librarics.
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THOUGHTS ON MEDICAL MISSIONS IN JAPAN.

By Joun C. Berry, M. D., Kone, 4.2. ¢. F. af’S MISSION

Read before the Osaka and Kobe Missionary Association, October, 1874.

HE true worth of the judicious use of the healing art, as an evan-
gelizing agent, is now so generally recognized by all engaged in

mission work, that it is unnecessary to adduce any arguments in Its
favor. Hence J pass at once to the subject of the paper which you have
requested me to write.

‘Do you think medical reports of sufficient use to warrant their
publication?” was a question put to me a short fimo since, by a
missionary gentleman who had lived long in China. If printed in a
foreion language,—doubtful. If in the language of the people, and made
4medium through which to instruct the native medical profession apon
diseases common to their people, and of which they know but littts ;
—to instruct the physicians, and through them the masses, in reference
to the laws of hygiene and dietary, of which so lamentable an ignorance
is witnessed on every hand, and among all classes ;—then the importance
of a yearly report, in carrying forward and widening the influence of
the medical missionary, cannot be over-estimated.

Essential to the continued success of the missionary physician in
this country, where the native physicians are regarded with such respect
by the masses, is the hearty codperation of the native medicar profession.
The work of the missionary physician here, as 11 most mission fields, is
limited only by his strength. He can relieve a vast deal of suffering by
direct. personal effort ; but the broad chanuel of usefulness afforded him
by intelligent native assistants, should not be ignored. Through these he
is able to relieve himself of much of the drudgery of medical work,—gain
favorable access to many from whom he would otherwise be debarred,
.—secure professional attention for the poor at the various dispensary
stations during his absence from them, and the observance of the,—to
this people,—doubly important lesson implied by our Savior when
saying, The poor ye have always with you.”

Important, however,—to the efficient codperation of the native
profession, and as creating and augmenting thirst for a knowledge
of medical science, to be satisfied in most cases at the centres of medical
education, with which the country is now so fairly provided,—is it, that
they be afforded, at least an elementary knowledge of that science.
That this, however, should not be effected by the medical missionary,
save as it may be favored by the clinical instruction which he affords
when on dispensary tours, or at the central hospital, is quite certain.
The services of a scholarly translator should be secured (whose salary,
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however, should be met by native funds), who, under our general su-
perintendence, should prepare daily a lesson shect, sending it out
among the student physicians at the dispensary stations. Full notes
on medical lectures taken years ago, I have found of value for this
Purpose.

In this connection arises the question :—“ Should we take into our
‘studies’ medical students, giving personal attention to their daily
instruction ig medicine ?” it seems to me, most assuredly not, until
they are members of onr churches, and afford the clearest proof that in
subsequent years, they will labor as co-workers for Christ, and not ap-
propriate the advantages, realized from our instruction, to personal gain.
Lest I be misunderstood, I hasten to express my opinion in favor of
piving personal attention to selected medical students. Though I would
not favor the establishing of a separate institution for their instruction,
yet, believing that the future welfare of the church in Japan, together
with its present speedy ingathering, depends upon a well-organized native
agency, which shall represent all the departments of missionary effort,
I would urge that those in the churches who may be looking forward
to the study of medicine, be taken into our “ studies * and receive our
careful] attention.

While the work of touring, among the out-stations and charity
hospitals, or for the purpose of opening new stations, with the accom-
panying privileges for direct Bible teaching, must be regarded as consti-
tuting a very nnportant feature of medical missionary work, the im-
portance of a commodious and well-directed hospital at the ceutral
station should not be overlooked. It is here that the most difficult, and yet
successful, medical work is accomplished;—work by which the respect
of the community, and especially of the native medical profession, 1s
secured ; and by which, if proper tact is used, public attention is
vorably directed to the leadiug work of the mission. It 1s here o0,—with
the privilege of laboring among the sick, who, with thetr friends, come
from distant parts of the empire, and through whom woe are ablo to
effect favorable distribution of the Bibleto all parts of the country,—that
the medical missionary 3s able to accomplish hts most successful work.
Here a daily religious service should be conducted, which should receive
as much of our personal attention as practrcable. No man can talk so
successfully to the sick as he under whose care they haye been relieved
from phyiscal suffering ; nor fo the medical stydents and assistants, ag
he whose superiority they acknowledze, and whose skill they emulate.

The question of self-support in the various branches of missionary
work, must be regarded a3 among the most important whick wo have
tr, gottle. In fact, tb is scarcely second to any quesiion, the consider.
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tion of which has brought us together to-day. Upon it depends, to aa im-
portant decrea, the highest aud continued success of our efforts. The

paralyzing influence of the use of foreign money,—in the support of
schoals and their pupils,—in the generous gifts to those preparing for
the ministry,—in the grants to churches,—and in the maintenance of
medical work,—is painfully witnessed to-day in inost of the older mission
fields. That a reform in this direction is imperative, is folt by all whose
eyes are open to the present condition of missionary work in all lands ;
and from the readiness with which men acknowledge the merits of me-
dical work, and the willingness with which they afford substantial ac-
knowledgment of their indebtedness to it, 1t affords the most promis-
ing medium with which to commence the effort. That it should noé stop
here however, is important.

So thoroughly am I convinced of the deadening influence exerted
upon native effort by the free use of foreign funds, that I have not hesi-
tated to refuse the offered gifts of foreion merchants in behalf of my
dispensary work; and I have abuodant reason to-day to be thankful
that | heave. Far better is it for the future prosperity of the work,
to wait, before favouring any large expenditure of money, until
the native interest prompts the contribution of at least a considerable
portion of it, than to take it from the mite in our mission treasuries, or
seek it at the hands of foreign merchants. It may be necessary for a
time, until the confidence and friendship of the community in which
dispensary work is conducted, be secured, to meet the expendtlure from
mission funds, but no further. Then continued effort in their bebailf
should be made contingent upon codperative effort on their part in be-
half of the ‘work. If we would have the future growth of medico-
missionary work, and with it the various institutions which engage mis-
sionary effort, protracted and sickly, we have only to rely, at thelr com-
mencement, upon foreign funds for their support. If, however, we would
see the influence of our work extend with a healthy and lasting influ-
ence, effecting social reform among, and receiving the. hearty support
of the people, let us from the first be careful to secure their intelligent
codperation, It requires but a thoughtful glance to see, that, as in
Pharaoh’s dream, the seven lean kine ate up the seven fat ones, so it
will bein the future history of institutions connected with missionary
effort in this country. Though the well-endowed (with foreign funds)
hospital, or achool, or church, or Bible student, may commence the race
with a fat treasury, or well-imbursed pocket, the one which commences
with its financial day. of small things will, 1f receiving the intelligent
support of native friends, soon overshadow and eclipse the other.

This plan, of course, does not seem wise to those who would, with
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fore:gn funds, favor their opening efforts, by building churches, school-
houses and hospitals; and in other ways exhibiting the power of the
wealth of Christian nations. I question if the quict, anostentations
manner in which Christ commenced the earthly task assigned Him
would seem wise in their sight.

L have said inéelligent support on the part of native friends. This
implies the freest and fullest conference with them in reference to pro-
posed efforts; and the result has been with me (pardon me for referring
so frequently to personal experience), not only liberal financial sup-
port, but valuable suggestions as to the best manner in which to con-
duct the enterprise. We should not forget (and in most carcs it
requires but the layme aside of prejudice and egotisin to enable us to
remember), that we have not to depend, for the successful prosecution
of our work, merely upon what we have brought with us; but that we
are to acknowledge the presence of abundant with which to
work and which,—to secure great results,—we have only to direct.

AGAIN, Lf we would make medial work successful as an evangeliz-
ang agent, our efforts should be requiar and continued, and in connection
weth ous clerical brethren. Occasional extended tours for pioneer work
should, no doubt, be undertaken. In fact, as a rule it probably will
occur, that the efforts of the healer may well precede those of the preach.
QF. But we should not forget that running over a country does not
evangelize it; hence subsequent recular effort, in connection with native
helpers and missionary brethren, should be kept up.

ft is necessary to the highest success of the nussionary physician,
that he reqard himself as an anxihary worker ;—auxilary to the
higher work which he holds in common with lus clerical brethren,—
the salvation of men through Christ, the prosecution of which has
brought him to the foreign mission field. Directly he allows the idea,
at present so popular among mauy foreigners in the east,—tbat the
work of the physician is of more importance than the work of the
ovangelist,—to influence him in his daily work, bis efforts are a com-
parative failure. To heal men that we may the more effectuatiy lead
them to Christ, should be our alm.

Just here allow me to call attention to an evil, which bas in too
many instances in the past, embarrassed the efforts and weakened the
influence ot medical misstonaries. I refer to the too-prevalent custoin
of encaging in private practice among the foreign residents at the open
ports, where there are established medical men. The practice 1s unjust
to the physician, to the patients, to ourselves, and, tn an Inexpressible
degree to the general interests of our work ;—to the physician, 1a un-
fairly competing with him, and depriving him of much of his logitamate
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income ;—to the patients, who, in learning to look to us as their family
physician, are obliged, during our absence on frequent tours, to receive
the professional services of another, who knows nothing of the physical
peculiarities of the family ;—to ourselves, in burdening us with addi-
tional cares, and depriving us of that sense of deep satisfaction, which
an extended and prosperous work on mission ground affords ;—and to
the general interests of the work, in that 1b takes from if very much
valuable time, constantly introduces to our notice a work which tends
to weaken our sympathy with missionary effort, and awakens in the
ninds, both of the resident foreigners and native people, a suspicion of
our personal disinterestedness and entire devotion to the cause.

Do not infer that the practice of my professional brethren in
dapan prompts me in saying this. Our field is but newly occupied,
and thus far 1 am glad to be able to say, that none of its occupants have
given attention to this work. Allow me to hope, brethren, that we
shall continue ia well-doing.

LASTLY. A successful prosecution of the work of the missionary
demands a famitraraty with the various branches of his pro-
fession;—a familiarity which can only be attained by prolonged
study; and such a regard for It as that. it shall receive his best
thought. The advisability of the present popular idea of combining the
attributes of the preacher and healer in one, may be apparont in some
mission fields, but not in Japan. It is true, the evangelist and physi-
cian stand side by side as the instrumentalities, under God, by which
the nations of the world are to be cvangelized. But it is equally true
that the work of either 1s so important, as to render it quite impossible
for one man to do justice to both. In mission fields such as China,
‘where conveniences for travel are, except in a few directions, at pre-
sent so primitive, and mission stations su far separated from each other,
it may be well, in fact is frequently of the utmost importance, that the
clerical missionary should have an intelligent knowledge of the art of
hesling ; but in Japan, where mission stations are, and promise to be,
brought so near-together, by the use of steam in travel, this reason
does not hold good. Unless, then, the minister of the Gospel intends
to allow the work of healing te receive his chief attention on mission
pround (a course which | certainly should be sorry to witness), the
three years spent in hurrying through a course of medical study would
result in effecting a greater work for the Master, if spent on the mission
field in the study of the language of the people among whom he ex-
pects to labor. Jé may be argued that the faulty education of our
colleges, in reference to the laws of health, should be supplemented by
a course of medical study, in order to enable the missionary to exert
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an intelligent care over the health of his family, when separated as at
times he must necessarily bo, from medical and even friendly aid.
There 1s much weighty reason in this ; but I question the value of much
that he would learn, as favoring this important aim, from a courso of
study in which the chief effort. of the instructors is to lay a foundation
for a life study, rather than afford the popular instruction in reference’
to the Jaws of health and the use of simple remedies, which the mission-
ary will find 1¢ well to have. Itis better to learn this by a few month's
study under the private instruction of a physician at home; or give the
necessary attention to it, in connection with the language during the
first year In his mission field, and with the assistance of the physician
on the ground.

Largely in the past, and to a considerable extent in the present,
has the medical professton forgotten or ignored its high position, as
defined in the original great command of Christ, aud confined its offices
to fields that would yield substantial remuneration ; and to-day, though
we are permilted to witness a great advance by this profession, yet
Jam sure that the majority .of its members will bear me witness in
saying, that its present condition is far beneath the primal intention of
Christ. But the bich commission will not always remain unfalfilled.
The time is coming when it will take its due position in Christian work,
and stand foremost among the agencies which are to relieve from
suffering and moral degradation, the millions in heathen lands.

Too sensibly are you impressed with its importance, to accuse me of
magnifying mine office when I say,—the work of medical missions is a
great one, and demands for. its successful prosecution, the best men
that tho profession affords; and, brethren, the call to these men
should not be weakened, nor the efforts of the missionary embarrassed,
by regarding the work as so insignificant, as that the missionary, though
like Tailyrand’s doctor he “may. know a little of everythmg, even a
little physic,” can, in connection with his other important duties, be sup-
posed to do it justice. By our justly implied helplessness, rather than by
our unjustly professed efficiency, lef us show to tho medical profession
in Europe and America, that a great work awaits them,—~one for the
prosecution of which our present force is inadequate ; and one, I joyfully
add, in which philanthropy can find fuil scope and Christian love the
fullest expression.
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THE BLOOD OF THE MARTYRS IS THE SEED OF CHURCH.
HOW FAR 1S THIS SAYING TRUE ; AND SHOULD IT LEAD US IN ANY DEGREE

TO EXPECT, DESIRE, OR WELCOME, PERSECUTION
FOR TA NATIVE CHRISTLANS IN CHINA?

Br Rev. A. E. Mowzr.
Rend before the Ningpo Alissionary Assocation.

PERSECUTION in-general cannot be intended by the terms of the
question, to occupy our attention to-night. It must be official perse-

cution, and that on a large scale, which is-more particularly contem-
plated; and for this reason, that it will be mere waste of time, to ask
whether we should expect persecution of other kinds, private, petty, or
loca] attacks, since these are already upon us, and suck have tried the
church in China from its very foundation.

Now coming to the text, ‘The blood of the martyrs is the seed of
the Churel.” How far is this saying true?

This saylog is not Scripture; although it is often quoted as of
almost equal authority ; much like the sayings, “In the midst of life we
are In death ;” “ We know not what a day may bring forth ;” which,
however true, are apocryphal and are not of independent authority.

Now our text is patristic, and that of very high antiquity. It is
net with in its simplest form in Tertullian’s Apology addressed to the
Roman magistrates in the year a. p. 198. He writes thus,— Crudelitas
vesiva idlecebra est magis secte. Plures effeimur, quotes metimur a
vobis. Semen est sangius Chrsitianorum,—“ Your cruelty is rather an
allurement to the sect. We are made the more numerous, the oftener
we are mown down by you. The blood of the Christians is 2 seed.”
Another writer (St. Nilus, who was a disciple of Chrysostom and died
A. D. 450) bas these words, Succidebantur ecclesia palmites; et fidet
fructus augescebat, “The vine shoots of the church were being cut off ;
anc the fruit of the faith was increasing.” Chrysostom also speaks thus
at the close of the 4th century :— The blood of martyrs waters the gar-
den of the church and makes it fruitful.” But confining our attention to
the particular expression, “The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the
church ;” a question arises, and one on tho solution of which depends
(if ] mistake not) the decision of the proposition now before us. What
ig moant by the seed of the church? Does it mean that the blood of
the martyrs belonging it a particular church, makes that church fruit-
ful, and leads to a greater harvest of souls being gathered into that
particular communion ?—or does it mean that the seed of the gospel is,
through martyrdom, or through general persecution, blown like thistle-
down over hill and dale, away from the parent plants ;—the survivors
from a blood-stained persecution, shaking the dust off their feet as
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a witness against the persecutors,—fleeing to other provinces, or to other
countries, and carrying with them, though weeping, precious seed to fall
on more genial soil? If the first,-we may not only expect, but also wel-
conié, and even desire persecution In China; for our churches are sadly
barren, and a revival) 1s deeply needed. If the second,—though we may
expect persecution (ior all Christians must “through much tribulation
enter into the kingdom of God’), yet we cannot but anticipate such with
profound anuety and alarm; for Chinese persecution may mean the
taking away of the candlestick from China, and its transference to
other lands. The church of Ubrist cannot be overthrown; but the church
in Uhina may be; the seed will spring np and bear a golden bounte-
ous harvest elsewhere; but China may be turned into a waste howling
wilderness.

Now Il imagine that it will be a difficult task to decide from his-
tory, which of these views was intended by Tertullian; and which
expresses most faithfully, the history of persecution throughout this
Chrisiian era. Ican merely point out some instances m which, as 1
seeins to me, now the one view, now the other, has prevailed; and
briefly state on which side the preponderance of evidence appears to lie.

Jt will be well to keep bofore our minds the explanation of
the origin and meaning of persecution which was given by Justin
Martyr, Tertullian, and other early Christian teachers. They traced
it ultimately to Satan and the demons; but ascribed to it at the
same time an ethical character as,—(1) a punishment for pasé sins,—
(2) a school of Christian virtue, or,—(3)' a means of awakentng fazth.
Now if it be Satanic in its origin, and overruled merely as a punishment
for sin (a view which is, I fancy, very frequently overlooked), then
surely persecution Is a visitation to be dreaded, and deprecated by all
trie friends of missions. But if it be a hardy training-school for Chris-
tian warriors, and a means in God's hand for purging His church, that
it may bring forth more fruit, then it may ba welcomed and desired ;
so that the first of these three explanations of persecution may be attach-
ed to the second view under consideralion,—the second and third to
the first.

Before proceeding to a brief oxamination of the evidence afforaed
by Church history on this subject, I venture to point out analogies
from nature which may well illustrate either side of the question. And
first, as to local benefit from local persecution. The wheat harvest in
England gathered in during the present autumn, though up to the
average, was supposed to have been in imminent danger during the
unusually late and severe frosts of May. It was found, however, that
these frosts, so blighting and destructive in appearance, had in fact
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proved highly beneficial, both in extirpating insects, and especially in
checking the too luxuriant growth caused by tho the mild weather of
early spring.

And then as to the way in which persecution in one place spreads
the <rospel seed to another. “It is remarkable,” saya Dr. Child, io his
exposition of the Benedicite, “what pains nature takes to distribute
the seed. Tho chief sower is the wind, which blows the seed about till
a suitable spot has been found. The seed of the rose of Jericho does not
ripen, until the season is so far advanced, that every drop of water haa
been sucked out of the soil. if would answer no good purpose were the
seed allowed to fall upon such arid ground. Ihe plant, however, Is
rescued from its dilemma by a curious device of nature. Under the
influence of the scorching sua, the branches dry up and become rolled
into an irregular elastic ball. By and bye the wind of the desert, as it
sweeps along the dusty plain, catches the plant, and tears it up by the
root (an act of violent and bitter persecution); the ball rolls easily
over the surface, and is driven to and fro uniil it sticks fast in some
little oasis or spot of moisture. During this rough journey, the seed.
vessels hold their precious contents firmly and safely; but no sooner
do they perceive the signal of moisture than they open freely; and the
seed falling on good ground, springs up rapidly.

‘ What wonderful efforts are sometimes made to stock new land
with plants. Whence come the cocoa-nut groves which flourish on the
Coral islands of the Pacific ? Who shall clothe the barren reef of lime.
stone rock with its small patches of chalky mud and sand formed by the
action of rain and waves on its surface ? Lhe cocoa is usually the first
plant to appear. How does it come there? Lhe nut is too large to be
carried by birds ; and ships avoid the dangerous reef. A stray nut that
grew in far distant groves, after being the sport of storms and currents
has hit ihe new spot tn the lone ocean. Cast ashore by the surf, it has
become fixed in one of the muddy clefts where it finds nourishment
enough for its growth.”

And once again,—the wind is more often a winnower than a sower.
the chaffis blown away as shovelfuls of grain are tossed against the
breeze; and the wheat falls on the threshine-floor unhurt and undimi-
nNished. Lhe persecutions near Jfoochow in 1871, and at Chi-mi during
the present ycar, have been described to me by missionaries who wit-
nessed their progress and effects, as winnowing processes.

Church bistory deals largely in this subject of persecution. To
giance back for one moment only at the anctent Jewish church, we
have in her history a remarkable anticipation of this saying of Tertul-
lian’s. “Lhe more they afflicted them,” we read in Exodus of Israel
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in Egypt, “the more they multiplied and grew.” Our Lord Himself
from tbe manger to the cross was persecuted ; but, ‘Ho shall see his
seed, be shali prolong his days,,...He shall see of the travail of his
soul, and shall be satisfied.” Uur Lord also foretold the persecutions
of His body, the church. “ Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you,
and persecute you, .....for so persecuted they the prophets whick were
before you.” “If they have persecuted me, they will also persecute
you.” Those who leave all for Christ’s sake and the gospel’s, shall re-
ceive an hundredfold now in this time with persecutions. “in the world
ye shall have tribulation.” “We must through much tribulation enter
into the kingdom of God,” said St. Paul to the disciples at Lystra, shortly
after he had been stoned there in person; and at the close of his life he
says to timothy, “Yea, and all that will live godly in Christ Jesus, shall
suffer persecution.” And as to the way in whicl persecution is to be en-
dured, the great apostle says again, “I take pleasure......in persecutions
for..... Christ’s sake.” Shall persecution separate me from the love of
Christ? Now how far were these prophecies fulfilled; how far was
this Pauline experience the experience of the church of Christ?

Notice the almost continuons stream of persecution which strove
to stom the incoming tide of Christianity. First of all the apostlea
are threatened (Acts iv), and the result was, that in answer to their
prayer of undaunted faith, “ the place was shaken” by Divine power.
then they were beaten (Acts v), and the effect was that they rejoiced
to suffer shame for Christ’s naine, Then came tho death of Stephen
(Acts vu), and the result though probably not beneficial to the
church at Jerusalem, was the wide and ever wider sowing of the seed,
by those who were scattered abroad through the persecution that
arase about Stephen. Then the great persecutor Saul is changed by
the fash of glory from the Saviour’s face iuto Paul ; and Satan, in fury
at the loss of his champion, persecules the perseeutor; but Saul un-
daunted, increases the more in strength. Janes next fails by the sword
of Herod; and Peter escapes by a miracle. Herod dies miserably,
and the persecution resnits in the growth and multiplication of the
word of God (Acts xu). Then wo meat with a literal fulfillment of our
Lord’s own direction, “ When they persecute you in this city, flee ye
into another.” In Antioch, in Pisidia, in Iconium, in Lystra, in Derbe,
in Thessalonica, in Berea, persecution follows hard on the sowing of the
sced ; but the seed takes root, and Lhe sower goes rejoicing on bis stormy
Way. Bear not, Paul ;” 13 the midaight cheer spoken to the apostle
by the Lord, who visited his faithful servant in prison,—fear not, “ for
as thou hast testified of me at Jerusalem, so must thou bear witness
also at Rone.’ And thus the word of the Lord had free course; now
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impelled by the apostle’s fervent zeal,—now by the Holy Spirit’s immed-
late direction,—now driven by the blasts of persecution ; still the work
went onward; the church grew, and prevailed against the power
of heil.

i must very briefly summarizo the after history of the church.
Mosheim classes all persecutions under the head of “ Calamitous events
of the church.” Dr. Schaf, however, thus concludes his review of the ten
persecutions of the second and third centaries. “ This long-continued and
bloody war against that church which is built on a rock, utterly failed
of its end. Aiming to exterminate, it only purified. (god was ln the
bush, and therefore the fire had no power to consume it- The son of God
walked with His martyrs in the midst of the burning fiery furnace of
persecution, and they had no hurt.” And still more to the point, the
samo writer, noticing the short periods of toleration granted under Gordi-
anus (A.D. 233-244), Philtp the Arabian (a.p. 244-249), and Gallienus,
who immediately preceded Diocletian, speaks thus: This season of re-
pose cooled the moral zeal and brotherly love of the Christians; and
the mighty storms of tho following reigns (Decius and Diocletian)
served well to restore the purity of the church.” And again, * The forty
yerts repose under Gallienus considerably enlarged the number and in-
fiuence of the Christians indeed, but also abated their carnestness and
zeal, and favoured their conformity tothe world.” The tremendous per-
secution under Diocletian and Galerius during the years a.D. 303, 304,
whilst caustng much schism and apostacy in the church, and whilst
leading also to much merely fanatical courting of death, yet served
wonderfully to exhibit the Divine strength of the church, and the heaven-
born virtues of Christians; and like winter snows and wintry winds,
formed the natural and healthy precursors of the spring and summer of
the church under Constantine. Yhe seed thus watered by the blood of
the martyrs sprang up, and filled the face of the world with fruit.
“The sufferings of the early Christians and the extraordinary exaltation
of mind. which enabled them to truimph over the diabolical tortures to
which they were subjected, must have left traces not easily effaced.
They scorned the earth, in view of that ‘building of God, that house
not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.’ ” *

The sufferings which all too soon disturbed the church, and which
have lasted for fifteen centuries, make it a more difficult task to estimate
aright the effect of persecution in the after ages. The great perseuction
of the Roman Catholic Missions in Japan in the seventeenth century,
can hardly be regarded as evidence on this question. In the year 1615

* Professor i yndal. Cponing address at the Bolfast Meeting of the British Association. August
13, 1874.
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there were forty thousand Christians in Nagasaki ; in the year 1622 not
one remained. And although even now faint traces of their work come
once and again to light, in carefully treasured Roman Catholic prayers
or charms banded down as secret heir-looms for two centuries, yet the
church was 6o all intents and purposes stamped out, aud extermi-
nated by that fierce persecution But that was not Bible Christianity.
During the eighty years of their peace and prosperity, the Roman
Catholic missionaries did not give the Bible to the Japanese.

In very striking contrast to this, lies the history of the Madagas-
car church; and in that history we possess perhaps the most remark-
able illustration of Tertullian’s words, since the earliest ages of the
church. ‘The blood of the Malagasy martyrs was literally the sued of the
Malagasy church. Three hundred men and women were slain during the
twenty years of storm ; but for every martyr who fell, some thirty Chris-
tians sprang up to fill and stvell the ranks; and the little band of a few
hundreds had grown during the persecution into a body of ten thousand.

But here the contrast was great indeed. During the short eighteen
years of their work on the island, the London Missionary Society's mis-
slonaries gave therr time and energies chiefly to the translation of the
Bible; and strengthened thus by the very bread of heaven, the Malagasy
church the moro it was afflicted, the more it multiplied and grew.

the History of the Marian persecutions in Eneland affords also a
remarkable illustration of the proposition we are considering, “ Be of
good comfort, Master Ridley,” cried Latimer at the crackling of the
flames. “Play the man; we shall this day light suck a candle by God’s
grace in Kucland, as I trusé shall nuver be put out.” Ang ia an anony-
mous letter from a lady to Bonner, the following remarkable words
occur: “As for the obtalning your Popish purpose la suppressing the
truth, [ put you out of doubt you shall not obtain it so long as you po
this way to work as you do. You Aace lost the hearts of twenty thousand
that were rank Papists within these twelve months.” ‘‘ Hore lay the secret
the whole matter,” remarks Froude. ‘The martyrs broke the spell of
of orthodoxy ; and made the establishment of the Reformation possible,
Kvery martyr’s trial was a battle. Every constant death a defeat of
the common enemy.”

The Afadeira persecutions also, that latest and porbaps the last out-
burst of the flames of the Inquisition teach us the same lesson. One can
hardly believe that only twenty five years ago, in an island the most beau-
tiful in the world, and under tie rule of a professediy Christian power,
atrocities should have been practised which almost cast the T*ien-tsin
massacre Into the shade. For the sole reason that by attending the Bible
Classes of Dr. Kalloy and Mr. Hewitson (in connection with the medical
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work of the former), they had discovered that masses, penances, purya-
tory, and indulgences were unscriptural. Some of the natives were ex-
comiunicated,—fire, water, bread andall necessaries of life being forbid-
den them.; many were beaten ; a mother was torn from the bosom of her
family of seven children, one an infant, and incarcerated for sixtcen
months ; the houses of converts were burat down; assassination was
suggested in the public papers, as an easy way of removing the here-
tics ; a man was attacked in open day, and beaten and ditien by the wo-
men as bo lay on the ground; the bome of an English lady in which
prayer-meetings were held, was attacked and forcibly entered by a
furious mob, Dr. Kalley’s life was deliberately attempted by men masked
or wilh blackened faces, and he escaped but by a hair-breadth in disenise ;
some were brutally murdered ; and atlast, five hundred of the converts,
in despair of toleration at home, emigrated to Trinidad, and 2 thousand to
the United States. But with reference to this bitter and violent persecu-
tion {although ia the event it has, I fear, proved only too successful), the
chief actor Dr. Kalley, could yet at the time write thus: “ The Lord
seemed to temper the wind of persecution to the streneth which He had
Himself conferred; and to cause the opposition of His enemies to promote
the strength of those who trusted in Him.” And the historian speaks
thus of the year 1847: “Their persecutions were the means of scatter-
ing the seed more widely ; and thus God made the wrath of man to
praise Him,’’*

But now turning to the other side of the question. Although the
evidence so far is apparently in favour of Tertullian’s dictuin, yet that
evidence requires to be carefully analyzed. With some notable ex-
ceptions it seems novertheless, that the effect of persecution even on
the early church, which immediately succeeded to the apostolic era
was rather purifying than fructifying ; beneficial doubtless, but not iu
the exact way contemplated in our text.

What, I would ask, but harm and loss was brought to the church
in North Africa by the inroad of the barbarous hordes in the fifth
century? “The evening of Augustine’s life,” writes Dr. Schaff, “ was
troubled by increasing infirmity of body, and by the unspeakable
wretchedness which the barbarons Vandals spread over his country ;
destroying in their march, ctties, villages, and churches without mercy.”
This surely, if not direct persecution, was yet tribulation and distress
for Christ’s sake. And what was the result? Did the once flourishing
church of Hippo weather the storm, and emerge from the darkness
purified aud increased?” Not so. phe was swept away. Augustine

the fdadetra Lorsecution published by the Religious Tract Society.
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died, Aucust 25, a. p. 430. Noon after his death Hippo was takén and
destroyed ; Africa was lost to the Romans; and the culmination of the
African church was the beginning of her decline. Genseric and his
son Hunneric bitterly persecuted the orthodox church of Africa, and
endeavored to compel tbe Christians to become Arians; a retribution
for the severe measures against the Donatists advocated by Augustine,
te whom Schlegel ascribes the doubtful distinction of being the first to
promulgate the doctrine that heretics must be suppressed by force.
However this may be, persecution in Africa withered the African
church ; but the words of the historian illustrate again remarkably this
second view of the subject which we are now considering. He remarks,
“Yet in the midst of the terrors of the siege of Hippo, and despairing
of his people, Augustine could not suspect what abundant seed he had
sown for the future. His work could not perish. His ideas fell like
living seed into the soil of Europe; and produced abundant fruit jn
cities and countries of which be had never even heard.”

What but harm, I ask again, was brought to the true church in
France by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, after it had
remained in force for sixty years? Her best sons emigrated in despair,
and the church was down-trodden and weil nigh extirpated.*

What but harm was done to the true church in Spain by the In-
quisition, which during the period between 1483 and 1808 burned 33,
912 persons for so-called heresy, and subjected to tho severest pains and
penalties 291,450 more; that court of demoniacal animus, which would
not relax its rigour fill, after a hundred and twenty years of blood,
Protestant Christianity was exterminated ?

The seed blown away by this hurricane of persecution may have
fallen into good ground in other paris of Europe, but ia Spain the blood
of the martyrs was zo¢ the seed of the Spanish church.

What but harm was brought to the trae church in Italy by the
fierce persecution during the sixteenth century ? Iquote from the pre-
face to a well-known book, from dawn to dark in Italy : “ One by one
Jtaly’s contingent to the noble army cf martyrs was dismissed heaven-
ward, amid blood and fire which darkened the land. Ruthless and

* The following remarks made by one who was working amongst tbe lower class of the inha-
bitants of Paris daring the sumurer of the preseut year, may well be inserted bere, ns iflus-
trating on the one hand the restrictive power of persecution, and on the other, the irresise
tible power of the pure Gospel. “Tf it shouid please God to remove the grievous resirto-
Hons on religrous which hinder the Gospel in Franen, I believe that there are few
parts of the world where it would spread more rapidly. There was no country I suppose
Where the Gospel made more read progress at the first of the Reformation than
(his: not helped forward as in England and Germany by tho civil power: but steadil
and rtpidiy growing for the frst forty years tn the fuce of atrocious persecution. AD
it is very observable, that it is was not till the Ungnenots beann to trust in their own
strength and drew tie sword, that their cause declined.”
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bloody persecution (mark the words) was followed by a terrible retribu-
tion of spiritual death.”

“fhe morning light 3s breaking,” now over the hills and plains of
China. A great persecution may quench the dawn and bring back night.

“ As if a morpiug in June with all its music and sunshine,
Suddenly paused 1a the sky, and fading slowly descended,
Into the east again.”
How often again by rigid exclusivyenoss, and refusal to recognize

the diamond in the rugged rock, churches by persecution have driven
their truest sons into notconformity or into exile, and have suffered, not
In Numbers merely but in vitality and power.

I quote the closing paragraphs of Marsden’s tivo volumes, in which
with singluar ability and rare catholicity, be has narrated the history of
the early and later Puritans. Speaking of the overthrow of the church
of England, and the ejectment of two thousand of her clergy in a. D. 1642,
and then of her sudden restoration, and the ejectment of two thousand of
the Presbyterian clergy in a.D. 1662, he writes thus. What good resulted
to either persecuting party, or tothe church, or to the nation by persecu-
tions? * The Puritan party were the instruments of inflicting on the Epis-
copal church an awful punishment; not altogether unmerited, but far
beyond what her greatest faults deserved; but the moment of their
triumph was that ta which they seemed to be smitten with paralysis
and the band of death.” And again. ‘¢ To the church of England the
exclusion of the Nonconformists proved a melancholy truimph.
favour was withdrawn. London was twice laid waste,—by pestilence and
then by fire. Religion in Kingland was almost extinguished. And when
after ninety years the Gospel was once more proclaimed in the church,
and without her pale by Doddridge and Venn, by Whitfield and the
Wesleys, the tidings were received with ali the surprise of novelty.
Whenthe Puritans were expelled, they carried with them the spiritual
light of the Church of England ; and yet even amongst themselves, the
liché had become dim and the glory had departed.

The return of liberty in 1688 did not revive the strength of the per-
secuted party. It dwindled away, and became first cold and formal, then
Arian, and at length Socinian. And as an historical fact, the vigorous
dissent of times ts a new creation,—springing from the days of
Doddridge and Whitfield.” his strange anomaly meets us in the
history of persecution,—that a strong and healthy church alone can
well weather the storm of persecution : and that a strong and healthy
church does not need persecution. Persecution though sometimes no
doubt a stmple trial of that grace (which by another apocryphal,
however true, saying, we are told that God never gives without
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afterwards trying tt), is yet I believe more often punitive, If the churches
of old had not cooled in their zeal «nd love, and had not conformed to
the world, perbaps the persecutions of Decius and of Diocletian would
never have fallen. Is it for the churches thus to decline in
time of peace and prosperity? No, surely! Why should not the
picture given us in Acts ix, be true in all ages of the Christian church,
ang true bere in China? “Then had the churches rest throughout all
Judea and Galilee and Samaria, and were edified ; and walking in the
fear of the Lord, and in the comfort of the Holy Ghost, were multi-
plied.” This is all we can desire,—edification and multiplication. And
what were the conditions of this state of consolidation and growth? Rest,
not unrest; tho fear of God, the comfort of the Holy Ghost,—not per-
secution. Although, therefore, we must expect perbups more or less of
persecution, and that, probably on a largo scale as Christianity advances
in China (for to use one of Cawdray’s similes, “as the sua, when in the
midst of the day he 1s bighest, is then hottest ; so likewise persecution
1s the companion of the pure and uncorrups religion of Christ’), yet is
it tn nowise to be desired or prayed for. Let us pray for an outpouring
of the Holy Ghost, not for an outpouring of the vials of malice
and persecution. Let us pray with Zacharias,—that God would crant
unto the the Chinese Christians, that they being delivered out of the hand
of their enemies, may serve Him without fear, in holiness before Him
and riguteousness (not necessarily with declension of zeal and love), all
the days of their life.

Thanks be to God, the future triumph of the church is sure. She

may haveto go through five and water, but she will surely be brought
out into a wealthy place.

Alas! how we miss, and shall continually miss, one voice which
never failed to speak to us words of wisdom and of hope. I know not
what view he (our departed brother Dr. Knowlton)* would have taken
on this particular subject ; but remember well a conversation with
him 2 short time before his removal, im which he spoke of the compa-
ratively torpid state of the native churches, as his chief sorrow. He
rests now from that and from every sorrow, and with what exultation
will he awake ere long, refreshed from sleep, to see the Gospel every-
where triumphant. He ts but slumbering, as slumbered according to
the ancient legend, the seven I:phesian youths. They were said to have
fled to a cave during the persecution under Decius ; and after a sleep
of two hundred years they awoke, amazed to find the once hated and
execrated religion of the cross now dominant in city and country. So

* This paper was read at the first meeting of the Association afer the death of Dr. Knowlton
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with our brothor who has left us for a while ; and so even now by the far-
glancing eye of faith may it be for us. Yet a little while, and uotwith-
standing all the malice of Satan, and all the hatred of man, notvith-
standing, or by means of trial and persecution, and every adverse in.
fluence, the Gospel shall triumph in China, and in all lands, and Christ
Jesus shall reign, king of kings and Lord of lords.

Ningpo, October 6, 1874.

eel ality Mee,

SOME REMARKS ON A RECENT CORRESPONDENCE
IN THE NORTH CHINA HERALD.*

Br Rev. G. FE. Moone.

[THE correspondence which has only recently closed on * Christain
Missions from a Chinese point of view,” has been in some resepects

so interesting, that readers of the ftecorder will perbaps not object to
a few words with reference to it, by way of reminiscence.

Missionaries of any experience are well aware, that the degree of
privilege such as it is, possessed by Chinese converts to Christianity,
under the treaties with western powers, 1s not without its Imjurtous re-
sults on the moral health of the communities of which they are mem-
Doers. And an expedient to obviate such results would no doubt be wel-
comed by us all, if ié could be shown to he feasible; even though we
were stripped of that power and credit which the Chinese correspondent
of the North-China Herald,—Mr. Chih, assumed to be so dear to us as a
eiass. Without pretending to be more than human, | venture to think
that obstinate-prejudice had very little to do with leading most of us to
conclude that Mr. C. had failed to offer any remedy for the evils, more
or less, of the existing conditton of things.

At the outset I confess it was disappotnting to find, that the “ point
of view ” was scarcely, in any strict sense, “ Chineso”’ after all.

Tt was damaged first of all, by passing the Chinese gentleman's
views though the medium of a translation. And besides this, it soon
became apparent that he had access to foreign sources of opmion; and
formed his views, not simply on the sages and scholars who had assisted
him in getting his degree, and whose writings define the true Chinese
point of view, but on Barbarian writers besides ;—possibly Buckle on
Civilization for statistics, and Comte, or however Congreve and Brid-
ges, for doctrine, communicated by his western acquaintance. His
* We regret that ithas been found necessary to postpone the publication of this paper, so

long sfier the Correspondence to which it relers. That correspondence will probably be
fresh in the minds of many ofour readers yet. Others of ow’ readers may never have
seen it: but in any case, tle subject is one of more than mere ephemeral interest ; and we
are therefore now to present the views of our esteemed contributor.— Ep.
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reasonings, in short, appeared to me hardly more originally Chinese,
then those of Dr. Bridges bimself, in his clever but fallacious Interna-
tional Essay of six or seven years ago.

It is true we hardly needed the assurance of the editor of the N. C.
H. that Mr. C. was a dona fide Chinaman. The naiveté with which he
think in his last letter,—whethor the « tuling classes” would
quietly submit to the establishment in England of 2 Roman-catholic
propaganda such as the great. missionary organizations: in China, w23
alone enough to settle that question, apart from points of style and
manner throughout the letters.

But a composition will suffer at the hands of the ablest transle-
tor ; and when the present translator avowed himself to be also Mr. C.’s
“ collaborateur,” one felt that we might indeed have access to « Chinese
point of view, but tt was that of a Chinaman tainted or refined, as you
please, by Huropean liberalism, instead of the true Chinese undefiled.

To come to the substance of the discussion. Lhe points attempted
to be made out by Mr. C. were, if I recollect rightly, two; frst, that
the principal cause of the irritation against foreigners on the part of
Chinese of the ruling class, was not indeed Christianity, which at least
athically, was allowed to be good; but—the premium put upon conver-
ston to Chliristianity, by those clauses of the treaties which cuarantes
protection for native converts; and so, sanction iaterference on their
behalf by ambassadors and consuls in case of persecution. And
secondiy, that the remedy for this irritation, lay in the removal of its
cause, by the abrogation of all treaty-protection of religious persons
as such ; so that no Chinese whatever should have the right to appeal
to foreigners, from his own rulers.

Jt was urged that missionaries, as honest well-wishers to China,
ought to recognize the injury dono to the public by the present system ;
and taking blame to themselves on account of it, should do their best to
Induce their governments to renounce the obnoxtous clauses :—at least
for an oxperiment of a few years. Br. C. ventured to predict a very
fair amount of benevolent equity on the part of mandarins, in dealing
with questions of alleged persecution, if they were once secure from
foreign inierference,

I think nothing of importance beyond these two points was at-
tempted to be substantiated; although, as the discussion proceeded,
certain expressions disparaging to Christian doctrine wero let fall, and
having been resented, gave risa to a cood deal of rather warm debate.

The difficulty that suggested itself at once in tho way of adopting
the “ Chinese point of view,” was that the special privileges of native
Christians can occasion, after all, but a very small fraction of the an-
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noyance which Chinese of the upper classes feel towards their foreign
guests or lodgers.

It these privileges were cancelled to-morrow, there would still re-
main the system of exterritoriality ; than which anything more galling
to an ancient and proud people can scarcely ba imagined. Hoare is 2
nation, possessed of laws and regular government centuries before our
Enplish ancestors dreamt of them, who nevertheless have been told, by
the provisions of half-a-dozen treaties, that their courts of justice are
80 deficient in the first elements of equity, that our governments decline
to entrust them with the life and liberty of the meanest of us all.

However, in searching for causes of irritation at present, it is surely
avorth the while to enquire what actually occasioned or precipitated the
quarrels which have already occurred between Englaad, for example,
and China. Had Christianity, or, to speak strictly to Mr. C.’s allega-
tion,—had special privileges accorded to native Christians anythine
whatever to do with either of those quarrels ?

For the first of them, however, one may hold the scales between
Chinese exclustveness and mandarin extortion on the one band, and
Euglish cupidity on the other, which introduced with bayonets as a
trade-staple, the drug which has hardly been less mischievous to whole-
some commerce, than to human health and morals. lt was commerce,
and not religion in any sense whatever, that furnished both the real and
estensible cause of war.

The second was due to perfectly similar causes. And although the
french alliance imported into it the religious element, it was not In such
a manner as to confirmin any degree Mr. C.’s position ;—since the persecu-
tions and murders for which the French sought redress, had been perpe-
trated, not under a state of treaty protection, but in regions and at a time
in which no protection had been claimed or afforded by foretga powers.

It would be idle to deny to Mr. C., as a Chinaman, an acquaint-
ance with Chinese opinion and sentiment greater than we cau possess.
But on his part, he ought not to be indifferent to the fact, that, of the
two wars which unhappily have been fought between Uhina and western
powers, neither owed iis outbreak to that cause from which springs,
according to him, the most serious part of the irritation that notoriously
exists, and threatens danger to both pariies, up to this moment.

Granting howover, for argument’s sake, that he is right in his
sccount of the origin of the mischief, what would Mr. ©. do to remove it?

‘‘ Abrogate,” he says, *‘the clauses which bind China to protect
native Christians from persecution, and so give occasion to mission-
aries and consuls to interfere in our native courts, In purely native
cases, and there will be no more trouble.”
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Now what missionaries and converts fear in the native courts is

not so much the animosity of the mandarin, as the absolute uncertainty
of the justice be administers.

In one of his letters, X.Y. Z. mentioned an interdict with penal
consequences suddenly laid upon a Taonist temple at Ningpo during the
past summer. iwo or three years ago Buddhist convents in the same
city were summarily closed, the monks arrested and beaten, and traffic
it Buddhist ‘indulgences’? made penal; on the sole authority of the
che-heen for the time being.

As to the minor sects,—some political, but somo also purely ascetic
and religious,—they are dealt with from time to time in the same ar-
bitrary manner. More than once in my experience, members of one of
these ascetic communities, the Wu-wei kegou, have made proposals to
be received by us as converts; their motive appearing, upon enquiry, to
be simply the wish to obtain foreign protection from mandarin extor-
tion under which they were suffering. One instance occurred before
the Tien-tsin trealies were signed. In each case, when they found wa
could give them no admittance upon such terms, the release of their
brethren from prison was purchased by heavy bribes, and the matter
dropped.

No doubt these religions and sects are all disparaged and con-
demned by the orthodox,—for example, ia that authorized manual of
Chinese faith and duty, the Sacred Edict. But they are nevertheless
so far tolerated, and in the case of the principal roligions, actually
patronized by both emperor and mandarins, that interference such as
has been mentioned is cruel, even where it is not obviously venal.

For the immorality alleged to be connected with the temple fes-
tivals, the remedy for that,—since It 1s In no sense sanctioned by the re-
ligious codes,—iwould surely be, not spasmodic repression, but an honest
Inspection of the conyeats, if such things were possible under a man-
darin government.

Missionaries and converts appreheud interferences at least as ar-
ditvary, cruel, and venal in their case, as they see taking placo in the
affairs of the patronized and widely influential communities of Buddha
and Laou-keun. And, treaty or no treaty, missionaries will never stand by
and see their converts harassed whilst they as ISngiishmen are protected.

Now I venture to think that therr intercessions, In such a condition
of things, on the bare ground of humanity, would move reluctant con-
suls and ministers more, instead of less, effectually than those which
they now occasionally address to them, backed and yet regulated by
ambiguously-worded clauses, which are interpreted always as much as
possible in the sense of Mr. C.
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Besides which, public opinion now at length begins to make itself

heard in China; and Ido not doubt that Mr. C. himself, in the Shun-
paou, or some suitable vebicle, would soon appéar on the side of the
persecuted, with appeals to jusand fas, as earnest and honest, but witha}
quite as arrtating to the ruling classes, as those which his friend made
the other day, in the matter of the unhappy Chibi player, when in the
clutches of the Canton guild and the che-heen of Shanghae.

x. XY. & insisted that Roman-catholic and Protestant missions
must be looked at separately; and, notwithstanding Mr. C.’s peremptory
demur, tkere seems to be reason in the claim, at least in a discussion
like the present ; both m respect of the origin of the protection extend-
ed to the Romanists, and in respect of the official position and rank
assumed by ibe ecclesiastics, and the exemptions and privileges
demanded for their converts. In this city, for mstance, I am assured
that Roman-catholic artizans refuse to pay their “ footing ” in the trade
guilds, and are sustained in this by their priests. Our people never
dream of such a privilege, or, if they do, are soon told their mistake.

Mr. C. appeared,—but perhaps only appeared,—to think of us mis-
sionaries as accustomed to act together, and with considerable
in public affairs.

So far as I know, the only occasion on which Protestant mission-
aries in all parts of China co-operated in this way, was the memorable
one, when they drew down upon themselves no little obloquy, by join-
ing In a warm protest agaist the opium trade. Nevertheless many of
us are 60 much alive to the mischief occasioned by the attraction to ns
of insincere converts, by the hope of treaty protection, that, if we
could see anything hopeful in Mr. ©’s proposition, we should do our
best to support it; even though we do not agree with him, that the ex-
isting animosity Is due in any considerable degree to religious senti-
ment, or to jealousy of privileges afforded to Christians.

The above considerations were all, I think, brought forward by
Lacon and X.Y.Z. in their replies to Mr. C.; particularly by the latter.
It was to be regretted, that the discussion was allowed in some degree
to wander from the real issue, and in a fragmentary and therefore
unsatisfactory manner to touch on the infinitely important question
of the truth and divinity of Christianity itself.

Mr. ©. having let fall the phrase,—* strange and incomprehensible
doctrines,” and having assured us that without artificial support, Chris-
tianity would never win its way in China, Lacon was provoked ap-
parently, to the retort that whereas coolies receive and understand
Christianity, it amounted to a confession of inferiority, on the part of
an educated Conftcianist, to speak in this way of its doctrines.
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Mr. ©.’s not very powerful letters bad all the disadvantage of

coming to us,—as his respondent's replies must have come to him,—
through the medium of an interpreter; and I could have wished, I
confess, that the disparaging phrase had been allowed to pass for what
it was worth, under such circumstances. Lacon hardiy needs to be
reminded, that the essential doctrines of Christianity are in fact per se
‘strange and incomprehensible’ after all.

Neither our unlearned converts, nor ourselves, nor our ereatest
human leader and example, St. Paul, ever apprehended one of them by
the force of natura] or cultivated intellect, but by the help of the Holy
Ghost ;—a Being whom, biessed be God, we think we know and have
communion with; and whose aid is indispensable by the most accom-
plished intellect, as by the rudest, who would be initiated into that
first principle of Christtanity,-namely “that Jesus is the Lord.” (I
Corinth, xii. 3.) St. Paul’s intellect and culture were, I suppose, as keen
and as finished when he approached Damascus, 2 persecutor, as when
he left it an apostle. But his insight into the “love that passeth know-
ledge,”—into “the unsearchable .riches of Christ,” was very different.
In the interval he had in fact been “born again of water and of the
Holy Ghost.” As we all acknowledge these things, I regretted the
sarcasm about the comparative intelligence of our coolje converts and
our critic Mr. C.

How little,—though “the veil” is, we trust, taken from our hearts,
do we yet know of the ‘length and breadth and depth and height’ of
that love which is all our hope, as it is also our pattern !

Lacon’s remark called up ‘Translator,’ who,—to show its fallacy,
and convict our friend, of either ignorance or unfairness,—thought it
desirable to quote Buckle on the prevalence of scepticism. tlus, alas!
Was scarcely necessary. Lacon and all of us know to our sorrow, that
‘belief in our report’ is very far from being the rule at home or abroad ;
and, in particular, that at home, neclory, rationalism, forethought,
scepticism and similar names include a very large number of nominal
Christians educated and uneducated too.

But statistics are inevitably fallacious if taken only on one side of
& question. And, thank God, this very ninefeenth century, of deve-
loping and expanding science, has witnessed, on the other side, a very
great and manifest growth of Christian belief, under and notwith-
standing the searching plare of the scientific light which some expect to
enervate it.

Not to speak of whole provinces, if not kingdoms, now permeated
with evangelical teaching, in which there was hardly a sound or a letter
of such teaching at the beginning of the century, England itself seventy
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years ago, aud still more a hundred and forty years ago, was almost
non-Christian as compared with her condition now, after a century of
the scientific ordeal. I do not mean non-Christian in respect of mora-
lity or humanity; our advance in which might be ascribed, though in-
accurately, to science rather than to religion. But in respect of serious
and tntelligent acceptance of distinctive Christain doctrine, the Chris-
vanity of England is vastly in advance of its situation in 1800, and yet
more so of that seventy years earlier still.

Detail is out of the question in this paper. But contrast the tone,—
whatever may be thought of the issues,—of the late debates in parlia-
ment on the regulation of public worship, with that of Wilberforce’s
earlier days, when it was scarcely parliamentary to quote the Bible.
And compare the character for serious profession of Christianity, borne
by a number of contemporary statesmen, including three successive
lord chancellors; of whom two, liberals, bave been Sunday-schoo!
teachers nearly all their lives,—with the times of which Bishop Butler
sadly wrote, that ‘it was come, he knew not how, to be taken for grant-
ed by many persons, that Christianity was not so much as a subject of
enquiry, but now af length was discovered to be fictitious.” Make a
few comparisons of this kind, and, faith in God’s word apart, I think
we may feel satisfied that dogmatic Christianity has lost no real ground,
by that which missionaries asa body desire and bail as cordially as
‘Translator’ can do,-—the advance of social and material science. + (Sod-

liness hath the promise of the life that now is and of that which is to
come; and God’s mind is written in both His books, the book of His works
and the book of His word, though brightest and clearest in the latter.—

With recard to the possibility of Christianity winning its way in
China, vith or without artificial support, 1t may be interesting to refer
fo a notice of the census of Madras as classified by the Sanitary Com-
missioner, Mr. Cornish, F. R. C.8., extracted from the Friend of India
in the Church Missionary dntettegencer of last August.

This census shevws the following facts: (1), that the population of
the Madras presidency,—exclusive of Travancore and Cochin,—had
risen from twenty-two millions to thirty-one millions in the twenty years
ending with 1871. During that pertod a census has been taken every
five years,—and the rates of periodical merease are as follows :—

(2\, In the first five years, 3.7 per cent ; In the next, 7.8 ; 1n the next,
7.6; in the last, 16 per cent !

(3), The actual increase in fifteen years, and the increase per cent,
are as fallows :—
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Census of Madras Presidency, analyzed.

cme, | 1856 | BTL | oe cane. |
Chr istiAus..ccccecse seed ese abe nee
Mohanimedans. 1,352,992 1,866,362 33eases eo

HirdlusSe. aces. 20,726,197 | 29,160,807 a7

On this it may be remarked, that two considerable provinces,
~—Cochin and Travancore, ia which Christians, Syrian, Protestant and
Romanist, are numerous,—are omitted in the computation ; that of the
ageregate number of Christians stated above as existing in 187], up-
wards of four-fifths were Roman-catholics ; that the numbers of both
communities are below those shewn by the annual tables of the
Romanist missions, and the ‘careful’ quinquennial ‘enumerations’ of
the Protestant Christians ; and lastly that, as the Sauitary Inspector
states, he finds the greater rate of increase among the Christians is due
to “ the spread of Christianity among the natives of India, and not to
any considerable additions to the European or Eurasiau population.”

It may be worth while to add, though it is well known to readers of
the Recorder, that the attitude of the British covernment,—at one timo
from mistaken motives distinctly hostile to the spread of Christianity
in India,—is even now strictly and carefully noutral; so that no sort
of premium or privilege attaches to the profession of Christianity.

Hanacgsow.

Mrs. LUCY E. GC. STARR LORD.

T'HIS excellent woman, the wife of If. C. Lord, who has been for many
years a missionary, and latterly 0.8. Consul at Ningpo, died at her

residence on the 27th of February last, after an illness somewhat pro-
tracted, but which,—until within the last few not such as
to give occassion for serious apprehension. In the early part of the
past summer she had a severe attack of ophthalmia, which weakened
her good a deal for a time, and may have done her permanent injury in
unfitting her for the trying season which followed. However, she
passed through the summer In tolerable health; but in the early part
of autumn she suffered some from fever, which at that time was very
prevalent m the place. Finding herself a good deal run down, she
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ylalded to the wish of her friends to go to Shanghae for a ittle change ;
and spent most of the month of October there very pleasantly, and, we
hoped, profitably, in the family of her kind friends Dr. and Mrs. Yates.
At the close of the month she returned home; not strong, but stronger,
and with fair prospect, we thought, of soon regaining her usual strength.
But our fond hopes in this respect were not to be realized. She was

evidently improved so far as concerned her febrile symptoms ; but an-
other difficulty,—diarrhoea,—which had first appeared and troubled
her slightly once or twice while at Shanghae, kept troubling her now
and then after her return to Ningpo. In this way she continued for the
next tivo or three months, sometimes better and sometimes not so well ;
but generally able to be about, and always hoping to be better soon.
By this time, however, tho result of the conflict was against her. She

had grown thinner and weaker; and the difficulty above referred to,
if it was not worse, was little if any better. She was now obliged to
give up her usual walks, though she still kept about the house ; and
it was hardly more than ten days that she was confiued to ler room,
and only three that she kept her bed. She herself thought almost to
to the last, that she should get well; and one can hardly say that
there appeared any sufficient reason for thinking ctherwise, except
that she was continually getting weaker. She suffered little or no
pain; and her diarrheea latterly seemed better rather than worse.
She was cheerful and hopeful to the last, desiriug to live for her work,
and for those whom she loved ; but ready to die if God so willed It. He

did so will it; and she has gone.
The subject of this brief sketch, Lucy If. Collins, was born in the

city of Boston, Mass., on the 27th day of July, 1828. While yet a child,
her parents removed to the state of Illinois, which was then in the far
west, a distance,—measured by the time it took to travel tt,—nearly as
great as that which now girdles the earth. Here in Griggsville, Pike
County, a land of sunshine, a land of prairies, and a land of flowers,
she found her early home. Here, in health and comfort, under the
training of an amiable, pions, and judicious mother, she grew up into
girthood and womanhood. And here, at the age of twenty-two, she
married, left the home of her childhood and youth, the home of parental
love and care, and entered into the stern work and hard battle of life.
She married the Rev. William Starr, a young man tien settled over
the congrerational church of which she and her parents were members.
Not long after their marriage, Mr. Starr was called to take charge of
the congregational church in Elgin in the same state. Here he remained
until his death, which occurred in 1854, some four years after their
marriape.
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Oaly a few weeks before this event she had been summoned to her

early home to bury her mother,—that mother whom sho had all her lifo
long so fondly loved, and to whom her heart still clung with all the
freshness of childhood, and with all the strength of maturer years. tn
the removal of this excellent mother she sustained a ercat loss, and she
felt it most keenly. Ah! she little thought while her tears were yet fall-
ing, aud her heart stil! yearning over her mother’s grave, how soon
this great sorrow was to be swallowed up iu another greater still! But
so it was. They had returned to their own home but a few weeks before
death came there, and took from it the dear one to whom she had
given hey heart, and to whom she bad consecrated her life. “QO death,
where is they sting ? QO grave, where is they victory?” The dying
may say this, who die to live and love in a better sphere. But the:
living, what shali they say? Has death for them no sting?—the grave
no victory ! Let them auswer who have stood face to face with these
destroyers, and: who in tears and pain have been forced to resign tho
dear ones whom they so much loved, and on whom they so much leaned.

Mrs. Starr, after her husband’s death, returned to hex early. home,
Her father was still there to welcome ber ; and much he needed her to
eheer and bless that Lome for him. there was also there a dear
sister, her only living one; and she was pow in a sick and lying cop.
dition, and needed much a sister’s love and a sister’s care. Thus with
sorrow God gave her labor; and labor is one of the best remedies for

So. God 1s mereiful, nol only when he gives to tho weary rest,
but when he gives to the restless toil. Joto this labor she entered with
all her native energy, aud with that unselfish whole-hearted devotion
that characterized her everywhere, and in everything that she under-
took. It was not long that she could mtnister to the sick and dying
One. The grave soon claimed ber sister as it bad claimed hier mother
and her husband; and in the course of a few years it was so ordered
(hor father having married again), that there was no necessity for her
remaining longer at home, should there be any urgent call for her
services elsewhere.

There was such a call, and she was quick to hear it. It camo from
hospitals which rampant war was now filling with sick and wounded
soldiers. But in speaking of this part of her life, the writer prefers to
use the langnage of ancther. It is found ia one of those volumes that
appeared at the close of the war, describing the services of some of the
many noble women who distinguished themselves during it, by thetr
patriotic and philanthropic labors. The article quoted from com.
mences °—=-
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‘ Mra. Lucy &. Srarr.

‘€ In the early period of the civil war, this heroic woman left her
home m Griggsville, Illinois, came to St. Lonis aud offered her services
to the Western Sanitary Commission, as a nurse in the hospitals. She

was already known as a person of excellent Christian character, of
education and refinement, of real practical ability, the widow of a
deceased clergyman, and full of the spirit of kindness and patriotic
sympathy towards our brave soldiers in the field. Her services vere
aladly accepted, and she entered at once upon her duties as 2 nurse in
the Fifth Street Hospital at St. Louis, which was in charge of the ex-
cellent Dr. John T. Hodgen, an eminent surgeon of that city.

« Tor nearly two vears Mrs. Starr served as nurse in this hospital,
having charge of one of the special diet kitchens, and ministering with
her own hands to the sick aud sounded inmates. In these services the
orent kindness of her manners, the cheerful and hopeful spirit that
animated her, the words of sympathy and encouragement she gave her
patients, and the efficiency and excellence of everythimg she did, won
for her a large measure of esteem and confidence, and made her a fa-
yorite nurse with the authorities of the hospital, and with the sick and
wounded who received ber ministrations aud care. Small in stature,
it was wonderful how much labor sho was able to accomplish, and how
she was sustained by a soul full of noble purposes and undoubting faith.

‘(In the autumn of 1863, Mrs. Starr was needed by the Western
Sanitary Commission, to take the position of Matron of the Soldiers’
Home at Memphis, to have charge of the domestic arrangements of
the institution, and to extend 2 true hospitality to the many imvalid
soldiers going on furlough to their homes or returning to the hospitals,
or to their regiments, passing through Memphis on their way. ‘The

number thus entertained sometimes reached as high as three Jimndred
and fifty in one day. The average daily number for tivo years and a half
was one hundred and the internal management of this
institution, and in the kind hospitality extended to the soldiers, Mrs.
Starr was doing a congenial work. For two years she filled this posi-
tion with great fidelity and success, and to the highest satisfaction of
those who placed her there, and of all who were the onests of the Home.
At the end of this service, on the closing of the Home, tho Superinten-
dent, ix his final report tothe Western Sanitary Commission, makes this
acknowledgment of her services :—‘ It would not only be improper
but unjust, not to speak of the faithfulness and hearty céoperation of
the excellent and much-esteemed Matron, Mrs. Lucy E. Starr. Her
mission has been full of trials and discouragements, yet she has patient-
ty and uncomplainingly struggled through them all; and during my
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frequent absences she has cheerfully assumed the entire responsibility of
thea Home. Her Christian forbearance and deep devotion to the cause
of humanity have won the admiration of all who have come withia
the sphere of her labors,

“ Qn the closing of the Soldiers’ Home, Mrs. Starr became con-
nected with an institution for the care of suffering refugees and freed-
men at Demphis, under the patronage of the Freedmen’s Aid Com-
mission of Cincinnati, Ohio......

“Thus she continued to be a worker for the suffering soldiers of
of the Union army from the beginning to the end of the war; and when
peace had come, devoted herself to the poor and suffering refugees and
freedmen, whom the war had driven from thetr homes aud reduced to
inisery and want. With a wonderful fortitude, endurance and hero-
Ism she persevered io her fo the end; and through the fu-
ture of her life on earth and in heaven, those whom she had comforted
and relieved of thetr serrows aud distresses will constitute for her a
crown of rejoicing ; and their tears of gratitude will be the brightest
peivels in her dindem.”

During the long aud unremitted services referred to in the above
extracts, the health of this indefatigable laborer had seriously suffered,
not only from severe aud incessant toil, but from climatic influences,
and above all from the poisoned atmosphere in which mach of her work
was necessarily done. And it was during this pertod and tu these services,
no doubt, that the fatal secds were sown which ripened in her early death.
On finishing her worl in Memphis she was too ill for some time to
labor anywhere. In the mean time she had buried her father, and
now she alone was left. Lhe home of her childhood and youth,—the
home where all her family had lived, and where all but herself had
died,—was left; and it was left for her to occupy. She went to it,
walked through it, aud wandered about; but it was too desolate to be
endurect. So she left it for strangers, and turned herself away, home-
less and friendless, into the wide wide world. Homeless? Yes.
Friendless? No,—not friendless; for God bad given her the power
to make friends wherever sie went.

From this time on to the year 1870, she found occupation, as soon
as her health was sufficiently restored to undertake it, tn important
positions, where she made herself useful, and won the confidence and
esteem of those about her. In the mean time her heart had become
turned towards the mission field: und when the door opened to her in
that direction she gladly entered it. She was sent out in the suinmer

of 1870 by the Woman’s Union Missionary Society in New York, to
take charge of their Mission Home in Peking. On arriving in China,
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she and her assoctate, Miss North, were detained in Shanghae through
the autumn and winter, owing to the unsettled state of things conse-
quent on the Tientsin massacre. In the early spring they went on to
Peking ; where she remained,—doing such work as she was able to do,
aud bearing such burdens as she found to bear,—until the spring of
1873, when she-was married to Mr. Lord, and removed to Ningpo.

On reaching Ningpo she found abundance of work,—work con-
genial, and work in which she took a deep and lively interest. Slin
entered upon it with great energy and with yeal efficiency. Her work,
as she considered it, was first to make around her a pleasant bone, a
home of health, comfort, and hospitality; and then todo what lay in
lier power for the physical, moral, and religious improvement of the
Chinese brought under her influence. In this latter work there were
difficulties of course; and in her case these were increased by the cir-
cumstance of her slight acquaintance wilh the Ninepo dialect. But she
met these difficulties with a steady hand and a stout heart. Her aim in
everything was high ; and she never shrank from toil and care, when toil
and care scemed needed ; it is quite possible even that there were times
when she took upon herself too much. There was one at least who
feared so, and who often importuned her to restrain her ardor, and
for no reason to undertake anything but whiat she felt satistied she
could do without injurious fatigue. And this no doubt was her own
wish, and her own purpose. But alas! who, that has a heart to work,
can always,—where so much needs to be dono.—keep from doing too
much? It is not however jatended to be intimated by this remark, that
Mrs. Lord’s illness aud death are directly traceablo to any uausual
teil or hardship connected with her labors at Ninepo. On the contrary,
a medical friend acquatnted with her and her past history would trace
thein to remoter causes, more particularly to her labors iu hospitals on
the banks of the Misstssippti. But life and death are mysteries, which
are but little understood ; and perhaps the wisest among us are but
poorly prepared to tell us, when our loved ones die, why it was 60, or
how 1b could have been otherwise.—O Death !

‘We know when moons shall wane,
When summer birds from far shall cross the sea,

When autumn’s hue shall.tinge the golden grain ;
But who shall teach us when to look for thee ?

Is it whea spring’s first gale,
Cameos forth to whisper where the violets lie?

Is it when roses In our paths grow pale?
hey bave one season; all are ours to dia! ”
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“ Leaves have their time to fall,

And flowers to wither at the north wind’s breath,
And stars to set; but all,

Thou hast ald seasons for thine own, O Death!”
After what has. been said, it is presumed that no labored analysis

of the character of this noble woman, will be deemed necessary. The

chief elements of her character,—her patriotism, her philanthropy, ber
benevolence, her intelligence, her piety, her energy, her tact, her
devotion, her gentlanoss, ber cheerfulness, her hopefulness, and, crown-
ing all, her deep, unseltish, tender love,—have all passed beforo us.
A character in which so many and so noble virtues were blended, one
scarcely need say, could hardly have failed to fit her to fill with
usefulness and houor- almost any sphere in life. And we know that
it did fit her eminently for that sphere in which the providence of God
placed her. She was called to a sreat work. She did it, and did if well ;
and her service when done was no doubt acknowledged before the
angels of God, in those sweet words that fell so long ago in promise
from our Saviour’s lips: “ Well done, good and faithful servant,
enter thou into the joy of thy Lord,"—an acknowledgment which
those mivistering spirits, that had so lone watched her tn her toil, and
tears,’and pain, must have heard with joy, and smiling cried : “Amen !”
Nor they alone; but thousands of the once poor, the sick, and the
suffering whom she had served and blessed, some still on earth and
some already in heaven, could they have heard it, would have added
with deeper joy, aud with loud acclaim: “Amen! Amen!” “Blessed,
are the dead which diein the Lord from henceforth: Yea, saith the Spirit,
that they may rest from their labours ; and their works do follow them.”
We weep; but our tears are not for the dear ones at rest. We know

that the harp and the crown are far better than the cross and the pain.
We weep not for them,—we weep for ourselves alone. Our lears may
be selfish. Be it so ; who are not selfish in their hours of grief ¢ Our

heart treasures,—those so near and dear to us,—how can we give taem
up but in tears and pain? Yes in tears and pain, but not in despair.
We part indeed, but not for ever. Love, like the soul, is deathless, and
lives beyond the srave. In the true home of love our daar ones awalt
us; and we shall soon greet them there.
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A passage in Dr. Bretschneider’s interesting translation of Ch'ang-
ch'un's Itinerary, 1u your Journal tor September-October (p. 248), has
suggested a solution of a remaining difficulty in the interpretation of
Marco Polo’s geography ; | mean m regard to the region which he
calls Chingintalas, Chinchhintalas, Ghinghintalas &. according to va-
rious readings. These various readings may imply also very different
pronunciations ; «.g. Teh'ingh'in, Ainghin, Tehintchin, Ghinghin. I
adopted as probable the readme TcBINGHIN or Tchigin. But Dr. Bret-
schneider’s translation suggests to me that the real form should be
Kin-kin or Ghin-ghin, and that it is the same with the chau of
bis traveller. Dr. B. has justly pointed out the identity of the Azen-
kien chau with the Kem-kem-jit of the Persiau historian Rashid-uddin.

Rashid couples the territory of the Kirghiz with Kem-kem-jut,
but defines the region embracing both somewhat elaborately : On
one side (qu. 8. E.?) it bordered on the Mongol country ; on a second
(N. £.?) it was bounded by the Selenga: on a third (N.) by the great
river called Angara, which flows on the confines of IJbir-Sibir (1. e. Si-
beria); on a fourth side by the territory of the Naimans. This great
country contained many towns and villages, as well as many nomad in-
habitants. (This is taken from D‘ohsson, {Zist. des Afongols, but I can-
not at the moment give the page.) Dr. Bretschnetder’s traveller
speaks of Kien-kien chau as a country where good won was found,
where squirrels (grey?) abounded, and where wheat was cultivated.
Other notices quoted by him show that it lay to the 8. KB. of the Kir-
shiz country, and had its name from the Kien or Ken RB. que. the Up-
per Yeniset?

Turning to Polo, the chief points about his Kinkin-talas (assum-
ing that form us we lawfully may), are that it contains numerous towns
and villages; that it bas at its northern extremity excellent mines of
steel> and that it contains asbestos. The asbestos is not mentioned by
Rashid or Ch‘ang-chtan, but it is mentioned by Martini, as found “im
the Tartar country of Tangu” (uot Zangut), which | apprehend to be the
Tangnu-ola mountains to the south of the Upper Yenisei valley. And
we see that Ch‘ang-chtun mentioas the good iron, whilst Rashid speaks
of the numerous towns and villages,—the latter an indication which we
should by no means expect in such a position.

As regards Polo’s indications of position, it 1s sufficient to say, that
the position which was assigned to in my Polo Itinerary
Map (No. iv) merely requires to be shifted a very little due north, to
make it suit Kem-hem-jit. I look on the identity us almost 9. &. D.,
and in dealing with such identifications, nono Is ever quite satisfactory
till we find the term historically used in the literature of the period.
This we now find.

PALERMO, January 22d, 1875.
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Deak Sim,—
E shall feel greatly obliged if you will kindly find space for the

following letter of thanks, to those gentlemen, who so kindly helped me
in drawing up my two papers entitled Zaitun Researches.

have first to thank the Rev. Dr. Talmage and other members of
the Dutch Reformed Church for their kindness, in giving me access to
the valuable local histories contained io their library.

J have also to thank the Rev. Carstairs Douglas, LL. D. and
other members of the Presbyterian Mission ;—Dr. Douglas especially,
for many important suggestions ; and the other gentlemen for their kind-
ness In affording me quarters at their mission stations, both in the
Chin-chew and Chang-chow prefectures.

Tam egually indebted to the members of the London Mission, for
kind help and assistauce at Chang-chow.

Lam greatly indebted to Yeh Wen-lan, the sub-com missioner of the
imperial Arsenal at Foochow, who placed at my disposal many rare
and costly Chinese works, without which it would have been impossible
for me to have satisfactorily completed my researches.

I remain, dear Sir,
Yours faithfully,

Amoy, lst March, 1875. GEO. PHILIPS.

Dear Sik,—
On 2 visit a short time since, tothe & BF Hj Pih-luh t'ung on the

far {ty Lew shan, I saw a statue of Confucius; Lis face and hands were
ebony black. Jhave made enquiry of several uatives, and
they say the color is correct. If this ig the case, one is led to doubt his
nationality as being a Chinese, and even go so far as to presume that he is
thns made to represent none other than Nimrod. [ shall be olad to know
if this 1s the case elsewhere, and whether an explanation caa be given.

Sincerely yours,

My DEAR SIR,—
We were much discouraged at the close of 1874, by a review of

our progress in this city and in the country round, duriag the twelve
months that had passed. The number of baptisms in most of the
missions was decidedly below the average ; and the masses of the heathen
were still wrapped in deep sleep.

I felt all the more strongly, on this account, the encouragement
afforded by two cases, which I will very briefly narrate, in which the
triumphant power of the gospel was shown in the face of the sorest
trial aud the most paralyzing difficulties. In October last, I visited a
small walled town on the sea-shore near Nimrod Sound, in which place
about a yezr ago, we succeeded In renting a small room for preaching.

The object of my visit in October, was to baptize the first fruit of
evangelistic work in that town, a small farmer residing In the suburbs.
He had been laid aside and brought very low by the typhoid fever

Po-YEANG.
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which raged so fearfully in all this neighbourhood last -autumn.
my arrival, [ was told that he was too weak to walk, bué that he wouldsoon be at the Presently he appeared, carried in an inverted
square table by bis son and nephew. While I was waiting for his
arrival, | heard a remarkable testimony to the power of the gospel
spontaneously given by a heathen. The doctriae yon preach,” said
this man (20 educated man ia easy circumstances), “is excellent.”
*¢ Where did you hear it?” I asked. “I have never heard it,” he replied,
‘Cbut [ have sees it. 1 know a man, formerly the pest and the terror
of his netghbourhood, a man with a violent tomper, quarrelsome, meddle-
some, and an opiam-smoker. fn two quarrels, he had shed blood; and
he was more like a wild beast than a man. Well, this doctrine took hold
of him ; and strauge to say, he has become gentle aud forbearing; he
has brokea offius opiuin, and ts quite a diffrent being.” I have since
learnt from Mr. Galpin, that this man (now connected with his mission,
and converted f believe af a station opeved by Dr. Parker some few
years 2g0) is all that my heathen informant described him to ba.

Well, my friend, the applicant for baptism, arrived in his primitive
sedan. I held service ia the small chapel, completely filled with the
fallow-towpsmnen of this Christion Chinaman. Ko gladly confessed
faith in Christ crucified before them all; and from that day forward
be was a marked man. * What good will he gain by bis Christianity?”
Ah, what good indced! within a month Ae died. Quite alone; too
late to send for the catechist who lived ten miles off, he died in
peace. “1 must watt then,” ho said, “till J meet him in heaven.”
Before the catechist. could arrive our brother was already buried.
And here observe the triumph of the gospel. His only son, who
hitherto had been indifferent about religion,—and whose interest,
if evor if had extsted, might have been supposed to be crushed out
by his father's untimely death,—now came forward boldly as a
Christian. Single-handed, he braved the displeasure of his numerous
relatives who assembled for the funeral: and al] was conducted with.
out any idolatrous adjunct whatsoever. He expresses a wish now
for baptism. A few days afterwards I visited another out-station
to the north of Ningpo; and I was requested by a woman who has
Jong been a waverer, to receive her as a candidate for baptism.
While Iwas speaking to her,-her two eldest sons came up,—lads of
fourteen and twelve years of age respectively. I noticed them, and then
passed on. To my dismay I heard a few days afterwards, that on the
very day following my visit and the determination of this poor woman
to become a Christian, her second son was seized with fever, and died.
Surely this blow, this untimely death, must crush out the little faith ia
the mother's heart ! So } thought; but it was not so. Deeply sorrowing,
she yet acknowledged God’s wisdum and God’s sovercignty; and did
not relax in her desire for baptism. I baptized her last January.

T cannot but trust that in these two cases, it will be found through
the power of the spirit of love and holiness, that the love of the Saviour
is “strong as death.”

Yours faithfully,
Ninopo, March 11, 1875. A. EK. Moutz.

| March-
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P. S. just reccived tidings of an old woman who was baptized last Jnouary. She
wae taken sl almost after, and is uow 1 fear, on her deuth- bed; but the Chinese
catechist who visited her yesterday writes to ne:—“ Thank God her son! js stedfast in the
faith ; she said herself to we, ‘Lam ahnost every wncwment thinking of the Lord.’ ”

My Dear 8im,—
It was only a short time ago that I bad the pleasure of seeing for

the-first time the article on the tablet of St-an fu, published m_ val. v,
No. ii, of the Journal of the American Oriental Society, in which
are brought together a great number of quotations from Chinese books,
to prove the authenticity of the inscription. Will you permit me to
add to these quotations one more ancient document.

After the dynasty of the had been overthrown by the Sung in
the tenth century, the first emperor of the latter d ynasty gave orders to
the learned Chinese Weng 2% iil to compile from official documents,
a review of the acts, Institutions, etc. of the preceding dynasty. After
Wang Pu had finished his work, it was published under the natne of
Lang haa yao Be Be. Iu the section devoted to the diferent rel}-
gions, the same edict iu favour of the Christian as found on the tablet
of Si-an fu is reproduced, with some variations however. {t reads aq
follows: ‘ Monastery of fa-t'sin. In the 12th year of Ching-kuan
(a. D. 639), in the 7th month, the tolowing imperial edict was promul-
vated. ‘ Religion has not an tnvariable naine ; saints are not of constant
form; they establish doctrines in accordauce with the countries,
and mysterious! ¥ save living beings. Lhe monk A-lo-nen from Po-sze
bas come from afar with the Scriptures and the doctrine, in order te
present them at (our) capital. Qu examining the spirit of this doe-
trine, we find it excellent und separate from the world, and ackuow.-
ledge that it is quickening for and indispensable. This reli.
gion succours living beings, is beneficial to the human race, and (there-
fore) is worthy of betug spread over the Celestial empire (KP). We
decree a monastery lo be built by the appropriate Board, in the quar-
ter of Y-ning fang, and twenty-one priests to be appointed there.”

When comparing the text of this edict with that on the tablet,
we find that the author of the tablet inscription has given some
licence to his style; working out some phrases. But as essential
difference in the sense of the tivo versions can not be properly proved.

At another placein the same Zang hut yao, I find that edict con-
corning the change of the name of the monastery of Po-sze into the
name of Ta-ts’in sze,; which ig mentioned im the paper above reforred to.
Tt buars the date a. p. 743.

Let me comnranieate to you another remark concerning the tablet.
At the end of the mseriution it is stated, that the tablet was erected on
the great day Yo-sen-wan [2 #5 2. Llus word is intended evidently to
render the Persian Yek shamdd, i.e. the first day (olf the week),—con-
secrated to the sin. The Persian names of the days are occasionally
found transcribed in Chinese Buddhist astrological works, as far as I
remember, stnca the tenth century. In these books Sunday is termed
Yo-sen-wu ii Hg Gy. These Persian names of the days jeund their way
also: into the Chinese astrological books. Particulars about this tuct
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can be seen in the A'in ting hie kt nienia which tho fitst day of the week Yocom hiv teang Gx ae 1% sp

Buddhist works.
Yours very faithfully,

Prine, 13% March, 1875. ARCHIMANDRITE PALLADIUS.

P,S. Lfiod among my notes written about twenty years ago, 2
curious comparative table of the diferent names of the cycle of seven
days, according to the planets, as found in Buddhist books. I give
here the list in spelling, but cannot give the Chinese charac-
ters, as 1 am not able to find the book from which I drew this note.

iy (Barharion) according
English. Chinese Buddhist works, | (rome) | Yndian (restored)
Sun | Ji Hi} AL; Yo sen-wu | Aditia
Moon | Yue #5 Afo Low sen-ws | Sona
Wars Ho-yo K Re ¥rn-Aan Shi sen-wu | Angaraka

(Clunese, + Yang-o-fo-kia)Morcury | We OAs sen-wu \ Buddha

Jupiter AMu-yo Aw ti Pen sen-wu | Yrihaspat
Venus | Kin-go & (ie Se sen-ws | Shukea
Saturn | T*u-y6 t ifs Ab sen-teu | Shanaishchara (Chinese,

—— Sfte-nut-yey-sAd-che-itz)

My DEAR SikR,—
I herewith enclose a Slip—JZnformation wanted—which if the

Recorder would kindly answer at the earliest convenience, we would
be greatly obliged. The slip explains itself. Perhaps the quoted
statements are quite correct. Wothink not in tofe however. We think
a general discussion of all the items mentioned or embraced im the
quotation, would be both instructive and interesting to many readers of
the flecorder as well as to ourselves. Please allow us this suggestion
merely. With best wishes,

Very truly yours,
Hirosaki (Japan), March 13, 1875. Joun Ix.

Information wanted.
We find the following in a standard book, and would respectfully

ask some information touching the truth of the same.
“ We have no hydraulic constructions as great as the Chinese

Canal :—no fortifications as extensive as the Chinese Wall; we have
no Artesian wells that can at all compare in depth to some of theirs.
We have not yet resorted tothe practice of obtalume coal-gas from
the interior of the earth; they have borimgs for that purpose more than
three thousand feet deep.”

My Dear Sie,—
In a foot note on page 715 of the last number of the you

point out the mistake in saying that “ Bishop Smith of Hongkong

{ Mareb-

tH (1789),

the Big-ki-pien-fang,

tt

Neaehie
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proposed the use of Tien-che for ‘God.'” My informant was mis-
taken on this point.

However it is due to the memory of Bishop Smith, to say that he
proposed only as a compromise, while be himself was in favor
of the use of Ziten-che for “ God.”

In his letter to the Rev. 8. W. Mellor, the Sec. of the British and
Foreign Bible Society, to which letter you refer, he writes on page 19
as follows : “Tien-chu (the Lord of Heaven ), the Romaz-cathalic tern
for God, has doubtless many things to recommend it as preterable,—
being sterevtyped by nearly a century and a balf of usage, iu a religion
which numbers its teus of thousauds iu every province of the Empire,
and whose religious nomenclature Protestant Cliristians have adopted
on most other points. But better: satisfied as 1 should be to ses 2
compromise effected on that basis, [ have but hitle hope at present on
any other term than T'ien-shia. Gilad should I be, if the able pen of
Dr. Medhurst could induce the Protestant missionary body to accupt
Tien-chu as the basis of a compromise.”

Will you kindly insert this note in your next number ?
Yours sincerely,

Dear SIR,—
Will you kindly allow me to make use of your periodical for the

purpose of asking my brethren and fellow-missionaries ta China their
views in reference to the following questions :—

l. Is it or is it not desirable, that the subject of terms for God In
Chinese should be considered an open question by home comnuittces of
missionary, tract and Bible societies ; and also by local committees of the
some societies tn China ?

9, If this is desirable, is it or is it not possible, that some recom-
mendation could be agreed upon by the misssionaries in China to the
home authorities, to the effect that grants be given to all missionaries
of a certain standing, using one of the five terms now in general use
among Chinese missionaries, nainely—Shang-ti, Shin, Chu, Tien-chu,
Nhang-chu ?

Recent circumstances have brought these questions before my own
mind in a very marked way. L will say nothing about the circum.
stances at present. It may be necessary to bring them publicly forward
iv the course of the discussion. But, io the meantime, I would be much
obliged to any of my brethren who will give, 1n your J ournal, an @X-
pression af opinion an the questions T have praposed. It way be taken
for granted that J have very valid reasons for proposing these questions
for discussion.

I may as well say, that the object at which I aim in opening this
discussion, is toleration of each other's views in the matter of the term for
God. None of us can say that we are infallibly right ;—ull of us feel that
tha very best term that has ever been proposed is imperlect. ThRerent

views will be held, for the preseat at least, by men equal 1m conscientious-

PEKING, March 16, 1875.
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ness and in mental power to discern the truth.
to force our particular terms on others ;—the attempt to do it will always
recoil upon ourselves. |Under these circumstances what:ts to he done home
committees In favour of one particular term, and advise them to refuse,
or make it the most dificult thiag possible fora man to obtain books
with any other term ?—Lay down a law in local Bible and tract. com-
mittees, excluding all who do not believe in cur term?—Refuse my
—who is perhaps as earvest and knows as mueb about
the subject as myzell,—permission to priot books with a term, the ondy
sin iu which is, that itis not my term?r—Crush out by a majority ic
committes @ man who, in my particular locality, is all alone in his
views, and has nothing-else that can be laid to his charge? Surely,
surely not! ‘The commonest fair-play, the lope of arriving some day
at a universal recognition of the truth 1p the matter, hope of success
among the heathen, and above all, the religion we believe and preach,—
all say TOLERATE, TOLERATE each other. Use your own terms, but meet
together in prayer, In social gatherives of converts, and iu committees.
Say nothing to each other of “ adverse votes,” with reterence to books con-
taining different terms to your own. Those who want other books than
those yan use wilj always manage to procure them inspiteof you. Never
therefore throw hindrances in their way. Help them as brethren, mis-
taken It may be, but as sincere as you. Let the Chinese, who really
do not understand our bitter controversy, see that, though we cannot
use the same terms, we are friendly to each other’s work, and are even
helpful of each other in the very potnts where we differ. We have all
smarted froin religious. intolerance in days gone by; should we not
profit by the lessons of history, and learn to be tolerant of each other
2s missionaries to the Chinese?

Hoping that I may caleulate on your kind help in this “ plea for
toleration,” Believe me

Xours truly,St. J. 5S. Burpoy,
Honexonea, March 30th, 1875. Bashop of Vectoria.

[March
We can never expect

Deak Sik,—
BorEAL SPELLING.

In the Recorder for Sept-Oct. 1874, Borealis proposes a new
style of Chinese spelling. He laments the existing varieties of spelling,
and longs for uniformity. But it is doubtful whether it be really possible
to contrive a uniform system of spelling for the numerous spoken
languages (usually called * dialects”) of China ; and if it were mvented,
it mieht very probably be found too cumbrous for use. Certainly his
scheme will go}. do.

The aspirated forms of », ¢, &, ch, and ts, usually indicated by
affixing a comma or aspirate (sometimes by the letter 4), are
undoubtedly dificult sounds to a beginner; but if these sounds were
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really, as Horealts asserts, the same as those in the English words, pun,
tun, king, church, cc, they could not present that difficulty to the
learner which they actually do present, The dificulty is only increased
by refusing to recognize it; while on the contrary, the learner will be
greatly helped in mastering these peculiar sounda, by being told that
they are not found tn correct English, though they do occur in some
provincial English dialects, being often heard in the pronunciation of
Irishmen and Scotch Highlanders, especially when uneducated.

These aspirated consonants are identical (or virtually so) in the
mandarim and in the vernaculars af the sooth. The simple or un-
aspirated forms alsa occur equally in the southern vernaculars and
In the maudaria, and correspond exactly, or almost exactly, with the
Haglish p, t, hy ch, and ts, suid are quite ‘different from the letters by
which Borealis would express them, viz, b, ¢, g, j, and ds (dz).

In addition to these two forms, (the aspirated and the unaspirat.
ed}, we have besides in Amoy the real English 5, g (hard), and ;
(dz), in a large number of words ; and, occasionally, we have the
sqund of d (which is quite common at Shaughae) and dz.
Thus it appears that the proposed changes in the spelling of consonants
are guite out of the question.

It ia singular that any one should, at this date, make such a retro-
garde proposal as to use oo for the sound of z (long). And it ts surely
a slyn of Inaccurate analysis to write ds, a combination which cannot
be pronounced. Of course he means dz, but that wouldinterlere with
his own new use of gz.

His alphabet gives no symbols for the very common sounds sf,
ng, and as. or however one may write that remarkable sound (so
characteristic of northern mandarin) about halfway between ¢« and
A. These omissions all the tore prove the extreme crudeness of his
scheme, as two of them, sh and 2g, accur in his own examples.

[tts much to be desired that the contributors to such a magazine
as the dtecorder should supply carefully prepared and accurate articles,
instead of tantalizing its readers by the fitful flashes of the aurora
borecntis. And I think I express a very general feeling when I add,
that it would be far better (unless there be some special reason for
secrecy} to discard all such noms de plume ; for, whether it be a matter
of fact or opinion, whether of spelling, grammar, translation, theology,
or practical work, it is very iinportant that the names of the writers
should be known.

CaRsTams

CA? b>Bits,
Missionacy Debus.

g

Baik b PG
At Amoy, on February 16th, the wife

of Rev. J. Maczowan of the London
Mtssion, of a daughter.

i Aaii ‘enti. At Honekew, Shanghae, on March
oond, the wife of Edward Fishe, of the
China Inland Mission, of a daughter.

Ar the South Gate, Shanghae, on
Narch 27th, the wife of Rev. G. I’.
Fiteh of tha American Presbyterian
Mission, of a daughter.
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MARRIAGE.
At Canton, on March 18th, by the Rev.

H. ¥. Noyes, the Rev. A. P. Happer,
D.D. to Miss H J. Suaw, both of
the Presbyterian Mission.

PEAT bd.
At Ningpo, on February 26th, Lucy FE.

Starr, the wits of Rev. C. Lord,
D.D., U.8. Gousal.

Prexwg.— key. S. D. and Mrs. Harris
of the Methodist Episcopal Mission,
left in March for the United States,
via Shanghae, from which they sailed
on March 24tb, for San Franciseo.

S. W. Williams, LO. D., Secretary
to the United States Legation, the
oldest member of the missionary body
in China, left with bis family for the
United States in the beeinning of
April. They embarked at Shanghae
in the French Mail Str. Peko, intend-
ing to visit England ex rouse.

Trenrsin.— lhe hev. KE. Bryant, of
the Lindon Misssion, who bas been
temporarily located at this station for
nearly two years, left for Shanghae
about the middle of Marcb, from which
he returned to bis station at Hankow
by an early opportunity.

Cueroo.—The Rev. H. Corbett, of
the American Presbyterian Mission,
left with his cluildren for a visit to the
United States abont the middle of
March, alter twelve years residence in
China.

The Provisional Committees for ar-
ranging preliminaries for a genera!
convention of missionaries, have re-
ceived answers to their general circular,
from nearly all the stations; and in
view of the variety of opinions set forth,
they have now issued a second circular,
with a synopsis of the various answers ;
thus enabling wissionaries to look at
the question in the light of the several
utterances that have been given by
‘their brethren elsewhere. It appears.
the great majority are in favour of
such a convention; nine stations are

| March-

unanimonsiy so; at three more there
are & majority in favour; at one the
voles are equally divided: at one sta-
tiow the majority is adverse; and two
stations nave not yet responded. ‘The
list of subjects proposed by the various
committees aiid brethren covers a great
field of thought, and will be very sug-
gestive to the committee of arrange-
ments, in mapping out the fiual pro.
pramme. In iss sing this sec -nd cir-
cular, the provisional committee bope
to obtain a final answer from each sta-
tion during the frst half of May; that
50,—should the votes be decisive in
favonr,—the committee of arrangement
may be able to meet in Shanghae,
prior to the Lot season setting in. We
trust the brethren at all the stations
will see the importance of a prompt
reply.

Mr. R. Lilley, of the National Bible
Society of Scotland, whose journeys
on the Han river we noticed in our
September-October issue, bas since made
a successful journey to the capital of
Sze-chuen, and was generally well re-
ceived on the way; though his sales
of books were moderate. Leaving
Haukow on October 13th by boat, he
diverged from the Yang-tsze at the
Tung-ting lake and visited the prefect-
ural city of Yo-chow, where he found
the people troublesome. Crossing the
lake, be followed for some distance the
track of the lamented Mr. Margery.
The visit of that gentleman bad pro-
duced a decidedly tavourable result
on the people, At the district city
of Hwa-ynng the people were wilder.
He arrived at the city of E-chang, on
the Yang-teze, on November 9th, and
having etgaged another boat for the
gorge navigation, left again on the
fourteenth. He reached Chung-king
on December 13th, : where he remain-
ea 2 week. Starting thence by chair,
after a journey of eleven hundred 4,
he reached Ching-too the provincial
city on January Sth, where he remain-
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ef threa days, returned to Chung-king
by Jand, and thence to Hankow by
river, reaching that port on February
Zist. After a short Interval spent there,
he returned to Shanghae, and thence
by steamer to Chefoo, where he arrived
on March 15th, after an absence of more
than fourteen months spent travelling
in the interior. Mr. Lilley left again by
the Str. Shingking on Apri] 19th and
reached Shanghae in due course, whence
he sailed on the 29th for Japan in the
Oregonian, to visit the varrous open ports
in that country, which will occupy bim
some weeks. He then leaves for home via
America, intending to return after an
interval to renew his labours in Ching.

SHANGHAE.—alrs. Lumbuth of ihe Amer
ican Soutbern Methodist Mission, left
with ber two caildren in the Nevada,
on April 14th, for a visit to the United
States. Mr. Lambuth intended accom.
yanying them to Yokohama and thence
returning to his station at Shanghae.

Tuer following letter, in reference to
the Enternational Exbibition at Phil.
adephia, has been addressed to the
various mission stations jin China.
We publish it for more general infor-
mation, ag it may possibly have escap-
ed the observation of some of our
brethren, who will be glad to co-operate
tn Jorwarding the object comtemplated.

Shanghai, Apo 15h, 3875.

The Chinese Government has formally ac-
cepted the invitation of the Presulent of the
United States to ecdperate in tie Infernational
Centential Exhibition to be held at Philadel-
phin in 1876, and has appointed three Coin-
missioners to attand to the details connected
with the collection and arrangement of articles
to be sent forward during the prasent yerr,
namely, Messrs. E. B. Drew, G. Detring and
C. Hannen of the Imperial Customs’ Service.
‘Shree mercantile Gentlemen, one fra each
of thres leading American Houses in China,
have. consented to cobperate with them in
whatever way they may ogrec upon.

I have been recently applied to by Mr,
Draw of Chefoo to aid in making a collection
Of everything which will form ao full repre-
sentation of the benavolent work done in China
by Protestant Missions since the arrival of

Dear Brethren,

Robort Morrisnn at Canton in 1807, by briug-
ing ile proposal to the notice of all the Inborers
now io the country, and obtaining their us-
sistance. Theo suggestion has already received
the warm approval of the American Minister,
the Hon. B. P. Avery; nud I think it will
commend itsolf to all whom F now address as
a likely means of promotiuz thoir work, i bez
to briefly explain the objects to be kept in view, .
and suggest tha way in which the and can be
attnined.

£ inclose with thts Jetter n copy of the Re-
gulutions to be observed by all who intend to
send articles to the Exhibition ; from which it
will be secu, under Rogulation x., that Depatt-
ment A. 1s the proper place for this collection.
it is entitled, ‘' Objects illustrating Efforts
for the Improvement of the Physical, Lutel-
lectunl, aud Moral Condition of Man,” and is
subdivided into hftcen separate groups relating
to benevolont, sanitary, scientific, covernmen-
tal, and other collateral subjects. Gxroup 104,
éntitied ‘Religions Organizations and Sys.
tains,” 35 the epproprinte place for a missionary
collection, and 19 subdivided into tho following
Ave classes «+ —

Crass 1030.—Orizin, anture, growth, and
extent of various religious systems and sevts.—
Statistival, historical, and other facts.

1921.—Religious ordors and sovieties,
aud their objects.

Crass 1042.—Societies and organizations for
the prupuzation of systems of religion by mis-
stionary effurt.—Thew extent, conduct, and
stalistics of their aperations,

Crass 143.—Sprending the knowledge of
religions systems by publicutions. —Speciniens
ofthe pudlicattons of Bible, ‘Sract, and Sunday
School Societies ; their statistics.Coass and methods of re-
ligtous instruction and training for the younz. —
in the family ; Sunday School fur-
niture aud apparatus.

Under these hve headings, everything con-
nected with missionary werk in China will
naturally fall, but chiefly ander the third
class; except, perlaps, the extensive opera-
tions and results of the varions hospitals at
the ports. Group 101, entitled “ Sanitary,”
would perhazs be the strictly proper place for
them ; but as all the exiibits from China under
Departinent A. would probably la fiernished
by the inissionnry body, the distinction would
uot affuct the unity of the collection.

The thoreurh exhibition of the results of
Protestant missions in China would make g
representation full of attraction and instruction
to the people of the Unitod States, especially
the religious public. [It would show their slow
growth from 1807, wi.en the first missionary
landed at Canton, up to 1s£2, when the Trea-
ty of Nanking opened five ports for their labors :
aud thenceforward illustrate their development
(fo the present time. it would come, too, from
the agents of the American, British, Gorman,
and other Protestant societies now in operation
m the Empire, and show to that public the ac-
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cord which exists in the labors aud of nil
these nationalities i» promoting the common
obyect ; and J am sure that the information,
statistics, and articles thus collected, would in-
form and oncourage inany who are
now ignorant of the total results of our labors,

The collection could be made to display the
folowing objects, and eet forth the following
details of information :—~

I. Books in Chinese, written or translated
by migsionaries.—A copy of each work.

2, Books in English or other foreign jan-
Zuages, written by missionaries, upon the lun-
guage, lustitations, or people of China.—A
copy OF sach work.

3. Statistics, printed or in manuscript, giv-
ing the number of male and female laborers
connected with each mission now in the field,
and all from the beginning.

4. Number, size, and location of churches.
&. Number of communicants sid baptized

ouildrean,
6, Means of support of Christian Churches,

support of native pastors by these churches,
and contributions of their members.

4. Statistics of missinvary Schools; date of
opening, nature of studies: results of schcol ;
time under instruction; specimens of pupils’
work, embroidery, &oc.

8. Operations of the Press; block-cutting
aud movable types. with specimeus of each:
Qumber of wissionary newspapers and mnaga-
zines in Chinese.

3. Itinerating,
10, Missionary Hospitals; sources of sup-

port; number, classification, and kind of pa-
tients ; copy of jniblished reports; results.

Lhe Chinese books should be labeled uni-
formly, with printed Inbels on the cover, stat-
ng in English the title, with its signification ;
late of publication; number of copies issued ;
price; nuthor’s name, and the wission he be-
lonyed to, The English books need only be
classified. The kiad of werk which will best
exhibit the branches of industry taught in the
echools, may be safely left to the ehoice of their
teachers ; and in selecting it, the useful and
the ornamental should have due ptoportions.
So too with the results af hospita! work; and
J make no other suggestion than that the mere
stalistics of this branch of benevolence will not
alone bo an adequate exhibition of its import-
ant position in the wissiow cause in this Jand.

The above comprise the chief heads uuder
whith the outward results of missionary work
9 China way properly be nrranfed. the
proposal to make this effort commends itself
to the whole imissionary body in this particu-
lur,—that no similar attempt has ever been
inade at any European FExtibition;: and this
will belong to no particular nation. It is
Bunply an exposé of Protestant Missions in
China: -and if made out jn a manger com-
menstwrate with the present condition of their
Inhors, we can hardly doubt that it will in-
crense the interest taken in them, induce some
to turn their attention to so grenta field of

Chistian work, and encourage the Churches
fo greater contributions tu carry it on. The
principal point for consideration, therefore, is
to arrange tlie details so as to combine and
classify the contributions with the least outlay
of thuie and Jabor.

To tis end, I would respectfully suggest
that a meeting be held of all the missionaries
liviug at those ports and cities whers various
Societies are represeuted, and a division be
made of the work to be done ainong all of
them. Qne person can ther be appointed tocorrespond with the in
Shang)at. Members ut stations in the country
can communicate with the mision they belong
to nt these ports; and by means of such an
Allotnent of labor the whole thing can coon be
necomplished. The work should be bastened
as fast as convenient, for the whole collection
ougiit to be ready in Shanghai by autimn, so
A$ to be turned over to-the Chinese Cotmis-
Souers who wil then send it off. It is ex-
pected that the expense of packing and for-
warding from that port to Philadelphia will
be burne by the Chinese Government; but
the vutluy at each station for bringing ma-
teriuls and articles together will perhaps be
defrayed by the mission body living there. tt
cannot be very large.

Jum permitted to mention the memhers of the
Committee at Shangtiai, which consists of A.
Wyhe, J. M. W. Farnham, James Thomas, E,
H. ‘Yhompson, and J. U. Mateer. ihese pen.
tlemen will receive the letters and collections
counecied with the Exhibition, and the person
appointed at each station will address therm to
A. Wyhie, Chairman of the Connnittee. As
saon as an acknowledgment of this letter is
returned to Mr, Wylie, tabular fonns will be
furnished to be filled up.

Earnestly commending this enterprise to
your favornble consideration,

Jam, Dear Brethren,
Kesnectiutly yours,S.

We notice the return of the Rev.
Williamson, of the China Inland Mis-
sion, from England during April, after
inore than a year’s absence.

KewkeanG.—Nr. J. BE. Cardwell, of
(he China Inland Mission, left to return
to England via Shanghae, about the
middle of April, from which he sailed
it the M. M. Steamer Methong, on
April 25th. ae
Asov.—The Rey. J. Sadler of the
London Misston, left with his family
in February for a visit to England, in
consequence of declining health.
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English Presbyterian
Mission at Amoy has at present a case
of persecution at Chin-chew iA HH,
in which city there has been a chapel
and congregation in connection with
that mission for about ten years. The
congregation bas gradually increased, $o
that the caapel is much tov small ; and
a house was bought fur a new chapel,
the deed being made out, according to
the regulations, in the name of two of
the Chinese Christians, acting as trus-
tees for the church. When the deed
was taken to the Register office at
Chinchew to be registered, the officials
refused te de so, and at once arrested
the principal seller and two of the mid-
dlemen. The middlemen have been
cruelly treated and are still in prison.
The seller is better treated, but is also
in close confinement, The case has
been putin the hands of the British
consul. The opposition as usual ema-
nates from the so-called “literati,” who
are very numerous and powerful in
Chinchew. They also endeavoured,
by inflammatory placards, to incite the
people to destroy the present chapel ;
but in that attempt they failed; the pla-
cards were removed soon after they
were put up; probably either the liter-
ali considered, on second thoughts,
that in this case that line of action was
not suitable, or they may have been
restrained by the authorities. Dr. Dong-
Jas visited the city on March 28th,
spending part of four days there: he
ordained elders and deacuns, and bap.
tized! four men. He found the bearing
of the people quite friendly ; the oppo-
sition Ls confined to the officials and the
literati; the people know well that
they have got no Larm from the presence
of the chapel in their city these ten
years past, from the present visits of
the missionaries, or from the gradual
growlh of the Christian church among
them.

7 a friend-FORMOSA.
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ly band, we have been favoured with
some notes regarding a recent ont-
rage in this. locality. It appears the
Key. W. Campbell of the English
Presbyterian Mission hag opened an
out-station at Peb-tsui-khe, where ar
influential Chinese has long been a
sort of despot and oppressor of the
natives. Some of the people baving
become Christians, felt naturally indig-
nant at ihe tyranny to which they
Were exposed, and resolved ou assert-
ing their rights, bike the masters
of the divining damsel who followed
Paul, this rich man, finding the hope
of his gains diminishing, organized a
raid on the property of the Christiaus.
Complaint was made to the authorities
through the missionary, and the ag-
gressor ‘vas compelled to make restitu-
Lion. This obviously gave rise to au
tntense hatred of both the native Chris-
trans and the foreign missionary, on
the part of the rich man. Lhe ground
which the latter alleged for his quar-
rel with the Christians was, that their
chapel, which had just been rebuilt,
interfered with the fung-shul of a
grave belonging to him. The relative
positions of the chapsl and grave were
however such, that this was evidently
& mere pretext; and the real motive
was very plainly what we have indi-
cated. Mr. Campbell way at one of
his stations a few miles from Pebh-tsui-
kbe, when a message was brought to
him that the ncb man referred to wish-
ed to see hii. Mr. C. replied that
thhe had any business with him he
was to be found at soo. The
next thing Mr. ©. heard was, that
that night or the next an attack had
been made upon the Christians; and on
hastening to the place to sea how mat-
ters stood, be found that one person
at. least had been severely wounded
with 2 spear. He was to spend the
night in the chapel there, and bad
gone to sleep, when about midnight ho
awoke, and on looking ont, saw that 4
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yortion of the premises was on fire,
and that the building was surrounded
by about fifty armed men. fle made
an attempt Lo escape, but was threat-
ened by the ruffians with spears and
knives; and though he escaped un-
wounded, his blanket, which be bad
held up before him, was pierced with
the spears. He made several equally
unsuccessful attempts to rush ouls for
a torch having been thrown into his
bed-room, the furniture was on fire,
and be was put in great straits by the
beat. {t was a terrible position ;—his
roow blazing about him, and his only
way of escape barred by armed men,
whose savage features he could see by
the light of the flames. After ¢om-
mitting himself into the hands of God,
be resolved to make one more rush for
his life, and just then, to his great sur-
prise and relief, he saw the crowd fal-
ling back. He thought that perhaps
they were forced to do so by the heat
from the burning bouse being blown
towards them by a gust of wind:
Whatever nay have led to it, their
temporary withdrawal afforded him an
opportunity of making bis escape over
& back wall, to some tall grass in the
vicinity of the chapel, where he hid him-
self. After a little, he ventired to look
adout him, and saw the men searching
the fields around the chapel with torch-
es; and then be thought it was tume
to move farther off. In bis new hiding:
place he fell in with the native preach-
er, who had made his escape earlier.
Both lay concealed for some time, and
then, towards made their way
over the hills’ to Ka-gi, to the district
Mastistrate, who sent Mr. Campbell on
to Tai-wan foo with an armed escort.
Mr. C. was not injured, except that he
had suffered somewhat from the heat
of the fire, and afterwards from expo-
sure tu the cold night air, as he had
nothing on but his mght-clothes. We
trict he has now recoverea from thé
effecta of his severe tinal.

[ March.
The Rey. M. H. and
Mrs. Houston left in the early part of
April for Shanghae, where they took
passage in the Nevada on the 14th for
the United States. Mr. Houston has
been for some time suffering from an
affection of the heart, and 1¢ is doubt.
ful if he will ba able to return tu China.

Nmeoro.—We hear the Rev. J. Butler
has been selected to represent this sta-
tion m the committee of arrangemente
for the general convention of mis
siONAaries.

Hanrow.—-Lhe Rey, G. John has been
appointed a delegate to attend the
committee of arrangements for the gen-
eral convention of missionaries.

Canron.—Miss Lillie B. Happer of the
American Presbyterian Mission, left
Hongkong in the Str. Pekzng, with her
two younger sisters, fur the United
States, via Yokohama, sailing from the
latter port on April 9th.

*.,*
Swatow.—The following lines we ex-
tract from a private letter:— There
hag been a little trouble in this region ;
two chapels belonging to lhe American
rmoission having been attacked, and
some of the Christians maltreated by
mobe. In one of the cases the dis-
trict magistrate has taken prompt ac-
tion to obtain redress for the injuries
inflicted. The other case still remains
nosettied. There were many rumours
abroad a few weeks ago, to the effect
that foretoners were all about to be ex-
pelled, and Christians and Christian
places ‘of worship swept away. Wea

feared that this way of speaking migat
lead to more serious consequences, dut
I hope it is dymg away. We are
perfectly free to travel and preach
through the country to any extent, and
there has not been more than the
usnal amount of calling of names.”
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JAPAN. Yornouama.—Ths Rev. J. known, the son performed the funeral
R. Miller has resigned his connection ceremony himself, for which he hag
with the American Presbyterian Mis- been sentenced to thirty days’ impri-
sion, and jomed the Dutch Reformed Upon this, the Mai] asks—
Church Mission. ‘Ave the Japanese about to endanger
Tux following is a clipping from the and even to ruin their new-made repne
North-China Daily News of April tation for liberality, by persecuting the
17th: The Afad? publishes a trausla- native Christians again?’ and concludes
tion of a paragraph from the Mich appropriate remarks by. saying
Nicht Shimbun to the effect that a that Christian nations ‘ will regard the
man, father of a samurai, being a be- granting of freedom to the Press os a
liever in Christianity, on his death-bed very poor, if uot a hypocritical thing by
requested his son to bary him witb the side of a perseculion of the native
Christian rites, but thera being no Christian converts.”
shrines or temples where those rites are

of Recent Publications,
A Systematical Digest of the Doctrines of Confucius, according fo the An-

aiects, Great Learning and Doctrine of the Mean, with an Introduction on
the Authorities upon Confucius and Confucianism. By Ernst l aber,
Rhenish Missionary. Translated from the German, by P. G. von Meoel-
lendorfi: Imp. Germ. Consular Service.
“Clina Mail’ Offiee. 1875. Hongkong: Printed at tite

Cauton: Dr. Kerr’e Hospital. Shangliai:
Mission Press. London : Triiboer & Co., 57 and 59, Ludzate Hill.

we thank Mr. Moellendorf for
the remarkably pure and idiomatic
English into which be has rendered the
treatise of his countryman Mr. Faber,
we yet feel that it is impossible but a
translation must fall abort {to some ex-
tent of the force of the original. It was
first delivered as a lecture before the
Rhepish missionaries at Hongkong,
which ts a suffeient indication of the
author's aim. We are aware that
investigations into heathen systems and
modes of thought are sometimes frown-
el down by earnesbh workers; who
deem that it is s0 much time taken
from direct effort. We confess that
is a stage of liberality to which we
have not yet attained. lf some know-
ledge of Mahammedanism is needfui to
a missionary in Turkey,—not less is
it incumbent on a Christian teacher
among the Chinese, to be well groun-
ded in the principles of Confucianism.

Without such a preparation his equip-
ment 38 but half complete. It scemsg
to be Mr. Faber’s idea to lead us on
by easy stages, and we gladly accept
the present essay, as an introduction
tu the teachings of the “ Teacher of
Yen thousand ages.” The first part
relates chiefly to the state of literature
aud doctrines prior to the time of
Confucius; and is necessarily brief,
being littl more than references to
sources of Information,—which are not
without their value. The following
part is a concordance of the leading
terms used in three of the Four Books.
To use this successfully, it is almost
necessary to be possessed of Legge’s
editton of these books ; the references
being to it throughout. As the text
of nearly every reference however, is
given with tbe translation, i may be
of considerable service to the student
of Chinese hefore he has mastered the



works themselves.
tures are thrown into this part of the
work. One of the longest is on Con-
frei’ version of the ‘golden rule,” of
which, after some quotations on the
gubject. he says :—

‘+ [t is important to give prominence te
this positive side of the doctrine of reciprocity.
The Chrisuan preacher finds in it one of the
closest connecting links. Tle excellence of
Christianity loses nothing by tle connexion,
for, after all, in out the pricinple the
intention most. Cliristianity, on the
one hand, prescribes it from the divine strnd-
point, considering human relatious in the
light of cteruity ; Contueius, on the othar
baud, recommends it from a merely earthlynnd temporal If therefore I am
fond of ilattery 1 an myself obliged,
cording to Confucius, to Hatter others. Tlie
node Chinesa go still farther and apply the
principle ts social enjoyments and amusemants,
such as opinm smokmy, drinking etc. Here
jies the error. The good part of the maxim ts
therefore sinply negative-~a passive avoidance
of doing wrong to your noi¢bbour, rather than
as in the Chiistinn code, an netive seeking of
his welfare, and runs thus:—Do not put on
others unbearable burdens, which yon do oot
yourself touch with one of vonr fingers ”

At the end we nave a catalugue of
twenty four “ defects and errors of Con-
fucianism,” as viewed from a Christian
sland-point, Some will perhaps take
exception to the authior’s classification,

A very few stric-
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and we confess we think he draivs the
cord too tight under a few of the heads.
Ihe treatise cluses with ten “ Proposi-
tions concerning the doctrine of Con-
fucins as compared with those of Chri-
Wanity.” We commend the whole work
as very suggestive, and we nnagine
Mr. Haber intended it for nothing more.
He has now broken ground, and we
trast he will go on to a fuller develop-
ment of the subject which has evident-
ly occupied his mind, and for which
he seems peculiarly fitted. ‘The doc.
trines of Confucius have already been
placed within the reach of European
students ; but with regard to the teach-
ings of many philosuphers near his
period in history, anything more than
the vaguest ideas cannot be said to
exist, even among scholars—in the west.
We hope Mr. Faber will be encourag-
ed to put to press his translations of
the writings of the old Lieb-
tzu and Cbhnane-tzu, which he tells us
he has in MS. Thesa are some of the
oldest records of native thonght, and
form an important desideratum to a
study of the Chinese mind.

Chinese Classics. Translated into English, with Preliminary Essays and
Eaplianatory Notes- {Revised and reproduced from the author's work con-
tarnung the originat text.) By James Legge, D. D., LL. D. Vol. ii. The
Tifa and Works of Meneins. Triabner & Co. London, 1875.

We have much pleasure in noticing
the publication of this work. The
oceasion of it was fo eet the wants of
general readers, and in consequence of
the appearance of an ISnglish edition
of the former volume in the United
States, Having been requested to is»
eve an edition of the whole series in
bis own name, it seemed an excellent
opportunity for revising what he had
already done. As ie says, the increas-
el study of the Chinese classics bad
enlarged his acquaintance with them,
and suggested various points on which
impruvements might be made. Tis

he bas carefully done in the present
volume as in the previous one. Fle
has written out tbe translation afresh
and the notes also, with a special view
to thew suitalilivy for the class intend-
ed. He has tlius done all that could
be desired, and in regard to price,
has placed the work within the reach
of many who may have thought the
original volume too expensive, while
the form and size of it are convenient
for ordinary use. ‘Thea absence of the
Chinese character will be no grievance
to the general reader, who is desirous
Simply of understanding the sentiments
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of @ distinguished Chinese philosopher,
and ascertaining the secret of his power
over the many million winds of China.
Confiding in the fidelity of the trans-
lation, and the intelligence of the
translator, as evinced in the noles and
proleromena that form a considerable
portion of the volume, the reader is in
circumstances to judge for himself as
to the problem in question, undisturbed
by the formidable array of Chinese

text, of which he might know nothing.
Tbe typography and arrangement of
the work are satisfactory, and show
in varions things an improvement on
the original; while, no doubt, the
Chinese student will prefer the Jatter.
We are thankful that this volume bas
made its appearance, and wish it an
extensive circulation among partiesin Chinese literature and
learning.

Transackiona of the Astatic Soctety of Japan, Vol. iii, part 1. From 14th
October, 1874, to 23rd December, 1874. Yokohama: 13875. Printed at
the ‘Japan Mail" Office

Tus Asiatic Society of Japan is but
young in the field, and it shews a
vigour characteristic of youth, if we
may judge by the periodical issue of
its Trunsuefions. The Part before us,
covering a Jittle over two months, is
certainly creditable. There are three
-articles of muck practical interest by
Dr. Geerts on Useful Jfinerals and;
Metallurgy of the Japanese. We think
however it is a pity they should have
been separated in the journal; even if
it was found necessary to read them as
three instalments. A short paper on
The preparation of vegetable wax, by
Henry Gribble is instructive and ac-

ceptable. ‘Iwo others are geographical,
one on the Bay of Senda by Captain
St Juhn, and the other on a Zrip to
Nagata, by J. A. Lindo. The most
Inportant paper in the numler proba-
biy as it is the longest, is throwa into
the Appendix ;—7he of J’ure
Shinto, by BE. M. Satow. ‘This seems
to be a careful detail of historical facts,
little known in the west, put full of
interesL as bearing on lhe doctrines
and beliefs of the people, and giving an
account of the views entertained by a
schcol of modern writers on Shinto,
the ancient religious faith of the
Japanese.

The China Review. Vol. iu, Nos. 3,—4.

Our Hongkong contemporary deserves
all praise for the vigilance which has
secured a ciass of contrbutors, whose
articles during the past balf year, have
added not 2 little to our real know-
ledge of China and the east; the in-
formation being generally communical-
ed in an entertaining and readable
torm. The September No. opens with
& paper on a subject almost sen-
gational at that time—Ambences
granted by the Lmperors of China to
Western Envoys. The substance mat-

peptember, 1874—Ilebruary, 1876.

ter though by no means new nor ex-
haustive, will doubtless be fresh to
many readers. We would suggest as
a companion article,—a review of the
audiences granted by the emperors to
Asiatie envoys. The subject would be
curious and instructive. By the way,
——where is the map that is alluded
to and said to be appended? In Nos.
9and 8 Mr. Giles continues bis trans-
lation of The Ast Yuen lu, brmging
it down to the enc of the seeond book.
We hope the remaining three books
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will follow in due course. True, it 18
nut liglt reading, but it ig a book of
authority In China; and the version
of such an accomplished translator as
Mr. (xiles, 13 worth far more than a
volume of dilletanti generalities on
the scientific knowledge of the Chi-
nese by a mere smart sriter. The
noble art of Self-defence mn China
isa scowewuat free translation of the ti-
tle of a tract published in Canton and
found for sale on tbe street stalls of
many cities in China, ‘I'he text of the
original is very brief, and the transla-
tor 1s evidently eqral to his subject.
the original cuts are rude; but the
iIustrations in the Feview are much
coarser than the original. We have
three mostalments of Mr. Allen’s Tales
from thé Lnao chat chih yt. “The
Theft of the Peaches” in No. 4, is a
version of a famous trick which wonld
put the Wizard of the North to shame,
and appears to have been practised by
the jugglers of China for many cen-
turies. Ibn Batuta saw it acted at
the court of the viceroy of Hangchow
in 1348, and fatoted at the sight. But
his frend Afkharuddin who sat next
him said “Wallick? .... "tis all bocus
pocus.” Edward Melton, an Anglo-
Dutch traveller who witnessed the same
teat at Batavia about 1670, was less
sceptical than the Arab, and says,—
‘E should scarcely venture to insert
[it] here bad it not been witnessed
by thousands before my own eyea.”
Suniler tricks were common in India.*
Dr. Kert’s article on the Benevolen? in-
stitutions of Canton is concluded in No.
2. In numbers 2 and 3 we have
a patbetic tale done into verse by Mr.
Stent in his popular style, entitled
Meng Cheng's journey to the Great Wall
The Report of M. Gubler upon’ the Ma-
teria BMedica of the Chinese is a trans
lation from the French of a. paper read
re: Reman i

* For fuller accounts of these tricks, seg
Lee ee.

Yule’s Lhe Book af Ser Marco Polo, vol. i,
pp. 280-282.

before the Academy of Medicine.
sese Proverbs and thew lessons by
Altred Lister, is an admirable essay on
a sabject now occupying the attention
of .a number of sivologues. We have
two reviews of Dr, Wilkams’ Diction-
Ye In reviewing a dictionary every
one has 4 fair field for ventilating his
peculiar crotchets, and the Jexicogra-
pher is highly favoured in the abundance
of information thus ready to lus hand
in preparing for his second edition. Mr.
Groeneveldt supplements bis review by
a digression on Chinese lexicograpliy
tn general, full of most excellent sug-
gestions ; but he leaves ont of sight
the fact that a great part of tae labor-
ious task that he has cut ont for
peans has already been accomplished by
the Chinese themselves. Dr. Douglas
is inexorable on the subject of Chinese
Tones, The Notes from the Red Book
deals with the deficiencies of that an-
thorized repertory of official appoint-
ments, itineraries, topographical me-
moranda &c. Mr H. J. Allen’s CAr-
nese notice of th: Shogun Taikosama, 18
a description of the founder of the line
of Taicoons at Yedo, given in @ me-
mortal to the throne by a Chinese states-
man. ‘There is a just review of Mr.
Mayers’ Chinese Reader's Afunual, from
the vigorous pen of Dr. Mitel, and a
shorL paper on Zhe Adorigines of
Fornwsa, by Mr. Steere. The precis
of the first half of the San £uo by
X 7%. is one of the best summaries of
that popular novel we have yet seen.
Mr. Mayers has commenced an exceed~
incly interesting paper, entitled Cai-
nese exploration of the Indian Ocean
during the fifteenth.century, containing
the adventures of the Chinese ambas-
sador Ching Ho, witich will afford am-
ple scope for an abundance of that in-
formation with which the writer is s0
well stored. Mr Hutcbinson’s
weeks in the imtertor ought to have
found a place in our own pages. |

[March
CHite.
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ARCH AND HISTORICAL RESEARCHES ON PEEING
AND ENVIRONS.

By B. Brerscunewer, M. D.

ALMOST all the celebrated capitals of the | ancient kingdoms in
Europe, western Asia and India, have been the subject of more or

less extensive critical investivations by European antiquaries, and bulky
works have been published relating to these matters. But with respect
to China our scholars seem to be quite ionorant as to the remains of
this ancient civilization; and even regarding Peking, one of the best-
known places of the Middle Kingdom, ane its classical soil, very Little is

The archzoclogist, who would devote himself to the mnvestiga-
tien of the antiquities of China, finds considerable aid in Chinese
literature. The Chinese haye always had a taste for antiquities, and
those of past ages have been careful to leave to posterity, records of
remarkable facts, not only in books, but also 1n Inscriptions on stone
tablets. During the terrible wars which have successively ravaged
China in the past, many of these ancient monuments, so important for
archeology, have naturally disappeared ; but copies of a great number
of ancient Chinese inscriptions have been preserved in native archa-
olovical and other books. No nation in the world has ever paid
so much attention to its history, geography and antiquity as the Chi-
nese, In China, every district possesses special works, devoted to the
most detailed description of it, as regards the political changes during
several tens of centuries, the geographical configuration, the products
and other accounts. These descriptions comprise often a large number
Of volumes. One or several chapters are always devoted to the 7 ix
ku ist or “ancient vestiges.”

As resards Peking, which has been for so long a time the captta!
of Chine, the works devoted to its description have been numerous
in former times; but very few of these ancient accounts have come
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down to us in a complete form. For the most part we can now only
find fragments of them quoted in other works.

One of the most aucient descriptions of Peking existing, and relat-
ing to the 10th and 11th centuries of our era, is that found In the
history of the Liao dynasty. A similar one is found in the history of
the Kin dynasty, dating a century later. Besides these, tivo or threo
descriptions of ancient Peking have been left by Chinese travellers of
that time. Lhe Yaan shi, or “ History of the Mougol dynasty” otves
also a short description of the capital and the palaces built by Coubilal
khan in the 13th century. A more detailed account of the Moazgo!l
palaces ts contalued in the Chwe keng tu, by a writer of the same
dynasty, and in some other works of the 13th and 14th century, of
which fragments have come down to us, and which I] shall mention
further on. Of the time of the Ming dynasty, 1368-1644, we possess
several descriptions of Peking and its neighborhood. One of them is
entitled HA 2s RGR Chun ming meng yt lu.. Nobody would guess
from this title, that the book is a description of Peking and its envi-
rons. Ch'un-ming was the name of a celebrated library. I would
translate the title, “ Accounts found in the CAtun-ning library during
intervals from sleep.” The work contains 70 chapters. The name of
the author is Fi 4 HE Sun Ch'eng-tse. He lived in Peking in the first
half of the 17th century. This is a very valuable work, giving many
interesting accounts of ancient Peking.

the title of another work of about thesame time reads 4 mE
Wy We Tt king king wu lio, or “ Sketch of the remarkable things of the
Imperial Capital.” It was published in 1635 1n 8 chapters.

A third ancient deseription of Peking to which I have access ia
the 4 2¢ 2% Ch‘ang an k'o hua in 8 chapters, written about the
close of the 16th century.

But all the above-mentioned books are superseded by the Et P #
fi] Ji hia. kes wen, which was first puolished by 4 # Chu L-tsun at
the close of the 17th century, in 42 chapters. the meaning of the
title is literally, “Ancient (accounts) heard under the sun (i. e. in the
capital) ;” and the subject of the work is an archeological and historical
description of the imperial precincts in Peking, and the twenty-six
districts dependant on fu. A new, revised and much
enlarged edition of it was published at the end of the last century, by
‘imperial order, in 160 books. ihe character # k'ao (investigation)
was added to the old title. In this work almost all that is found in
Chinese literature regarding the history of Peking is brought together,
and we find numerous quotations from ancient books, which do not



exist at the present time.
ees wer kao.

Chap. i, + Sing-tu, Astrology.”
Chap. ii-iv, ft #2 SAs-Ki, “ Ancient history of Peking and tho

country.”
Chap. v-vill, J IR Hing-sheng, On the beauties of Peking.”

Extracts from poetical compositions.
Chap. is-xxviii, A] Bf e 3 Kuo-ch‘ao kung-shi, are devated to

the description of the palace buildings of the present dynasty; includ-
zag eleven chapters on the palace proper, one on the HE Ar ee Lung-ho
kung (the large lama monastery ia Peking), and eight on the Ty ai S
yan, or “ Western park.”

Chap. XXIX-xxxvi, @ 2? Kung-shi, ‘¢ Description of the palace”
under the preceding dynasties. Chap, xxix gives an account of the
palaces of the Ltao and Aix ; chap. xxx-xxxii, of that of the Mongol
dynasty. Chap. xxxill-xxxvi are devoted to the palace of the Ming,
and the imperial parks ete.

Chap. xxxvil, xxxvll, 3 fe Ba it King-c*heng tsung-ki. These

tivo chapters introduce the capital city In a geveral way.
Chap. xxxix-xlii, StS Quang-ch‘eng, descrive the * Imperial city.”Chap. xliii-lxi, Jf iff description of the

capital,—its temples and other remarkable buildings, streets, sates, ete.
Twelve chapters are devoted to the Tartar city” or py HF net ch Seng ;
seven chapters to the Sp 3& war chteng, or “ Chinese city.”

Chap. Isii-Ixxiii, 33 Kuan-shu, “The offices, tribunals, boards,
etc.” Chap. Ixii, 2: A JRF fu, “ Board for supermtending
the affairs of the imperial family.” fy fA] Nez-k'o, “Grand Scere-
tariat.”’ cs at £1 Chung-shu k'o, “ Department of Record for special
and posthumous honours.” Chap. Ixiii, gt af Li-pu, “ Board of civil
office.” Fi #8 Hu-pu, “Board of revenue.” Ag #3} Li-pu, “ Board of
rites.” 48 Ping-pu, “Board of war.” jf] ff} “ Board
of punishments.” TT 48 Kung-pu, “Board of works.” Zi! G2
fan “Office for foreign dependencies.” 4) 2 Be Tu-ch'a yaan,
“Court of censorate.” 3 EY pi py T'ung-cheng sht-sze, “Court
for examining the reports from the provinces.” -~ Hl se Za-le sze,
* Court of judicature.”

Chap. Ixiv, fo 3 3 Parch‘ang sze, “Court of religious ceremo-
nial.” Bb $k BE yuan, “ National academy.” FP iif Chen-
shi fu, “Depaxtment having the supervision of the heir apparent’s
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I shall give a short index of the 7% Ata

1. Aal shall frequently quote the Ji He kin wen k'uo in those papers,
sake of shortness, by Jt Aaa, and tho Ch'un ming meng yi tu by

XY will denote it for ile
Chun ming,
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Chap. lxv, 36 ik  Kuang-lu sze, “Banqueting court.” &
a see, “Grand equerry's court.” fq FE ig Shun-tien fu. ih
Ws <% sze, “State ceremonial department.”

Chap. ixvi, Ixvil, fj Er Kuo-tze kien, “University.” 1&3
Wen miao, “Confucian temple.”

Chap. Ixviii-lxx, 7 3% “ Ancient stone drums,”
Chap. Ixxi, @k KK FE kien, “Board of Astronomy.’

K be Tart yéan, “Medical College.” fy # AE Nei-wu fu,
‘‘ imperial household,”

Chap. [xxn, History of a namber of military offices :—the im-
perial body-guard; the imperal equipage department; the eicht ban-
ners; Van-cuard brigade ; Hunting-park brigade, ete.Chap. BH ae iG] Kuo-ch'ao ytan-yu, “ Imperial
parks outside the capital.”. pg ag Nan-yian (or HE Nan-hai-ize),
the vast enclosure south of Peking, is described in two chapters ;
BH i] Ytan-ming ydan tn three chapters; 38 tll Wan-shou shan
in one chapter; 7 Se Ulf shan (or FF WY Lsang-ming
yaan) in one chapter; #F tlt Mtang shan (or HR +e EY yaan)
in tivo chapters.

Chap. Ixxxvill-cvit, 3 Jf) Atao-kung, “Suburbs and environs
of Peking.”

Chap. eviii-cxliv, 7 28 King-ki, * Description of twenty-six
district cities dependant on the capital.

Chap. cxly, Fa i Mu-pan, “ Accounts of the population.”
Chap. exlvi-exlvin, Ja, 4 #eng-su, ‘ Manners.”
Chap. exlix-cli, # BE Wu-ch‘an, “ Products.”
Chap. clii-cliv, 3% |i Pien-chang, “ Fortifications of the fron-

tier.” —The great wall.
Chap. clv, clvi, 7 Sf Zs‘un-2, “ Dubious questions.”
Chap. clvii-clx, 3 3% Zsa chur, ‘“ Miscetlanies,”
Besides the above-mentioned works, which aé the present time are

difficult to obtain, and the price of which 1s very great, there is a short
description of Peking, entitled 2 ja sk Ch'en ytan chi lio, pub-
lished at the end of the last century. It is a useful book for reference
and easily obtained. It has been partly translated by Lather Lyacinth
into Russian, and by Ferry de Pigny from Russian into French ia 1829,
This translation has been for a long time the ouly descri ption of Peking
known in Europo; from which all compilers have derived their ac-
counts of the Chinese capital. A few years ago the Rev. J. Edkins
published an article on Peking, as an appendix to Dr. Williamson's
Journeys in North China and Manchuria. This is, without doubt, the
best description of Peking we possess, and the best part of the book.
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The learned author describes generally from personal observation, and
adds a number of interesting historical notes.

Jn the following paper I by no means intend to give a complote
account of the antiquities of Peking; and shall only select a few to-
pics for review, and treat especially of such questions as are called for
by the accounts of the great medigval traveller Marco Polo, the first
European who saw the Chinese capital.

HISTORY OF PEKING AND ITS NAMES AT DIFFERENT TIMES.
feking, as Europeans cali the modern metropolis of China, has

been a capital and an imperial residence for more than nine hundred
But long before this time it was an important place, often men-

tioned in Chinese history. The Chinese annals roport, that in 1121 n.c. a
desceadaat of the celebrated emperor Huang-ti was invested with a
fief in the north, and that he resided at #if Ki,? which city is supposed
by the Chinese to have been situated at about the same place where
Pekiug now stands. During the Ci'un-ts'tu period, 723-481 and
Chan kuo period, 481-221. the city of Ki is mentioned as the capital of
the kingdom of #@ Yen, which for long centuries sustained an important
role in the north of China. IE was destroyed by Shz huang-ti, who, in
221 B. c. succeeded in uniting the whole of China in one empire. In
the 4th century of our era, Ki was again the capital of a small realm
governed by the Tartar house Alter this for a long space of
time, Peking 1s only mentioned in the histories of the dynasties which
successively retoned in China, as a departmental city under the names
of #iy Az, 3k Yen or KBR JH Vtu-chou. The name of Yen for Peking is
used up to this time in books.

During the Z"ang dynasty, 618-907, Peking was known under the
name of [ii] Ff and was the seat of a Ah HF AF ta tu-iu fu
Quilitary governor in A. D. 936, Yu-chou was taken by the
Kitan or Liao, who established their power in northern China, and was
made one of their capitals under the name of fy FR Nan Ling (southern
capital), called also 4e fF Si-tan fu or BERT AP Yu-tu fu; and
since that time Peking has been, with short interruptions, the residence
of the emperors of the Tartar, Mongol or Chinese dynasties, up to our
days. In A.D. 1015 the namo of the capital was changed to 32 7
Yen king. During the last years of the Liao dynasty, Peking was for
a short time, 1122-1125, in the possession of tho Sung, who reigned in

9, Ki must not be confounded with the present wil IH Ki-chou, 180 & enst of Peking, the
name of which dates back only 2s far as dre middle of the Sth century of our era. See the
Yi fung cht or ‘Great geography of China.”

8, As is known, the capital of tho T'ang was 4 x CHtang-an (the present Sian fos in
Shensi).
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middie and southern China, and they named the city 3% jl; FF Yen-
shan fu.

In 1125, the Ain Tartars, after having destroyed the Liao dynasty,
expelled the Sung from northern China; and in 1151 Peking became
one of the residences of the Kin emperors, under the name of rh
Chung tu {middle capital.), called also Gl RE Ta-hing fu. At that
time already the capita! was divided into the two district cities Ta-
hing hien and Wan-p’ing iuen, as at present.

In 1215 Tchinguiz khan took this capital of the Kin, and it was
then for half a century only the capital of a Mongol: province. But
the conqueror’s grandson, Coubilai Khon, transferred the residence of
the Mongol emperors from Caracorum to Yen king in 1264; and in
1267 built a new city, which, from the year 1271, is called ~~ #8 Ta te
(the great capital) in Chinese history ; whilst to the Mongols it was
known by the name of Khandaligh.

In the year 1565 the Afimg dynasty succeeded the Mongols, who
withdrew to their native steppes. Hung-wu the first emperor of the
Ming, 13868—1399, changed the name of the newly-conquered capital into
IE aS Rf Pei-p'ing fu. Jn 1409 the emperor Yung-le left his capital
We J Ying-tien or Nan fing (southern capital) and established his
court in Pei-p'ing Ju, which name then was changed into Jp yr Pei
king (northern capital). At the time the Jesuits first arrived in China,
towards the end of the 16th century, this was the name in use to desig.
nate the Chinese metropolzs. During the Ming, Peking, considered asa
departmental city, core the name K HF Shun-ten fu, and com-
prised two district cities, Fo FLW La-hing kien and gg 28 Wan-
wing Aten.

The Manchoo dynasty, which has reigned in China since 1644,
did not change the names of the capital. I must however remark,
that the name “Peking,” so familiar to every European, is hardly
known by the Chinese of our days. The learned Chinese understand
of course what is meant by this name, but Peking is always called r=
hy King-ch‘eng or Fe Ah King-tu, both meaning capital, by the Chinese.

This 1s 1 summary of the history of Peking, which has seen so
many political changes, and altered its name under almost every
dynasty. We shall see, that the place, where the capital stood, has
also changed several times.

The historteal sketch of Fekimg, as given above, has been borrowed,
for the greater part, from the Ya tung cit, the great geography of the
empire; but all these historical accounts can also be found scattered in
the Jz ja, and in other Chinese descriptions of Peking.
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THE POSITION AND THE REMAINS OF ANCIENT PEKING.
I have not been able to find in Chinese books any statements about

42, which point out the true position of this ancient capital. The old
records however, although very vague, leave no doubt that it stood
in nearly the same place where modern Peking is situated. There iq
a tradition, that the ancient rampart, 5 4 north of Peking, belongs to
the remains of Az; and the emperor Kien-lung in the last century
erected a monument near the north-western corner of this rampart,
with an inscription and verses stating that here was one of the gates of
ancient Aj. But as some of the Chinese authors are of opinion that
the rampart north of Peking dates only from the time of the Mongols,
I shall review these controversies further on, when speaking of the
Mongol capital.

With respect to ancient Vu-chou, the name which Peking bore
during the ‘T'ang dynasty in the 8th and 9th centuries, its position can
be more precisely indicated by monumental evidence. The Jz hia
states (chap. xxxvil, fol. 18), that in 1681 an ancient tomb was dug up
near the western gate of the imperial city (Ty 4 PY Si-an men), with a
monument of the year A.D. 799, stating, amongst other things, that the
place was distant 5 2 to the north-east of Another zmonu-
ment exists in the temple of {fj 3 & Min-chung eze, stating that this
temple, at the time it was founded, was situated in the south-western
corner of Lhe temple of Min-chung sze, now called J:
Ye ae sze was founded in a. D. 645. It ies in the western
part of the Chinese city. (Jt hia, chap. xxxvii, fol. 18; chap. Ix, fol. 1.)

In the history of the Liao dynasty (L2ao shi, chap. xl) it is stated,
that Yen king,—since the year 936 the southern capttal of that dynasty
(see above), was 36 &@ in ctreuit. the walls were 80 (Chinese) feet
high, 15 feet broad, and throughout their whole extent provided with
towers. The wall was pierced by eight gates. The names are cnume.-
rated. There were two on the north, two on the south, two on the west,
and two on the east. the city was evidently a square. In the neighi-
borhood of the capital are mentioned: the i¢ |I[ Ven-shan (1 do not
know what hill is meant,—perhaps the western hills); the Fy 2@ jij
Kuo-liang ho (a river. A bridge of this name still exists near the
north-western corner of Peking); the A F- pif ho (the name
of an ancient river west of present Peking, as | shall show further
on, Ti does not now exist); the & 8% yf ho (the river bears
this name up to the present time. It is more commonly called uz
ho ;—see further on); the & if Ku-yeng (still the name of a fortress in
a defile north of Peking); the 7 JE [J Ku-ped Hou (still the name of
an important defile in the north-east, leading from Peking to Mongolia),
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Some other names of places, occurring in that ancient description of
Peking, I am not prepared to identify. There aré also some particu-
lars regarding the palace of the Liao, situated in the south-western
corner of the capital. Nothing in that description points to the position
of the Liao capital.

There are two narratives of Chinese travellers preserved, who
visited the capital of the Liao in the ilth and 12th centuries, In the
year A.D. 1123, the Sung sent an envoy from fs #& Ry Lin-an fu
(the present fu, at that time the capital of the Sang), to

ES if Burning fu near the Sungart river in Manchuria, to the
court of the Kin (or Djurdje), which dynasty was just beginning to come
LO power. ine complete itinerary of the envoy is found in the Je 4
ig; 4a Hin Kuo chi, chap. xl, under the title FR HK i FH HH Hu feng
si heng ch'eng tu, or “ Itinerary of the envoy Ju,” It begins with Hf 4K
feung chou, where at that time, was the frontier between the Liao and
the Sung.' The travelier gives the names and the distances of all the
stations on his long route, and adds a numbor of interesting notes
regarding the places he passed throughs He calls Peking 3% HF
Yen-shan fi (sce above) and places it 30 & east of the JS 7 jay Lu-kor
ho (4Zun ho), which river was crossed by him on a floatine bridge; J
am not able to say whether at the same place, where now the splendid
La-kou kao stone bridge stands, or perhaps higher up the river. The

Chinese now estimate the distance from the Zu-tou bridge to the
Chang-yt men (western gate of the Chinese city) at 30 &. The next
station mentioned by the traveller on his road to the east is 74 9%
fu hun, 0 & distant from Yen-shan fu. According to the -& As $e
F BB Lat ping huan ya Chinese geography of the 10th century
(quoted in the /¢ hia, chap. cviii, fol. 18), Lu hien was 30 i to the east
of the Lu river, which is the anctent name for the & fy Paz ho. At
present the Pai bo (Tung chou) is distant 40 from the Tung-pien
gate (near the north-east corner of the Chinese city of Peking). There-
fore the eastern wall of Yen-shan fu must have been about 10% west
of the eastern wall of the presont Chinese city.

Another Chinese traveller, also an envoy of the Sung, sent to
Peking it seems in the 11th century (42 =F @ 36 Gk B, see Chun
ming, chap. vi, fol. 2) mentions the capital under the name of Yu-chou,

4 We learn from Chinese history, that in 1122, the Xia who were alout to overthrow the
Liao, agreed that the Sung should occupy the northern part of Chili and Shansi, be-.
Jongiugs to the domintonus of the Liao ; and Hits embassy to Hui-ting As was evidently
In connection with this transaction.

5. Some years ago, Archimandrite Palladius went from Peking to Manchuria by the samo
way us Lfii. In comparing Palladius’ itinerary with that of fu, I found that almost ail
tha places, rivers, mountains, etc, mentioned by the latter can be identified, and generally
the names have not chungad.
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and states that Liang-hiang hien was distant from Yu-chou 60 dt, and
that between these cities he crossed the Lu-kou ho {see above). Liang-
hiang bien 1s now estimated 60 4 distant from the Chang-yi cate. ‘This

traveller gives also some accounts of the palace buildings of the Liao
capital; but no deduction can be drawn from these statements, con-
sisting in the enumeration of names only.

Lhe history of the Xin dynasty (Xin shi, chap. xxiv), gives also some
accounts of ancient Peking. It is stated there, that the Xin emperors
enlarged the capital and called it Chung-tu (sce above). Loirteen of its
pates are enumerated. the in built a new palace, and the timber for
the buildings was brought from 7 fi T"an-yuan, a park near Cheng-
ting fu (more than 150 miles south-west of Peking). Besides the palace
inside Chung-tu, some summer palaces and imperial eardens outside
are mentioned; amongst others the 3§ SE KYiung-hue tao, north of
the capital. The same name is up to this time applied to a hill inside
the preciucts of the imperial palace. Thus the ground occupied by the
modern Tartar city, was, at the time of the Kin, outside and north of
the capital. Regarding the circuit of ancient Chung-tu, there are some
discrepancies in the statements of the Chinese authors. The Ken shi
does not give the fioures of the circuit; the above-mentioned 7% kin
kuo cht estimates 1 at 75%, and states that the city had twelve gates.
The same work records further, in describing the siege of Chung-ta by
the Mongols, that it consisted properly of four walled cities, which the
Mongols were obliged to storm separately. ihe circuit of 75 i, as
given by the Ya tin kuo cht, seems too great, and the statement in the
Ke fl BE BR Laz tou she tu, or “ Biography of the first Ming emperor
flung-wu (Jt hia, chap. xxxviul, fol. 11)” seems more reliable In that work:
it Is said, “the emperor gave orders to measure the py ff Nan-ch'eng
(southern city). It was found to have a cireuit of 53,280 Chinese
feet (about 30 2). Nan-ch'eng at the time of the Mongols was the
nameof the ancient city of the Kin, the walls of which can still be seen
(1. e. end of the 14th century. Compare also Jt hia, chap. ii, fol. 2).”

Lhe Jz fza gives (chap. xxxvil, fol. 17,18) a very interesting review
of the documents pointing to the position of ancient Peking, and refers
generally to monuments witi Inscriptions found in abcient monasteries
or on tombs, mentioning their position with respect to the capital
at the time they were erected. There are a number of very ancient
monasteries and pagodas in Peking and its neighborhood, some of them
founded more than twelve centuries ag0; and they generally have one or
more tablets stating the time of their foundation and some parti-
culars about it. The changes of the names are also mentioned. Tho
greater part of such tablets do nut exist at the present timo, but their
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scriptions have been preserved in archeological or other books. The
following are the results of the investigations of the editors of the J dia.

(‘The ancient capital of the Liao and Kinz was to the south of the
present capital (i.e. Tartar city). At the time of the Yiian the walls
still existed, and the ancient city of the Kin was commonly called Nan-
ch‘eng (southern city), whilst the Mongol capital was termed the northern
city. As under the reign of Az-tsing (middle of the 16th century) the
Sh #7 gk War-lo ch'eng (which Kuropeans call the Chinese city) was
built, the ancient traces disappeared, and it is impossible to distinguish
the four sides. But if comparing critically the ancient inscriptions on
monuments with what we seo at the present day, we arrive at the fol-
lowing conclusions :

‘‘Wor instance,—the monastery of Jiftn-chung sze® is situated to
the south of the ‘et fF Stian-wu gate, not far from the #% a Kuang-ning
pate. The writers of the Mongol timo record that this monastery was
inside the Kin capital.

“There 1s a nionastery Fe Bs Kuang-en ste now situated to the
south-west of fy 32 $8 Po-yin kuan.' {t was called 28 gj a Fengfu
sze at the time of the Liao and Kin. On the monument of T'sao-iien,
dating from the time of Z"az-ho, 1201-]209, if is séated that the mo-
nastery was inside the capital.

The temple, called Je TE se tf exe at the time of the
Kin, is the same as KS Se aze of our days. ‘Lhe Vian
yt tung cht (oreat geography of the Mongol empire) states that this
temple was inside the Kin capital, in the quarter called KE & if Yen-
hang fang.

‘What is now called 34 HY fy Leu-di ch'ang,® was at the time
of the Liao, as has been proved by a monument dug up there, a village
of ky Har-wang tstun, outside the eastern gate of Yen-king.

“West of the 5 ke JH Szen-nung t'an (temple of agriculture) thero
is a brick-kiln called 2 fy ch'ang. From the ancient monu-
ment of a Buddhist priest found near that place, we learn that at the
time of the Liao 1f was situated to the east of the capital.

The db ae iy PR RR SE Lee ping te dang cht shu (2 book compiled
under Hung-wu the first Ming emperor) records, that the temple + Ji ay
Tu tt miao was Inside the ancient (Kin) city, south of the gate
yuan men (this gate was the second from the right of the four northern

6. Alreacy mentioned ; the saine as ea ie Fa-yiian sze
7. Po-yiin knan, the temple where the Taouist mouk Chtang-ctun is buried. It was also

*

inside the Kin capital (J% Aia, chap. xciv, fol. 1-3),
4, Z*ien-ning sze was founded in the 6th century Of our era. it hes between the Chang-ya

gate and the north-west corner of the Chinese city, outside. It 19 wel] known for ita
beautiful paguda,

9. The naine of a street to the south-west of the Cheny-yang men or ds*ten men gate.
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gates of the Kin capital: seo Kin sht). Now this temple is situated
(im the Chinese city) to the south-west of the Sian-wu pate in the
street called Tu-t2-miag sie-kic.

“Jt may be concluded from these statements, that tho capitals of
the Liao and the Kin both stretched west from the present wai-ch‘eng
(Chinese city) over the land now comprising the (western) suburbs,
and that ¢he north-eastern coraer of these ancient capitals was abont
the place where now tho tower of the south-western corner of the cap-
itai (Tartar city) stands.

Ea Wang Tut (an officer of the Mongol time) records in his
work Fa a Hy =p Chung t'ang shi hi, that in the year 1260, in the 3rd
inonth, proceeding from Yen-ting to K’az-pung fu, be passed the first
night in the suburb north of the Z“ung-yiéar gate (see above,—one of the
northern gates). On the next day bo mado a halt in ji FE Hai-tien,
which was 20 & distant from Yen-king. Flaz-iien of that author is the
saine as ff Ye Haz-tien of our days. It may be assumed from
Wang Hui's notes (the Chinese anthor thinks), that the precincts (Ah
of) of the capital of tho Kin were 75 & in circuit.2”

The preceding statements of the Chinese authors, drawn from an-
clent monuments, leave no doubt as to tho position of ancient Peking
since the 7th century; and it may bo assumed that the town of the
Tang times, as well as the capitals of the Liao and the Kin, stood in
about the saine place, 1. e. a little to the south-west of the present Tar-
tar city ; aud their eastern wall was In the wostern part of tho present
Chinese city.

The rampart of an ancient city is found about § é to the south.
west of the #3 48 PY Chang-yi men (gate), and at about the same
distance fromthe 7 # PY Yu-ax men, which is the western gate in
the southern wall of the Cbinese city. Proceeding from this gate, about
two é& to the south one arrives at a small river running from west to
east, through low-lying swampy meadows, forming here and there
ponds. I shall speak more fully of 1¢ further on. Proceeding upward
on the northern shore of this river for several &, one meets an anclent
rampart, from 20 to 30 feet Ingh, which stretches parallel with il. The
rampart can be traced for move than seven 4, and is generally well
preserved. At the hamlet #8 J 28 O-fang ying the rampart turns to
the north. Here was evidently the south-western corner of the aucicnt
19. ‘The Mongol capital Khanbaliich was not yet bailt at that tine. su i¢ the same

us Shangetu, the summer residence of Canbilai khan.
LL. Lfui-tiex is now the name of ao laree villave near the imperial summer gardens, north.

west of Peking about 18 distant in 1 straight direction from the south-western corner
Of the Tartar city.

12. This would explain the above-noticed discrepancy of the authors as to the circuit of the
Rin capital (30 and 75 4°,
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city. Before reaching the stone road the rampart disappears.
her is a very picturesque place. The rampart here is covered with
beautiful white-barked pines (pinus bungeana) and tall juniper
trees. A hundred paces to the west is a cemetery called A pe fi
Hevung fen-ti, surrounded by a wall, enclosing splendid groves of
white-barked pines and juniper trees. About 2 & to the south-cast
the village of $f Liu-ts'un is seon, which belongs to Y BH Feng-t'ai.
The latter is a name, dating from the time of the Kin dynasty, and is
now applied as a general designation toa number of villages renowned
for their horticulture. According to the popular tradition, the ram-
part in question declonged in former times to the capital of the Zin,
and this tradition is not in contradiction with the statements of
Chinese authors regarding ancient Chung-tu (see above). There are
also some traces of an ancient rampart several hundred paces north of
the monastery of fy Be 9% Po-yiin kuan. Here was probably the
northern wall of the Kin city. As to the abovementioned O-fang
ying, people say that this uname dates from the time of the Mongols,
and that at this place water-fowl were kept for the emperor. O-fang
ying may be translated “camp of the geese-keepar.”

Coubilai khan, after having fixed his residence in Peking, built 2
new capital in 1267, Chinese literatnre devoted to the description of the
Mongol capital is far from scarce. Some of the descriptions with
many details, date from the Mongol times; others were compiled at
the beginning of the Ming. The Ji hta quotes most of these authors,
and brings together a great amount of material to elucidate the ques-
tion of the position of ancient Ta-tzu. But as we shall see, notwith.
standing these detailed accounts, the antiquary meets with some diffi-
culties in ascertaining the position of the aucient Mongol capital with
respect to the present Peking, the ancient Chinese documents presenting
some discrepancies.

Tne Yuan shi, chap. lviii, states :—In 1264 Sht tsu (Coubilai) es-
tablished his residence at Yen-king ; in 1267 he built the present city
(present with respect to the Mongol time) to the north-east of the Kin
capital, and fixed bis residence in the new city, which in 1271 was called
Ke Mi Ta-tu.

Lhe above-mentioned work £2 p'eng t'u king chi shu, compiled at
the end of the 14th century, says,—that the Mongol capital was built 3 d
to the north (probably a mispriat for north-east) of the city of the Kin.

Udoric, who visited Kbanbaligh in the first half of the 14th cen-
tury records (Yule’s Cathay, vol. 31, p. 127): ‘The Teartars took the
old city, and then built another at a distance of half-a-mile, which they
called Taydo.”
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asid-eddin, the able Persian historiographer, contemporary with
Marco Polo, in bis description of Khanbaligh states (D’Ohsson /ist, des
Afongois, tom. ti, p. 633), “Comme la ville de Tchoung dow avait été
ruinee par Ichinguiz khan, Coubilai voulait la restaurer; mais ilaima
mieux, pour la gloire de son nom, fonder une nouvelle ville prés de
Kancienne, et il la nomma Dai dow; les deux sont contigues.”

Lhe Yuan shi states further, that was 60 & in cireumfer.
ence. the sO RR Ch'ue keng lu (chap. xsi, fol.1), a work published at
the close of the Yuan dynasty (see Wylie’s Notes on Chinese Literature,
p- 159) gives the same number of é for the circuit of the capital, but ex-
plains, that ki of 240 pu each are meant. (HR HK + B BGFG -f Ji this statement be correct, it would give oaly 40 com-
mon or geographical & for the circuit of the Mongol town.

Mareo Polo in his description of Khavbaligh, gives it 2 compass
of 42 miles,—6 miles for each side of the square.

Lhe Yuan shi, as well as the Chue keng fu, and other works of the
Milan (see Jz ha, chap. xxxvili, fol. 1), agree in slating that the capital
had eleven gates (Marco Polo and Odoric as is known, speak of twelve
gates). They are enumerated in the following order.

Southern wall.

I. The gate direct south (mid.) was called FRIEPY Li-cheng men.
yA » tothe left (east) 93 AREY Wen-ming men.
3. to the right { west) MA He PY Shun-ch eng nena9 >)

astern wall.
4. Lhe gate direct east (mid.) a9 SP] Ch ung-jen men
A to the south-east BA men.3
6. » to the north-east » Auang-hi men.

Weastern wall.
7. The gate direct west (imid.) Fn HEP men.
8. » to the south-west 9» PAI PY men.
o. » tothe north-west yy RR Sw-ts'tng omen.

13. The common Chinese SE di nas 360 FG ps,’ or 180 x chang, or 1800 FR chi (feet).
1 ch'i=10 Th ts*un (inches). Gi=1,894 Enelish feet or 575 mdtres. Thus 2 pu=adEuglish feet. It is an error nto which all our authers of Chinese dichionnries
have fallen, to translate FG pu (5,26 English fect) simply hy “pace,” without any
explanation. None of them have reflected, that a mensure of moro than 3 feet cannot be
enlied a pace in our sense of the tvord, The Chinese consider the pu to contain two (of
our) paces, and adduce for this riew the argument, that oman has two legs and they
require fur a pace Uuth lees to be raoved. It seems, that in the middle ages the same
viey prevailed in Europe. At least according to the old Venice measures quoted in
Yule's AL. Pose, vol. ti, p. 472, one pace was==5 feet. Besides the common di, the Chinese
bave another used for measuring fields, which has only 240 pu or 1200 ch't. "Lins ts ite
fgspoken of in the Ci'ue kang du, The length of the measures lias vot changed in China
since the Ilth century; at least this may be concluded from the ancient itineraries, in
which distances are given.
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Northern srall.
10, Tho gate to the north-west was called #2(%PY Ki'en-te men.11. 3 », north-east » BBP An-chen men.
The Jt Aza (chap. xxxvili, fol. 2) quotes the Yuan yi ‘ung chi, or

“ Great geography of the Mongol empire,” and the Hy 4 Ze Sin isin
cit (early Ming time), both works stating, that at the time the Mongol
capital was built, order was given to construct the southern wall at a
distance of 80 pu south of the monastery of BS 2% sa King-shou sze.
Jhis monastery had been founded about a. p. 1200, and the Mongols
erected: two beautiful suburga (towers) on it. Tt exists still with its
suburgas, and is Known under the name of }$ 42 Shuang-ta sze (the
mouastery of the double towers). About its position see my map. if
13 now distant 1} é from the southern wall of the Tartar city. Perhaps
there may be a mistake in the figures given, for the distance of tho
above-mentioned monastery from the southern wall of the Mongol
capital ; for other ancient Chinese statements can be quoted, pointing
to the fact, that the Mongol southern wall was situated at the same
place as the southern wall of the present Tartar city. the Ze
tu kung ten kao, written in the early Ming times (see further on)
states (Jt hia, chap. xxx, fol. 4), that ZLt-cheng men (the middle
gate of the southern wall of .Khaubaligh) was distant from the south-
ern gate of the palace 920 pu; thus about the same distance as
estimated now between is%en men and the southern palace gate. [
shall show further on, that the gates of the Mongol palace have been
preserved in the surrounding ‘wall of the prohibited city. In constructing
my map of the ancient Mongol capital, from the native descriptions,
it was necessary to decide in favour of one of these conflicting state-
ments ; and I have adopted the view that the southern wall was 920
ou distant from the southern gate of the palace. But I do not wish to
inipose ny views on the reader. I have laid the several statements im-
partially before brm, leaving him to draw his own conclusion.
details about the site of ancient are found in the historical works of
the Ming. The Mongols were overthrown aud expelled from Peking by the
Mine emperor /Zeng-we in 1308. The detatled biography of Hung-wu, al-
ready quoted, states (/2 Ata, chap. xxxviil, fol. 10,21), “Sz Za (a famed
general of Hung-wu) ordered the officer Hua Yiin-lung to measure the
old city of the Ytian, and to build a new city, making the length from
north to south equal to the length from east to west, whieh was 18,900
ch't (feat).14

“ es a = ig a 7 = Bt We 2 A 8a Je 4881 oe a RT Se FN Pe anderstampa ee —-FAEB IL +a I mnderstand that each
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this somewhat: obscure statement becomes more intelligible if
we compare it with the following, found in the Pet p'ing t'u king chi shi
(see above ;—compare also J? hia, chap. xxxviii, fol. 10): “ Hung-wu,
after having taken the Mongol capital, which was 60 di in circuit, found
that it was too large, and ordered 5 & to be cut off at the northern part ;
and thus this part of the Mongol city, with the Kuang-At and Su-ts‘ing
gates (the most northern ones of the eastern and western walls) was
abandoned. The other mine gates remained the same. The new city
was 40 é tn erreuit,??)

{t is not quite sure, whether the position of the wall of Peking
remained at the same place after Hung-wu, or whether it-was changed
again by his successor Yung-de. I shall quote the statements of the
Ming authors about it.

In the geographical section of the Afing sht it is stated: “In the
year 1406, the emperor Yung-le decided to establish his residence in
Peking. He ordered the imperial palace to be built, and the wall of tho
city to be repaured (2%). In 142] all was finished® Ya 1437 the
walls of Peking were faced with bricks. Tho city was then 45 & in
circutt, and was pierced by nine cates. (Lhe gates are ail enumerated,
and hear the same names as now.) In 1543 the southern suburbs were
surrounded by a wall 28 & lone (the present Chinese city).”

Finally the T #} HE Kung pu chi (BMemoirs of the Board of public
works of the Ming dynasty) gives the following accounts regarding the
building of the Peking walls (Jz Aia, chap. xxxviii, fol. 12): “When Puag-
le decided to make Peking his residence he built the wall of the capital,"
which was 40 2 in circuit, and was pierced Dy nine gates as follows :—

‘On the southern wall # JF Licheng, A WA Wer-ning and Jig
sk Shun-ch'eng (These three names were preserved from the names
of the southern gates of the Mongol city, out afterwards they were
changed into the names they bear now. See the map).

“On the eastern wall 9% 4p 7s't-hua (name taken from the old
city) aud jf Tung-che (new name).
13. The author bas evidently forgotten to say, that the two northern antes (Aten-te aid An-

chen) of the Mongol city were transferred with the same names to Wie new nerthern
wall. For otherwise his statement that nine gnivs remained tha same cannot be made
consistont with the shortening of the city. At nnother piace in the same 2° ai isu sai i,
or ‘Biography of Hung-wu (see Ji dia, chap. iv, fol. 15)," it is staten that in 13u9 the
general Si Za changed the names of the Mongul northern gates Axchen and Aren-te
into An-ting and Ze-sh eng (names still in use for the twe northern gates of tho modern

apitnl ).
16. ae ambassador of Shak Roki to the Chinese court, who arrived at Khanbaligh in Decein-Ss sg ££

ber 1420, saw the walls in progress. The diarist of that embassy states (see
Antiguary, vol, ii, March, 1878, Bombay. “$n enbassy to Khatei”): They arrtved at
the pate of Khanbaligh and obtained sight of a very large and thagnificent city entirely
built of stone ; but as the outer walls were still being built, n liundred thousand scaffold-
ings concealed them.”

17. 2 Se He HK. There characters seem to denote that Yune-le built a new wall.
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“On the wostern wall 2 9) (name taken from the old
city) and py ji St-cht (new name).

“On the northern wall 4 An-ting and (@ FR Te-sheng (both
new naines).

“ Tn 1456 the names of tue following gates were changed,—Li-cheng
into TE fi Cheng-yang, Wen-ming into Ss A Chung-wen, Shun-
chteng into "se Fk Sitan-wu, Tsi-hua into BA RB Ch‘ao-yang and P'ing-tse into 33. $F

“ After the walls of Peking had been finished they measured as
follows :-—

2

The southern wall 12,959 chi, 3 ts‘ux, or (taking 1 41800 cht) 4,2 tt.
5, northern ,, 22,324 , 5 ,, =12,4 ,,
» eastern ,, 17,809 ,, 3 ,, — 9,9 99
» western ,, 15,645 ,, 2 ,, = 3,4 39

Total 68,797 ch%, Of 38 9 Ui.”

There is evidently a mistake in these figures, for the total gives
not 40 é but only 38,2. Jt seems the figure for the southern wall is too
small, for in reality it has about the same length as the northern one.

The site and appearance of the walls of the Peking Tartar city has
not changed since the loth century. It 1s therefore not without inter-
est to compare these ancient Chinese measurements of the wails, with
those made some months ago by the French astronomers, who observed
the transit of Yenus in Peking. Mr. Fleurtais and Mr. Lamed have
bad tho kindness to communicate to me the results of thelr very care-
fully executed survey of the Peking walls.

The Tartar city is in circuit 23,55 kilométres (or if we take the
Chinese &==575 métres)=-41 &. Thus there is only 1 & difference with
the Chinese measurements.

The southern wall measures 6,690 metres, or 11,64 &.northern » 6,790 » 41,51 ,,
» eastern 5,330 99 9,27
y, western 4,910 » 904 ,,

Total. 41,26

Let me inquire now into the question, whether the above-quot-
ed Chinese statements regarding the old Mongo! capital can be
made consistent with one of the ancient walls still seen in the neigh-

Since that, the names of the gates of Peking have not been changed. See the map (No. 1)
of modern Peking appended to this paper. There the popviar names of the gates are also
markod. sume of them, as for instance Pting-tee men and J's*s-Aua men ara as we have
seen, ancient uames of gates of Khanbaligh, and gates that stoxl probably at the same
places as they do now.
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borhood of Peking. One of these ancient records says, that the
first emperor of the Ming cul off 5% of tho northern part of the
Mongol city. Indeed, proceeding from one of the northern gates
of the present Peking, 5 2 to the north we meet a well-preserved
ancient wall, which can be followed to an extent of more than seven
Hnglish miles, and which joins the north-east and the north-west corners
of the Lartar city. I have examined this ancient wall (++ $8 ?u-cl’eng
“earthen wall” in Chinese) iv its whole extent. lt Is an earthen wail
from 2U to 3U fest high. Becinning at the moat near the north-eastern
corner of Peking, it stretches 5 & in a northern direction and then turns
to the west. At this corner seems to have been a large tower, judging
from the round plateau found there. When the wall in its course to
the west has reached tlre extension line of the western wall of Peking,
it turns to the south. This corner bad also a tower. At the water
reservoir near the north-west corner of Peking, the ancient wall

At distances of about 150 pacea it sends outwards regular
propctions (bastions), the same as may be seen on the wall of
modern Peking. Nuinerous paths and cart-ways leading tn or from

are cut through the ancient wall; butan attentive examina-
tron shows, that originally there were only four (or perhaps five) cates
in the wail ;—two to the north, opposite the An-ting and the Ze-sheng
gates ; one to the east, and one (or perhaps two) to the west. For ut these
places the wall 1s pierced by broad passages. dhe two northern pas-
sages are known under the popular uames of Jf oJ fi] Lung-siao Luan
and Py sj. Bg St-siao kuan (eastern and western small barrier). At
the Si-stao kuan, which is opposite the Ze-sheng gate, and through
which the road to Kaigan and Miathta passes, an ancient tower can be
seen on the top of the wall. It ts hollow but has no entranee.” ‘The

western wall had a gate about one Koelish mile north: of the north-west
corner of present Peking. Here the great road from the Te-sheng gate
to the summer palace now passes. Quiside the gate we meet a circular
wall as high as the rampart of the ancient city, close by but not in
contact with i. It encloses a space of several hundred feet in dtameter
in which a temple (it seems of more recent date) is found. The ¢cireu-

lar wall in ancient times belonged probably to a fort. Not far from
the north-western corner of the anclené rampart (i. ¢. south of the

[S. An ancient tower of the snme appearance ts found about 14 fb nortlowerd, on a hillock
north-west of the village of Te tn} 7'3‘ing-ho (also on the greut highway to Kalzan); and
siinilar towers are met frequeut)y in the Peking plain, especially uorth of Peking. The
Chinese call them [8% ae They were ised as beacon towers in ancient time.
The Chinese beacon tuwers of the Ming times ore well described by Persian travellers in
the 15th century. See Dr. Zanker's translation of thea Ahatat Namek in the Zetischr. jf. d.
Kunde des Morgeniandes xv, band. Those towers could only bo ascended by rope Jaddere.
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corner), we see on its top 2 small pavilion with a yellow roof, known to
the people under the name of & 2 Huang-t’ing (imperial pavilion).
Ja the pavilion is a large marble tablet, bearing on one side the inscrip-
tion In large characters $y-F9 4 Gt Ki-men yen-shu, on the otber side
verses written by the emperor Xien-lung in the last century, and refer-
ring to the Ky-men yen-shu which was the name of a park in ancient
times near this place. These four Chinese characters may be trans-
lated, “The somber trees near the gate of (ancient) Zi.” There is a
tradition, and this tradition existed long centuries ago, that at this spot
was one of tie gates of ancient i (see above). in the KK YE Shut
king chu, written in the Sth century of our era (at that time the city of
Ki was still in existence), we find, that inside the city of Ki there is a
hillock (Jf), and therefore the city 1s also called i) Gh Ki Riu (seo
Jt hia, chap. cvil, tol. 4). In the Chang an ko hua, written at the end
of the 16th century (see above), it is stuted: “ Outside of the Te-sheng
gate we meet the fu-ch’eng kuan (barrier of the earth wall). Tra-
dition records, that here are the traces of ancient Az or Ki-ktu,
There were in olden ttmes, towers and palaces, but now (end of 16th
century) all havo disappeared ; only one gate has been preserved, with
two hillocks, one on each side. Contiguous to itis a park with beautiful
vegetation and umbrageous trees. Thus park is one of the eight beau-
ties 2° of the capital (7% fia, chap. evil, fol. 4),”

The park of Kt-men has been often ceiubrated by the poets of the
Ming (./¢ Ata, chap. evil, fol. 5): tor Instance, by BE RE 2 Yao Kuang-
hieo, who lived at the end of the 14th century (see Wylie’s Notes on
Chinese Literature, p. 148). In these poems of the Ming times, tho é'w-
ch’eng or aucient wall 1s also occasiouaily mentioned, but as to its origin
no distinct indications are given. #& i Ee Cleng Afin-cheng, who wrote
jn the middle of the 15th century (see W ylio, le. p. 29; and Ming shi, chap.
eclxxxvi, Biographies), has left the following verses: “ At the toot of
the i‘u-ch'eng, which is near the capital, the gates of an ancient monas-
tery can bo seen. The water roars! All around are umbrageous
2). The FL J\ cB King ta packing, or “Eight beauties of the Capital,” are enumernted

in ancien: deserintions of Peking ns fullows. 1. Lhe above-mentioned yen-sine
2. The $2 SE tao, an island in the lake near the imperial palace.

pasts

shall spout of it turther on; 3. The Py A, Si ytian, or “ Imperial pardons,” near the
Es.

same lake 4. The PE [Uf Si shen or “Western hills ;" 5. The hill TE at (lt vue
du tian shun ; 6 The bridge at i fi Lu-kow Kiao; 7. The defi e EE Wig Ki-gung
(ulraady mentioned); 8 The wt o Huang-kin fai, a tower built, as tradition re-
onrds, by Chuo wang, prince of den, several tliousand years ago. According to the
Chang an Ho hua, chap. i, fol. 7, it was situated east of Peking; m the ming,
clinp. xv, fol. i, it is stuted, that this denomination of the eight beauties dates fom the
time of the Kin dynasty.

21. The moat of the ancient exists still at its northern part, and near the above men-
tioned barrier Si-siao cuan. 1 inacble bridge spans it.
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trees and numerous people walk about.
Keg. Brom the tine of the Xin aud the Yéan, only ono old tower has
been left behind.” Whether the author speaks of the above-mentioned
beacon tower, or of a tower which at his tine may still have existed
near the north-western corner of the ancient rampart, I am not pre-
pared to say. Lhe earliest author of the Ming who speaks of tho Aé-
men yen-siu park is 4 ih fe sin Yu-tze, who lived at the end of the
14th century. See his verses quoted in the Ciang an ko hua, chap,
1, fol. 4.

The park celebrated in the ancient poems does not oxist at the
present time. There are some groups of trees scattered over the fields
near the pavilion of Kien-lung, but they do not inspire idyllic thouahits.
The hillock alluded to in aucieut writings, seems to have been com-
prised to the rampart itself. Nien-lung’s pavilion stands on the ramw-
part, which at this place is about ten foot higher than the rest. Beside
the pavilion Js a passage through the wall, by which one of the roads
leads to the summer palace.

J have not been able to find in works written during the Ming,
any more precise indications than the above quoted, regarding the
origin of the ancient rampart north of Peking; and the question
whether 1b 1s the Mousol wall, or whether it belonged to ancient X¢
eannot be decided from old Clinuse documents. Some of the modern
Chinese writers incline to the first views: others consider the wall as
belonging to ancient Ini. The emperor Kien-lung tt seems subseribed
to the Jattar opinion. But the views of the Chinese authors of thio
present dynasty, as regards this wall, are of no value, being entirely
arbitrary, As we can judge only from Chinese documents, and as
these documents are contradictory, the question is not easy to settle.
After having carefully compared most of the accounts given in the
Ji ita and other books rogarding the position of Peking in the Mongol
time, I incline to the following view.

It is almost cerfain, as wo havo seen, that the north-eastern
corner of the Kin capital was somewhere near the south-western
corner of the present fartar city. Lhe Yan shi states that the new
capital of the Moagels was built north-cast of the ancient one. An
author of the 14th century gives the distance between the new and the
old city equal to 3%; Odorie says halk 2 mile. fiung-wu, the first -
Ming emperor ts stated to have cut off 3 & of the northern part of the
Mongol capital. He built the northern wall of Peking at the samo
piace where it now stands.

[t seems that the emperor Yung-le built the southern, the eastern
and the western walls of the present Peking, on the ancient ramparts
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Here is the gate of ancient
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of Khanbaligh; and this supposition would be in accordance with a
statement found in the Ch ‘ang an ko hua, chap. i, fol. 3, # $2 Ja}mG - 3G Be e. ‘The capital (of the Ming) is 40 & in
circuit; tbe wall of it was built on the ancient wall of the Yuan.”

As to the ancient rampart north of Peking, Iam disposed to
sustain the view of Col. Yule, that it is the wall of Khanbaligh, not-
withstanding the fact, that no Chinese author of the Mine seems to
mention it as a wall of the Mongol capital. they mention it only in
connection with X?2. The city of Iki may have been at the same place
where now the wall passes; but if 16 be taken into consideration that
this rampart is well preserved, and that it must have been the wall of
a large city (of which the remains evidently surrounded only a part,
the other part being comprised in the modern Tartar city), we cannot
assign to it so remote an origin, and cannot attribute it to Ki, which
hardly was a large city.

Thus [ have traced according to my judgment,—which however
is partly in contradiction with the above-quoted ancient Chinese
records,—the outlines of Khanbaligh, which, if my view be correct,
would have measured about 50 common & in cireuit (13 2 and more
from north to south, 11,64 from east to west}. Marco Polo states thet
Kbanbaligh was a square, each side measuring 6 miles. I may quote
yet another statement of the great traveller,—genvrally so trusty mn his
reports, regarding Khanbaligh,—which is in accordance with the
accounts of contemporary Chinese authors, and which supports my
view. Marco Polo states (I. ¢. vol. 1, p. 332), Moreover, 10 the middle
of the city [Khanbualigh] there is a great clock—that is to say, a bell—
which ts struck at night, etc.” The traveller speaks of the bell-tower (2
HE chung-lor). The Yuan yi t'ung cht, or “ Geography of the Mongol
empire (quoted in the J¢ Aza, chap. xxxvill, fol. 1)” records # JE 7,
fe ye Sa Se SH ee ef, zt. e. “In the year 1272, the bell-tower and
the druin-tower were built tn the adele of the capital.” A hell-tower
(chung-low) and a drum-tower (fu-fou) exist still ia Peking, In the north-
ern part of the Tartar city (see the may). The ke-iow is the same aa
that built in the 13th century, but the bell-tower dates only from the last
century. The bell-tower of the Ytian was a little Lo the east of the
druin-tower, where now the temple Wan-ning sze stands (J2 42a, chap.
liv, fol. 11, 12). This temple is nearly ia the middle of the -position |
assign to Kbanbaligh.

There is an ancient rampart east of Peking, stretching from south
to north. It begins at the northern border of the 7"ung-chou canal,
about ove Euglish mile east of the Tung-pien gate, and can be pursued
with certainty in its course to the north, parallel with the eastern wall
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of Veking, as far as to the stone road, leading fron the T'si-Aua gate to
Lungeshou. The present foreign race-ground lies near this rampart.
which seems to be of more ancient date than the northern rampart
above mentioned. It is lower than the first and in a more demolished
state; at some places it has entirely disappeared, No eonnection can
be inade aut between it and the northern rampart. A small river,
probably the ancient moat raus along the eastern side of this wall, and
the stone road crosses the river on a marble bridge. Mr. (Lc.
p. 385) identifies this castern ancient wall also with the wall of the
Mongol city; but it seams to me, there is no reason for this suppost-
ton. It is strange, that the J4 Ata does not meation at all this eastern
ancient wall. If one asks the people about it he will hear, that it dates
from the tine of the ompress $F Seo of the Zigo But as we
have seen, the Ltuo capital was to the south-west of the preseut Peking,
and the anthors of the Miog mention this empress often in connection
with ancien’ vestiges south-west of the capital.

MONGOLIAN CARNLELS.

yo EN the Peking toy makers want to represent a Monga, they
make a red-faced man, pipe in hand, astride a camel. hey are

not far from the mark. A large proportion of the Mongols seen in Pe-
king, come mounted on these unwieldy animals; and thoagh thousands
on thousands of cainels are employed by Ulinese, in and around Peking,
they are used almost exclustvely as beasts of burden. Chinamen, tn
China at least, dow’t use them to ride on, and the roughly dressed
Mongols jolted about the busy streets, on the their awkward up-
country camels, make a picturesque feature of the capital during the
winter montis.

Camels are an important item of the wealth of Mongolia. Statistics
generally are difficult to get on any Mongolian subject, and tt would bo
hard to say exactly what proportion of the wealth of the country ts
made up of camels; but the percentage Is not smail. Lhe price of a

22. ‘The h th JE a B Zu ch eng hing shi kao, a short historien] description of Peking,
published in tae present cantury, 13 the only Chinese work wich records this papacy
tradition. ‘The suthor hawever js of-opinion, that che erstem ancient rampart Uclunged
to the unter wull of tha Liae or Kin capital, also a completely arbitrary stalerent.

23. The naue of chis vatiant empress, whe conemasddol the arny in person in the begining
of the lth century, is even now very popular me Pek, There is a Chinese
“i+ = = Kr 8 AF treating of her exolvits. In n battle fauglit with the army of
thn Sung, near the villige of Ayan-sh¥. 60 north-west of Peking, six soys of the erm-
press peristed. At the top of the hit 2 Al iY shun, which 18 the most east-
ern spur of the mountains projecting nite the plain, slie lat a of
tha battle, from which the battle-held could be seett. The ruius of this temple str! exist,
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singlo camel is about thirty taels. This may be taken as abont the
value of a superior male camel, youug, faultless, and fat. Females
are cheaper. taels should bay a superior female camel. The
price fluctuates, A year or éwo ago ib rose a little on account of the
number of them required to convey bagvage and military stores to the
north-west.. ‘The price has fallen a little since, but the money value of
everyuliing bas risen much within the last ten years. Mongols, who
purchase goods from Clinamen, grumble a pood deal at the advanced
Prices ; saying that though prices are higher silver is not more abund-
ant. However it comes to much the same thing; for if they have to
pay more for what they buy, they get more for the cattle and camels
they sell. In buying a camel, the first thing to be looked to is the teeth,

‘which indicate pretty correctly at what stage of life it has arrived.
The humps are felt to see how the animal stands as reeards fatness.
The humps are masses of fat, stores of vital power packed away for
use, to be drawn upon wher needed. When in perfect condition the
humps swell out and stand straight up; when the animal is worn out
and exhausted they become thin and bodyless, fall over and lie flat on
the animal’s back. Then the ridge of the back may be examined for
sores. Most camels have the marks of oid sores healed up all right ; but
sometimes a sore place may be covered over and hidden by the wool.
In order to make sure, press the part tightly with the hand. On one
occasion when a Mongol was showtag off a camel for me to purchase,
I suspected its back ‘vas not sound. dhe Mongol said it was all right,
and it seemed so; but when pressed by the hand, the animal shrank
from the touch and a harsh ery. The skin was not broken but
disease was there which became apparent after the animal had carried
a load for some days. Avother potut to be seen to is under the fore legs.
Some camels have a tendency to what might perhaps be called enlarge-
ment of the glands. By the friction which takes place in walking, a
basey locking mass of superfluous fiesh or muscle is created, which
dous not seem to cause much pain, but more or less impedes the motion
of the limb, and is always regarded as a fault. These are the main
points to be considered, but it is also well to look to the gait of the
auimal. Some camels put down their feet with a rubbing motion
which tells on the soles and finally wears them to the quick. Tt 1s not
at ull uncommon to find a camel, all right in everything else, laid aside
because it has worn holes in rts feet.

The finest of the Mongol camels find their way to Peking. in
winter there is a fair held amone the trees in front of the eastern part
of the yellow femple outside of the An-ting nen. Any one who likes
to see a fine speczmen af the species, has only to ride round that way,
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and there they are, with their sreat upright humps and fine thick soft
wool, tethered apart, or beiug led about by little boys, who scem cs-
pecially small.in presence of the big animals which follow them with
the greatest docility and tractableness. One of the largest camels |
have ever seen was being led there by a iad apparently abont eieht
years old. To look at he was only a small head sticking out of a
bundle of quilted clothes, and did not staud much higher than the end
of the aniinal’s tail, but he held the nose-ronpe and was master of the
situation. Tired of leading his charge, he made the huge camel kneel
down, scrambled up between the humps, pulled his steed on to its lees
and rode of looking like a piucusnion on the back of an elephant.

Some foreigners have the notion that the camels which carry coals
and lime from the hills to Peking are poor degenerate animals aver-
worked and under-fed, and altogether inferior to those to be sven tn
Mongolia. This is quite a mistake. Cluaamen buy only tho picked
camels of Mongolia, feed them well, keep them in pood condition, and
by doing so, get an amount of work out of them, which would be an
utter impossibility in Mongolia. The reasons for which Chinese owners
buy only the best camels are obvious, A dad camei cats about as
much as a good one; the keeping expenses and tho working expenses
are about the same; a good camel will cost say eight or teu taels moro
than a poor one, but will earn nearly double, and hence the expensive
apiinal is the more profitable mvestment. This ratses 2. demand for
superior animals, which the Mongols hasten to mect. A camel owner
wants to go to Peking and make purchases. He has no money, and a
atoci: of old debts waiting for him when he arrives there; so he takes
some of his best animals, hands them over to the Chinese tracors,
clears of his old debts, contracts a lot of new ones, and sets out for
home again, without perhaps ever having fingered silver. He has cot
his goods, the Chinaman has got the cainels and both aro satisfied.
The Chinese, however do not simply wait for the Mougols to bring their
camels down ; they also go to Mongolia and select superior animals for
the Peking market; and between the Chinese who go and buy and the
Mongols who come and sell, Peking is furnished with endless strings
of coal and lime carriers. Winler is the great carrying season.
Spring too does well enough; but when the heat of summer begins
to set in, camels and camel drivers hie northward for the cool breezes
of the grassy plain. Camel owners 1a Peking make arrangements
with Mongols for the surnmer pasture of their camels. They do not
trust their animals to the Mongols; they agree upon a sum for the use
of the pasture, build a little mud honse, and when the season has be-
come hot and the grass is well up, they send ont the camels tn charge
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of their own drivers, who herd them by day and sleep ic the mud
house by night. hey manage much better than Mongols would de.
Mongols turer their camels adrift in the morning, after a while mount
a horse and ride after them, chase them nearer home, leave them
again and after a while hunt them up again. This drives about and
disturbs the animals a good deal. The Chinamen go usually three or
four in @ company, and form the corners of a triangle or square, and
keep with the camels the whole day. In this way the animals are kept
together and prevented from reaming about, looking for good pasture ;
they are allowed to do nothing but eat crass, chew their cud, and fatten ;
and fatten they do, to the astonishment and envy of the natives, whose
camels seldom thrive like those of the Chinese.

In spring all camels look ragged. As the weather pets warm
the wool falls off tu places ; but it is not all lost till midsummer, when
the camel ts completely bare. in a short time the new wool begins to
grow, and in October it is pleasant to see the Peking droves returning
froin pasture with massive humps, distended sides, and a beautiful new
covering of fur.

One of the few hardships camels endure in Peking is wet weather
which makes the roads muddy. Sand suits the camel’s foot best;
hard, even stony roads do well enough; but on mud a camel is help-
less. The foot is simply a flat surface with no catch, and it is
pitiful to see the trains moving along at a creeping pace, and the
great cluinsy feet of the camels slipping about in all directions.

From an economical point of view, the coal and Lime camels in
Peking are a sad sight at ail tines. There is abundance of line and
coal and stone in the hills a few miles away, bat the roads are such
that most of the coal and lime must be carried to the city; this raises
the price of these minerals, and the poorer people who have little money
are compelled to live huddied up in wretched little hovels, with only
the least possible fire lichted for the shortest possible time daily. A fev
short lines of railway, or a few good cart roads even, woald render
transport cheaper, bring comfort within the reach of many who can-
not afford to purchase it at its present price, abolish the Peking camel
trains, and make the inhabitants of the capital of the celestial emprre
dependent on their Mongol visitors, for a sight of that picturesque
animal which an ancieat writer has prououaced to be * duformed in
the very structure of its belag.”

The camel shows to most advantage in its native wilds. In
cultivated and inhabited districts like the plain of Pekiag, and north
China generally, it has to compete with mules, donkeys, and other
beasts of burden; and is so largely employed, because it can carry
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cheaper than tts rivais. But there are some distmets ang seasons in
Mongolia, when the ship of the desert bas no rival. Gobi, for example,
in a dry season,—when there is little or no grass, and in winter when
the snow is on the ground, and covers up the little grass that there 13 10
that part of the country,—would be almost impassable but for camels.
A foreigner once contracted to be conveyed from Urga to Kalgan on
horsebacix. All went well till Gobi was entered, when it was found
that no rain had fallen. The cattle of the inhabitants there subsisted
by picking up the little pieces of sunburnt grass of the previous season,
which were blown about the plain, and gathered in hollows and nooks
among rocks, but there was nothing sufficient to support a travelling
horse. There was no help for it; contrary to agreement horses had
to be exchanged for camels, which crossed the barren expanse with al-
most literally no feeding, and ia about three days reached a green land
where rain had fallen, grass had sprung up and horse travelling was
again practicable. In winter it 1s pretty much the same. The Mongols
make no hay in summer, or only a very sinall quantity, utterly mnsufh-
cient for the sustenauce of their flocks and herds. The other animals
feel it hard, but if not compelled to work, manage to eke out a
subsistence, by cropping the grass that stands up out of the snow. The

snow seldom falls heavily in Mongolia. A fail of nine or ten inches
would kill off perhaps the greater part of their cattle. Lhe usual depth
is from four to six incbes, and with this between them and their food,
the poor animals find it difficult enough to keep from starving. then
the superiority of the camel is manitest. Winter is his travelling
season. Loaded with tea away he goes, marching night after night,
crunching the frozen snow under his broad feet. At camping time he
is turned loose for a while, to pick up any stray stalk of crass, or any
scrubby bush that may appear above the snow. When resting time
comes, he and his companions are huddled close together on a little
square patch of sand from which the snow has been cleared; and there
he goes through the formality of chewing his cud as solemnly as if he
had fed to the full. After a few hours he 1s loaded again, and away
he goes with his slow measured step, perhaps to the plaintive tune of a
Mongol song. This kind of march continues about a month, which is
the usual time in winter for crossing the desert from Kaloan to Kiachta.
No animal but the camel could endure it; and the hardship tells on
him also. Jt is said that even a good-conditioned strong camel can
do little more than make one such journey in the year. It must be
gently used the rest of the time; and, when the fattening season
comes, it must be left completely at rest, if it is to be of any use next
Winter, The season for fattening camels ts Jyly, August and Septem-
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ber; and their fate for the next year depends on the improvement they
make in these months. If they do not fatten much, they will be of
little use im the winter caravans ; and if they do not gather strength
af all at that time, they will most likely shiver through the winter and
die mm the spring.

their power of enduring thirst is great, and enables camel caravans
to travel by routes closed against ox trains, which cannot go far with-
out water. Once im tivo days 3s perhaps often enough to water a caiel,
and sometimes ever then they do not care much to drink ; and when any
necessity arises for endurance, they can go three or four or perhaps
even five days without drinking, and not exhibit mucl: distress. It is
said that the Arabs are sometimes in the habit of killing camels for the
stock of water they carry ia the receptacle provided in them for this
purpose; but, as far as I can learn, no such practice is known among
the Mongols, who seem to be totally ignorant of the existence of such a
receptacle in the animal. The reason may be that they are seldom or
never reduced to great straits for water. there are wells or lakes along
the route, and in winter snow is used. Mongolia, thouch a wide and
thinly-peapled country, is definitely known, and has roads, in many
places as well defined as any highway in England. Here aud there
you do come upon stretches of country waterless and therefore without
whabitants; but there are roads, larger or sinaller, leading toall the
Important places in Mongolia; and from the inhabitants you can always
learn the state of the wells and lakes on ahead. When any doubt
about water exists, it is usually taken with the caravan iu flat buckets
slung on a camel ; and even if any mistake or leaves a caravan
waterless, one march extra is all that is needed to rectify the omission.
Mongolia is not the uninhabited, waterless, howling wilderness which
some seem fo suppose; its population is sparse, its water scarce, aud
tts storms fierce; but the risks and hardships of travelling are as no-
thing compared to the stories that are told of desert travelling in hotter
elimes. I have never once heard of any caravan suffering more than
very temporary inconvenience from want of water.

Lhe speed of the camel is another point on which many people seem
to have erroneous ideas. I ain often asked how fast a camel can g0;
but the truth is that the camel does not go fast at all,—he goes slowly.
His usual pace is little over two miles an hoar. If you jump on the
back of an unloaded camel, and whip him, you may make him trot or
gallop even, if you can stick on. Mongols do sometiines make them
run when unloaded ; but itis not a common thing, and the poor camel
keeps looking back first on one side, then on the other, and all the while
utters a harsh cry expressive of a sense of injustice ana injury. A
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short run does not matter much, but Mongols avoid hurrying their
cainels, because tt linrts them. Young and more active camels now
and then make a short af a moderately quick speed, but all
such are merely exceptions, and the common pace remalas the same
two or three miles an hour. A loaded camel iu a caravan accomplishes
about thirty miles a day, and to do this may be fifteen hours on the march
or even lonver, as caravans are subject to numerous delays occasioned
by loads shifting, cameis getting loose, and breaking the train é&c.

A camel’s harness and furniture is of the simplest and rudest. p

wooden pin inserted Jn the pierced cartilage of the nose, a siencer rope
of camels’ hair ts fixed to the pin, and that ts all that the camel needs
by way of a bridle. When a string of cainels march i line, the nose-
rope is passed under the binding rope of tho load on the back of the camel
in front, in such a way that a moderately firm poll briugs it adrift.
The Mongols are very careful to fix them thus, and will not allow
them to be tied, lest from some accident or cause, 2 camel should be-
come stationary and be unable to follow on. In such a case a
gentle pull brings the nose-ropo away from its fastenings, and leaves
the animal free. If the rope were tied, either the cartilage would give
way or the rope would break. Chinese camel drivers are less humane.

They tie the nose-rope, and when an animal in the line misses its foot
and fails, cither the rope or the nose must po. To do the Chinamern
justice, however, it must be admitted that there are not a few hard-
nosed animals which would cause endless annoyance by drawing out their
leading ropes, and in slippery and dangerous places the drivers exercise
creat care and stop the train at once when aay obstruction happens ; but
notwithstanding all their care, accidents do happen, and sometimes you
may meet in Peking camels which have been in accidents of this kina,
and had the whole front part of their nose carried away.

Camel’s wool, or hair, whichever one pleases to call it, 1s an article
of great importance to the Mongols. They use it mostly for making
ropes and bands of various kinds, camel nosc-ropes among the rest,
and for spinning into thread, with waich they do most of their sewing.
Chinamen use it too for socks, cone-shaped and not kuitted to the form
of the foot, but good warm things worn mostly by camel drivers and
carters. A good deal of it is said to be used in the manufacture of &
coarse kind of rug or carpet used by tho Chinese. Of late years the
value of the wool has risen greatly, as has sheep's wool also, which the
Monpols seek partly to account for by the fact that there is a foreign
firm at Kalean, where it is purchased in large quantities for exporte-
tion. Notwithstanding the good price it now brings, Mongols neither
comb nor shear their camels as they do their sheep. Most of the wool
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is lost in the desert. The long beautiful fleece that bangs from under
the neck, is cut away when spring becomes warm, but that is all; the
rest is allowed to hang as long as it will, and 1s day by day lost in
little tufts that blow away in the desert breezes, and become too much
scattered to make it worth while to gather them. The veason of this
apparent indifference or carelessness is, that the camel is a delicate
anim2i. He does not lools it. He is big enough, and ugly enough, and
looks strong enough ; and in the way of marching, and carrying, and
enduring hunger and thirst, he can stand enough; but leave him his
COU. Take away his fur and he shivers in the cold wind, and his
vitality stnks, and he ts soon good for nothing. The wool is vaiuable,
but the animal himself and his carrying power are much more valuable
atill, When it is remembered that a camel is worth from twenty to
thirty taels, and that one “ camel's back” as the phrase is, from Kalgan
to Kiachta, can earn from eight to twelve taels, it will not be difficult
to understand why the Mongols prefer to loose the fur bit by bit in the
desert, rather than run any risk of injuring the animal for the sake
of its covering. The camel’s body is worth so much more than Ins
raiment, that they are content to let the raiment go. Tho climate of
Mongolia too has something to do with the anxiety which the Mongols
show to keep the animal’s fur on. A cold day may blow up almost
at any time of the year, summer Included, and the nights even In sum-
mer can hardly be said to be warm. The cainel has no shelter or
stable, his only protection is his coat, and this his friendly and self-in-
terested masters are careful to leave to him till it falls from him in
totters. Most of the wool that is procured from camels is painstak-
ingly gathered in little handfuls, day by day, care being taken not to
remove any but smal! patches about to fall off.

Stealing camel's wool is a common thing in spring among the
poorer class of Mongols. When a caravan encamps the juvenile mem-
bers of any community that happens to live near are sure to sally
forth to try their lack in this line. They sometimes go a long way
round and come up to the camels from beyond, or take a basket and
pretend to be gathering argo! fuel. Nothing but extreme carefulness
on the part of the watcher can protect his animals from being despoiled.

So careful ara they to defend the camels from cold, that the saddle
of a camel is seldom removed in winter. If the journey is at an end,
they wait a day or two before removing the saddle; while on the
journey the saddle is seldom or never taken off except once in a while
to inspect the animals back.

The Mongolian came! saddle consists of two side pieces of wood,
six pleces of felt, and a camels hair rope. Twa felts are folded round
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in front of the fore hump, two are folded round behind the aft hump,
one on each side is doubled up and laid against the ridge between the
humps, the two wooden side-pieces are put ou outside of this agatn,
and the whole pulled as tight as a man can bring it by planting his
foot on the end of the wooden side-piece, and pulling the rope with
both hands. It takes tiwo men to saddle 2 cainel iu this tashion.
Chinamen manage better. The saddle of the Peking coal camel con-
sists of the felts and two sheaves of bamboo rads. This ig an ime
provement on the Mongolian saddle, but the common carner camels
of north China have a handter saddle still. The wooden frames are
fixed to Ewo cushions filled with dried grass. Lhis can be put on or
taken off in a faw seconds, by a single man, and all that wants fixing
ox undoing ts a single cord. The Mongols say their clumsy style
suits their own country best, as it keeps the camel warmer; there may
be a little in this, but it is to be feared not much, aud the probability
is that they keep to their old troublesome style of saddles because they
are too lazy to cut grass and make the necessary cushions. the fact
that the coal and lime camels of Peking have a pecaliar saddle of their
owa, may be owing to the circuinstance that the coal and lime bags
do not hang down far enough to make it necessary to extend tho felt
or cushion downwards to protect the animals side. Tiwo bags are laid
across each other, and the load is thus mostly on the top of the animal’s
back, while boxes of tea, lumps of soda, and bales of goods must be
slung on the two sides. Riding camels lave often nothing but a piece
of felt and stirrups, as it not unfrequently happens that the lumps are
too large and too close together to adinit a saddle between then.

The motion of the camel is peculiar, and I am often asked what it
is like. Does it make me sea-sick? Does it make me giddy? Is it
not tiring ? Doss it not produce any internal derangement? For other
people [ can’t say. As reaards inyself 1 have never Deen sez-sick on a
camel, I have never been giddy, I have never been tnternally deranged,
but I have often been tired. The first time I tried camel riding was
one night after dark, when I found myself astride of the rough pack
saddle of a camel, holding on to the wooden frame. L had uo stirrups,
a Mongol mounted on another camel held the nose-rope and led the
way at a trot over steep little sand hills, crossing which was like riding
great waves ina small boat, only rougher. Going up hill I felt like
being shot off behind, going down hill I felt like bemg precipitated over
the animals head, and all the while seemed to be bobbed up and down
and pulled backwards and forwards. That ride was a short one. Next
day I had my bageage put on the two stdes of a camel and mounted
on the top myself. For the first hour the motion did seem queer. it
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was a pulling forwards and backwards ai every step of the animal.
Ju a short time the strangenesa of the movement went off, and since
that I bave ridden rough and smooth camels under many various
circumstances and never felt any inconvenience beyond fatigue, J
have heard of foreigners, however, who said they suffered injury from
the motion of the camel, and it is not at all improbable that they did.
the motion is awkward and rough, and no one who is afraid of jolting
and shaking should ever undertake a long journey on camel back. The
Mongols never ride camels when they can help it. fhey much prefer
a horse, and the reason why so many of them come to Peking on
camelsis, that the camel stands the journey better and carries more than
the borse. There are great differeaces of camels too, young males
belug the roughest, and sedate cows bying the pleasantest aud smooth-
est. Lhe camel dues not trip or shy so readily as the horse; except on
Inud or ice you may trust him to keep on his feet; but when he does
shy the cousequences may be much more serious, as the height of the
rider’s fall is so much greater. On the whole a steady going female
camel is a pretty safe and comfortable steed, and may be ridden without
much risk. Jhe stories commonly told of the evi! effects of camel
riding are, Tam convinced, much exaggerated.

Among the peculiarities of the camel may be enumerated :
Awkwarduess.—It is awkward to a degree. Let three or four

get together and they will mix themselves and their nose-ropes up in
one inextrieable mess. Then their loads will entangle and they wll
draw and push about, pulling each other's nose-ropes and seemingly
intent only on keeping their own nose-ropes slack. Once entangled
they can do absolutely nothing to free themselves, When moored to-
gether at night. the nose-rope of one will get over the head of a neigh-
bour. A simple movement would free it, but the distressed brute has
not brain enough to think of it, and will lie with its neck tvisted half
the nicht. the Mongols, awkward themselves, are struck with
the awkwardness and stupidity of the camel, and never seem to think
of reproving it when lis stupidity gets it into trouble. A horse knows,
even an ox is responsible; but a camel is not supposed to know any-
thing, not even good pasture when it comes to 11.

camel is easily frightened. The other day a com-
pany of Kalka Mongols were riding along cn fine camels, and bad just
got outside one of the gates, when a little Chinese boy came behind and
made a stamping as if some one were up belund thom. Ths
simple action on the part of a mere child, created a stampede, and in
a few seconds, eight or ten camels were driving and pushing each other
furiously, in spite of the exertions of their riders who seamed to be
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borne helplessly along. I have also noticed, when riding abreast of ny
Mongolian guide on a great highway at night, that my camel which
was on the left kept his head stretched out into the darkness on the
left side, and my guide’s camel stretched his head out into the right,
as if searching for objects of terror; and this they did nearly con-
tinuously during the whole of the two or three nights that we rode
‘ham, Wolves are their greatest terror, and in presence af them they
get. so alarmed, and cau at the best, do so little to defend themselves,
that they readily fall a prey to these smalier out braver animals.

Gentleness—They are not vicious. Almost none of them bite
The bulls, about January and February, are dangerous to go near, and
will think nothing of chawing up any one who gives them the chance.
They are usually carefully secured at that season by a hobble on the
fore feet, which redaces their pace to a minimum. With a proper
head fastening they are safe enough In a caravan. Mougols say that
if any man should happen to be pursued by an open-mouthed bull, when
overtaken the best thing he can do is to clasp the brute’s neck with
his arms and legs and hang thus till relieved. In one of the Peking
hospital reports a case is mentioned of a Chinaman who died from the
effects of a camel’s bite. The bulls at other seasons, and the other
camels always, seam to he nearly perfectly treo from this vice.

Nor do they kick except very rarely, Kicking is not unknown,
but it is very rare. I do not think I have ever seen or heard of
any one kicked or kicked at except myself; and two at least
of the three instances when 2 camel struck out at me admit of explana-
tion. Once I fell from the back of one camel close to the heels of the
one in front. The anima! in front was scared, and started of along
the road kicking out most vigorously. He was too much alarmed to
kick till he got a yard or two away, and then it was ludicrous to see
him kicking vigcrously when there was nothing to strike. On another
occasion, when I suddenly ran past a camel close to its heels, she, for
it was a female, struck out and caught me below the knee. The great
broad flabby foot was more kindly than a hoof would have been. in
both these instances the animals were not vicious bat merely alarmed.
On another occasion I bad a narrow escape from a malicious kick. I
was driving up a camel to a tent touching bim up gently from behind
with a whip, when suddenly be struck out a full and vigorous blow.
Happily he had miscalculated his distance; the foot just reached my
clothes, and rattled the keys in my pocket, but left my person un-
touched. A few inches closer in micht have been serious. These three

cases are the only exceptions I have seen or heard of to the general
rule that camels are free from the vice of kicking.
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Docility as beasts of burden. Camels do not often become unman-

ageable and run away like horses and oxen. Kiven when frightened,
they scon become quiet, and when their burdens overbalance, they
stand quietly till relieved from a confusion of ropes and baggage that
‘would drive a horse frantic. there are exceptions to every rule, and
I once saw an exceptiona! case of this kind. In 2 camel caravan travel-
ling from Kiachta to Urga there were about eight or ten Chinamen
who had a kind of coarse bisculé packed in baskets as provisions for
the way. On the march they were much annoyed by the crows, which
soon discovered the biscuits, and would perch on the load when jn mo-
tion, Insert thetr great beaks through the openings in the wicker work,
and wrench away till they got out a prece of biscuit with which they
would fly off. The travellers themselves, mounted on the loads of camels
in the train, were helpless. They could not stop the caravan and dis-
mount every time a crow came; shouting was no good, the crow did
not fear that much, and would only look up for a second, then excavate
away as intently as ever. It was tantalizing in the extreme, and one
of the travellers at the beginning of a march provided himself with
some small stones. A crow was not long im coming, a stone was
thrown at him, but in place of strikimg the culprit went a little too
high and struck the leg of a young camel in front. The beast, startled,
gave.a plunge or two; the load shifting startled him more, and breaking
adrift, he started galloping and plunging over the plain, with bags,
felts, rapes, and the two wooden side-pieces of the saddle, trailing and
‘tripping him up, and being scattered all along the track. He cametoa
standstill and was captured about haif a mile off, brought back, reload-
ed, and from that time conducted himself as an orderly member of
the caravan.

In one pari of Mongolia I met a man riding about the country,
looking for a camel which had freed itself in 2 somewhat similar way,
and escaped under cover of night. He had been searching for it for a
week or two, and had obtained no traces of it. But such cases of ran-

away camels are conspicuous by their rareness. Very few camels ever
Tun away from a caravan. On the contrary, it is no uncommon thing
for an untied camel, out at pasture, to join itself on and follow a passing
CaTaVan. A great fat animal,once insisted on following our caravan,
and would be turned away, neither by threats nor blows. Unwilling to
cause the careless owner trouble, and afraid of being suspected of decoy-
ing the obstinate camel away, we had to stop, capture it, and send back
s man with it to the nearest tent where it would remain tied up till the
owner claimed it.

The camel cannot draw. He is a good beast of burden but a poor
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draught animal. Cainels do take carts along the great highway of the
desert, and on smooth, hard, level roads do well enough; but sand or
soft ground distresses them, and to go up steep IJnils or over passes 2t
is necessary to hire oxen or horses. Indeed some camels bred in the
plain country refuse to go over passes on any condition. As they ap-
proach the hill they have to be unloaded, bitadfolded, and driven up
the steep. One animal of this kind, after being coaxed, and beaten,
and pulled, and pushed, two thirds of the way up the pass, lay down
and would not be persuaded to rise. At thety wits end the Mongois
rolled it over into some water thinking this would be sufficient to make
him get up. But no, he would rather lie in the water than go forward.
How they got him to go on at last I don’t know; but after I was wait.
ing a while at the top, up he came surrounded by the panting Mongols,
who were employing their returning breath in addressing disrespectful
language to him. Ié was noticeable that he exhibited no reluctance to
cescend the other side of the hill.

Spitting is a disagreeable peculiarity of the camel. if you go
close past him in front, as he is chewing his cud, you will hear a gruat
and receive a green shower of half masticated vegotable matter. Mon-

gols who have to do with the management of camels usually have their
garments stained in this manner, and seem to take it coolly and as a
matter of course, but unwary foreigners and well-dressed Chinamen are
apt to resent it, and get a double dose in so doing. lt seems to he
the cainel’s only defence, and disagreeable as it is, is a much less ob-
jecttonable vice than biting. Peking camels which are daily among
crowds of people seem to lose the habit, probably because, if they kept
it up, they would be so constantly opening fire that they would have
nothing left to swallow.

Fondness for ashes, is another characteristic of the camel. Lhe soft
dusty ashes of wood and argol are his especial delight, and he will often
leave bis pasture and travel a good distance to enjoy the luxury of sprawl.
ing about on them, and perhaps camels never look more uncouth than
when two or three of them are broadside down, swinging their long legs
and broad feet about, and utteriug cries of uneasiness and displeasure
as they come into collision with or press upon each other.

The mourning of the camel is peculiar and impressive ; its Impres-
siveness to me arising, partly, perhaps, from the circumstances in which
I once heard it, before I had become very familiar with it. We had
rested in a solitary tent, pitched among large boulders away up on the
edge of a wide shallow valley, which had a pecubarly barrea and deso-
late aspect just at that time. At dusk we mounted our camels and
rode slowly and silently down among the stones, towards the lonely
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weil at the bottom of the valley. There was neither man, nor beast,
nor bird, nor insect, even to be seen or heard. The shades were thick.
ening and the loneliness and silence were oppressive, when, darkly,
from among toe rocks to the right, with slow and mournful pace, ad-
vanced a solitary camel. It seemed dispirited and weak, took no
heed of us, but slowly crossed the open space near the well, and disap-
peared again among the rocks and darkness on the left. Hyer and
anon it uttered its slow and plaintive wail, which came borne over the
darkening stillness as our camels trod silently up the other slope of the
valley. The scene and the souod baunt me still. lt was like the wail-
ing of an outcast spirit wandering among stony places, seeking rest
and finding none. The sound itself resembles that which can be made
by the closed human mouth, beginning down at the lowest possible
note, and going up slowly and pradually to the highest. Cow camels
make this sound when separated from their calves. itis very touch.
ing to heat it; and after listening to it I can almost bélieve the Mon-
gols when they say that a skilful fiddler playing a plaintive air, can
draw tears from a camel’s eyes. I have never heard male camels
mourn thus, and the Mongols assert musical susceptibility only of
female camels who are suckling their young.

Of the afflictions that camels are liable to may be mentioned :
Crows. Mongolian crows are great strong birds, with a liquid

elucking note, that may be heard a long way over the silent desert.
Mongols do not kill birds, and the crows are audacious. They eoine
and perch upon the backs of the camels, hop about on the humps, and,
woe to any sore place they ‘nay, find. ven when they find no sore
they hammer away with their pickaxe bills, and, the Mongols say,
draw blood. I have often seen the marks made in the attempt to
break the whole skin, but I don’t think 1 have seen a hole made in any
part that was not damaged before. Of sore places they make creat
havoc, One of our camels had a bad place which was healing up well,
Care was taken to keep birds away; but one day a swift crow came
and in a little while undid all the healing procress that had been made.
Magpies, which abound in the desert are also a little troublesome, but
sre not at all so bad as the crows.

Ticks plague the camels in spring. At that season the grass
seams full of them. They mount in twos and threes on the more promi-
nent stalks of grass, stand on their heads, bold on by two or three of
their legs and extend the rest ready to lay hold on any man or beast
that happens to pass. Horses, sheep, and oxen, suffer also, but these
animals can do something to free themselves. The camel seems to be
able to do little but endure. The tick on landing on a camel seeks
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about for a convenient spot, attaches itself and remains there till, from
being like a starved bed bug, it swells out tll ik looks like a small
gooseberry. Its day has passed. lt falls off and others take its place.
the numbers of these ticks on the plains of Mongolia are enormous, and
some camels seem favourites with thom more than others. One camel
I had opportunity of observing, i not jiterally eaten up, had its
strength sucked away so that it was unable to travel for two or three
monilis.

is not an uncommon affiiction. It sometimes attacks
2 camel and distresses it for a long time, reducing tts flesh and strength.
Even when in a mild form it is serious, especially in summer, as if
prevents the camel from fattening, and thus makes 1t almost impossible
to survive the winter. As for as 1 am aivare, It is a summer disease
brought on by the animal pasturing on the rich juicy herbs. I once
satv tivo fine animals, which had started strong and fat on a summer
journey, come back tottering and lean, mere walking skeletons. ‘Lhe

disease had seized thom, reduced them rapidly and-left them just in
time not to kill thein. But the season sas too far gone to allow them
to resin strength, and their only prospect was death from inability to
stand the approaching winter.

Tick is perhaps THE disease of camels. Tt is not at all a rare thing,
and when it comes it spreads. Sometimes the owacr gets rid of the
diseased animals, sells them toa Chinaman for their value as flesh
perhaps; sometimes takes hold and cures them. The tnimal is thrown
down, has its feet tied, is painted over with tar, and warmed up by the
iron of a spade neated over a fire. This is said to be an effectual cure;
and it is a curious fact, that the hair of the parts thus treated 1s per-
manently of a darker colour than the rest of its body.

No account of Mongolian camels would be complete without some
mention of camel-stealing, which is carried on quite extensively In
Monaulis. Hitherto our caravank as always escaped this visitation,
which has doubtless been owing as much to the leanness of the
camels as to the strictness of the watch kept. It is usual to have
one man sit up and watch at night, but when the poor fellow has been
travelling or working all day, it is hard to keep awake at night. I
never scolded them much for going to sleep on watch, because I
usually went to sleep myself, when I took my turn on duty. However

watching is not the formidable thing which might Do supposed. The

danger is at the early part of the night. Nobody hardly would steal a
eamel after two or three o'clock in the morning, as they would not ba
able to got far enough away before daylight. visitors leaving
after dark usually insist on their host seeing them away a little dis-
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tance, lest a theft should take place in the night and suspicion might
rest on them. The Mongols like to steal camels, because they can
travol off silently, and because they are in themselves valuable animals.
If they can only march them undetected to the borders of China, they
can find a market and evade pursuit. One part of Mongolia is said to
have no camel thieves,—the very sandy part,—because any tluef cuuld
be followed up by the trail; but in any other part no camel is safe and
if once got away you may search for it in vain. But 2 would take
too long to speak fully about the dodges and methods of the camel
thieves; so reserving the subject of thieves generally for a future occa-
sion, I shall close the present paper with one case of camel stealing.

In the summer of 1873, one of the many living Buddhas of
Mongolia had, among other treasures a number of good camels, fatten-
ing on the herbs and bushes which made the neighbourhood of his
temple good pasture ground for these animals. He lived a long way
from the Chinese border; the country side was quiet, and the keeper
of the herd suspected nothing. In sach circumstances no strict look.
out is kept; they are driven together and counted once 4 day, or once
every second day as the case may be. One day the count was eight
short, and on examination it was found that those missing were the
finest of the lot. The alarm was raised, inquiry was made, and it
was discovered that two men had been seen travelling with exactly
eight good cainels. To understand fully the daring of the theft, it
must be remembered that camels out at summer pasture, are notin a
condition to travel without first being tied up and hardened. Properly
speaking this process requires a number of days, say five or ten.
Sometimes it is continued much longer. The camel is tied up all
night and all day with the exception of an hour or perhaps two; in
some cases it 1s allowed little food for days together. After this it is
supposed to be fit for travel; without this preparation a march would
damage it a great deal. The thieves spoken of above had to take the
camels from the pasture “unteed”; to rush them away in this state
would be to damage them greatly: so they travelled but a short distance
the first day and the second, starving the camels as they went; then,
when they were lighter, put on speed and travelled continuously nicht
and day almost without mterimission. As soon as the alarm was
raised and the trail found, borsemen galloped after them in hot haste,
but as the theft had not been discovered for a little time, some delay
occurred in finding the trail, and the thieves meantime baving harden-
ed their animals, hurried on and escaped pursuit. It was a daring
and difficult thing to do. Cemping efter short marches on the first
tivo daya required nerve and cool determination which would have
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ensured success In many a difficulty arising in honorable enterprise.
So much for the Mongolian camel. the Mongols often ask what

animals we have in our native country, and are greatly amused to
hear that camels are not common, and that the few that are imported
are objects of curiosity. When told that we havo to pay for the privi-
lege of looking at them, they laugh outright, and remark that we may
look at theirs free of charge. Yo thein the camel, though valuable and
prized, is a common and uninteresting animal, and they would doubtless
be not a little surprised at any one taking the trouble of writing or
reading a description of anything so familiar. But every country is not
Mongolia, and every body is not a Mongol; and perhaps some of the
facts and peculiarities mentioned above may not be without interest to
some who do not see a camel every day of their lives.

Hornos.

WHAT ARE THE BEST MEANS OF DEVELOPING THE CHRIST-
TAN CHARACTER OF OUR NATIVE CONVERTS.

By Rev. Kh. H. Graves, AL OD.
Read before the Canton Missionary Conference, October 7, 1874.

HIS theme assumes tivo points, viz. (1) that our Converts have a
Christian character; and (2) that this character is immature and

wreak. Sceptics may doubt whether any of the Chinese are truly con-
verted, and enthusiasts may suppose that there are amone our church
members, many instances of rounded Christian character ; but those
who have had most experience, and who are most intimate with our
adherents in China, will hold a middie view :—that most of our church
members are sincere believers, but they are very weak,—they are
children, but they are infauts. The germ of spiritual life has been tm-
planted by the Holy Spirit, but this life needs developing. I do not
believe in making men Christians by education, but J do believe in
educating those whom the Holy Spirit has made Christians.

There is' a solid truth uoderlying the etymological connection
betireen “living” and “leaving.” Death ts stasnation ;—living is
leaving; “leaving those things which are bebind, and pressing forward
towards the mark” which ts set before us.

In ali growth there aro two elements, apparently contrary to one
another, but in reality intimately connected, dependence and indepen-
dence. The child must first draw its nourishment from the mother’s
breast before it can stand alone; it must first be taught, guided, tratn-
ed, before tt can act for itself with intellieence, or live to any purpose.
Obedience and manliness must go handio band; docilily and self-re-
liance are complements in forming the perfect, rounded character:
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In seeking to develop Christian character, these two points must
be kept constantly in view. The problem before us is to train our
converts to be at oxica humble and self-reliant, prayerful and active,
spiritual and practical. We want a well-rounded and no one-sided
development.

I. Spirituality, or Dependence on God.
Our first efforts in developing the character of our native members,

must be exerted in leading them to the source of spiritual life. The

Chinese have no natural bias to spiritual things. they are eminently
worldly, shrewd, practical, observant, and industrious. They are en-
shrouded in the senses. Principles degenerate into mere punctilios and
etiquette. Religion subsides into a dead formalism. The interior motive
is overlooked in the attention paid to the external appearance. The

cramped feet of the women are only a type of the cramping that is seen
every where, Politeness is conformity to a set of formal rules of con-
duct instead of being a principle underlying every act; there is no
genuine outgushing of affection expressing itself in appropriate language,
but even a letter to a mother must be worded jn stilted phrase and
conformed to a fixed model learned by rote. Self-consciouness IS so
deeply seated that the whole life is arranged as if intended to be acted
out on the boards of a theatre,—all is for show. This, I mean, is the
model to which all strive to conform. It is only when a man is angry,
or Is otherwise thrown off his guard, that lus true character appears.
The Chinese are eminently “of the earth, earthy.” This is the material
upon which we have to work.

even after the grace of God lays hold of such men, we must not
be astonished to see much of the old leaven remaining. We will see a
tendency (which is iudeed common to man) for religion to sink inte
ritualism or formalism. The machinery may be ali right, but the life
is not there. Public worship may uot be neglected, nor the prayer-
meeting forsaken, but the addresses strike one as being a dry statement
of common-place truths, the relations of experience formal and the
prayers monotonous.

Of course every pastor at home has to lament just these faults in
his people and in himself,—be sees such a lack of realty in Christian
service. Still J think this tendency to formality is a fault agatnst
which we have espectally to guard our native brethren in Chiua. Shere

are many noble exceptions, but nevertheless [ fear it is true of tho
Chinese in general. Every one of us who has the pastoral care of a
Chinese church must have frequently asked himself :—* How can I
raise these people to a higher degree of spirituality?” In answer to
this i will give a few practical suggestions, as expressing my opinions,
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(1). Laperimenial preaching. Christianity comes to the Chinese
necessarily ag a new thing,—somethinog to be earned; hence they are
far more excusable than thousands in the west are, in making the sad
inistake of looking on Christianity as a system of doctriues. We must
impress upon their minds the all-important fact, that religion is an
experience and not a creed ;—that regeneration 1s an act of the Holy
Spirit, and not a resulé of human training ;—that it is altained by
prayer ratber than by education.

Experimental preaching is the most difficult of all preaching, just
because 2b implies spiritual iife in the preacher. Wo must realize
present daily spiritual crowth; and if by Goa's grace we have reached
a stage of comparative peace, we must remember the conflicts we had
as youog Christians, and relate them to those who are now traversing
the rough paths we went over years ago. But why should we not have
present answers to prayer to mention, and present victories of faith to
tell, for the strengthening of our brethren. I fear, brethren, we are
too often but impressing our owa low state of spiritual life upon our
native Christians,—that the unction 1n preaching, the sweet Christian
spirit diffusing its fragranco iu our daily life, are wanting. I know
there are excuses, and am persuaded that the mission work, while
adapted to develop strength of Christian principle is not especially
calculated to promote elevation of soul and a devotional spirit. Its
tendency is to inake men Luthers and Knoxes rather than
and McCheynes.

But we need preanchiug that appeals to the consciences and ex-
periences of our members; and until we have it, their spiritual
apprehension will be dull.

(2). The attention should be directed to the saims and other
spiritual and experimental portions of God's Word.

The Chinese are by no means averse to looking inward, to having
motives analysed and emotious criticised. They are rather fond of such
writing. We should shew them the beauties of God’s word aud Jiow it
is adapted to every phase of human experience ; and teach them to look
into their own souls and observe the workings of their own minds.
There is a great lack of experimental hymns in Chinese. Some of our

finest hymns of this kind would not be popular with the Chinese yet, as
they are too far advanced for the present state of spiritual growth among
our native christians ; but it might be well to have a few such in our
collections.

We know that we have erowa past some hymns that we could sing
with the Spirit in the earlier stages of our Christian course; so if will be
with a people who are becoming imbued with the spirit of Christianity.
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(3.) Devotional meetings. Prayer meetings in which the Spirit is
prosent are of great service tn promoting spiritual growth. A mere
routine, formal meeting is almost worse than useless. We need to
prepare ourselves spiritually for the proper conduct of a prayer meeting,
by humbly asking the Lord for the message He would send to His
people at the time, and by seeking the presence of the Spirit among us.
We may keep up the spiritual tone of the meeting, by only calling on
the more spirijually-minded to pray. Singing is a part of worship foo
much neglected, and it is often difficult to find suitable hymns in the
meagre collections we bave at present. Stillour Heavenly Fatber knows
our difficulties, and what we want is not so much better hymns as the sing-
ing of what we baye with the Spirit and with the understanding. We
should encourage the mention of special cases, for whom prayer is de-
sired. There are meetings from which we go feelmg, it has been
good to be there. By fostering such meetings, ve may do much to
develop the spiritual life of our members.

(4.) Hettgious conversation. It is important to draw out the spiritual
experience of our native brethren by occasional conversation. L fear
on ideal Methodist class-meeting would prove a failure In
at present at least. You svould not get at any true relation of spiritual
experiences ; because generally there would be none to relate. All would
tend to formality and an empty show. It is very difficult to get from
a Chinese a statement of his spiritual life ; first, because there seems to be
little activity of mind, and then because they do not aceustom them-
selves to observe and analyze their emotions and purposes. But we
may by an occasional remark set a man to thinking, or draw bim out
to tell us of any spiritual conflicts or trials he may have had.

We need to be always on the watch to speak a word In season;
and to have wisdom given us from on high to speak the right word
without fear, and yet without giving offence, and thus producing aliena-
tion from us Instead of confidence.

(5.) Fath fut discipline. Fear is a motive to which God appeals in
setting before us the retributions of the futuro world, and one that may
be legitimately appealed to in the training of our native converts.
Them that sin rebuke before all, that others also may fear. ”(1 Tim.
v. 20). A faithful reproof or an earnest warning may arouse a mau on
the brink of committing sin, and be the means of saving his soul. Pub-
lic rebuke or suspension from the Lord’s table, may open a inan’s eyes
to the gravity of his offence, and deter unstable ones from following a
bad example. The true Christian will be humbled at the thoucht that
he needed reproof ; the proud and self-sufficient will manifest the evil
tuat is lurking within their bosoms. The standard of Christian character
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will scon deteriorate in any church where lax discipline prevails.
There are other means of spiritual growth which are so obvious

that they do not require us to dwell upon them; as persoval prayer on
the part of our members, and intercessory prayer for them on cur
part, and the daily devotional study of the Word.

I. Independence of Man. Coming now to the second part of our
subject I remark, that ia order to develop the character of our nativa
converts, we must endeavor to make them independent ;—to teach
them to stand alone,—to act for themselves. Nor 3s this at all akin to
self-sufficiency and self-concelt; on the contrary, just 1m proportion as
a Christian clings to God, just in that degree will he feel that ho 1s not
dependent on man. The poor in this world’s goods are “ rich in faith ;”
simply because they look to God alone. Just as long as a child is
petted and carried in the arms, just so long will he be unable to stand
alone ;~—as long as he is helped, so long will he be unable and unwilling
to help himself. A willingness to be helped and to depend oa others
seems to be a trait common to Asiatics; but l am persuaded, that the
Chinese have less of it than the Hindoos and many other Asiatic
peoples. Still we see enough of it kere, and we may have just as much
of tt 23 we choose, A missionary has to set himself resolutely to dis-
courage it, and to teach the Chinese converts that they must not be
content to remain children for ever. We have much to contend against,
especially in this part of China. Perhaps it was @ necessary evil in
the earlier stages of missionary labor here. Be the cause what it may,
we see an inclination in those connected with the mission work hero in
its earlier days, to be too willing to eaf the foreigner’s rice and to be
dependent on us for everything. I am rejoiced to notice a change in
our younger members.

It is a difficult task for a father to throw his son on his own
resources, and tell him he must look out tor himself; the young man
may he very easily offended at the manner in which 1t is done, and may
give hia parents much grief and anxiety by nis wayward conduct; but
it must be done, or be will never maka a man of himself,

Jt will no doubt cost us much anxious thought and many earnest
prayers for guidance, before we can gently push the native brothren off
without alienating them from us. They cannot be expected to see at
the time that we aim at doing them good.

Refusal to aid must be. accompanied by heartfelt interest in their
welfare,—by wise counsel and by frequent inquiry as to their trials.
It is easy to make a stern rule and adhere to it, resolving to let the
Chinese take care of themselves; and as easy to be too indulgent, and
accede to their wishes for assistance; but to keep the golden mean,—to
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feel for them and Jove them too much to spoil them,—this is a dificult
task. God’s spirit alone can enable us to do it successfully. Wea must

he prepared to see failures; no child learns to walk without having
some falis. We must not set 2 man down as a hypocrite and a de-
ceiver because he falls ; but must try to help him up, and encourage
him to try again.

We must not bo shocked at seeing our counsels disregarded ;
becanse after all, experience is the best teacher. A child will not walk
straight when it beatns to walk alone. Jé will take its own way to
accomplish an object, when we could have taught it a better way ; but
so the object is accomplished, it is better it should take tts own way;
for it develops the mind more. So we must expect the Chinese to go
their own way about things.

We must not be too anxious to force our methods on the Chinese.
They know their own people better than we do, Let it be our care to
fix in them proper principles, to cultivate an enlightened conscience,
to store their minds with Soripture truths, and leave to them the exter-
nal methods of manifesting their love to God and to thetr fellow-men.
The future churches of China may not be exactly conformed.to any
western model in their methods of working, and may be none the less
acceptable to the Master on that account.

(1.5 We need in the first place, to cultivate the native conscience.
Like a child’s muscles, if will only grow by use. We must not be too
ready to teach and direct; but should ask men their own judement on
a matter, and then correct any error by bringing it to the infallible
tast of the Word.

Probably most of us have noticed a tendency in our native helpers
to slack work as soon a3 our immediate supervision 1s retnoved. This
may he owing to various reasons, and need not necessarily be set
down to slothfulness or dishonesty. We have been trained to hab-
its of regularity, and may feel that we have discharged our duty
by being punctually in our chapel and preaching tor so long a time;
the Chineso may fail to see the necessity of this, and feel that
they are accomplishing the object in view even more efficiently, by
conversing with a friend or visitor on the subject of religion; they
may even go farther and think we do our work perfunctorily, and
are to be blamed for neclecting a promising case thrown in our way by
God’s providence, for a mere routine duty. Are they so far out of the
way ! Js not the tendency to mere routine and formal duty one which
gaps the foundation of earnest Christian effort? Let us be content to
throw all upon the individual conscience, and try to avoid forming a
conventional consctence, satisfied with a certain round of duty. We
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sec little of modern routine In the labors of Christ and the apostles,
We may hamper a man with divections, and in our zeal to make him
an efficient worker, fail to develop the motive power within, which will
alone make him offer service acceptable to God and really beneficial to
his fellow-men. Tt is better to lead a man to feal that he must be a
witness for Christ at all times, and in all places, and that bis salary 1s
not so mnch pay for so much work done; but assistance to lighten his
worldly cares, that he may devote his time more entirely to the Lord’s
work. While we must not ignore the fact, that our native workers need
supervision, advice aud encouragement, we must try to throw them as
much as possible upon themselves and teach them to work as pleasing
Christ, and not as our employes. As long as a man is treated as a
servant, just so long will he shew a servile spivit. We must be content to
have the work done, and not be too ansious to have it done in our way.

(2.) We should take our native brethren into our counsels, and throw
responsibility upon them.

This will not only benefit them, but will also benefit our work.
They understand their own people; and if we discourage their mero
agreeing witk our opinions, and let 3 man see that we esteem him ail
the more for an outspoken expression of a difference of opinion, we
may derive much help from their counsel. At the same time we must
be prepared to view things from our higher vantage ground, and point
out the results of our greater experience, and the teachings derived
from our deeper insight into the meaning of God’s Word.

So witi regard to responsibility, The Word of God authorizes
us to believe, that when in God's providence 2 man is called to an
office, he will have the special grace needed for the discharge of ifs
duties; but apart from God’s grace the mere fact of a man’s having a
responsibility, tends to develop him and fit him to bear 3t farthfully.
We may be too backward in ordaining native ministers, because wo
feel that they are scarcely suitable for the office. ‘¢ Dying grace Is
given in the dying hour ;” so the grace is given with the responsibility.
Let us trust God, and trust our native brethren. ‘The sooner they are
out of a state of punilage, the sconer will they be able to perform the
duties of independent men.

Paul placed the responsibility of self-government upon his churches
at a very early stage of their existence.

(3.) Setf-support. Privilege and responsiblity must go hand In
hand. TY doubt whether a native minister should ever be ordained
before the native church is ready to give him at least a parttal support.

We must throw the pecuniary responsibility as well as other
responsibility upon our native Christians. Asiatics are yery willing to
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easier to be helped than to help one’s self, that we are all slow to learn
our Lord’s lesson, that ‘it is more blessed to give than to receive.” We
must be very careful not to foster a dependent spirit. Tt 18 so much more
apreeable to have 2 man in your pay, doing his work pleasantly just as
you tell him, than to throw him upon himself and have the work done
fitfully, and have him come to you with his pecuniary troubles, that it
is not surprising we should fall into this way of doing things. Than it
makes ono so much more popular with the Chinese, who naturally look
more to their individual good than to the prospects of the future church
of Christ in this Jand. When you talk of the native Jaborers looking
to their own people for support, they are too apt to rejoice like good king
Hezekiah that “the evil will not at least come in their days.” Suill we
must take a stand, or the kingdom of Christ will never become indi-
genaus here, but flourish merely as an exotic. Shere is no reason why
much more should not be done in the way of self-support.

ihe poorer Chinese, who are not absolutely paupers, and entirely
dependent, spend $d. or $4. a year on their idolatry; 4 man in the
condition of many of our church members, as much as $6. or $8. and
a respectable shopkeeper from $15. to $20. While some lose their
places by becoming Christians, and many from priuctple must abstain
from some ways of making money which they practised as heathen, still
if half the money formerly spent on idolatry were given to the promo-
tion of Christ’s cause, 2 church of seventy-five members ought to raise
$150. a sum sufficient to support its native pastor, relieve its poor, and
pay its current expenses, after a chapel has been provided. it may be
replied, that few churches at home do as well as they should; which is
only too true, but is no reason why we should not aim at a higher stan-
dard here in China.

There are tivo points connected with money spent for idolatrous
purposes which deserve our attention; one is thet the money spent Js
not felt, because given in small sums; and the other is that much of it
is given under compulsion. We may imitate the first principle, as it
is an eminently scriptural one ; but the other we cannot follow. The

only way is to cultivate the conscience, that the compelling power may
come from within and not be mere external force. . Stil! something
may be done by an enlightened. Christian public feeling, and perhaps
by an assessment for certain expenses. Our Chinese leading men
would readily agree to the principle of assessment, and though I have
always objected to it as inferior to direct appeals to the conscience,
I think it perfectly just as applied to some purposes, as the support of
a pastor and the currant church expenses.

WHAT ARE THE BEST MEANS OF DEVELOPING { May-
Nor ts this fault confined to Asia; but it is so much
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Let no one think that these remarks about self-support are out of
place, In a discussion of the meana of developing Christian character.
The Scriptures place the “grace” of ministering to the saints” in
the same category with faith, and utterance, and knowledge, and love
for God's ministers (see Il Cor. viii. 7). It has an important place
among the fruits of tle Spirit, as “a proof of the love” which
we profess.

We look for manifestations of Christian crowth in the spirit and
in the life. In christian lands we look especially to the new spirit with
which duties are performed, and to ronewed activity in doing good.
In heathen lands we have to expect the change mainly in setting rid of
old faults, and avoidance of former sins. We must not set a man
down as a hypocrite and destitude of the grace of Grod, because we seo
an occasional falling into former sins. Wao must remember that onr
easily besetting sms are in the spirit; bul those of the Chinese are ex-
ternal and glaring. It does not follow that they are worse in God's
sight, A disease ts nob worse because an internal fever gives place to
an eruption. God loolks at the heart. We are to judge of sanctifi-
cation by the forsaking of old sins, whatever these may be. The sins
of converts from Jeathbenism are more out not therefore more
wicked. We would be shocked to be told, “Let him that stole steal
no more ;” as Paul told the Corinthian converts.

Whero we would prevaricate, exaggerate, or tell a professional or
conventionally allowed wntruth, the Chinese will tell a downright lie ;
where we would practice some trick of trade or ongage tn some trans-
action which will not bear the clear light of day, the pagan convert
will steal, Where we would conceal a sinful thought under a double
entendre, he will utter an obscene word.

We are to look rather for a growing cessation from sin,—a spirit
of humble repentance after falling into sin,—a frank confession, rather
than absolute freedom from sin. Let us remember how our own
relivion is fostered by early education,—is bolstered up by public
opinion,—and is strengthened by daily contact and companionship
with exalted characters, before. we judge harshly of those who have
to stand alone as witnesses for Christ among a heathen people.

While overlooking nothing, but “ reproving, rebuking, exhorting”
at all times, let it be “with all longsuffering and teaching.” Thus though
the material we have to deal with may be a rude block of granite, we
may succeed in making it a polished stone fit for the Master’s use ;
though it may be a knotty, crossgrained piece of timber, we may at,
last see it a pillar jn the temple of the Lord.
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NOTES OF A JOURNEY IN EAST FORMOSA.
By Rev. Hucu Ritcne,

N Marcel 15tb, along with an elder who voluntarily accompanied
me as a preaching companton, anda servant, I left Takao in a

junk for Po-song on the east coast. We had twice to put into har-
bours on the way, and after a tedious passage of fifteen days we
reached our destination. Travelling by one of these native craft, the
European is taugtit to set a proper value on the comforts and advan-
taces of a well-appointed steamer. Po-song is only as yeta village
with twenty to thirty Chinese houses; if has been chosen by the
authorities as their residence; a yamen is about to ba erected, and as
emigrants from the west coast first of all find their way here, it will
io all likelihood become the future centre of Chinese influence. It has
no harbour; every junk or steamer that arrives, runs a risk of not
being able to discharge their cargo, or, in the act of discharging tt,
being compelled to ruu before a gale.

For twenty-four hours after our arrival, E bad to content myself
on the deck of the junk, listeniug to the rear, and watching the ceaseless
surges of the North Pacific.

This great drawback to trade could easily be remedied, at no very
great expense, by selecting one of the estuaries found at various points
along the coast. Northward from Po-sone there are several Jand-
locked harbours, with four to five fathoms water and a clayey bottom.
Were such inlets subjected to 2 competent survey, if would assist the
Chinese government in their efforts to colonize this quarter, and might
lead to the opening up of one or more good harbours, on this hitherto
much avoided dangerous coast.

The sixty miles of coast over which I travelled, presented various
features of terest. At some places the distance from the sea to the
hills is considerable ; and on the plains, wheat, millet, sesame seed, pota-
toes and tobacco are the chief products ; while in the forests to the north-
east the camphor tree is found in abundance. In no other part of
Yormosa have I seen such numerous herds of cattle, and in tho forests
the natives hunt the deer, boar, panther and bear.

At other places the hills touch the sea and are wooded to their
summits, waterfalls issue from their flanks, and occasional knolls
covered with verdant grass eight to ten feet hich relieve the scene,
while the varicty and beauty of the feathered tribes lend an additional
charm to the landscape.

Home years ago, a chief from this region came round to our
hospital, and beimg cured by Dr. Manson, other patients soon came to
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know the value of western medical science. The daughter of another
chief had her foot amputated by Dr. Renuie more than a year ago; so
that the good effects of these successful operations, opened my way,
snd induced me to visit these tribes. Pi-lam, three miles east of Po-
song jis the village where the superior chiefs reside. This pre-eminence
dates backs from the time of the Dutch occupation. A sword, a pike
and a book were given by their former masters to Pi-lam as the insignia
of authority, and to this day they respect these relics of antiquity.
The sword and pike are still there; but as the book was to me an
object of far oreater interest, I was sadly disappoimted on being told it
was Durnt about tiveuty years ago, along with the house of the chief.
The wife of the chief was a fine specimen of the savage lady, bore
heavy ear-rings, had a string of large beads round her neck, wore
coloured gaiters, and smoked rather a fanciful pipe. The menials, both
male and female, seemed to acknowledge ber authority, at least in
domestic matters; one of them having tn some way or other offended
her, gota slap on the cheek. Her son wore a head-dress made of the
feathers of the Swinloe pheasant. The seat of honour Is a four-
legged stool in the centre of the floor, near tho hearth; and the rest of
the apariment is a large bamboo bed raised about a foot from the floor
where men, women, children and dogs squat during the day, and slcop
at night. There is a private enclosure, under the same roof, for the
Women. The door is in the gable of the hut, and the windows in the
front; so thal. in the event of wet weather, in the hot season, there being no
provision for ventilating the house, and as tho living sceno inside oue of
these huis is like a bee-hive, aj] kinds of diseases are generated. Since
the middle of last year the small-pox has destroyed thousands of these
aborigines, and about one half of the chiidren and youth bore the traces
of that dreadful epidemic. To relieve this over-crowding, the chiefs
have built public dormitories for the youth. Some of them are bee-
hive looking structures of bamboo and grass forty feet high, to which
the ascent is by a ladder; tho mags on the beds are deer-skins; along
the roof 2re scores of deers’ antlers and boars’ skulls.

In one corner of the apartment the guns and spears of the mmates
were in rows; in the centre of this strange loft was a square hearth
built by four heavy beams, and on the inclosed earth a fire was burn-
ing, with no exit for the smoke but the door and windows. Some ot

the inmates were crouching on the beams warining themselves, and in
one of these dormitories, a number of the oceupants were industriously
employed making coats of deer-skin. As numbers of tha people of the
village were clad in such garments, we thought of the primitive con-
dition of man.—“ The Lord God made coats of skin and clothed them.”
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Daring my stay among them, I made frequent and careful en-
quiries as to the existence of religious emotions; and from several of
their habits if is easy to infer, they do recognise the existence of a
Supreme Being and an invisible world. Before going to hunt, the
savace splits open a betel-nut into which he puts a red bead (no other
colour will do), and laying it in the palm of lis hand, waves it in the
face of Heaven, invoking his assistance and protection in the chase,
and then laying it on the ground, goos on bis way.

When any one is sick, the sorcerer’ waves the leaf of the banana
over the person, kisses and sucks the painful part, and whether the
patient lives or dies, the only reward to which the doctor is entitled is
this red bead. When these people drink the spirit extracted from their
millet, and of which they are all fond, one may occasionally observe
that the person abont to drink dips his forefinger in the liquor, and
sprinkles a few drops on the ground. Others again, drink it right off
without any ceremony.

Those who have killed an enemy sprinkle these drops on the
earth as a sacrifice to the departed spirit of the person killed. As the
betel-nut is the symbol of reconciliation among these tribes, the offer-
inc of the nut and the scarlet bead may indicate an indefinite desire to
be at peace with their Maker,

Volike their Chinese neighbours, they leave the arrangements of
matrimony entirely in the hands of their children. lf a damse! sets
her mind on any youth, she manifests her love, by going every other
day, and giving her Jover her assistance at his work, whether m his
father’s house or in the fields; and if she succeeds in winning his affec-
tion, she brings him into her father's house. On the marriage day the
husband brings a gift to the parent of his bride;—cloth, a gun and a
pot ;—a pig is kilied and wine is handed round ; and if it be the wish of
the husband to take his wife elsewhere, she will not follow him during
the life-time of her parents.

The Saturday Review, October 4th, 1873, states. “ In the matter of
ynarriage, both in Formosa and in some parts of Burmah, the husband
for 2 given time has no recognized claim to his wifo’s society ; and only
visits ber at ber father’s house by stealth at night, escaping by the win-
dow at dawn of day.” No such custom obtains among the aboriginal
tribes of Formosa. My informants were Chinamen who had married
savage women, and who in doing so, are compelled, when they cross
the border, to abandon their own ideas of marriage, and conform to
the established usages of the mountains. This statement has been ccn-
firmed by the testimony of the aborigines, with whom I have spoken
throuch an interpreter.
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In the event of a birth occurring in the family, a daughter is the

more desirable acquisition, as she not only brings gifts to the Louse,
but also a husband. ihe marriage of a deceased wife’s sister obtains
among them.

Although the small-pox bad Just carried off half of the population
of some of the villages through which I passed, not a single grave was
visi bie. When the husband or wife dies, he, or she, is buried undor
the nuptial bed; and if it be the husband who is buricd first, on no
consideration can the wife leave the apartment till death. She can
marry a second timo, if she choses; but only on the condition that the
second husband enters lier house. tho other members of the family
are buried in tlic centre of the house, or at the doorway, at much tho
same depth as we bury in Jéurope.

Some of the older men had ear-rings of bamboo, much the size of
4 common cork; and in some cases they were ornamented by boing
overlaid with the lining of a shell. The practice was formerly
fashionable, but they seem to be growing ashamed of it; most of the
middle-aged men, and youths, had the holes mn their ears, but the corks
had disappeared.

Day by day, we wore surrounded by scores and hundreds of these
poor people who wanted medicine ;—many of «whom wanted it baidly.
For many years, I have had frequent opportunities in our hospital of
learning the art of bandaging, and gaining some acquaintance with
the more common forms of disease in the island. Accordingly, in
setting out.on this journcy was woll furnished with lottons for washing
eyes and ulcers, and with one or tivo others of the more useful medi-
eines; but when difficult or serious cases were presented, they were
recommended to attend our hospital; as a passtne visitor could do
such cases no good.

At all events they were taught the importance of cleanliness ; and
as we passed from village to village, the very fact that we had a little
medicine brought great crowds together, and they heard about the
‘name which is above every name.” Jn iso faras thetr language could
express such truths, they listened daily to such Important utterances
as these :—“ God is the great Father of all men.—God 1s love.-— We are
all sinners against God. Jesus isthe Saviour from sin. I come among
you a8 the servant of Jesus.” One day, when busy binding up a child’s
toc, a man on my left was telling a new-comer my connexion with Jesus,
It was refreshing to hear that ever-blessed Name dropping from the lips
of a savace, After passing through savage torritory, on the third day
we came to the first village of the Pe-po hoan. These Chinese-speaking

aborigines formerly divelt on the western plains and bills; but owing
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to pinching times, during the last half-century, batch after batch they
have emigrated to the eastern coast. Many of their kindred on the
west side and along the central belt of the island, had gladly received
the gospel some years ago ; but there seems to be so littla communication
between them, the majority of those we saw had never heard of the
gospel of Christ. One aged Hoan of seventy-sight, the chief of one of
their villages, gave us a hearty welcome, with every facility for the
delivery of our message, and was not ashamed to kneel with us at
prayer. Thad arranged to visita large settlement of these people a
day’s journey Inland; but as the weather proved unfavourable for a
mountain journey, after spending five days in the villages on the coast
line, I began to retrace my way southward.

On the way round, the junk was obliged throngh stress of wea-
ther, to put loto a harbour near the south cape. We spent a few days
on shore, and one evening after the service, a Chinaman came to me
uttering a number of English monosyllables; on asking how he got
acquainted with my language? he told me the following tuterest-
Ing story, to which I Itstened with breathless attention :— About
twenty yoars ago, a ship was wrecked on the south-east side of
the cape; the majority of the crew were murdered by the savages,
but a number escaped in a boat and made their way round to the
west side of the Island. Standing in need of water they ventured
on shore, when they were suddenly set upon by the neighbouring tribe
and all killed except three,—Jim, Bill and Alick, who ran along the
shore; but the latter being too exhausted, fel! into the hands of his

The two Englishmen found their way round the point to the
white-sand inlet (where a lighthouse ts about to be erected), and for a
day or two hid among the brushwood ; but being observed, it was soon
noised abroad that there were two foreigners in the district. Along with
some others I went in search of them; and when the seamen saw us
approaching, they clapped their breasts, shewwed their hands and legs
torn by the rocks, and | led them up to my mother’s house. The
tivo seamen were clad in native dress, squatted on the floor at meal-
time, and for nearly two years lived in our house. They willingly
planted and dug potatoes, ploughed the fields, and assisted our family
in their daily toils; and sometimes they would come running into the
tut, shouting, ‘Engli ship! sip’! but we could not understand
what they wanted. Jim would always ask me what this and that was
in Chinese, and I would ask him what he called them in his language.
After some time we came to understand each other pretty well, and
they told us their desire to return home to thetr families, and that on
the first occasion they wished to depart, When the next ship hove in
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sight, a raft was manned, and on approaching the vessel we were
taken for pirates and guns were pointed at us; bué when Jim and Bill
stood up and shouted ‘Ship a-hor! Ship a-boi!’ the yessel hove to,
lowered a boat, and we all went on board. After getting refreshments
we took our leave of the two sailors, who said they would be sure to come
back and see us at the white-sand inlet. About a year after their depar-
ture, a letter arrived inviting my mother and myself to visit 2 ship
lying in the offing. On entering the cabin of this large ship, two soldiers
stood at the door with guns and daggers stuck at their ends, and when
we were brought inside, there sat the great man with stripes of gold on
his coat, and Jim and Bill standing beside him. The great man put a
hundred and twenty dollars into my mother’s hands, and Jim said that
when vessels iwera wrecked on this coast we were to treat the sailors
kindly, and we wonld not lose our reward. Aiter we had all eaten,
Jim and and Bill took 2 gig and brought us on shore.”

My informant then asked me if I knew Jim and Bill—and said
that if I saw them on the other side, I was to give them his remem-
brances. He added, “when I heard’ you telling about that good and
loving God, I was sure you were from dim and Bill’s country and that
explains why they treated my mother and myself so kindly!” It was
now past midnight, and before parting my informant (whose name Is
Lai) sung, or rather imitated the lum of an English song. L thanked
him for the story, and gave him a hearty invitation to visit meat Takac.

MY EXPERIENCE WITH MY SUNDAY-BCHOOL CLASS.
TO THF EDITOR OF THE CHINESE RECORDER.

When I remember the grave and dignified character of the I am ashamed to send
50 light an article as the enclosed. T have thought, however, that you would not cousider it
araiss to insert something of this kind among better articles. If you shoukl write npon te;
‘F Rejected, —too little substance in it," and throw it jnto the fire, I am euro that no one
would acquiesce iu the justice of euch condemnation 50 readily as] should. I do wish that
I wera capable of writing something really worthy of a place in the Recorder, for I feet tho
preatest wterest in its uscininess and succes.

Very truly yours,

OR twenty years ] have always been in some way or other connected
with a sabbath school. Pome of the happiest moments of my life

have been spent in unfolding and illustrating the truth before a cirele
of children. I have felt an mnocent pride in teaching a sabbath-school
class, and until recently L thought that I could teach Chinese children
as easily as those in foreign lands; but in attempting it 1 have found
how easy it is for vaulting ambition to high o'erleap itself.

My Dear Sir,
Aprif 8th, 1873.

HANS,
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One of my friends has a large number of children gathered to-

gether tn day-schools, and on Sunday they assemble to be instructed
tn matters purely relictous.

At a certain hour they are regularly let loose upon me; and on the
first sabbath in April [had what some persons would call a “good
times of it.” I began the task with a row of bright, restless, mischievous
faces before me.

The first question was one that I answered instead of asked.
(Chorus of small voices) “ Won't you please give me one of

those papers?” J looked towards a pile of newspapers and said,—* No,
those are foreign papers; if I gave them to you, you would not know
a single character. Rush now and Hsten to me. When we pray do
you know what we are doing ?”

(One bright boy) “ Yes,— we stand up and shut our eyes and talk.”
Suiting the action to the word he jumped up and put: two fingers over
each eye. At this the whole class jamped up and did the same thing,
repeating the answer he had piven.

Yos,” said -I, “but to whom are we talking?” It svas in vain
that I urged this question. One boy had,—as they all sat down,—
taken another's chair, and they were all busily exchanging seats, jump-
ing from one to another like iively little monkeys.

“ Come—be still; sit down.” Aiter assigning each one a seat, |
at length obtained a hearing and repeated my question.

To whom do we speak when we pray?”—A pause,—‘I don’t
know,” replied 2 child into whose eyes I looked inquiringly.

( Voices in chorus) “I don’t: know.”
‘ Yos, you do know; I know you do: come now, tell me.” After

a pause one of them said,--“The true God,” and as usual he was
followed by the rest. While they were repeating the answer over and
over, one of them said, ‘ Look af ———”

L looked. The child had put bis feet as far apart as possible, and
stooping down ho was frantically but unsuccessfully reaching for his
ehatr behind him.

“Get up in your chair and sit properly,” I erted ; and he obeyed,
for he was only restless. J hardly think he knew that he was
misbehaving.

Before I could again unite the broken thread of my discourse,
another hope of the church had slipped off his shoes and put them before
him on the floor. In a moment they had all taken off their shoes, and
there was a row of little Chinese cloth shoes on the floor, which com-
pletely occupied the attention of my class.

[ here delivered a lecture on propriety, which would, I have no
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doubt, be highly beneficial to sunday-school children generally, but it
was too lone to be repeated, It took effect immediately, and except
wry faces and bodily contortions, the whole class was perfectly quiet
for fully a minute and a half.

“T will now,” said J, “tell you about Daniel. He was a sood
man of the Jewish nation, whio Itved long long ago. ile prayed three
times a day, but be had a great many enemies. they never prayed at
all. Daniel prayed three times a day, but these wicked en not even
once a day.”

Just in this connection I noticed that one of my scholars tas
standing up with his fingers placed over his eyes in the orthodox fashion
praying ! T called him to order and went on with my story.

‘These bad men persuaded the king of the country to forbid
Daniel to pray. Now what do you think? Did Daniel stop praying?”

(Unanimously) “ Yes, Daniel stopped praying.”
“No, no,” I cried, “ Daniel still prayed as usual three times a

day.” Hereupon one hopeful boy tock the word out of my month,
and promptly delivered an antmated extempore eulogy upon Daniel's
faithfulness in prayer. The substance of it was that the good old
prophet prayed as often as he ate rice.

I proceeded with the narration.
‘<The king bimself loved Daniel, and was unwiiling to pat him to

death; but because he had broken the law of the land, he gave orders
that Daniel should be thrown into 4 large pit. Do you understand ?”

“Oh yes! A large pif in the ground that was full of water.”
Their imaginations would soon have drowned Daniel had I not come
to the rescue.

‘sNo there was no water in the pit, but there were lions in it. Do
you understand ?”

“Yes, yes ;—lions like those in front of the yamuns. Thoy are
stone lions in the day-time, but at night they are alive and bite people.”
I corrected this error, stating that I often passed those lions at night
and always found them the same.

My story went on. “There were many lions tn the pit,—some
large and some small.” Hereupon [ was informed by one of the little
fellows who “leaked information,” that the litéle lions could not bite ;
another, equally unable to contain his vast knowledge of natural his-
tory, declared that the big hons ate grown people and the littlo ones
ate children. In order to bring out my own view embodied in a
specific case I asked,

‘Phd the lions eat Daniel?”
(Promptly and confidently) “ Yes,—they ate bim.”
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“ No,—they did not. (xod sent an angel who took care of Daniel,

and prevented the lions from hurting him.” After suitably disposing of
those wicked men, Daniels accusers, much to the satisfaction of my
class, who were glad that the lions did eat somebody, I proceeded in
the Socratic metiod to impress upon them the main facts of the story.

By way of a moral to my tale, I went on to speak of the devil.
“ You know thet there are wicked spirits. The Bible tells us that

there are, aud we believe it, though we never see them. These evil
spirits have a leader called the devil. He is the greatest of them all.
He hates us, and tries to make us commit sin. The Bible says that he
goes about as a lion seeking whom he may devour. Now I don’t say
that the devil is 2 lion ;—mark that! He goes about to injure our souls,
as 2 lion goes about to huré men’s bodies. this is only an illustration.”
I felt a fear that they would declare the devil to be a great lion, of course
elongating and multiplying tail, teeth and claws, and then pive my
name as authority. I was relteved by the prompt reply, “only an
illustration,” and thought that I would carry them one step further.

‘We must pray to God to send 2 good angel to keep us, and not
lat, the devil cause us to commit sin.” Here again I had to rebuke my
little friend, who as soon as I spoke of praying, stood up, held down his
eyelids and prayed! My remonstrance was so solemn and caustic that
I had no occasion to repeat it.

“The name,” I proceeded, “which is in the Bible continually
given to the devil is Satan.” Observing that some were not listening
I sought to fix their attention by a question. “Fhe leader of the
wicked spirits is called what?” (The inattentive child, solus) ‘* Daniel.”
(Chorus) “ Daniel,—Daniel,—Daniel. the leader of the wicked spirits
is called Daniel”

I need not say that I promptly corrected this unjust assertion, and
charged myself to be extremely careful and explicit whenever I am
talking to Chinese children, be their years few or many.

We cannot expect faem to do otherwise than see men as trees
walking, until their eyes have become accustomed to that blessed pospel
light which has so recently dawned upon China.

NOTES ON BMLANCHURIA.,
By Rev. J. Ross.

S so very few strangers visit Manchuria, it may not be uninterest-
ing to some of the readers of the tecorder to have a glimpso of

that part of the country which Ihave fixed upon as the direction of
our 101sS10N,
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In tne beginning of last month I visited Moukden, to establish a

station there, having sent a catechist in advance to take a house. At
that time our flora were confind to a very few plants. The dandelion

is our primrose, and a sinall composite flower, unknown to Babington
and Loudon, with white petals externally tipped with pink, by courtesy
serves for the daisy, though larger. The field forget-me-not appeared.
very early, smaller than the home plant, of a delicate pale blue. Up
country I met with great numbers of snow-white dandelions, in every
respect save colour like the common yellow. As a rule the outer edge
of the petal was tipped with pink. It never grows from the same root
as the yellow, but stands side by side. In the middle of May a violet
of uniform purplish blue studded the banks on each side of the road.
Aft the same time one very small carex displayed its golden anthers.
One flower, which I take to be a variety of anemone, grows about four
inches high, the calyx internally of a beautiful purple, externally hairy
and grey. Lhe calyx soon falls; not so the long, grey, glossy, feathery and
very flexible awn attached to each seed, of which there isa very large
number, This flower grows on hill sides. Peach and plam trees glowed
with a masa of scarlet blossom which hid every branch. The snow~

white bloom of the pear, peeped from among the fresh green leaves.
The catkins of the numerous willow trees were beginning to fall in the
breeze. On the willows grew great quantities of mistletoe; the elm was
in half leaf; and the swantsa or “‘wild buckthorn” budding. Wheat and
barley were tivo inches long in the few scatiered patches where they are
cultivated. ‘Tall millet,” the great staple of human and animal
food, was being sown; in seven days it is above ground. Livery hamlet
and almost every house has its clump of trees chiefly willow; so that
though thore is no ground lost to cereals, the country is well and
beautifully wooded.

In the inn at New-chwang (proper) I became acquainted with
a merchant from Liao-yang, detained myself by tho falling rain.
In answer to queries regarding circulating specie and the laws forbia-
ding the removal of copper “cash” from one city to another, he related
the following, which may be taken for what it is worth,;—“ A well-to-
do merchant in Liao-yang,—out of whose family in Snaatung, many
had become high mandarins,—shipped by stealth 3000 tio (in round
numbers 10 tzao to a tael). Before tho vessel left the port, the cash
was seized and forfeited to the governor of the city. Trials d&c., cost
him 4000 tiao more, and as extra punishment he had for some tine to
carry the ‘cangue,’” The Coreans on their way from Pekipg used to
buy up all the copper cash they could in Liao-yang. On their return

embassy they brought this same cash in the form of copper vessels.
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the Corean king was expostulated with two years ago, and ho pro-
hibited the trafic uader pain of decapitation. Since then the trafic bas
ceased. Ihe reason is that in cash a catty of copper is of the nominal
value of 0.86 tae, while in bulk the same copper sells at 2.5 to 3
per catty. No wonder the melting of cash is treated as a capital crime!
Not very long ago parliament was occupied with the question as to the
desirability of reducing the size of the sovereign, as it was purchased
on the continent to be used for manufacturing purposes. Suppose the
sovereign nominally valued at six shillings in England, and the pos-
sessor of it able to purchase articles of only six shillings in value, while
by melting it down he could purchase three times as much, something
like capital punishment would alone save the sovereign from destruction.

Paper money, or notes similar to bank notes, are issued by ordor
of the magistrates when copper cash is scarce. It is sometimes very
dificult to get copper cash for this paper,—the cash is so rapidly disap-
pearing. Large capitalists dislike issuing these notes, for they are
always Hable to be called upon to furnish cash which they have not,
and silver will not be taken. But as they must issue a certain number
of notes, they get them printed, and sometimes two large bongs agree
to exchange their respective notes and keep them locked up. Small
capitalists delight in the issue of paper money. Failures among these
are very frequent, and the reason not far to seek. In Moukden the
number of false notes 1s so great, thaf no man-can get value for any
note unless he is prepared to give security. The notes of one city are
eutrent only in that city and neighbourhood. Hence every city has its
own exchange for silver, and no tivo are alike save by accident. It is
readily 1nferred that copper cash and the notes issued upon if form a
local medium of exchange,—silver in bulk the general medium.

Even with our bad summer roads, there is a great deal of travel.
ling in this province. There is little transportation of goods by road, tho
river Liao being by far the cheapest and most convenient route up north.
But the small travelling cart is frequent, the rider more frequent, and
most frequent of all the foot traveller, carrying bis few necessaries on
his back. Among these 1s readily distinguished the letter-carrier, with
his umbrella, lantern, pike and post-bag tightly secured over his should-
evs, his long strides and the swing of his wide-sleeved arm. The soldier
ig a constant traveller, but always on horseback. The first I met was
a Manchu with long bow slung over his shoulders, careering on a fiery
little pony. As a rule they carry the native matchlock with a small
flag for bayonet. These march 1n companies of from four to six and
peneraliy tn haste. They have never been rude to me on the road or
in the inn.
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I preached at every halting-place, and was a3 a rule listened to by

the common people with attention. If a scholar turned up occasionally
to ridicule “foreign” doctrine, a few sentences of Confucius cut sho-t
his sarcasm. The most determined opponent clad in showy garments
was thus silenced in Liao-yang, and skulked away amid the laughter
of the crowd. Because the pame desus is montioned I am taken for a
Roman Catholic, but I never fail to disclaim any connexion. Apro-
pos of Homan Catholics in Moukden, when preaching and selling books,
one man whom | discovered to be of that faith was busy whispering
in the ears of the listeners,—“don’t buy, those are bad books.” I know
several of the community by headmark, but could not prevail on any
of them to accept a gospel, for “our priest forbids ;” but they gladly
take a copy of Mr. Allen’s paper and read Confucius. They are alwa,s
good-natured however, and neyer refuse the scriptures with an oaa
as did some Irish Roman Catholics af home.

The following 1s from notes taken two years ago on my first trip
in the end of May, when everything was novel :—

Halt-way to Newchwang (proper) we came upon a large jake
formed by a very small stream. It is full ten miles long,~—how broad
T could not discover. Wortunately it was more distingutshable by reeds
than by water; when thero is much water it flows on to the road, which
is rough enough without tb. A large flock of Manecliurian cranes was
flying overhead; some were wading, their long necks stretched upwards
aud forwards to see and to seize their prey. More numerous were the
swine enjoying themselves in the lake, where they found food in richest
abundance, or grtnted their satisfaction, swimming from island to island.
All the rivers to the north wero occupied by herds of swine feeding on
(he luxuriant prass, and not averse to crossing the river where deepest.
They take the place of flocks of sheep at home, and are wonderfully
obcdiont, returning when half across a river, or wandertug far and fast
as soon as the herd-boy cries out wiz-lat, ‘come back.’ Passed barley
in ear; millet a foot high; hemp, cotton and wheat all growing well
at the road side. (Cyoased several small yirvers. Mare’s-tail grass crew
wherever there was moisture; docks of many varieties, forget-me-not
and severnl carices seen.

‘ All the way sparrows chirruped, swallows twittered, magpies
chattered, doves cooed In every grove. Jackdaws (among them the
white-breasted) are numerous; ravens are often inet. Small woec-

peckers uttered their peculiar cry among tho reeds, and cuckoos were
pretty common.

“The chief object of attraction in Newchwang is the handsome
spire of the beautiful Roman Catholic church, bearing, I am told, an
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Inscription in letters of gold, to the effect that if was built by the em-
peror In compensation for injuries sustained by the Roman Catholics
upwards of tivo centuries ago! The wall of this town is crumbhag into
decay ;~-its glory is departed. There are many distilleries for
extracting the spirit from the large millet and barley. Distillation must
have been Known to the Chinese canturies before Europe discovered the
process, for Confucius ‘drank without stint but not to intoxication’ of
this spirtt five hundred years before the Christian era. Newchwang with
its extensive suburbs should number about fifty thousand souls.”

Westaxted next morning, the innkeeper inviting us in there—if we
should happen to pass that way—“to drink water ;” boiling water being
the drink of all Chinese travellers. Two hours ride to the north, we
came upon a stream about three feet deep with very steep banks. Here
for the first time appeared the water iris, its linear leaves full two. feet,
but of course no flower; water plaintain with enormous leaf. fully a
foot high. On the other side of the stream was field after field glitter-
ing with mica dust. There must be a large tract of such soil; for in
returning via Hai-chung a full dozen miles to the east, the fine sand
was almost Ditnding. To the east and north-east appear the serrated,
irreguiar peaks of the Chien shan, and sixty-two 2 from Newchwang
we come upon the first hill on this route (Nan shan), on the southern
slope of which stands a Taoist temple. This is the extreme west of 2
low line of hills trending west from the main chain of mountains. Thera
are several such brauches parallel to this. Nan shan is of reddish-
brown trap,

There are no game nor trespass laws, and no fences except around
houses, When the farmer wishes to prevent carts from passing through
his fields in the tracks made during winter, he cuts a few holes 2 foot
at the edge of his field where that track diverges from the public
road, and there is an end of it. Riders and foot travellers still use the
centre of the track.

Soo shan, eighteen 4 south of Liao-yang, parallel with Nan shan,
Is of gneiss, as far as I could judge from its foot. Hence (according
to Williamson) the Chinese directed their attack on Liao-yang, the last
foothold of the Coreans. On the south and east sides there is a monas-
tery; In some of the hollows are stunted firs. Soo shan has many
ridges all round, and all rounded and smoothed in that peculiar man-
ner ascribed to the action of ice. From the foot of this hill was seen
a, magnificent scene tn all directions,—villages innumerable hiding
under their green covering,—the spaces between filled with waving corn.

A hundred and thirty & from Newchwang, or two hundred and
twenty from this port is Liao-yang, a large town with a, five wall thirty
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fs in circumference. Inside that wall there are fiolds and even a village,
apart from the beautiful town, which covers scarcely half the area.
The population is probably under a hundred thousand. Judging from
the number and appearance of the shops I infer that the town is 2
prospereus One,

Passing through tho or Corean gate, we forded a
branch of the Tai-tse ho (in the beginning of May it was six feet
deep).

A few 23 to the north we came to the main branch of the Tal-tse
ho, which is navigable, a number of long, narrow boats divided inta
compartments lying moored under the millet-stalk bridge which we
erossed. Beyond this bridge for several hundred yards, was dry quick-
sand into which the wheels of heavy carts sank so deeply that often the
willing team could not move the wheels. Here was 2 loud ard endless
babel of ta, ta, ta, to the oxen, and jak, jak, dirr, dirr, to other animals, ac-
companied by the loud cracking of whips sounding like pistol shots,—but
never oaths like the New Zealanders,—to urge on the animals. When
a cart was immovable, three animals were taken from a team behind,
harnessed to the sinking cart, and wilh its own team of from six to nine
animals, soon released the wheels. But the time spent before this
dernies resoré is somewhat wondertul,

The walls around the houses of the next villages were of quartzite
and rounded,—a soldier confirming my belief, that they bad been round-
ed on the banks of the river.

Water was sold at the villages beyond tins. Coming up to one
well to water my pony, £ asked if there was water to be had,—not ob-
serving that the little company at the well’s mouth were all women,
principally Manchus; there was no response tll my pony thrust his
nose into the dry trough, when one mustered courage to raply in a
surly tone: “ yes, but to be bought.” On my returning that way, a
woman hurriedly left her empty water-pats at the well and ran to hide,
doubtless-fearing I should address her again.

Tie land there is clevated but not bign. There are many empty
wells, and were the soil any other (han the corey clay (the loess of
Richthofen) which retains moisture. much longer than black earth, this
would be a desert instead of a highly fertile. district. Sixty & from
Liao-yang is the river and village of Shib-li ho; the river bed was
wide bul contained little. water. There tis also-a Sha bo to the noril: of
this, as there is another to the south of Liao-yang. The Hung‘he thirty
i south of Moukden is a constderable river. In our frequent bigh
winds the fine sand of its banks is carried high up into the air and for
miles from: its banks, Its deepest was three feet; it is rarely so low.
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It is wide, rapid and navigable ; and is ordinarily crossed on ferry-boats
which sometimes present rich scenes.

Moukden, a hundred and thirty 2 from Liao-yang, ts important as
being the capital, and the head-quarters of the principal men of the
province. ‘Here Manchus, men and women, are very numerous. Most
of the Manchus,—indeed I was told ai? who do not read the cha-
racter,—are ignorant of their original lancuage. dhey use the Man-
chu numbers In archery; they know the names of certain things; but
irom some inferior yamen attachés I could not get a complete sen-
tence; nor could they give me the nown and adjective, to learn their
relative position. They themselves say the language is dead. The +
sound is like tho Mongol, a hard guttural similar to the same letter in
Hrench. I am told the Corean ris of the same sound. Many words
are said to be the same in Mongol and Manchu. One of my men
mentioned the Mongo] for “food,” do0da, and “to eat,” dooda ii na;
a Manchn said that dooda was the Manchu for ‘to eat.” But the
hard 7 marks a family resemblance, as it is unknown to Mandarin.

Moukden is an etght-gate city. The outer wall is forty & ia
circumference, waile suburbs stretch away even beyond. (The d& of
Manchuria is considerably larger than that of Chib-li.) It is difficult
to estimate the thickly crowded population, which is | believe not less
than a quarter of a million. There is what I totend to bs meantime
the terminus ad guem of our mission,—a centre of great influence. [ft
the light of the gospel would by God’s blessing blaze forth there, then
the remotest parts of Manchuria would see its glory aad feel its power.
A man is now stationed there, young in years and younger in experience,
bué whom I found doing his work,—on the street at 8.30 a. a. when I
vent into the town. I hope that with the aid of regular periodical
visitation and preaching, he may be the means of doing much good.
Already there are good signs. The towns of Newchwang, Liao-yang,
and Hai-chune being on the road, will have the good news proclaimed
in them. From Liao-yang, Newchwang and Hai-chung are equidis-
tant; Hai-chung is east of Newchwang forty &. Via Hai-chung is the
way to the Corean gate, passing through Sin-yang and [eng-hwang
cheng. This route I have decided to take; the Irish Presbyterian
Church haying long ago chosen the route to the west to the Great
wall,

Little more than 2 week ago I visited Yao-chao shan, a celebrated
temple sixty i to the east, where a great fair, religions and com-
mercial, is hold on the eighteenth day of the fourth moon. There were

many thousands of people on that usually quiet hill-side ; tents of straw
matting being very abundant, but carts covered with that matting still
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I could address no more than a hundred at a time,

such was the volume of noise made by every man calling out his wares.
But by moving about from place to place I could get many new an-
diences. Here as elsewhere the people were prejudiced against the
Roman Gatboltes. I got few books sold, being told that all the villages
bad those books, but none could be got to understand them.
Williamson and Murray seattered many thousands of volumes which
»re still extant. I mention this to show how widely diffused the Scrip-
tures are.

I was told by a Chinese gentleman of that neighbourhood, that
this temple has been famous for four dynasties. The origin is perhaps
worth the telling. A carter was driving bis team with a heavy load
from Hat-chune. He got to a soft part of the road, where the cart
stack and would not move. He was in despair ; when presently up came
three buxom dames, who said; “You give us a drive and your load
will be lightened.” The driver consented; the three ladies mounted,
and of went the team in gallaut style. By and by they arrived at the
carter’s home, a§ the foot of Yao-chao shan. Lhe three ladtes alighted
and disappeared in the thick woods which then covered the now bare
hill. As they did not appear that night, the people carly next morning
went up the hill to search for them. They were nowhere to be found ;
but near the top of the hill were found three female images of brass.
The people were overjoyed at the discovery of the gods which had come
of their own accord, and temples were immediately built for the threo
on the spots where they were found. And these Nzang-niang appear
every eighteenth day of the fourth moon.

Till very recently there was connected with the temple a hundred
and twenty tien of excellent land. The priests have gainbled 16 all
LV? Y. They are now entirely dependent on the proceeds of that fair,
and like most of their class, scorned by the people.

How much does the quick-witted Chinaman need TRuTH,—the
truth connected with the belief in the one living and true God and Jesus
Christ whom He has sent.

NEWCRWANG, June Ist, 1875.
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Amd Lis name shail be call
The evertasting Kather,

My helpless soul, behold His face,
The Wonderful, the Prince of Pence ;
He doth most wondrous counsel give,
He saith, —look unto Me and live.

His wondrous power surpasses thought ;
The Mighty God salvation drought,
When for my countless crimes the Lord
Drew forth His fierce aud. vengeful sword.

jis wondrous love no tongue car tell ;
His heart's blood gushed to save from bell
Me whom He long had known te ba
His and the Father's enemy.

Soochow, llth, 1875.

THE WONDERFUL,

Wonderful, Counsellor, Zhe mighty God,
he Prince of Peace.” Isaiah, 9: 6.

He who thus wondrously did bleed,
Wondronsly now doth ‘intercede,
Deck’d with most awful wajesty,
Yet full of tendor sympathy.

What wondrous joy and peace I feel,
Yhen at my Saviour's feet J kneel ;
He lighte my soul with hope’s bught ray,
Fis presence tarns my night to day.

O svondrous Saviour! Prince of Pence !
May I in heaven behold Thy face,—
With saints and angels, join to praise
‘Lhe wonders of redeeming prace.

Carregpomdence,
Dear

In the September-October number of the Chinese Recorder, a cor-
respondent stoning himself BOREALIS proposed, what possibly seemed to
lim, a new method of transliterating Chinese, but which has been long
practised by the Russians, and has lately been gaining way amongst
those who have studied the external relations of the language.

Borealis,—apparently without perceiving the full force of his
remarks,—desired to get rid of the so-called aspirate, substituting for
it the ordinary surd, and for the latter making nse of the ordinary
sonant.. He added: “The writer bas heard objections warmly urged
apainst the use of g, 6, d, as inadequate to represent the Chinese
sounds ; and examples have been adduced, which however proved they
were the proper symbols.”

Hor this Borealis has come under the lash of the Rev. Carstairs
Douolas.

“Th is evident however from Dr. Douglas’ letter, thal the latter does
not really comprehend the point at what ts the distine-
tion between the sounds usually expressed in transliterating Chinese as
t, ky p, and t, &, p’. Dr. Douglas assumes the latter are aspirates, and
thereby in effect begs the entire question.

In bis third lecture of the second series of Lectures on the Science
of Language, Professor Max Miller, on the authority of Dr. Rolleston,

ives an elaborate series of illustrations showing the physiological con-Sition of the larynx &e. when issuing the various sounds. ‘Speaking
of the checks or mutes he says :—
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“We now come to the third and last class of letters, which are
distinguished from all the rest by this, that fora time they stop the
emission of breath altogether. They are called by the Greeks Aphéna,
“mutes,” because they check all air, or, whatis the same, because the
must not be intoned. They differ, however, from the hisses or hard brea-
things, which likewise resist all intonation; for, while the hisses are
emissions of breath, they, the mutes, are prohibitions of breath. bey
are formed, as the Sanskrit Grammarians say, by complete contact of
the active and passive organs. Lhey will require very little explana-tion. If we bring the root of the tongue against the soft palate, we
hear the consonantal noise of &. If we bring the tongue against the
teeth, we hear the consonantal nolse of t. If we bring the lower against
the upper lip, we hear the consonantal noise of p.

Again speaking of the corresponding soft checks or medie he says,
* the true physiological difference between p and b, t and d, k and g, is
that in the former the glottis is wide open, in the latter narrowed, 80 as
to produce cither whispered or loud noises.”

Now if we turn to examine these Chinese sounds, we shall find
that the difference for instance between ta and ¢‘a is exactly of the same
nature. Ihe Chinese in pronouncing the former neither leave the
glottis wide open as we should in pronouncing the corresponding
sonant d, mor do they allow so much breath to escape in pronouncing
the latter as we in the corresponding mute ¢, The difference is however
only one of degree. In uttering @ we leave the Joltis open, iu saying
we close it, checking the sound ; i making the Chinese sound fi, éa,
we perform this closing with a more rapid and complete motion. We
have therefore in sequence, d, é, t’, or as we may call them sovaut, surd.
and ultra-surd. Ihe same rule will apply to labials and gutturals.
Now au aspirate properly so-called is a very different thing; in place of
a closing of the glottis the breath is allowed to escape the whole time.
It is, as its etymology truly denotes, a breathing, not a check. Kew it
any languages possess a complete set of aspirates but they follow the
order of the other consonants. We have th in its two sounds in then
and thin corresponding with d and ¢; 0 and fwith 6 and p; but we
miss almost allogether the puttural aspirates gh as im Irish dougé and
ch as in German.

Again, no languages with which I am acquainted possess the full
series of sonant, surd and ultra-surd, though some of the dialects of
Chinese do seem to possess such a series. The principal dialects of what
we may call high Chinese—Mandarm and Cantonese, possess no proper
sonant ; the more archaie dialect of Woo (Shanghai) originally possessed
no ultra-surd. The former became the literary and ruling lanzuage of
China, and the latter borrowed from itsuch words as FE t%en “heaven,”
ousting the more primitive 2] djou, as Indra superseded Dyaus in an-
clent indian mythology. In Fuhbkien from a different cause there are
apparently the same forms; yet analysis shows them to be diverse. Dr.
Douglas says that 8 and hardg exist in the Amoy dialect, and doubtless
a modified b and a modified g are there to be found. On examina-
tion however we diseern that the 4 stands not for a sonant but form, aud
gin ike manner for xg; and further enquiry shows us that these
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cialects owe their peculiarity to corruption, by contact with the abori-
ginal tribes who remained longer in Fubkien than in most of the other
provinces. in Amoy 1s tn fact the m5 of Polynesian and African
tribes, and g is the nasal ng hardened to approach to the guttural.

Curiously enough the two other stocks of Chinese, that which I
have denominated high and that of Woo, exactly transpose the relation
of sonanut and-sard. This however is but a solitary instance of such an
apparent anomaly. Dr. Douglas talks of Irishmen and Scotch High-
landers having sounds similar to the ultra-surds of Chinese. If he will
examine he will observe how closely the analogy is carried. A High-
lander will speak of tin or. town, but when he comes to tell you of
Donald, will transpose him into Z"onait’. An iohabitant of Dublin wil]
talk ‘to you of the harbour of Kingstown, but of the port of Z°up’lin.
So a Shanghai man and a Cantonese will agree mm their pronunciation
of HH tung, “east;” but speaking of $f) copper,” we hear one pro-
nounce dung and the other tung.

These examples, which may de increased ad &ditum, will serve to
show that the distinction between say ¢ and @ 1s that of surd and ultra-
surd, or using the similar proportion, that of sonant to surd. If therefore
we adopt @ as the symbol of the former sound, we are perfectly justified
in using ¢ to represent the latter; and the advantage of this system is
that it tends at once to connect the Chinese language with those
of the rest of the world. ‘Thus d@ in this Chinese nse of the sound is not
quite d of English and most of the other European languages, but
neither is it quite ¢ as usually written. It is in fact something between
the tivo; the glottis not so open as in the former, but more than in the
intter. In like manner the ultra-surd is not quite the English é, but
differs from it only in the check produced in closing the glottis being
more sharp and distinct. The method proposed by Borealis is therefore
in its inception perfectly logical and reasonable. That Borealis hes not
followed it into details is anparent to any student of Chinese, but this
does not take atvay from the strenoth of his position. Lhe great advan-
tuge of such a system is, that it readily londs itself to the of
dialects differing widely in their actual pronunciation. When the dia-
lectic power of the letters 1s once established, the student need have ltitle
difficulty in makiog use of any new system. He does not need to be
forced to express or try to express, in English letters, the exact sound
for instance of or k, any more than the learner of Italian need be
presented with books substituting English ch for the soft Italian c.
What should we think of a hand-book to Italian spelling “ cicerone” chi-
cherone? yet this is one of the absurdities to which we are treated in
transliterating Chinese. It is not more difiernlt to remember that in
northern Chinese a & sound before ¢ or e, 1s softened, than to catch held
of the corresponding Italian rale. Who needs twice to be told that
eivita is pronounced like English chivita, or vecchia like veckia ¢ W ho, that.
has learned anything about the corresponding changes, say between
Greck and Latin, Sanskrit or Zend, will find a difficulty in remember-
ing that in similar cases the aspirate A is sibilated? We do not need
combinations like As, which give the Enelish reader but little idea of the
true sound, and which moreover leave us completely in the dark as to
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whother we are dealing with an 4 or an 3, but we do need 2 simple and
comprehensive system which we can apply readily to the various
dialects, and which in its application will show their real connection.

All who have bad occasion to compare Chinese with other lancua-
ges have had these facts forced on thetr notice. Dr. Bretschneider and
the Archimandrite Pailadias are instances in your own magazine.
Those who have compared the Buddhist books of tho Chinese with
their Sanskrit originals or their Japanese copies, have observed that
the same conclusions forced themselves on the native translators.
The Russians long ago caine to the same conclusion ; and it is to be
recretied that out of regard to a brilliant, but withal somewbat super-
ficial school of English sinologues, they have wavered in carrying out
this system.

With regard to the vowel sounds of Chinese there is really no diff-
culty. The system now universally adopted for all oriental langnagos
with the single exception of Chinese, lends itself so readily to the genius
of the language, that no difficulty veed exist in its application. Voarvel
sounds are either lone or short ; if tho latter they are left unmarked, if
the former, circumflexed. A, e, t, 0, u, # and their combinations can
thus be made without perversion to do duty for the whole ga:nut of
Chinese sounds.

In conclusion [ would only remark, that it really makes no differ-
ence ip the argument as to the personal identity of Borealis. [f Borealis
be so modest as to like to propound his theories under a nom de plume,
that fact neither strengthens nor vitiates his arguments. Whatever his
personality is, makes no difference as to the result. For my own part,
Dr, Douglas or any one else is quite welcome to my name if that
will be of any service in the discussion; but for the nonce following
Borealis I shalt content myself with signing

INQUISITOR.

DEAR DIR,—
Our new church which has just been completed in the town of

Naziang, sixteen milus from Shanghai, was opened to public service
on the 16th, 17th and 18th of the present mouth. The entire building
(which will comfortably seat eighty or ninety persons) including two
rooms for the preacher and his family, and one room for class and
prayer meetings, cost the sum of two hundred and ciehty dollars. ‘wo
hundred and twenty dollars of this amount was the donation of two
brothers, ministers in the Mississippi Conference of the M. E. Church
South. U.S.A. Twenty-five dollars was contributed by the native
Christians of our own church in Shanghai and elsewhere. was very
unexpectedly called away on Sabbath, but a native preacher was lett
in charge, and I did not return uutil Monday at noon. Ip the afternoon
of that day, at 3 o'clock, the doors of the chapel were opened, and the
people crowded in in great numbers, eager to seo what was going on, while
I endeavored to preach to them from the words of our Saviour, ‘‘XYe must
Oe born again.” After preaching, the Lord’s supper was administered
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to sieht or bine persons. Some of the churcl: members from a distance
who had been in the day before returned home end could not be with

We had preaching again at night ; when men, women and children
crowded in, until there was no more room.

All passed off pleasantly, for one of our preachers spoke so
plainly to them that they could not do otherwise than understand.
Ho addressed himself to the fathers, mothers and children, and it was
« late hour before the services closed.

On Tuesday morning 1 urged upon our preachers and native
Christians, the need of earnest supplication and prayer for God's
blessing upon this work.

Places were sei apart for each one to engage in earnest communion
with God for half an hour. At half past nine we met in the capacity of
a united prayer meeting. Passages of Scripture on prayer were selected,
and in my remarks I divelt upon the importance of prayer,~and
when it was possible, fasting connected with prayer. At the close of
the exercises we hod a few minutes intermission ; when two of our young
preachers were appointed to officiate. At @ quarter past ten the doors
were opened. Brother Fong commenced the services with singing and
prayer ; after which ho read a few verses of Scripture and preached on
the subject of fait. W ben he closed Brother Tsung came forward. I was
not expecting much from him, as he is young in the work ; but J never
heard such an eloquent appeal to sinners from the lips of a Chinaman.
He has a splendid voice; his emphasis was excellent, and his illustra-
tions were well selected, and told with power upon the andience. My
heart bounded with joy to hear such testimony from the lips of a young
and inexperienced preacher, and to see with what force and power these
truths were presented. When he closed I felt like being silent, for
the effect upon the audience bad been wonderful. With but a few
words of exhortation, 4 closed the meeting with singing and prayer.

Knowing many missionary friends m China engaged jn this same
work hail with joy the news of every house opened for preaching the
everlasting gospel to these people, I have been led to give a short ac-
count of the opening services in our-new chapol to the town of Naziang.

J. W. LAMBUTH.
SHANGHAI, Jfay 24th, 1875.

Boveatis had hoped that some one knowing northern mandarin,
and able to compare its sounds with the varied pronunciation of the
south, would have been so interested in his proposed mode of spelling
Chinese sounds, as to test whether it were not universally suitable ; for
he is aware that one accustomed to using a certain mode of spelling
fails to see its accuracies if there be any. But instead, there appears
after months of incubation, the wonderfully Juminous scintillations of
Dr. Douglas’ wit, who exposes his knowledge of mandarin by supposing
that B. puts ds for dz, which J. by no means desires to do; for if the
true sound of z is occasionally heard in =, s ts far more common, and
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he has no hesitation in leaving z out in tho cold except as zh.
and is unwilling to load the pages of the Hecorder with more verbiage ;
but gave what he still considers a sufficiently clear and complete view
of his mode of spelling. The sound hs was overlooked, as he always
writes.it f, which is preferable because a foreigner can at ouce pro-
nounce the word so as to be everywhere understood ; and because the
4, is heard side by side with the hs, &¢ chi being at least as frequent as
hei cis. Mr. Wade gives As, and his system~—though sometimes
clumsy—is the best at present in use because of its uniformity; but I
think 4 preferable.

8. is surprised that one knowing even a little of two languages
could be guilty of the mistake made by Dr. Douglas as to the value of
the symbols of sound. A letter is not a sound, but the symbol of a
sound ; aud what is required in translating the sounds of one language
into the symbols of another, is nota perfect representation, which is
impossible in all cages, but the nearest possible approximation.

It the letters 4, d, g represent both a harder and a softer sound in
Amoy aud Shanghai, the softer could be distinguished by a dot or a
cross; but for the harder sound, they and not p, t, & are the proper
symbols, and their introduction would probably remove the greater
part of the difficulty said to be felt in pronouncing. Oue who never heard
a Chinaman would pronounce 42 correctly if written Jan, incorrectly
while written pan. The same 1s true of ‘H" gan and kan. To give the
perfect. Chinese sound, it is uecessary to hear the Chinaman; but for
all practical purposes, conversational and philological, the proposed
change is sufficient,

The d and ¢ are peculiar. The English ¢ and ? are pronounced by
ejecting the breath while moving the tip of the tongue from the upper
7aw. If the beginner ejects the breath with the same force, while mov-
ing the tip of the tongue from the edge of the upper front teeth, he will
pronounce fit and HE. If this is understood and practised, “ boreal
spelling” makes all the rest plain satling. I may mention that the
French d and ¢ are very much more nearly allied to the Chinese than
to the English—the tip of the tongue being moved from behind the edge
of the upper front teeth.

The zk of Peking, written 7 by Mr. Wade, ts not heard in Shan-
Lung. In Tungchow aud Chefoo it is pronounced y ; in Tsi-nan foo 7; in
Honanitisr andi. A. cun in Peking, yin in Chefoo, ruz in Ts1-nan foo,
and sometimes in Tientsin, run and dun in Honan; ff wz, or with pe
cyu-tow, is in Shantuyg, alone or in combination, ye, yt-tow.

Though anxious to see @ much-necded improvement tn spolling, I
ie

am ae anxious nob to camber your pages with illustrations. = iS 1D
northern mandarin jing ;—let any one with a good ear say whether tho
English word king is anything like so good a representation of its sound
in Shantung as is ging of gingham. The latter will be universally under-
stood,—the former nof€ at all,

Tho only defect B. acknowledges in bis system is the dangor that,
notwithstanding his rule as to the mnvariability in value of each letter,
his final u may be pronounced 00; that FE chu might be pronounced
choo instead of chu (rch).
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It is true that the use of oo is old and the use of 2 new: but what

is wanted is 9 system which ia at once simple and uniform, and appro-
ximating as closely as possible to the use of the symbols of western
nations, and specially of Kaglish, which is at least as extensively known
on the Chinese coast as all other languages torether. ‘Lhese conditions
axe supplied in the proposed plan, where the same letter does not stand
for two different sounds, nor is the same sound represented by tivo dif-
ferent letters,—faults found ia all the systems known to

Bay 27th, 1875.
BorEALis.

Dear Sir,—
In the last number of tha Bishop Burdon asks for

the opinions of bis missionary brethrun, upon his proposal for us
to unite in recommendisg to the home committees of missionary,
tract, and Bible societies, to consider the subject of terms for God in
Chinese an open question, and to allow missionaries to publish with
the use of any one of the five terms,—Shang-ti, Shin, Chu, T'ien-chu,
end Shang-chu, as they may elect. Ju replying to him through your
journal, as he requests, allow me to pomt out what seoms to mo “a
more excellent way.”

Without discussing who may be responsible for the apparent in-
tolerance against which Bishop Burdon would protest, are we not all
agreed that the evils of the present method of printing the Scriptures and
other books with different terms for God and Spirit, are great? and
such being the case, 1s 1t uot our first duty as a body of Christian men,
professedly actuated by benevolent principles, to see if the cause of
these evils, this diversity of opmion and practice among ourselves, can-
not bs removed ? This seems to me to be 2 more rezsonabie course than
to pursue one tending only to protract the evils which we wish to remove,

And further, as this subject of our diverse use of terms for God
has been brought to the notice of the readers of the dtecorder by other
writers as well as Bishop Burdon, will it not leave a bad impression on the
aninds of many of them, if we allow the present opportunity to attempt
2, settlement of this question to pass unimproved ¢ We certainly do nof
beliove that the Protestant missionaries in China are incompetent as 4
kody, nor axe we willing to confess that we are actuated by pride of
opinion, a spirit of “ bitter controversy,” self-will, or other selfish prin-
ciples; and if we are not blinded by self-seeki .g, and are not incom-
petent, then certainly after so many years ¢. discussion, investiga-
tion and experience, we ought to be able tc settle this question. {1

most firmly believe that-there is sufficient 1 telltgence, courtesy and
picty in the misstonary body in China, to d’scuss the question without
unseemly accrimination and bigotry. In enteripg the arena in the
columns of the Recorder, or In a“ Yolumect Essays,” or in, the discus-
sions of a “General Conference of Missionaries,” we need not only
not write “ Saane-71" on our banner,* but we should avoid inscribing

* Sep Recorder for January-February, p 75,
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No SHANG-TI upon it. There would be just as much Intolerance in the
latter as in the former cuse. All that we have to do is to seek for the
truth in the matter, and strive to find what is the best term to
Christianize for God.

Another argument in favor of deciding the question now 13, that
at the present time we have a body of some ten thousand, more or less,
of native Christians, whose opinions can be had to aid us In discussing
the subject. Many of these are able and competent men. Tudeed, I
sce no harm in leaving, if necessary, the whole decision of the matter
to them. Intelligent and converted Chinese, after twenty, ten, or
even five years of instruction, with the use of apy term which may
have been employed in instructing them, must have sufficient Christian
knowledce to enable them to tell pretty well which term in their lan-
guage is the best to use for God, both tn preaching and in translating
the Scriptures. We have the whole Bible printed with Shang-tz for
God; also the same with Shin for God; and nearly or quite all of the
Bible published with T%en-chu for God. I for one am ready to have.
the Bible with these three different terms put In the bands of our
educated Chinese, and leave thein to choose the best term for them-
selves. After reading it through with these diffyrent terms as printed,
they certainly can tell which answers most appropriately to use
for God. The opinion of the present large body of native preachers
and intelligent native laymen would be entitled to respect, and it ts
further evident that the native church will ultimately rovise any dect-
sion that may be made on the subject.

In conclusion, therefore, would it not be better for us, in view of
the above facts, to attempt the devising of means for removing our dif-
ficulty as to terms, rather than, shrinking from this course, do that
which would probably prolong the evils that now exist? Js not this
time of God’s gracious visitation in revivals of relision, a favorable
one to labor for the promotion of love, courtesy and harmony among
the missionaries in China?

Vory truly yours,

Foocnow, Afay 28th, 1875.
CG. FART WELL,

Desk Sir,~—
Allow me to say a few words in reply to Bishop Burden’s com-

munication in your last paper.
i.—I most fully accord with his appeal for toleration in the use of

terms such as he refers to, and only hope that it will be heartily res-
ponded to by both parties in the controversy that has so Jong obtained.

2.—Jn the use of public money, it 1s necesary that the different
societies at home should be guided by the opinions of their representatives
abroad. Ata station where the majority of the members hold one
view, it would hardly be right to expect aid from the society with which
they aro connected, in support of a variety,—it may be,—of differing or
contrary vic\s. No rule as to experience or length of time 1n the field
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can be laid down to warrant a departure from this principle.
let the dissident urge his particular opinions in such a convincing man-
ner on lis associates, as to satisfy them of their correctness, or that
they may sustain them Jn some degree. in this way the society will
have good ground for acting in a definite form, instead of being swayed
by the ideas merely of one or tivo individuals, in opposition to the
sentiments of the many, and on a point which %¢ cannot possibly
understand.

3.— Why continue this wearisome controversy any longer? The
ablest fureten pens have been at work on it, and no more need or can
be said by the missionaries on either side. Is there no other way of
settling the difficulty? We have now been engaged in missionary work
for 2, number of years, and have gathered round us native pastors and
teachers, whom we have appointed to the very onerous service of
preaching the gospel. There are scholars also connected with us of
high iiterary standing ; and not a few well informed Christian men, who
know perfectly what we are aiming at, and .are far better qualified to
judge as to the most suitable terms we are in quest of in their language
than we are. If we cannot appeal to Papal infallibility to determine the
point so long at issue between us, can we not lay it before these native
Christians, and ask their unbiassed verdict in the matter? Have we
no confidence in their character or intelligence? It is surely bieh time
to close this guestio vexata, and bend our united energies to the one
thing given us to do. We are hindering our progress immensely by the
course of action we have long pursued, especially at some mission sta-
tions, by the want of uniformity in the terms we employ, and the dis-
agreement arising out of it. The highest interests demand that we
should come to a mutual understanding on the subject, not simply to
use all terms, but one distinctively and par excellence. As the ultimate
decision must be made by the Chinese converts, can we not anticipate
it by referring it to them now, and impose on them a duty aud a res-
ponsibity, which they must undertake in this and in many other things
in copuection with the native church.

BLACHISTOS.

DEAR SIR,—
Will you allow us, through your columns, to lay before our bre-

thre, a summary of the replies which we have received to the second
circular in reference to the proposed general conference of misslon-
aries jn China. The inissionaries in Hongkong and Newchwang, from
whom, previously, we had no response, bave now expressed their
opinions. At the former place, with one exception, they are unanimous
in favour of the convention as an experiment, and at the latter one 2s
for, one against, and one neutral. The views of the brethren at the
other stations remain much the same as they were. The great majority
desire the couference to be held at the time aud: place specified in the
first circular: a respectable minority would prefer it postponed “for
tivo or three years ;” some are indifferent; and several are still op-
posed to it,

[May-
Rather
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We wish the nanimity had been greater, and thus our way more
plain as to what we should advise; but having looked at the question
ln ali its bearings, and considered the number of the missionaries, —
their various nationalities, and the variety of denominations and re-
ligious opinions represented in China,—we think the unanimity is as great
as could reasonably be oxpected. And under a sense of considerable
responsility,~—bhaving carefully weighed the whole correspondence with
the desire to give everything its due value,—we think that in compliance
with the wishes of the majority, the arrangements for the conferenco
should be proceeded with; but that in deference to the minority it
should be postponed till 1877, leaving the time to be definitely fixed by
the Committee of Arrangements. And we are the more inclined to re.
commend this.step, inasmuch as (1) the majority embraces wission-
aries of all churches, and so precludes the danger of the conference
partaking of a sectional character; and (2) because the more conspicu-
ous of those who oppose it, generously say, that should the conference
be resolved upon, they “will do their utmost to make tt a success.”

the whole correspondence speaks well for the genuine unit
among the Protestant missionaries of this land; and the kindly and
earnest tone of the letters augurs most favourably for an auspicious
result.

The great difficulty 1s undoubtedly the extent of the field, and the
consequent expense of such a gathering; but there are things more
valuable than money, and we believe the stimulus which will be im-
narted to the brethren, and the benefit which will be derived from the
discussion of the many topics to be brought before us, will far out-
weigh all pecunlary constderations.

We have made an estimate of the amount which will be required,
and we believe that means will be devised by which the sum necessary
will be raised.

The only matter on which there seems to be any apprehension is
in regard to terms for God and Spirit; but this question might be dis-
cussed,—as has been suggested—by committees appointed by the ad-
herents of the respective views; and if there bo little chance of any
common understanding,—which we think unlikely,—this question need,
not be broughé formally before tle conference af all. There are
plenty of other subjects to engage the attention of the mombors.

Another desiderutum of great importance is the selection of the
“rioht men for the right subjects.” Being so widely separated, thoso
in one place do not kuow the qualifications of those in another, for deal-
ing with special questions. Hence a good many have named subjects
and not indicated writers. On this account we bee respectfully to
suggest to our brethren, that they give tbeir careful attention to this
matter,—on. which so much of the success of the conference will
depend—and communicate theic views in writing to the delegate ap-
pointed for their province. Many valuable suggestions in regard to the
conference are now in our possession ; and will be handed over by us to
the Committee of Arransements, with whom it will lie, henceforth, to
determine al! further prelimmary matters.

We shall- communicate with the missionaries appointed te con-
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stitute this committee, and ascertain what time it will be most conven-
lent for them to mest, and summon them accordingly.

Our best thanks are due to our brethren for their promptitude in
replying to our circular letters.

We now commend this conference to the best thought and earnest
prayers of all interested in the evangelization of this great empire ; and
in view of the approaching meeting of the Committee of Arrangements,
—in their behalf, we solicit the prayers of all for the Divine blessing to
to rest on therr deliberations.

Our brother, Mr. Hartwell, who was associated with us on the Pro-
ee  §

visional Committee, bas left for a visit to America.
We remain,

Your fellow-labourers in the Gospel,
CHEFOO, June let, 1875.

Segned.
JOEN L. NEVIUS.
ALEXANDER YV ILLIAMSON.

Missionary Debs,
Birth wut Gratis.

At the London Mission, Peking, on
May 19th, the wife of Rev. , 34.
Meech, of a daughter.

AT sea near Aden, on March 1dth, Rev.
J. EB. Mahood of Foochow, while on
his retizn to his native land, with
lis wife and five children.

Ar Taku in Chib-li province, on June
Oth, Nellie Gertrude, youngest child
of Rev. Lyman DV. Chapin of Ttung-
chow, ~~at the age of ten months and
nine days.

Perrmeg. The Rev. S.J.J. Schereschew-
sky left with bis family on April 20th,
for a visit to the United States, after an
uninterrupted service of more ‘han
fifteen years In China. During the Jast
few years he has been chiefly occupied
with the translation of the Bible into
the Manderin dialect of the Chinese
language, a work which he completed
only a few months before his departure.
He arrived at Shanghae on April 29,

and left by the Nevada on May 14th;
en route lor San Hrancisco. We hope
to Welcome him back with Mrs. Schere-
schewsky after a well-earned season of
relaxation.

The Rey, J..and Mrs. Wherry with
family left about the end of April, for
a visit to the United States. They
arrived in Shanghae on May 8th, and
embarked in the Coste Rica on May
20th, én route for San Francigoo.

J. Dudgeon, M. D. who has con-
ducted the Peking Hospital with so
much success since the spring of 1864,
—when be took over the chaige from
Dr. Lockhart—left in the early part of
May, and arrived in Shanghae on the
15th. He left again for Europe by the
French mail steamer Anadyr, on the
23rd, to rejoin hia family in Scotland ;
intending to return to his duties in Pe-
king after a brief interval. We learn
that the work of the the hospital will
be snperintended during his absence,
by 8. W. Bushell Esq. of H. B.M
Legation.
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cupy nearly all their time in making
provision for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts
thereof. Meanwhile the clan leader's
younger brotler has sent for twa of
our native preachers, lo say tbat, should

Gg =
ry we still persist in building our chapel

on the present site, the lives of all the
church people would be exposed to
imminent danger. T may say that the.
objection about the fung-shui is plamly
a mere pretext. Gan A-cbhin (the op-
pressor) maay find it convenient before
long to escapo from justice by fiying
to the hill region; and he wisbes no
Christian sect to occupy the
hills. immediately tu the east of his

+ a: own large Lowi. Dat something hadw
te be said, aud this of mjury being
done to the ferng-shuz was a feasible
and conveniently indefintie objection,
and was raised accordinely, I bepe
our young but very promising For-
mosa mission may not have days of
severe trial before it, arising out of this
Case. May 1 ask for the prayers
of the brethren, especially that we our-
selves may have wisdom to act aright.”

“3
Ninero.—Mrs. Knowlton, the wicow
of the late Dr Knowllon, with ber

> ee daughter touk a final farewell of Ning-SsWe have information from po in the latter part of May, and sailed
the Rey. W. Campbell under date of from Shanghae in the Oregonken on the
June 15th, to the effect that there has 29th, en voute for the United States.
been no satisiactory ternnnation to the >. fe

troubles of which we spoke jn our last:
and it does not appear that the au-
thorities are making such efforts as
simple justive demands.—“ One hundred
and fifty dollars,—about a third of the
estimated losses, —bave been paid over;
and four miserable opiym smokers, who
hac not tbe remotest connection with
the oulrages we complain of, are now put
forward to undergo a Kind of punish-
ment which is happiness itself com-
nared with their previons destitution.
They are required to get mto the’
cangue only when some of our own
parly is thonght to be near; and oc-

Miss Burnett and Miss Colburn ar-
rivedat Shanghae in the Vevadaon May
Sth, and left in the Chidi on the 19th for
Ticntsin, ex route for Peking, to join the
Woman’s Union Mission in that city.

Teexrsm.—The Rev. J. Lees, who has
been absent for two years on a visit to
England, returned to Shanghae with
Mrs. Lees and one child, by the Ajax on
June Zord, anc left for his station by
the C/ad on the 26th.

*_*
CnoINnKEANG.—The Rey. J. and Mrs.
McCarthy left by the Gordon Castle for
England on June 7th.

Krwreanc.—Mr, W. E. Tarbell, M.D.
with Mrs. Tarbell and child from the
United States, arrived at Sbhanghae in
the Vevads on May 8th, and left a few
days later for Kewkeang, where they
are ailached to the Methodist E:piscopal
Mission.

BFoocnow.—The Rev. N. and Mes.
Sites and child of the Methodist itpis-
copal Mission, arrived at Shangbae by
the Godden Age on June 26th, on their
return to their field of labour at Foochow

Haxrow.—Mr. D. McKenzie arrived at
Shanghae from England in the Géentyon
on June Srd, and sailed for Lankow
three days later, to join the London
Mission there in the capacity of medi-
cal missionary.

Csxtox. The Rev. J. Gibson and
family of the Wesleyan Mission left for
England in Apvil.

Toxenwan.~—The following cxtract
{rom a letter from the Rev. I. Faber of
Fuwun to a friend,—relating to 3
recent visit to the city of Tung-kwan
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BURMAH.—By letters from England
we learn, that the Rev. J. W. Stevenson
of the China Inland Mission, formerly
tesident af Shaou-hing, was about to

(Tung-kun) in the province of Kwang-
tung, — bas deen handed to us for
publication, and will doubtless be read
with interest, by all who have at heart
the evangelization of the Chinese :—
“‘] have been in the streets several days
and sold again more than a thousand
pheet tracts. {t happened the first time,
that a young man dressed in long
garments, tore up one of the tracts
here in Tung-kun, and gave me the
pieces back in @ very insulting manner:
but I remained perfectly calm. This
was on Saturday: on Sunday the same
man came and stayed in the chapel
during the whole service, and remained
also for several hours in the sitting
room after the service. I thought he
had only come to make a disturbance,
but he remained quiet. In disputation
with one of my men however, he seemed
to make disrespectful remarks on the
gospel; sol told him in an earnest
tone, that he ought to be careful not to
blaspheme what he was yet in ignorance
about. He took some tracts with him
and left. On Monday he returned
again, and acknowledged to the old as-
sistant that he had bebaved very badly,
and that he was truly sorry for it; he
had not known before that the gospel
was Teally so good. When I passed him
in the street after this, he made me a
very low bow. Is not that a remark-
able proof that all hope is not Jost
among the Chinese ? I trust the Holy
Spirit may work furtber in the heart of
this young man, and bring him to a
fli understanding of the saving power
of the Gospel. ‘This case makes me
more willing to endure insults from the
crowds of Chinese with Christian pati-
ence,’ We are further informed that
this young man has since offered him-
self a candidate for baptism.

sail from London for Rangoon, with
One or more colleagues, about the be-
ginning of May. His aim is to obtain
access to the western provinces of
China, through the Burman frontier.

Although we are not accusiomed
t0 notice political events in our News
Jottings, we may well deviate from this
practice on the present occaston, in
expressing our concntrrence in the
universal sorrow that has been recently
called fortb, by the calamitous termina-
lion of the Burmab-China expedition.
In that catastrophe, a noble life of
more than ordinary heroism and pro-
mise has been cut off in the prime. In
deep sympatby with those to whom the
intelligence of the bereavement must
have come with crushing force, it is
with feelings of thankfulness and grati-
tude that we are able to give the follow-
ing extract from the report of the :meet-
ing convened at Ioxeter Hall, London,
by Messrs. Moody and Sankey on Marcel:
19th as reported in Zhe Christan
W orld :-~" Mr. Grattan Guinness then
read a most cheering letter which he
had received from the of the
young English consnl, Mr. Avucustus
Margary, woo was recently murdered
in China. From this it appeared that
the young man was in England in
1878. Salvation was pressed upon him
through the Blood by some members
of his family; but though the time
spent by him with these relatives was
remarkable, and there was evidently a
great work going on in his soul, he
returned to his post in tbe East with-
out having found peace. During Novem-
ber last, while going on the expedition
to meet and conduct back the party
of Indian officers, he was very ill.
Alone with the Bible, the Lord met
him and spoke peace to his soul. tn
accordance with a promise which he
had given before leaving England, ke
immediately wrote home to announce
that he now enjoyed peace in betier-
ing, and that his most earnest prayer
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was that when he came home again he
might be strengthened and enabled to
deliver a faithful teslimony for the
Lord. This letter reached London on
the 22nd of February, 1875, the very
day on which he was murdered! His
mother had written to her brother, =

saying, ‘If any one nad suggested the
possibility of all that has happened,
and asked me if I could bear it, I
should bave said,—No, it would make
me go mad-—Yet here I am writing
calmly to you; for J know that my
beloved boy is sate. JZ caunot muke
trouble when the Lord is giving quietness,’
Ihe reading of this note, and especially

of tha sentence we have italicised,
made a profeund impression, Mr. Guin-
ness then led in prayer, giving special
thanks for the conversion of Mr. Mar-
gary, and asking that China might be
opened up to the Christian Missionary.”

GREAT BRITAIN. — We observe
that the Rev. J. Legge, D. D., LL. D.
late of tho London Misston, Hongkong,
has recently. been appointed Professor
of Chinese in the Oxford University.

The Rey. J. Edkins B.A of the
Londun Mission, Peking, received the
decree of D. D. from the Edinburgh
University, in Aprii last.

Hotices of Recent Hudlications,
1. Report of the Medical Missionary Society in China, for the year 1874.

Canton: printed by De Souza & Co. 1875.
The Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the Chinese Hosptial at Shanghar.

Under the care of Dr. James Johnston. For the year 1874.
Shanghai: American Presbyterian Mission Press. 1875.

3. Thirteenth Annual Report of the Hospitat. l’or 1874. In, connection
with the London Missionary Society. By John Dudgeon, M. D., C. M.
Shanghai: American Presbyterian Mission Press, 1875.

Tym recurrent statement of the emin- the beiter class of Chinese, in which
ently philanthropic labours of Dr. Kerr they would be separated from the com-
keeps alive our interest in the institu- non patients, and for which rent would
tion of which he is the head and centre. be paid by themeel ves. Religions ser-
A total of no less than 19,639 patients vices have been conducted, as hitherto,
have been attended to during the year, by the Rey. C. F. Preston and a native
and 724 surgical operations have been evangelist; and Christian tracts and
performed besides vaccinations. he books have been supplied to the patients.
instruction of the Medical class has There are five branch dispensaries in
been continued by Dr. Kerr, assisted different parts of the province, in
by Dr. Wong, and also by Dr. Scott connection with this hospital. ine at
who has given lessons in anatomy by Saienam is under the caroof the Rev.
dissecting dogs. Deven pupils have R. H. Graves, M. D. where 6,500 visite
been in attendance. Two or three have been paid by persons seeking relief,
new medical works in Chinese further and 40 operations have been performed.
testify to the Dr's. indefatigable per- Daily religious services have been
Severalice. It was ordered at the an- conducted, and two men from Sai-nam
nual meeting, subject to the approba- have made a profession of their faith
tion of the Committee, to erect some in Christ by baptism. The Fuemun
wards for the reception of patients of dispensary has been under the care of
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the Rey. Ei. Faber, who bas had 3,311
patients and 82 operations. Mr. Faber
has also had charge of the dispensary
at the large city of Tung-kon. The
chapel and dispensary there have been
twice destroyed by the mob; bunt he
says they have commenced operations
again during the past year, with less
opposition than in many other places.
He has had 4,606 patients there and
30 operations. several trips nave been
made in the country from Tong-kun
city ; and preaching the Guspel did not
meet with any opposition worth méntion-
ing. The Rev. Johannes Nacken,
who has bad the superintendence of a
dispensary at I'uk-wing, a market town
on the Canton River, notes 1,109 ap-
plications for medicine, and 28 surgical
operations. He says :—" I need scarce-
ly add that the excellent medical
books published under the patronage
of the Medical M.S. are a great boon
in fitting our Christian native helpers
for the work of medical assistance.”
The dispensary at Pok-lo has also
been continued, where there hare been
7,588 patients and 180 operations.

The Shanghai Hospital continues
under the able management of Dr.
Johnston, and with the most satis-
factory results. The commodious new

building has heen occipied since the
middle of July last. 538 pattents were
treated in the wards dunng the year,
and 12,289 new cases were prescribed

Report for the year 1874-75, of the Mission Schools, connected with theMissionary Socicty in China. By Kev. IF. Hubrig. Cauton:
printed by De Souza & Co., Canal Road.

for in the dispensary practice: while
the total number of visifg was no less
than 40,359. Among the above were
26 cases of opium poisoning,—some-
what less than last. year,—-of which all
but five were seared. 660 opium smo-
Kers were prescribed for, but the treat-
ment of soch cases ts not encouraging.
There were 39 cases of dysentery
onder treatment, 13 of whom died,
—most of these old worn-out opium
smokers. The trustees and ail con-
cerned are to be congratulated on the
commodious buliding and very com-
plete arrangements under which this
institntion ts now conducted.

Dr. Dudgeon as usual is more yolt-
minous than most of bis brethren jp
China, and has managed to insert.a good
deal of information bearing on the
native ideas and practices. A novel
feature in this year's report is the
Notes on Afongol Practice, by the Rev.
James Gilmour, which will no doubt
be acceptable to most readers. We ob.
serve the gross total of patients of all
kinds during the year amounted to
18, 954, which ineloded the very large
number of 1916 agne patients. Tit ts
remarkable that ague has spread widely
in Mongolia also of late years: Dr.
Dudgeon's report on his Book shop
and Meading room is encouraging; and
he has published some works binself
during the year.

AGAIN we are pleased to acknowledge
the receipt of Mr. Hubrig’s annual state-
ment of the work effecteci under bis
superintendence, in the department of
education. His principal school,—in
Canton,—numbers twenty-five scholars,
of various ages from twelve to twenty-
one years. The three senior pupils have

finished their course and passed a cre-
ditable examination: being now engaged
as teachers, at a salary of four dellars.
the course of itaining, besides Biblical
instruction, includes arithmetic, astro.
nomy, Chinese classics, composition,
drawing, geogtaphy, German, music,
natural history, political history, sing-
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ing, plane geometry and writing. Of Me.
Faber's five pupils at Fu-mun, one has
commenced to preach and teach among
the Hakkas; another has begun the
study of medicine uader Dr. Kerr ;
another ts making good progress in
German; and another is developing a
talent for clrawing. At Lore-héu, Mr.
Pritzscbe has a school of fifteen boys,
six being the sons of Christian parents.
At Pak-myong he has algo a school of
fourteen boys, the majority of whom
are children or relatives of ehurch-
menibers. Mr. Nacken has a school of
twelve boys at the village of Tin-sam,
where besides the direct teaching, a
good influence has been brought to bear

Minutes of the Third Meeting of the Synod of China, convened at Chefoo,
August Oth, A.D. 1874, and in the reign of H. I. MM. Tung che, the 13th
year, Gth moon, 24éh day. Shanghai; American Presbyterian Mission
Press. BSIDCCCLXXIt.

Joys is an account of eight days’ work
of the China Synod of the American
Presbytenan Cliurch, at ther meeting
it 1874, according to a custom which
has been followed for several years
past. The assembly having been con-
vend at Chefoo this year, twenty min-
isters native and foreign, and cight
elders, from the several stations of Can-
ton, Ningpo, Peking, Shanghae and
Sbantung, met in session on August
6th, with a number of delegates anc
vistors from other churches. The
business was conducted in English and
Chinese, which last, from the number

of dialects represented, necessarily im-
plied a good deal of translation. Re-
sides the Annual business of the Pres.
bytenian body, some questions of gencral
came up, such as the transla-
tion and revision of the Scriptures, the
composition of commentaries, &e. From
the statistics appended, we observe, that
during the previous year there were
228 adult menibers added to that comn-
munion, and that the total number was
1094. Their subscriptions amounted
fo 1,136,000 cash. There were 22
churches, 27 foreign ministers and 13
trative.

on some of the parenis.
ance at his Ful-wiog school was go
small that be has decided to close it.
Notwithstanding the advantages oflered
by such institutions, we are not surprised
at Mr. Hiibrig’s statement, that he has
not yet been able to raise them above
the status of free schools Jt is satis.
factory however to learn that they are
Jess expensive now than they were six
or seven years ago. Lhe cost for
the past year has been $1,419.34,
and it is very gratifying to see that
of this sum $1,186.53 has - been
raise. by local srbscription, and mure
than a quarter of that amount is from
natives.

O47

The attend-

EE th A> TE Kew yd tseuén shoo, The Old Testament in the Alandarin Collo-
guial.” Translated from the Hebrew by the Reverend 8. 1. J. Schoreschew-
sky, D. D. of the American Episcopad Mission, and printed for the American
Bible Society at the Press of thea. B.C. 3. M., Peking, China. 1875.

We are glad to be able to announce
the first issue of the Old Testament
Scriptures in the Mandarin diatect.
The work has been often asked for,
and it will doubtless be a source of
gratification and gratitude to many, to

become possessed of the whole Bible
in a colloquial medium. There are
few if any to whom the gigantic task
of carrying through this translation
could Lave been more successfully en-
trusted. An accomplished Hebraist,
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Dr. Schereschowsky’s attainments in
the Mandarin. colluguiai are of a high
order; while his indomitable energy
has enabled him to complete a work
that would have reflected credit on the
combined labours of several translators.
According to the measure of our Hebt
on the Mandarin dialect, we are dis-
posed to commend the atyle as a
decided advance upon translations and
tracts Laat bave been sometimes pub-
lished. Without that excessive larding
out, by dint of a repletion of particles,
so characteristic of conversation,—but
which by the way we never meet with
in the faw purely native Mandarin
works that have come under our
notice,—the style of the book before
us 1g Clear, pointed and expressive. In
the true spirit of a faithful translater,
Dr. 5. bas been more careful to give
the meaning of the original, than simply
to effect a mechanical balancing of
verse for verse and word for word.
We will even venture to say that there
are passages where the sense is more
obvious ab a glance than in the Ene-
lish version. We confess to a feeling
of some disappointment in the Psalms;
—noi that there is any want of fidelity

or clearness in the rendering; but it
appears to us that any attempt to turn
the Psalter into pure colloquial, will
necessarily detract from the dignity of
the Sacred odes. The late Rey. W.
©. Burns was so conscious of this that
he issued a Mandarin version composed
entirely of tetrameters. But neither
of these can be at all compared to the
chaste rendering of a purely classic
style, which must probably be the
basis of any version acceptable to
native taste. Louching “ the question of
terms,” we observe that Dr. S. uses
fF een-choo for “God” and Choo for
“ Jehovah,”’ wit considerable devia-
tions from uniformity under certain
conditions. We hear however, that
with enlightened liberality, be bas
resolved to offer bis version to his
missionary brethren without hampering
them in regard to the use of any of the
disputed terms; a decision regarding
which we confidently look forthe endor-
sernent of the American Bible Society,
under whose anspices the work has
been executed. We must oot omit
to mention the beautiful typography
of this first edition, which reflects the
highest credit on the Peking press.

W et Be Ma hig keang é, “Sermons on Mark;" by Rev. I. Faber;

We haya received this yolume, as the
first instalment of the complete work,
of which we waderstand the remaining
three volumes will be shortly issued.
Lhe scope of the work is set forth in
ereat detail in a series of upwards of
sixty maxims, on—learning the art of
preaching,—adaptation to one’s ane
dience,—and sustaining the office of a
preacher, here is next a summary of
the contents and cata! e of the sever-
al books of the Bible, with brief expla,
natory notes. A short section follows,
on the few particulars known of Mark
and his (rospel. ike body of the vol-

ume consists of twenty-two sermons,
expository and didactic. The texts of
these cliscourses consist of several verses
taken in regular sequence from the
commencement. A short commentary
is first given on the text clause by
clause; and the Jeading idea of the
seclion is then developed at considerable
jeneth under two, three or four head-
IRS. We think the work is likely to
be of much service to native Christians,
and especially to preachers and teachers.
It is highly creditable to Mr. Faber,
and shews many signs of the long and
earnest labour of which it is the result.

vol. i. 1874.
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({Sccond edition.) 3 vols.

Tse first edition of this translation was
issued 11 1859, and having been receiv-
ed with considerable favour by the
Chinese,—tho work having been out of
print for several years,—the translator
has been induced to publish this new
edition. It is a version of tha tenth
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Ltan Ucen, “ Translation of Herschel’s Outlines of Astronomy.”
By A. Wylie. Shanghaec, October, 1874.

English edition, containine consequent-
ly some account of the important cis-
covennes that have been made in the
science during the fifteen years interval
since the original issue. A memoir and
portrait of the illustrious author of the
original work is prefixed.

4h, w Py pg 45 Hwii has te'oo keae sed kouén, “ First steps in Chemistry,”vol. 17. By 3. G. Kerr, Esq. M. D.
In our fourth volume, the first two Organic Chemistry. The volume before
volumes of this work—treating on In- us deals with the interesting class of
organic Chemuisiry,—were poticed as experiments connected with the blow-
complete in themselves; and we are not pipe analysis. Lhe work is altogether
sure if it was then the author's inten- of too technical a character for us to do
lion to extend the publication by suc- more than announee the fact of ifs
cessive accretions. It may be that the ; feeling it a matter for con-
favourable reception of the first part has gratuiation that one so well fitted, —by
servedl aS aninducement to the ene previous attainments, and by experience
largement of his original plan. In any as & translator,—as Dr. Kerr, is ablo
wase we are sure the additional roatter and willing to continue the valuable
will prove most acceptable to a large series of scientific works, on which he
and mmereasing class of students of bas been engaged for a number of years.
chemical phenomena among the Chi- At the end of the volume he gives an
nese. The third volume not having Anglo-Chinese list of terms, which in
reached us, we are in the dark as to the the present stage of translation Is a
special subjects treated in it; though most noporlant addition.
we presume, it is like the present on

3. FY Ba fh Se ¢ ket yit, “ Miscellancous Essays on Western dledicine."
By J . Dudgeon, XM. D. Poking, 1875.

9, Be oe SE a Shin ning e keue, “ Pathology of the Serotum.” 3 vols.
By Patrick Manson, M. D. Amoy, Tih March, 1874.

Dr. Dudgeon's work comprises a
collection of articles production of
his ever active pen,—which have been
contributed from time to time ta the
Peking Magazine. These treat respec-
tively of,—Thbe anatomy and pby-
siology of the heart, circulatory
apparatus,~—Harvey and his discarery,
—dJhe arterial and venous systems,—
The pnise,—The eye,— Vaccination, —
Spurious quinine,—Medical jurispru-

dence. The most superficial ltnow-
ledge of what native practice ‘is, will
give any one a notion of tbe amount
of new and raluable information a
(rained practitioner like Dr. Dudgeon
would impart, even in this rather
desnltory course of medical reading.
As works on this branch of European
svience in the Chinese lavzuage, con-
tinue lo multiply, we believe they will
produce their effect; though the pro-
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cess may be slow, and we cannot
expect to see physicians of native re-
puie taking kindly to new theories
destined to overturn their time-honoured
prescriptions, there can be no doubt of
the ultimate triumph of truth on which-
ever side it may be found. Several
scholars of the highest standing have
written prefaces in praise of the work ;
and while very little is to be gathered
from atich compositions as to the merits
of a production, they say a good deal
for the estimation in which the anthor
is held by the writers.

Dr. Manson’s work is the transla
tion of an elaborate Enslish treatise
written by Dr. Carling. He remarks ;
— ‘Most of the works on foreign
medicine and surgery hitherto publish-
ed in Chinese, though valuable as
Introductions and guides, are not suf-
ficiently exhaustive of the subjects they
discuss to enable a native stedent
from their study alone to undertake
the diagnosis and treatment of disease
with confidence and success....... My
object is .... to supply the earnest

stndent with the opportunity of acquir-
ing a thorough knowledge of at least
one very important branch of the art
I have chosen this particular depart
ment of surrery—partly because it is
a well defined one, partly because of
its comparative simplicity, but princi-
pally because eight years experience
of Chines: hospital practice in For.
mosa and Amoy has taught me the
great frequency of those diseases and
the ease, when an accurate diagnosis
has been arrived at, with which as a
rule they can be cured.” Dr. Manson
is commendable for his enthygiasm and
persevering diligence in the cause of
his profession. The work is clearly
printed, aud on good paper, and we
venture to predict a large circulation
among the natives.

The plates in both works are good.
Dr. D’s woodcuts are remarkable es-
pecially as having been produced in
Peking. Dr. M's twelve plates are a
higher order of art, being Jithographs
exectteal in Aberdeen.

hb KB AMR is B Beau hae yuc pads ché ¢, “The Chitds Paper.”
Monthly. Vol. 1,--Number 1, May.—Numbor 2, June, 1875. Prica, —
Fifteen cents per ennun. Shanghai: J. M. W. Farnham. 187%. Printad
at the Presbyterian Mission Press.

Tne work Mc, Farnham has under- reduced the style of the articles nearer
taken is one of no mean significance, to a child's level. We think they might
and one in which there iy room for, in some places de still somewhat more
good deal of talent. Having devoted with advantage. We think
much time and attention to the training also that its success will depend to a
of Chinese youth, he appears to be the considerable extent on the character of
right man to undertake such a work, the engravings ; and it strikes us there
and we are glad to hear of the encour- Is room for considerable improvement.
agement which bas attended his first The Jast plate in the first number is
cltorts. Waoen individual subscribers, very pood, and we believe cuts in that
on sight of the first muster, come for- style would add much to its appearance
ward ordering ten, twenty, fifty and a and consequent usefulness. We imagine
hundred copies each, we may judge the there are artists in China who would
enterprise ia a popular one and meets willingly contribute such sketches, and
a fel want. We wish Mr. Farnham no doubt benevolent societies or indivt-
abundant suecess. A second edition of duals at home would be ready to have
the first number was called for soon them engraved for the good of the cause.
atter it was outs and in this he has
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FHE VALUE OF ITINERANCY AS A MISSIONARY AGENCY.
By Rev. HW. H. Lowry.

head before the Peking Association, Deceniter 140, 1874.

HE subject that has been sugeested for our discussion,—the value of
itmerancy,—is to be considered in its relation to the evangelization

of China; but that it may be more clearly presented, it will be necessary
to reter briefly to the workings of the system in other lands, where it
has beer jong in operation. We shall call your attention therefore to
tis history, advantages, and adaptation to China.

Althouch Wesley was not the first to make use of itinerancy in
the public work of the ministry, — for it has been practiced sines the
days of Samuel,—he has ihe honor of organizing it into a system, vnc
employing ib as a distinct feature in the evancelization of the world.
With him i¢ was not a matter of choice, but a providential and necessa-
ry arrangcemont. As he went from place to place preaching the sospel,
societies were rapidly formed ; aud in order that these societies might
not be without instruction during the necessary absence of the preacher,
a few pious and intelligent laymen were selected to conduct their rell-

TOUS SErvICes. These societies however multiplied much more rapidly
than suitable persons could be found to'tako charge of them ; and hence
arose the “ circuit system,” by which one lay preacher, or “helper” as
they were.at first called, had charge of a number of socicties. And ito
this way not only were the socictics rceularly supphed with religious
instruction, but thousands who would otherwise have never listened to
the gospel were reclaimed. Those who srould not themselyes seek the

sanctuary were sought out aud the truth carried to them. Ehe success
thet. attended these labors is their best vindication. At Wesley's death
there were five hundred and fifty itincrant.preachors and one hundred
and forty thousand communicants ; and at the first centenary of Meth-
odism, these had increased to over six thousand preachers and one million
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four hundred thousand members. It was in America, however, that the
grandest scope was presented for the fabors of the itinerant, A sparsely
settled country could only be supplied with religious instruction by an
itinerant ministry ;—a settled. pastorate was then in many places
impossible. But that all, even the most distant, might be reached, tho
country was divided tuto districts from one bundred to five handred
miles in extent, and supplied with one or two travelling evangelists,
who, by their daily preaching, became the religious instructors of tens
of thousands of souls. They moved in the van of civilization suppl ying
the remotest frontier settlements with the gospel. ‘<The moral founda-
tions of many of the western states were laid by the early itinerants, who
traversed mountains and the wildorness forests amid dangers from hos-
tile Indians, swollen streams which they had to cross on horseback, and
colds and diserse contracted by sleeping on the ground in the open air,
urging upon the settlers the importance of virtue and religion:” Bancroft
speaks of the itinerants of those days as “ the pioneers of religion,” saying
—‘ that the breath of liberty bas wafted their messagos to the masses
of the people, encouraged them to collect the white and negro, slave and
master in the green wood for counsel on divine love and the full
assurance of prace, aud carried their consolation and songs and
prayers to the furthost cabins in the wilderness.” Another historian
speaking of the results of this system in a later period says :—“ It
cannot be questioned that it has been a mighty, if not the mightiest
agent in the maintenance and spread of Protestant Christianity over
these lands.”

The labors, zeal and courage of some of these evangelists are
unsurpassed in the history of the Church. The history of their labors
and successes is almost synonymous with that of their greatest leader,
Francis Asbury. For a period of forty-five years lo travelled in-
cessantly from north to south, and east to west, to tho very limits of
civilization. His biographer states, that “ within the compass of every
year, the borderers of Canada and the plantors of Mississippi looked for.
the coming of this primitive bishop, and were not disappointed.” “ His
travels averaged six thousand miles a yeat; and this, not in a splendid
carriage over smooth roads; not with the ease and speed of a railway 3
but often through pathless forests and untravelled wildernesses ;
among the swamps of the south and the prairies of the west; amid the
heats of the Carolinas and the snows of New England.” “Like a
mighty hero, he rode from camp to camp, inspiriting the feeble bands
he fouud associated, and then away he would plunce into new and
untried scenes, and in the name of his Master rear the banner of the
cross, and sustain it alono till God-sent him relief from the gaping
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crowd, wha, catching his spirit, would join in valiant fight, and battle
mightily.” During his lifetime the feeble band of four preachers and
three hundred and sixteen members with whom he began his labors,
Increased to seven hundred itinerauts, two thousand local preachers,
and over two hundred and fourteen theusand members.

It would be interesting to trace the labors of Coke, Lee, Finley
Cartwright and others, or the more modern itinerants in Arizona,
Idaho and the western territories,—of Moody and Sankey in Scotland,
and of daylor in India; but enongh has been said to give us an idea
of what itinerancy has done for the causy of Christ in Enoland
and America.

Let me uow simply and without delaying to produce the arguments
therefor, enumerate some of the advantages claimed for itinerancy.

ist.—It enables a comparatively small number of ministers to
become the instructors of a large number of people. This, as has been
seen, is especially true where the population is sparse, and in small!
communities where it would be impussible te maintain a regular
pastor, and also to keep pace with the advancine civilization of a new
couutry. Instead of waiting for a community to become sufficiently
strong to call and support a pastor, the itinerant is able to go to then
uncalled and deliver his message; to go into the bye-ways with the
gospel invitatton.

2nd.—There is great diversity of gifts and talents in the miuistry,
and this system “ affords the different churches the benefit of the varied
endowments of many ministers.”

drd.—There are different tastes among the people. No one can be
expected to please every one in his congregation, and it is difficult to
benefit those who are not pleased listeners. By occasional cianges all
may be edified.

4th.—It enables tho minister to keep more closely to the subject-
matier of hig great commission, Dr. Isaac Taylor, speaking of the
facility with which the habit is formed by continuous speaking on
familiar subjects, especially upon religious topics, of following “the
glib rnn of the mental associations upon worn tracks, this way or
that, as the mind may chance to take its start froma given test,”
says,—* This sort of mindless facility of speaking proves a sore
temptation to many a located minister, and its consequeuce is to leave
mauy a congregation sitting from year to year deep ina quagmire.
Better than this, undoubtedly, would be itinerancy ;—far better is a
frequent shifting of monotonies than a fixedness of the same.”

Sth.—It is conducive to piety among both ministers aud members.
6th.—Jé diminishes the liabilities of difficulties with the people, as
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it furnishes less opportanity to take sides In local controversies and to
form parties.

expediency has becn proved by its history.
Sth.— It gives systematic employment to the laity. It seaks to

make all God’s people prophets. Thore is an obligation upon every
Christian to let his light shine; and “an important eleinent of
preaching consists in bearing witness of things scen, heard and experi-
enced in reference to Christ and his Kingdom.” Itinerancy takes
advantage of and utilizes this vast power, and-sends forth eyery one to
spread the sood news “as of the ability which God giveth.”

Sth.—It provides every minister witha field, and every field with
2 pastor. A late number of the Christian Union, referring to this sub-
ject cites the instance of a wealthy church in Massachusetts which had
had a bequest of $500,000 and “had been without a pastor for two
years, during which time tt has heard eighty-five different ministers.”
The note concludes with the remark, “that these loug interregnums
tend to staenate church life, to say the least.” Such a state of things
could never occur under the itinerant system.

10th.—And lastly, we claim for the system scriptural authority
and precedent. It was practiced by the prophets, by Christ himself: and
by His aposties. A distinonished writer,—a member of the Church
of England, says, “ Notwithstanding the prejudices of mankind, and
the indiscretions of some individuals, an itinerant teacher is one of the
most honorable and useful charactors to be found upon earth ; and there
needs no other proof than the experience of the Church in all ages, that,
where this work is done properly and with perseverance, it forms the
grand method of spreading wide, and rendering efficacious, religious
knowledge; for groat reformations and revivals of religion have
uniformly been thus effected; and it has been espectally sancttonod
by the example of Christ aud His apostles, aud recommended as the
divine mothod of spreading the gospel through the nations of the
earth. ”’

I would only remark in leaving this part of the subject, that
itinerancy, ‘to be effective, must be under .cortain clearly defined and
accepted regulations. It may be used unwisely and oppressively. But
to receive its highest benefits both preachers and members must be
under an obligation not to desert-the cause in emergencies and because
of temporary luconveniences.

The objections to the system will doubtless ba brought out in the
discussion, and 1 pass at once to its—~
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ADAPTATION TO CLINA.

The state and naturo of the country peculiarly fit it for the operation
of the itinerant system. The country is taterspersed from one end to the
other with roads, rivers and canals ; while horses, cart¢ and borts afford
facilities for travel, rude and uncomfortable to be sure, but requiring
nothing [ike the hardships and dangers endured by the ittinerants of
other days. And thore is always some accommodation at the inns. A
shed aud k'ang are preferable to sleeping with no covering but the
open heavens, and no bed but the ground.

The disposition of the people is also favorable to the itinerant. As
as personal apposition is concerned, we can travel fo the limit of
physical endurance with perfect freedom, preaching where and when
we wil.

Lhe vastness of the population and the small number of preachors,
call londly for the active operation of itinerancy in China. Tho nium-
ber of foreign nussionaries will probably never bo very much greater
in the provinces now occupied than at present, and with the most rapid
increase of native helpers for years to come that the most sanouine
have ever hoped, tt will only be by the preachers, native and foreign,
goiog “everywhere” preaching the gospel that these multitudes can
be supplied with the word of life. A few of the larger cities may be
occupied aud the chapels faithfully cared for; but if we confue our
attention principally to the congregations thus gathered, how 1s our res-
ponsibility to the inbabitants of thie villages and rural towns to be met?

The importance aud hopefulness of this work among the villages
that are so thickly scattered over the land, furnish a strong argument
for itinerancy. It is a matter of history that the greatest successes
of modern missions in China have been in the inland towns and
villages ; while it must also be admitted that, as a rule, less labor has
been bestowed upon these districts than upon the cities where tho
foreign missionary resides. This is true not only ia reference to the
open ports, but also to cities of the interior which have been occupted
as missionary centers. This is capable of a satisfactory explanation.
Ju the large cities the influence is to a great extent lost, by its diffusion
over large masses of the population, while on the other band, where a
resident in a small place becomes a holiever, there is less difficulty in
permeating the little community ia which be lives with the truth. tts
effects are necessarily brought more prominently before his neigh-
bors and acquatntances. It forms a topic of their conversation, and 1s
more constantly before their minds than it could be in a large
city. The life of the convert is closely watched, and if he is faithful
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it cannot but exert a good influence upon the little circle in which he

People much more readily embrace a cause when it has become
popular, than in its incipiency ; and it is obvious that a man of ordin-
ary ability and influence can much sooner create an opinion favorable
to Christianity in a small town than in @ large city, In this way the
strongholds may be reduced by detachments. It would not be the
part of prudence for a small force in the invasion of a hostile conntry,
to advance at once against the most formidable fortifications, but first
to direct its energies against places of less importance; until by con-
tinued successes it should acquire sufficient strength to overcome the
strongly guarded citadel.

Again, the people in the country are simpler in their habits and
more susceptible to the truth than when surrounded by the vices and
greater temptations of the largo cities; while at tie same time there
is less dangor of persons attaching themselves to the cause for the hope
of temporary gain or pecuniary profit.

Other reasons might be piven to explain the more rapid increasé
of conversicns im the country than In the large cittes, but we are
principally concerned now with the fact, which seems well established,
and which in itself, without any explanation of its.cause, is sufficient
to golist our attention and call forth our energies in the direction that
manifestly has recetved the divine blessing; and certainly wo would
not advocate the settlement of a helper in ono small village, whon a
number could be, with more advantage to the cause, placed under hia
care, each of which he could visit at stated intervals. In this way, the
truth may be carried to the homes of multitudes who would never
enter a chapel or listen to a sermon during their occasional visits Lo tho
preat centers of trado. While we would by no means neglect the
cities, we would have inore attention paid to tho villages.

I migbt here remark that this system in our mission at the south
has been sucecesst ui. There the territory occupied by the mission is
divided into districts comprising several circuits. Each circuit ts
placed 1n charge of a helper with one or more assistants, who regularly
visit. all the towns and villages in the bounds of their circuit. Over
each district is placed a presiding elder who has general direction of
the whole, By thus methodiziog their labors no portion of the field
need be neglected, while a mnch larger extent of territory can be
worked than could otherwise be done by an equal number of preachers,

Itinerancy also furnishes an important slement in the solution
of the question of self-support. This is one of the weightiest questions
we are called upon to consider, and to its solution our efforts ate

MO VE54.
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constantly directed. Where we are compelled to wait for a single
church to become strong enongh to call and support a pastor, the
sattlament must be far off. Under the system of itinerancy this most
desirable object may be more speedily accomplished by grouping several
societies into one circuit, and having each contribute according to its
numbers and ability.

This system has also the advantage of developing and utilizing
the lay talont of the native church. We all feel the importance of
raising up a corps of native preachers as speedily and as well qualified
as possible for their work. By committing the temporary charge of
the stations and circuits to promising converts, in the absence of the
regular preacher, their gifts and graces can be discovered, and those
selacted for the regular work of the ministry who are found worthy.
Those who are faithful in little may be entrusted with much.

Itinerancy also enables us to reach places in which if is lunpracti-
cable or impossible for us fo restde. This applies of course to the foreign
missionary. There are no restrictions as to places of residence or travel
upon a native. With the foreigner the case is different as regarda
residence; but our passports give us the privilege of travolling any-
where in the interior. [would distinguish between touring and etrmer-
ating. By the former term J would designate long trips into the
country ; by the latter, a systematic and regular visitation of the same
dastricte. Extensive tours are not without their use, but much of the
labor spent on them must be Jost from the inability to follow up the
impressions for good that may be made. By regular visitations of the
same places a favorable opportunity is given to Improve the lessons
previously taught.

I am aware that little has been said to show the value of
itinerancy in the cities where missionaries reside. This is
because the congregations to whom we preach are themselves itinerat-
ing, and the system is less applicable bere in the present state of
progress than in other places indicated. I shall therefore conclude by
a recapitulation of the reasons given as indicative of the value of itiner-
aucy in China. These we have seen to exist in—the state of the
country peculiarly fitting it for the most successful operation of the
system ; the vastuess of the population and the necessarily limited
number of preachers; the importauce and hopefuloess of work in the
country’ the success of the system where it has bean tried ; its connec-
tion with the question of self-support, and the development of the
talents of the laity ; and lastly, as furnishing a medium of instruction
to those among whom we cannot reside.
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ACQUISITION OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE.
ficad before the Osaka and Kobe Missionary Conference, ou-January 5th, 1875.

[* acquiring the language it is‘our aim to enable ourselves to
present the trutiis of the Gospel to the native mind in such a-form and

manner as will be intelligible aud acceptable. If a business man can
acquire a number of teclmical words and phrases, he can make -them
answer all his ordinary purposes, because the eagerness of men to do
business together makes them care little about the correctness of the
expressions In which their transactions are carried on. We hovwevor
have mot only to learn the technical terms of our profession in the
native tongue, but also to employ illustration, argument, and appeal
to enforce our message, which necessitate an acquaintance with words
aud trains of thought belonging to all the relations of life. Unless we
can make our message iu some degree acceptable, we are not likely to
meet with success.

Live question is, how to advance in the languace as fast and pleasant-
ly as possible ; and these two go together, for the pleasanter we can
make our studies, the faster we shall advance. There ts indeed nothing
gained by overlooking the fact, that the language can only be acquired
by hard and persevering labor, and there is no use in calling a hard
thing easy, or an unpleasant task pleasant. At the sume time there
is such a thing as so introducing variety into our work as to prevent
wearmess, and by frequent change to rest the mind. There are severa!

forms of study, as the acquisition of words, learning characters, reading
books, conversation, dc., dc., none of which should be o-crlooked, and
which may be so varied as to make the hours of study pass quickly,
pleasantly and profitably.

One of the first and most important things to do is to get a tolera-
ble teacher. I do not say a good one, for I do not thiuk there are any
SVC). It seams to be the universal experience, that whatever is leerned
from a teacher must be elicited bya system of questioning and cross-
examination. It 1s hardly to bo expected that it should be otherwise;
they know nothing of the science of teaching. Wiiat is taught in the
schools, is driven into the heads of the children by making them
commit to memory without regard to the meanina.

As there are several dialects in the country, it is best to get a
teacher who speaks the purest. A native of Kioto or the vicinity is
considered the best. But if a useful man from another section should
present himself, 1t would probably be well to take him, as such are
very bard to find.

After using a teacher for sometime, one gets accustomed to his
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way of expressing himself, and there is a temptation to make him an
interpretor in communicating with others whom we do not undorstand
so readily. Lhis should be avoided if possible. ft may be found best
to change teachers from time to time, in order to enlarge one’s voeabu-
lary. Unless however one is very sure of gelling another teachor
equally good, it would be better to keep the old one. Where tivo persons
have good teachers, an interchange might be made with material ad-
vantage. When beginning, there seems uothing to do but to memorize
a few sentences out of a plirase-book, not so much for the purpose of
using them, as to get some idea of the construction of tho lan-
guage. Utiless something of this sort is done there is a dead lock, so far
as communicating with oue's teacher by anything but signs is concern.
ed, At the same time some grammar, Aston’s, Brown's, Hoffman’s, or
the Introduction to Dr. Hepburn’s Dictionary should be carefully
rend. It would be a great help to students of the language, if a work
on Qllondorf’s system could be constructed, explaining the various
Idioms aud giving exercises upon them. Every one has now to feel
his way step by step, stumbling over and puzzling out new idioms as he
happens to meet them.

One great thing is to get a euffictent vocabulary to work with, ae
soon 28 possible, which can be done by getting from a teacher, servants,
and every one else the names of familiar objects and actions, which,
haying to be used constantly, will very soon become fixed in the memo.
yy. There is a vice to be guarded against ; and that is, making one word
do service for another, instead of taking the trouble to look in the dic-
tionary ;—instead of asking for a pen, to ask for a thing to write with ;
instead of a knife, a cutting instrument, &. language 3s so plastic,
that we can use it m this way so as to make ourselves understood ; yat
nothing so tends to keep our vocabulary small, and to make aur talking
and preaching ridiculous.

Fyrom words we pass to idioms and the construction of sentences,
which can be learned from the study of phrase-books and erammars,—
from reading Japanese beoks and heariug Japanese talk. Mr. Aston, in
the introduction to his grammar, recommends to those who are acquir-
ing the spoken language tho two books called Atu-wo dé-wa, andgaku The former of these is inuch the easier to read: but neither
of them should be taken up foo soon, or else timo ig lost in the effort to
understand them, From six months to a year after beginning the
language would be soon enough. The Kiu-wo do-wa has been published in
England with a literal interlinear translation, and has been noticed with
approval by tho pross. In that shape if would assist one greatly in
understanding the construction of the language.
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Before undertaking to read hooks, something may be done by
letting the teacher write sentences. These will be much easier than
the long and involved sentences of a book, and by having them written
in the Katakana or simpler forms of the Hirakana, they will be useful
tor learning those characters. Reading books makes us acquainted with
more words, as secing the words used tends to fix them in the mind;
but we may turn it to still better-account in this way, by getting the
teacher to write down any words which are likely to be of to us, and
committing to memory the list so made. dhis will be mucl more easily
done than if 2 number of words were taken at random from the cic.
fionary. They will soon be forgotten, but when we see or hear them
used subsequently they will be recalled. This applies equally to
phrases and idioms.

Is is hardly necessary to mention the importance of reviewing
what we have learned. One who was well competent to advise said, that
in reading the Ktu-wo dé-wa it would be time and labor saved, to read
the first chapter over and over until every word, construction aud idiom
was familiar ; then the rest of the book would bo so easily read, that
the time would be more than made up.

Talking is the great way of learning words and idioms, and of
fixing them in the mind. fhe more we can get opportuuities of talking
with Japanose out of our study hours, the faster we shall progress. it
is best to talk with strangers,—that is, not with the teacher. Thanks to
the peculiar temperament of the people, there is no difficulty in getting
into conversation with them; the difficulty 1s to mduce them to speak
slowly and distinctly enough to be Iutelligible.

In regard to setting apart a portion of the study hours for talking
with the teacher, it is a question whether the time may not be more use-
fully employed in somo other way. The teacher will use such words 28
he knows we understand, and so nothing will be gained. It is also very
hard to fiad subjects to talk about. But if the time is spent in reading
or studying other things, and the matters which come up are made the
subjects of inquiry, it is a double gain, as we get beth the conversation
and information.

It is usually taken for granted, that a teacher with no knowledge
of English is the best. It has been evident to every one who has
employed teachers who can speak English, that they will try to make
uso of it a3 often as possible, and make the mstruction of their pupil 2
means of learning English themselves. While this is true, in my
opinion, other things being equal, a teacher with some knowledge of
English, french or any foreign tongue is the best, and for this reason :
a pure Japanese las not the remotest idea of anything like grammar ;
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tf you attempt to find out from him the subject, object or verb of a sen-
tence, his very first reply convinces you of the utter hopelossness of
anything of the sort. A teacher who has studied a foreign tongue has
gone over these things ; he has travelled the read his pupil is straggling
over, and can explain sentences and answer questions upon them. k
have had two such teachers, and a numbor of the other kind: and I
bave no hesitation in saying, that | have made more progress with
them ina week, than with the olhors in a month. Jn using such, it is
absolutely uecossary lo lay down the rule at the beginning, that you will
not teach them Iinglish, and that not one word or syllable of English
1s 19 be spoken during study hours; and if an attempt is made to push
in any, as there probably will be, stop it at once.

After words and idioms, the next thing is fluency in the use of
them ; without this the possession of the other is like having money in
the safe with the key lost. Hore, as before, the great thing is constant
talking to the natives. It would be 2 good thing, if it were possible, te
go into the tnterior of the country where there are no foreigners, and
mingle only with the natives who have not come in contact swith foreign-
ers. Unfortimately at present the laws of the country prevent this.
But if we cannot go into the interior, we should converse as much as
possible with those about ws. It is an unfortunate thing that we often
cannot resist laughing at our best [ricnds when they attempt to talk
Japanese. Jt would be a good thing for us allto make a mutual agree-
ment, never tolangh at one who Is practising the language; and it
would also be a good plan not to tell others their mistakes unless speci-
ally desired by thoin to do 80, and sometimes not then. Probably more
harm is dono by attempting to correct the mistakes of others, and
their progress more hindered, than would over result from letting them
nzke mistakes and take the chancesof getting them corrected when
they can by the natives. We may bo very sure that the nwnber of
not so corrected is much greater than of those that are.

There is another thing gained by constant talking which is uns
attainable in any other way, and thatis the power of understanding
others. Perhaps there is no greater difficulty connected with the use of
the language. Men who have been here for years say they cannot
understand the people when they are talking to each other. Perhaps
wu all, iu trying to teach the Gospel to the peuple, have been baffled
again and again by not being able to understand the questiona they ask.
And it is very possible they think that the reason we do not answer, is
that we are unable to do so. There is a particular difficulty of this kind
in conversing with inquirers about religion, who often think that in
speaking to a religious teacher Lhoy must use bigh flown Chinsse expres-
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slons, instead of the simple Japanese words used by the common people.
Frequently, by calling one’s teacher aud having the Japanese equiva-
lents substituted, the question at once becomes intelligible and a reply
iS Piven.

there 1s.a form of study which is apt to be overlooked, because
tt is very slow and not as pleasant as most others. And that is,
translating English into Japanese. This should be begun as early as
possible. Ja talking, we get intoa way of using a certain round of
thoughts, words and phrases, and for whatever we may want to say, we
in some way make use of our old store. It is a good exercise to take
up some book or newspaper and render it iuto Japanese, making the
tercher write and correct it. lt is very hard work and one naturally
shrinks from it. Very often, and in mosh cases at first, the teacher
will not understand the meaning of the translator till it has been
explained over and over. But there are several advantages derived. We
are obliged to think very hard, and to turn over the Japanese idioms
and grammar in the mind, thus fixing them much more firmly than we
could by any amount of talking. We are obliged to use the dictionary
a great deal, and the words thus found are retained in the memory.
The teacher is forced, in turning our broken sentences into good Japanese,
to bring before us new and useful forms of expression ; and these also
are retained much better than if we saw them on the page of 2 gram-
mar or phrase-book. The teacher should write the sentences in the
character which the learner is studying at the time, and the learner
himself should read and in some cases memorize them or write them
from dictation. Unless one has a good and conscientious teacher it is
useless to attempt what has been suggested. The ordinary run of tea-
chers will write down all the gibberish which we get off; will say that it
is perfectly intelligible, and that it needs no correction whatever. But
a very little questioning will show that they have no idea of the meaning,
end merely pretend to have in order to save themselves trouble. Woth
such a man it is a waste of time to attempt to translate, and the best plan
is, a8 s00n 2s 2 prospect of getting a truthful, conscientious man turns up,
to get rid of him at once. It is well not to place too much confidence
in what a teacher says, until we can verify it from some other source ;
phrase-books and dictionaries, whatever their faults may be, are much
more to be relied upon than most teachers.

There is one other advantage in translating, and that is that it
requires a considerable amount of conversation, and that of a searching,
earnest, not desultory kind.

To pass to the study of the characters.—It is obvious that every
ene must have some knowledge of them. The Keiakena and simplar
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forms of Htrakana are the foundation of all reading, whether of our own
translations of the Scriptures or of Japanese works. In regard to the
more elaborate forms of the Hirakana, while it may be a good plan to
learn them once, thoy appear so seldom in ordinary use, that it is
alinost impossible to retain them in the memory. (ndeed it is doubtfy!
whether the natives themselves recognize them readily.

It ts of the very greatest advautage to know the Chinese charac-
ters. Any one who has noticed a Japanese reading, where the kana and
square character are side by side, must have remarked that they read
the Chinese character, often saying a diferent word from that written
in the Xana. I have often seon them puzzled to make out what the kana
was, giving the meaning from the square character.

While, howover, the knowledge of these characters is very valu-
able in many ways, the labor and time necessary for their acquisition is
so creat, that it is a question whether it could not Le better spent in other
Ways. Each one of course must decide, from his own inclination and
bent, what is best in bis own case. The Chinese Recorder quoting from
Dr. Williams’ [atroduction to his Chinese Dictionary, says, as near as
J can recollect, that the labor and drudgery of learning the characters
is absolutely necessary to any one who wishes to speak and read
Chinese. Whuile this is of course true in China, the large use made
of the kana would seem to modify the case very much with us.
In China all the books are in the square character, while here in
Japan a large portion of the hterature, and that most used by thepeople, ts in the

Learning the characters is not such a hopeless task as might at
first sight appear, owing to the fact that each character is made up of
a radical anda primitive, called by the Japanose the fen and the

The radicals are two hundred and fourteen in number, and a
list of them can be found in most Japanese dictionaries. The primt-
tives are something over one thousand in number. No list of them is
known among the Japanese, nor do they seem to make use of them in
learning. The Chinese ftecorder states, that there is such a list in tha
Introduction to Dr. Williams’ Dictionary and recommends any one
making the characters a study to learn the Hsts of the radicals and
primitives at the outset. Dr. Williams’ Dictionary would probably be a
valuable aid to any one studying the characters kere.

While there are said to ba forty thousand characters altogether,
the ordinarily well informed Japanese are not familiar with more than
three thousand, which could be acquired, with a fair amount of study
every day, in about three years; for a foreigner it might take rather
longer.
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there are three forms of the same character, viz: the Kaisho the
Giyosko and the Shosho. Lhe first of these is the full printed form
with all the strokes. Lhe Guyosho is slightly modiGed, having fewer
strokes so as to be written easily, but bears such a resemblance to the
Katsho as to be recognized at once as the same character. The Shoske
is so much abbreviated that it bears no resemblance whatever to either
of the others, and is used in very rapid writing, The abbreviations
are uot entirely without rhyme or reason, as the same radicals and
primitives are usually, though not always, abbreviated into the same
form. Lhe advice of one who had been over the ground himself was,
fo learn the first tivo forms and let the Shoshko alone.

In learntng these characters, the question is where to begin and
what characters to learn frst. there is a Japanese book containing one
thousand characters in the form of a poom, but the characters have
been selected at random without regard to their commonness or rareness,
so that it really is not of much service. A good plan is to have a blank
book, and each day in reading or trauslating to select a number of
familiar words and let the teacher write the characters in the book, and
give a part of the study hours of each day to studying a certain num-
ber of thein. To keep then before the mind, let the teacher in writing
sentences make use as far as possible of characters which have been
learned, and even if be puts in a few that are not familiar no barn
18 cone.

In the case of most of us, the utmost use we can make of
Japanese books, is in rendering ourselves familiar with the forms of the
language. Few will have the time or inclination to dip much into
Japanese literature. Probably, except what time is given to reading
Japanese books in our study hours with our teacher, our time can be
thore usefully employed in reading works in our own language, which
are likely to be of assistanco to us. The Japanese are now thirsting
fora knowledge of the science and ways of Western nations, and any
apparent lack of information in regard to them will do more bari
than a knowledge of Japaneso literature can do good. There are
usually men, whose tastes incline them to such pursuits, who can do it
much better than others, and who, by means of translations, can place
the results of their researches within the reach of their brethren, and
thus fulfil very important and indispensable function. A number
of articles on Shintoism have appeared in the Japan Mail. lt seems
to be the general opinion that they mavifest care and research. By
the study of these and similar productions, an ordinary person can
a¢quire a fuller aud more accurate view of the native religions than
he could get in years of study of native books or conversation with

[July-
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teachers. As a rale we have not the time to make these things a study,
and hence may better profit by tho labors of others.

In regard to the time spent each day in study, there is some
danger of overdoing the thie. On arriving here one’s hands aro tiod
through not knowing the native tongue, and there is a tendency to give
every moment of time to study. But in this as in other things we
should make haste slowly. While persons of a peculiar temperament
can stucy from morning tall night, and on into the small hours, most
persons and especially those not accustomed to it, cannot study to
advantage more than three or perhaps four hours at a stretch. W hen

one is tired and sleepy, nothing is gained by studying any longer.
When the mind has been taking in for some time, the power of recep-
tivity is for the time exhausted, and cannot be faced without danger
to the health and eventual loss of 1%.

We should remember the Importance of Introducing variety into
our studies ; siving say an hour to loarning characters, then an hour to
translating English ito Japanese, then an hour to reading a dapanese
book, de. All this however must be reculated by each one’s tempera-
ment both for time of study, modes, and everything else. Probably no one
will find it advantageous to adopt all these suggestions,—some not any.

The Japanese is admitted on all hands to be a very difficult lan-
guage. Those who are able to judge, say tis much more so than the
Ohinese. It is ono thing to be able to make our teachers understand
us, it is quite another to address a mixed assemblage in an intelligible
manner, or to carry on a conversation easily with strangers. But thia
is the work the Master has given us to do, and that should cheer us and
make us welcome difficulties for His sake who came to tell us of hoa veniy
thinos, so hard for our darkened hearts to receive. Still we have not
to wait till we learn the language belore we can be usefully employed.
Many of those to whom we are sent understand With many
we can inake teaching them English the means of conveying tue truth.
More than this, kindness of manner does far more, as has beeu repeatedly
manifested, to carry the truth to the hearts of the people than fluency of
speech. The mauaet in which they are roceived is often the one thing
which settles their minds either for or agatnst the truth. If this ig
chilling or repulsive, all that we can afterwards say may not succeed In
changing the impression. If this is winning they will listen patiently
till the mossage ia at least in some degree understood.
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NOTES OF A TOUR IN SOUTH CHEEIANG.
Br Rev. D. N. Lrow.

AVING made a somewhat extended trip, through the southern part
of this province, perhaps an account of it will be welcome to thereaders of the
I started from Hangchow on the Ist of April, in company with

the native pastor Mr. Chang, and proceeded by the usual route, across
the Ts'ien-tatne river, through the Shach‘ing plain, and over mud-
slides, to Ningpo, where, after a rest of a day or tivo, wo were joined
by the Revds, T. Galpin and J. Butler, and a Chinese cook-boy, making
in all a company of five. We left Ningpo, in 2 small flat boat on Lues-
day night at eight o'clock, and arrived at Wung-hwa (3 44) the next
day at 10. a. a a distance by water of 110 &. The hire of the boat was
a thousand cash. Through the kind assistance of Mr. Crombie, of the
China Inland Mission, we hired chairs and coolies to carry us overland,
120 li, to Ning-hai (@ #4). For this trip they charged for baggage
seven and a half cash a catty, and for chairs one thousand two hundred
cash a-piece. It was noon before we got under weigh, and the after-
noon proving rainy, we did not enjoy it so much as we had anticipat-
ed. Passing through two smart villages and several hamlets, where we
left books and a word of explanation, we reached the half-way station,
the village of Si-tien (Fy #4), about nightfall. the mn was yery com-
fortable; and in order to dry our clothes and warm ourselves, we
volunteered to feed the fire for the Landlady. Our baggage coming in
late, we took the Chinese suppet, which to appetites sharpened by walk-
ing was no hardship. Tho night's sleep proved refreshing, and, after
breakfast, we passed slowly through the village, giving and selling. a
few books. It was market day and a good many people were gathered.
The Inland Mission has a native helper stationed here.

Our road, from this point, lay around an arm of the sea to the
séuthward, through a beautiful valley, dotted with villages, few of
which have ever been visited by the herald of the Gospel. We made
rather hurried stops in such as were on the road, trying to make known
the object of our visit, and leaving a few books or tracts as rominders.
By 4. p. a. we were at Ninghai. This is a “hien” city, situated on
a small river, which reaches the sea, 70 % distant, by a rapid descent.
A house fitted up by Mr. Crombie of the Inland Mission, now in charge
of a native assistant, afforded us a very luxurious shelter and lodging
for the night. A cheerful fire was soon blazing in the grate of the
upper room, aud wo had tea and toast good enough for the queen.
Several native christians came together. and had evening prayers with
Us, Tho little church has about ten members.
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Hriday, April 9th.—Fighting against exorbitant prices for chairs
and coolies, delayed us about two hours, so that it was 10 o'clock
before we left the city. Nor takiug us to Ti'en-tati (FE 43), 120 Hi to
the south-west, we finally paid them two thousand two hundred cash
for a chair, and ten cask a catty for burdens. Following the south
branch of the ereek or river, up & most charming valley, we passed.
through two good-sized villages, Liang-waug and Ts‘a-]u, and a number
of hamlets, and sighted several villages on the other side of the stream.
After going a distance of about 45 li, we left the valley and made an
abrupt ascent of the mountain, by a winding flight of rude stone steps,
a distance of 15 Ui, to a place called Kao-tang (3 Hk), where we put
up for the night in a small inn. The coolies were so exhausted, that
they threw themselves down on the floor, without supper, and were of
to sleep in a few minutes. Supper over, we called the people together in
an ancestral hail near by, aud spent an hour or more, in telling them
the object of our coming, and also prayed with them to the unknown
God, the Father of Spirits, who dwells not in temples made with hands.
It was doubtless the first Christian service aver held on that mountain-
top, but we believe it will not be the last. We left Kao-t'ang on Satur-
day morning at 9 o’clock, and found the descont, if anything, more
rugged than the ascent of the previous day. Preaching and distributing
tracts at several villages, we stopped to Iunch at Fei-shu, a town of the
“Shie” family, having some sever hundred people. Krom this place
to Tien-t'ai, the road is a gradual descent through a broad and fertile
valley, at this season of the year covered with wheat and rye fields, and
dotted with groves of tallow trees, just putting forth a purple-tinted
foliage. At 5 P.M, we entered T'ien-ttai, by the North gate, outside of
which we saw the newly made graves of the Honan braves, who were
kiled by the rioters last year. We had just time to secure some boats
to take us down to T'ai-chow (4 JH), and deposit our effects in them
before night. Lhe native assistant, who is stationed here for the Inland
Mission, rendered us very valuable assistance in procuring us tio
boats, for two thousand six hundred cash. Tho great advantage of
boat-traveling 13, that you escape Chinese inns and the many inconve-
niences connected therewith. We iwnade ourselves at home in the boats
and were prepared to spend the Sabbath very quietly. Sunday was
a delightful day, and we enjoyed the rest most fully. in the forenoon
tivo of us visited a large village 5 i off, called Ky‘i-nan (% 7), where
we had many attentive hearers. In the afternoon we took turns going
ashore, to look after some boys, who had taken to the unhallowed amuse-
ment of throwing pebbles at our boats. We found the plan very effec-
tive in securing quiel to those who remained, as well as giving us an
opportunity te speak to the people who gathered around.
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Monday, April 12th—After an early breakfast and prayers, we
made another run through the city with our books, and saw the ruins
of the official quarters, which were torn down by the rioters. The
people are evidently a turbulent set, but one cannot help admiring their
courage in resisting extortion. By 9 o'clock we were gliding rapidly
down the head-waters of the Ttai-chow river, leaving behind us Ttien-
t'al with its populous city, and rich valleys, and grand mountein
scenery.

We had now our first experience in “shooting rapids.” The
men show 2 wonderful dexterity in cuiding their fragile boats between
boulders, and over rocks, where it would seem incredible that a beat
could pass. Lhe scenery is just one living picture after another. At
times, the way of the stream seems quite blocked up by a giant cliff
rising in its path, but just when one begins to fear a dash upon the rocks,
suddenly, by a turn to right or left, away leaps the torrent down the
gorge, bearing the boat, like a feather, in safety to the placid pool below,
and a new feast of landscape greets the eye ; rocks, hills, and mountain-
gorges clothed with green, having the clear blue sky for a background.

Stopping for the night ata little village on the river's bank, we had
an opportunity of selling a few books and of preaching. Lhe people are
very simple and industrious, having a freedom of manner which wel!
comports with the wild aspect of nature around them; living in the
midst of scenery which artists and artisans bave wrought in vain to
imitate, yet ignorant alike of the beauty and its Author.

We were off by early dawn on Tuesday morning, and reached
T*ai-chow (4 4} about noon. This city is too much hemmed in by
hills ever to be a very rich one. We saiv only smail vessels in the
river, though tides flow some & above this point, and there is quite
good commuvication with the sea. The country to which 26 is the
natural outlet, is limited m extent and quite hilly. As a missionary
station, it has proved very encouraging. Lhe premises of the Inland
Mission are at present only occupied by a native; at two places in the
country, temples have been given to be turned into chapels. W hile

walking through the city, we sold a good number of books, and were
treated with that silent respect which might be called indifference.

leaving the city about dP. we passed down with the tide,
120 i: to Kiang-ktao, paying for the night’s ride two thousand two
hundred cash for two boats. Here we left the river, and carried our
bacoage half a mile, to the head of a small canal leading southward,
and took a small flat boat to “ Pol-fung” (& 2), price four hundred
and fifty cdsh, and had just time to get stowed away in it, when 2
heavy shower of rain fell. At ‘ Poh-fung,” forty & southward, we
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chauged boats, getting two for seven hundred cash, to take us another
forty i to Wen-ling (72% #j), quite a thriving village, at the terminus
of the ecsnal. Thursday morning we had ccolies to take our effects
over the fing, not a very high one, a distance of six fi to Kiang-hia (77
"f ), sttuated at the head of a small inlet, which at low tide is a great
muc fat. Here we hired a small junk, used ordinarily for carrying
sea sheils. ihe price was $4, 00 to take us down to Wen-chow, tivo
hundred and ten & distant. On account of low tide we wera compelled
to wait over till #riday morning, and, in the meantime, we visited one
or tio neighboring villages. Towards the evening of Thursday, we
went aboard, and cleaned out with our own hands tho only cabin the
ship afforded, which was a wet, filthy hole, 7 by 8 fect, alive with huge,
glistening cock-roaches, and other varmin, which we need not mention
in detail ; some dry straw, gotten ashore, answered the double purpose,
of covering the dirty floor, and giving room for a free circulation of
the msects under our bedding. We spread four beds, three abreast and
one at the foot, and lay down to sleep. T'o add to the discomfort of the
situation, the boat was aground and tipped over to one side af an
angle of about twenty five degrees ; no wonder then that our spirits
sank within us. That night, m the hold of the shell-jank, will not
soon be forgotten; but joy came in the morning, when, with the rising
tide, the ship righted and we floated briskly down the bay before a
favoring wind. The day proved delightful, and, be assured, we spent
little of 16 below deck. This was scarcely a sea voyage, though there
was enongh of the sea air with it to give refreshment without sickness.
By 5 p. a, we were in Wéa-chow (38 44]), where Mr. and Mrs. Stott
and Mrs. Jackson gave us a most kind reception. Mr. Jackson was
away at Ch'u-chow (g¢ JW), trying to hold a chapel lately rented,
against the efforts of the mandarin to eject him; fighting the same
battle with intolerance must fightin every city and village
where we attompt to establish a station. We spent from Friday till
Tuesday evening in Wén-chow, and the more we saw of tho city and
surroundings, the more were we impressed with its importance and
desirability as a misstonary centre. ft is the most cleanly Chinese city
1 have seen. ibe site is charming. A large river washes its walls on
one side, and a fine broad canal on the other; these, with the daills
near by, make if quite a healthy place. The beauty of its buildings,
and the grand business thorouglifares, gained for it long aro the name
of “Little Hang-chow.” The Wén-chow river and its tributaries
pive water access, with small or large boats, to some fourteen “hien ”
cities, besides Chi'u-chow fit.

Mr. Stott, of the China Inland Mission, arrived in the place in the
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fall of 1867, ond has hada most interesting, and at times, thrilling
experience. No one, who has heard his story, can fail to admire the
courage and tact with which he bas fought the “dragon” in all his
nefarious transformations, and the faithfulness with which he has
‘‘ held the fort,” through all the excitements of the last eight years in
China. Including the converts at the country stations there are about
twenty church members, and some very interesting inquirers.

On Tuesday, April 20th, we left Wen-chow, in company with Mr.
ptott, In two large boats; price to Ch‘u-chow, four dollars and twenty-
five cents per boat. Lhe next morning, at 10 o’clock, we sold a quantity
of books at Ts‘ing-t'ien (Ff AY), the first “hien” above Wén-chow. Ct

is a small, walled city having two or three good streets. The river
above this is full of rapids, and the ascent necessarily tedious. On
Thursday morning we stopped a short time at a place called Shib-
mén tung (4 PY ja), where there is a beantiful water-fall two hundred
feet hich. The small stream falling so great a distance is dashed
into white spray, which, under the morning sun, reveals all the tints of
the rainbow.

We arrived at Ch'u-chow fu on Friday at 1 p. and found a
small, walled city, with one principal street running through it, and
very little trade. The mountain gorges around bear red rice and
wheat. As a mission station it is dependent on Wen-chow. We
found a native in charge of the chapel, Mr. Jackson having returned
home for a few days. From Weén-chow to Ch‘u-chow is a distance of
270 és. Here we hired smal! boats for three dollars a-piece, to take us up
to Lung-ch‘tien (fg FA), 240 4 to the south west, and, bidding good-
by to our good brother Mr. Stott, we feft in the night. Saturday
morning found us only twenty 4 from the place of starting, at a village
called Shib-niu kiat (4 4h #). Ten & further on, there is a large
market town, Pi-hu (£2 said to be more of a business place than
Ch'u-chow. We sold.a quantity of books, in a very short time, and
could have sold a great many more, but our stock was limited, and
wo had a long way betore us, At dusk we had a delightful bath in
the clear fresh water, which in places is of great depth. By working
by moon-light the boatmen reached Shih-ttang, eighty 4 from Cb‘u-
chow, where we stopped for the Sabbath. he day was spent in
preaching to the villagers, and resting in our boats. A service Wag
held on the river’s bank, at which a few passers-by were present.

On Monday, April 26th, 1t rained most of the day, and our progress
was slow, only making 40 iz. We preached at one or two villages, and
halted for the night at T'si-shih, a village of some importance as
heine the entrance to “Yun-ho bien” (3 fy) Heavy rains fell
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during the night, swelling the stream into a rushing torrent, rendering
it quite Ampossible to move on, so we had to wait over a day. Atter
thoroughly canvassing the village with our “heavenly doctrine,” we
took an early dinner, and went 5 di away to visit some hill tribes,
Supposed by some to be miao-és, but, as near as we could gather, they
are descendants of early refugees from Kwangtuog and Fokien.

By Wednesday, April 28th, the water had so fallen as to enable us
to start on af daylight. Jo going the day's journey of 50 Ui, we passed
tivo or three simall hamlets, reaching a market town called “Tao-t‘ai”
at dark.

On Thursday, about five P. u., we were at Lung-ch'ijen hien, about
60 d from the boundary of Fokien. No foreigner had ever visited this
place, so far as we could ascertain,* and of course the people caine in
great crowds to see us. We found good sale for the books, but
Owing to our scanty stock were not able to supply the demand. Lobe

city, though without a wall, is large and populous, and has a good run
of ousiness, carrying on a considerable traffic with Fokien through Pu-
cheng (#7 After disposing of nearly all our books, we engaged
chairs and coolies to take us over the mountains to the headewaters of
the Ts'ten-ta‘ng river. For the distance of 130 li, to a place called
W ang-ts'eng-k'ao, we paid for chairs, two thousand eight hundred cash,
aud for burdens, one thousand three hundred cash each. Tals journey
requires three days, and for grandeur of scenery I doubt whether it is
surpassed in China. We passed through about twenty villages large
and sinall. The highest point reached,—-though we had no instrument
for measuring it,—we estimated to.be not less than ten thonsand feet
above the level of the sea. It forms the great water-shed, east of
which are the sources of the Wei-chow river, and west, the Ts‘ien-
ta‘ng and tts numerous tributaries.

We arrived at Wang-tséngo-ka‘o on Monday the 3rd. of May, at 5
P. M, having spent the Sabbath at Pi-yuen (& ¥H), a place where
every prospect pleases but man and woman's vile. Here we hired
boats, at the exorbitant price of $3,00 a-piece, to take us tivo day's
journey down the rapids, 180 i, to K‘i-chow fu (4H). We pushed
off on Tuesday morning, and went gliding down the winding stream at
a charming rate. Ié isan absolute Inxury, fully compensating for
all the hard days of climbing, to lie in one of these boats, and feast
the eye and soul on the ever-changing scenes of nature’s drama, |
was just about yielding myself to the thoughts sentimental] and poetical,
which such surroundings induce, when suddenly the spell was broken

* Mr. Mollman, of the British and Foreign Bible Society, sold Bridles ta that city on June
Sth, 1874,—zp,
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by a cry from a passing boatman, in substance as follows :—“ Hol ho!
you are laden with foreign devils! your luck is splendid! Where did
you ‘pick up so valuable a cargo?” Then followed a discussion of the
“devils” and all their habits, good, bad, and indifferent, real and
imaginary, known and unknown, the thread of which was lost in the
distance as they went up and we went down.

From the time we left Ningpo, up to tho time of which I here
write, we heard this vile epithet only once or twice; a fact to be re-
corded with gratitude. Lhey use the generic name “foreigner,” but
leave off that distinctive title so freely applied in other places.

We spent a night and day in K‘i-chow, a place of some import.
ance, situated in the centre of a plain some twenty miles long and ten
miles wide. Jt was formerly occupied for a short time as a mission
station, by the Revs. Messrs. Helm and Stuart, of the Southern Presby-
terian Church, but, for lack of men, was abandoned and given over to
the China Inland Mission, whose native assistant now holds 1t. There

are as yet no converts.
Taking passage on a cargo boat for Lan-ch'i #8), for three

hundred and fifty cash a-piece, we moved down the river, stopping.a few
minutes at Lung-yiu hien ($f #7) on Friday morning, and reaching
about noon. This is a stirring business place, lying at the
confluence of the two rivers, one from Kin-hwa and the other from

We spont the day selling tracts through the city, and visiting
the chapel uf the Inland Mission.

On Saturday we made a detour up to Kin-hwa (4 HE), where we
also spent a quist Sabbath. The old gentleman in charge of the Baptist
Mission premises received and entertained us very kindly. he people
seemed friendly, and bad it not been for a littie rather rude treatment
from some soldiers, we should have left with the most favorable im-
pressions of Kin-hwa.

Early on Monday morning we were floating down the great river,
and by night had reached the village of Ta-yang, a great wood-market,
which supplies Hano-chow, Hai-ning, Cha-pu, and other places down
the bay.

Tuesday, May 11th, we started before day-light and reached Nien-
chow JH) about eight a. u., and made a run through the city with
a fow tracts. Jt is mostly in ruins, though 2 lively suburb 1s springing
up. A branch of the river comes in from the west, affording com-
munication with Hwui-chow (7 JH) in the Aa-bwui province, the
journey requiring five or six days. Toward evening we landed at the
small uuwalled “hien” city of T'ung-li (45) HF), and sold our few
remaining tracts; stopped about midnight at Fu-yang, where we we rested
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till day-light, and by four P. m., on Wednesday, May 12th, I was back
at my home in the provincial capital. Our boat-hire from K‘i-chow
down to Hangchow, by way of Kin-hwa a distance of seven hundred
and fifty dz, was about $15, 00. The whole distance traveled was three
thousand f, a little over one thousand English miles. L was out from
home just forty one days. iho traveling was by boats, chairs, and on
foot. Of the last and most independent mode, one may do much or
little according to preference. Our expenses for traveling, for five
persons, amounted to near a hundred dollars. We visited over a
hundred places, twenty of which were walled cities. We made rather
a hurried trip, to preach lengthy discourses in each place; but we gave
more or Jess extended explanation with the books distributed. As we
sold our books at a, nominal price, we realized only some twelve thousand
cash ; but much good seed was scattered abroad, some of which we hope
may find a soil prepared of God, and bring forth fruit. If this imperfect
account shail incite any of our brethren in the province to undertake
the same or a similar journey into the regions beyoud, or shall cause
that prayer ascend to the Lord of the harvest for more laborers, it will
have accomplished a good end.

In view of the possible event of the oreat China conference pas-
sing off in smoke, allow me to suggest, through your columns, a
conierence of the missionaries of Chekiang, to concert a plan for the
systematic and periodical visitation of all the cities aud villages in the
province.

Hanacaow, June 8th, 1875.

AROUND LU SAN.
Br Rev. A. Srarrya7ren.

WAN Y readers of the Recorder aro doubtless familiar with the Li
Han mountains, lying ten miles south of Kiukiang. This remark-

able range, towers far above all surrounding elevations, and its isolated
position makes it doubly conspicuous. the eastern base is washed by
the Poyang Lake, while the western extremity, terminates almost
abruptly in @ plain. The range is about fifteen miles in length, lying
almost parallel with the Yangtze river. ‘The lover of natare finds the
highest satisfaction in exploring its romantic scenery, and weeks might
be spent in rambling among its peaks and precipices, and in visiting
its wild revines and waterfalls. It is a favorite resort for the foreign
residents of both Maukiang and Hankow, a bungalow having been fitted
up for the accommodation of visitors, ia the mouth of a deep canyon,
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from which issues one of the large streams which collect their crystal
waters in the mountain recesses. This bungalow tsa real sanitarium
aud is much in demand during the warm season. Other noted places
are occupied by Buddhist temples, ie which the pleasure-seeking or
health-seeking tourist may find tolerable accommodation at very
reasonable rates.

In the month of December, 1874, the writer of this article, being
temporarily without a native teacher, and desirous of taking a four or
five days’ excursion before wiater should set in, accompanied another
membar of the mission on 2 tour around the mounteins. Notaing fur-
ther was necded for outfit than a couple of coolies to carry our bedding
and provisions, and a boy to cook our food. We left Kiukiang late
on Monday afternoon, accompanying a party of visitors as far as the
bungalow. The distance being quite ten miles, the latter half of the
journey had to be accomplished by the combined aid of the moon and our
lanterns.

Lhe next morning, leaving the rest of the party at the bungalow,
we cet out on our circult, following the base of the mountain in 2 wes-
terly direction. An hour's walk brought us to Z"ai-ping Kung, or
‘the Palace of Peace,” where we found a temple and the picturesque
ruins of two very anctent pagodas or towers. Here our two coolizes
set down their burdens, declaring that they were too heavy, and we
were compelled to hire a third man to share their loads. Further on
we passed another tall pagoda on the right; and soon after, near the
road-side, a small grain mill turned by an overshot water-wheel, the
cheery music of which called up reminiscences of our home-land. On
our left, up the mouutain side, we saw a pagoda perched on a cliff, and
a remarkable chasm or ravine in the mountains just beyond. Asa
whole day would have been required to climb to the pagoda and to
explore the ravine thoroughly, wo concluded not to stop, but to make
the place the object of some future excursion.

Having dined in the open air, in 2 small village, surrounded by 2
promiscous crowd of men, women, boys, dogs, and pigs, we continued
our course until evening, when we halted at a country inn for the night.
fu this part of the empire, however, Chinese inns do not resemble
taverns so much as they do stables or pig-pens; and the unfortunate
traveler must be content with accommodation inferior to what bis
beast would receive in a civilized country. We supped amidst cobwebs
and filth, and slept on a pile of straw, the restless denizens of which
spent the whole nicht in cultivating our acquaintance. During the
next forenoon we rounded the western extremity of the range, and on
emerging from a pass, came suddenly upon tio little villages, cosily
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squatted in a large recess at the base of the mountain, forming a very
handsome ptcture. We were ou the south side of the range, traveling
eastward; and passing through the large villago of Neai-k‘on, we
reached, at noou, the famous temple of Kwei-tsung, behind which, on
a steep cliff, stood an iron pagoda. Lhe temple was not large, but a
new building was in course of erection, which will cost thousands of
taels. May it eventually be transformed into a house of Christian
worship! We found in tho templea huge gilded image of Buddha,
seated like a gigantic baby on an altar or platform. On each side
were tivo of his ministers, monsters in size and of a hideous appearance,
seated on benches, with one foot of each resting on the shoulders of
the figure of a man. Lhere were about tiventy Ao-skangs or “ priests”
in fae place, who were very clever and hospitable, assigning us ono of
their best rooms.

Lhey seemed very eager to talk with us, and overwhelmed us with
their compliments. ‘“ You foreigners are very intelligent,” thoy said;
“we Chinese are all stupid ;’ which Jatter remark is certainly very
applicable to the majority of hoth Buddhist and Tavist priests, as any
one who has had experience of their ienorance can testify.

As we were going to remain some time here and in the vicinity,
we dismissed the extra young man hired the day before, giving hima
good days wages. Lhe fellow asked for more, and on being refused,
instead of clamoring and scolding ua as Chinamen usually do, he sat
square down on the floor in our room and began to blubber like 2 child.
His conduct touched the tender of our nature, and we
handed hin a hundred additional cask, wherewith he departed rejoicing.
We wished to vistl the iron pagoda the same afternoon, but the priests
said it was too far away, so that we were compelled to wait until the
next morning. While Mr. Cook, my companion was rambling about
with the priests, 1 stretched myself out on the plank platform which
answered for a bed, and read Prof. ‘fyndall’s “ Belfast Address,” which
had been awalkeutng so much excitement in the scientific and theological
worlds on the other side of this restless globe.

On Thursday morning we were given a tottering old man for a
guide, who seemed better fitted for riding on a smooth road in a sedan
chair than for climbing to the top of the bieh peak on which stood the
pagoda. Vue of the priests went with us, together with a coolie to carry
our overcoats, aad two or threo Chinese dogs also insisted on favoring us
with their company. The last named however, wore a perpetual source
of disgust to the cur we hed brought from home with us, who, being of
foreign extraction, disdainfully refused to associate with them: and
indeed, after we had reached the summit, having become enraged at
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some supposed affront, attacked them so savagely that all three scam-
pered ingloriously down the steep mountain side back to thelr temple.
We were two hours in climbing to the pagoda, which had been hidden
by clouds from our view when we set out. Zhe peak on which it stood
was isolated from the rest of the range, being perhaps two thousand
feet in elevation, and only ten yards across at the summit. ‘Live thirds
of the way around, the precipitous sides descended almost perpendic-
ularly for several hundred feet.. The pagoda was of seven stories, with
a steeple, built on a foundation of stone, and altogether not more than
fifty feet in height. The facing seemed to indicate that the structare
was of solid iron, but we were informed that the interior was filled up
with loose stones. Lhere were six sides, aud on each side ia the sever-
al stories was a figure of Buddha in relief. Uo the lower story also
were engraved numerous characters, which our limited knowledge of
Chinese did not enable us to decipher. Ali the heavy materials for tho
erection of the pagoda had been carried up the stcep and regged sides
of the mountain, at the expense of tremendous labor and difficulty.
And of what use the thing when completed ? Simply to regulate
the fung-shui of the adjacent parts of the valley below! Who knows
what fearful disasters have been averted by the mysterious influence of
that turreted spire, seen for miles and mifes around on its solitary peak ?

Descending to the temple, we visited a somewhat noted warm
spring in tho vicinity, and after partaking ofa hearty dinner set out
early in the afternoon for Siu-fyng, another noted temple only a coupie
of miles from Kwei-tsung. Here we found tie ruins of what had once
been immense buildings, almost hidden in a pretty grove of trees. A
large mountain stream issued out of a deep gorge just beltiad the
place, and on a very steep cliff near the head of the ravine stood the
inevitable pagoda. This we resolved to visit hefore night, although
our limbs were still aching from the forenoon’s climb. A few rods
behind the temple, just in the mouth of the gorge, we came upon the
lovel/est pool of water we had ever beheld. It was some twenty or
thirty rods in circuit, enclosed by steep rocks, on many of which had
boen cut Chinese characters or sentences. The water was as clear as
a summer sky, and its blue depths revealed distinctly the pebbly
hottom, fifteen or twenty feet below the surface. A more delightful
hathing place it would be hard to conceive. Pursuing our way up the
gorge, we came to pool after pool of surpassing loveliness, though less
in size than the frst. Soon we were compelled to leave the bed of the
stream, and to climb through thorus and briers, up steep hill-sides
(without a guide), so that we were thoroughly exhausted when we
reached the pagoda. This we found to be as large as the iron one,
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but the scenery was far superior in grandeur. We stood at the
head of the gorge, a frightful chagm, of which we could not see
the depth, opening directly under our fuet. Qn the other side rose a
Tocky precipice some three hundred feet in height, from which the
cliff we stood on had evidently been detached at some unknown period
of the past. Down the steep sides of the precipice tumbled a little stream,
forming a waterfall which can be seen at a long distance. We threw
some heavy stones over tho beetling sides of the cliff, down into the fear-
ful depths of the gorge; and after holding our breath painfully for a
few seconds, heard the thundering eclic ag it crashed upward to-
wards v3. As if was already late, wa were forced to return; but in
our descent we were fortumate enoush to find the regular path, which
from the pagoda to the bottom of the valluy was composed entirely of
stone steps, like the fiers of a stairway. We found comfortable quar.
ters in the temple, and were treated by the priests with the usual
urbanity and respect.

The next morning our limbs were rather stiff and sore, but an
hour's travel restored their wonted lubricity. We soon passed a third
teinple, larger and in a better state of preservation than either of the
others, and occupying a beautiful site. Hor thousands of years have
the rites of idolatry been conducted in the numerous temples succes-
sively built around the base of this mountain range. When shall the
idols tumble from their hoary seats, and these groves and buildings be
consecrated to the worship of the King of kings ? These scenes are not

devoid of historic interest, although the meager records to be obtained
are totally insufficient to satisfy curiosity. It is said that the founder
of the Ming Dynasty, five hundred years ago, had hia headquarters
for many years on the south side of the Lii San range.

A little before noon we caine to the celebrated Chinese college
known by the namo of the Peh-luk Tung, or the “* White Deer Grotto.”
It is situated in quite a romantic spot, surrounded by grovea ot trees,
and is said to be frequented by as many as seven or eight hundred
students at certain seasons of the year. The buildings are very nu-
merous, with court-yards between them. In the Jargest we saw the
tabiot of the “ Most Holy Teacher Confucius,” held by a huge figure in
black, while ranged on each aide were the tablets of some twenty of
his most noted commentators and disciples. We did not find many
students; and those we saw did little credit, mm an intellectual pomt of
vieiy, to the memory of their sacred Master. They were very inquisi-
tive, and filled the doors of our little room to watch us eat. lt was a

dirty place, and we were heartily glad to get away.
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The “ White Deer Grotto” is situated about half a mile from the

base of the south-east part of the range, the upper patt of which at
this place consists of perpendicular precipices, five. hundred feet and
upwards, in height. They are the highest cliffs of any part of the
range, and present a very grand appearance. We followed the path
which wound around the base of the range, and a couple of milos
from the college passed through a large village. Now wea cama into
full view of a most romantic gorge, winding around into the heart
of the cliffs, with precipitous walls on oach side, and seemingly
coming to an abrupt termination. We both greatly desired to
visit it, but feared we had not the time to explore it thoroughly.
Soon we crossed a large stream, which had its source in the gorge,
and visions of pools and waterfalls hidden in that wild ravine crossed our
minds, and added to our anxiety to explore it. Leaving the road we
climbed a. little hillin order fo obtain a better view, and then it seemed
sO near that we did not hesitate long before concludiug to ascend intoit. Our ceolies had not come up yet, and they would know nothing of
our wherenbouts : but we made no doubt that when we returned to the
road we could easily catch up with them. It was two o'clock, and we
fancied we should not need more than two hours for the trip. SO Wwe

struck up the valley at a good pace, following a rocky path leading
past numerous watermills and ruins of mills, which not many years
ago seemed to have plied a thriving business along the banks of this
mountain stream.

Soon we were walled in on our right by precipices which no
mortal ever scaled, although they were small compared with those still
hefore Ds. the ravine made a sudden turn to the left, and precipices
began fo shut us in on the other side also. ihe path was steep but
smooth, so that If was not difficult to follow, although we soon found
that the head of the valley seemed to recede from us as we approached
it. At length the ravine parrowed down into a wild chasm between
the cliffs, the bottom of which was strewn with millions of rocks and
boulders of vast size. Among these the torrent tumbled and roared
and we were compelled to use great caution in picking our way.
The path was soon lost, or rather 1b came to an end, and there
was no way but to follow up the bed of the stream, clambering
over whatever rocks we could not crawl around. Qn our hands
and knees we continued to climb, sometisnes jumping from one rock to
another, where a slip or a fall would have been accompanied with fear-
fui bruises. My companion was small and lithe, and could clamber
about with the agility of a wild goat or gazelle: but being more heavy
and unwieldy, my own progress was more totlsome and precarious.
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Aiter climbing some distance, we suddenly came upon a scene whic:
perhaps no foreigner ever gazed on before, but the exquisite beauty of
which amply. repaid us for all our toil and exertion. The torrent came
rushing down under the black precipices on our left, and just where
these overhung it in the form of a half cavern, it tumbled into a large
pool of almost frightful depth, hemmed in on the cther sides by im-
mense boulders. The water was as clear as if no speck of dust had
ever solled its crystal purity ; we could distinctly see the rocks scatter-
ed over its bottom ata depth of fifteen feet or more, but iis greatest
depth our eyes failed to fathom. The shadow of the cavernous sides
overhanging it darkened the water so that it seemed fairly black ; and
in connection with the surroundings, the place seemed to surpass in
grandeur aud wild beauty any scene of nature that we had ever before
beheld. After another quarter of ap hour of dangerous climbing, we
found if was half past three, and that it would require another half
hour still to reach the extreme source of the torrent, even if it was pos-
sible to reach it at all. As we were well-nich exhausted, we gave up
the idea of going any further, and sitting down on a rock gazed around
for a few moments on those weird scenes, As nearly as we could
judge, the rocks on each side of us rose to a heicht of five hundred feet
without varyiag probably one foot from the perpendicular. The ravine
was but a few rods wide, and at some distance above us seamed to ter-
minate abruptly against a solid wall of rock. We longed to reach the
piace, but neither our time nor our strength would permit.

Reluctantly we tnrned back, and in just one hour reached the
highway which we had left. Jt was not far from sun-down, and our
coolies had long since passed the place. Notwithstanding our tired
limbs, we pushed forward rapidly so aa to overtake them. This we
imagined we could do in a short time, as they were heavily loaded and
could not travel fast, but we were disappointed. Miles after mile we
left behind us, darkness came on, and still there was nothing for us to
do but to keep pushing on. We made inquiries at a village, and wore
told that our men had passed through, after asking if the “ foreigners "
bad gone by. Soon the road forked, and at the next place the people
said that they had not seen them. This put us in a quandary; bub we
thougbt best to keep pursuing the main road, and not lose time in
hunting our baggage up, even if we had to go on to Kiukiang. This,
however, was a serious undertaking; we had done a hard day's work
in climbing and traveling; had had nothing to eat since noon, and
Kiukiang was still fifteen miles away. But the only alternative was to
stop at a Chinese inn and pot up with the wretched accommodation

So long as we could resist any feeling of fatigue, thia
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tdea was intolerable; and we pushed rapidly on.
half-moon, which shone through a layer of scaly clouds, we succeeded
in keeping on the right road. After two hours of hard walking, our
limbs began to protest against further effort; and coming to «
moderate sized village, we resolved fo see what accommodation we
could obtain before going further. There was but one iun, and here
to our unutterable satisfaction we found our coolies. They had
naturally supposed that we were on before, and made as desperate

efforts to avertake us as we had douo to overtake them ; bat coming to
the foot of a steep pass, they were too tired to think of mounting it,
and 80 halted at the last inn.

Ibis inn proved to be the most wretched place we had yet found,
although having come up with our provisions and bedding, we were
much better situated than we otherwise should have been. We werd
put into a dirty little chamber, with scarcely room enough in it for us
to turn round; the walls and roof were ornamented with hangings
of apider’s webs; there was no aperture for ventilation, and the bed
smelt as if there was the carcase-of a dead dog under it. We man-
aged tolivethe night through, and in the morning got away as soon as
we could. We had passed uxound the eastem extremity of the range
the evening before, and now crossed the romantic pass of Wu Lin, the
summit of which was only ten miles from Kiukiang. Three hours of
hard walking brought us home. We had been less than five days to
making the circuit of the Li San mountains, having visited some highly
interesting and roinantic spots, which only heightened our desire to see
the many others still unexplored.

Jul y-

By the light of the

PAGANISM.
By Rev. Twos. McCratcum, M. A.

If.
ROM the Mosaic History we learn, that as the waters of the flood

began to abate, the ark rested upon the lofty summit of Ararat.
This mountain is described by travellers as having two peaks or horns,
the depression between Which resembles a plain ; and-on this spot the
ark is supposed to have rested as the waters subsided. The ark then

we may revard as beiny the first temple for worship used by the post-
diluvian world; and the site of this temple, as well as that of the altar
for sacrifice subsequently eretted by Noah, was the summit of the holy
MOLNE Hence the descendants of the Patriarch considered moun-
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tains and high places as being especially sacred, and offered sacrifices
upon them, regarding them as transcripts of the first holy mount on
which mankind worshipped after their preservation from the deluge.
The variedly coloured rainbow was also a sacred emblem connected
with the holy mount and the deluge; for God now appointed it as the
token of the covenant which He made with Noah and his descendants,
that the waters should no more become a flood to destroy them. As
the summit of mouut Ararat first appeared above the waters of the
deluge, this was not unnaturally viewed by subsequent generations as
the hichest portion of the earth’s surface. From this also seems to
have arisen the prevalent idea, that this sacred mountain was the
ceutre of the earth. As to its position with regard to ancient Babylon,
we know that it lay in a northerly direction from that city; for, when
the prophet Jeremiah foretells its destruction, he especially mentions
Ararat and Minn: (Armenia) amongst those countries from which the
invading army should come, stating also at the same time that these
forces should come “out of the north.”

After their exodus from the ark, and while they yat dwelt upon
the mount, Moses tells us that God blessed Noah and his three song,
and commanded them to replentsh the earth svhich had been devaste-
ted by the flood ; and he adds, that of these threa sons of Noah “was
the whole earth overspread.” The present race of mankind therefore
springs from a triad, that is to say, three brothers, wlio succeed to the
position and rank of one elder ancestor, who may be regarded as 3
monad, viz. Noah, the first man, the first universal head of the post-
diluvian world, and the father of the triad from whose substance thase
latter spring. This family however are not merely spoken of as a triad
springing from an elder monad; they are also,—~including their wives
who were saved with them,—-regarded as an ogdoad, viz. Noah and bie
wife, the great father and mother of the present inhabitants of the world,
three sons and their three wives. The first ancestors of inankind there-
fore may be regarded as three or eight, as the case may be, who are
saved from a deluge of water which destroys a former world in the
ninth generation after Adam, in consequence of the wickedness of man-
find.

Noah, as the father of the family saved in the ark was its head,
and as his descendants increased and multiplied he would naturally be
resarded as the Supreme Head or Ruler of mankind. He was, in faet,
the first sacrificer, the first agriculturist, the first instructor of mankind
in all useful arts and sciences, and the first who exercised authority
over the new race of men. After bis death, itis certain that none
would dispute the right of his three sons to succeed to his position ;
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each of whom would naturally, in succession, be regarded as the head
or ruler of the rapidly growing family of mankind. After the death of
these three patriarchs, the next head of the entire family would doubt-
less be the founder of the powerful clan of the Cushites ; that is to say
Cush the son of Ham; inasmuch as we find Nimrod the son of Cush
mentioned as the founder and first King of the most ancient city Baby-
lon, builé by the still one family of mankind, after their descent from
the mount of Ararat into the plain of Shinar. Thos we have trom the
death of Noah to the dispersion, a period during which, according to
the Mosaic history, human life was shortened ; five chiefs or rulers who
exercised power over all the then existing inhabitants of the world.
That is to say, the history of Moses gives us, after the flood, one Su-
preme Ruler, viz. Noah, followed in succession by five rulers, viz. Shem,
Ham, dapliet, Cusk and Nimrod; these five rulers living ata period
when human life was shortened; and Nimrod the last of the five, the
‘“miohty hunter (of men) before the Lord,”* was he who established
the worship of his great ancestor Noah and bis family in the place
of the true God. The date of the rise of the Cuthic dynasty at Babel,
under Nimrod, is, according to the chronology of the Samaritan Penta-
teuch, 8. C. 2325, and after the deluge, 613.

ite one family of mankind remained on the sacred mount in the
land of Armenia until thelr numbers increased so much as to make
some change necessary. In the mean time the lower grounds became
by degrees sufficiently dry to invite emigration, and they now therefore,
in one body, and while they all speak the same language, commence
their first journey downward into the plain of Shinar. Here they halt,
with a firm determination never to separate, but to found one universal
empire of which Nimrod was to be the sole monarch; and with this
intention they proceed to build a city and a pyramidal tower or temple,
the emblem and transcript of the sacred mount.

Mankind had hitherto been so long accustomed to sacrifice upon
the various peaks of the chain of Ararat, that they attached a peculiar
sanctity to these “ high places,” and at last began to entertain the idea
that no sacrifice could be acceptable to the object of their worship unlesg
offered upon some lofty mound or eminence. Zhus when Balak, the
King of the Moabites, invited Balaam te come and curse Israel, he
took him up to the summits of various hills which are designated “ the
high places of Baal,” in order to offer sacrifices. One of these places
1s called simply “an hich place ;” a second was Pisouh where the seven
stars called Tophim, or divine overlookers were sacrificed to; anda

*Kawunson's Religion of Babylouians and Assyrians”—Vo). i: p, 476.
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third was the top of Peor, where the impure orgies of Baal-peor were
celebrated. Hence when mankind descended in a body to the plain,
being forced to leave their first abode in consequence of their increasing
numbers, they sousht to supply an artificial altar in lieu of that which
nature had hitherto given them. They commenced erecting a lofty
tower or pagoda which would at once represent the holy mount of safety
which they bad just left, with its imitative ark, or temple, on the sum-
mit, the copy of the tabernacle in which their early ancestors worshipped
while floating on the waters of the duluge. This pagoda and the sur-
rounding city were intended to be a centre of union, or a place of secu-
rity against their dispersion over the earth. The dates of the several
remarkable events, from the flood to the building of the tower of Babel,
according to the second table of the Samaritan Chronology, are as
foliow's ;

B.C. 2938. The deluge.
DERE.33 Noah dies, 350 years after the deluge.
94236. Shem dies, and about the same time Hain and Japhet,a7

oU2 years after the deluge.
Kimigration of mankind from Armenia, in one body,$3

under the influence of Nimrod aud the Cushim,
after the deluge 559 years,

», 2325. Rise of the Cuthic empire at Babel under Nimrod,
the first Ninus or Belus, after the deluge 613 Years.

The descendants of Noah commenced their first emigration from
the heights and neighbourhood of the sacred mountain, in one body, 559
years after the deluge, Noah and the three patriarchs, his sous, being
dead. Apostasy had already acquired a considerable degree of
strength in the line of Ham; Sabianism had found its votaries ; and
by degrees there was added to this false worship the veneration of the
early ancestors of the multitude, whose souls were elevated for their
virtues to the heavenly host. this apostasy from the true faith was
bronght to a climax under the influence of Nimrod king of Babylon,
from which city the system there perfected by him was carried, at the
dispersion, to the furthest ends of the earth. Thus, after the death of
Nosh and his three sons, the worship of the true God hitherto preserved
on the summit of Ararat, was gradually perverted to the excessive
veneration of these patriarchs ; and this apostasy ultimately ied to the
exclusive worship of that “monad” aud his mysterious tripiication,
born out of the sacred circle, or ring, or lotos, or egg, by all which
symbols the ark has been represented by the fertile Imagination of the
heathen world. So exact are the Apostle’s statements, that the first
idolaters “when they knew God” deliberately refused “to retain God
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ti their knowledge,” hut, being led away by their abuse of science,
and by their fancied wisdom, in tho course of timo turued “ the truth
of God,” concerning His own nature and the true history of tho deluge,
‘into a lie,” set up & man as the maker of all things, and henceforth
‘worshipped and served the creature rather than the Creator.”

From the account given in Gonesis of tho paradisiacal mount, we
learn that it was situated at the source of a sincle stream, which, run-
ning through the garden of Eden, fell into a lake or reservoir, from
which it arain issued in four new streams which were the heads or
beginnings of four creat rivers. One of these. rivers was the Euphrates,
and hence we learn that paradise was situated-at the source of that
river, that is to.say in the heiehts of Armenia.

According to Jewish writers this was also the situation of mount
Ararat. Josephus states that “the ark rested on the top of a certain
mountain 19 Armenia ;” and that, “the Armenians call this place the
place of descent ; for the ark bemg saved in that place, its remains are
shown there by the inhabitants to this day.” This bistorian further
adds, that “all the writers of barbarian histories make mention of this
flood and of this ark; among whom is Berosus the Chaldean ; for when
describing tho circumstances of the flood, he goes on thus :— tlt is
said there is still some part of this ship in Armenia, at the mountain
of the Cordyceans ; and that some people carry off pieces of the bitumen,
which they take away and use chiefly as amnlets for the averting of
intschiefs.’ Hieronymus the Eeyptian also, whe wrote the Phenictan
antiquities, and Mnaseas, and a great many more, make mention of
the samo. Nay, Nicholaus of Damaseus, in his ninety-sixth book, hath
a peculiar relation about them where he speaks thus :— ‘There is a

great mountain in Armenia, over Minyas, ealled Baris, upon which it
is reported that many who fled at the timo of tho deluge were saved ;
and that one who was carried in an ark came on shore upon the top of
it; and that the romains of the timber were a great while preserved.’
This might be the man about whom Moses, the legislator of the Jews
wrote.”*

Ta the LXX, in two parallel where the word Ararat
occurs in the Hebrew, the word used in one place Is Ararat, and in the
other, Armenia. ‘fhe prophet Jeremiah} also (as already noticed),
when foretelling the destruction of Babylon by tho Medes and
sians, specially mentions Ararat and Minn}, stating that the army
destined to overthrow the Chaldean empire should come out of the
x Ant, Jud. Bk. I. Ch. ii. See. 5.
+2 Kings xix, 37; and Isatnh xxxvi, 38, Berosus also here calls Ararat, Armenis.

li,

Josephus, Ant. Jud. Bk. A. Ch. 1. Sec. 5.
t Jeremiah Ch. 1, 3. hi, 27.
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nortis. Hence Ararat and Minni lie to the north of Babylon ; that is
to say, the chain of Ararat is situated in Miuni or Armenia the very
position of the paradisiacal mount; and thus the world was twice peo-
pled from the same locality, namely, the lofty northern region of Arme-
nia. Hence it is that in all Cosmogonies we find that tho first man par-
takes partly of the character of Adam and partly of that of Noah ; the
locality iu which ho appears is equally the mount of paradise and of
Ararat; and the catastrophe from which ho escapes is at onco the
Mosaic chaos and deluge ; and these are all blended together by tho wui-
versal pagan tenct of the ondlouss succession of similar worlds. lt is
from not keeping theso facts ia mind that some modern writers dowbt
whether the heathen have any knowledge whatever of the Noachian
deluge; they are not aware that the Chaos of the pagans is tho deluge
recorded by Moses.

The principal points of resemblance between the delugo of Moses
and the chaotic deluge of the pagau systems are as follows :—

1, The deluge of Moses destroys the antediluvian world in con-
sequence of the iniquity of its inhabitants; and the pagan chaotic
deluge destroys a former world in consequence of the degeneracy of its
whabitants.

2. Lhe former occurs in tho niath seneration after Adan; and
the latter occurs In the ninth ported after the appearance of the first

&.. Moses states that ercht persons were saved in an ark, viz,
father, mother, three sons, aud their three wives; and with this family
were also saved the tower animals, and the seeds of the vegetable king-
dom. Krom the chaotic deluge are saved also etght gods, viz, fathor,
mother, three sons, and their three wives; together with the lower
animals and the seeds of tho vegetable world; and the vehicle of safety
is destonated “ Lhe receptacle”; “argha or ark”; “a ship”; &c.,
and ts symbolized by the lotus, aud ese or circle.

4. According to Moses, the first man of the postdilavian world
appears on a lofty mountain, on the top of which the ark in which he
is saved rests; which ark was his temple ia which ho sacrificed and
worshipped while floating on the waters of the deluge; and in pagan
mythology the first mau who appears after each chaotic deluge comes
forth in the vicinity of a lofty mountain, which is regarded as being
the centre of the earth-and the highest point of its surface; and on the
summit of this mountain is a temple or temples, and mivaculous trees
of wondrous size and beauty.

In Scripture we find allusions made to this sacred northern
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paradisiacal-diluvian mount. Lhe prophet Isaiah* represents the king
of Babylon boasting as follows, in allusion to the apotheosis of kings;
“T will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the stars of
God: I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides
of the north.” That is to say, this king of Babylon, not content with
ordinary deitication, claimed the loftiest seat on the holy northern
mount, the hill of the congregation of the demon-gods, his early ances-
tors, and to that position his impious worshippers exalted him. Khia
northern mount, the Eden and Ararat of Scripture, is the Meru of the
Hindoos, whose chief god and the principal deities are supposed to
be seated in the sides of the north, on the summit of this mountain,
which is called also sabha or “ of the congregation.” Lhis opiuion ts of
the greatest antiquity, as it is alluded to by Isaiah almost in the
words of the pauranics. This prophet, describing the fate of the chief
of the Vaityas, introduces him saying that be would exalt his throne
above the stars of God, and would sit on the mount of the congregation,
in the sides of the north. the mountato or hill of God is often alluded
to in Seripture.”’+

The prophet also, describes the pride of the king of Tyro
nasimiuar manner. That prince is also said to be “ hifted up in heart ”
and to have corrupted wisdom ; to have seated himaelf * upon the holy
mouctain of God,” which the prophet also designates ‘ Eden, the garden
of God ;” and his punishment, like that of the king of Babylon, is to
be at last contemptuously driven from the synod of the assembled
demon-pyods. The imagery used by Ezekiel is the same as that used
by Isaiah, showing plataly that both pictures inust have been taken
from the same original. The latter prophet represenis the mount of
the congregation as being situated in the north, and Kzekiel cails this
holy mountain by the name of Eden, the garden of God, and alludes to
the cherub, half man, half bull, whose character the king of Tyre seems
to have assumed. Eden then, the garden of God, and the holy moun-
tain of God, like Ararat, is situated in the north, in a high and moun-
tainons district.

Lastly, St. Jolin in the Apocalypse§ describes tne mystical new
Jerusalem under imagery borrowed from the garden of Eden, and he
places it, in accordance with the real situation of paradise, on “a great |
and high mountain.”

In this paradisiacal-diluvian mountain, therefore, we have the true
priginal whence every paganOlympus throughout heathendom wascopied.

The fact that paradise was situated in a mountainous district

* Tsainh Ch. xiv, 18.
§ Revelation Ch. xxi-xxu.

+ Astat. Res. Voi. vi, 489. t Ezokiel Ch. xxviu, 12—17.
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appears from the following legend, in the annals of Eutychius of Alexan-
dria: “ Before they entered the ark, Noah and his sons went to the cave
at Eleanuz where lay the bodies of Adam, Seth, Cainan, Mahalaleel,
Jared, Methusaleh, and Lamech. He kissed his dead ancestors, and
bore of the body of Adam together with precious oblations, Shem
bore gold; Hum took myrrh; and Japheth incense. Having gone forth
as they descended the Holy Mount they lifted their eyes to paradise
which crowned it, and said with tears, ‘ Farewell! Hol y paradise,
fareiveli 1’ and they kissed the stones and embraced the trees of the
Holy Mount.” * And in-the fact of the local coincidence of mount
Ararat with the mount of Eden, we have the explanation of the Rabbi-
nical tradition mentioned by Bochart, that “the olive branch which the
returning dove brought to Noah was plucked from the eroves of Para-
cise.” f Hence also the tradition that Noah made the complete cireuit
of the world in the ark.

Epiphanius states, on the authority of the documents from which
lie borrowed his Scythic history, that Noah resided in Armenia until his
death; and that his descendants in the fifth generation, their numbers
being greatly increased, left the land of Ararat and journeyed to
Shinar. Berosus the priest of Bel, also, ». c. 260, in his ancient
Chaldee history, states that Xisuthrus or Noah, with his wife and
children, died before this emigration took place, The death of theae
patriarchs 1s described in the language peculiar to paganism; they
were “translated to heaven,” and thus became the gods of their
posterity.

Hence there could be no exception to the general aud universal
assembly of mankind at Babel, as distinctly stated by Moses; for the
only probable exceptions to the general rule would be the four great
patriachs and the ancestors of Abraham in the line of Shem; but of
these, the former died before the emigration from Armenia, and the
ancestors of Abraham certataly were at Babel and were idolaters.§

From the proofs already given, it 1s plain that mount Ararat lies
to the north of Babylon in the heights of Armenia. tlence we learn
to correct a mistaken translation in Genesis, xi, alluded to in Part 7.
The one family of mankind are there represented as coming from the
east to Babylon, and this mistake bas given rise t some strauge
theories as to the position of the holy mount. The Hebrew word Aédém

does not primarily signify “the east” ; its primary meaulng, as we
cather from Gesenius, is priority either of time or place, and hence it
* Legends of O. T- characters, Vol. i, p. 110.t Faber’s Orig, Ldoi. Vol. 3, p. Sol, note.
§ Legends of 0. T. characters, Vol. i, pp. 119, 120. Faber’s Orig. fdod. Vol. aw, p. 416.

t Joshua. xxiv, 2.
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accounted for, “The east is thus called, because in the earth’s progres-
sive rotation the eastern part always precedes the western.” Hence
the exact meaning of the passage In Genesis is as follows; And it
came to pass when they Arst journeyed that they found a plain in the
land of Shinar; and they dwelt there.” Josephus is wholly silent as
fo any eastern emigration; he merely states that after the delugo
Noah’s faintly “first of all descended from the mountains into the
plain,” and that “the plain i which they frst* dwelt was calied Shinar.
states that the old Chaldean Paraphrase of Onkelos, the Targum
of Jerusalem, Aquila, and Jerome, all translate the word Kédém in
this passage “in the beginning, or at first.”

This emended trauslation, taken in connection with the preceding
context, plainly proves that there could not have been two disporstons
of maukind, as some writers have supposed, the one shortly after the
deluge, and the other at Babel. For, according to the plain order of
events, Noah’s family in the first instance quit the ark on the summit
of mount Ararat; next, they remain for a time in Armenia; and
afterwards, when their numbers increased, and the lower grounds
become dry, they undertake their first journey in one body, all speak-
ing one language, and arrive at last at the plain of Shinar. There
they commence building a city and a pagoda or pyramid, intending to
place:a temple on the top, in imitation of the sacred mount with its
aris or tabernacle, the first tomple, on its summit; purposing to found
here a single universal empire; and determining nevor to separate
from eacn other.

This one family of mankind were evidently well acquainted with the
course of their sacred river the Huphrates, as appears from their mytho-
lory. Their line of march consequently, must have been directed by the
course of that river. The Euphrates rises in the mountains of Arimne-
nia, flows first towards the west, then furns towards the south ; it flows
next towards the east, and finally reaches the. plain and the city of
Babylon from the north-west. This river therefore is circuitous, and it
‘works its circuitous way through various passes and over cataracts I
until it reaches the plain. In Gen. ii, 14. Moses calls this river “
the Sanscrit Vratta (pr. Vrat) signifies a circle ; hence the Grock traus-
Intors of Berosus state that the builders of Babel travelled in a circle
from mount Ararat, whereas that historian says that they travelled
along the course of the Phrat or Vratta, that is, the Euphrates. $

PAGANISDBI., [July-
In Pike’s Lexicon this secondary meaning is thus:

* TpwTov
+ Voi. i, p. 874.
t Encye. Brit, apud “ Gentile World” p. 242. § Yaber's, Orig. Jdod. Vol, iu. p. 376,
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ihe ancicnt city of Babylon as described by Horodotus * was “an
exact square ono hundred and twenty furlongs in length each way, so
that the entire circuit is four hundred and cishty furlongs.” lt wag
surrounded by a moat, behind which roso “a wall fifty royal cubits in-
width and two hundred in height” ; and in the circuit of the wall were
oa hundred gates, all of brass, with brazen lintels and sidcposts.”
“Tho city Is divided into two portions by tho river which runs through
the midst of it. This river is the Euphrates, a broad, deop, swift
stream, which rises in Armenia, and ompties itself into the Erythroan

Lhe city wall is brought down on both sides to the edee- of the
stream.” * The streets all run in straight lines, not only those parallel
to the river, but also the cross streets which lead down to the water-
side. At the river end of these cross streets are low gates in tho fence
that skirts tho stream, which are, like the great gatos in the outer
wall, of brass, and open on the water.” Besides the outer wall, thore
was also a second inner wall; and “the contre of each division of the
town was occupied by a fortress. In the one stood the palace of the
kings, surrounded by a wall of great strength and size; iu tho other
was the sacred precinct of Jupiter Belus, a squaro enclosure two fur-
longs cach way with gates of solid brass ; which was also remaining in
my ime. In tho middie of the precinct there was a tower of solid
masonry, a furlong in length and broadth, upon which was raised a
second tower, and on that a third, and so up to eight. The ascent to
the top is on the outside, by a path which winds round all the towers.
When one ts about half way up, one finds a resting place and seats,
where persons are wont to sit somo time on their way to tho summit.
On the topmost tower there is 2 spacious temple, and inside the temple
stands a couch of unusual size, richly adorned, with a golden table by
its side. There is no statue of any kind set up te the place, nor Is the
chamber occupled of utghts by any one but a singlo native woman,
who, as the Chaldeans, the priests of this god alfirm, ts chosen for him-
self by the deity out of all the women of the land.”

Herodotus further mentions, that 1n the same precinct Is a
golden figure of Jupiter in a sitting posture, before which is placed a large
golden table; and outside this second temple in which this golden
linuge is placed are tivo altars, one of solid gold and theo other a
common altar; on the former, sucklings alone wore offered, while on
the latter, full grown animals were sacrificed. te also mentions that
in the time of Cyrus, the figure of a gigantic man, twelve cubits bigh,
and made of solid gold, stood in this temple.

Berosus, alluding to the restoration of Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar
~ a omy

* Rawlinson’s Hero:i, Voli, p, 243, Ke.
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states that “he erected very high walks, supported by stone pillars,
and by planting what was called @ pensile paradise, and replenish-
Ing it with ail sorts of trees, he rendered the prospact of an exact
resemblance of a mountainous country.” * “ Paradise” was the
usua: appellation of thesa parks, the mount of Ararat and the
paradisiacal mount having been, as already shown, in the same
locality.

To the temple of Borsippa, Rawlinson states, we are chiefly
indebted for our knowledge of the plan and character of the Baby-
jonlan sacred butldings;f{ and the following is the plan which that
learned writer gives of this tymple and pagoda ;

rt
spl eg

SHRINE OR CHAPEL.
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From the researches carried on by Sir H. Rawlinson it appears
that the Birs-Nimrud, like the temple of Belus deseribed by
Herodotus, “was a building in seven receding stages. Upon a plat-
form of crude brick, raised a few feet above the leval of the alluvial
plain, was built of burnt brick, the first or basement stage,—an exact
square 272 feet each way, and 26 feet in perpendicular height. Upon
this stage was erected a second, 230 feet each way, and likewise 26 feet
high; which however was not placed exactly in the middle of the first
but considerably nearer to the south-western end, which constituted the
back of the building. The other stages were arranged similarty.....-)”
‘ Qn the seventh stage there was probably placed the ark or tabernacle
which seems to have been again 15 feeb Ingh, and must have nearly,
if not entirely, covered the top of the seventa'story. The entire original
height, allowing three fect for the platform, would thus have been
156 feet, or without the platform 153 feet. The whole formed
“ Jovaph. Contr. Apr. Vol, i, p. 9.
+ Herod. Vol. ii, p. 464.
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a sort of oblique pyramid, the gentler slope facing the N.-E., and the
steeper Incliao the 8. W. On the N. BL was the erarid entrance” dec,

‘he ornamentation of the building Was almost solely by colour.
The seven stages were coloured sv as to represent the seven planetary
spheres, according to the tints regarded by the Sabrans as appropriate
to the seven luminatiés—the basement stage being black, the hue as
signed to Saturn; the next an orange, or raw-sienna tint, * the hue of
J upiter ; the third a bright red, the hue of Mars; the fourth golden,
the hue of the Sun; the fifth a pale yellow, the hue of Venus; the sixth
dark blue, the hue of Mercury ; and the seventh silver, the hue of the
Noon.”

The same writer observes in a note on. Book 1. c, 98, in ale
lusion to the Median city of. Agbatana, the walls of which roso ip
circles, representing & sacred pyramid or tower of seven stages of
different colours, t that, ‘the seven colours mentioned by Herodotus,
were precisely thoss employed by the orientals to denote the seven
great heavenly bodies, or the seven climates in which they revolve.
Thus Nizami, in his poem of the Heft Peiher, describes a seven-bodied
palace, built by Bahram Gur, nearly in the same terms as Herodotus,
Lhe palace dedicated to Saturn, he says, was black—that of Jupiter
orange, or more strictly sandal-wood colour (Sandali)—of Mars,
scarlet—of the sun, golden—of Venus, white—of Mercury, azure—and
of the moon, green— a hue which is applied by the orientals to silver.”

The erection of pyramids, or pagodas, in imitation of the paradisiacal-
diluvian mount, then, dates from Babylon ; from whence also was de-
rived the worship of the sun, moon,and five planets (rove wévte
to which were assigned seven different coloura, which deuoted these
heavenly bodies, or the airs or “ climates in which they revolve.”
* Sandali,-~ the colour of Sandal-wood ”; see note p. 483.
T White, Black, Scarlet; Blue, Crauee, Silver and Gold.

ies. silane!

HE CHRISTIAN.
PAWAPIKASE OF LU PETER 1. 5-8.

AST thou faith? Take heed it be ndt barren.
A fruitless is a useless faith, twice dead,

Plock’d by the roots. “Twill tail thee in thy need.
Therefore give dikgence, and to thy saith,
Add wire. Without it, ith inconstant
Turns, wav'ring doubtiully to every wind.
Virtue is moral courage, true bravery,
Unmovable adberencé to the right,
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Constant to trath as needle to the pole.
But see thy firmness be not obstinacy,
Blinded attachment to prejudices
Unreasoning. On knowledge build thy virtue,
« Thus canst thon give reason for thy bope )
Not that which puffeth up, inflates with pride,
But teacheth thee to know thyself—thy worth,
Demerit,—thy greatness and thy littleness,—
Thy need, entire dependence on thy God,—
find breedeth temperance,—humility,
Self-covernment. Add patence, so to meet
All ills of life as that they profit thee;
To resist temptation oft-recurring ;
All persecution meekly to endures
And to submit when chasten’d by thy God.
Bat patience unsupported surely falls,
Like that which trembled at the questioning
Of maiden-doorkeeper. Be its support,
Not sloth, nor pride, nor boastful ignorance,
But godiiness,—fear, holy reverence,
A trosting acquiescence in His veill
Who doeth all things well. ‘bus shalt thou hare,
A peace which passeth wderstanding ;—thas
All things shall work together for thy good.
Thon must not suffer only, but do well.
To live a life of active usefulness
Thy Lord enjoins His, 2 yoke not grievous,
A burden that is light. Behold thy drether
Naked and destitute of daily food,
Show kindness to him. If thou love thy God
Thou needs must love thy brother; if thou Jove,
Thou wilt not see him want what thou canst give.
Who is my brother? He thy brother 1s
Who is the brother of thy brother Christ.
He may not know thy sect, attend thy church,
Nor siga thy creed. Christ knows no sect :—know thou
No sect but Christ’s, no stranger but the world.
The world? "Tis thy near kiosman if ‘tis not
Thy brother. Be not severe in judging.
Thou bast but what thou hast received: it lacks
The Bread of Life which thou canst freely give.
Give thy whole heart and keep not back thy hand.
Add Charity to kindness-brotherly ;
Thy love be all-embracing as thy Lord's;
Thy heart the dwelling place of love. Wish wall
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To all, evil to none. And be thy life
Accordant to thy wish. Bless them that. curse.

Sor those who use thee wrongfully, present
Thy prayer to Him who sendeth down His rain
Upon the evil and the good.

He wm thea and abound, they shall thee make
Nor sothful, nor unfrutful in the Lord.
Much fruit thou shalt bring forth to glorify
Lhy God and Father;—thou shalt prove thyself
Disciple true of Him who went about

And when He comes in glory
Great, and majesty divine, with angels
Numberless, His ministers, Him shalt thon see
With open face, for He will look on thee
And call thee by thy name, and say, “ Well done
‘Thou good and farthful servant; enter thou
Into the presence of thy Lord, with joy
Eternal on thy head” thou shalt rest
In glory, honour, immortality.

If these

Newchwang.

Correspondence.
Dear Siz o—

In view of the correspondence which has appeared in several of
the last issues of the Recorder, and articlesin the C/una Review, in
regard to the terms to be used in Chinese to translate God and Spirit,
I beg tobe allowed a little space for a few observations. Another
reason for this letter may be found im the fact, that not long siauce,
an appeal was made to me to give up the terms J have used for twenty
years; at which time it was intimated that 1 was ina measure re-
spousible for the delay in the settlement of this unhappy difference
ei usace. I cannot, for many reasons, attempt a full discussion of
the subject, but it may not ba amiss to make a few remarks in regard
to it, and offer an apology in justification and self defence.—

1.I will yield to no one in the estimation of the Importance of
all using the same terms. It is certainly very desirable, but it is not
essential, nor desirable either until a compromise can be effected
which is honestly approved by the reason and conscience of a large
majority,-I do not say by ail, for there are, we all know, certain
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tron-clad minds, proof againsé all attack, even from the latest im-
provements of modern warfare,—but what J mean is, a general and
hearty following suck aa would justify the societies who supply faads
for printing books to point to it, when appeals are made in exceptional
cases, a8 a reason for discussing the propriety of making grants to this
peculiar people. Evidently there must be a limit somewhere in this
respect. No one, acquainted with the facts, will deny that there is
room for difference of opinion, and that it is a very difficult question.
ibis should be freely admitted, and the fact ought to lead all parties
to mutual forbearance, and to the avoiding of all bitterness of feeling,
and of the use of hard words in the diseussion. It is not a question to
to be decided by the mere authority of names, or by referring it to
the decision of a mere wajority—nor can it be settled, at least at
present, by the native Churches.- It mast be decided as all other
similar questions have been decided in tha history of the Church.
Any new, radical, and forced settlement, would without doubt result
only in widening and multiplying present divisions.

2.Qn the other hand, it is not wrong, but quite right, to seek
to find a compromise, which will be acceptable toa large majority
in the interest of union. It hag been often found that parties wide
apart, come together when earnestly seeking it with a sincere desire
for the glory of God, on a common ground on which to stand, without
the giving up of principle and honest conviction, There are many
reasons to believe, Ithiuk, that at the present time, much earnest
prayer is offered that God would in His providence, lead His mission-
ary servants in China, “to speak the same thing, and that there be no
divisions”; and may we not hope that He will lend an attentive, ear,
and ansiver the prayers ? It is perhaps a solemn duty, at the present
time for all parties, with true self-abnegation and humility, to turn
attention especially. to try and find some mode of compromise, rather
than insist upon holding former opinions and usage without admitting
any possibility ot some modification with reference to compromise and
unioD. It is a good omen that of late the tendency has been
to the multiplication of parties, and many new terms suggested. We
ought not to frown upon them, for it may bo that this state of things is
a prolude to.2 real uation. Several of the latest sugeestions have been
made, doubtless more m2 the hope of the settlement of the question,
than fox any special praference for them aside from this. It ia surely
not a question to he treated as national or denominational, nor even as
4. Protestant question ; for if it be true that the Romanists have chosen
the best. tarms, the. mere fact that they have been used by tham should
mat be urged against their adoption; and further, it ia exceedingly
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offensive to hear assertions implying that the learning and critical
acumen are to be found in superabundance with any one party, for it is
not true ;—and were it true, there ia no wisdom in ptrading the fact.

3. 4 has often been lost sight of in this discussion, that the words
in dispute, in all languages, have a very wide range, and a great
variety of yses and meanings. As for the Chinese, this is agoravated
in appearance, for the same character does the duty of many parts
of speech. It is well to remember too, that in China as in other
countries, very imperfect transtations serve to convey the essential truths
of Christianity. At best the divine revelation is a precious treasure
in earthen and it is of such a nature, that the glory shines
through whatever dress it may be clothed in. And still further, all
heathen languages have to be converted, as much as the people who
epeak them. if thoy do not need this conversion why preach at all?
Not Qaving the knowledge of the true religion, they cannot have ade-
quate sions to express its doctrines. In view of these reflections, it is
plain, that as tothe avils of a temporary use of different terms and
translations, it is possible to exaggerate them.

4. There are many waya by which this subject may be approached.
A critical acquaintance with ancient classical literature, is an important
consideration, but it is not the only oue. It may indeed be over estimated
being alone, for modern usage reflects a light npon it When wecome
to examine the question of whiat is cailed modern, as contrasted with
the ancient classics, it is by no means of recent date: and when as some-.
times has been the case, it comes to a discussion aa to the genuineness.
af parts of the classics reckoned canonical—theories based upon them,
may be relied on with less contidence. Presont usage is then as 2 rock,
and the ancient classics as the sand, upon which to build foundations.
But the fact is, modern Chinese is the lineal descendant of the ancient,
and it runs far back, close to remote antiquity, and no other language
in the world can be found that is so free from changes and admixture
of foretgn elements. Present usage is most certainly a legitimate con-
sideration. Mere knowledge of the classics is not in itself a safa guide,
without reference to other matters. We are not confined, in the science
of philology, to the mere words themselves to find their megning, but we
may examine the things themselves for which they stand. It Is not
amiss either to consider the analogies presented by the languages,
custome, and mythologies of other nations; and very special attention
surely ought to be given to the original languages of the Bible, and free
use made of Hebrew and Graek concordances, in order to a thorough,
discussion of the subject.
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As to what I have to say in the way of apology and of my own
convictions I sha}l be brief :—

1. I make no claim, and have no right to do so, of much acholar-
ship of any kind, and I do not think the discussion of the subject
requires it :—for the fruits of modern investigation are freely accessi-.
ble to all who choose to refer to them; but in common with many
others | have bad large experience in preaching, and not a little in the
work -of translation. While I am exceedingly anxious for some com-
promise, I cannot deay, but must confess, that my preference for the
terms which I have been accustomed to use is increasing year by year,
and I have never had any misgivings in regard to them, except regret
that my fellow-labourers have not joined with me in the use of them.

2. do my mind, the subject presents itself in this form. W hat
Chinese term shall be used to translate the corresponding words in He-
brew and Greek for God? There being no exact equivalent, what is the
nearest, in meaning and use, to the words in question? To the minds
of others the subject is presented in a different form—as what is the best
term 10 Chinese to express the idea of the True God? For myself I
should answer the question in both forms—Shin jai—as in my opinion
as near an equivalent to the words of Scripture as in most languages.
To my mind, this character in all ancient and modern Chinese litera-
ture means god, deity, divinity, god-like dc., as the chief and principal
idea ; but it is sometimes used for spirit and spiritual &c. This is my sincere
aud honest conviction, with all the lizht shed on the subject by eminent
sinolorues, some of whom protest earnestly against this sense. It appears
to me that the theory which supposes this character to mean only spirit,
and spiritual, leads altogether astray. According to 1, the Chinese are
distinguished from all other nations in being worshippers of spirits,
rather than gods. Those who accept this consequence of the theory are
perhaps nof very many, but 76 is the opinion of all who take a strong
view of the subject against the use of shin for god, I believe this to be
one of the test questions. What are we to call the ten thousand gods of
ancient and modern pagan nations ? Are they tobe called shin #18 or éz
Isat true that in China, nere are no gods except those called tz 75 ?
No gods of the land, or sea, or rivers or mountains, or stars,—no local
and no foreign gods, but only spirits ? In ny huinble judement, this is 2
fine instance of argument called reductio ad absurdum—and Iam much
mistaken, if I do not have thecompany of many distinguished sinologues,
and of others whose opinion is of worth, but who do not aspire to
such honor. Many amone the consular, customs, and missionary bodies
—avd Chinese scholars in my opinon—when they learn the state of the
question will vote m the saine way. The cbjection is sometimes made,
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that shin ff 1s wanting in diguity—as representing a class of beings of
low rank, as compared with the ¢ #, when it is plain that the latter
are included among the former. In regard to this point, let me quote
from an eminent scholar—Prof Tayler Lewis, in his “Plato against
the Atheists,” pace 104—“ A misconception in recard to the Platonic
theology has arisen from his use of the word §eni—The Greek writers,
whether poets or orators, generally meant by it, nothing more than
supernatural beings of a higher order than men dc.” Now if this
Greek word was employed by the translators of the LAX, and the
writers of the New Testament, then why not the Chinese term? Cannot
it be baptized, converted, and made Christian even if you press all that
has ever been said acainst it? It is my belief that it ts as pood as
any term In any heathen lanevage. Ihave never yet been convinced
that the Chinese have ever Known more of the true (ied than many
other nations, who have existed without the light of revelation ; or that
their philosophy was at all superior to that, fer mstance, of the ancient
Greeks, and those from whom the Greeks derived their science. On
this account I am satisfied with the popular term for god aud gods, as
we say in English with the small letter, as best adapted to convey the
idea of the “only one living and true God”

3. In almost all translations the character §@ Awet bas been used
for devils, and evil spirits—In my judgment this is a strong reasan
for using mR shin for God. Whatever may be the philosophy of the
origin of these characters, or even application im remote antiquity,
there can be no doubt as to present usage. Practically the one are to
be “worshipped,” “reverenced,” “prayed to” and “thanked for
favours "—while tho others are to be “driven away,” “suarded
against, ”—“ held in subjection” quite in accordance with the
ideas of ail heathen lands. Jt isthe popular mode of thought and
speech at the present day. These facts cannot be denied, or dismissed
by declaring that it is only a modern corruption, dertved from foreign
sources, for surely they have a foundation in the gentus of the lan-
guage and philosophy of the Chinese people. Lo show the close analogy
with the Greek, let me quote again from Pref. Tayler Lewis—page
347, “@eoi wae Sainovec-~Lhere are clearly three distinct grades
of superbuman beings presented to us, not only in the theology of
Plato, but also in the Grecian mythology. These are Zeve, Oeci and
Aainoves. Geo however, includes both the others, or rather we should
say when the first two are mentioned, asin that invocation In the
poets ‘2 Zede nat Oeot'—the term @eoi contains daipzovec; and again
in suck expressions as the above from our text it includes Zeiicg.” it
has appeared.to.me that some of our friends, have made Chufutsz, end
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the Sung philosophers, responsible for far more than is just. Can
it be possible that such @ wonderful revolution, as is implied by them,
was wrought at that period, dragging the Ohinese language down from
the pure heavens, where thore was diffused the light of the knowledge of
the trae God, into the depths of pagan darknésa? Is it dot more
reasonable to believe, that the present use of all the words in question
cannot be divorced from the past, and that it is more safe to interpret
the. past Sy the present, rather than the present by the past? - Facts of
to-day are most stubborn things in douling with this subject. We
surely ought to be able to decide, whether the objects of Chinese wor.
ebip at the present time, despite the theories of the philosopliers, are
radically different from those of other nations; or whether as has been
sugested they are really gods or spirits? For my own part, 1 am
confident that the expression 3% fl pat shin, 4a used, at loast at Canton,
is a full equivalent of the expressions in other languages “worship a
god” or “ihe gods” and that native christians, mulitudes of them with-
out the least suspicion of impropriety, use it as “ Worship God "= and
uch 2 use appears to me to gather around the expression just the same
cluster of ideas, as when the gospel was first preached to the Greeks.

Jt has been asserted, that this character is never used in the singw-
iar, which statement I meet with a simple denial. Of coursé the singu-
far Ja not distinguished in form in Chinese orammar, and for that
matter the corresponding word in Hebrew ie itt the plural form. Rlahio
created the heavens and the earth. It has farther been atid -to teach
pantheism—this also I deny, if by it is meant any nécessity in the usd
of the term—but on the other hand, if you say that-people ought not
fo worship shin, it will be understood by the mass that you teach
Atheism. { have often heard the charge in my chapel connected twith
objections against the opium and coolie traffic, and that christians teach
men to be unflial.

4. My objections to the term Shangti #, are—a. I do not
consider it a proper trauslation, or representation of (he original terms
at all. It means at most “Supreme Ruler,” or “ Exiperor.” IT have fuat
the same objection to “ Heavenly Father,” “ Heaveniy Lord,” “ Suprenie
Lord” &, The list might be extended indefinitely—all proper to be used
in cerbain counections, but nove of them meeting the requirements of the
word to be sought. As bas already been intimated, it is more than
coubtful in my opinton, whether or not the term in the ancient Chinese
classits refers tothe true God. Even if it did, I think it an tinproper
tetra for onr use as not equivalent to the original or at. all near
it; But it is highly improbable at the least, that the writers of
Chinese classics had any just ideas of the true God. Someé expressions
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which seem to look like it, may be matched in other cases where we
know that only idols, false gods, and even sages and human rulers are
referred to, not ouly in oriental and ancient, but even in western lite-
rature, and in comparatively modern times. The suscestion of Dr.
Willams in ots large dictionary is worthy of examination—as to
whether it 1s not connected in some way with ancestral worship—traces
of which are to be found in the ancient classics of remote antiquity.—
b. in modern times it vepresents a rank among the gods. As in tho
mythologies of other nations we have emperors, kings, dukes, earls,
barons, &e. as also empresses, queens, ladies, &e, &e. For many
centuries, it has been the custom for the Chinese emperors, to issue edicts
conterring these ranks upon those gods reported to him as propitious,

It is wall known that it is the proper name of a popular idol—and
I have serious objections to the term on that account, and I believe
misunderstanding has been occasioned by that fact—d. But above all,
I regard its use in the first commandment 2s very unsuitable indeed,
and this may be considered as one of the test questions. How can it
be the proper term, in view of the multitude of gods about us, who are
not called A at all?

>. In view of the above and my proference for fi for “ od,” of
course another term must be sought for “spirit ;"and Ium fully satisfied
with g@ which means “ spirit” as its chief and principal idea, and not
merely ‘cfficacious,” as has been asserted. In proof of this I simply
refer, as sufficiently conclusive, to the examples given under the charac-
ter in Dr. Williams’ dictionary.

In conclusion, I beg to add, that practically I have never found
any difficulty in using the terns in question. As a soldier with tried
weapons, or a workman with his long-used tools, I am loathe to aive them
up. and tn this fact I chiefly rest my apoloey. My Chinese friends
among native Christians agree with me, that in speaking they are much
more conveniént, even when in some cases they express a preference
for other terins io books. J believe that it is flattering to their
national pride, to hear that the Shang-te fF ® of the classics is tho
Creator of the universe ; but think they will judge otherwise, when they
come to know Hebrew and Greek, and learn of the mythologies of other
pagan nations of antiquity.

While I make this statement of my opinion, I aim open to convic-
tion m case L am wrong. And my sincure desire is that the subject
may have earnest attention im China, and in the west, by those who
have,—what I have not,—real scholarship, and with reference to a settle-
ment, if need be,by compromise. How pleasant it would be if we could
atl use the same translation of the Holy Bible, aud the same terms for
the Bather of all, and His Holy Sptrit. C. 2, Perrsron.
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Deak SiR,
After reading the letters in reply to Bishop Burdon in last number

of the Zecorder, recommending that the question of terms for God should
bo submitted to the native Christians for arbitration, 1 had the follow-
Ine notice put up in my mecling-houses. It states that owing to the
difference of usage in various churches as to the names of the Heavenly
Father, the Chinese Christians of our charch will be at perfect liberty
to select and use tn speaking whichever term they prefer, while for the
present we continue to use our old printed books till uniformity of usage
has been arrived at. The notice is so worded that itis equally suitable
for all parties ; and several brethron to whom I have shown it have ex-
pressed their perfect willingness to adopt it.

I therefore send if for publication, in the hope that it may prove
to be the first step towards the solution of our painful and obstructive

lam,
Yours &e,

CANTON, August 4th, 1875.
JOHN CHALWERS

Dear SiR,—
The vexed question of the “terms for God” seems ceming to the

front again, and I should like to throw out a few ideas upon the subject.
J hardly need say [ am one of those of whom Bishop Smith says, They
ouess they are about right.” He has in a laconic and truly idiomatic
style exactly expressed our feelimgs.

We are perfectly satisfied with our position, and contented to
leave the settlement of the question to time, the only party likely to
render a satisfactory verdict. If auy are on the fence, or about to
mount it, not knowing to which side they may tumble, I would com-
mend te them the following suggestions.
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Independent of any one’s knowledge of the Chineso language, it is
evident that there must be an almost tnsurmountable difficulty in using
such terms as “ Lord of heaven,’ “ True God,” &. exclusively for tho
idea of god or deity, in the abstract. In fact, i¢ must be quite impos-
sible to do so, without doing violenco to the language; that is, using a
term in @ sense la which you understand it, but in which sense no one
else does. lt is only through conveutionality that we aro able to com-
municate our thoughts at all, and one of the first pinciples of this law
is, that we use terms, or words and phrases, in a certain well under-
stood and well defined sense. puch terms as the “True God,” “Lord
of heaven,” “ Heavenly Ruler,” &c, when turned into the language of
a, heathen people, help us to give them a notion of some of the attributes,
offices, or characteristics of God.

These, and many more such terms, may be used as much as one
pleases, 10 making known the true God to a heathen people, but he
will still need a general term for detty, and he will find that none of
these will answer. He could not translate the first commandment,
shalt bave no other ‘True Gods’ before me,”—or say toa poor
heathen convert, “ You havo made a ‘Heavenly Ruler’ of your belly.”
One would expect to find in every language a generic word for god.
Through long centuries of idolatry, tho heathen lose most of the ideas
God has revealed of lumself. They have changed the glory of God
into an image, and He has given them up. Though given up, and sunk
into upknown wickedness and wretchedness, and with scarcely one of
the true ideas of God left, yet they aro by no means godless. Idolatry
abounds among all classes and everywhere. These muumerable objects
of worship are their gads. Says Worcester (Unabridged Dictionary, page
578) “God. 1. An objoct of worslup, a being conceived of as possess-
ing divine powers, aud to be propitiated by sacrifice, worship, &c.”

The Chinese have a term which they apply to these objects, be-
cause they are worshipped, to denote their divinity. This term ts as well
defined, and constant in its vse, as you would expect the word for god
to be in a country where there is no written theology, but only the
most vague notions of religion. This word ts used without the slight-
est modification, as noun, adjective or verb. Tho Chinese no doubt
once had 2 knowledge of the true God, and they may have spoken of
Him as the counterpart of their emporor, who ruled all the earth (as
they thought) and called Him the “Ruler above.” This, together with
the fact that they still use the term, applying it to their chief god,
roakes it necessary to use the word, but without one whit affecting the
question as to what term they use for god in general. Sevoral have

proposed that the question should be referred to the natives. tt is true
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that we may learn of them tle meanine and use of terms in their lan-
guage ; but few, if any of them, arc qualified to sit in jndement upon
a question of this kind. We are guided in our opinion of the subject
by philclogy and history, and as Yankees of the Yankees, judging the
future by the past we can give a shrewd “ guess.”

But where among the native Christians will you find your philo-
logist, or the historian who knows anything of the fate of similar
questions ? J need not say what is familiar to your readers, that the
apostles in carrying the gospel rnto heathen countries used the same word
for God that the heathen applied to their false gods; as indeed they
must have done if they exhorled them to leave the false, and worship
the true. The history of the propagation of the gospel among the
heathen in all lands, and in all ages, has been the same, and philology
teaches that it always will be.

What do men mean when they taik of “settling the question,”
“ fixing the term,” and “ Christianizing a term for God ?” The ques-
tion is setiied, and nothing but time—thyrough a lapse of perhaps bun-
dreds of years can change the verdict. Let no map, or class of men,
suppose that because they cease or refuse to use a word, it will drop
out of the language. They will pass away, and all thoy did be long
forgotten, but the little word for god which they affected to ignore and
despise will remain. £t will be Christianized when the people are and
not before.

Uther terms may have beea introduced to help to express their
love for their new-found heavenly Father; but the old term which
their heathen ancestors applied to innumerable divinities, will remain ;
were you to live In that age and translate it into English you wouldwrite it thus

HAisrory.

Dear Srr,—
Siost unexpectedly, but with great satisfaction, I received the

following letter from Dr. Murdoch of Madras,— one of the best
known and most esteemed men in India,—bearing upon the proposed
general missionary conference in China.

I look upon it as most opportune, and calculated to guide us all
in reference to this most important step; and so I send it to you for
publication. It may be the finger of God is in it, pointing to us to unite,
prayerfully and earnestly to carry out the proposed conference.

[ remain,
Yours truly,

CHEFOO, August 9th, 1875.
ALEXANDER W ULLIAMSON.
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My Dear Dr.
_., correspondence which has lately appoaroi in the Chinese Recorder.

iG Is evident that great diversity of opinion exists wilh respect to the propesed
general missionary conference in Chinn. Perhaps a few facts yecardiny tho
recent Indian conference hell at Allahabad, may be of some use at present,
As a member of the committee of arrangements, aud the editor who carried tho
Procecdings through the press, I had the beat means of becoming acquaintedwith the movement.

it roust not be supposed that the Indian conference was recarded with tho
same feelings when if was projected as after it assembled. A few took it wp
warmly ; others opposed ; many looked upon it with indifference. Missionaries
who condemned the scheme brought forward much tho ‘sme arguments as
lave been used in China; it would involve expense: it would take missionaries
away from direct Work; tllere was nothing new to tell.

As however there were at least some experienced men in favonr of the
proposal, it was resolved to go on, whatever might be the result. This £001)
had 2 consiclerable influanes. A highly-esteemed missionary who when hie first
heard of the scheme said to his brethren, “Det us do all we can to stop it,”
aiterwards agreed te write 0 prper. A missionary conference, in oue of the
presidency etties, that expressed an adverse opinion, furnished about half
the cligirmen.

When the conference actually met, the attendances for oxeceded the
highest expectations. There were divorsitios of views freely expressed, but
harmony was never disturbed. The seasons of prayor wore hallowed, anid tho
united communion, embracing so many nationalities, was an enrnast of thio
great “ marriage supper of the Lainb. "

There is no doubt that the Indian conference was lielped on greatly by the
action of the Church Nissionary Socisty. The home committee agreed to
bear the expense of sending two representatives—one Duropean aud one uative
—from each great circle of missions. Probably the society would agree to
a similar proposition with regard to China, and at least some othor comunittecs
would follow the same course.

The difficulties connected with travelling would be greater in China than
in India; but the gathering need not be nearly a0 large. A few well-selected
representatives would conduct business better than a numerous erssembly.
This would also largely obviate the objections of incurring groat expense and
taking many men away from flreir work.

Apart from the coutroversy carried on for so many years about the ronder-
ing of God in Chinese, there are sufficient questions connected with missionary
work to give abundant omployment to such a conference. Lhe oveugelization
of China is the greatest enterprise now before the Christian

It would be deeply interesting and instructiye to have a review of
sionary work iv Ching in its various departments, showing the obstacles which
had to bo overcome, the progress made, with snegestions about the future,
recompanied by statistical swznmaries.

Let a plan be sketched ont and an effort made to get the most competent
men to furnish papers, on specified subjects. Where there are conflicting
opinions both can be represented. pome missionaries may be willing to write
papers who cannot conveniently attend. The views oxpressed in the papers
would be confirmed or modified by the oral discussions upon them.

The report of the conference would give an adwirable idea of the present
stage of missions in China. It would be valuable in itself and useful for
comparison at futwre conferences. A decennial census and couferences ara bothvery desirable. CS

A good deal of time is required to prepare papers. fe.The writers are busy
men ; to collect information they must correspond with persons at a distance ;
and there may be various interruphons.

I hope the proposers of the conference will not lose heart, but go forward.
Poarsorall I ama nearly as much interested in it as yourself, for missionaries jn
Chima an India may learn much from each other's labours. Nil desperandum !

Yours very sincerely,
J. Mornocn.
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Dak Sik, —

I beg that you will allow me, through the pages of the Recorder,
to address a word or tio to my missionary brethren in China, Japan
and Siium:—

We have all heard of the wondrous work of God, and of the
times of blessing which have been experienced in Scotland, Ireland,
Kaocland, France, Germany, Switzerland and America; and of the
tens of thousands who have been converted to Christ in those lands,
during the past two yoars. It is an interesting and important fact in
the history of this revival movement, that in each several place, where
the blessing has been enjoyed, the people had set themselves by prayer and
supplication, and the use of appropriate and appointed means, to seek
the Lord, and fo obtain the blessing of converting grace upon sinners.
When Edinburgh heard of the blessing which had come upon New-
castle, the ministers and others met for prayer and con-
ference, fo obtain a like blessing upon Edinburgh. They appointed
union meetings to pray for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit. The
ministers, from their pulpits spoke of the wondrous grace of God,
and presented the need of a revival, and the warrant and encourage-
nents to expect it. They presonted the view of the lost condition of
the impenttent membors of their families and of the community, uatil
every Christian heart was awakened to sympathy and effort; so that
the work of revival had actually commenced before the arrival of Mr.
Moody and Mr. Sankey. But on their arrival, with the increased use
of the means and more continuous engagements in prayer, the work was
greatly extended aud Wien Glasgow heard of the blessing
which had beeu received at there was a meeting of the minis.
ters of all denominations called (which was numerously attended),
to pray and to take measures to obtain a similar blessing for
Glasgow to that which had been bestowed on Edinburgh. Union
prayer-meetings were commenced ; ministers preached to their people,
telling them of their danger, and calling upon them to awake out of sleep,
and to engage in working for the salvation of thei fellow-men ; arrange-
meats wero made for special services, with large accommodations for
those who wished fo attend; the knowledge of the times and places of
meeting was made known widely, and all were invited to attend them ;
and as in Kdinburgh so at Glasgow, the revival had commenced before
the arrival of the evangelists. Lhe very same course, as that stated
above, was pursued at Belfast, Dublin, Manchester, Birmingham and
Liverpooi!, wilh similar results. The revival had commenced in each
place before the arrival of the evangelists, in answer to the prayers and
the labors of the local ministers and Christians. In every place it was
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intensisied and extended by tho labors of the evangelists in
with the increased activity of the local laborors.

But most remarkably was this same course pursued in London.
The ministers and Christian workers of London, having arranged for
Messrs. Moody and Sankey to come to London on the Ist of March,
1875, emmediate measures were taken to commence the work. Vwalye
daily prayer-meetings were commonecd in different parts of London on
the Ist of November 1874 to pray for the Holy Spirit to be poured ont
upon that great city ; special services were held in many of the churches
during these four intervening months, by their own pastors and rectors }
Bpecial ineans were used to awaken the attention of all classes: accounts
of the work of grace at other places wore widely circulated ; and honce
when the evangelists came to London the work of tho revival was already
commenced. By the continuance of these labors, and their expausion,
28 to reach all classes aud persons ; by personal visitation from house
to houses and by other means ; as well as by the labors of Messrs. Moody
and Sankey, the influence was widely extended and deepencd. ‘The
declaration of these men everywhere was, that without these local
preparations and co-operation they did not expect to effect anything.

Dear brethren,—the point which I wish to bring before our minds is
this:—What lesson does this uniform experience of God’s people in
other places teach us? We, in these lands, have as yet only heard of
the clorious times of blessing. Though a few souls, here and there, have
been brought te Christ, and a little interest excited in a few placns, yet
no widespread aud powerful influence of divine grace has been experi-
enced, leading many to Christ. Alas! alas! for this; when such countless
multitixles are perishing in their sins all around us. Is not tho reason
inost plain aud obvious? Wo have not, as did the ministers and Chiris-
tian workers in tho cities and towns above referred to, set ourselves, by
prayer and supplication with fasting, to seek the outpouring of God’s
Spitit upon these multitudes. While reading the accounts of God's
wonderfal works of grace and salvation elsewhere, we have excused
ourselves by saying. Oh! it is not the same in heathen lands; we cannot
expect such manifestation of divine grace here; the people have not the
necessary {nowiledee and preparation as they have in Christian lands ;
and resting on these excuses, we have folded our hands and continued
in our routine of Jabors, and the result has been, as might have been ex-
pected,—we have seen no manifestation of divine grace in the converston
of a large number of sinners. It is in perfect accordance with experience,
and with the teaching of God’s word to say, that if the ministers and
Christians of Edinburgh, Glassow, Belfast, Dublin, Manchester, Bir-
mingham, Liverpool and London had done as we bave done, they
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would have expertenced no blessing either. And the word of God war-
rauts the couclusion, that if we had done in our several places as these
ministers did, we should have had a blessing,—a rich hlessing of divine
rae. Dear brethren, let us ponder this thought and see what it implies.
I most truly and sincerely believe it, because the word of God says, they
that scek the Lord shall tind him ; * all things whatsoever ye shall ask in
prayer believing, ye shall receive ;"—-© ye have not, because yo ask not ;”
or “ ¥c ask, anc receive not, because ye ask amiss.” God’s promise is “ I
will pour out my spirté upon all flesh ;? “T will pour water epon him
that ts thirsty, and floods upon the dry ground.” God is just as willing
to give U1s Holy Spirit to those that ask him in China, as He is to
those who ask him in England. Our Christian brethren, men of like
passions as ourselyes, in England, Trelaud and Scotland, wrestled with
Grodin prayer, and reecived showers of blessing. We excused ourselyos
‘or various reasons from resorting to the use of the same means which
were everywhere followed by such blessed results, and we have seen but
few conversions in connection with our labors. If any ono asks of
another,— Are you satisfied that things should continue as they now
are?” every one auswers, “Ob no!’ From many hearts goes up the
earnest cry,  O Lord, revive thy work ;” and the earnest desire and wish
are uttered,—Oh! that we could see such a marvelous work of grace in
these Jands, as we have read of in western lands!

What I wish to propose is, that, as the hot season will soon be over,
and we shall all resume more active labor in our missionary work, we
shall all carefully consider it in our hearts, and pray over it, to see what
wo cau do to secure a revival of God's work in our several places of
labor. Then lot us come together in local gatheriugs for prayer and con-
ference, as the ministers did in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Belfast and all the
other cities, to arrange for and engage in special exercises for the conver-
sion of the heathen around us. Let us not quiet our consciences by say-
Ing we cannot expect such a work in heathen lands, as in Christian
lands ; that the way isnot yet fully prepared, &. The work may not be.
just the same as in Christian lands ; but, if the Spirit of the Lord is piven
He will work tn His own way ; and if as we all believe He does convert
some from among the heathen, we know that by a still greater exercise
of His divine power he can convert a greatly increased number. He
also can give a still deeper experience of His grace to the hearts of those
who have professed to follow the Saviour: and, as tho only Scriptural
reason that can be given, why we have not seen a creater number convert-
ed from among the heathen, is, because we have not asked for the Holy
Spirit in faith, let us seek to pray in faith, nothing doubting ; and if the
Liessing delays, let us still wait, aud hopo, and labor for it. Let vo one
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be discouraged because we may not hope for an evangelist to come to our
help. Thousands of ministers, in Scotland, Ircland and England, testify
that by the blessing of God upon special services, and in answer to prayers
they bave had seasons of revival in their several congregations without
aid from any evangelist.

The experience of our brethcen at Calcutta, is particularly encourag-
ing tous. In June, 1874, they commenced some special services ;the labor
was all performed by the local ministers and missionaries; and thouch
the blessing came first upon the foreign element, yet it extended to the
native churches also, and resulted in the hopeful conversion of numbers.
Let us cach one seek unto the Lord, and sva if even before the close of
this year, He will not grant us a blessing which will cause our hearts to
rejoice.

Tam, my dear brethren,
Your fellow-laborer in the Gospel,

A MAUSssIOnaRry.

Desk Sm,—
Allow me through your widely-read columns to say a fow words

concerning a new enterprise under my care,—The Child’s Paper.
It is evident that 16 meets a felt, want. there ts scarcely a mis-

sion,— perhaps not one, where it has not found a welcome; some sub-
scribing for as many as a hundred copies. These, and many such facts,
which might be stated, go to show that such papers aro as likely to bo
appreciated here as at home. As you say in your kind notice, ‘thore
is room for a good deal of talent.” Amongst all the missionarics in
China there can be no lack of tho required ability ; and it is gratifying
to know 16 1s being enlisted. Is opens up a wide field to missionary
ladies, who usually take a lively interest in children. Lhe story of
“the Lighthouse keeper's daughter,’ commenced in the August num-
ber, 1s from the pen of a mussionary lady. It 1s hoped many othors
will follow her example ; and if im thetr reading they find any incident,
or story that would interest Chinese children, save it for Lhe Child's
Paper. Articles showing the progress of the gospel and Christian
experience in China, will be specially useful, and can be illustrated by
native artists. Thus little incidents in every-day life may exert a
erent Influence upon the minds of youth.

Another and very important source of contributions is the native
aconts. Nothing will lead them to take so much intorest in the papor
2s to contribute something for its columns. Lue leading article in thio
September number, Is an account of the Lord’s dealings with a native
Christian in Zao-hying. Lhe illustrations are from the pen of anothor
native brother who has given himself to preaching, and now only uses
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this talent in the interests of religion. A word or tivo from your
readers will enlist the natives, and those who tell their stories through
The Child's Paper nay be assured that they have thousands* of little
listeners.

Yours truly,J. M. W.
Dear 8i8,—

Having had occasion to inquire what are the Regulations for
Book Post” by the British Mail, I have obtained some information
which may be useful to other missionaries as well as to myself. | senda

tt therefore for publication in the Hecorder.
According to the Regulations, as published in the British Postat

Guide,—It is allowable :—
I. To send Manuscript Articles, for Periodicals, by Book Post.
2. It is legal to send by Book Post,.a Manuscript Book or Pam-

phiet, to any person to review and correct.
3. It is legal to return by Book Post, any Articles or Books with

the alterations or corrections which have been sugested, written ou them.
4, It is legal to write on Printed? Books and Painphblets,—which

aro sent as Book-packets,—the name of the Sender and of the Person to
whom they are sent; and to add a complimentary address.

3. lt is legal to write on Photographs sent by Book Post, the
name of the Person to whom each one is sent, and the name of the Sender.

G. Itis legal to mark any Article or Advertisement in a nevws-
paper, to call the attention of the person to whom it is sent, to that
particular Article or Notice.

It is legal to send Diaries, which are for publication, or to a
learned Society, as a Book-packet ; but a Private Diary for one’s family
is chargeable with letter postage.

8. The writing of any message on a Newspaper or Book-packet ;
such as “ lam quite well ;’—Let me hear from you ;’—* Send this
to my aunt ;”—subjects the whole Packet to Letter postage.

3. As each separate Newspaper is chargeable with postage, where
several are in one packet, they should be folded so thatit can be
easily seen how many there are in the packet.

these regulations are very favorable. The Book Post is a great
Acconimodation and convenience to the community. Jé is especially a
convenience to us missionaries in our work here, and in our correspon-
dence with home.

It has come to the writer's knowledge, that complaints are made
by the Yost Office authorities in China, that the Ropulations and Rules

ey

* Hach edition consists of 2000 copies, nearly all circulated in China.
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for Book Post are disregarded by some of those who use the Post Office
as the means of sending Book-packets. It appears to me that all
missionaries should be careful mm this matter, as im all other just ro-
quirements, “to render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's,” and
thus prevent anything being justly said, which might bo prejudicial to
their good name.

A. CORRESPONDENT.

Migstonury Delve,
Henin,

Ar Chryston, England, on J ulyMary, the wife of Rev. F. of
Ningpo.

Karcar.—TLhe Rev. T. W. Thompson of
‘he American Board Mission, who has
been occupied for the last seven years
in the north of China, resident chiefly
at Kalean on the Great Wall, left in
the early part of August, for the Unit-
ed States, via Shanghae where he
embarked in the Nevada on the 14th,
for San Francisco.

Tounccuow.—The presbytery of
Shantung of the American Fresby-
terian Mission moet in Tungchow
on July 0b, i875. There were
present four foreign missionaries,
{wo native pastors, and eight elders
from as many native churches. "he
reports shewed, that durmg the year
seventy one persons had been received
into the church, and twelve had been
exclnded: and that the whole number
> the nine ehurcbes under the care
of the presbytery is five hundred and
nineteen. One candidate for the
ministry was received, making five in
all now under their cate.

..*
CHANGHAG—NMr. E. Fishe of the China
Inland Mission, left with Mrs. Fishe
and family, for Engiand, in the Ace,
on duly 4th.

We understand the committee charged
with the work of collecting and compil-
ing statistics, for the centennial
exhibition have mada considerable
propress; and are gratified by the
general interest shewn by the mis-
sionary bady throughout China, and
the evident desire to place facilities in
the way of those who have undertaken
the burden of the work in behalf of
their brethren at other ports. ‘The
conmmittee are aivare that the trouble of
preparing these statistics for individual
missions and missionaries wust be far
from insignificant; and they wish there-
fore to express their appreciation of
the care and pains which have been
taken by so many brethren. Wa are
requested to intimate that the time for
sending in the collection to the Chinese
commissioners is now drawing near,
and as some missions have not yet
forwarded their reports, the comimiutice
beg to call their attantion to the fact; as,
not only is it very much against thet
wish that any mission should be imper-
fectly or unfairly represented; but
they would remind their friends that
such Jacune tend greatly to detract
from the value of the complete report.
Whilst therefore the committee cheer-
fully uadertake the work allotled to
them, they hope that any of the packets
not yet sent in may be forwarded with-
out delay. *.°
BanKcow.—wWe are thankful to be
permitted to give the following extract
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from a private letter from the Rey. G.
John; and feel assured most of our
readers will rejeice with us in the
remarkable signs of vitality spoken of
i the native church :—“ We are having
wonderiul meetings these days. Valle
about the apathy of the Chinese. Why
here aro Chinese sobbing all over the-
chapel whilst confessing their sins, and
praying fur the outpouring of God’s
Spirit upon themselves .individually,—
upon the church,—upon their families,
their friends, dc. Mirs.—— says that
she never expected to see snch a sicht
among the Chinese; and Mir—~ of
the Inland Mission says that he never
saw such’ a sight in bis life. T never
did in China ; and it was on Saturday
last T was enabled to believe for the
first tume in my life, that such a baptism
was possible.”

JAPAN. Torto.~The Rey. H.
Faulds. M. D. of the United Presby-
terian Mission has just opened a
commedious and well-arranged hos-
pital for the Japanese, in Ts’kidji,
the foreign concession at the capital.
church recently erected at Oca-
waracho, {s’kidji, Tokio, by native
Christians, was opened for public wor-
ship on the 19th ult. Several Protestant
Missionaries of Yokohama and Tokio,
and one or to Japavese took part in
the services, which were attended by
about 500 persons native and foreien.”
( North-Chinz Daily News, July 5.)The Japan Datiy Her-
ald says :-—“ The new American Mission
Church at the rear of the British Con-
sulate was opened on the afternoon of
the 10th duly, at two o'clock, with a
special service in Japanese, by the
Rev. Dr. Verbeck, assisted by several
missionaries and Japanese converts.
Phe church, a neat steacture, with
stained glass windows, was well attend-
ed by Japanese, of whom over a hun-
dred sere present. Irom thirty to
forty foreign ladies and gentlemen

witnessed the ceremony.” (Zhe Shang-
het Courier, 27th July.)
Lhe following gentlemen bave been
enraved as & committee for sume time
translating the Scriptures into the Ja-
panese language — Rey. §. R. Brown,
D. D., of the American Reformed
Church Mission, J. C. Hepburn, M.
D., LL. D. of the American Presby-
terian Mission, Rev. D. C. Greene of
the American Board Mission, Reg. R.
©. MeClay, D. D. of the American
Ispiscopal Mission, and Rev. Nathan
Brown, D. D. of the American Baptist
Mission. They have just issued
the Guspel of Luke, a handsome
12mo. voiume, on good Japanese
Papcr, the character is the cursive
hand known as the /iraiana,—mostly
read by the common oc-
easjonal Chinese characters introduecd
into the text to avoid ambicuity. ‘The
pase forms 2 beautiful specimen of
xylography, and we hear the transla-
tion generally well spoken of The
cost ptice 1s 21 cents. The translation
of the Epistle to the Romans is just
fished, and other portions are in a
forward state. The three gospels of
Matthew, Mark and John were publish -
ed by a former committee before the
present was formed. These parts will
be revised when the remainder of the
New Testament is completed, to secure
a unitormity throughout. It is expected
that the whole will be finished within
Livo years.

NAaGASAKI—The Rey. AH. Maundrel]
und family of the Chorch Missionary
pocieby, recently from Madasascar, ar-
rived from England at Shangbae, in the
Veneka, on June 23rd, and reached
this port about the end of the month,
to occupy the station lately vacated
temporarily by the Rev. H. Burnside.

BURMAH, Raxcoox—By a letter
from the Kev. J. W. Stevenson, publish-ed in the first No. of China's
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we jearn that he reached this port on pvOn. He bad been in England, and
May 14tb. first impression was cane from Yun-nan by the Thien-nec
verging on disappointment at the aspect and Mandalay route.”
of affairs. He had an interview with
Mr. ‘'bompson, the locum tenens for the
Hon. Ashley Eden, as Chief Com-
missioner for British Burmab, and
received much valuable information
from that tleman. He says :—-“ My. ¥ «

Thompson recommended us to call
npon Prince Hassan, the gon of the late
Panthay king of Yun-nan, who is liv-
lng now in Rangoon. I did so; and
I had a long and most interesting con-
versation with him in the Mandarin
dialect, which he spoke well; we had
not the least difficulty in understand-
ing each other. He is a native of
‘La-li foo. I wanted to know if J eould
get a Yun-nan teacher here, but he
said he thought I should be able to get
one at Mandalay, though not at Ran-

a
UNITED STATES — Six Chinamen
were ordained as Deacons at the Maite
| Methodist Conference in Calais, lately.’
(Northern Chiistian Advocate. May 27.)

ENGLAND. Lonvoyx.—* At 4 vale-
dictory dismissal in’ the Missionary
Vallege at Islington, the Church Mis-
slonary Soviety took leave of the Rev.
J. Bates and the Rev. R. Palmer, who
are shortly returning to their worl in
China ; and also of the following addi-
tions to the missionary staff :—The
Rey. J. ©. Hoare and the Rev. YW. S.
Brereton; aod Mr. G. Lanning, who
lakes charge of the Mission Schvol at
Shanghai.”

Hotices of Recent Mublicutions,
ie an A Collection of Chi nese Proverbs translated cand arranged by

William Searborough, Wesleyan Missionary, Haukow. With an Introduce.
tion, Noies, and Copious Index. Shanghai: American Presbyterian Mis-
sion Press, London: Tritbner and Co., 57 aad $9 Ludgato Hill, 1873.

A vast amount of attention bas been reveal a host of identities little suspect-
concentrated on the subject of proverbs ed, the philosophy of which we leave
by studious men and archeologists ; to students of mental phenomena. To
and especially in recent times an um- such students, works Jike that now
petus bas been given to researches in before us must prove specially accep-
this direction. AS a representative ex- table, <A less ecaretul and conscien-
pression, a proverb is a perfect mudéum- tions collector than Mec. Scarborough
in-parva depository of concentrated might indeed have furnished us with a
wisdom, of inestimable value in tracing chaotic mass of popular sayings, old
the mental bistory of a people, and saws and den-mots; but it does not
frequently shedding a light also on the require alengthy examunation of this
maternal and physical conditions of the volume to see the amount of judicious
past. Kivery country and every pro- discrimination the author has brought
vince has its proverbs’; some of which to bear on the classification and ar
are eoufined in their use within narrow ranrement of the two thousand seven
local limits; while a considerable num- hundred and twenty proverbs it con-
ber are found to be substantially tains, divided as they are into twenty
mon to many, if not to all nations. A ‘sections, and more than four times that
careful and comprehensive compari-
son from every quarter, will probably

number of chapters. This we believe.
ig a new feature in such collections, and
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will greatly facilitate reference. A
thesaurus of Chinese proverbs will
necessarily arrest the attention of a
much wider class than those who are
occupied with Sinic studies. Bot 1 ts
their bearing upon’ missionary work
with which we are specially interested.
In an excellent preliminary essay,
while detailing the uses to which
proverbs may be put by various classes
of the community, Mr. Searborongb
remarks :—

‘SBut it is to the Missionary that the value
of an extensive acquaintance with Chinese
proverbs is of the highest unportarce. Personal
experience, as well as the repeated testunony
of others, makes us boli to assert that even a

[Jnly-

limited knowledge of Chinese proverbs is to
him of daily and inestimable value. 4 proverb
will often serve to rouse the flagging atten-
tion of n conpreration, or to arrest it at thoconmencerneit of 0 A proverb will
often serve to produce & smile of pood nature
in an apparently ill-teowpered audience, and
Ss to cull forth a kindly fecting which did not
eeem before to exist. And very often 6
proverb aptly quoted will serve to convey a
truth in the most terse and striking manner
s0 obviating the necessity for detailed an
lengthy arnrument, whilst they fix ata stroke
tie idea you are wishing to convey.”

Every missionary will readily en-
dorse the above remarks, and should
feel grateful to the anthor for the
amount of material here placed at bis

The Relation of Christianwy fo Hindurem: being @ reprint of @ paper on
foreign missions, especially in vetation to the orientad systenss of religion ;
read atthe Church congress held at Brighton in October, 1874. With an
appendix. By Rev. Dr. Caldwell, Missionary, 8. P.G., Tinnevelly, India,
Honorary Member of the Royal Asiatic Society, Fellow of the Madras
University. London: Printed for the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel in Foreign parts. 19 Delahay Street, Westminster, 8. W. 1874.

Turs discourse was called forth by an
address delivered by Max Miiller at the
Oriental Congress in London, in which
he advocated Christian Missions to
heathen lands,—of a special character.
A ebief aim of the Oxford professor is
to furnish material for the science of
comparative religion. Dr. Caldwell,
joining issue with him as to details, con-
centrates his argument on Hinduism,
though as he says many of his slate-
ments will apply eqnally well, mutatis
mutands, to Buddhism. In a rapid
ontline of the character of Hinduism,
he recognizes three elements,—the hu-
man, the divine, and the diabolical ; and
judging it by its fruits he says it ts the
source of many of the worst evils the
comiry endures, and the chief obstacle
to its enlightenment and moral progress.
He remarks :— ‘TT have no obpction
whatever to the application of the com-
parative method to the study of
religion. On the contrary, if only the
comparison be fairly made, T aan con-

vinced that whatever religion may
suffer, Christianity will not suffer, but
will cain. What I think open to objec-
tion is @ comparison which attempts to
prove the absence of essential diffe.
rences.’ We thorougaly agree with
Dr. Guldwell in bis estimate of the
racrits of the two systems ; but we think
his argument rather beside the mark as
a reply to Max Muller. We believe the
professor las erred in allotting to the
study of comparative religion, too pro-
miment a place in the missionary sphere :
—and let it be ever borne in mind that
Christian doctrine as a syslem of dogma,
is by no meaus to be eonfounded with
Christianity (ie. Christ} as a living
principle permeating the whole being of
its subjects, and elevating the lille to a
bigber spiritual atmosphere. Bnt we
no more ebject to the sindy of com-
parative religion than we do to that of
comparative grammar; and however
high Max Miller may stand us a master
of that science, it is an essential of trite
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science Lhat we accept no man’s dicta. | comparison will not be fairly made ; and
Lhe discovery of affinities doesnotimply | we feel assured that Christianity will
the denial of differentia and contrast ;}lose nothing by the freest and fullest
we have no right lo assume that the |investigation of its every phase.

1. Review of Colportage in India during 1873; with suggestions for ite improve-rent. By John Murdoch, LL. D. (Indian agent of the Christian Ver-nacular Society. }
23 Rundall’s Road, Vepery. 1874.

Madras: C. Foster and Co., Foster Press,

2. Brote Uolportage. A letter to the British and Foreign Bible Socisty, byJohn Murdoch, LL. D.
tion Society.| Madrasa:
Font, Vepery. 1874.

“ DURING the recent famine in Bengal,
the great difficulty was, not to obtain
supplies Of grain, but to secure its pro-
per distribution. IJt-*is the same with
Christian books. ‘They may be printed
by ibe millon if finds are available,
but they mercly become a prey to in-
secis unless they are cirenlated.”’

Io the inexperienced, colportage may
seem an exceedingly simple question,
especially where the operator is not
straitened by want of the necessary
funds. Let those who have had most
to do with the details of such work
answer the question, and their verdict
will probably be that thera is no de-
partment of mission work where judici-
ous care and vigilance are more needed.
in tbe two tracts before us we lave a
carcful analysis of the work throurhout
India for a few years past; together
with the valuable suggestions of Dr.
Murdoch, who seems to have left no
stone unturned in colleuling every kind
of available information on the subject.
Lhe greater part of the two brochures
treats of Bibie colportage, only 9 pages
out of 51 being devoted to Tract and
general work ; and we need scarcely
remark, that what is said regarding
India, 1s for the greater part equally
applicable to China, In the early years
of missionary operation, it was consi-
dered an achievement of no slight im-
portance to bave been able to effect a
gratuitous distribution of Christian
books; and weare far from implying that
much good has not resulted from such
distribrtion. Past experience however

indian agent of tho Christian Vernacular Eduea-. Foster and Co., Foster Pross, 28, Rundall's

has taught us a better way, and it is
now almost universally admitted, that
the right method of virculation is by
Bale. Dr. Murdoch is very strong on
this head, and bis utterances are much
to the point. Not only does his ad-
vocacy of salea apply to the circulation
of the Scriptures among the heathen ;
but we think he makes a strong case
in reference to selling also to converts.
Speaking of the past he says: —
‘When a Native Christian wished a
Bible, he applied to the Missionary and
got one for nothing. ‘Lightly come,
lightly go.” White ants might destroy
it; the children might tear it. This
did not involve any pecuniary loss ; the
volume could easily be replaced.
Native christians on going from one
station to another, left their Bibles
behind them, as they could get new
ones on their arrival. When, however, a
Bible had to be purchased, it was a
(lifferent matter. Jt was property lo
be cared for.” ‘The experience of
Societies and Branch Socicties ta Tudia
in past years, brought together in these
tracts is very instructive. We find a
pradually juproviug state of things in
recard to colportage. There 318 ah
increased amount of circulation, and
increased proceeds from the sales, while
the proportionate expense is very much
reduced. Wecannot but thanlc Dr.
Murdoch for the valaable hints he has
thus laut before those who are or who
ought to be occupied with Cliristian
co} portage.
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Annual Report of the Presbyterian Mission Press, at Shanghai, for the year
ending December dl, 1874.

We rejoice to learn from this report
that “the year just closed has been a
guiet but prosperous one,”for the press ;
seeing the operations are carried on
entirely in the missionary interest. As
Our existence as a journal is to a great
extent bound up in tbe prosperity of
the establishment, it behoves us to say
a word in its favour; but selfish interests
apart, we think every friend to the
Christian cause and to the spread of
ligbt and tenth, must loox with a feel-
ing of pleasure on the statistics of
Christian literature printed during the
year. Lhree pages of five and six figure
columns and several items of seven

fiynres representme a total of
43,618,431 pages tarned out of band
from one printing office, surely implies
no mean amount of activity in somo
departments of mission work. We
vould remind the public that it is to
missionary enterprise thal we are in-
debted for Chinese movable type, and
tor the solution of the problem as to its
general applicability to press printing s
and we dave reason to congratulate the
zealous superintendent of this est ablish-
ment on the stecess that has attended
his labours. May he long have reason
to rejoice over the benefits he is thus
conferring on the cause.

1. of the Aledicat Missionary Hospital at Swatow, in connection with
the English Presbyterian Missionary Society under the care of William
Gauld, A. M., M.D. for 1874. Hongkong; Printed by De Souza and Co.1874.

2. Lourth Report of the Foochow Medical Missionary Hospital in con
with the A. B.C. F. M. Mission under the care of Dauphin W. Osgood,

fa

iz. D. duly 1st 1875. Foochow Printing Pross.
No less gratifying than that of the
previous year, is the Report of Dr.
labours sow before us. Active
effort is followed by growing con-
idence. Lhe total number of in-patients
for the year bas been 901, and the
out-paticnts a [little over a. thousand,
In the classified list of cases under
treatment, the highest number, amount-
mg to 423, Is under the category of
Skin ciseases. Leprous patients have
increased by nearly a half, and the
disease has been treated with “ Chan]
Moogra,” a famous Indian remedy,
giving better results than any other
medicine that has been tried. “Gurjul”
or “tree? oil, also from India, has
lately been used daily with encourag-
ing effect. In the early part of theyear and were
prevalent; and in September and
Uctober Cholera became epidemic.
Cases of Alalarious fever have been
frequent. The Dr. recommends the

cultivation of the Cinchona in China,
and suggests the slopes of the moun-
tains stretching from bebind the Can-
ton provinee northwards to the latitude
of Ningpo, as affording suitable local-
ities for the purpose. In reference to
religious services Dr. Gauld says :—

‘‘Morning and evening daily throvg)-
out the year, the patients meet for worship,
and on these occasions the Sernptures are
read and explained to them. On no previous
year hove the meetings been so numeronaly
attended, and the interest shown in the saving
truths of the Gospel has bean on the whole
encournging.....,As micht be expected, the
effect on the many who attend the hospital
meetings varies preatly, Some are
unaffected by what they hear, and return in
that state; others are interested enough to
make them willing to become Chiistiaus were
no trials, social or other, attachel to the
abandonment of their idelatrous customs ; whilo
afew, through the Spirit of grace given them,
arc 60 convinced of the truth of the Gospel
and of their need of its salvation, that thoy
ladly receive it at all risks, and become true
hrastinns. During the year a few of tho last

class, as we lope, have been received into
the Chureb by baptism, and for them we aro
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thankfu] as the most procious fruits of the
yeur ; while grateful also for being enabled to
do rood to the bodies of many, by the blessing
of Him in whose hand are both the souls and
hoadies of inen.”

We observe that 1000 copies of
Report in Chinese have .also been
printed, but have not seen it. The
subscriptions for the year
to $425. An appeal is made for
old linen or cotton for dressing
wounds; algo for woollen clothing,
carpets and blankets, to be used as
coverings for the poor and needy.

Dr. Osgood again fells of a busy
year of uninterrupted work; with an
increase in the number of patients, the
total amounting to 8253. Like Dr.
Gauld’s report, in his list of diseasee,
Skin diseases far outnumber any
other ailment. We notice among the
cases,— Dog bites and 3 Man bites.
Hydrophobia is occasionally met within There are also cases of
rat bites and serpent bites. Of the
laiter some aro fatal. Dr. Osgood
repudiates the notion that little or no
evil results from bandaging the feet + for
he says,—~" year by year we have bad
cases of ulcers resulting from arrested
circulation. ” Comparing tbe practice
howerer with that of wearing corsets

and using the Grecian bend,
dict is notin favour of ladies in the
west. Besides the work carried ‘on at
the hospital in Foochow, six villages
and cities have been visited and &e-
veral hundreds of patients there treated.
‘The religions aspect of the work is
mneh the same as last year. We
have reason to believe that several of
our patients have not only recerved
healing for the body, but have
learned to look to Christ for spintual
health. Three bave been baptized
and received into the Church during
the last year, Many more hare re-
turned to their homes with their faitl
in idolatry destroyed, and with friendly
feelings towards Christianity. While
a few return as they came without any
care or thonght for the future. The
patients are furnished with religions
books and are invited to attend chureb,
but in 2 instance are they to
do $80. A large number of the patients
hear of the hospital at the chapels, of
which there are nearly a hundred in
connexion with the various Missions.
We are glad to see the handsome sum
of $ 1177, bas been subscribed during
the ycar for this excellent institution.

SU)

his Tepe.

China's Millions, and our work among them.
Published by Morgan and Scott, 12,

Edited by J. Hudson Taylor.
Paternoster Buildings, HL. C. Lontoit.

We have reecived the first number |
of anew monthly magazine with the
above title. ts aijiu, as sbated in a
leading article, ts to make known
China to the people of England. lt
Is the organ of the China Inland Mis-
sion, of which Mr. Taylor the editor is

director. A supplement contains a list
of the fifty-two stations of the Society
in China. [t is published at the ex-
ceedingly moderate price of one penny
per nomber, and we wish all success
to the enterprise.

1. Le Chariatanisme Litteraire dévoilé ov la vérité sur quelques professenrs de
langues étrangéres &@ Paris. Dediée & MM. les Professeurs du Collezo dc
I'ranee, Versailles: Imprimerie
iss,

Beaucrand ef Dax, 9, Bue du Poteger.
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2. Examen des Faits Mensongers contenus dans un libelle publié tous le faux
nom de Léon Bertin. Avec le jugement du tribunal correotionnet de Ver-
saities du 30 septembre 1874. Confirmé par des Arréta de la Cour de Parts
des 16 decembre 1874 et 29 janvier suivant. Note adressée a MM. les.
Professeurs du Collége de France. Saint Germain, Imprimerie Lugene
Heutte ef Cic 80, Rue de Paris, 86. 1875.

Tue fact is indisputable, that France | vindicating his character as a Cninese
has produced a number of the greatest | scholar, now that he can no longer
orientalists of the present century; and | wield the pen in self-defence. Leon

Paris has been distinguished for the! Bertin, the ostensible author of the
eatherings of illustrious men within | pamphlet is a name unknown to fame,
its walls: and if at times mere pre- and might have escaped notoriety, had
tenders bave shone with a lustre not | the writer confined his assaults to the
their own, it is to be observed that | defunct Unfortunately for utm, one
none have been so severe upon them as of his victims less quiescent,—the Mar-
their own compatriots and competitors. quis @' Hervey de Saint-Denys,—has
We could wish that such strictures;taken the pains to search out the
wero confined to the sphere we have | author,—has sued him for libel in the
indicated. The first pamphlet at the | judicial tribunal at Versailles, and the
head of this arlicle is an example of | sequel reveals the Abbé Paul Perny,
ihe contrary, being a bitter philippic M.A. author of ihe Dictionnatre
against the incumbents of certain | Frangais-Latin-Chinois as the writer,
Asiatic chairs in Paris. Scarcely has | condemned to two months imprisou-
Lhe grave closed over the ashes of one ment, a fine of 500 francs and the ex-
of the most eminent sinologues of | penses of trial; the judgment of the
Europe, when we find this attempt to court to be inserted in one of the news-
wrest from bis memory the laurels | papers of Seinc-et-Oise, and in six of
which a long life of persevering and | the Paris papers to be named by
cousvientious | study had secured for complainant, the whole at the expense
him. Thosa who knew Professor : of the libeller, and all the copics of
Julien could not be ignorant of bis self the pamphlet to be destroyed. beatue-

appreciation :-but it was an innocent | grand and Dax the printers were
fadlesse, which ke could well afford to further fined 20Q francs. This strangc¢

dispense wilh, and we may be par-; denouement is detailed in the second
doned if we take this opportunity of | pamphlet, by Hervey de Saint-Denys.

Av. (Z% BL Hwa yy ke. “The First Reader.” By Rev. J, M. W. Farabam.
Tins is the tile of a native .tract ) almost wish the author had had engrav-
intended to teach children by pictures ings made of the inanimate objects from
the names of common things. Mr. | specimens on the spot. The book how-
Farnham has wisely appropriated the ever will doubtless answer the object the
title to a work he has just publish- author bas in view. We cannot bit
ed with the same object. In $1 | admire Mr. Farnham’s zeal, shewn by
leaves it contains more than a hundred the fant that he has issued two editions
cuts of objects in domestic life, speci- of the book simultaneously ; the second
mens of natural history, &c. Lach cnt | editién, in addition to the same text
has’ a very brief description, in bold | differently arranged, contammg 4
clear type. Ihe plants and animals, traustation of the same into the Shancz-
by western artists, are immeasurably in | hae dialect for the special benefit of
cilvance of the native cuts, but we! Shanghae children.
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time, preserved in the 5x #8 Fe BA Yung fe ta tien, the gigantic cyclo-
pedia completed in 1407, containing nearly 23,000 books (sce Wylic’s
Notes on Chinese Literature, p. 149): The J3 Ata quotes the FR Min
pren (List of the palaces of the Yiian), and the 3¢ & && Pitan kung
sit cht; but states, that the most detailed description of the Mongol
palaces are found in the BR 4 #E Chao kien lu and the BE HH Ch'uc
feng dee. The latter work, as I have stated, was published towards the end
of the Mongol dynasty. Lhe author of this work, who lived in
speaks it seems not as an eye-witness ; but had drawn his information, as
he says, from a Mongol governor in Che-kiang, who had been governor
in the capital in former times. Another ancient description of the Mon-
gol palaces exists under the name of 3% BR Hee kung ¢ lu, com-
piled during the reign of the first Ming emperor {see Wylie, V. on C. L.
p. 48). The Ji hia quotes also the Jc Hh a A HE Ta tu hung tien kao
published m the time of the Ming.

The description of the imperial palaces at different times, as found
in the Ji hia, leave no doubt that the palace of the Mongols as well as
of the Ming occupied about the same space as the palace of the preseut
dynasty now occupies. This has already becn presumed by Col. Yule
(see bis AL. Polo vol. 1, p. 331). Even some of the names of the gates in
the palace enclosure of the Mongol khans have been preserved in the
gate-names of the modern prohibited city (see further on).

Before entermg to details, I may be allowed to give explanations
oF some terms occurring in the Chinese descriptions of the palaces.

Lhe palace buildings occupied by the emperor bear the general
name FA Ta-ner (Great interior). Aang is a general term com-
prising « number of palace buildings and their appurtenances. ‘The

single bwidings are differently termed according to their construction and
destination. RS Lier 1s a first-rank palace building, generally a throne-
hall and always of one story. /o is a second-rank palace building,
often of two stories. 3% 7"eng isa hall; % Ting, a pavilion ; Fy! Low, a
large storied tower. A good drawing of a isfound in Yule’s M. Polo,
vol. 1, p. 335, According to these categories the palace butldings of the
Mongols are enumerated in the Ain pien (Ji hia, chap. xxx, fol. 1,2).
The same work states, that there were three & hung in the Mongol
capital; one of them east of the lake, occupied by the emperor; two west
of the lake and occupred as other Chinese authors state, by Coubilai
khan’s son and by some of the empresses.

M. Polo states (1. ¢. vol. i, pp. 824, 325):-—“[ The great palace of the
Kaan] 1s enclosed all round by a great wall forming a square, each side
of which isa mule (2.77 Chin. #™) im length; that is to say, the whole
2b. According to the old Venice mensures (Yule’s M. Polo, vol. ji, p. 472), one mile=5000

feet. Thus M. Polo's mile contd be approximately estimated==2.77 Chinese if,
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compass thereof is four miles (about 11 &)...... Inside of this wall
there is a sccond, enclosing a space that is somewhat greater in length
than in breadth.. .In the middle of the second enclosure is the Lord’s
Great Palace.”

There ave however some discrepancies m the different texts of
Marco Polo, as to the number and the circuit of the palace enclosures
(1. c. vol. i, p. 328, note 4). Ramusio’s version “ makes the inner enclo-
sure a mile (2.77 2’) square; outside of this 1t puts another of sz miles
(16.6 Zi) square, and at a mile interval, a third of eight miles (22 22}
square.” Pauthier’s text regarding this question is unintellgible.

Before giving the detailed desemphion of the Mongol palace accord-
ing to the Chincse authors, I may first observe, that in the ancient
Chinese works three concéntric enclosures are mentioned nm connection
with the palace. The innermost enclosed the FY TZa-nei, the middle
enclosure, called & ff Kung-ch'eng or Bt i Huang-ch*eng, answering
to the wall surrounding the present prohibited city, and was about 6 4 in
erent. Besides this there was an outer wall (a rampart apparently) 20 &
in circuit, answering to the wall of the present imperial aity (which now
has 18 2é im circuit).

In the great biography of the first Ming emperor (2''aé est: she fu; —
seo Ji hia, chap. xxxviul, fol. 11), it 1s stated, thatthe 3 $f Huang-

of the Yiian was measured by umpertal order, and found to be
12,600 chs for Chin. feet), or 7 7 in erreuit. Lhe Chtue kenrg tu, as we
shall see further on, makes the wall of the Mongol palace ch,
or 6 BK in crreut.

The author of the Ch'ue heng le devotes two long articles to the
description of the palace of the Mongols and the adjacent palace grounds.
One is entitled = By Ai] RE Kung hue chi tu, “Topography of the palace ”
(chap. xxi). The other ts found in the first chapter under the fitle
We GE Wy Wan sui shan, and describes a hull situated to the north-west
of the palace. Tt shall give the translation of the greater part of these
accounts, to enable the reader to compare them with NM. Polo’s state-
ments. The Ka kung i he gives also a detailed desenption of the palace
and the pleasure-grounds (Ji Aza, chap. xxxu, fol. 24-31), which is
generally in accordance with the Ch‘ue keng lu.

r

After having given the figures for the circuit of the Mongol capital,

26. 1 must observe, that the term Luang-chteng, now applred to the imperial city, which is
18 24 in cireutt, and the wall of which was first built under the Ming, must not be con-
founded with whut the biography of the first Ming emperor calls Meang-ch'eng ; for this
was the enclosure of the palace, answering to the present prohibited city, This results
from the Chinese statements regarding the circuit of tho Mongol sZueang-ch'eng. At the
present day the circuit of the prohibited city is estimated by the Chirese= 11,320 ch's—6.3
id, Imay further observe that JM oXeng in Chinese means city as well as weil.
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and fhe names of the eleven gates, as above stated, the Chtue keng lu
continues as follows :-—

“The mnperial palace (Je Py) has to the south in its neighborhood
the Li-cheng pate.™ Lhe principal halls of the palace are the Jo WA
La-ming tien and the HE} Yen-chtun ko.

The wall surrounding the palace (fe $0) is fz 30 pu in car-
eutt. It measures from east to west 480 pz, and from north to south 615
pu.” It is constructed of bricks, and is 35 e*/ in heirht.®° The constrac-
tion was begun in a. p. 1271, on the 17th of the 8th month, between

three and five o’clock in the afternoon, and finished next year on the
-Ldth of the 8rd month. Lhe wall is pierced by six gates (f4 men) of
which three are on its southern face.

“The 8 J PY Ch men isin the middie of the southern
wall. ihis gate comprises twelve dien® and has five gateways. It
measures 187 irom east to west, 58 in depth, and 85 im height. To
the left and right respectively of the gato, is a tower (#E Jon). (I omit
the particulars regarding these towers.} Near the southern face of the
wall are barracks for the hfe-euards.”*

“The gate cast of Ch'ung-tSen men ts called § HE PY Sing-dung
men. It comprises three cig and has one gateway. From cast to
west 1s 09 ch%; depth, 45; height, 50. Lhe gate west of Chtung-ttien
men is called Se 4k PY Vitr-tsung men, and the measures are the same
as the Sing-kung men.

“The gate m the castern wall is called ft SE PY Tuag-Aua men;
that in the western wall, PF PY men.“ As to their measures,
they are the same on both; seven fien, three gateways, cte.

“The gate on the northern face of the wall is called JE PY
este men; tive kier, onc gateway, ete.

“In each of the four corners of the Knng-ch'cng, there is a tower
(fou). The roots haye glazed files.
27. Uis gate was in the middle of the southern wall of the Mongol capital ;—-see above.
28. Rashid-eddin states (2) 1. c. tom. ii, p. 684), that Coubilni built in the middle of

the capital, a vast palace, which was called Crrsehi, Klaproth expluins (Meuveau Journal
A siatique, Com. xi), that cersedi ix Mongol is the same as Ji tien (hall) in Chincse. But le
IS Wrosi. Now «tt jeast, corsh? in Mongol means an enclosure; nid in this case seems
to answer ta the Chinese HR Aung-ch' eay.

=o? [his makes 1290 nu for the circuits: nad a3 the mensures in the Ch'ne Leng Je are not
estimated in connnon &, but in 4 of 240 pe Ccoimp. note 13), 1290 30 pit.

30. AL Polo says the-wall surromding the patnce is “very thick, aud a good tex paces in
height, white-wasled and loop-holed all round.”

$1. [By kien properly means a division of a room made by the framework, but if may be
taken ns a unit for measuring rons, Hiowaver, the exteut of the varies according
to the elevation of the building.

82. M. Polo siates (1. c. vol. i, p. $25): ** Towards the south [of the palace] there is a vacant
space wiich the Barous and the soldiers are constantly traversing.”

83. The names Zicng-dnes men and Si-hua men lave beon preserved in the names of the cast-
ern and western gates of the preseut prohibited city. These gates linve three gatewnys,
as in the Bfongol time.
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‘Opposite the Ch‘ung-t'en men, there is a marble bridge with
twinmg dragons sculptured on 1t. It has three arches and three pas-
sages, the middle one bemg especially appropriated to the emperor."

‘South of the gate Sing-hung men (¢.e. outside the Kung-ch‘eng)
there is a pavilion, where the emperor sometimes takes breakfast (i
fe Ge). Last of this pavilion is the hall HE fe  Kung-ch'en tang, iv
which the officers (going to the court) use to assemble. Lo the east of
the tower, which 1s in the south-eastern corner of the Kung-ch‘eng, and
a little to the north 1s the storehouse for raw productions (4E #4 Ji),
and to the east of the storehouse is the yard for fuel (2 3). Between
the tivo walls® in the north-eastern corner is a paddock for sheep (2

). At the south-western corner, outside the fy AL PY Nan-hung men %is the residence of the $3 SF fi] To the south of the
gate Si-hua men is the #3 %¥ Ji (a storehouse for carts, sedan chairs,
etc.) ; to the west of ibis the A F, the place where the falcons are kept.
To the north of the /Zou-tsai gate is the imperial garden ( 44) His) 28

“The outer rampart (4) Ja] Ji) surrounding the palace ground *
has fifteen red gates ;" the imner garden (J Ai), five red gates; the
imperial garden, four red gates. hese gardens are all between the two
walls.’ #

After having spoken of the Kung-ch'eng and its six gates, and
having mentioned some imperial buildings and storehouses between the

84. ‘The position of this bridge is more explicitly given in the Au kung i dn (Jé hia, chap.xx¥ix, fol. 24). Lhere it is stated: “To the north of the Li-cheng gute (answering the
present if PY Tstien men) is the gallery “F- 7 Jf 7'séenpu Inno (a of this

name bordering on both sides the rppronch to the palace still exists. see the map, and
comp. J3 fia, chap. ix, fol. 3.) At & distance of about 700 pu (from the Li-nheny gate)
the gate a FA Ling-sing men had been erected ; and here passes a rampart ($f

siao t stiang), which is 20 fi in circuit, and benrs the popular name #1 By BE
a Hung men lan nia tstiang.“0 pu inside (i. ¢. to the north of the rampart) is a river.
A marble bridge with three passages spans it. Lhe men is 200 px distant
from this bridge. It seems to me, that the river here spoken of is the 4p I Kin shut,
which comes out from the Iake. Now it passes south of the K RK fa Tien-an men,
where { five marble bridges, called & IK KE Kinshui ktiao span itSee map HN.

95. a JB menns between two walls. Perlinps the author intends between the Kung-chtengond the outer wall spoken of in note 84.
86 This gate was in the ontor wall it seams.87. 8 a fovernor in the capital. When the emperor left, the Liu-shou-sze

supplied his place.
38. Where now the hill Kteg shan stands.
39. By the outer rampart the Chinese author understands it seems, the rampart mentionedin note 36, which was 20 & in circuit.

40. a f q Hung men, ‘red gates.” This seems to be a genera? term for small gates in the
ramparts surroumding parks, cte. The rampart now surrounding the park south of Pe-
king, known under the name of Fi) PE -F Nan-dni-tze, has vine gates, and five of them
are called red gates (n northern, southern, etc., red gate).

&l, M. Polo stutes (1. ¢. vol. ij, p. 326); © Between the two walls of the enclosure which I
have described, thore tre fing Parks aud beautiful trees, etc?” But as lias been stated,
some confusion has crept into the texts of M. P. as to the number and position assigued totha cnclosures.
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Kung-ch‘eng and the outer wall, the author of the Ch'we keng lu proceeds
to the description of the Za-nei (imperial palace), situated inside the
Kung-ch‘eng, and enumerates the gates leading to the Tu-nei or con-
necting the palace yards. It seems that the inner enclosure surround-
ing the palace was a gallery, through which the gates passed. In my
translation of these accounts regarding the Mongol palece I have occa-
sionally been obliged to omit some particulars, being unintelligible even
for the Chinese. The keng fu continues as follows :—

“Khe gate 7, BY PY Ta-ming men is situated towards the interior,
with respect to the Ci'ung-ttien men (i.e. north of it). It is the princi-
pal (southern) gate leading to the Ta-ming tien (see below). It comprises
seven Aven and has three gateways. From east to west=120 chs; in
depth, 44. It has double eaves.42

“Lhe gate to the east of Ta-ming men is called AR $s FY Ji-tsing
men ; that to the west, FD He FY Viie-~hua men. Both are of one gate-wary,

"The K By Ri Ta-ming tien (Hall of great brightness) is the
hrst of the halls in the palace. Here the emperor gives solemn aundi-
ences on occasion of the accession to the throne, af new year, and on
his birthday. This building comprises eleven dicen, measures 200 ch'i
irom east to west, 120 ch*i in depth, and 90 in height. Lhe pillared
verandah (#£ Jpf) comprises seven Aien, is 240 ch't long, 44 broad, and
00 in height. (Besides this) the building has five kiew of dwelling rooms
(He 53), and six Aten of other rooms, ‘contiguous to the eastern and
western ends of the hall.44

“lo the north the Ta-ming tien is in connection with another
building called fj (Fragrant hall. Thais seems to be a

42. a 78 “Double eaves,” See the drawiug of a gute of Peking in Yule’s M. Polo,
43, The last-inentioned three gatos (the middle one with three gateways) seem to have been

opposite the three gates in the southern wall of the Kung-cheng, M, Polo speaks of five
gates, which the palace wall had ‘on its southern face, the middle one be the great
gate whivh is never opened on any occasion except when the Great Kaan himself goesforth or enters. Close on either side of this great gate is a emaller one by which all
other people pass ; and then towards each angle is another great gate, also open to peo~
ple in general; so that on that side there are five gates in all, Inside of this wall there
is a second,........, (hich) also bath five gates on tho southern face, corresponding to
those inthe outer wall......In the middie of the second enclosure is the Lord’s Great
Palace.” it seems took the three gateways in the middle gate for three gates, and
thus speaks of five gates instead of three in the sonthern wall.

44, The Taming tien is without doubt what M. Polo calls “the Lord’s Great Palace,—the
preatest Palace that ever was.” He states, that it “hath no upper story ;” and indeed,
as J explained above, the palace buildiugs which the Chinese call tien, are always of one
Story. Polo speaks also of a ‘very fine pillered balustrade ” (tho chu dsng of tha Chinese
futhor). M. Polo states that the basement of the preat palace ‘is raised some ten palms
above the surrounding soil” We fiud in the Au kung é ls (Ji hia, chap. xxxii, fol. 24):
“The basemont of the Ta-ming tion ( *K ay RE) is raised about 10 chs above the soil.”
There can also be no donbt, that the Ta-ming tien stood at about the same place, where
now the K A KBE T'ai-ho tien, tha principal hall of the- palace is situated.See
Maps IX ANA I,
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reneral term for buildings adjormzng halls.), and comprising three sien.
It measures 140 ch's trom cast fo west, 50 in depth, and 70 in height. It
has been constructed of beautifully-wrought stones of different colours.
The pillars dre of a red colour and richly adorned with gold and twining
dragons. Thick carpets are spread out on the floor. There is 2 divan
for the emperor ((# #4) covered with gold brocade, and adorned with
precious stones. There are also scats for the empresses, the princes,
the officers, and the {: @% At festive entertainments the
seats are arranged to the nght and leit of the emperor, according to the
ranks (Hf 3ij).*

“In the front there has been put up a clepsydra with a lantern
( 36). By means of machmery put m motion by water, at fixed
times a little man comes forward exhibiting a tablet, which announces
the hours, #4

‘ There is further a darge jar made of wood and zarnished,® the n-.
side lined with silver (7 4 $f BE HF —). A dragon im golden clouds
twines around the jar, which is 17 fect in height and holds more than
50 piculs (44) of wine. There is also a jar of jade (Fe

After this the Ch‘ue eng is describes the musical mstruments
found in the hall. I omit the details; but I shall mention a statement
regarding the musical instruments at the Mongol court, from the
same work found in chapter v, under the head of St Fé 4 Hing-
lung sheng; for it furnishes evidence of the authentiaty of Odonce’s
narrative. The © sheng is a certain wind mstrument composed of

4%. The four Mie-sie repeatedly epoken of in the Yoan shi, commanding the khan’s life-guards.
They are mentioned also b Rashid-edelin. Odoric calls them “ Cuthe (Suche); the four
barons keeping watch and ward, over the chariot in which the Caan travelled (Yule's
Cuthay, yol. L Pp 100).

4G. M. Polo in deseribine the igh feasts of the great Kann reads as follows: (1. ¢. vol. 2 p.
» 4 And when the Great Kaan sits at table on any great court occasion, it is ia this

His table is elevated a good deal above the others, and hie sits at the north end
of the hall, looking tawards the sonth, with his chief wife beside him on the lett. On his
sit his sons and his nephews, and other: kinsmen of the Blood Juiperial, dué lower,
so that their heads are on a level with the Eimperve’s feet. And then the other Barons
sit at other tavies lower still: soalso with the women:.........each (sits) in the place
assianed by the Lord's orders.”

47. A more detniled deseription of this clepsydra in the hall of the emperor is given in the
Yian shi (comp. Js Aint, chap. xxx, fol. 15). There it js said amongst other things that
it was made of gold and richly hang with pearis.

48. Perhaps this statement may serve to explain M. Polo's ‘“‘verniques " or sf vasetle
vernicate d’ora,” big enough to hold drink for sight or ton persons (I. ¢. vol. i, p. 5d).

49, Another large jar of jade is mentioned in one of tho other lintls (seo note 63 and the cor-
respondiny toxt). I am not able to say, whether one of these jars may be identified with
the jar seen by Odoric in the Great Khan’s pniace, and described by hin in the following
torins (Yule's Cuthay, vol. i, p. 380): ‘Ta the midst of the palace is a certain great jar,
more thaw two paces in heicht, entirely formed of a certam precious slone called serdaces.
{t is all hooped round with gold, and in every corner thereof is a dragon represented as
in the act of striking most fiercely. And this jar bath also fringes of netivork of great
pearls hanging therefrom. Into this vessel dink is conveyed by certain conduits from
the court of the palace.” As to the word “merdacas,” it has no meaning in modem
Mongo}; but ‘ jade” is kask im Mongol.

diem -
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reeds inserted in 2 gourd bulb, with a bent blow-tube; means
“prosperous.” The Ch'ue keng lu states that im the hall Ze-ming tien
there is a fung-ling sheng. When, on the occasion of a great entertain-
ment given by the cmperor, this mstrunicnt begins to play, the whole
orchestra chimes in, The instrument is m eonnection, by means of a
‘ube, with éwo peacocks sitting on a crass-bar; and when it plays, the
mechanism causcs the peacocks to dance (6 Ff BH — FL BE WG #
fy) Hi) BE i) Zp).

Odoric’s narrative reads as follows:—“Tn the hall of the palace
also are many peacocks of old. And when any of the Tartars wish to
amuse their lord, then they go one after the other and clap their hands:
upon which the peacocks flap their wings, and make as if they. would
dance. Now this must be done either by diabolie art, or by some
engine undergrownd.”” M. Polo, in deserilang the Great Kaan’s table
at his high feasts (/. ¢. vol. 1, p. 340), mentions also the musical in-
struments. He says :— And when the Emperor is going to drink, all
the musical imstruments, of which he has vast store of cvery kind,
begin to play.”

The Ch'ue keng ie continues the deseription of the halls in the
palace as follows :—“ There is also a table for wine with figures carved
on if (RIE 2 YH £2) S ch*i long, and 7 ch 2 éstua Droad.&..... In
winter time the walls of the reoms in the principal hall (46 3) are
hung with skins of yellow cats (EF Wh se). whilst on the floor dfack
sable skins (2 $f) are spread. Butim the Liang-ko (see above) the
walls are hung with ermine skins (G8 fA jf), aud the alcoves bE)
with sable skins. ®!

“The roof of the palace is made of glazed tiles; the caves and the
ridges of the roofs are adorned (probably with little stone aniinals,—
as 1s done now).”’

Arter the prmeipal edifice of the palace, the Lu-ming ten, the
largest of all, the Chinese author deseribes the other halls of the

Geer:

50. Compare the following passage in OM. Polo's account (40. vol. i, pp. 988,339) :*4n a certain
part of the lnll near where the Grent Kuan lets his table, there [is set a Inve and very
beautiful piece of werkmanship in the form of a square coffer, or buffet, about three
paces each Way, exquisitely wrought with figures of animals, finely carvet aud
The middle is hollow, and in it} stands a great vessel of pore anid, holding as much as an
ordinary butt j and at each corner at tle geet vessel is one of smaller size [of the capi
city of n firkin }, and from the former Ue wine or beverave, flavoured with fine aud costly
spices is drawn off into the latter.” a

ol, Ni. Polo does not mention the skins used in the palace at Cambalue, but in describing the
great travelling tents of the Kaan (Zé. ¢. vol. i, p. 360), le states that they “ure most ari-
fully covered with lion’s skins, striped with black and white and red,....: substance that
fasts for ever. Aud inside thoy are all lived with erwiae and sable, these two the finest
And most costly fis tn existence.” states (CL nle’s Cathey, vol. i, p. 180): 8S tr]
all the walls [in the palace} aro Imng with shins of rel leather, suid to bo tlic finest i: theworld,” In the Au kung ty (Ai his, chap. xxsii, fol. 25) it is stated that in winter
time the marquees (iz) of the principal hall were hung with sleek leather (3H Ih).
Perhaps this is tho fine leather Odoria menns.
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I omit, in my translation, the measures given m the Chinese text, for
they are of httle interest.

‘The WB i Wen-sse tien (which was a small building) is
situated to the east of the dwellang-rooms of the Ta-ming tien.

“The 24 48 fet Tse-tan tien, is to the west of the Ta-ming tien.
This hall is constructed enfirely of 7re-ttan.*

“The 4¥ 2 He Pao-yitn tien is situated behind (2. ¢. to the north
of) the dwelling-rooms of the Ta-ming tien. (I omit the dctaiis.)

“The gate Ja, @ FY ferg-i mex isin the umddle of the eastern
side-galiery (Ze Ba Me ot); 1t has one gateway. Outside this gate are
the lodgings for the cooks /\ 2 34), and rather more to the south,
the lodgings for the wine-kecpers (fH A z 38).

“The gate We fg PY Lin-jui mer ism the middle of the western
side-gallery ; and has also onc gateway. Outside this gate 1s the store-
house for the palace (fy 4% ft) ; which has twenty rooms, each of them
comprising seven #12.

«A bell-tower ($% #4) stands south of the Leng-i men ; and a drium-
dower (Gk FE) south of the men. Both are 73 c#i m hewght.

“The gate 3 ee PY Kia-king men is situated m the back (2. ¢.
northern) gallery (74¢ # Hit), to the east of the Pao-yiin tien (the Kin
sien says to the north-east of at).

“The gate #2 fe PY Ming-fe men is situated in the northern
vallory, to the west of the Puo-yitn tien (the Hin pien says to the north-
west of 16). Both gates are of one gateway.

“The surrounding gallery fie) comprises a hundred and twenty
kien, and is 35 chi in height. In the four comers are towers (/oz)
cach of four die: their roofs have double caves. The pulars m the
gallery arc all painted red; the walls are beauttully wrought i the
roof is made of glazed tiles; the eaves and the mdges are adorned.”

“The gate JE % PY Yen-ch'unx men is behind (2. ¢. to the north
of) the Pro-yiee cen. It is the principal gate leading to the hall Yev-
ehtun ko: and has three gateways.

“The gate $ $f PY I-fan men is to the left (cast) of the Yen
ch'un men: the “gate HS Bl PY Wia-tse men to the right of it. (‘The

Hin pien. states, that these two gates were opposite the gates tng
wer and King-f men), Both are of one gateway.

‘The hall 36 3 FR) ko comprises nine fren. It meae
snes 150 chi from east to west, is 90 ch in depth and 100 ef": m

52, SE HY Tee-t'an is the name of a precious southern wood, very heavy and much prized
even now in Peking. “According to the Yiiar shi, Coubilat khan died in the ften
in February, 1204.

53. It seoms that this surrounding gallery cuclosed the principal hall aud the three smalier
halls above-mentioucd. Compare mip 112.
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heizht (thus higher than the Ta-ming tien.
stories). The yoof has threefold eaves.
(AE jag) 45 ch'i wide, 140 ch% in depth, and 50 in height.
belong, besides this, seven sien of dwelling-rooms, and four /ien of other
rooms, contiguous to the eastern and western ends of the building.
Behind it is a RR Lomt the detaled description of
the Yen-ch‘tun ko. Imperial divans and thrones made of fse {ue (sec
note 52), 4 7K and are mentioned there ; also
idols, ete.

“Tyo smaller halls are mentioned to the cast and the west of the
Yen-chtun ko, viz, the #2 tien, called also Fe HE HR Tung-
nuan tien (astern Winter hall), and the Wy {= fe fen, called
also Si-nuan ticn (Western Winter hail).

“The gate & #2 PS ICing-yao mex is situated in the middle of the
left (eastern) gallery; the # ii FY Zs“ug-kao men m the middle of
the right (western) gallery. A Jdefl-fower stands south of King-yao
men: a drean-torcer south of Tsting-hao men. The gallery surrounding
{the Yen-ch'un ko and the other halls) compriscs a hundred and
seventy-two Ate. At cach of the corners of this gallery 1s a tower
(for).

It may be concluded from the above accounts ot the Cie heng fu,
that the Mongol palace proper consisted of two divisions, both sur-
rounded by a large gallery, and cach contaming one prmeipal hall and
several smaller ones. As im the corner of each of the gallened
quadrangles was a tower, there were eight towers on the gallery. The

Kung-ch'eng had also a tower in each corner ; and, besides this, two
towers are mentioned to the left and nght of the Chang-tuen men.

M. Polo states (2 ¢. vol. 1, pp. 824, 329) : “At each angle of the
[outer palacc] wall there is a very fine and rich palace, m which tho
war-harness of the Emperor is kept, such as bows and quivers, saddles
and bridles, and bowstrings, and everything needful for an amny.
Also midway between every two of these Corner Palaces there 1s
another of the ike; so that taking the whole compass of the enclosure
you find eight vast palaces stored with the Great Lord’s harness of war
The second] enclosure also has eight palaces corresponding to
those of the outer wall, and stored hke them with the Lord’s harness
of war.”

It seems to me that Polo took the towers menfioned by the
Chinese author, in the angles of the galleries and of the Kung-ch‘eng

B4, A similar building behind the Tn-ming tien was also mentioned. (See above.)
55. Nan-mu is the name of a precious Chineso wood, yielded by n tall tree belonging to a

species of Laurus, aud found in the Chinese provinces of Sze-ch'uun, Hu-kuang, etc,it
i highly prized in China even at the present day.

It was probably of twe
There is a pillared verandah

To the hal}
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tor palaces ; for further on (p. 332) he states, that “ over cach gate [of
Cambaluc| there is a great and handsome palace.” I have little
doubt that over the gates of Cambalue, stood lofty buildings similar to
those over the gates of modern Peking. Lhese tower-like buildings are
called fow by the Chinese, as I have stated above. it may be very
likely, that at the time of M. Polo, the war-harncss of the khan was
stored in these towers of the palace wall. The author of the Catue

tt, who wrote more than 50 years later, assigns to it another place,
as we shall sce further on.

the same work describes, besides the above-mentioned, six other
halls, all situated outside the Zsting-hao men. I omit the details,
and as to their names, I beg the reader to refer to map m. All
belonged to the Zu-nei, or the palace occupied by the khan, east of the
inke. In the Kin pien (Ji hia, chap. xxx, fol. 1) this palace is called
Be Fin & A hung, and two other palaces are mentioned west of
the lake, under the names of U8 ae Wing-sheng kung and RE ig &
Leng-fe kang. Both are described also m the Ch'ue keng lu. I shall
mention only such accounts of the Chinese authors as can be compared
with Polo’s statemoits.

Regarding the Hing-sheng kung, the Chtue keng le states that it is
situated to the north-west of the Zu-nei, west of the Win-sui shan (see
further on) and the lake; and that it is connected by a bridge with the
eastern palace. Aft the time the author of the Ch'ue keng de wrote, the
Hing-sheng kung was occupied by empresses and concubines of the em-
peror. J onnt the names of the halls, but shall notice the mentioning
of a storchouse for precious things (3% JR), a storehouse for saddles
and bridies (RR #3 fii), and a storehouse for the (3 Jaz),
m the Hing-sheng kung. M. Polo mentions the same storchouses, as
situated in the khan’s palace east of the lake. i may observe that at
M. Polo's time the Hing-sheng palace did not yet exist. AS 18 stated in
the Yaar shi (annals), if was built in 1308.

As to the second palace, west of the lake, called Lung-fu kung, it is
stated in the Ch'we hung du, that it hes west (opposite) of the Ta-nei and
to the south of the Hing-sheng kung. palace comprised seven
halls, corresponding m their position, it seems, with the halls in the
palace of the emperor ; only they were smaller. At the time the Ch‘tue
kung ds was written, there were also empresses. and concubmes hying im
the Lung-fu kung.

In the Vien shi (annals), chap. xvm, I find the following state-
ment :—“ In the 5th month of 1294 (1. e. four months after the death
of Coubilai), the palace where the empress lived, the same which in
former times was the residence of the heir-apparent, received the nameLing-fuhog hak aA HSB S).”
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M. Polo says ¢. vol. 1, p. 327}:
the Palace {that we have been describing), i. e. the Great Palace, the
Emperor has caused another to be built just like his own in every res-
pect, and this he hath done for his son when he shall reign and be
Hmpcror after him, .....[1t stands on the other side of the Lake from
the Great Kaan’s Palace, and there is a bridge crossing the water from
one to the other. |”

Betore quitting the description of the ancient palaces of Khanbaligh,
let me mention 2 curious statement found in the Ji hic. In this work
(chap. xxx, fol. 11), two authors of the Yiian dynasty are quoted, who
report that Coubiai khan, after having built the palaces in Peking,
gave orders to bring from the 3 Sha-mo (Mongolian desert}, a
kind of grass which the Chinese authors call j EX so-ts‘ao or Fp 35
(biue grass}, and to culfivate it mm the courts of the palace,
that his sons and grandsons might not forget the steppes (Ei fi), and
that the emperor himself might always remember his modest origin.
Lhis grass was also called “the prass of the oath of moderation (3(aa The plant in question, according to the drawing in the Chinese
botany Chi we ming shi tu kao chap. xxv, fol. 33 (a grass with bulbous
roots 1s represented), seems to be a grass belonging to the Cyperaceous
order.

M. Polo records (2, c. pp. 326,327) : “ From that corner of the en-
closure | of the palace] which is towards the north-west there extends
a fine Lake, containing foison of fish of different kinds......A River
enters this Lake and issucs from it. .....On the north side of the Palace,
about a bowshot off, there is a hill which has been made by art
[from the earth dug out of the Lake]; it is a good hundred paces in
height and a mile in compass. This hill is entirely covered with trees
that never lose their leaves, but remain ever preen. And 1 assure you
that wherever @ beautiful tree may exist, and the Emperor gets news
of it, he sends for it and has it transported bodily with all its roots and
the earth attached to them, and planted on that hill of his ......And
he has also caused the whole hill to be covered with the ore of asure
(rose de Zacur in the Geog. Text), which is very grecn. And thus not
only are the trees ali green, but the hill itself is all green lixewiso;....
hence it 1s called the Green Mount......On the top of the Inli agam
there 1s a fine big palace which is all green inside and out; and thus the
hill, and the trees, and the palace form together a charming spectacle.
.....And the Great Kaan has caused this beautiful prospect to be
forméd for the comfort and solace and delectation of bs heart.’

Odoric, who visited Khanbaligh about thirty years after M. Polo
left it, gives nearly the same description of the palace, the lake, the
boll, ete.

ON PEKING AND ITS ENVIRONS. $17

You must know that beside
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Let me compare the Chinese statements about the same subject,
recorded by authors of nearly M. Polo’s and Odonie’s time.

I may first observe that the lake which M. Polo saw, is the same
as the We Hy T'ai-y2 cht of our days. Jt has, however, changed a
little im its form. This lake and also its name Z"ai-yt cht date from the
12th century, at which time an emperor of the Kin first gave orders to
collect together the water of some springs in the hills, where now the
summer palaces stand, and to conduct 1¢ to a place north of his capital,
where pleasure gardens were latd out. The river, which enters the Iake
and issues from it exists still, under its ancient name 4 7K Kin-shui.
M. Polo’s “Green Mount” 1s not as has been generally assumed by
commentators, the present Aing shan north of the palace, but the above-
mentioned Pai-i'a shan or A'iung-hua tao, north-west of the palace, as
T shall show further on. It was an island in former times. The Chue
keng lu, chap. 1, fol. 19, describes the lake, the hill, the palace on if, etc,
at the Mongol time, in the following terms :-—*

“The B a Il Wan-sut shan (Hill of Ten thousand years) lies to
the north-west of the palace south of the Z"at-yi ch'i At
the time of the Kin this hil was called the island of 3) 7 Ktiung-huas
In the year 1262 the (pleasure grounds on the) hill was repaired (by
order of Coubilai), and mm 1271 it received the name Wan-sui shan.
Elevations were made with fy Hg 44 Ling-lung -stoncs,® piled up
artificially mto peaks. a Sung and AF hui trees were planted, and

56. Some particulars in my translation are taken from the description of the palaces in the
Ch'ue keng du, chap. xx1.

57. Further on the author states, Chat the lake extended also south of the bill as at present.
58. A name in use up te this tune.
$9, Ling-lung. These two elaracters, according to some of the Chinese dictionaries compiled

by our sinologues, have only the meaning “ sound of gems.” Lins lowever is not the com-
mon meanine. Every Chinese knows, that 2ag-dung means ‘ pierced or open work,
the French call °* & jour.” In the dictionary Cheng ize dung, ding-dang is explained by
tj gx ae, ‘resembling cut work.” Lingeiung shi is a wencral name for those large
stones we See $0 Ofte in Chinese caurdeus piled up with open interstices in ustificial rocks
and covered with moss and climbing plants. The stones are of very irregular shape, with
sinnosities and hollows. i¢ seems to me, that they belong to a kind of tufaceous
dimestone. The Chinese call them also Jt WA 4y T'ai-hu si (stones from the lake
near Sx-chou, west of Shangiai). ‘Lhe Chinese say that this stone is fonnd in
that inke, Artificial rock-work of this kind can be seen in every Chinese garden, and of
course also in the imperial gardens and on the K‘iuny-inua tac. Perhaps M. Pola, who
atates thut the Green was covered with “roze de Pacur ” intended rac by “ roze”
and @ jou by acur.” Thus is however an hypothesis [ venture without laying any stress
upon It. An author of the boginning of the 15th century, quoted in the J fra, chap.
xxxvt, fol. 12, states that the earth for piling up the tao was breught from
outside the northern frontier (seo further on, the report of the Ch'ue keng lu regarding
this tradition), but that the stenes with which it is covered were brought from Fe
Ken-yo. Ken-yo was the name of a hill in the northeastern corner of the city of YK ZE
Pien-liang, the present K‘at-feng fu (see Yi t'ung cht).

60. Suny 1s tho Chinese wame for ‘‘pine ;” kui is “ Juniperus Chinensis (see my Motes on
Chinese Medietai travellers, p. 123). Myon how the Kiung-hua tao is covered with
benutifil eroves of evergreen trees, namely Pinus .Massoniana, the white-barked Psaus
Dinyeana and Juniperus Chinensis, which js also 9 tall tree.

greta
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thus the whole hill is covered with a splendid vegetation, and all has
the appearance of a natural hill. Lo the east of the hill, there is a
stone bridge. 76 ch% long and 41 broad. In the middle of the bridge is
an aqueduct, which leads the water of the 4 7k Nin-shui to the top of
the byll. For the water from the Kin-shuz has been conducted behind
the hill, and it is pumped by means of machines to the top of it,” where
it pours forth from the mouth of o stone dragon, into a square basin.
ihenee it runs concealed to the northern side of the hall Jen-ché Her
(see further on). There is a twining dragon with his head aloft, which
vomits water. then the wafer runs from cast fo west and is discharg-
ed into the lake T*ei-yi chi.

“On the top of the Wan-sii shan, there is the hall }® 3€ HR Kuang-
han tien, comprising seven fien. I¢ measures 120 ch*i from east to west,
62 in depth, and 50 in height. There 1s a jar of black jade for wine
(SEBS ~—»). This jade has white veins, and im accordance with
these veins, fish and animals have been carved on the jar. The jar is big
enough to hold more than 30 piculs of wine.“ There is also an arfaficial
hill made of jade, and many other curiosities mentioned in or about the
Kucng-han tier.

“The hall 4 I Jen-che tien 18 situated between fhe top and
the foot of the hill and comprises three ker.

“The lake Z‘ai-yi ch'i, which 1s west of the Za-nei (Palace of
the emperor), is several im cirewt. (The Au kung i tz, quoted in the
Ji hie, chap. xxxu, fol. 26, states that the lake Hat-tse west of
the Za-nei has an extent of 5 or 6 &.)

“The hall 4 Fe Re J-tven tien 1s situated on a round islet in the
lake, directly opposite the shan. Lt has cleven pilars, is 35 {cet
high and 70 cirewt. There is 2 compartment for the life-guards.
A marble bridee, 200 chi long, connects this island with the Wan-sui

Another bridge, made of wood, 120 ch't long and 22 broad, leads
eastward to the wall of the umperial palace. A third bridge, a wooden
drawbridge (7 FB H§) 470 ch: long, stretches to the west over the lake
to its western border, where the palace # FE & Hing-sheng kung (sce
above) stands. When the emperor goes to Yh Sheang-ée (his summer
residence}, the two boats in the middle or this bridge are taken out,
and the thoroughfare is interrupted.”
6]. There is still n cannl with a bridge over it, enst of the Ksung-haa tao, hocording to the

Chinese maps. This canal separates it frosn the shore. As the tao bolongs
to the prohibited grounds, I cannot spenk from my own observation.

£9 T have no doubt that BM. Polo’s handsome palace on the top of the Green Mount is the same
et

¢ hen ven of the Chinese author.
68. There is stills large jur of jado 4 clfi Btstun in diameter, 2 cht in height, and 15 ei in+ ae

circnit, kept in % pavilion near the Ci eng-Kuang tien (south of the tao), iCe

cording to Chinese works, The Jifhia (chap. xxv, fol. 23, 25) states that 1 las beon
preserved from the tine of the Kin aud the Yano.

64. ‘The Ku kung i de (Ji hia, chap. xxxti, fol. 26) calls the islaud where the three bridges
* a

meet, nf, HH Ying-chow Fairy island,” and states that on it was 2 round hall ( (i RA:
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‘* To the east of the Wan-sut shan lies the & i Ling yu or “ Divine
park,” in which rare birds and beasts are kept. © Betore the emperor
goes to Shang-tu, the officers are accustomed to be entertained at this
place.

“ The governor of the Chektang province, by name Ch‘i-te-rh (evid-
ently a Mongol name) told me (i. e. the author of the Chtue keng iu)
that af the time he was Liueshou-sse (governor) of Za-tu (Khaabaligh)
be heard trom old men the following tradition about the Wan-sui shan:
—“ People say, that at about the rise of the Mongol dynasty in the ij
im So-mo (Northern desert), there was at the northern frontier, a
certain hill with very powerful properties. A fortune-teller of the FG»
reported, that the supremacy depended upon the possession of this hill,
and that it was not advantageous for the Kix that the hill should be in
the power of the Mongols. Thereupon. the Kin made an agreement
with the Mongols, engaging themselves to pay tribute, making only
the condition to have the hill, in order to strengthen their power in
their own country. The Mongols laughed and did not make any objec-
fon to this condition. Then the Xin arrived with their soldiers, dug
down. the hill, laded the earth on carts and carried it to the city of gy M4

the name of laf ER (round wall), and surrounds the hall x xR
Ch'eng-kuang tien, situated at the eastern end of the large inarble bridge crossing thejake. This hall is the same as the J-fien tien of the Yann. The name was changed
during the ‘Ming, as the Ci'un ming meng yt fe reports (chap, vi, fol. 16). Thosthis identification leaves no Now however this round wall and the hall inside
stand, not on an island as ju the Mongol time, hut on & projection of the eastern shore.
This projection is connected by s beautiful marble bridge with the K‘iung-hua tao.L an
not aware whether it is the same marble bridge as mantioned in the Chine keng iu at the
same place. Ml. Polo’s bridge, crossing the Jake from one side to the other, must be
identified with the wooden bridge mentioned in the Ch'ue Aeay du. The present marble bridge
spanning the lakewns on} y built in 1392 ¢ Chun mi ug meng git le, chap. vi, fol. 9).It se@ins
that the Jake, in the time of the Mongols. extended more to tha ‘east then “now, and that
mn the Degiuning of the 13th century, the Ktiung-hua tuo was in the middle of the lake.
Let me quote what the Si yu ki (see my notes on Chinese Mediccval Travellers) “says
regarding the lake and the Kiuag-lina tao. After Ch'eng-ch'un had returned from
wastern Asia (1224) he lived some years in Peking; and, as the narrative states, the grownd
of the gardens of the northern palace (of the Kin) was given to him (by onder of Tching
gniz khan) for the purpose of establishing there 3 ‘Tnouist “monastery. Farther on it is
said, that this monastery was on the island, and that it was forbidden to
the people to gather fuel in the park of the island, and tofish in the lake, observe,
that at tuat time this ground was not inside the capital ‘but north of it.) Chi ang-ch'un
sometimes took a walk to the top of the hill ze ihe tly Shov-le shan (it scoms the top
of the K"iuug-hna tao is meant), and enjoyed the magnificent view he had of the surround:
ing gardens. Further on we road :—~*' On the of the 6th month (Jane) 1227 it was
reported to the master, that owing to the heavy rains, the ‘southern embankment of the
lake d ‘at-yi ht bad fallen down ; and that the water had gushed in to ‘the eastern: lake.
so that it was Leard at a distance of several 7. After this all fish and tortoises disap-
peared, and the take became dry”. Ci'eng ch'un took this for nn omen of his death, and
indeed he died some months after,

‘This park is mentioned by AL. Polo as well as by Odoric as a park with “bonsts also of eundry
Kinds, such as white stags and faltow deer, “gazolles. and ‘roebncks, and fine ‘squirrels of
various sorts, with numbers also of the animal that gives the musk, and all mauner ofother beautiful creatures.” df, Polo i. ¢, vol. i, p. 826. Yulo’s Cathay, vol. i, p. 129.)

surrouuded by a stone wall. This wail of the Yuan time still exists. It 3s known under
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Yue chou.” North of the city they piled up the earth. Thus a hill
was formed, around which a lake was dug, gardens were laid out there,
palaces were built, and it became a pleasure ground. After Shi-tsi
(Coubilai khan) had destroyed the Kin dynasty, he built his palace here
in 1267, and the (K‘iung-hua tao) hill was then enclosed in the palace
rrounds. In 1271 the ancient name of Kinng-hua to was changed into
Wanesut shan6

J haye no doubt, that the ** Greon Mount” of M. Polo and Odorie
is the same as the Atinng-hua tao. Their descriptions agree well with
the statements regarding this hill of the contemporary Chinese authors ;
and in the Aun pier (Ji hia, chap. xxx, fol. 2) a “green rock” (3%
1s mentioned mn connection with the Wan-sii shan or Kiung-hua tao.
The Au kung tle (Ji hia, chap, xxxii, fol. 26) in desertbing the Wan-
sui shan, praises the beautiful shady green of the vegetation there (i
5 BE BS).

The commentators of M. Polo generally identify the Green Mount
of the traveller with the Ming shan, which stands opposite the palace,
north of it, and about 2 & distant to the cast from the K'ung-hue tao.
Indeed M. Polo says that the Green Mount was north of the palace
about @ bowshot off. But as the Wan-sut shan is the only hill men-
tioned by the Chinese authors of the Mongol tame on the palace grounds,
we cau only identify this hill with the Green Mount.

I am inelined to suppose, that the King shan did not exist at the
time of the Mongols. It scems that m Chinese books mention is first

66. ‘his was the naine of Peking in the timo of the ‘T'ang dvnnsty.
G7. This tradition regarding the origin of the Miung-hua tao is perhaps older than the Catue

Keng dy alleges ; lor some ancient authors state (Ji Ade, chap, xxix, fol. 20) that already
in the time of the this island existed, and that the fanied empress Steo (see note 23),
had a patace thera 575 zi #2 or J'oilet tower ” in the literal translation), Tr tle
Biograpliy of Dardju Aste Legir, king of the Outyours (Bardjoud of Rashid-eldin) in
the Ywin she, Chap, cxxti, & solar levend is circumstautially related regarding a lll of
Mongolia, carrie! away by the Chinese. As the transiatiun of that biography, by Vis-
delou, is fond iw the Srppd. a ie Bibi Ovient. p. 138, and also ia Klaproth’s dfén. ref. &
f' Asie, tom. U, pp. $32-336 (see nlso i. c tom, i, p. 488), I will only say a
few words regarding it. Accordiug to this tradition, which seems to originate with the
Onwours, at the tine of te Zaz dynasty, in tho 824 century, tho Chinese were desirous
af being on good terms with the Quivovrs, who were then a powerful nation in Mongolia,
and had thetr capital near the place where afterwards Caracorwn was hyilt. A Clinesea
princess was given In nuwriage to a Ouigour prince, aud afterwards a Chinese envoy wassent ta the capital. When he avrivec at tho frontier be was told, that near
Fi pf Ffo-tin (afterwards Caracorum) there was a hill, enlled the ** JIN of happiness,”
and that the supremacy depended on tho possession of this dill. If the D'nay could destroy
it, the power uf the Ouigours would be bmken. The Chinese onvoy therofura asked from
the Ouigonr khan, as price for tlie Clumese princess givan in marriage, only this ** Hill
of happiness,” The khan agreed. But as the hill was bir, the Chinese made a grent
hre around, and than poured vinerar on it. Alter it had bean broken into piecos, il was.
pinced on carts and carried awry to Chins. I am not disinclined to melt togother this
Onigour tradition with the Chinese one recarding the N'inng-hua tao, lat as te their
authenticity I confess some scepticism. Some cart-loads of earth from av hill in Mongolia
may have heen bronght to Peking; but it scams to me more rational to assume, that the
greater part of the earth forming the K‘tung-hua tao, was obtained by digging the lake.
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made of this hill at the end of the 16th century. Nothing 1s said in
the Jt Ata of its earler history or its origin. I read m Col. Yule’s
Polo, vol. 1, p. 330, that according to Dr. Lockhart the King shan was
formed by the Ming emperors from the excavation of the existing lake.
1 am not aware where Dr. Lockhart found this statement. Perhaps
he may be night. The drawing Yule gives of the King shan resembles
as much this hill as it does the Calton hill at Edinburgh. Evidently he
has copied a drawing invented somewhere in Europe.

The Kang shan is not a cone as represented in that drawing, but it
has an oblong form, stretching from east to west. The hill has five
peaks crowned with pavilons and is visible from all sides.

the present name of the ball 3 t{j King shan (Prospect hill) dates
only from the present dynasty. The authors of the Ming mention it
under the name of Wan-sui shan; the same name as the K'iung-hua
tao had in the tame of the Mongols. its popular name was formerly
as it is now JH jf Met shan. The Jt hia states (chap. xxxv, fol.
16,17), that at first, durmg the Yiian, by the name of Wan-sui shan,
the iC feo was always understood. But since the time of &
i! Fe (evidently an author of the Ming), the name Wan-sui shan was
also applied to the jfei shan, and that thereupon a great confusion
resulted. Jndeed many authors of the Mme confound the two hills.
The Jt which distinguishes them clearly, says™ that the name of
Mei shan (Coal hill) was given to it from the stock of coal buried at
its foot, as a provision im case of siege. Nothing 1s said there about.
the hill being composed of coal as Col. Yule states, I do not know on
what authonty. The Jt hia says further, that this hill was the protect-
ing hali of the imperial palace (_ Py & Hr Ilf{) in the time of the
Ming.” It was measured by imperial order in 1634, and found to be
147 ch*t ugh.” The Mei shan has a sad historical celebrity. The last
emperor of the Aixg hanged himsclf on a ji; 3 hai-t'ang (crab-apple)
trea, in the park of the lull, in 1644, when the Manchoos had taken
the capital.”

53. On the authority of the 5 3 om Ye hu pien, a work published under the Ming.
69, The hill is situated just in the riddle of the ‘Tartar city uccording to tle survey of the

Fvench astronomefr%s.
70. I estimate the Mei shan at about 200 feet. The Wiung-haa tao ma be 100 feet in

Polo's Green Blount was ‘‘n good hundred paces in height and a mile in compass.”
The modern Chinese authors give to the tao 14 fi in cirenit, ML.

fl. details rerarding this event ara found in the 3rd volwne of the Records of the
Russian Ecciesiastical Mdtssion in Peking, p. 56, 1a article, “The fall
of the Ming dynasty.”
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HOW TO TRAVEL IN MONGOLIA.

A GOOD many people 1 now-a-days return from China to Europe by way
ol Mongolia and Russia, and the number is hkely to be increased,

as the railway advances further and further from the west into Siberia.
The telegraph has reached Kiachta long ago, and perhaps the railway
also may reach that frontier of China some day. Lhere has even been
2 report of an intended railway across Mongolia, but this, if ever ac-
complished, must be an impossibility for a long fime to come yet; and
those who mean to cross the desert, must content themselves with the
present means of locomotion, which form the subject of this paper.
The Russians at Kiachta have an that a true specimen of an Eng-
lishman is an abnormal eccentric being, only partially conforming to
the established and customary modes of doing things, fond of trying
things that are unusual, and of doing usual things in an unusual way.
As this nofion of theirs is no doubt gathered from observation of such
specimens as they have seen travelling through their country, perhaps
this paper would accomplish 1ts purpose better, by not merely speaking
of the usual mode of travel adopted by Europeans in Mongolia, but by
indicating all the means of travel available, so that the traveller may
select that which suits his fancy best.

HOW MONGOLS TRAVEL.
I. On Camels ith a Tent. ‘Yhisis their usual mode of travel, when

they are numerous enough to iorm a company, and when the journey is to
some distant place. Northern and central Mongols, going to Woo-t‘ai or

Peking, to worship at the famous shrines there, usually travel thus.
A spare sheep-skin coat for bedding; a few calf-skin bags (looking like
the onginal calves themselves}, with provisions ; a small blue cloth tent,
black with smoke and a good deal patched; a pot, a grate, tro water
buckets, and a few odd pieces of iclt, arc about all the things that
ere needed. When they go thus lightly, encumbered with no goods to
barter, they can travel quickly, the exact length of the daily march
depending a good deal on the condition of the camels, the season of
the year, and the power of endurance of the travellers themselves.
One hundred and twenty #, or forty English miles would be a eood
day’s march ; sometimes more would be accomplished,—often much léss.
The Mongols like to be careful of thei camels even when they are fat
and strong; and would rather lengthen the journey by a good many
days than spoil their animals.

Il. On Horseback. A Mongol .1s always glad when he can get,
down from a came! and mount a horse. The motion of a horse, they
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say, 18 pleasanter, and then too a horse goes so much faster. hey often
perform journeys on horseback. The drawbacks to this kind of travel-
hing are,—that on & horse they can take only a few pounds of luggage
if the journey is at all long, and the horse needs a good deal of care. it
is not as in China, where you get into an inn, buy so much fodder, and
let the ammal munch away at it half the night. In Mongolia you
come to 2 tent and gef lodging readily enough, but the horse must be
turned adriit to shitt for himself. In summer he must not be let loose
while the sun is hot; allowing him to eat then would make sores on his
back, they say; in the evening and im the early morning he must be
allowed time to feed. Then again the pasture in the neighbourhood of
tents 1s usually poor, being eaten down by the cattle of the place.

A. common and comfortable way of horseback travelling, is for a
horseman to join himself on to a camel caravan. The caravan has its
own tent, camps away from settled hahtatfions in the midst of good
grass, and the horse finds pasture without trouble.

EIT. in Oz carts ov» Horse carts. The carts commonly used in Mon-
golia are simple and rude mm construction, and though a little clumsy, aro
hight. Carts for passengers are roofed in with a frame covered with felt
or cloth. Inside there 1s room enough for 2 man to sit or lie down and
sleep. Horses travel at a moderately good speed, but are seldom used
in carts for long journeys. Long journeys are usually performed by
oxen and of all means of locomotion in Mongolia they are the slowest;
sometimes not accomplishing much more than ten miles a day.

LY. On foot. The Mongols hke above all things to ride, but many
of them cannot find steeds, and a vast deal of foot travelling is done.
A large proportion of the travellmg on foot 1s that of poor men who go
on religious pilgrimages. Foot travellers, for the most part, trust to the
hospitality of the mhabitants of the districts through which they pass,
for lodgings, but occasionally they carry a tent with them. On cone

occasion in the south of Mongolia, [ found two men encamped in a tent
which weighed only a very few pounds. The frame of the tent consisted
of a ridge pole supported im the centre by a stake about the height and
strength of a walking stick. They had a ittfle pot, a little water bucket,
a ladle, a piece of felt and a skin. One of the two mbhabitants had re-
ceived medicine trom me the day before ; so when I presented myself
at the tent door to ask for my patient, one of the two hurned out and
invited me to enter. There was no room for three, so he remained out-
side till J left, There was no room to sit up, and utterly no room to
stretch oneseli out m it; but these two lamas hved in it and seemed
well pleased with their accommodation. They belonged to Urga and
had been to Woo-t'ai; at least they said so. They had been some
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months on fhe road, and were then about five or six hundred miles from
home. Lhe tent and fittings seemed so unique that I have ever since re-
gretted fhat I did not buy it all up ag a curio.

Af another, place I fell in with four men going to Ando, a place
somewhere to the south-west. They had a tent and travelled heavily
loaded. they had been a month on the road, and still had about three
or four months travel before them. They were all young, about twenty-
four, and were going west to study at some famous seat of learning, hop-
ing to come back with their degrees and a reputation for scholarship, that
would secure them rank and position among the lamas of their native
place. As they intended to be away some years, they doubtless had
each a store of suver in the baggage, but their travelling expenses cost
them little, as they begged most of what they needed. Lhey evidently
had the sympathy of the people with them, and found little difficulty
in getting gifts, They fared plainly too. I saw them set on the pot,
fll it up to the bnm with water, and‘ proceed to add the requisite
quantity of millet. The cook on this occasion was evidently the hungry
man of the party; so chuckling at the absence of two frugal lamas of
the.company, he coaxed his companion into a laughing consent to add
a little more millet than usual, on the pretext that the particular millet
in question “ did not swell,” They were preparing to dine on mullet
and water, but a small piece of poor cheese having been obtained, a
ew slips were thrown into the pot'to give a flavour.

Lamas and laymen sometimes po hundreds of miles on foot to fa-
mous shrines, and occasionally break down on the way. In such cases
they usuaily apply to the temple for assistance, and not unfrequently get
if. On one occasion, some men from the Soonite country started for
Wao-t'ai on foot, and arrived there foot-sore and weeping. They ap-
plied to the temple, and as some men from their quarter of the country
were on the temple roll, for handsome donations given some years betore,
the worn-out travellers were well treated and sent home on horses. Of
course the travellers thus assisted were expected to make some return,
and doubtless this example of kindness won for the temple a good
many adherents and a good many subscriptions.

HOW CHINAMEN TRAVEL IN MONGOLIA.
Y In Came carts. This is the common method adopted by mch

merchants. The camel cart is closed in all round, 1s long enough to
sleep in stretched out full length, and is just as broad as you lise to
sof the wheels. It 1s very comfortable. The camel .caravan usually
does 2 good part of its travelling at night; that is no affair of the
traveller’s; he goes to bed and sleeps till morning.

iI, On Camel loads, Men not so rich, as for example the “hands”
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in a shop, usually ride on a camel load. Two rather large and not very
heavy bales are placed, one on each side of the camel, 2 sackful of some-
thing laid across behind as a back-rest, and with a few felts or skins, a
moderately comfortable seat is secured. Riding in this fashion requires
Care, The first Chinaman I saw attempt it overbalanced the load, and
man and bales came, in one indiscriminate heap, to the ground. One
trouble connected with this mode of travel is, that it is difficult to get
down or to remount when the caravan is in motion, and the Mongols
always dishke stopping their lme of camels to let passengers get up
and down.

III. On Horseback. Chmamen as a rule, are more careful of
horses than are Mongohans, and seldom take long journeys on horse-
back. Traders going about on business, among their customers in a
known region, and bemg under no necessity to travel hard, commonly
jog along on their own horses. Jn making long hard journeys, such
as between Kalgan and Kiachta, they usually discard horses and get
into a camel caravan.

lV. On This is the mode of travel which is adopted by the
more economical class of Chinamen. Putting their baggage and provi-
sions on ox carts, they walk beside the caravan on foot, and thus
manage to cross the desert at very little cost. Last summer (1874), I
fell m with a company of twenty Chinamen going to Kiachta in this
mn anner. Of the eight or ten carts three or four were occupied by
well-to-do Chinamen, too rich to walk, but too poor to go by camel
CBYavand. When I saw them, they were not domg much more than
five miles @ day, as the grass was poor and the provision caris heavy.
The provision carts were daily getting lighter, and they hoped to reach
better pasture soon, when they would do perhaps ten miles a day on
an average. Dunng therxr march they seemed to subsist on oatmeal,
millet and tea.

HOW RUSSIANS TRAVEL IN MONGOLIA.
\. By the Government Post route. This, as far as ] am aware, 18

open to officials of the Russian government only, and as I have never
been privileged to travel by it myself, my information about it is only
second-hand.. It would seem that from Kalean to Kiachta there is a
confinuous Ime of stations, and the traveller is handed on from one to
the other. He has a cart or his own, and the Mongols who, under the
Chinese government, are on duty ai these sfations, are bound to for-
ward the cart from their own place to the station beyond. There 15
a fixed price to be paid, so that on the score of money there need be no
quarreling and delay over bargains ; and though this mode of travelling
is more expensive than the usual camel caravan, it is so much quicker,
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that perhaps all travellers who could afford the money would prefer it.
the great advantage it affords is, that in starting there need be no delay.
Sometimes a traveller has a whole week to wait, sometimes two before
he can find camels, and even when camels do appear it is by no means
certain that he can strike a bargain. The postal route presents no such
difficulties. Could nothing be done to make it available for the offi-
clals of other nations? Is Russia and Russia alone to enjoy this
privilege? It is true that across Mongolia is the direct route for a
Russian by which to come to or return from China, and the sea is
doubtless the best route for Englishmen ; but sometimes Russians g0
by sea and Enghshmen by Russia, and why should English ministers
in Chine be debarred from privileges extended to even the lower ranks
of Russian officials ? How about the fevoured-nation clause ? The large
number of persons who might travel, if the route were thrown open to
ail, would be no objection to the practicability of: the thing; because
every traveller pays amply at every stage for all the trouble and labour
he causes. I do not suppose that the postal contractors would at all
grumble at numbers, so long as they brought numbers of silver rubles.
Last year [ met a Chinese merchant in Mongolia, who told me he pro-
posed trying his fortune with some goods away in the far north-west.
remarked that perhaps the carnage of them to such a distance would
swallow up all the profit. He rephed that he knew better than that;
he would make a present of some fifty or sixty taels in the proper
quarter, get a pass for bis goods and travel without further outlay.
Honest foreign travellers who pay their way, would surely be more
welcome than dishonest Chimese traders, who get a pass by bribery,
and pay little or nothing for the service rendered them.

Tl. Jr Camel carts. Most Russians, who cross the desert by camel
cart, do not use the ordmary Chinese cart, buf a much broader vehicle
covered in with leather, with a door at both sides. There are three
little windows and the cart inside looks like a bttle room. It can be
covered inside with felt, which keeps out the desert wind, and makes a
very snug berth. When the weather 1s fine one or both doors can be
opened, and with bottled tea to quaff, and books to read, a very enjoy-
able month can be spent crossing the desert, free from most of the
never-ending petty sores of ordimary life.

TIT. On Horseback. Horseback journeys are sometimes performed.
betwen Kiachta and Kalgan. They are much the quickest passages of
the desert, and though less comfortable than the other means of travel,
a ride like this has 1fs compensations and charms.

Having mentioned the various methods of travel common among
Mongols, Chinese, and Russians, perhaps it may not be mappropriate
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to make some remarks and give a few hints, regarding the means of
travel likely to be adopted, by Enghsh-speaking travellers who may
wish to cross the desert.

Of foot travelling nothing rieed be said. No one should try this
who does not speak the language, and any one who is conversant
enough with the people to be famuliar with their tongue, will know too
much about the country and customs to be likely to be benefitted by
any remarks of mine.

Ox-cart travelling, trom its intolerable may be dismissed,
as not likely ever to find much favour in the eyes of Saxon sight-seers.

Government post tracelling may also be laid aside because I have
not had, and Saxon readers are not likely, as fhimgs are now, to have,
any opportunity of becoming acquainted with it.

Let: us speak then of camel-cart travelling as the style most likely
to be adopted, and, for the sake of definiteness, let us suppose the
traveller wishes to cross the desert from Kalgan to Kiachta.

At Kalgan he can put up m a Chinese inn and make enquiries
about camels, and camel carts. Perhaps the best thing he could do
would be to make the acquamtance of the Russian merchants, who
residé there to supermtend the transit of tea. They have a large
Mongol and Chinese connection, and any Mongols who have camels to
hire are hkely to apply to them tor employment. Lhese merchants too,
usually have a number of caris on hand, which they are willing to dis-
pose of, and from personal experience I can testify to their kindness
and great readiness to oblige. Sométimes unavoidable delay occurs in
obtaining camels ; sometimes.they can be had almost at once. Should

some camel owner and his train be in Kalgan at the'time, theré may
be only a day or two's delay im starting. Sometimes the impatient
traveller may have to wait a couple of weeks or more. In engaging
with a Mongol for conveyance through the desert, it is necessary to
have a written contract drawn out, signed by the contracting Mongol
and attested by the yamen, or some Chinese shop willing to become
surety. Without this, there is nothing to trust to; with this, there is
nothing to iear.

Care should also be taken to have if exphieitly stated on the con-
tract, that the Mongol undertakes to supply the water and fuel rieces-
sary for cooking and washing. Travellers can, and sometimes do, pur-
chase or gather their own fuel m Mongolia, buéit is at some expense
or rmeonverience. {itis only mentioned in the written contract, it
saves all trouble on this head and costs no more. 1 once travelled in
& caravan where this preceution had been omitted. In dry weather
there was plenty of fuel for the gathering; but when it was wet, it
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was necessary fo purchase if with pieces of brick tea; and cur Mongols,
in place of helpme us, had the price raised that they might share
in the plunder. The number of days to be occupied by the journey
should also be stated, and a clause inserted stipulating that for every
day beyond the fime agreed upon, a fine of so much silver should be
exacted from the contracting Mongol. To make the infliction of the
fine possible, a part of the contract money should be held in reserve ta
be paid when the journey 1s fimshed. The traveller will of course ex-
ercise Jeniency im such exactions, but such a siipulahon 1s necessary to
keep the slow-going Mongols up to fime.

After finding cart and camels, the next thing is to lay m a stock
of provisions and get other requisites together.

For the cart it is necessary to have a small wicker jar of ou with
a brush to apply it to the wheels; an iron lantern, a stock of Chinese
candles to burn in it, a few extra sheets of paper to renew its covering ;
and two little pieces of wood fastened together by a cord to block the
wheels when the camel ts taken out of the shafts, and the cart 1s left
resting on the support in front, with which it should be furmished.

Then the provisions should be laid in. Nothing is simpler.
Think what things you want and how much of each; walk out to one
shop and buy the requisite number of bags, call at another and ask
them to send to your inn so many catties of flour, rice, oatmeal, mullet,
Kea. When they arrive, have them weighed, put into the bags and set
aside. It is not difficult to calculate the necessary amount, and it is
well to provide for ten days beyond the number of days in the contract,
and then to add a little on to that. Provisions are cheap 1n Kalgan,
and in Mongolia you are sure to find numbers of people to whom a
little flour, or meal, or mullet would be a great boon. Sometimes when

you think you are encamped beyond the reach of tents, if you hap-
pen to look out when dinner 1s almost ready, you will perhaps see
people coming straight towards your tent, and that from more directions
than one.

It is not necessary to take a tent. You sleep in your cart and cook
in the tent belongmg to the Mongols. You can stipulate for the use of
their pot too if you like; they will make no difficulty about it, and be
quite pleased if you leave a little of your dinner m it for them to clean
out. It is perhaps on the whole better to have your own pot, ladle,
anil a small brass basin to wash 1n. If you take your own pot, you
can get a grate for burning argols at almost any smuth’s shop m
Kalan. The grate is simply an iron stand of three legs mveted into
three hoops and does not cost much. If you find if necessary to take
your own pot and grate, take the rude grate as you find it. Tt is made
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snecially to suit the argol fuel and does well. When I went into
Mongolia first, a Mongol fmend persuaded me to have my grate im-
proved upon. I tollowed bis advice, and ‘from the first day of the
journey to the last, was sorry that I had no opportunity of subjecting
my wise iriend to the daily mconvenience that the improvement sug-
gested by him never ceased to cause.

To preseribe the precise kind of provisions to be taken would ‘be
superiuous. Iivery man can please himself. Meats, soups, &c. in‘ tins
contaimmg enough for one meal, are very handy, and for those to
whom expense is no object, are perhaps the best, but a very com-
fortable, and with the sauce of desert air, delicious table may be kept
up much more cheaply. In winter it is especially easy. At Kalgan
you can cook and freeze anything you like and take it with you. All
that is necessary is fire enough fo melt it and it 1s: ready for eating.
have heard fred potatoes especially commended as bemg suitable for
takimg in this way. ‘Even in summer there need be no difficulty. Some

travellers take a coop of chickens that lasts them for a forimght. Some,
as soon as they arrive in Kalgan, purchase a large quantity:of beet or
mutton, cut it mto strips eighteen mches or fwo feet long and ‘about one
inch in diameter, and hang it up to dry while they are delayed .get-
ting camels, a cart, &e. In four days or more if 1s dry, and can be
carried for weeks in 2 bag without spoiling; all the better if a little salt
has been rubbed into it before it was hung up. But neither chickens
nor jerked beef or mutton are absolutely necessary; sheep can. be bought
on the plain, at from one and a half to two and a halt
tacls each. When there are two or three traveilers together, 2 sheep
can be devoured between them before it gets too old; a single traveller
even, except in- very hot weather, can make away with it -almost in
time; and if he has any difficulty over it, he can get plenty of-help irom
his caravan people, and the inhabitants ot the places he may pass through.

A moderately good shot, with a double-barrelled fowling-piece,
can vary the mutton diet pleasantly with ducks and geese. Birds
in Mongolia are not used to bemg shot; hence they are tame and can
be come at with very little trouble. Ducks and geese are not seen ia
winter; they are frozen out and-go south, returnmg again when the
lakes and streams open up in spring.

Deer abound, but the Mongols hunt them; and they are so wild
that it is difficult to get within shot of them, even with:a mifie. Mongols
when they want to shoot them, lie in ambush and have them driven up
to them by horsemen. Perhaps a foreigner, with a little stalking and
a good rifle, might get within range of them; but the traveller can
sometimes get venison without hunting it, He can bring it down
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with 2 silver bullet. Occasionally a Mongol may be seen nding elong
with a deer'in his saddle strings, and in most cases he is only too glad
to find a purchaser. After a week or two’s mutton, the flesh of the
deer 1s pleasant. It has less fat and more lean then the sheep, and is
a, considerably. larger beast. One tael 1s about the value of a fap-top
deer in the. best season. On one oceasion, after weeks of mutton, I
bought for six mace, a deer minus the hind quarters. It was in Sep-
tember, when, they are in first class condition, and this half deer lasted
the caravan as long as a whole sheep would have done.

To finish this question of diet, I may be allowed to state one
style, perhaps the easiest, of ving when on a caravan march. Lhe
earavan halts, perhaps some time dunng the mght, and all rest till
morming. At sunrise the travellers rise and boil a potful of oatmeal
porndge, which they take with milk, 1f if can be had; and with melted
black sugar 1f milk is not forthcoming. When the porridge is being
discussed, the kettle boils and tea is made, which again may be drunk
with biscuits, or Kalean rusks, dhe Kalgan rusks are capital things.
ne kind igs made of small man-i’ow* cut in two and baked dry in an
oven. Another kind is baked with a view to the convenience of travel-
lers, and 1s known by the name of kan chian-tsit.t As far as [ am
aware, this last sort 1s to be obtained of only one shop in Kalgan,
~—situated on the west side of the road, about midway between the up-
per and lower towns. Both kinds keep for an indefinite length of time,
of preserved trom damp. Lhey are cheap and very pleasant, and handy

—4n the desert.

Breakfast over, the caravan starts and halts again perhaps an
hour or two after noon. Now is the time for dinner. There will be
time enough most likely for dehberate and elaborate cooking; but a
good dinner may be made in a few minutes by boiling mutton cut into
strips, taking that out of the pot, and boiling millet or white rice in
the soup, Lhe millet will be almost ready by the time the mutton has
disappeared, ‘Tea of course fimshes up. It is well also to have a
bottle of cold tea in the cart. Sometimes a long march has to be made
to reach a well, and in suck cases a biscuit and a hftle tea help the
patience wondertully,

The above style of hving may seem a litle rough, but it is handy,
and to any one dut an invalid, the deserf air will make it quite
enjoyable.

Horseback traveling 1s also possible to any one who wishes to
eross the desert more quickly than in the usual thirty days of the

ty Smal Chinese loaves, made by steaming iustesd of baking.t & ie +.
| eeepc
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camel cart. It is simple enough. Find a Mongol; make a-contract
to be conveyed across the desert m so many days by horses, stating
a fine for each day in excess of the stipulated number, that may be
spent on the journey ; and if the Mongo! is a man of means, and the
contract in proper form, there is no danger or trouble to be appre-
hended. As to the exact number of days, that will depend on the
season of fhe year and on the sum of money agreed on ;—the quicker
the dearer of course. Between Kalgan and Urga can be done com-
jortably mm about eight or ten days, and between Urga and Kiachta in
two or three days. No one but a very good rider should try this
method, and a shght knowledge of the language, though not indispens-
able, 1s very useful. The great advantage of this way of crossing the
desert 1s, that 1¢ gives opportumity to see more of the real life of the
inhabitanfs. Travelling im @ caravan keeps you away. The tent 1s
usually pitched far from habitations to secure good grass for the
camels; and though Mongols come to see the traveller, he does not
often go to thew tents, and when he does go, the visit is only short.

The horseback traveller, on the other hand, eats, drinks, rests and
sleeps in the abodes of the Mongols, and has ample opportunity of
seeing the httle ins and outs of tent life. Indeed if any one wanted to
see as much as possible of Mongol life in the shortest possible time, he
could not do better than ride over the desert on horseback.

Flour, rice, tea, and mutton are about all the provisions necessary
on such a trip. It care be taken to alight for meals at poor tents, all
help and service will be rendered gladly, and no other reward expected
but a good remamder of dinner leff in the pot. When tes is wanted
on the ride, it 1s best to alight at well-to-do tents, where milk is likely
to be found. Jt is not necessary to give anything for a drink of tea in
Mongolia, but a little good black tea will be received gratefully, and
small silver coms are also very acceptable as buttons. In tne way of
bedding, all that is needed is a great-coat, which should reach pretty
well to the heels. In tents, hospitable Mongols will lend skin coats for
coverings ; and even when if is necessary to sleep an hour or two out on
the plain, a heavy coat will be sufficient for warmth.

A ride hke this is most pleasant at midsummer, when the grass is
green and the days are long.

Silver, of course, must be carmed m the saddle-bags, and perhaps
it may be impossible to lock if up securely. There 1s not much danger
of losing it. Spinits are more likely to come to grief. 1 heard of 2
foreigner once who had a bottle of rum on such a journey, and being
unable to find a good place for it on his horse handed it to the Mongol
for safety. After some time the Mongol came to explain, that the
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bottom ot the bottle was bad and Jeaked ! A, quantity of the contents
was gone true enough, but from the thickness with which the Mongol
spoke, 1f was judged that the bottle had leaked not because the bottom
was bad, but because it had been held uppermost. Anything except
armk will be pretty safe with a little care; and in the case of money it
is said to be better to say how much you have, and where it is, and tell
your guide that he is responsible. If may be the safest way, but J
never adopt this plan, and prefer to trust. more to their ignorance than
to their rehabuility.

dravelling in Mongolia has many pleasures, but ordinary travel-
Img is so slow that the tedium threatens to swamp them all.’ Horse-
back travelling does away with the tedium as far as possible, and pre-
sents the greatest number of new scenes and circumstances in rapid
succession. Night and day you hurry on; sunrise and sunset have
their glories much like those seen at sea; the stars and the moon have
@ charm on the lovely plam. Ever and anon you come upon tents,
indicated at night by the barking of the dogs,—in the day time seen
gleaming from atar, vague and indistinct through the gloaming mirage.
As you sweep round the base of a hill, you come upon a herd of start-
led deer and give chase to show their powers of running; then a temple
with its red walls and gilt ornamented roois looms up and glides past.
Hill-sides here and there are patched with sheep; im the plains below
mounted Mongols are dashing right and left through a large drove of
horses, pursuing those they wish to catch, with a noosed pole that looks
like a fishing rod. On some lovely stretch of road you come upon an
encampment of two or three hundred ox carts, the oxen grazing and
the drivers mending the weoden wheels; or meet a long train of tea-
laden sulent camels. When the time for a mcal approaches and a tent
heaves m sight, you leave the road and make for it. However tired
the horses may be they will freshen up at this. They know what 1s
coming and hurry on fo rest.

The greatest pleasure attending such a ride 1s the finish. Atter
ten days or a fortmight’s discomtort, fatigue, sleeplessness and hard
fare, to take a bath, change clothes, sit down to a foreign meal spread
on a white table-cloth, and go to sleep m a comfortable bed, 1s a luxury
that can be fully appreciated only by those who have performed the ride.

In connexion with travelling, it may be in place to speak of the
proper manner of entering 4 tent. Some travellers, Irom mere igno-
rance make grave blunders, and though the Mongols are the first to
forgive people ignorant of them ways, yet it is better to know some of
the more important customs to be observed.

From whatever side the tent is approached, be sure to mde up
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towards it from the front. It you come upon it from behind, mde
round it at some distance so as to come up in front. It on foot it is:
more mmportant sfill to observe this rule. When within a short distance,.
—say speaking distance,—of the tent, stop and shout rohoi (dog)! and,
ut the dogs have not come out against you. before this, they will be pretty
sure to come and come im forte. now. But the xohoi is not meant
to chailenge the dogs to combat, but to warn the people: in. the tent to
come out to restrain them. ihe Mongol dogs are very savage, azd.
without the protection of the tent people, it would be rash and dan-.
serous to attempt to advance. At the cry of nohoit, or nohoi hoorae,
the people in the tent are bound by law to come out and. protect the
traveller. Until they receive this protection, horsemen remain. in the
saddle; toot travellers keep the dogs at bay as best they can with a cou-
ple of sticks. The idea of the two sticks is I suppose, that when one.
of them is laid hold of by a savage animal of the pack, there is- another
stick still left free to lay about with. Two or three women and children.
probably come out, scold off the tamer animals. and sit down on the
hercer ones, while the traveller hurries in. He should be careful how-
ever to leave his sticks or whip outside the door. This is
custom in Mongolia, as far as F have observed, and is seldom or never
violated by Mongols. No: far 3s if carried, that a child who brought the
stalk of a tall reed into the tent where I was visiting, and played by
striking the ground with it, received a severe reprimand and narrowly:
escaped chastisement.

The idea of leaving the stick and whips outside, as explained by
the Mongois themselves, is that any one who comes into 2 tent carry-
ing a whip or stick, sults the mhabitants by conducting himself as if
he had come to whip or beat them hike dogs. “What use have you
tor your whips and sticks inside the tent ? Outside you keep off the
dogs; here are you gomg to beat us in our own tent?” Having left
his stick outside, then the traveller, on getting through the low door-
way may say mendo to the people inside, and proceed to sit down on
the lett side of the fireplace, about halfway between the doar and the
back of the tent. If no demonstration 1s made, the traveller may sit
there; but if asked to go higher he can either accept the honour or
dechne it as may seem best to himself. It 3s not usual to take off the
hat on entering, but most roadside Mongols are used to the foreign
custom of uncovering, and it docs not shock them. Tf the hat be taken
off, 1t should be laid Aigher,—that is further up towards the back of the
tent, than the visitor himsclf. Fither this, or it may be laid on the top
of a chest, butin no case should it be laid towards the door. The
traveller should sit crosslegged; but if he cannot do this, he should be
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careful to stretch his legs towards the door. The feet pointed inwards
towards the back of the tent would be considered great rudeness, even
In @& fureisaer. Zhe next thing is the interchange of snuff bottles. A
Mongol visitor offers his first to the host end the people of the tent, and
receives theirs in return; but foreigners do not carry snuff gencrally:
so the Mongoi host offers his to the foreign -visitor. The bottle should
be received in the palm of the right hand, carried deferentially towards
the nose, the stopper should be raised a little, then a sniff, the stopper
may be readjusted, and the bottle handed slowly and deferentially back
to its owner. hose who speak the language, while receiving and re-
turning the bottle, make and answer inquiries about their host’s and
their own health. People who don’t speak Mongol can make a few
nods and give a pleased smile or two, which will be taken as an
equivalent for the customary phrases of politeness.

Meantime the women have been warming tea, and soon a little
table is set before the visitor ; then he is handed a cup of tea, which he
should recerve with both his hands. ‘He may set 1f down on the table
for a httle, or he may drink if off, if 16 1s not too hot. Lea in Mongolia
is not the mere formality it often seems to be in China. The visitor 1s
expected to drink if and hand back his cup, with both hands as before,
to have it refilled several times. When he has had enough he should
say so or indicate it, that the cup may not be refilled. While he hag
been drinking tea, a plate of white food is usually set on the table or
handed to him to be recerved with both hands. As a rulc this 1s not
expected to be eaten, but must be tasted. Taking a mere crumb is
sufficient; then the plate should be deferenhally dehvered back with
both hands.

On leaving the tent there are-no very special formalities to be
observed. The Mongols do not usually have any custom equivalent to
our hand-sheking and “good-bye.” A bow and a smile outside the tent
door before mounting will be sufficient.

As to entering tents on the plain, there need be no bashtulness.
Any traveller is at perfect hberty to alight at any village he may wish
and demand admittance; and any Mongol who refuses admittance, or
gives a cold welcome even, is at once shgmatized as not @ man but a
dog. Any host who did not offer tea, without money and without
price, would soon earn the same reputation; the reason being, 1 sup-
pose, that Mongolia has no inns and all travellers are dependent on
private houses for shelter and refreshment. At first sight 16 seems
rather exacting to leap off your horse at the door of a periect stranger,
and expect to find tea prepared and offered to you tree; but probably
the master of the tent where you refresh yourself, is at the same tame
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sitting likewise refreshing himself in some other man’s tent some
hundred mues away; and thus the thing balances itself. The hospitality
received by Mongols in travelling compensates for the hospitality shown
to travellers.

tea is always offered, but the traveller is expected to have with
him the materials for his own dinner.

Not a few tents are at one fime or other under prohibition. Sick-
ness, & newly-bdorn child, the children being moculated, and a few
other things happen to make it impossible to allow strangers to enter.
In the case of a single tent standing alone, the traveller, under such
circumstances would have to go on; but in a village, not more than
one or fwo tents are hkely to be forbidden at the same time, and shel-
ter can be found in the others.

Mongols sometimes complain of the Chinamen, who come to
Mongolia, enter their tents, and receive their hospitality, but who when
their Mongol friends go to China, will not let them enter their dwell-
ing-houses. Sometimes when I am among them in their tents, they
ask incredulously if I would Jet them enter my house, and I of course
say I would, and keep my word to such as visit me at home. Mongols
in Peking, who have entertained foreigners in Mongolia, sometimes
complain of the manner in which they are driven away from the gates
of foreign residences m Peking. Of course there are a great many
circumstances which make it a very different thing for us to enter their
tents on the plam, from what 1t is for them to enter civilized houses in
Peking; and im addition, foreigners in Mongolia are usually careful to
requite any Mongol hospitality they may receive, by appropriate pre-
sents there and then ; so that Mongols have really no just claim on us.

Notwithstanding all this, it mpht not be amiss if a little more
gentleness were used in turning them away; and it would greatly en-
hance the Mongol’s opmion of foreigners, if now and then a petty man-
darin and his well-dressed and clean attendants were not sent away, but
permitted to have a look at a room or fwo furnished in the foreign style.

So much then, for the present, concerning travelling in Mongolia.
Perhaps £ may have dwelt upon some topics uninteresting to general
travellers ; perhaps I may have omitted to speak on certain points on
which information may be desired ; but I have tried to convey such in-
formation as I would have been glad to have had when first I entered
the country ; and uf this paper is found deficient in any pomts, I shall
be glad to answer any questions that may be asked through the medium
of this magazine.

Horneos.
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NOTES ON A PASSAGE FROM YOKOHAMA *%
TO HIROSAKI jis.

By Rev. J. Ixe.

HAVING accepted a professorship in the Tooge Gakko 3 BL 3§ 2,
I lett Yokohama with my family for Hakodati per Steamer Washi

(200 tons) about 6 December 2nd, 1874, having gone on board on
the previous evening. By noon we are rounding cape King. The
Washi (Eagle) does not fly, but is more akin to the tortoise: for
seven knots 1s the maximum speed we heard claimed for her, which we
believe she did not make at all during the whole trip from Yokohama
to Hakodat.

Once past cape King we cncountered a heavy swell, and “got the
shff northern breeze in our teeth.” Night drew on and we slumbered.
Alter midmeht the breeze stiffened, and the dawn of day revealed to us
little hope of better weather. The forenoon was portentous. Ceptam
Hescroff (im command) sagely remarked “‘he thought 1¢ would clear up
by 3 Pp. M.;—it would either clear up or get worse.”

The hatches were battened down, and the ship soon filled with
Just at the hour predicted we recerved upon our larboard

bow a howlimg ‘“‘nor-easter,” lashing old ocean mto mighty fury, before
which we drifted out ito the main, our vessel giving in quwek succes-
sion from one beam’s end to the other; when it seemed to a lendsman
hke myself she must capsize.

I stood upon the steps of the main gangway, bolding on with all
my might, watching for two hours and a-half the wild scene without,
fili mght shut out the view. Thoughts of God naturally brought to
mind Cowper's couplet :—

“He plants lis footsteps in the sea,
And rides upon the atorm.”

The storm raged with more or less fury all mght, driving the sea
in occasionally at the saloon skylight, under which some of us were
trying to sleep.

Dunng the night the Hakodati Christmas turkeys met an 2¢no-
munous death by having theu throats cut, to prevent a slower death
from suficcation between decks. In the early part of the storm about half
a ton of sulphuric acid was thrown overboard as a precautionary measure.

Morning dawned clear and cold, with a heavy sea, but the wind
had dropped somewhat, and shifted to the north. We made for the
coast again, and got well under cover of the land by late in the after
nood. On sabbath at 9 4. u. Kin Shima & & (Gold Island) hove in
view, Which we passed about sunset. We arrived off the “Whale back’
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at 2 a.m., on Monday, where, after beating about till 9 a.m, we
succeeded in entermg the bay. Thirty erghf miles more, and we drop-
ped anchor in the harbor of Hakodati; just five days and nine hours
from Yokohama.

Taking leave of the Washi we felt most truly grateful to her of-
ficers, and our fellow-passengers for thew many kind attentions to us
during the voyage. By the courtesy of Captain Hescroif we were soon
ashore and received a warm welcome from our imends m Yezo, who
had been some days expecting us; among whom was the suthoress of
‘9 Leaf of Tradition,” and ‘A Song of the Sea.” From the former of
these we take the liberty of quoting the second stanza."

“Ahl we read on yellow pages
Giimy with the touch of ages,
All of life racorded naw—
Song and dance and marriage vow,
Dirge of sorrow, vigi-keeping,
Tears of blood that earth is weeping,
QO, Vinetta! fated city,
Trampling Heaven’s tender pity ;
Crushing out the soul of man
Under dark and deathful ban»:
Still, as in thy legend hoary,
Shameless ruilt is wed with glory.”

From the latter we take the last stanza :-—
‘The shining feet of the morning haste
tn & track of light o'er the foaming waste ;
Ang over the gloom of the tossing spars,
She drops a cluster of golden stars }
While the sea is turning its rarest gems
Into the lost one’s ciadems:
And the ship is auchored—her agile are furled
Tn the silent port of a shadow world.”

Hakodati, though for situation a beauttful city, yet is one of the
muddiest I have even seen. A few days aiter armvimg [ visited the
new building of the Methodist Mission, where the lacquering was just
being done, and received the poison m my face, With eyes swollen,
—almost closed, and the face correspondingly distorted, I must have
been a strange figure to look upon. By Monday however my tumefied
physiognomy had well mgh returned fo its normal contour.

On the 15th we took leave of friends, and: went on board the
Komei Maru AR OX, for Awomon, but got no further out than the
light-ship, when we turned back, the Captain thinking it too rough
outside for his ship. On the following morning we went on board agam,
and steamed away until almost half across the straits or Tsugaru, when
our too cautious captain considering it unsafe to proceed further,
* Seo Ladtes’ Repository, for September-October, 1874,
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turned about, and anchored under cover of the mowntains, on the
opposite side from the mouth of Awomor bay, about 15 miles from
Hakodah, where we passed a most uncomfortable night, being pitched
about m a manner that rendered it difficult to keep our berths.

We sailed at daylight, reaching Awomori fy 7 at 1 p.m. Having
debarked we found comfortable quarters in the upper room of a native
inn near Dy. How superlafively clean we found the various apartments
of this hotel,—so unlike anything we had ever scen or heard of in the
“ Middle Kangdom,”’ whose inns, and streets, for filth and open in-
decency, rival the known world. Awomor has no particular attrac-
tions to the traveler, so iar as we could see. lt has 2 telegraph station,
low houses, flat and uninteresting streets, in the main, and is rated at
10,000 inhabitants.

Our party feff Awomor af 8.80 a. m. on December i8th, by
‘‘kago,” pack-horses, and on foot, arriving at Hirosaki / Ff, 25 miles
distant, at 10 The roads were in a wretched condition, the mud
being deep and only partly trozen. The highway being throneed witit
men and pack-horses, it was impossible to make satisfactory progress the
frst tew mules. I’}ve miles or more from Awomori we struck the moun-
tain road, where the way was better. Lhe seencry was very interest-
ing. We had on either hand, hills, valleys, and mountains, adorned
with trees large and small, all woven mto the most picturesque land-
SCADE. And in the midst of it Jay our mountain highway, an avenue
of beautiful pmes a hundred feet Ingh, and, said to be two hundred
years old, planted originally as 2 guide to travelers in the driving snow
storms so numerous In Northern Nipon.

As a means of conveyance fora man six feet tall, we are most
decidedly of the opimon that the “ kago’’ (a pretty cage 3 X 2 x 2 feet)
is 2 most miserable faulure, behind the times; and were the writer the
arbiter of the fate thereol, he would jot down in all haste, sere, mene,
teckel upharsin, “weighed, weighed, axd dividings”—Ict the langdom be
given to stage-coaches and railroads ! We might have rejoiced in our
ignorance of the Japanese language that day, for the amount of swear-
ing done by our thirty-two coolies (tco kago} was probably something
alarming.

Night closed upon the scene with a third of the journcy before us,
when the moon, stars, and Japanese lanterns ht our pathway. We were
met on the street half a mile or more from our compound, end kindly
welcomed by a jovial deputation of students from the Toogo Gakko’
of this city. Upon arrival we found a commodious dwelling, iehted,
warmed, and furnished; and owr boxes having becn brought forward
the week before, we began housekeeping ai once.

The weather smce our arrival has been as follows :-—
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The Barometer has ranged from 29°.82 to 30°.08
The Thermometer (Fehr.) has ranged from 34° to 63°.
To day, December 31st, Barometer is 29°.92. Thermometer 34°.
Lhe snow 1s one foot deep, and still falling heavily.

Hirosaki, December 3lst 1874.

THE NUMBER OF MISSIONARIES IY CHINA IN 1875
By Rev, Jonunx W. Davis.

SOMETIME last year (1874), a hist of names of missionaries was
published by the Presbyterian Mission Press. It gave the mission-

aries’ names, the time of their arrival in the east, and the names of the
Sociefies that sent them out. It included the missionaries in China,
Japan, and Siam. This list was begun by Dr. M. J. Knowlton, who wrote
down the names of the misstonaries from memory. it was completed
by the publishers of the Recorder after a great deal of correspondence
with the missionanes in yarous countries.

Below will be found four tables made by analysing this list of names.

TA BOLE, i.

DATE | present survivors | PRESENT sUaVivons | YEARS =| Too
Orv al. WHO WEKBEB IN QHIWA OF RESIDENCE

ARRIV NUMBER, £29,DDORING THE YEAR. DURING THE YEAR. IM CHINA.

1937 =| 2 | 2 | 381844 | 8 | 5 | vl1845 | 3 | 7 | 30 |} O121847 | 12 | Ig | 2b1W48 CO 6 | 25 | Oe ‘ asho | s | 28 1 25 } 06
1852. | 6 j 34 | 244 } 38 | 21863 | Zz 45 } ze1354 | 10 | 55 | 2!1355 | 9 64 ; 2 | 61s56q | 2 | 66 | Bb,| 3 | 68. | 18lass | 4 | 72 { 41359 | 15 } 87 | go |...6weo | CS gs otf Jw J .201861 | 10 | 118 } Se Flaseo 12 | 130 | TS ffisg3 | le | W420 ff Re1864 | 15 } 166 t i“68 14 } 170 1 | 41866 | 80 | 200 | 91867 | 19 { 219 8 ; dlwea | 26 | 245 | 41869 | 39 | 277 6i370 | £488 °°» »#| $1 | BOY RS1871 | 23 | $85 | 41872 | 30 j $55 } 3S1878 |} 83 / 8538 | 2

NUMRER OF WHOLE NUABER OF NUREER OF
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The above table is intended to throw some lieht om the rate of
mortabty among missionaries in China. The readers of the Feeorder
need not be told that all conclusions deduced from statistics must be
received cum grano salis. The rate of mortahty is not so great as would
appear from this table, for the following reason. the number of mission-
aries wno have come to China during the last fifteen years has been
much greater in proportion to the whole, than the number of those
who came during the thirty years from 1830 to 1860. ido not merely
mean that a greater number of present survivors came dunng the last
fifteen years than during the thirty years preceding 1860. Increased

mussionary zeal among the churches in Christian lands, and increased
traveling facies, have caused that the whole number who have come
(not merely the number who came aud have survived to the present
time) during the fitteen years preceding 1875, has been far greater than
the number who came during the thirty years preceding 1860. HUppose
that the reverse of this were frue. Suppose that durimg the thirty years
preceding 1860 twenty missionaries came each year, and that during
the fifteen years preceding 1875 the-average was five cach year.Tak.
ing these supposed figures as a basis of calculation, it 1s plam that the
rate of mortality would appear less than the actual death-rate. It for
a goodly number of years we could send toa land precisely the same
number of people each year, and then make a table like this if would
show the death rate of immigrants with perfect accuracy.

This table shows that twenty-five per cent of the missionaries now
in Ching heve been here fifteen years: that fifteen per cent have been
here twenty years: and this, as I have shown, is looking at the health:-
ness of China in a less favorable light than the circumstances of the
case justily. T commend this statement to the careful consideration
of those in Christian lands who are anxiously pondering the question ;
‘Tord what wilt thou have me to do?” L am fully convinced that
great misapprehensions exist in Chnistian lands,—especially mm the
United States, with regard to the healthiness of Chima.

The careful reader will observe, that this table speaks of tour
hundred and twenty-nine missionaries, while the next speaks of tour
hundred and thirty-six. With regard to seven of the missionaries the
list does not state when they came.to China; hence I am compelled to
leave them out of the count.
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LTA BL bE, Lt. Le.
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In this second table the reader will see the way in which the mis-
stonaries are distributed in this great field. For the benefit of readers
in foreign lands, who may not have access fo cood maps, or who may
not be perfectly familar with the geography of so distant a country as
China, lef me say that élus hst of stations begins with those in the
north of China, and ends with those in the south. This is the general
principle of the order in which the names of the stations appear, but I
have not aimed at perfect geographical accuracy.

In the column giving the number of ordained missionaries at each

STATION:
ARIES. | ITENDENTS| i IOP MALES.

ARIES.
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station, and also in the column headed Females, some of the numbers
have an astersk attached to them. bis means that one of the persons
included in that number of males or females, as the case may be, bears
the title of M. D. the whole number of those who lebor in China as
medical missionaries is, therefore, fourteen. Lhis includes one ordained
medical missionary and three female physicians.

Jn the column headed Press Superintendents is the number one,
marked with a dagger. this means that this press superintendent is
An ordaimed missionary.

STATION. | ORDARED | MEDICAL. | £=FEMAYS. | i TOPAy,.

Yedo... 2... 0 0. eel 17* | 1 | 3]
Yokohama .... .,,/ 10 | 1 ] 18 | 29Kobi... ... 0 oe. eee at | ls] 9 | ldOsaka 2... ace cco GF | 1 | 5 | 12
shidzuoka... 4... ...| 1* ] | 1 | 9ck esl 2 | | 2 4
Narasaki... 4... ...,/ 4 | | 4 f g
Total... ... 0... es 44 | 4 I 62 | 100
Bangkok ... 0 1... o* | |” 8 | 13Chienzmai i | 2 | | 2 | 8
Petchaburel .......] i | | 3 | 8
Aynutbia 0.0 kee oes 1 | | I 9
Absent... ... ...| } | | Z | g
Total... ... ks 10 | | 14 | 95

This table gives an analysis of the list of missionaries in Japan
end Siem. After what has been said 1f needs no explanation.

It is very natural to ask whence came all these missionaries.
This question will find an answer in the following table.

TA BDL E, tv.

BY WHOM SENT.

NOUMBER OF MISSIONARIES
LO

PER CEREAL

OF NONGER IN
PER CENT or

WHOLE SUNBER
IN THE

CHINA. | JAPAN. | SLAM. | CITENA. | JAPAN. | SIAN. | THREE KINGDOAS

United States...| 210 | 76 | 25 | .48 | .76 | 100 | «8&8Great Britain...) 284 ) 24 | .., | | .24 Rs},Genonny.........) 92 | 4. | .. O7% | | | 004
“‘Lotal 436 | 100 {| 26

Lest any one should think that I have any desire fo glorify the
United States at the expense of other nations, I will here make the
statement that there are other very mmportant mission fields, to which
other lands send far more missionaries than the United States.
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Tn conclusion [ would call attention to the fact that these four

tables will be very interesting in the year 1900. It is hardly probable
thaf in the course of a whole year these statistics will be entirely
unnofeeil,

Tables stmilar to these would be interesting, f made out once every
ten years. It will be specially pleasing, however, to note the progress
that will have been made in a quarter of a century. Ut is to be re-
that we have not sumilar tables ior 1850, with which we might
compare these for 1875.

When another list of missionaries 1s published it would be well
to give the Chinese names of the missionarics. The first question
asked by the natives when they see a missionary 1s whet 1 his name ?
Very often they speak of a missionary, usmg his Chinese name, but 16 19
impossible for the to know to whom they refer. I remember
being much puzzled by this question, Is Wei equivalent to Wherry, or
Whifine, or Willams, or Wilhamson? Knowing the Chimese char-
acter for this Wei, gave me no aid, for [ had never found out the
Chinese names of these gentlemen.

July dvd, 1875.

RTRLICAL RESEARCEHSE
Br Rev. J. S. Mec

lL TRE GARDBEN OF EDERX.
S the laborious polishing of the harder mctals and minerals rewards

the workman with most brilhant and lasting results, so the study
of the more difficult passages of Scripture, often leads to discoveries of
the nghest order; not only setting the mind at rest as to the credibility
ol those passages, but opening out most unexpectedly the unsearchable
periections of inspiration. The present article 1s the outcome of an
attempt to locate the primeval Paradise, which, though made with lumit-
ed means, has heen so far satisfactory, that if seems proper to set the
materials gathered before the public.

Let 1t be premised that the ordinary view, which locates Paracise
im Armenia, is unsatisfactory; im that Pishon must be identified with
Phasis, Havilah with Colchis and Gihon with Araxes; Assyria must be
transferred to the West of the Tigris; the traditions of many nations lo-
cating Paradise in the East must bo ignored; and the result gaimed is,
that God, after constituting man lord of the earth, gave hum an obscure
corner of it to dwell in. The other view, that the garden lay below
the junction of the Euphrates and Tigris, having tavo outlets. of the com-
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bined river to represent Gihon and Pishon, has go little in common
with the natural sense of the text, and is so unattractive, that it can
commend itself to very few. Many, dissatisfied with all explanations,
content themselves by saying that subsequent geological changes have
obhterated all traces of Eden. This state of affairs seems to indicate,
that some unsuspected prejudgment is turning men’s minds away from
a fair view of Moses’ statements; since he writes as one who expects to
De understood. We must believe that the man who wrote a descrip-
tion of the creation of the universe, which is only now beginning to be
understood im the light of the Nebuler Hypothesis and all advanced
science, could hardly break down so badly in the next chapter in a
matter of geography.

We shall now teke up the passage and endeavour to give the best
explanation of each of its statements.

Lhe first river mentioned is the Pishon, which encompasses or
flows through the land of Havilah. Smith's Bible Dictionary says,
that the most ancient and universally received opinion makes this to
mean the Ganges. Reference is made to Josephus (Ant. i, 3), Euse-
bius (Onomast. s. v.), Ambrosius (De Parad. ¢.s.), Epiphanius (Ancor.
c. 08.), Ephraem Syrus (Op. Syr. i, 28), Jerome (Ep. 4 ad Rust. and
Quest. iteb. in Genes.), and Augustine (De Gen. ad lit. viii, 7). This
array of testimony 1s so formidable, that to neglect it would be most
wuoreasonapdle. Opening next Anthon’s Classical Dictionary, we read
“The Sanserit name of the Ganges (Padda) signifies foot, because the
Brahmins make the niver to flow from the foot of Beschan, who is the
saine with Vishnu, or the preserving deity.” This connection of the
name Beschan, which 1s substantially the same as Pishon, with the
sources of the Ganges, 1s certainly of importance, when the search for
this name in other places has been so fruitless. But further, when
this fact was mentioned to a friend very conversant with the Chinese
language, the suggestion was made that Beschan was Peh Shan (3%
ij) or Northern Mountain. The suggestion seemed worth recording ;
and took the character of a serious and most interesting fact, when it
was observed that the Brahmapootra, which unites with the Ganges to
form the Hooghly, in the upper part of its course, bears the name San-
poo River. ints 1s at a place where it runs close under the northern
side of the Himalayas; and the conviction is irresistible to one familzar
with Chinese iorms of speech, that the name describes the locality as
“north of the mountains” {jf dp). The talk of the people is full of
parallel expresmons; Ho-nen means the province “ south of the Ho,”
Shen-esi, that “ west of the ravine,” &. &ec. Moreover the Brahmin
tradition, that the Ganges, starting from the foot of Vishnu, falls
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from heaven and encircles the Paradise city of Meru, is-very simply
interpreted by saying, thata river. comes down from the Northern Moun-
tains to water a garden-land m the South; and thus differs from the
Bibie statement, that a river came out of den to water the garden,
only im defining the location and character of Eden. An additional
confirmation is, that Meru is, as we shall find hereafter, the name of:'2
country; beg equivalent to Pe du,—“the northerm caravan route.”
We. therefore look with interest to see whether the name Peh shan is
attached in any way to the companion river of the San-poo. But Ganges,
or Gunga, seems to be contracted from Gungai, meaning ‘River of Life.”
In the name Bengal however which is- attached to the country washed
by the two rivers, and fo the sea into which they empty, the gad 1s
the common Asiatic word for river, and the Ben may readily be ex-
plaimed as a contraction of Beschan. Kiven the Hebrew Pishon-nahal,
uf read rapidly, almost yields the sound Bengal. Aside from its inter-
est as a clue to the location of Paradise, this identification yields the
surprising conclusion that the object of common worship among the
Hindoos.is siaply a mountain. A sfill more starthne fact is revealed
in connection with the Brahmapootra. Since Brahmapootra and San-
poa nver are the same, and since the final syllable ¢a is obviously a
contraction of the Sanserit gra “a river,” it follows that Brahma is
left .as-the equivalent of Sa». But what mountain? Evidently the
Paropamisus or Hindoo Koosh, (including probably Kun-lun), the
ancient home of the Brahmin race. Does the Brahmo Somaj know
what God 1t.is worshipmg ?

the author of Genesis evidently expected the river to be iden-
tified by means of the country which 1f surrounded, which is called the
Havilah. Gesenius’ Lexicon says.that by Havilah “we are probably
to understand Jxdia, in accordance with the ancient usage in so far‘as
it also embraced Arabia.” Lhe Largum, which, -as repre-
senting the ancient traditions of the Jews, 1s a weighty authority, defines
Havilah as India: and of course the old winters who made Pishon the
Ganges, held this view. Such testimony Jacks hftle of bemg absolutely
(leeisive. However, as Havilah 1s used in other places m Scripture
without the article, as a proper noun, we should examme those texts,
In Genesis xxv: 18, it is said that the Ishmaeiites “ dwelt irom Havilah
unto Shur, that 1s before Leypft, as thou goest toward Assyina.”’ So 2D

1. Sam. xy: 7, Saul is said to destroy “the Amelekites from Havilah
on the Bast to Shur on the W est.” Thus the name Havilah ys located
to the eastward of Judea in the desert of Arabia; and the name, which
means Sandy land (from Hul, to whirl—sand). is very appropriate
to that tract of country. We have thus a western mit given us, but
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the eastern is left undefined. We naturally ask, bow far does this
sandy tract extend ? and are formed thet it extends not only across
Arabia, but through-the desert district of Kirman in the south of Persia,
and on through the south of Beloochistan imfo India. Beyond the
Indus it spreads over a large area skirting the south of the Punjeub;
thence it reaches northward to the highlands of central Asia, and takes
the name of Shamo Desert. Herodotus says that the whole western
part of India is covered with sand. We see therefore, that in giving
the name Havilah to. India, the writers we have quoted are not altering
the application of 1t indicated in Scripture, but carrying that name on
to. the natural hmuts of the territory desembed by if. It we inquire for
the name itself in this direction, we are informed that there is a town
and a district.on the Persian Gulf called by the Arabs Zfawiiad. This
only. helps us on a little way. But the name we are in search of 15
written in capital letters over northern India in the Sanscnit form of
Uppara, We-are enabled to make this identification by the intorma-
tion that in the hither Chersonesus, where 1s situated the modern ¢m-
porium of Goa, the ancicnt.uame of the. district was represented in
Greek by Soupare and Oxppara; also that the. Coptic. lexicographers
sive Sophir as the name of India. Tt seems manitest that the common
basis of these various forms, Soupara, Ouppara, Goa, must be
Havilah. The guttural-aspirate initial 4, cithcor changes into s, as
India may be written etther with mmtial 4 or s (compare Greek hepta,
Latin septen and English serez), or mto g, or becomes quiescent. The
v again passes over into an f (ph), as it so commonly does m English
(leave :—leit; beeft:—bceeves, Xc.), and this again becomes an unaspirat-
ed »; or it becomes the vowel 0, as occurs so often in Hebrew. The
change of 7 to x needs no explanation, and its bemg dropped from
the end of a word Is very casy. Ii ot be objcefcd that we thus make
Havilah the same as Ophir, whereas the names are distinct in Hebrew,
—ithe explanation is, that the Hebrews in extending thei own word
over the desert land stretching away eastward, retained its original
form; whereas the name, as modified by local pronunciation and brought
back over the sea to Arabia, was Oplur. Lhe conclusion 1s, therefore,
that the Hebrew. name Havilah is represented, not only by Goa, but
by Upper India;—a designation not to be Kmited to the nerthern part
of the peninsula of Hindustan as distinguished from the Deccan, but
including a large extent of country north of the Himalayas, which was
known to Herodotus as northern India.’

The statement that “the Havuah” produced gold, agrees well

“Tt mast have beer from connection with the acserts of higher Asia, that the word wa are
studying, in tha forms super, Ayper and npper, obtained the sense of ‘that which is
shove,” amorig the nations whose exrly home was on-.the lower olain of Iran.
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with the feme of India in ancient fimes. Heredotus mentions very
particularly the gold given by the Indians as tribute to Danus, and
details in a somewhat grotesque way, the method of procuring tt from
the northern desert, The goodness of that gold is probably celebrated
in later Scripture under the name “ Gold of Uphaz;” Uphaz being ac-
cording to Gesenius still another form of Ophir: and if 18 more explicitly
affirmed in connection with the temple of Solomon in 2 Chron. wm: 6,
in the finishing of which the“gold of Parvaim”’was used. This Parvaum
is a dual form of the Chinese Pe-Lu or “northern (caravan) route,”’
mentoned above. That name seems now to be used only of the route
which crosses upper Asia, above the Tien shan; but, by nations living
further south, might naturally be used also of the central route through
the valley of the Kashgar; and that it was so used appeers irom the
names Boror and Paropamisus, occuring in this vicinity. This secounts
for the dual form of the Hebrew; and it becomes manziest that the fine
gold of Solomon’s temple was from the northern India of Heredotus,—
the Hawilah of Moses.

As to the bdellium, another product of Havilah, whether with
most of the ancient interpreters we make it a whitish gum, which disiis
from a tree in Arabia, Indie and Babylonia, or with the Jewish Rabbins,
supported by high modern authority, take it to mean pearls (since the
gum spoken of is not sueh a valuable commodity as to merit mention in
this connection), which are found in great numbers on the shores of the
Persian Gulf and in Indie, the identification of India as Havileh 1s not
impaired. Finally the word rendered “onyx” in the English version
is understood by the Targum to be the sea-green beryl, which, accord-
ing to Pliny, is found in India and in Pontus. The Septuagint and

Josephus sometimes make it the beryl and’ sometimes the onyx or
sardonyx. The onyx is found in Arabia, With such uncertamty no
argument can be made on either side. But so mach has been found
to confirm the testimony of the authorities quoted, in reference to both
the river and the country, that we must accept it, unless we meet in-
superable obstacles Turther on. The second river may best be passed
over, until the third and fourth have been properly determined.

The third, said to flow east of Assyna, is called Hiddekel, 1. e.
Hind-dekel—Sinde-sagar—Indus-river. The arguments in favor of the
Tigris as being the river designated are meinly two ;—one popular, and
one etymological. The nearness of the sources of the Tigris to those of
the Euphrates, is regarded as indicating precisely the site of the Garden
ot Eden. But there is reason to believe that the sources of the HEu-

phrates are not the same now, as im the beginning.Besides, the Indus
has its head-waters near by those of the Ganges, and in a far more
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central and eligible locality than the mountains of Armenia. is in
the heart and on the summit of the continent.of Asia, while this is in an
opscure corner of it. It needs only to be remembered that God con-
stituted man ruler of the earth, to give a balance of probability to the
central atuation. The other argument for the Tigris is based on the
similarity of the name. The last two syllables of Hiddekel are essential-
ly the same as the ¢. g. r. root of Tigris. This argument becomes of
httle weight however, when it is ascertained, that, though Tigris in
the Perstan means an arrow, the root form ¢eger in Zend means smply
Ce mver 7? Lhis throws all the significance into the first syllable Hid.
hose who would make this syllable to represent the Chaldee numeral
adjective, corresponding to the Hebrew numeral afd, which has the
sense of the mdefimte article “a,” of the demonstrative adjective “an-
other” and of the ordinal “first,” get but a vague sense, which cannot
be identified with any river in particular. ‘There 318 more to be said in

favor of another etymology, which makes Hid to be the adjective had,
meanmg “active, rapid.” This name applies very well to the Tigns;
but two words of different languages are thus united; and there is no
evidence that it ever bore such 2 name; so that we could find here a
designation of any swilt river whatsoever. The decisive argument on
the other side 1s that Hiddekel is said to pass on the east of Assyria.
Although im later times the Assyrian Empire included Babylonia and
Mesopotemia, yet Assyria proper was always the country east of the
Tigmis. It was so defined by ancient classic writers, and the mention of
Assyria in Genesis, chap. x. indicates very decisively the same region;
since the cities there mentioned as m Assyria are, as far as known,
beyond the Tigris. It 1s a very forced renderimg of this geographical
statement, to give the word a special meaning Justified by no parallel in
any writer, sacred or proiane. The gloss which would make the word
‘‘ Kast”’ mean “ in front of ” is especially objectionable in a geographical
document, and im a book where no such usage is found. Indeed that
meaning seems to occur only in the very late Hebrew or Daniel and
Ezra, and in one of the Psalms. As to the suggestion which has been
made, that Aid stands for Aind, it is Justified by the consideration that
the Hebrews could not pronounce this double consonant, and naturally
dropped the first letter. They did the same in their word for “linen,”’ 1.e.
‘Indien goods,” which they write sadin while the Greeks wrote sindon.
In fact the name of India itself cecurs in the first verse of Esther, under
the form Hoddu, which is justified by Gesenius by reference to the oid
Persian form Hidhus. The inital. consonant there is indeed a soit &,
while in Hiddekel it is the hard 4. This however cannot be of any
consequence, If, influenced by these considerations, we scan carefully
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the course of we are struck with the occurrence of the names
shikar, sukkur, shigar, differing in their root-form from tagar and
dekel, only in changing the muifial dental into a sibilant. A. facility im
this kind of interchange is known to every one who has approached
the study of Greek, and also characterizes the Shemific languages;
so that it 1s no violent hypothesis, to assume that the modern pronun-
ciation of the old word fagar begms with ans; and then it appears
that this word was, in a special manner, attached to the Indus. This
hypothesis becomes a certainty, when we see written over the section
of the Punjaub, between the Indus and the Chenaub, Dooab (Mesopo-
tamia) of Sinde fagar. Since Sinde is the same as Hind and freely in-
terchanred, we may read this modern name of the Indus as Hind-
sagar—Hiddekel. An attentive reading of Damel x: 4, the only other
passage where Hiddekel oceurs, will remove any prepossession in favor
of understanding Tigris there. Daniel says, “As 1 was by the ade
of the great river, which is -Hiddekel; then I lifted up mine eyes, and
looked, and behuld a certain man clothed in lmen, whose los were
girded with fine gold of Uphaz.” The book of Esther, as well as
Herodotus, states that the Medo-Persian empire, in whose official ser-
vice Daniel was engaged, extended to India on the Hast. He might
therefore, have had business calling him to that fronfier; and (od,
who does not fail to take advantage of external circumstances in his
communications with his servants, might well take the impressive pros-
pect of the broad, turbid Indus, with the multitudinous people filkng
the mental horizon far beyond, as the fitting back-ground jor the
ereat, closing vision of Daniel’s prophetic ministry. Notice also that

he speaks of Hiddckel as a great river,—a term which he would not
probably apply to the Tigris. Moreover the apparel of the angel bemg
linen and gold, both of which are associated with India, and the men-
tion of the kine of Persia in the context as if ata distance, both agree
best with the wew which locates this vision on the Indus.

It is of interest also to observe that the Hiddekel is said to go to the
east of Assyria, not to encompass it, as Pishon does the land of Havilan.
The expression is very apt, since the Indus seems rather to turn its back
to Assyria. This seems a sufficient proof of our identification of the
third river. But, before passing on, we may observe that the passage
quoted from the book of Daniel becomes of very great importance, as a
key to the relations of European and Asiatic languages. In the clause

“the great river, which is Hiddekel,” the syllable Hid is added for the
purpose of further definition, so that dekel is left as the equivalent
of gedol nakar (great river). In the Asiate languages, we find (ge
dot becoming dar, te, se; in the Zend, éeger ; Indhan, tagar, sagar ;
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Persian, derehen (garden); and ta 4, in Chincse: the dropped liquid
being manifest in that the people called: Zv-fse and Tu-tars in most
parts. of Asia, are called Yartars in the West. Starting again with
gedol_ and gomg westward, we lose the second consonant, aud have in
Greek, gi, (me) gal; in Latin, gr and gn, ‘gr (andus), (ma) gu (us);
m I*rench and’ English, gr. Lhe word nahar drops its first syllable,
becoming gar and gal in Central Asia ; gé in the name of the Ganges,
and Ao, han, hei,.im Chinese. in Greek on the other hand we find fA,—
making ey, 100 ; in Latin f#,—making in English ft, —making
flow, but apparently connected with the Hebrew root yadai, to flow.
ihis analysis is made here, not only for its intrinsic interest, but De-
cause we'shall find uso for it further on.*

the sunple mention of the Euphrates seems sufficient to Moses to
point out the fourth river, But there is an obvious difficulty about it,
smce the sources of the Euphrates are far removed from those of the
Ganges and Indus. “A general presumption of great geographical
changes might silence, but could not satisfy the objector. Happily we
have some facts which clear the matter up; the principal of which
:$ the tradition prevailing in the ancient world, that the Caspian Sea-is
of late origin. This tradition is sanctioned by the Zendavesta, which
calls this sea “the great waters of judginent.” A glance at the map
wil show, that the simlang of this tract of land, directly across its
course, has cut off the Kuphrates from its ancient sources in thé centre
of Asia. We see the Amoo river, the ancient Oxus, starting from that
roint and running directly towards the present hcad of the Euphrates.
Although xt now stops in the Sea of Aral, its channel is marked, even in
modern maps, on to the Caspian and on the opposite side of that sea;
the course of the mver Cyrus seenis to trace a continuation of the same
channel. It thus appears that the best modern designation of the
fourth river of Paradise would be the Amoo-Fuphrates. As to the
date of the sinking of the Caspian, it may have been at the time of the
flood, when great geographical changes no doubt occurred; or it may be
the event referred to in Gen. x: 25, “In his (Pelep’s) days was the
earth divide a In that place the writer is speaking of the descendents
of Shem, who occupied Mesopotamia and Arminia, near the Caspian ;
and the 30th verse speaks specially of 2 mountain Alesha, on the borders
of Media and Mesopotamia. An interesting. point is developed by
bringing together the ancient and the modern namesof the chref city
on the Amoo. Lhe Greeks cailed 1t Bactra. It is now wnitten Balkh:
The ongimal name underlying both these forms must have been Badu-
taker, 1@ “the great mver of Peh-lu.” Besides, we have already
* Tt will be observed that the variations of the word great seem to make the Hebrew a common

starting. pont.
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seen Pah-lu becoming Paruin Hebrew; so that Parath, the Hebrew
name of the Euphrates, appears to be.a contraction of the old name
Parutakar; unless indeed we assume that the old name has been divid-
ed between the Parath and the Tigris or that xahar was substituted as
the equivalent of kar, thus making Parut nahar,—Parat nahar in
Hebrew. 1 suppose that the name Parw ts represented by Peh-yii (G3
i), the name given to a mver flowing west out of Khoten. See Jonp,
Dect. Art. 5. The Bolour Mountains bear the same name in-the (asete
of Hells and Seas.

The Arabic name of the Amoo, Jzhoon, being the same as that
piven to the second river of Paradise, would seem to demand an identi-
fication with that mver. But probably that name is of later date, since
the snpetuestty, Irom which it was acquired, as well as the Greek name
Oxus (swiit), may have been occasioned by that very depression of the
earth which cut short the river.* Besides, there ts a greater river
bearing the same name, whose head hes close beside those of the Pishon,
Indus and Amoo-Euphrates, which must be accepted as the Gihon of
Moses. For as the Amoo-Euphbrates flanks the Indus on the west,
so does the Kiang of China flank the mvers of Bengal on the east,
Its name, though commonly wnitten with a K mutial, is, in Northern
China at least, pronounced with a g sound,~-i some localities a hard
g,—in Chihh approaching a7 sound. Lhe correspondence of sound is
very close, especially when we separate the final g, representing gaj
“river” which we have already seen reduced to ga in Ganga. This
analysis is sustamed by Chinese usage, which never attaches the word
sever to this name. It has ifs parallel also in the representation of the
sound Ganga in Chinese Buddhist Books by heng (48), in which the
final g represents the very sound and sense we are speaking of. More-
over this krang is not a Chinese word, in the sense of being derived from
any known root; since the effort of the Lexicon to analyse its
meaning, by saying that it is the river which brings tribute, is evident-
ly fanciful, and remands us to the Hebrew onginal. And, finally, the
name of this river has been the same from the earliest times, and is
found m records which certainly existed in the time of Moses.

It ts perhaps a startling claim, but the testimony of Josephus and
the poetic traditions of the Greeks, may be adduced in favor of this
sdentfication. Josephus asserts the Grhon to be the Nile, which flows
through Aincan Ethiopia. To recone:le this with the location of Eden
in Asia, he, by umpheation {if not by express statement,—I have for-
gotten which), makes this river to flow around the world, and reappear
out of the south. The existence of such an opinion among the Greeks

* Max Muller asks in ona of his essays, when and by whom this name was piven.
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is shown by Adschylus in Prometheus Vinetus, In that poem, while
Prometheus 1s bound to the rocks of European Scythia, the unhappy
lo appears, driven on by mad despair into the wildest parts of the earth.
Prometheus predicts her future course, saying that gomg toward the
East she would pass various peoples of Asia, and at length come to 3
black race livmg at the fountains of the sun. There she would find
the Ethiopian mver, by followiug whose banks, she would come out at
the cataracts of Keypt. Lhe explanation of this extraordinary idea is,
that the western nations jound the same black race, whom they called
Ethiopians, n the extreme East and in the South; and inferred such a
connéction between the two localities that the river which disappeared
from view in the East, was identical with that which came up out of
the Nouthb. If may be well to sustain this remark by reference to
Homer's statement m the Odessy, that the Ethiopians were a divided
peopie,—the last of men,—some dwelling in the extreme East, and some
in the West; by Strabo's similar statement, that the Ethiopians were
stretched out in a long line from the nsing to the setting sun; and by
Isaiah’s allusion to this people:— Woe to the land of the shadow of two
wings which is beyond the nvers of Cush: a people drawn out and thrust
torth.’’ does not give the name of this river, but it comes
to us by combining his statement with another ancient fancy, which
prevailed, as Herodotus testifies in expressing his doubts of it, among
western people even mdependently of the poets, that the Ocean was
such a great mver flowig around the whole earth. Those who have
Lange’s Conumentary on Genesis (Am. Edition) will see an attempt to
locate the garden of Eden, which is based on an identification of the
Gihon river with the Okeanos or Ocean of the Grecks. In the present
argument we are able to use this xdentification, which becomes complete
when we prefix the syliable £os meaning ‘“‘the dawn” or ‘the Hast” to
the Hebrew (rihon. We thus find these strange concerts of the ancients,
when fully understood, giving the most explicit and incontrovertible
teshmony, that the Kiang of China was the primeval Gihon.

As to this mver’s flowmg through the land of Cush, the full dis-
cusston of Cushite ethnology cannot be mtroduced here. By way of
caccat against a prejudgment m the case, to the testimony of Homer,
Strabo, and Atschylus given. above, may be added the facts, that the
tradition of the Chimese places the grave of their ancestor Ptan-ku
shih, whose name may be translated “ Cush of the Cup,” on the banks
of this very Kiang ;—ithat‘ Chu-hsta,” which may mean “ Cushite suc-
cession,” is a designation of this country known to every Chinese school-
boy; end that Han (Ham?) is the ethnic name of this people.

It is hoped that the general momentum of our argument will-carry
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the reader over this pornt. Let the map of Asia now be taken up.
Observe the majestic features of this great continent. Look at the four
great rivers which have been mentioned, im their completeness and sym-
metry, as a system of water-shed, embracing the whole South of Asia.
Notice further that they all tssue from an inclosed table-land, forming
the heart of Asa. On the North are the Alta: mountains: on the
West the Bolor-tagh; on the South the Himalayas; only on the Hast,
the boundary is somewhat undefined. Within this again, a more limited
and well-defined arca 1s bounded on the North by the T’1en-shan and
on the South by the Kuwn-lun range. Now if we insist upon inclosure
as the original force of the Hebrew word gaz, translated garden in the
text of Genesis, there is no spot probably, of equal size in the world,
which so well suits the term employed.

The commanding situation of this great inclosure in reference to
the whole world, also agrees happily with the purposes expressed by
God in reference to primeval man. Although, by the resting of the
ark in south-western Asia, that was made the primary point of disper-
sion for the present population of the earth, yet the people about these
higher regions of Asia, had a strategic advantage which enabled them
to send down swarm after swarm of conquering warriors upon the South
and West. We may name the Brahmins, Persians, Goths, Huns,
Tartars anc ‘lurks. Dr. Anthon remarks, that the traditions of the
nations point to this region as their primeval home. Probably his
statement refers to those Japhetic nafions with whose hferature he was
fanuliar. We may add that the western contiment, as well as the
eastern, was readily accessible from this pomt; so that had man reahzed
the divine ideal, the comparative seclusion of the American continents
would not have occurred.

It is interesting to learn, that all the animals which man has
domesticated and led about with him im his migrations, are found in
this region,—the horse, the ox, the ass, the camel, the rein-deer, the
dos, the cat. In former times the fauna of this region was probably
shill richer. Kitto’s Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature wserts part of a
report, made more than twenty years since, to the English Geographica!
Society. It is stated that on the high mountams west of the nver
Jumne in northern Hindustan, there were found half-mineralized skele-
tons of all the large, pachydermatous onmals, including the elephant,
giraffe, hippopotamus, horse and ox. It is inferred that formerly these
animals could live in higher latitudes than now, and we may beheve
that they—all innocent animals—may have been companions of Adam
‘n his Paradise home, on the North of the Himalayas.

As to the products of the soil, we seem to have a vestige of what
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once was, in Afghanistan which adjoins tho great inclosure on the
South-west. Lhe valleys of that country are stored with the finest fruit-
trees, and clothed with a rich verdure, while the sides of the lower hills
are covered with forests of pine, oak, and wild olive. “ It 18 10 the pro-
duction of fruits that Afghanistan excels; few other places supplying
such great variety and abundance, (Colton’s Chinese tradition
also speaks of a bread-fruit growing at Kun-lun. Lhat a large part of
this central plain of Asia is now quite barren, may be explained to 2
great degree by its want of water; nor are we forbidden to suppose that
a more fertile soil has, by the action of the deluge as well as tho gradu-
al washing of the great rivers, been carned off into the low countries,
and the four seas.

A description of the central melosure in the Celestial (news-
paper) is of interest. ‘‘ Kastern Turkistan,” according to M. Vambery,
“forms along valley, situated 3,000 or 4,000 feet above the sea, shut m
on three sides by lofty mountains, and on the fourth by a desorf. Lt 1s

watered by the river Tarim, which falls into the inland sea or lake of Lob-
nor, or loses itself in the sand. Although the air 1s dry and it never rains,
the melting snow on the mountains abundantly supples the numerous
affluents of the river, which irrigates and fertilizes the sandy soul. The
climate is the healthiest in the world; the population is about six muil-
lions; the vegetation lke that of Europe; willow and poplar trees
fringe the streams; and the mountains contain gold, copper, iron and
jade-stone. It has the advantage of beimg situated on the old caravan
route between China and the countries beyond the Oxus; consequently
the towns of Aksoo, Yarkand, and Kashgar have always been known
to travelers.” In Williams’ Middle Kingdom, It with its two cr-
euits, north and south of the T%en Shan, is spoken of as an oasis im the
great desert of Asia. For further information im regard to the whole
region of central Asia the reader is referred to that book. But betore

changing the subject, it should be remarked that the home of pnmeval
men was characterized, both in the North and m tae South, by a rare
magnificence and beauty of landscape.

We are now prepared to welcome the testimony of the Gentules,
who, though without inspiration, have not wholly forgotten the pnmeval
Paradise. However deformed their traditions, they pot with great
unanimity to the section of mountain land in the centre of Asia. The

Hindoo description states, that “in the North, im the centre of the seven
continents of the Puranas, is the golden mountain. Meru. On its sum-

mit is the vast city of Brahma, renowned in heaven, and encircled by
the Ganges, which thence divides into four streams, flowing towards
the four quarters of the earth. These are the Oby of Sibena,. the
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Huang-ho of China, the Ganges and the Oxus, In this abode of ai-
vinity 1s the grove of Indra, &e.” In this the Meru appears to bea
modification of Pe-lu, but used, in a very extended sense, for the whole
mountain région of central Asia with its inclosed plain. Brahma
seems to be Paropamisus, as including Kun-lun. The Medo-Persian
eccount also puts the holy mountain Albordj in the North, and calls it
the “ navel of waters.” There 3s the tree Aom, the approach to which
is guarded by 99,999 fervers or seraphim. Albord) is evidently ‘‘The
Bolor-tagh,”’ which we have seen to be the western boundary of the
central inclosure, and the etymology of the name appears to be
darchen, 1, e. “ Pe-lu garden,” Hence also our own ‘word Paradise.
Arab legends again, tell of a garden in the East, on the summit of a
mountain of jyacinth, maccessible to man. In the Chinese imperial
Lhetwnary a writer is quoted, who states that Kun-lun consists of three
horns or spurs, a northern, a western, and an eastern, which is Kun-lun
proper. The first is called the Liang-feng (fj fa.) range; the second is the
“origmal garden terrace” (7° 4); the third is made the palace of
God (83 > PF RM). But this cannot be taken as representing Chinese
tradition, which limits the name Kun-lun to the one range of moun-
tains, and definitely locates the “level garden of God” (i % i four
hyudred # (180 miles) to the North-east. Indeed the language used by
this writer contradicts his own statement, since the very character pu
“garden,” embodies the ancient tradition in itself. It 1s the equivalent
of our paradise, signifying in common use, ground planted with vegeta-
bles end fruit-bearing trees. jt is the word which, in connection with
(37) original, as above, or hanging (BR), designates the garden of Eden.
The “hanging garden” located at the Kun-lun mountains is said to be
fit for the dwelling of God; and again, to be the very abode of the
God of heaven. It seems manifest that this pv is the same Paru or
Meru, with which we are so familiar, received back into the Chinese
language in a monosyllabic form.

An interesting concurrence of traditions is found in reference to
the tree of life. Jt was in the midst of the garden. Hindce tredi-
tion calls i¢ the jambu tree, from which are fed the waters of the Jambu
river, which give hve and immortality to all who.drink thereof. In
tis yambu the first syllable seems to be the same as the Persian hom,
and Hebrew Aiyim. It is difficult also not to beheve that the Jambu
river is the sacred Jumna, or the Ganges which comes down from
the centre of the garden. But just above the head of the Jumna and
Ganges stands Kun-lun, which, aceording to the Chinese, is the centre
of the world. If this name be examined, the second syllable proves
to be ‘unessential, the first being sometimes used without 1. The Kun
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moreover represents a foreign sound, and the inference is very strong
that it 1s equivalent to the jam and jm of the Hindoos and that this is
the traditional location of the tree of life. The name Brahma, which
appears to belong to this mountain, may also be analysed as consisting
of the old Persian words Paru and kono meaning “the Peh-lu tree of life,”

the Ubinese Classic of mountains and seas (lj 4% BR) states that
“white Kun-lun is encircled by the gulf of ‘weak waters’, outside of
which again are flaming mountains which immediately burn anything
thrown upon them.’’* This seems to be only an older tradition in re-
gard to Kun-lun proper, since the Dictionary and commentary both
take this view of it. The Dictionary also connects with this quota-
tion a mention of “Fire mountain hosis’’. ‘Lhe resemblance of this to
the Persian tradition and the Bible record is obvions. It 1s of interest to
connect with this an ancient tradition that Huang Ti (the yellow
emperor) repaired to Kun-lun to secure the Tan (4-) which imparts im-
mortality; though another form of the story substitutes the T’ien Shan.
A more mbportant question is.as to the name Eden itself. It oc-
curs several times in the Old Testament as the name of a country, but
has not been identified. In the deseriphon of the garden, it is used
in two senses; first, as cluding the garden; and second, as above it—
a region from which a nver flowed ito the garden. In the latter
sense, we can now find its equivalent; for the Hindoo tradition substi-
tutes heaven as the place trom which the origial river came out.
And, as a mediating term between the two accounts, we have the
Chinese name T’ien attached to the mountains North of Kashgaria, a
name which represents on the one hand, the sound of the Hebrew
Eden, and on the other, in modern usage, agrees in sense with the
‘heaven’ of the Handoss.

This proposition—that the Chinese word 7’sen primarily meant a
country, being a contraction of Hden, and was subsequently transferred
to the heavens above,—will be received with surpnse; but a careful
consideration will show a good degree of probability in its fevor. (1)
The form of the character suits as well for representing the successive
mountain ranges of central Asia, as for indicating the heavens above.
(2) The first of the white kings, who is referred to the North-west, is
called T’ien hivang. This was possibly the first use of the character.
(3) Sue-jin, who taught the use of fire, is said to have come from
T’ien ; his ministers being from Loa (#8) : elsewhere he 18 said to come
from the North. (4) The famous legend that the Empress Nii-wa went

authori
ne widow of God, that it produces a frait which will prevent the enter fom sinking in water,elsowhere attests that Kun-jun is occupied by a spirit, who attends to the

and that four rivers How from it toward the East, South-east, South-west and West.
+t appears that Tavista bes its historical basis in a tradition of the facts recorded in Genesis,
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westward with an expedition, and repaired the shattered T’ten (7 #8
4) XK), has baffed the learned of China, who are compelled to give it
a metaphorical meaning, which can satisfy no one. The explanation
becomes quite easy if T’ien was a region of country from which came
the mundatmg waters, A similar case occurs in the tradition that
K’i, the second emperor of the Hsia dynasty, ascended T’ien, which is
virtually identified with his visit to the ‘ great felicity (#%) wilderness”
beyond the shiftiag sands: (5) In very early records, when the heavens
above are spoken of, the characters han (3%) and min both having
the sun represented in them, are sometimes prefixed to T’ien,—a trace
perhaps of a prehistoric usage. (6) The prevalent tradition puts the
dwelling-place of God in the North; so that in sitting with the face to
the South, a Chinese sovereign is supposed to assert himself the vice-
regent of Heaven. (7) The correlative character earth, equivalent to
“that which is under heaven ” in its old form (48), has a mountain at
the top, water in the centre, and soil at the bottom,—a delineation
which suits perfectly the whole East, South and West of Asia, in their
(ancient) relations to the T’ien mountains.

The T’ien shan of the Chinese therefore, as including the Altai
country, may have been the Eden of the Bible; and the traditions of
western nahons make the case certain. Hor the Hebrew word Eden,
meaning pleasantness, land of bliss, agrees so well with heathen legends
in regard to no other part of the earth, as with those respecting this
very spot. ‘They called it the Hyperborca; that is, “ the’ country
above the Borea or Pe-ly.”’ Jo us the name Hyperborea, in its
modern form of Siberia, suggests thoughts of wretched exile and dreary
winter. But a glance at the map of the Altai region, will show that
it 1s a grander Switzerland in its geographical conformation. And as to
the climate, the statement of Herodotus that m his time the tribes of
the remote North were constantly pressing down upon their southern
neighbors, seems to point to an imcrcasing seventy of climate. ‘lhe
same iact perhaps explains the successive emigrations from that quarter,
which have been so conspicuous in story. How great the change of
chmate has been within the present geological age, 1s shown by the
discovery of the carcases of mastodons, im the frozen soil of the extreme
North. With this may be connected the tradztion of the Bactrians (?)
that a delectable land had, through the anger of the gods, become so
cold as to be uninhabitable.

Jt 1s as certain, as 16 now appears strange, that central Sibena was
regarded by the ancients, in the West as well as in the East, as the
blissiul dwellng-place of the gods; and even definitely the abode of
the most Heh, Thus im Isaiah xiv, 18,14, the haughty king of
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Babylon is represented as saying in his heart, “I will ascend into
heaven, [ will exalt my throne above the stars of God: I will sit also
upon the mount of the congregation, on the sides of the North: IJ will
ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High.”
To these fradifions, which, so far as they are reminiscences of the
primeval world, are in no conflict with the doctrines of the Bible; some
degree of positive sanction 1s given by the xlvi. Psalm v’s. 1,2, which
identifies Zion with the land ef Eden, by the use of the very terms
ascribed to the Babylomtan king. “Great is Jehovah, and greatly to
be praised, in the city of our God, in the mountain of Elis holiness.
Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole earth, is mount Zion, on
the sides of the North, the city of the great king.”

Once more in regard to this name Eden; 1f T’1en-shan means tho
mountains of Eden, then must 7’ icx-chu (F =) mean the Bamivo
land of den. And we find T’ien-chu subsequently changing into
Shen-tu, Sin-tu, Yin-tu, corresponding to Zend, Sinde, Hindoo, India.
Knowing that in Sinde-sagar, the local name of the Indus, the second
word originally began with a ¢, we may believe the same mm regard to
Sande.

It still remains to speak of the nver, whic “went ont of Eden to
water the garden.” The account given of the irrigation of Kashgana
at the present time, does not meet the requirements of the case. Be.
sides, the Hindoo legend, which has proved so valuable, endorses the
literal and obvious sense of the sacred text. ihe matter may be thus
explained. We have no account of the falling of ram until the deluge.
Then first did God set His bow m the clouds, to be an assurance to
man. But in those times, the clouds must have rested heavily on the
mountain tops of Eden, as they do now in high latitudes, The language
of the Babylonian king in Isaiah, pois to such a tact. Thus,
above the fair valleys rose peaks whitened by this condensed moisture,
on whose sides vast glaciers formed, and great streams gushed forth,
which, gathering in one great river, flowed down into tho garden; 2
ercater Nile fertilizing a fairer Egypt. The conformation of the moun-
tain-land would cause the river to form itself at the Last; in which we
may find a correspondence with the statement of Ezekiel, chap. xivit, 10
regard to the stream which flowed out castward from the temple of
God, which, gradually deepening, became at length a great river, which
could not be passed over. At present the supply of water is doubtless
greatly diminished, and there is @ rise in the ground, which shuts up
the waters of the North in lake Baikal; but there are indications that
it was not always so.

The existence of inland seas in Asia has, besides geological traces,
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a substantial proof in the fact, that on Chinese maps Asia is shill divid-
ed by seas; and its different portions are designated in their older litera-
ture as continents (¥H). As to the tormer existence of a body of water
in the region of which we are speaking, the name Mongol now attached
to that country, being (apparently) composed of Merufn) gal (the
being introduced according to a rule of the Mongol language in the
inflection of nouns) meaning “the nvyer of Meru” may not be sufficient
to prove the continuance of such 2 river southward, but, from its associa-
fions with the Hindoo tradition, certainly gives probahihty to that
supposition. The teshmony of Chinese tradition 1s more defimte and
decisive. They describe a destructive flood, occurring in the 62nd year
of King Yan, B.C. 2000 (?) It was caused by 2 vast body of water
comme down by the present course of the Yellow mniver, at the West
of Shan-s1 province, the Ka chow of those times, Its course being
obstructed, 1t discharged some of its water towards the West, but
mainly to the South-east, across Ki chow towards the sea. The eighteen
years spent by Yii and his father in repairing the damage done; the
extent of territory reached by the waters, which discharged themselves
not only by the Huang-ho but by the Tsi the Huai (#€), and
even the Han and Kiang; as well as the language of Yan Wang record-
ed in the Book of History, stating, m somewhat exaggerated language
perhaps, that the floods assailed the heavens, that the mountaims were
encompassed by them, and the people driven out of the plams; all go
to show the greatness of the event, which signalizes the opening of
authentic history in China. That the inundation was not the result of
a depression of the carth bringing in the sea upon it, is quite certain
from the records which have come down. lt was plainly the discharg-
ing of a great reservorr of waters in the North-west, on the course of
the present Yellow river. The Lu Shik % HU) trom wluch this m-
formation is mostly derived, sums up the mertorious deeds of the
“great Yi” in a statemenf derived from tradition, which 1s not in itself
untellm bie. “He in person opened out the mver of Ww (J%)’’; this
is ade interesting, however, by the explanation given, which makes it
equivalent to an expression in the Yang-wu Classic (UB 25 Bg). s¢ He

set free the (north) pole waters.” Elsewhere 1(18 said that “he re-
medied the disaster of the North sea weak waters (9 9K).” This last
term scems specially to belong to the great parent river, which we are
endeavoring to trace.* There is 2 name Han (jf), which is sometimes
defined as the, Northern sea, i. e. lake Baikal :—sometimes identified
with the Shamo desert, and is used metaphorically to indicate great

* Tam inclining to the tlat this vast body of water was left in the lcart of Asia by
the delnga, but I iet the text stand.
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expanse, which is however too undefined to be of any service to us.
Our attention must be directed to the “ weak waters. ”

The name may be explained by a phenomenon noticed in the
lakes on the Rocky Mountains in America, viz; that the floating power
of the water 1s much less than at lower levels. The same must occur
with any water on which the pressure of the atmosphere is diminished.
by elevation. So that, while the statement of the Chinese that a fea-
ther would smk in the “ weal water” sea, is a great exaggeration, the
general fact attested by tradition, thatis, the existence of such
an elevated sea, 1s rather confirmed. One reliable statement at least
about these waters, is that “(Great Yi” conducted them to Ho-li (4>#)
and caused them to discharge into the shiffang sands. We inter that
if was running water and flowed South-west; also that if was at that timo
distinct from the “Starry sea” in which the Yellow river has its source.

The familiar expression “three thousand 2% of weak water” (=
“> 3 ak), although now supposed to refer to a locahty im the eastern
ocean, is no doubt a misplaced remimscence of the body of water onca
existing in the North-west, and may perhaps indicate its extent. We
have already noticed the tradition which makes the “weak waters” sur-
round Kun-lun, just as the Ganges is said to do in the Hindoo legend.
The impression is thus created in our minds, that a lind of flowing sea.
once brought the waters of the North-east down to Kun-lun. In moc-
ern times the head of water is much less; geographical changes have
converted Lake Baikal into a northern sea; and the Yellow mver taps
and draws away the waters of the central portion of this old mver bed.

Finally, on this point, we may gather something even trom the
Greeks. Aéschylus in describing the wanderings of Io, says that
after passing the region of the gold-guarding griffins—i.c. the Golden
or Altai Mountains, she would approach the Plutonian ford, where
was gold. The locality enables us to analyse the root Pluton as equiv-
alent to Pe-lu tung (3) §R 3), meaning Last of Pe-te. It appears
therefore that the great stream of which the Chinese records inform us,
by reason of its lying across the way to the Péutonian regions in North-
eastern Asia, the land of dark winters and the place of Caim’s exile,
became to the western nations a type of death, a boundary line between
the realms of light and those of darkness, Subsequently the river dis-
appeared, and the whole legend was left an abstraction. So strangely
do the earliest records of Chinablend with those of the Japhetic races, who
indeed in those early times were also Asuatics. It is one of the most
interesting, and perhaps the most valuable result of the argument we
have been following, that it does to such a degrec, bring together fhe
whole human family, making manifest their common inierest in the
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Bible as the fountam head of their history,
will be more directly treated of m another paper.

It is more pertinent to our present subject, to reflect upon the
view we have got of the arrangement of the primeval earth. It was
according toa principal of order and ona scale of magnitude, im
keeping with the other great works of God. The elevation of conti-
nents was no hap-hazard thing; for we see this continent of Asia to have
heen one organic whole, with its head, its heart, 1ts members, and all
m order that man ought be enthroned in its centre. As our knowledge
of God’s works of creation is enlarged, so is our confidence im the
Bible established. Not only are the traditions of many nations found
to confirm it, but the very geography of the earth accepts the Bible as its
interpreter. We cannot but exclaam:—what a wonderful thing is in-
spiration, which in the early ages caused men to record, and subse-
quently caused others to transmit so grandly-drawn a picture of the pn-
meval world !

| Septem ber-

This subject however,

NOTES OF A TRIP TO SOOCHOW.
By J. L. M.

[HE contents of the Recorder have been of 80 practical, sohd, and
matter-of-fact, as well as valuable a character, that I am not

quite certain that communications just slightly tinged with poetry will
feel quite at home in ifs columns. But why should not missionanes
(who constitute a large portion of your readers) enjoy the beautiful in
life, and partake of its spiciness just as much as any one? And why
should not your contributors clothe their information in a dress pleas-
ing as possible, that if may entertain echile it instructs?

The Gospel law of love teaches us ever to close our eyes fo the
weaknesses of, and seek for that which is lovely in man; and I beleve
thoroughly in looking ever away from the depressions and shadows to
the sunshine and loveliness of real life, as well; im all our lives bemeg
tinged with golden, and not with leaden hues. In other words,—that
we should appropriate continually, and make our very own, the Joy
and beauty all around us. And I would beg to suggest that a little
more of this in the Recorder might add to its attractiveness.

Hoping, therefore, that the story of our excursion may afford your
readers a taste at least, of the recreation and pleasure which its reality
afforded our party, I venture upon a short narrative of our—

TRIP TO SOOCHOW.
Our party consisted of five adults—one just from home, one from

Shantung, and one from Ningpo,—and four children. We went on
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two boats,—one native and one forcign.
but for a weck’s recreation. One who has passed through a trying
Shanghai Summer, amidst the stern realities of busy life, can readily
the dehcious, restful sensations, in throwing dull care to the
winds and moving lazily off, on one of owr lovely Autumn days, ina
house-boat, cosy and comfortable as in his room at home; and with
VIsi0DS Of a tehole week's Ireedom and rest.

Our passage thither was without special incident, and—we anchor-
ed under the city wall of Soochow on Saturday night, and went into
the city to the homes of our friends on Sabbath morning.

During the forenoon, services were held for the Christians, day
scholars, &c; in the afternoon for “the women,” for miscellaneous
audiences, and for Sabbath schools. Four missionary socicties are re-
presented here:—The American Presbytenan Church North; the
American Presbyterian Church South; The American Southern Me-
thodist Church; and the London Mission. Or the first are Revs. Fitch
and Holt and their families; of the sccond, Rey. and Mrs. DuBose, Rev.
Mr. Davis, and Miss Satiord; the other societies are at present represent-
ed by natives only. Different evidences of progress and success are
encouraging our missionaries there. Several persons have lately been
baptized, and it 1s hoped soon to orgamze a Church in connection with
the mission of the Presbytenan Church North {some of the others have
churches orgamized). Work among the women, and day-schools are
special features of their work. In the begmming it was very difficult
to gain access to the women; now the ladies arc received very kindly
and often urged to come agar. At the first 16 was very hard to get
even a few boys to come to the schools, and no givls could be had; now
almost any number of boys can be had, and the girls too come pretty
freely.

Passing, in the evening, through a leading sfxrect, we noticed the
ruins of some houses just burned down, and were fold that within the
last few years, buildings had several times been burned down and re-
erected on this spot. It has just been discovered that a red ball sup-
ported upon a pole outside the gate at the head of this street, had been
the cause of all the trouble. The ball was af once pamted black; and
buildings on this spot will not bo burned any more.

On Monday we visited a lorge Confucian temple, and a pleasure
garden. In front of the temple is a considerable lawn, laid out and
regularly planted with evergreens, but overgrown with weeds. Passing
from this lawn through tio or three courts and gateways, we came to
the main court, and beyond it to the main temple. The buildings are
of considerable size and in good repair. We were surprised, theretore

863

We did xoé go itmerating,
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{besides experiencing sundry other sensations), at being met, as we
neared the entrance, by a most offensive odor. Reaching the door,
some of our party were repelled from entenmg; even eoman’s curiosity
was overcome. Once within the hall the smell was horrible; not
causing leelmgs of famtness, nausea, or of suffocation from close musti-
ness, but a nasty, pungent smell which almost strangled us. One of
our party on turning away actually gasped for breath. No one would
suppose we tarred long to admire, or explore such a place. Our prin-
cipal vision was of a lofty hall, dark, dreary, deserted; devoid of image
or ornament ; and fiéled with a compound of emptiness, gloom, the con-
centrated essence of the “ sixty-six smells beside several stinks ”’ of the
sentleman of Cologne, and the rushing and screeching of hundreds of
bats. The floor was literally covered with the dung of the latter, irom
which we could almost sce the rank smells exhaling. Numbers of large
birds continually hover over the place and roost undisturbed among the
large trees in the cowt. We turned away from the scene with mingled
feelings of thankfulness, sadness, pity, surprise and disgust. Connect

with the ideas suggested by the above description, the fact that any
one who should attempt to destroy or injure this repulsive, apparently
deserted temple, would meet with direst vengeance, and we have a
sadly vivid picture of the moral condition of the Chinese.—-Indifferent,
proud, empty, sunken in the gloomy waste of moral darkness and
sloth, and so completely wedded to their superstitions, that they with
indifference allow their religions to become as polluted with absurakty,
witcheraft, cruelty, and vice, es is this temple—a temple m their
wealthiest city, dedicated to thew great sage, moralist and lawgiver—
with filth.

From the temple we passed on to the gardens which le close by.
They are kept up as 2 pleasure resort ior the &terate, The garden
proper comprises about half an acre of ground; and in it are rockenies,
artificial ponds, bridges, winding walks, caves, arbors, and saloons for
drinking tea, smoking, lounging, &c, &c; the whole ornamented with
trees, shrubs, and flowers. Everything was clean, fresh, and in pertect
repair. An entrance fee is required to keep out the common herd, as
the literati are a distinct class and somewhat exclusive. The literefi
are the aristocracy of China, and Confucianists ; Irom their number all
the government officials are chosen ; and here m this city, which is not
only the capital of the province, where the hterafi assemble, but also
the wealthiest city in the Empire, side by side he their temple and
their pleasure resort,—their “God and mammon,” the one overlooking
the other. The marked contrast is interesting and stemficant. The
missionaries all live in native houses, as it was considered prudent not
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to attempt building any foreign houscs until the missions shall have
become firmly established. With a foreign house in view, however,
the Southern Presbyterian mission succeeded last year in buymeg a
piece of land in an open space near this Confucian temple. Lately, on
seeing walls gong up.around the lot, as a step towards building, the
hterati have been making a great ado. A forcign house m such a place,
say they, would never do: it would disturb the good influences of the
elements and intericre with their annual temple worship. Unable to
reach the missionaries, they threaten vengeance upon the man who
sold them the lot; and he, to escape, proposes to the mussion to ex-
change 1f for a lot in another part of the city. This they are quite
ready to do on reasonable terms; aud there seemed a prospect of being
able to make an exchange quite to thar advantage.

On Tuesday we went m our boats on an excursion out to the
Wang Feng shan (hills of the graye of Wang), about seven miles dis-
tant from the city. After leaving the boats we had to travel perhaps
two-thirds of a mile, going up over a low spur of the hill, through a
pass, and down into the valley on the other side, to reach the fot of
the matin hull. ere we found o small temple. In front of itis 2
large lotus-pond, crossed by a winding bridge; and all around ave
large forest trees, with a luxuriant growth of wild vegetation,—mosses,
fiowers, ferns, &¢c., underneath. Up back of the temple is a spring of
clear water trickling from the solid rock. Tt isnamed the “Iirst water
awn One of our party said she had previously tasted the “‘Sec-
ond water’’ on another of those hulls. Surely the Chinese know how
to find beautiful spots for their temples. Out amongst the wild beau-
ties of the lovely hills, near both Hangchow and Ningpo, I have visit-
ed their largest temples: and they are similarly located near many
other cities. If they only knew of the true God; and these temples were
temples,—churches, where congregations met to praise >and worship Him,
how fitting, how beautiful it would all appear: We naturally seck
quiet retirement to commune with our God; and, surrounded by nature's
wildness, picturesqueness, and beauty undisfigured by human hand, our
thoughts naturally rise from nature up to nature’s God.

Several of us climbed the hill. The distance is perhaps 700 ft; and
the road,—scarcely a road at all, winding back and forth amongst bushes,
over rocks, under overhanging rocks, through ereviccs, &e.,&¢.,—is wid
and interesting all the way. We scrambled to the very top, and, stand-
ing on a rock which erowns its summit, the view (though nothing
specially grand) was worth, to me at least, all the trip thither. Look-

ing off to the east, between tivo of the hills we had passed, we saw the
city of Soochow, and on twenty miles beyond it the walled city of King
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Shan, with its hill crowned with a pagoda; on the west at a distance of
some miles was visible the Ta hu (Great lake); below us in the valley
was the temple above referred to, almost hidden among the trees; far
below in the valleys around, hovered numbers of large birds; and in
every direction stretched away into the distance the fertile plain of the
Yang-tze. Through the whole extent of our trip the country was al-
most one unbroken mnce-field. Lhe golden yellow of the ripening rice,
dotted thickly everywhere with clusters of trees of rich green foliage,
(from the midst of which peeped forth the hamlet cottages), and in-
terspersed with many winding canals reflecting silver mm the sunlight,
made the prospect lovely indeed. Several times have I ascended heights
so as to lock out over this great plain and behold its fertility, and see the
clumps of trees which usually conceal the hamlets; but never before had
I been able to look don upon the plain, and in amongst the trees eon
the dwellings; and never before had I gotten so vivid an mmpression
of the populousness of China. Qn our homeward way we gathered
flowers,—amongst them a fine English rose from an arbor on the hill-
side, and a number of fine fragrant pinks, clove blossoms, &c.,—and
carried back te our hostess quite a pretty bouquet.

The next day we went to see the famous Scochow pagoda, said to
be the largest one in Chima, and in the best state of repair. It 1s mine
storres—about 180 feet we reckoned—high. Krom it summit we had
a fine view of the city with its suburbs and surroundings. In the city
and on the hills around were visible seven smaller pagodas. This
pagoda is quite a resort and the pniests at the entrance were trouile-some and Durmg the altercation, our newly arrived friend,
with commendable pluck and discretion stood very quietly by, but
aiterwards said she had thought a fight was surely coming; no harm was
done however, and no blows struck; the Chinaman was sumply beaten at
his own game and yielded as he knows so well how to do.

From the pagoda we went on to the city temple (Buddhist). Its
prominent features are, the large number of wares exposed for sale,
hucksters’ tables, cte., along the entrance way and fillmg the court;
and the immense quantity of picturcs,—of their gods, sats, legends,
birds, flowers, etc., etc., for sale m the hall within. The worshipping
seemed to be one of the minor purposes of the temple.

The rabble, idle and curious, followed us everywhere, but they
were not so bold and impudent as when I visited the city eighteen
months earlier; and the spirit seemed landher. Altogether
i thmk the missionaries there have reason fo feel that thew presence
and work are already producing fruits; and, considering that 1¢ 1s but
a newly occupied station, to feel a good degree of encouragement.
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Leaving Soochow, we turned off from the beaten route and came
down through “The Lakes.” We crossed in all twelve lakes; from perhaps
one-half a mule, to five miles across. The water is beautifully clear,
and swarming with fishes. the weather was charming and every hour
was full of enjoyment. While on the lakes we saw two sunsets, and they
were very beautiful; nch, varied, and gorgeous; and possessing somo
peculiarities which make them memorable. At one tune the whole west-
ern sky was of a bluish purple shaded with just a faint tinge of gold,
which, produced, as the shadows deepencd, a vivid, wild effect not often

Then as the full moon rose—a more silvery moon than I had ever
seen—the picture was lovely. The first day, after mght came upon
us, the scenery grew gradually wild: and, ghding silently out through
a wide canal, bordered first with pond lies, then widening, growing
wilder, leading through, and by marshes, until we found ourselves on
the lonely, wild border of a large lake, with just a touch of spiciness
caused by the boatmen saying there were purates there, the scene was
one to be enjoyed and remembered. From the lakes we came on via
the walled city of Tsing poo and reached tho Jung ten shan (Feng
wen hulls) at daylight Thursday morning. Lhese are the nearest hills
to Shanghai,—about twenty miles distant. We spent two hours in
rambhng over them, chmbing fo the top of onc and admiring the fertile
plain around; everywhere this great plain is thickly threaded with
canals, winding, crossing, and branching in every direction, and these
add much to the picturesqueness of a prospective view. On the very
summit of the highest pomt of these hills isa Roman Catholic cathedral.
It is surprising how the Catholics have worked their way, all through
this section of country: and, following the Chinese faste for retirement
and picturesque beauty, they have chosen a charming spot for their
temple. (The word “temple” slipped unconsciously from my pen to
the paper, and it 1s most fitting ; for the Chinese will ‘tell you, “the
Catholics are the same as te.” It is very easy for a Chinaman to be
o Catholic and a Buddhist at the same timc). The hills—low mountain
ranges some of them—scattered over this great plain seem all volcanic,
and are peculiar in thei isolation.

Leaving the hills we reached home without further cpisode. But
if ze did not have any special episode, a buffalo pumping water from
the canal certainly did. By our extra cftorts to eats quietly by we only
frightened him, and he made a plunge, talang along the lever to which
he was attached. Being blindfolded he happened to plunge headiong
six or eight feet down a bank pracefully os he landed and
running his nose into the ground}; the next plunge took him over a
second bank headforemost into the water. He scrambled out, plunged
in, scrambied out again, and then ran off mto the rice-field to be



caught.
to Us.

All of my story that is worth telling is told, and I will leave
the reader to reckon up how many days we were gone, how
many cash we paid for chair hire, what the trip cost us, how many ac-
cldents did sot betall us, etc., ete.

To one of our party just from home it was a series of nev,
strange, dreamy and very pleasant experiences. T'o our imend trom the
sterner scenery, shenzas and donkey-riding of Shantung, it was a mch-
er and more soft-toned view of Chima and her beauties, and a more
luxurious expenence of her “ways and means.” To the one from
traveling m the low, gloomy, mat-covered boats of Ningpo 1f was an
intensified pleasure; and to all it was a time of real, delicious enjoy-
ment.

Shangha:, Oct. 25th, 1875.
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His impression of forergners 1s not likely very complimentary

HYIALNS.
By Very Rev. Deax Borer.

eh Redeemer shaid come to Zeon.”

Raise hich the strain of joy and exultation,
The Hope-Star gleams on Zion's degolation,
Thy People bead ju humblest adoration.

Hail! Great [mmannel,

Hosanuas loud to every lip are springing,
With songs of joy the leafy rond is nngimng,
The vassal air with pride Thy name is bringing

To Zion’s Portal.

Prinees and Priests have set Thee sb dehance,
But not on Prince or Priest is Thy roliance,
Enough for Thee the humble Leart’s aillance,

Meek Gabilesn !
| seated,

And when Thou com’st on Throne of Jndament
And just award to all the world 1s meted,
The humble bearts with Thine approval greeted

Shall reign in glory.
AXTEN.,

“Unto you that fear My Name shall the
Sua of Highteousness arise.”

The world lies sleeping in the dark,
O'er frost-bound plains the wind blows bleak;

scarce can we see through shrouding mists,
Lhe olden mountains tow'ring peak.

Like Bridegroom farjng to the feast,
Q royal apparell’d King of Day!

Flame forth o’er ail the wakening East,
And drive the clonds of meht away.

The shadows deepen o'er Our ives,
The broath of Hope grows chill aud cold,

The twilight of Distrust obscures
The Promises we prized of old.

Chase hence the gloom, O Lord of Power!
Revive each drooping, fainting grace ;

in Nature and the Book disclose
The reiiex of the Father's Face.

AMEN.
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Correspondence,
Dear

One the 6th ot June, 1875, fourteen young men (Japanese), Stu-
dents in the Enghsh department of the Togo Gakko, with which we are
connected, as you know, were baptized in our own dwelling: half a dozen
or more others are awaiting baptism. It affords us great pleasure to bo
able to add, that these young men,—aged between 13 and 22,—have
given most ample evidence of their sincerity m the profession of faith
in Christ. Several of fhem have been persecuted by parents and others,
and we have heard of but one who has been at all shaken by these things,
and he seems now about recovered from the cffect. Some of these young
men are already doing work as evangelists in the neighboring villages.
I may say we have never seen thew zeal and tact in this work of tho
Master surpassed, and rarely equalled. They are most mdustrious stu-
dents of the Bible, and their future, as we see it, 1s peculiarly a bright

Already steps are being taken to build a church to cost only $100.
The money, save a few dollars we ourselves give, has already been ob-
tained from native sources. The house is to be a stmply Japanese
affair, and hence remarkably cheap at the above-mentioned price,
though a good, commodious house of worship will be obtained for the
amount. Our students are making very satisfactory progress in their
scientific and other studies. During the past six montlis, a female depart-
ment has been opened, which now has an attendance of about forty pupils,
and the number 1s constantly increasing. This school is entirely support-
ed by the late feudal Prince of this province, resident at present im Tokai.
We are about 460 miles North of that city, in the extreme end of Nippon
in that direction. We have religious services twice on the Sabbath and
twice during the week in Jinglish, and preaching in Japanose once on
Sabbath.

Yours very traly,
JOUN Ina.

August 21st, 1875.

Dear SIR,—
[have been much interested by the correspondence m the late

Nos. of the Recorder, regarding the term to be used im translating
God in the Chinese language. I rementber that af the meeting of the
missionaries at Hongkong in August 1843, cailed for the purpose ot
revising the Scriptures in Chinese, that question met the convention at
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the threshold of its work. Durmg its early sessions, various matters
connected with the work of translation were referred to chosen com-
muttees, who were to report to the Convention and open the subject
for general deliberation and action, Among other committees, one
consisting of Drs. Medhurst and Legge, was to report on the rendering
of the names of the Deity into Chinese. That report opened a discus-
sion extending through many meetings of the Convention, and led to a
long continued newspaper and pamphlet correspondence. In that cor-
respondence Dr. Medhurst and Bishop Boone took a prominent part.
But while that correspondence produced many able, and shall I say
exhaustive articles, they failed to produce harmony of views and con-
cert of action. After much patient study and prayerful endeavor, it
was found impossible to reach a umty of sentiment on the questzon,
and the convention divided, one section using [ and the other
using jit for God; and two Chinese versions of the Bible have been
made from that starfing point. That diseussion, while it eheited much
iniormation, may have confirmed some in divergent views and induced
in some minds ahenation of feeling. Fyom the late articles in the #e-
corder I am happy to notice the spirit of fraternal courtesy and Christian
charity, which may prove a common brotherhood, though if may not
produce a unity of sentiment and oneness of action. As much as we
all would gladly sacrifice personal interest and private feeling, and as
devoutly as we may pray for one mind and one judgment im this im-
portant matter, shill we may not make this 2 matter of compromise.
It is not a compromise question. Neither 1s if our supreme aim to
produce such a version as may meet the approval of the Bible Societies
of Europe and America. Our work is to be referred fo a higher
tribunal. The Author of the Bible is to decide by what term he is
to be designated in the Chinese language, aud under what fitle he 1s to
be worshipped by the millions of that nation.

As our guide, we have striking analogies in the use of the term for
God, in the terms selected by the Holy Spirit in the Old and New Testa-
ments. In the Hebrew the term FI 5 is used for angels, kings,
Dagon, Laban’s images, the ghost of Samuel and all manner of false
gods, either in figure or formless; still the Holy Spit has chosen this
term to convey to the world the idea of the Christain’s God. In the

Greek, feng is applicd to the devil—‘the god of this world,”’—to the
Judges of Israel, the spirits of the dead, and all kinds of idols and
every object of worship; still the same term is chosen by the Holy
Spirit to designate the true and living God. Ouroe eotiv 6 GAnbivos

Ocoe nat h Ew?) atwvecc. In this use of FIV4SN in Hebrew, Geog m
Greek, and 7} in Chinese, there is a striking analogy. In cither case
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the term used is applicable to anything that is an object of worship,
whether ghosts, idols or the true God. They are each alike generic
Ferms. The terms 9 and A, like @cor and avOpwwoc, represent the
whole of a class. ip and Ocoe may be used for a god of any land, as A
and av§pwro¢ may each be applied to a man of any country. The
same cannot be said of _— 3, more than 1¢ can be of Jupiter or Napo-
leon. Each of these refers to an individual, and is used to designate one
person alone, as much as Zeve, Jesus, or Jehovah.

In regard to submitting this question to the native Christians for
arbitration, 1 showd be borne m mind that the nomenclature and
Christian technicalities oi the native disciples were borrowed from their
Christian teachers; and the forms of religious phraseology received im
their early discipleship will adhere to them with great tenacity. Wrea

all know how hard it is to give up the impressions of childhood. Train
up a child im the Westminster or any other catechism, and when he 1s
old he will not depart from 1t. I know some of the old Chinese disctples
who were early taught to use 3 BH for Holy Spirit, and they continue to
use it, though since taught that Ht @f is the more correct iorm of ex-
pression. While we have now a goodly number of Chinese disciples,
and an able corps of native preachers, it would be difacult to find
among them men to whom this momentous question could be safely
submitted for arbitration. J? they understood the language in which
the Scriptures were written, and the critical use of foreign words, still
they have not the breadth of thought, and maturity of judgment to fit
them to grapple with a question of this kind. In our present state of
imperfection there must of necessity be differences of opmuon. {Ff i¢

had been intended that we all should see eye to eye, the lenses of our
mentel vision would each have been cast in the same mould. All we
ean do is to think carefully, act honestly, and feel charitably. There
are diversities of opinion in regard to many things connected with the
translation of the Scriptures into Chinese, and none of us may expect
to live long enough to sce a unity of sentiment in regard to all. This
is not wonderful, since, after king James’ version has been known as the
the Texius Receptus for the Protestant church during the last 260 years,
now the learned theologians of various Churches in Christian lands are
employed in upheaving the foundations of that honored version, AC
complished by the joint labors of forty-seven learned men, under the
patronage of the king, and recasting the whole after a new model, The
motto of the Christian world now seems to be—first pure, then peacable
or harmonzous. In translating the Scriptures into Chinese let this be
our motto.

WiLLiaM Dray.
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At 58 Montacu Square, Glasgow, on
July 28rd, the wife of Dr. Dudgeon
of Peking, of a daughter.

Ar Peking, iu August, the wite of Rev.
J. L. Whiting, of a daughter.

At Peking, in September, the wife of
Rey. D. C. MeCoy, of & son.

Ar Shanghae, on September 18th, the
wife of tho Rey. Wm. J. Boone, of a

Ar Holy Trinity Church, Hull, on
the 2nd September, the Rev. Janes
Bares, 0. M. §., Ningpo, China, to
Anna James, daughter of
Buane, lreland.

At the Cathedral, Shanghae, on Sep-
tember Lith, by the Rt. Rev. Bishop
Russell, assisted by the Very Rev.
Dean Butcher, CHALONER ALABAS-
TER, Keq. H. B. M. Consul at Han-kow, to Laura daughter of
D. J. Maceowan, Esq. M. D. of
Shanglas.

Av the Cathedral, Shanghas, on Octo-
ber 19th, by the Very Rev. Vean
Butcher, the Rev. R. SwaLtow of
Ningpo, to Miss Jounson.

SHANGBAE.—Dlessrs. dames Cameron,
George Nicoll and G W. Clarke,
arrived by the Pieurs Castle from
London, on September 26th, to join
the China Inland Mission.

Miss F’. Harshberger arrived by
the from the United States, on
ihe 4th of October, tv join the Ameri-
can Presbyterian Mission at Ningpo.

The Rey. W. Brereton reached
Shanghai by the Geelong irom England,
on October 17th, on his way to Join
the C. M. S. Mission at Peking.

TheShanghat Presbytery of the A meri-
can Presbyterian Church N. met Oct.
13th, in the South-eate Chapel, Shang-
hai. The Rev. W. 5. Holt, retiring
moderator, preached an able Sermon
from the words Zhy Atugdon come.

The Rev. Wong Vong-lan was elected
modcrator, and the Rey. J. S. Roberts
temporary clerk. It was gratitying to
see two young men irom the boarding
school, present themselves as candidates
for the ministry. Their examination
on experimental religion, and call to the
ministry Was searching and thorough.
4 committee was appointed to draw upa
curriculum for theological students. The
next annual meeting will be in Soochow.

In June Jast the entire property,
including the printing establishment
known as the “ American Presbyterian
Mission press,’ owned by the American
Presbyterian mission, outside the
East gate was sold. About the sawne
time extensive and valuable premises
in a location much more central and
eligible (No. 15 Peking road) were pur-
chased for the accommodation of the
pICss. Early in September the entire
plant, stock, etc, of the press were
removed to the new place. Central
and easily accessible, the present build-
Ings are in a vastly more pleasant
locality; they are more extensive, com-
modious, substantial and convenient,
and in every way better suited for the
POSE. itis hoped that no further
changes may be necessary for many
years to come. An amount was real-
ized from the sale of the East gate
property just about sufhcient to pur-
chase and fit up the present property.
Being a missionary concern, the main
work of this press 1a of course, print-
ing for and in the interests of China
and the Chinese; and we are happy
to know that the amount of Chinese
printing called for is steadily on the
$ncrease. The press is now busily em-
ployed upto the full extent of its
capacities for this part of the work

‘The Committee of Arrangements for
a General Conference of Protestant
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Missionaries in China, met in Shanghai
October 25th. Of the whole number
(seven), five were present; yiz:—Rerv.
Carstairs Douglass, LL. D., represent-
ing Foochow, Amoy and Formosa;
Rey. W. Muirhead, representing Kiang-
sa; Rev. C. W. Mateer, representing
Nbantung and Newchwang;: Rev. J.
Butler, representing Chektang; and A.
Wylie, representing Hongkong, ete.
After a carefol examination of all
avauable data, it was found that over
a hundred, being more than two-thirds
of those whose opinions bad been
ascertained, were in favor of a confer-
ence; in view of which the Committee
resolved to proceect to prepare a pro-
eramme and make oltber necessary
arrangements. Thursday, the 10th of
May 1877, has been fixed as the time
for the meeting of the Conference.
After a careful analysis of all the
subjects suggested, the following list
has been agreed upon.
Sketch of Protestant Nissions 1a China.
Confucianism in relation toChrishanity.
Taonisin and Buddhism.
Preaching to the Heathen.
Itineration, far and near, as an Svan-

pelizing Agency.
Colportage.
Radical Missions.
Foot-binding.
Woman's Work for Woman.
The Relation of rotestaut Missions to

Bdueation.
Day Schools, male and female.
Boarding Schools, male and female.
Christian Literatura :—whab bes been

done, and what is needed.
The importance of a Vernacular Chris-

tian Literature, with special refer-
ence to the Mandarin.

Secular Literature.
Standard of Admission to full Church

Mexabersiup.
The Best Means of Elevating the

Moral and Spiritual Tone of the
Native Churel.

In what ways may Foreign Residents
assist in the Evangelization of Chiua.

Self-support of the Native Church.
The Native Pastorate-
The Training of Native Agents.
Advantages and Disadvantages of the

Employment of Native Assistants.

How shall the Native Chureh be
stimulated to more Aggressive
Christinn Work.

Family Roligion.
Ancestral Worsliip.
Questionaple Practices connected withand I‘uneral Ceromouies.
What is the Duty of Missionaries in

recard to the vindication of tho
Treaty rights of Native Chiristiaus.

Principles of Translation into Chinese.
Should tho Native Churehes wm China

be united, and Ecclesiastically inde-
pendent of orergn Churches and
Sociabios.

Inacdequacy of the prosent means for
the Nvanugelization of China, and tho
Necessity for fax greater offort and
more Systematic Cooperation on the
part of the different Societies, so as
to cecupy the whole Fiald.
The first day of the Conference is to

be set apart for Devotional Exercises.
We learn that the Committee ig

now in considenng how best to
deal with the question of the terms fer
‘“ Qod” and “ Spirit ’’s and that one or
two other topics «till remain to be
arranged.

Nanxinc.—At the annual meeting of
the Ningpo Mission of the American
Presbyterian church, held in January
fast, permission was given to Rev.
Messrs. A. Whiting and C. Leaman
to open a new station at Nanking tn
connection with that Mission. In pur-
suance of this plan Mr. Leaman visited
that city about the ist, of September,
and succeeded in renting a native
house. We then returned to Soochow
for a short lime, and about a month
later Mr. Whiting and he preceeded
to Nanking to take up their residence
there. The people appear to be Sriendly,
hut the officials scem inclined to niake
all the trouble they can, even gomg so
far as to say they could not be allowed
to remain there. They have, however,
succeeded in taking peaceable posses-
sion of their honse, and it is hoped
that all may go on guictly. Mirs.
Whiting has since joined her husband
at that place.
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Ninceo.—The Presbytery of Ningpo,
of the American Presbyterian Mission,
met at the Fa-zin church in that city
on Monday October 17th, and con-
tinued its sessions through four days.
The attendance was unusually full, and
the meetings very interesting. A fuller
account will appear in our next issue.

Foocuow.—Lbe ‘Annual Conference
of the American Methodist Episcopal
Mission assembled on Oct. 13th, and
continued in session for several days.
Besides the Missionaries, there was a
full attendance of native agents, includ-
ing several presiding elders aud other
ordained preachers) There were as
usual, deputations from the other Pro-
testant missions in I'vockow ; also from
the Presbyterian Mission and Congre-
gational Union at Amoy; each of
which sent a missionary and a native
pastor. We hope to be able to give a
report in our next number.*
Caxtrox.—Miss Galbraith arrived from
U.S. per Catna in Oct. to join the
United Presby. Mission at that port.

CoINCHEW.-— We hear that the case

[ September-

of persecution which we noticed in our
March-April number, atill continues: in
the same state; and similar troubles
have arisen at sevéral other stations
near Amoy.

S.G. Me Farland and
family on their return to Siam, and
Rev. and Mrs. Dunlap, newly appointed
to that mission, arrived per Su. China
in October, enroute to join the American
Presbyterian Mission.

STAM -——-Banoror. On a recent visit
to this station, the Rev. J. R. Groddard
of Ningpo baptized twenty-five Chi-
nese atthe ont-station of Banplasoi,
making the number a hundred and
forty-1ine, baptized there within the
last fifteen months.

Mr. Goddard and family have found
Bangkok a sanitarium during the hot
months of July and August; the ther-
mometer having ranged ten degrees low-
er than usual at the same period at Ning-
). Their visit was a source of joy and
pladness to their friends and the native
churches there: and their departure cal.
led forth a manifestation of much kindly
feeling, and the benedictions of all.

hy Ap Ages

Hotices of Recent Publications.
Ye Book of Ser Marco Polo ye Venetian, concerning ye Kingdon of ye Hast:

Newly done into English by Henry Yule, c. B. In two volumes. Second
Edition.

A second edition within three years,
of such a bulky werk, on the well.
worn topic of the travels of Marco
Polo, implies a merit of no mean order,
and indicates a popularity which 1s not
the usual fate of works of this class.
Col. Yule's reputation as a painstaking
investigator, an acute archeologist and
an accomplished writer, was establish.
el previous to the appearance of the
first edition of the present work ; and
the author of Cathay and the Way

Loudon: John Murray: 1874.
thither, has well sustained his position,
in elucidating and illustrating the
musty records of the old Venetian. On
the appearance of the first edition, we
were inclined to look upon it as 60
exhaustive, as scarcely to leave room
for much additional matter in any
further issue. ‘he new volumes however
demonstrate the fallacy of such a con-
ception. Marked as the present age 1s
by a progressive aclivity, which is
changing, not merely the boundaries
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of nations and the face of continents,
but tbrealens even to reverse the
geographical features of our globe ;—
when deserts are becoming fertilized,
inland seas drained, rivers and occans
carried over dry land, and highwaye
under ocean beds;—wher railways are
already projected throughout the length
andl breadth of the Asiatic continent,
and a Central Asian Trading Company
1s In active operation;—when the troops
of Borealic nations in their conquering
progress are advancing towards the
tornd 4ones;—when in fact the sons
of Japhet are becoming the dwellers
in the tents of Shem;—the past of
Asia assumes an Increasing interest
to the geographer and the historian.
There are few sources to which we can

Kian, one almost feels that the whole
culminates tn the gorgeous pageantry of
the Imperial retinue al Mambalu. Nes-
torian missions had then been for
many centuries extending their labours
through Asia, and the traveller carefully
records the existence of Christians in
the various cities he describes. I*rom

‘this we see that their in China
must have been very considerable ; and
the fact of their power aud influence Jn
many of the surroundine kingdoms is
implied by the stories of the mighty
Prester John that had already extend-
ed through the countries of the West.
Mohammedans appear to have been
then about as numerous as NesLorians,
and the traditional antipathy between
the two was already in full vigour.

turn for such a full and instructive | Buddhists and Taouists, Marco classes
tableau of the times and the places
through which he passed, as the Travels
of Mareo Polo. Stiff in form and an-
tiquated in phraseology.as appears the
Malapaga narrative of Rustician of
Pisa,—even in the elerant translation
before us:—yet with his voluminous
notes drawn from the most varied sour-
ces, tle story startsinto new life, and we
are carried along from chapter to chap-
ter, deriving information of the most
varied character, frequently msing to
the interest of a romance. The story of
the Old Aan of the Mountain, corrobo-
rated as it is by so many contemporary
records of various nations, is scarcely
surpassed by the legends of the Aradiun
Ni gals. The accouttts of Tartar wars
and intrigues supply links in the history
of the oriental nomades ; and the ample
and circumstantial description he gives
of China, as from an eyewitness, bas
remained for many- centuries ihe only
account accessible to Europeans of the
things of which he wrote; but is now
being almost literally corroborated by
transiations from old Chinese records.
We hear much of the splendour of
oriental monarchs; but in reading
Marco’s details of the court of Kubla

‘indjscruninatery under the name of
Idolaters; and, thongh numerous, they
do not appear then to bave borne any
thing like the overwhelming preponder-
ance over the number of Christians
that we see al present. He mentions
indeed some of the Christians growing
fukewatra in the faith and joming tie
idolaters, while others had joined the
Mobammedans; and so far had this
Gecadence advanced by the time of
the arrival of Jubn do Monte Corome
and bis co-presbyters, in the 14th cen-
lury, that they found the Nestorian
church already in a moribund condi-
tion. Jt ig obvious that since that
time there bas been a vast diminution
in the numbers of professing Christians,
while Buddhism and Taoulsm have
rained almost universal dominion. We
distinguish the Taouists of the ime by
their supremacy in the art of jugglery;
and the writer frequently speaks of
them under the name of Zacsi, the
Mongol word for “Teacher,” the
equivalent in fact of the Chinese term
Fe Ae Seen siding. Closely approach-
ing in sound to the latter is the name
Sensin, which Marco applies to a class
of ascetics of ibe same sect. Some
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commentators have been tempted by
the similarity of the name to identily
the two; but this is a mistake, and 1s
a good example of the danger of trust-
ing to mere similarity of sound. Sexsin
is evidently the Chinese term #iH [lj
Shin seen, a name used by the Taouists
for the “immortals;’—durmg the 13ta
century applied to a class of hermits,
who were said to have attained the
above beatitude by their austerities ;—
a class apparently now extinct. On
all these matters Col. Yule has been
able to elicit a mass of information,
additional to what had been given by
previous editors. Tmportant additions
have been made throughout the two
new volumes, to such an extent as to
vive them very much of the character
of a new work. Among the number-
less emendations and further elucida-
tions, we may quote the following
condensed summary of fresh sonrces
of light, which he gives in the Pre-
L206 ee
‘tJ, for n orief space the seat of
the widest empire the world has known, has
been visited; the ruins of Suancro, the
‘Xanadu of Cublay Khan,’ have been explor-
ed; Panir and have been penetrated
from side to side: the famous mountain Rand
of has been traversed and deseribed ;
the mysterious Catsng has been unveiled ; the
publication of my lamented friend Lieut.
Garnier’s preat work on the French Lxplora-
tion of Indo-China lias provided a mass of
sHustration of that Yuswan for whiuh the
other day Marco Polo was well-nigh the most
receut authority. Nay, tha last two years
liave thrown * promise of light even on what
seemed the wildest of Marco's stories, and the
hones of a yeritaule Ruc from New Zealand
Ha on the table of Professor Owen's Cabinet }”

The new pictorial illustrations form
a highly important addition to the
present Issite. Besides numerous av-
thentic views of places and things from
the works of recent travellers, we note
especially a portrait of the great travel-
ler, taken from @ painting preserved in
a private gallery,—the Badakhshan
silver patera,—a Chinese tablet-head~
ing from Kubla khan’s imperial
city Shavg-tu,—the Mongol Paras or
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‘Tablets’ found in the Russian domin-
(Ons —=a, complete copy of the Nesto-
rian tablet at Se-gan foo,—portraits
of Yunnan mountaineers,—the ancient
cross with Pehlvi inscription on St.
Thomas’ Mount,—seal of the Mongol
Arghun khan,—contemporary plans
of the cities of Hangcbow and Soo-
chow, &ec. The singular felicity with
which Col. Yule handles subjects of
this class has enabled him to clothe
the comparatively dry geographical
record of Marco Millione, with 50
many decorative attractions, as,—not-
withstanding the solid information it
conveys,—to transfer if almost to the
ranks of light literature. So thorough-
ly indeed does he appear to have
transfused himself into bis subject, that
itis bat a jeu with him to
think in medizeval French ; and in such
a flight he bas brought Marco, in vision,
down to the times in which we live:
extending his travels to the British
Isles. We venture a short extract
from this apocryphal section, in which
he ig describing the various religions
prevailing in our island home; and
leave it to our readers to say in which
it is the greater puzzle—as a system
of philosoply or a feat of philology :—

Ss Fenoore ond une anire mantere de fisouses,™
et cdlient-tl, Lt nest mie ne Diez ne Kermat
né conrance vers fe bier, ne Providence, ne
Créerres, ne Sauvours, ne sainieté ne pechtés
ne conscience de pechte, ne proyere ne response
a proyére, ti nest nulievtens fors qué trop
minune gxitn ou paiileltes qus ont & nowt
atosmes, ef de ex grains devient chose qut
wire, ef chose qui vive devrent une ceriemne
creature au fe fa afer, ef ceste créa-
lure devient porssons, ét potssons devient tezars,
et tezurs decient dlayriaus, ef diayrtausdevient ef gat-matmons devient
fions sanvarges gua menjue char d’homes, et
hons sauvatges devient huns crestien.’”’

* “The form which Marco gives to thia word was
probably a rorminisconcs of the arjiental corrution 'failauf.’- It recalle temy mind o Hindu
who was very foud of the wurd, and especially
of appl ing it to certain of Lis fellow-servants,
But a6 he ueod it, ‘bara faile6f’ gront philogo-
pher meant exactly tho same os tho moder.
giang “Artful Dodger }'

¢ For the explanntion of ‘Karma,’ (the power
that cootrots ile universe), in the doctrine of
atheistic Buddhism, Beo EHanps’s Eastorn
Aionachism, p. 6.
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ARCH AOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL RESEARCHER
ON PEEING AND ITS ENVIRONS.

By &. M. 1),
(Continued from p. 322. )

ON THE WATER CONVEYANCES CONNECTING PEKING IN ANCIENT
TIMES WITH THE GREAT RIVER SYSTEM OF CHINA.

BODY has heard of the Grand Canal of China, connecting
the capital with the large rivers of the empire. The Grand Canal,

—in Chinese ff ff Yu ho (Imperial niver), also dt ff Pia ho, or
at fl 7) ho (river tor the transport of corn), has its extre-
mifies ab Peking and ab fie am This canal, as
may be seen on the maps, has a general dircetion From north to south,
or to the south-east: and the waters -of all the mvers it meets in ifs
course, have been made to flow m the same channel. In parts it
follows for some extent the course of natural rivers; fii. the @ fy
Pai ho (Pei ho) and the @F jy WPer ko in the north, which for a
long distance form the Grand Canal. Kt crosses the Jarecst rivers of
China, the fH jij Heang he and the + yy Ta (moye generally
known to Europeans under the name of Deng-fze hiang'?), and also
the HE 9 Haat shu. In anexeut times the Grand Cannl was of the
importance to trade, and for supplying the capital with riec.
But now this great watercourse has only an mmportanee for the capital
as regards its northern part, between and Peking; and I
have been told, that owing to the carclessness of the geverument in
keeping if m repair, it is only partly navigable south of
This would explain the extraordmary fact, that the conserrative Chi-
nesc,— who do not gencrally adapt the great inventions of the west,

72, The latter name a F iL Yang-tze king is wot frequently seen in Chinese books, and
on Chinese maps we generally find tle river termed 7a Aiang, meaning the “Great river.”
I faucy Ynng-tzo kiang is only 8 popalar namo of the river near its mouth 3 for tho
first character yang is the ancient nama of s Chinese province comprising the present
Kiangsu, Chekiang and Anhui. The ancient Jesuit missionaries, who prababfy liad not
acen the name written, translated it errungously by ‘Son of the Ocean” (comp. Du

Marco Polo calls the Yang-ize Che “Great River Aieu” (lc. vol. fi, p. 1862)
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—some years ago established a Chinese steam-ship company, for car-
rying the rice indispensable to the capital, from the southern provinces
to Ttientsin.

According to Father Hyacinth (Statist. Description of China, in
Russian, vol. un, p. 188), the part of the Grand Canal between the
Yellow river and the Yang-tze kiang was constructed more than five
hundred years before our era. Klaproth states ((fémoires relatifs a
’ Asie, tom. wu, p. 48), that the construction of the. southern part of
the canal, between Chin-kiang fu and Hang-chou fu, dates from the
beeinning of the 7th century of our era. lt as generally believed that
Coubilai khan first constructed the northern part of the Grand Canal,
connecting Peking with the Yellow river (Klaproth, 1. c.). But, as
can be proved from amcient Chinese works, water conveyance between
Peking and the provinces south of the capital existed much earlier;
and if seems, since Pekimg thad beeome an imperial residence, the
emperors had taken eare to connect the capital by water with the pro-
vinees rieh in corn. As to the Liao, who first made Pekmg a capital,
the dominions of that dynasty spread to the south only as far as 200
4% beyond Peking. But according to the Zi hing ding wu ho {Jt hia,
chap. xciv, fol. 1}, in the time of the empress Siao (see above, note
23), there was a Yiix-liany he, or river for the transport of corn, lead-
ing to the capital. I observe that the Hun ko mver as well as the Paz
ho, trom their sourees to their mouths belonged to the Liao empire.
The in, who superseded the Liao, a. p. 111d, succeeded m enlarging
their dominions te the south as far as the JZuai river. In the zn si,
or “ History of the Kin,” we find a detailed deseriphion of a canal con-
necting the capital with the provinees of J/To-pei and Shan-tung (sec
note 73).

Before entering into particulars regarding the ancicnt canal system
of northern China, I may be allowed to say a few words about the
present water system of the Peking plain; for the watercourses there
have much changed since these ancient times; or I should rather say,
the rivers have reverted to their original channels, after having been
forced for a long time to send their waters fo the capital.

The plam is nigated by two rivers and then afflucnts. The
wt ho (muddy nver), after emerging from the western mountains,
passes about seven English miles west of Peking. The gy wy Lae ho
(“White river :”—on our maps the name is gencrally written Pe Ho},
which comes from the north, is at the nearest point (T%ng ehou) thir-
teen English mules distant from the capital. The Hun ho discharges
itself into the Pai ho near Tientsin, where also the Wei nver from the
south, or the Grand Canal, unites its waters with those of the Pa ho.

One of the principal tributaries of the Pai ho from the west is the
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vp ia] Sha ho (Sand river).
smnaller streams, the sources of which liein the northern and western
mountains. These confluents are often exhausted during ‘the dry sea-
Son. The most important of them are known under the names of &
Wp iy Nan sha ho, and 44% Pet sha ho (Southern and Northern
Sha ho), the lattcr 1s termed also 7% jaf A‘: Ao on Chinese maps. The
large village of Sha-ho, and the ruins of an ancient city of the same
name are situated im the angle, where the Pe: sha ho and Nan sha ho
nnite. A. third confluent coming trom the north, from a hill north of
‘the village of & 2% Po-fou, discharges itself into the Pei sha ho near
the same place. Lhree ancient stone bridges span the three mvers.” ‘The

great highway from Peking to Kalgan passes through the village of
Sha-ho. Compare map rv.

Further on in its course, the Sha ho receives the mver 7 iJ
Ts‘ing ho, which issues trom the lake B BA AA AC Au, near the
summer palaccs. The Sha ho finally empties itself into the Pai ho, a
httle east of chou; but before entermg the Pai-ho, it recetves
trom the west the waters coming from the capital.

The irrigation of Peking is effected now in the following manner.
Five or six miles to the north-west or the capital is the above-men-
tioned lake du, around which the summer palaces are
situated. It may be four miles or more im circuit, and is filled by
some copious springs on the adjacent hil FE HA Vit-és‘iian shan.
canal has been conducted trom this lake to Peking. The water arnmves

at the north-western corner ot the capital, and expands near the bridge
fe; et HE kao (see map 1) into a httle reservoir, from
which one part issues to supply the moat of Peking, while another part
enters the Tartar city and Jorms a large reservoir, extending from the
northern wall of Peking to the northern wall of the Impenal city.
These reservoirs are called FF 7k fi Tsi-shuit an" (meaning
Further on the water has been mtroduced by a canal into the Imperial
city, where 1¢ expands again and forms the lake Tai-yi chi already
mentioned. After flommng through the prohibited city, the water is-
sues from it in the south-eastern corner. Ihe canal passes before the
British legation, and running southward, passes through the southern
city wall, where it discharges 1fs water ito the southern moat of the
Tartar city. At the south-eastern corner of that city, near the bridge
Ke Hh HE kao (see map 1), all the water passing through
and around Peking unites and forms the beginning of the Grand
Canal. This part of the canal, running straight to Z*ung chou (40 &

73. One of these stone bridges is stated in the Chang an k'o hua, chap. iy, fol. 30, to have
been constructed betiveen A. D. 14386 and 1450.

74. They are mentioned under the same name in the history of the Mongol dynasty.

ON PERING AND ITS ENVIRONS,

This river is composed of a number of
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east of Peking), is known to Europeans under the name of
canal, but it is called Fe tof Ta-tung ho, or 3h ig £‘ung-hut ho
by the Chinese, and was known by the latter name as carly as the
1dth century.

Besides the lake Ktun-ming tu, the Ttung-chou canal receives
water from two other sourecs.

Aft the south-western corner of the Tartar city, the small river
= FE in} San-di ho, discharges itself into the moat. It commences
at the present day 14 Imghsh mule north-west of that place, at a
httle lake named from the 82 #e PE Weng-hai lou. On the bord-
cr of the lake there is an imperial palace, and a pleasure ground
called $3 = Tiao-yu ttai (Terrace for angling). ‘There was an
unperial pleasure ground there as carly as the 12th century (J¢ Aa,
chap. xcy, fol. 7). f remember the tame, when the Peking races took
place in the dry bed of this lake. But dunug the last four or five
ycars 1f has been filled with water agai. Wre shall see further on,
that the ho was an important nver m ancient fumes, and passed
between the Mongol capital and the ancient capital of the Kun.

Proceedine on the stone road from the gate Chang-yi men (ot the
Chinese city}, about 43 # to the south-west, we see to the right a
square rampart, about 4 & m eireut. It encloses a pond called 3i¢
th Lien-hua ch‘i {Lotus pond} by the Climesce. The water issuing
from it rus to the south-east, discharges into the moat of the Chinese
city, and thus also reaches the T*ung-chou canal near the bridge Ta-
tung k‘iao. Tt seems that in anaent times, the water from the
Lotus pond flowed through the capital of the Kain.

Below Ttung-chou the Pai ho receives from the west the water of
the river ff 9K Liang shui. This river 1s formed by two confluents,
which take rise in the marshes south-west or the Chmese city. Lhe
northern one, as ye have secn, formed in ancient fime, the southern
moat of the Kin capitel. The two rivers unite south of the Chinese
city; the water then enters the park Nan-hai-isi, issucs from it through
its eastern wall, and reaches the Pai ho near the village of &f Be HE
Chang-fia wan.

After this short sketch of the watercourses 1n the Peking plain,
let me show what the Ohinese books record regarding the
water conveyances leading to Peking.

In the history of the Kin dynasty, a whole chapter 1s devoted to
the description of the rivers and canals of the empire (Jf sit, chap.
xxvu, fi] i). Under the heads of 7@ #8 (Canal for the transport of
com) and JF HH jf (the same as the Hun ho, as we shall see iurther
on), I find the following statements :—

“Ven (the capital of the Kin:—see above), is distant from the jf
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WM Lu shui 50 We. Lhe & Bit Kao-hang ho,’ and the water of the
=| is if Po-lien tan (Pool of the White Lotus*’), have beon employed
tor the cana) (leading to the Lu shui). Sluices have been establish-
ed; by means of which it is possible to reach by water the provinces
of Shantung and gf JB Ho-pei,i8 At the cities situated on this water-
way granarics have been established: so that the corn can arrive at the
capital by water.” I omit the detailed description of the water com-
munications of the capital with the provinces south of it; and will only
say, that Irom the rivers and citics named, it may be concluded, that
the princrpal watercourse at the time of the Kin was by the Pai ho,
and the i {if Wet ho which discharges itself into the Pai ho near
Tentsin. Thus the Grand Canal,—said to have been first construct-
ed by the Mongols——cxisted for the greater part before the Mongols
arrived; at least it is certain, that the principal Transport canal of the
Kin between the capital and chow (on the Wet river), fol-
lowed the same course as that of the Grand Canal at the present day.

the Ain shi states further, that between Zerg chou and the
capital there were some difftcultics in the navigation; Tung chou being
too clevated with respect to the capital. ‘the water therefore flowed
down very slowly, and the canal was often obstructed by mud. In the
year A. 1170, a proposition was made to the emperor to introduce
water from the river (the fun ho,-—scee above), mto the Trans-
port canal. It had been ascertamed, that the — FQ Kin i'ou,™ was
140 feet higher than the capital; and by this means @ more rapid cur-
rent might be expectet tor the Transport canal. The emperor was
much dchghted by tlis project, and orders were mven for its execution.
A. canal was dug from the Ave fox to the northern moat of the capi-
tal, whence if was conducted to the Lv river. It reached the river
north (probably a misprint for south} of Tung chou. The wholo
work was fimshed in fifty days. But the result did not answer the
expectation. Sometimes the water ran too rapidly and the embank-
ments fell down; af other times the water deposited much mud and
formed sands. Ina. pv. 1175, the Lu kow river broke through the

ay a!pl

75. J shut is the ancient name of the Lat fo. In the Yvan sia, chap. lriv, art. Pat ho, it
is stated :—" There are tliree civers inportant for the Transport canal, the g in) Pai ho,
the Air ay Vii Ao and the vie yy ho.tow CS « t. "fF oa one e ‘These rivers unite and then take dhe naine

of 1 IK Lu shai.” In works anterior to the Yiu sit however, the Pai lo, is always
fe ssid.

Tb. Kao-tiang he, an ancient river somewhere near the present Si-chz men; at least the bridgo
wear this rate is still cattle] Aau-fiang Kine.

77. Pavhaps the sane as the above-mentioned Lotus pond, west of the Chinese city.
a e

78. The province of dv-pei at the time of the Kin, comprised the southero part of the present
Chili, a part of Shentung, aud the portion of the present Loran situated north of the
Yellow fiver.

79. Kin Xow is still the unme for the passage north of the Ay 3 wy Shi-Mang shan, a0
isolate! bil) near the piace where the Hun ho cuerges into the plain.
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embankments near the village of [ fh ff Shang-yang ts'un (Upper
village of Yang).

In the annals of the Hix shi, under the year 1186 it is stated,
that one of the mimsters drew the attention of the emveror to the fact,
that the ft 4*ow beg 140 feet higher than the capital, there would
be great danger if an inundation should happen. He proposed to
shut up the canal (connecting with the Lu kou nver); to which the
emperor agreed.

In the Yuan shi, chap. elxiv, Biography of Huo Shou-king,® it is
recorded that in the year a. D. 1265, this high officer made the follow-
ing report to the empcror:— At the time of the Kin there was 2 canal
led off from the Hun ho eastward. It began at the village of fig a
and passed through the tin k'ow. Its water irmgated the
fields north of Yer hing (the capital of fhe Kin) to an extent of near-
ly 1000 But owmg to a war which hed broken out, the
canal was shut up at Kin k*ou with big stones. Kuo Shou-king now
proposed to oper this canal again, in order that the environs of the
capital should enjoy fhe benefit of the water. But to prevent the
danger which might arise from sudden freshets, he formed a project to
diz another caual to the south-west, which should turn around the
Hun ho.” According to the Yuan shi, Annals, this project was ex-
ecuted in 1266, and the opened canal (to the capital} was afterwards
used for carrying stones and wood (from the western hills). But as
we shall see further on, this canal was shut up again, owing to heavy
inundations threatening the capital, at the end of the 23th century.

Let me show what the Viian shi reports concerning the Z"tng-has
ho, or as we call it, the Z“ung-choe canal, connecting Peking with
Ttung chou (see Yuan shi, chap. lxiv, on the water systems,—and
elxiv, Biography of Kuo Shou-king) :—

“The 8 Bt ii] T'ung-hui ho takes its mse from the & 2% Po-fou
springs and those of the @# lj Weng shan. In the year 1291, the
Inspector general of the water conveyances, Kuo Shou-king, received
orders to unite the rivers (in the neighborhood of Peking), and utilize
their water for navigation. Kuo Shou-king made a proposal to dig a
eanal from Tung chou to the capital (itis not clearly stated whether
a new canal), and to use the water of the Hun ho only for irmgating
the fields (he speaks evidently of the Hun ho canal, opened in 1266).
Ife proposed to lead fresh water into the ancient bed of the hif fF] CA‘e

80. Ha af ay Kuo Shou-king, the celebrated engineer of Coubilai khan, especially fained
for the gigantic water-works he executed. He constructed also the Grand Canal.

SL. is still the name of a village situated ou the left bauk of the Hiur ho, north of the
Shi-king shan aud near the Kin k'ou,

82. A te king is = 100 im mot. 6.6 mon = 1 English acre.

Eyes:
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The fresh water was led off from the springs on the hill jh th
Shen shan near the village G YP Po-fou, belonging to B AR A Chtang-
ping hien (now Ch'ang-p'ing chou). The canal went at first west-
ward and then turned to the south, crossed the rivers 4k © jap
We hoand Ri] Vit ho, and passing the springs — oR SA ts*itan
and Ee Ft Yu ts‘an® (carrying their waters along), ran through the
He iy Ya Weng-shen lake,* and reached the capital near the western
rate, Lhe canal entered the aty, jormed a reservoir to the south cal-
led Fi 7K iff Psi-sheet ran to the south-east (through the capital}.
and issued east of the gate 4% 8A PY FV men Further on
it entered the ancient Transport canal,” reached the village of ® IE
ut Kao-hi chuang belonging to chow,™ and finally itself
into the ¢& jaf Pai ho. The length of the whole canal from the Shen
shan to Ltung chou was 164 2 and L04 pu. the work was begun in
spring 1292 and finished next year in autumn, minetcen thousand sol-
diers having been eniployed on 1t. The canal was named
being very useful for the transport of corn.” The Veer shi then enum-
erates all the sluices of the canal. One was outside the #y a FY Ho-
yt men (answering to the present Si-chi men gate:—sce map 1), at the
distance of one “ to the north-west; the next was at the fo-yi men
itself. One sluice was inside the city, at the te - Jfai-tze (the lake
near the palace}; one was outside of BE TF P49 Li-cheng men, to the
south-east of the water-gate (through the wall) of the canal; the next,
one # to the south-west of Wen-ming men; the next, one 7 to the south-
east of it; the next, one further to the east. Four shaices are

83. Literally the “River provided with stuices.” He means probably the river, or canal,
carrying the water from the A‘ lake to the capital.

84.-The village still exists southeast of Ch'ang-p‘ing chan. My friend Dr. vor
Mollendorff, of the German has visited the place, and I am indebted to hin
for sone information regarding jt. North of the village ts an isolated hill (probably the
Shen shan of the Yar ski) from which 2 river comes down and runs to the south, dis-
chargiug itself into the sha he, near the village of Sha-ko (see map Iv).

8&5. Further on the Situ shi states, that the SAuang-fa ho is au afluent of dhe fo. The
chap. exxsiv, ful. 18, identifies the Li Ao with the Let she to (see ative).

86. The Yi astiien is the water coming out from tho hill E RR ilj shan
(see TAP IV).

87. Weng-shen isthe original name of the hill situated morth of the lake hx,
better kuown uow under the name of ag = i Wan-shou shan. The i
lake, the sume as the Ktun-ming liu of our days, ‘is called 4 # int wen (tlie
beach of seven i) in the Clitun wing weng yit bu (4 i kia, chop. Ixxxix, fol. 9).

88, The reservoir hay the sume name at the present time.
89. ‘The Wen-ming gate answers lo the Z/a-ta men of modern Peking. “ Kast of the gate” i

a misprint for for it results fram the enumeration of the sluires the Vier shi
cives further on, that the canal issued west of the Wen-ming gate, as it rloes now.

0. A i iat fa ia. It seems that the Transport canal of the Kin from the capital to
‘Vung chon, was the same as the to of the Yuan, and that the Mengols only
repaired the cannl of the hin.

91. 1 inguired in ‘lung chow about Naot ehnang. Tt seems that uo village of us namie
‘at

e>.ista at the present tine.



enumerated on the canal leading from the capital to T'ung chou.
1s stated that the canal passed throngh T'ung chou (as at present),
—that it entered near the western gate, and issued near the southern.
As I have shown, the T'ung-chou canal does not now flow directly
unto the Pai ho, but discharges itself into the Sha he, which at a short
costaace morc to the east enters the Pai ho.

the reader wil observe in comparing my maps representing
modern Peking, 2fs environs, and the present canal and river system,
that the course of the water running from the lake hat
through Peking to chou, ‘has not changed since the time of the
Mongols. But the canal from the Po-fow sources to the Ktun-ming
hu docs not exist at the present time, and the rivers, the water of
which had been introduced into it, have taken their orginal direct
covrse to the Paz Ao. Lhe ea dia, chap, Ixxxix, fol. 7, quotes an
author of the Ming, who states, that simec the Mongol period the
course of the rivers has changed, and that the canal leading water
from the north to the lake (K‘tun-ming hu}, has been obstructed north
of the Weng-shan (Wan-shou shan :—sce above).

It is not without interest to compare these ancient Chinese state-
ments as above related, with what Rashid-eddin reports regarding the
Transport canal connecting Khanbahgh with the principal cities of
China (Yule’s Cathay, vol. u, pp. 208,259) :-—

“Two important rivers pass by Aheanbaligh and Daidu. Atter
coming from the direction of the Kaan’s summer residence in the
north, and flowing near Jamel, they unite to form another river.” A
¥ery large basin, like a lake mm fact, has been dug near the erty and
furnished with a slip for launching pleasure boats. The mver had for-
merly another channel, and discharged ifsclf into the gulf of the ocean,
which penetrated within a short distance of Khanbaligh. But in the
course of time this channel had become so shallew as not to admit the
entrance of shipping, so that they had to discharge their cargoes and
send then up to Khanbaligh on pack-cattle. And the Ghinese engin-
ecrs and xen of science having reported that the vessels from the pro-
vinees of Cathay, from the capital of Macury (Canton, according to
Yule), and from cities of (Hang-chou fu) and Zarrox (with-
out doubt Ts‘iian-chou fu) no longer could reach the metropolis, fhe

a
eee

99. Rashid-eddin'’s acconnts reganling the rivers is a little confnsed, and it is difficult to say
ST. tore. , a

which of the sivers of the Peking plain lee means. The dt rN za] Pet sha ho or 7% ty
AY he comes dewn from the defile of & if Aieyung, where the direct way to Skang-
tix, the summer resilence of the Mongol khuus, passed through. Jempet therefore may
be identified with the defile of Ad-yurg. In the Mongol text of the Dian ch'no pt sit,
written in 1240 (sce my Notet an Chinese Mediaual Travellers, p. this defle t
repentedly mentioned und always termed J may observe, that Rastid in rents
ering the Chinese name for the swnmer resideuce Ting fc spells the same
Ju, Chas substituding there also an mg for a ps.

ARCH AOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL RESEARCILES {| November:
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Khan gave them orders to dig a great canal, into which the waters
of the said river and of several others should be introduced. This
canal extends for a distance of forty days’ navigation from Khanbaligh
to Khingsai and Zaifun. .....The canal is provided with many sluiccs
intended to distribute the water over the country. .....”

We have seen, that a part of the water of the Inn dv had been
eonducted im the time of the Kin, to the capital and into the Transport
canal, and that the [Lun-ho canal had afterwards been shut up, but had
been opened again during the reign of Coubilai, who m 1298 gave or-
ders to shut it again, owmg to inundations threatening the capital. in
the middle of the 14th century the Hun ho question was brought upon
the tapes once more. The J: fie (chap. ery, fol. 17}, quotes the fol-
lowing statements from the Yuen shi regarding this subject :—

“Tn the year a. vp. 1342, one of the mnusters proposed to the
emperor to dig a new canal, 50 feet deep and 20 fect broad, from
the village of chuang, south of Ttung chou (seo note 91), to
the Kin Kou (see note 79) in the Western mountains, and to remove
the iron lock by which the ancient canal had been shunt up. Tho
distance between the Kin k‘ou and the village of Kao-l chuaug,
where the eanal had to reach the 4 ff Ve de canal), be
reckoned 120 2, This proposition was discussed m the counei of
ministers and many objections were mate. One of them recalled to
mind the fact, that in the year 1298, owing ta great mundations
caused by the Hun ho and the consequent danger to the capital, the
canal had been shut up. But notwithstanding these objections the
emperor ordered the digging of the projected canal to be exceuted ;
the Kin k’ou was opencd and the whole work fimshed m four months.
The result was unsatisfactory however; for the water deposited much
mud and the boats could not go. At other fimes inundations caused
mischict.”’

The authenticity of the ancient Chinese statements above frans-
lated, regarding the diversion of a part of the water of the fun Ao to
the capital of the Kin in the 12th century, can be easily proved by
local observation. A few weeks ago I undertook, m company with
my friend Dr. von Mocllendorff, to seureh for the traces of this chan-
nel. Although only guided by the ancient description, we had no
difficulty in finding the bed, and also the villages menboned mm the an-
cient accounts; for they have preserved the same names up to this
time.

At a distance of about 40 fi, stranght west of the men

03. Eyidently the principal ulject in view was to introduce a large quanuty of water jute (Le
Transport canal,
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(one of the western gates of the capital), just at the place where the
Hun ho emerges from the mountains into the plain, there is on the left
bank of the river, an isolated hull 470 English feet hieh, which is known
under the name of 4 -& jlg shan. It is crowned by an an-
cient monastery, and picturesque ruins are scattered about on its slopes,
dating partly from the time of the Kin; but for the greater part the
construction of these palace buildings is attributed to the Ming em-
Perors. ihe western side of the Shi-lang shan forms a steep precipice
down to the Hun ho. To the north, the hill is separated by a deep
depression from the last spur of the mountain chain, following the
lett bank of the river. This passage, about half a # broad, is not
more than 40 or 50 feet above the level of the Hun ho. It is still
called by its ancient name 4 [J Hin how (Golden defile). Fhe w]-
lage Ii iG mentioned by the ancient authors as the starting
point of the channel, lies near the western entrance of it, on the left
bank ot the river. Jt was easy for us to detect here the dried-up bed
of the channel, passing through the Kin k’ou, and shut up by a solid
dike just as is reported in the ancient accounts. One of the roads
leading trom Peking to the coal mines in the Western mountains, passes
ever this dilce. Even the safety channel, dug in 1265, which turned
around the Hun ho to the south-west to prevent the danger which
might arise to the capital from sudden freshets (see above), still ex-
ists. (Compare map tv.)

We had not the slightest difficulty in pursuing the course of the
ancient Hun-ho channel, which is known to the people under the name
of & DF if ho (xiver from the Kin k’ou), from Kin k’ou
down to the western precincts of Peking. The dry bed of the channel,
now used almost throughout ifs whole extent for agricultural purposes,
is lmed by solid embankments from 1d to 20 feet high. lt has 2
width of about 120 English feet, and has not been dug im a straight
line, but crosses the plain in numerous windings. The yeason of
this disposition is easily understood. The ancient engineers tried by
this way to dummush the rapid current; for Kon k’ou is according to
ancient measurements 140 feet higher than Peking. To introduce
the water of the Hun ho into the dry bed again would present no
difficulty.

After quitting IGn k’ou, the channel passes south of the large
village of 46 36 HE Pei-sin an, and pursume its course to the east, we
meet on ifs northern bank the village of 1B we HE Pang-hia chuang
(village of the Yang famuy). I have little doubt, that this is the same
place mentioned in the ancient records under the name of [| BB #
Shang (upper village of Yang} as having been damaged in
a.p. 1175, by an mundation caused by the waters of the Hun-ho channel
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(see above). hence the channel runs eastward, and passes between the
group of hills rising in the western Peking plain, and known under the
name of Ji $F lf Pa-pao shan (on one of the hills there is 2 monastery
oi this name). The course of the channel lies one 7? and more south of
the large village of 9 #f well known to all Europeans in
Peking ; for if 1s situated on the road to the temples of /\ Fe BE Pa-
ta-ch'u, the summer residence of the Brifish Legation. Further on, the
channel passes near the lake of Wang-hai-lou (or Tiao-yit-f' at), men-
tioned above, but does not communicate with 1. Porhaps they were
in connection in ancient times. The lake in its present form is a crea-
tion of the emperor Kien-lung mm the last century; but as I have stated
above, at the time of the Kin dynasty there was a lake and a pleasure
pround at the same place.

The cowrse of the ancient channel from the last-named place down-
ward requires further investigation; for its traces become uncertain,
owing to numerous ravines occurmng in the country, and caused by the
cart-roads converging towards the capital. Besides this, numerous vil-
lages and farms have effaced the traces of the channel. Nevertheless
I have little doubt that from Wane-hai-lou it turned (once branch at
least) to the south-east, and went to the marsh called Lien-hua ch’é,
“ Lotus pond” (see above). There is near this marsh a stone bridge
fevidently not of very ancient date) over the ravine, which I suppose
to have been the bed of the Hun-ho channel. As I have shown in
another chapter of this paper, the north-western corner of the ancient
Kin capital must have been situated near this place. Wo have seen
also, that according to the ancient authors, the Hun-ho channel had
been conducted into the northern moat of that catal.

I did not pursue my imvestigations regarding the bed of the ancient
channel in ifs course east of Peking. The Chinese annals record, that
it had been led into the river Pai ho ata place south of T’ung chou
called Iao-t chuang (see above).

At the time Marco Polo was in Peking the Hun-ho channel was
supplied with water; for as has been stated ahove, Goubilai khan gave
orders to open the ancient channel dag by the iin. It was only in
1298 (after Polo’s departure) that if was shut up agai.

M. Polo states (Lc. vol. 1, p. 331), that the Great Kaan caused
Kambalue to be built elose beside the old city (of the Kin) with only a
river between then. do not think that the traveller could have meant
the Hun-ho channel. There is a strong probability that he speaks of
the 4 8A inf Wen-ming ho, a river which according to the ancient de-
scriptions ran near the southern wall of the Mongol capital.

The Ci?un ming meng ai da (ef. Jt hia, chap. ly, tol. 2), publish-
ed under the Ming dynasty, states:—“ The river = EE gif San-di ho



was called W AW fa Wen-nung ho in the time of the Yuan.
used for the transport of corn, and was in connection with the (principal)canal.” Aft the fime the author wrote (first half of the 17th
century) an anercnf iron lock could still be seen in the river.

Further partaculars regarding the San-di ho may be found in the
Ji hia, chap. lv, fol. 3. { wil not translate these accounts, but confine
myself to mentioning that traces of a river bed can still be found in the
Chinese city, north of tho temples of Heaven and of Agriculture. The
authors of the Ming mention the San-ii ho or Wen-ming ho south of the
southern wail of the capital. I may observe, that onc of the southern
gates of the Mongol capital was called Wer-ming men. Probably the
name was drawn from the name of the river.

The name of San-2i do is now applicd only to the river which is-
sues from the lake of Wang-hai-lou and discharges into the moat of
Peking at the south-western corner of the Tartar city (see map Iv; and
Jit hia, chap. xev, fol. 7).

We may conclude, that in ancient times the river passed between
IKhanbahgh and the Kin capital, and then took a south-castern direction.

Lhe preceding four naps are intended to render more intelligible the ancient
accounts regarding the Chinese capital.

No. 1. represents modern Peking and the position of the ancient ramparis found
in its neighborhood. On this map only such names are marked as appear
In my article: and I have indicated none of the ancient names. On the square
to the left, the reader will find the Chinese names of the eleven gates of the
Mongol capital, as enumerated by ancient authors.

No. ur. represents the palace and the palace grounds of the present dynasty.
In No. au. I have attempted to draw up a plan of the Mongol palaces, ac

cording to the Chinese descriptions; but these descriptions not being always
very explicit, I have been obliged in some cases to fil] in. The reader, in
comparing the imap with the descriptions however, will easily understand
what I have presumed to add.

No. rv. represents the environs of Peking, and shows especially the water-
courses in the Peking plain in our day.

TUE BRIDGER LU-NOU ASFAO AND THE HCN 710 OR SANG-KAN RIVER,
WITH THE ROAD TO SUANG-TU.

About seven miles south-west of Peking js the celebrated
stone bridge Jat #% #& kiao, one of the cight wonders of the
capital (see note 20), leadmg over the Han ho. <All the great
roids from the provmees leading to the capital pass by this bridge.
It 1s the only stone bridge spanning fie Tun ho; and as the water of
tlus river im the rainy scason often mses considerably, the bridge is of
the greatest importance for the communication. A splendid road,
93. The Chinese estiinate the distance between the Chang-vi gate and the bridge generally st

25 f&; the Chinese Merchant's Gaide bas 30 &; but both figures are too hieh, the
astance not heing more than 21 &.
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paved with large square stones has been constructed from the Chang-yi
men towards the bridge, but docs not reach it. Several i before ar-
riving at the nver it finishes with a beautiful triumphal arch or gate-
way, erected by the emperor Kien-lung in the last century. The
traveller mects on this road, at all seasons of the year, large caravans of
camels laden with coals carried from the Western mountains. Before
arriving at the bridge the small walled city of HE AHR Kung-ki cheng
is passed. This was founded im the first half of the 17th century (Ji
hid, Chan. xen, fol. 13). Lhe people generally call it JE $8 Fei ch eng.

Marco Polo im his narrative, devotes a chapter to the Lu-kou
k%ao (Yule, l. c. vol. n, p. 1). The bridge has often been spoken of by
the commentators of the srcat traveller; and besides some Chinese ac-
counts of the bridge known in Europe from translations, it has repeated-
ly been mentioned by Iéuropean travellers of past centuries. But as
these accounts are not always in accordance, I undertook a short time
ago to repair to the bridge with the view of investigating it, and now
give the following description. The budge is 350 ordmary paces long
and 18 broad. It is built of sandstone, and has on either side a stone
balustrade of square columns, about 4 fect hich, 140 on cach side, cach
crowned by a sculptured lion over a foot Ingh. Beside these there are
a number of smaller lions placed irregulariy on the necks, behind the
lees, under the fect, or on the back of the larger ones.” The space
between the columns is closed by stone siabs. Jour sculptured stone
elephants lean with their forcheads against the edge of the balustrades.
The bridge is supported by cleven arches." At each end of the bridge
two pavilions with yellow roofs have been built, all with large marble
tablets in them; two with mscriptions made by order of the emperor
Kang-li (1662-1723); and two with insemptions of the of Ky’en-
lung (1736-1796). On these tablets the history of the bridges record-
ed. Compare also Ji ia, chaps. xen and xem. Previous to the 13th
century there were only wooden bridges over the Hun ho. A Chimese

traveller, who went from the south to Peking in 1128,” gives the fol-
lowing statement

“We left Liang-hiaug hien (this city still bears the same name)
and after 30 # arrived at the Za-kow nver (the same as the Hun ho).
It runs very rapidly ; and in time of low water temporary bridges are laid
over it (as now im winter time}. some years ago the Hf} 9K BE Z'x-
shui-kier (Inspector of the Water conveyances) made a floating bridge
(Xf #%) over the river, and fixed it to both banks.”
95, ‘The Chinese say no one has ever succeeded in counting the lions on the bridga; and in-

deel it js dificult to count wt tie sia lions.
96. Dr. Lovkhart (see Yule, ¢., vol. di, p. 4), counted ning arches.

= |

He is also right, fur
®

he caunts only the not the arches resting upon the banks of the river.
97, FP Zs (it A FE SK. Seainy Notes on Chinese Medieval Travellers, p. 122.
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In another work, quoted in the Ji hia, chap. civ, fol. 5, the de-
struction of the bridge by fire, in the same year, 1123, is recorded.

A stone bridge over the Hun ho was first built eat the end of the
12th century by order of the Kin-emperor BMing-ch'ang. The work
was finished in five years, 1189-1192.

Under the succeeding dynasties the bridge has repeatedly been
damaged by floods, and its restoration is frequently recorded in Chinese
annals. But judging from the Chinese statements, it seems never to
have been enfirely destroyed; for the Chinese authors always speak
merely of repairs.

M. Polo, who saw the bridge a hundred years after it had been
built, describes it in the following terms (Yule, 1. ¢. vol. ii, pp. 1, 2):—

“When you leave the City of Combaluc and have ridden ten
miles, you come to a very large river which is called
and flows into the ocean, so that merchants with their merchandize
ascend it from the sea. Over this River there is a very fine stone
bridge, so fine mdeed that ithas very few equals. The fashion of it is
this : if 1s 300 paces in length, and it must have a good eight paces of
width, for ten mounted men can ride across it abreast. It has 24 arches
and as meny water-mills, and ’tis all of very fine marble, well built
and firmly founded. Along the top of the bridge there is on either side
a parapet of marble slabs end columns, made in this way. At the be-
ginning of the bridge there is a marble column, and under it @ marble
hon, so that the column stands upon the lion’s loins, whilst on the top
of the column there is a second marble lion, both being of great size
and beautefully executed sculpture. At the distance of a pace from
this column there is another precisely the same, also with its two lions,
and the space between them is closed with slabs of grey marble to pre-
vent people from falling over into the water. And thus the columns
run from space to space along either side of the bridge.”

Companng M. Polo’s account of the bridge with the deseription of
it [ have given above from my own observation, we may conclude that
the ancient bridge was longer than the present; for M. Polo’s paces are
geometrical paces,—1 pace=<5 feet (see Yule, 1. c. vol. ii, p. 472). The
bridge Polo saw had 24 arches, and large lions crowned the columns. it
seems that at the place where the present bridge stands, the banks of the
river, which 1s of considerable breadth have been artificially elevated and
advanced from both sides in order to narrow the bed.

I have not been able to find a Chinese description of the Lu-kou
bridge by an author contemporary with M. Polo. The most anment
Chinese description existing seems to be that found in the Ch'ang an
k'o hua (end of the 16th cent.) chap, iv, fol. 14. There itis stated, that
the Lu-kou k’1a0 is more than 200 pu (1000 feet} long, and that it has a
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stone balustrade on the left and on the right.
are several hundred sculptured lions (on either side); but it is impos-
sible to count them. Whoever tries to do so is sure to make a mistake.

I cannot say whether this author speaks of Polo’s bridge. As |
have stated above, the Chinese authors do not record, that the bridge
buut m the 12th century has ever been entirely destroyed and re-
built, The Jesuits however, who resided at Peking in the 17th century,
report that the whole bridge fell down during their sojourn im the capi-
tal. I may quote here a book of great rarity to which I have access,
where the destruchon of the bridge 1s mentioned with some particulars.
Compendiosa narratione dello stato della Missione Cinese, cominciado dali
anno 1581 fino al 1669. Offerta in Loma, &c. dal P. Prasnero Intorcetia
deila Compagma di Giesu, Missionario ¢. Procuratore della Cina. ip
Roma per Fr. Fizzom, 1672. In this book, p. 65, 1s the following
record:—“ Nel medesimo giorno 25 di Lugho 1668 rownarono due
degli archi di quel famose ponte di: Pekino, la di cu longitudine passa
un terzo di un muiglhio, opera Reale di bianchissima pietra, molto larga,
e di smisurata altezza, tanto bella alla vista per lartincio e Masta,
che pareva d’essere nuovaméte fabricata, havendo di gid compifi mille
anni d’antichita. Fim deppo di rovinare tutta in Augusto, come appresso
s1 Gira.’

Again on page 73:—" Finalmente in questo giorno medesimo fini di
rovinare quel famoso Ponte, non molto distante dalle muraghe di Pekino,
che accenai di sopra, degno veramente d’essere annoverato tra muracoli
del mondo. Si ritrovd nelle rovine una gr4 pietra, ch‘ hauea in
se 4. versi di carratteri Cimese, quali si vedono qui sotto proniiciafa alla
Cinese.

6 ya 1 ce
2 tao 2 leam
$ lo o> quam
0 key 4 she

10 kiao 2 quo
‘‘T] senso litterale delli sudetti versi e questo :—Passato che sara

il carro di cie Zeam guam (non s’ha potuto sapere 11 senso di quelle tre
lettere, cie leam quam: pare che dinofino un nome proprio di quell’
huomo, d di quella cosa, che doveva passare nel carro) rovinera questo
ponte chiamato Lo keu: e si fintra di mangiare UL riso che viene alla
corte di Pekino dalle parti Austradt: si finira pure di abbriciare il car-
hone che viene alla corte dalli monti occidenicl: fin qui u senso de

98. I shall attempt to restore the Chinese characters of the inscription Intorcetta snw, accord-
ing to his indications. J do not think, that the first three characters denoted the unme of
a nun or a thingas Lntoreetta asserts,

89]

On the balustrade there

11 xe
12 leao
13 nan
14 lay
15 m
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Magaiilans, quoted by Yule (1. ¢. vol. n, pp. 3, 4, gives the 17th Aug.
1688 as the date of the destruction of the bridge.” But Intorcetta’s date
(1668) agrees well with the Chinese accounts, On one of the above-
mentioned tablets erected near the bridge, it is recorded, that the bridge
had been repaired in 1669 by order of the emperor Kang-hi. I observe
that im the mscription the character 4% (to repair) is used. Thus the
bmdge may nof have been entirely thrown down as Intorcetta states.
However I leave it to the reader to decide with respect to the conflict:
ug aeconnts of western and eastern authors.

‘Lhe name Pulisanghin used by M. Polo to designate the river over
which the bridge stood, has been quite satisfactorily explained by the
commentators of M. Polo. Pulin Persiau means “a bridge,” and by
Sanghin Polo renders the Chinese s& 6 Sang-kan, by which name the
river Hun ho is already mentioned im the Oth century ofour era
(Ji hia, chap. xci, fol. 5). 78 jaf Hen Xo is also an ancient name; and the
same river in ancient books is often called ft Hg ya] Lu-4ou nver also. All
these namies are in use up to the present time ; but on modern Chinese
maps, only the upper part of the river is termed Sang-ken ho, whulst
south of the inner Great wall, and in the plam, the name of Hun he 1s
applicd tot. Hun ho means “ Muddy river,” and the term 1s quite suit-
able. In the last century the emperor K’1en-lung ordered the Hun ho
to be named $e HY Vueng-ting ho, a name found on modern maps,
but the people always call 1t Hun ho.

I may observe that the name Sanghi for the river in question 18
met also in Rashid-cddin’s description of Khanbaligh and its environs
(Yule’s Cathay, yol. u, p. 260). The Persian histonographer states :—
“The Kaan’s intention was to build a palace hke that of Dad at
ming (k’ai-ping fu orShang-tu) which is at & distance of filty parasangs,
and to reside there. There are three roads to that place trom the winter
residence. The first, resorved for hunting matches, is allowed fo be used
only by ambassadors. The second road passes by the city of Chuchi,
following the banks of the Senghin river, where you see great plenty of
evapes and other kinds of fruit. Near the city jusf named there
is another called Sematz, most of the habitants of which are natives of
Samarkand, and have planted a number of gardens in the Samarkand
style. The third road takes the direction of the pass of Siting (other
readings :—Senghing,—Sengling), and after traversing this you find only

16 fz ll 6 jifk
17 ae mw 7
is PR i BR 8 fit
9 II 14 3K 9 WF
20 4% Is 1 fe 5

99. I have not seen the origi.al. 1 SPerhays there is 4 misprint in Col. Vile's nots.
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prairies and plains abounding in game until you reach thie city of Kai-
mintu, where the summer palace is. Formerly the court used to pass
the summer in the of Chichi, but afterwards the neighborhood
of Kauntntu was preferred, and on the castern side of that city a Aare:
or palace was built called Zangéin, after a plan which the Kaan had seen
Inadream, and retained im his memory (aecordine to D’Ohsson’s trans-
lation, the Kaan abandoned the palace in consequecnec of a drcam).”

Lam indebted tou Archimandrite Palladius for the commiuiueation of
a Chinese pamphlet (im manuscript) 7 | Hf RE RE BH shang tu yi
chieng i’ao, “Researches on the stations on the roads leading from the
Mongol capital to Shang tu (the summer residence of the Mongol emper-
ors), Wluch cnables me to elucidate Raschid’s statements regarding the
same roads, by means of contemporary Chinesc documents. The pamphlet
2 question has been compiled by a learned Chinese of our days, from
works written in the Mongol times. the author quotes especially the
well-known writer J3 4 HF Ch’ou Po-k’ i, who lived in the first half of the
l4th century, The Vien shang tu yi ch’edg fae has never been pub-
lished. Palladius reccived his manuseript copy from. the author, whom
he knew personally. Most of the matter however, brought together in
this pamphlet, and arranged systematically, can be found also in the
Fe 133 FE Cheng te fu chi, a geographical and historical description of
the department of Ch’eng-te fu (or Jehol). In chap, lx, fol. 26-87, the
itineraries of four Chinese travellers of the 13th and 1th centuries, from
Peking to Shang-tu and Caracorum are reprinted!” Many interesting
ancient accounts on the same subject are also cullected in the HAG =
Ge i Cou pei san ting chi, a Iistorical and geographical description
of the land north of the Great wall, belonging to the jurisdichon of
Chang-hia-Mou (Kalgan), and Doloxnor, published in 1798
in 16 books, with a map appended. Compare also the 7a 4% AF FH Suan
hua fit chi, a gcographical and historical description of the department
of Suan hua fu, published in 17438, im 42 books; a number of detailed
maps being appended to the work. As to the modern names of places,
which I am obliged to quote m the following investigations, I bee the
reader to refer also to the large Chinese map of the imperial dominions
Fo — Tee te dang yi Bung ya Oe, pabhshed in Ve-chang fu, by the
eovernor of the province of Hupei m 1863, and to Af C. Weber's excellent
map of the provinee of Chih, published in Russian at dt. Petersburg
in 1871. Tus latter is the only detailed Jsuropcan map for this part

100. See his biography in the 3701. AGRE RE
Bon EGE IE

wan she, chap.
SP wm.

‘TF RK obea dle Fh 47
wo He HlJ
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ot China. Some years ago my friend Dr. Bushell visited the ruins of
Shang-tu, and deseribed the result of his investigations in two interesting
papers read before the Royal Geographical Society, and the Royal Asiatic
Society. One of these papers is accompanied by 2 very good map, which
will also be serviceable in folloying my remarks. ihe accompanying
sketch map referring to the routes to Shangtu, has only modern names
of places.

SHACAN /BALGASUN

TUNG CHOU
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According to the authors of the Mongol dynasty, there were indeed,
as Rashid-eddin states, three roads mn use between Tai-éu (Khanbaligh)
and the summer residence The same roads still exist, and for
the greater part pass by the same places as mentioned on them six
hundred years ago.

The first of these roads, the shortest of all,—which went from the
Mongol capital to the summer residence in a nearly straight direction and
is estimated if seems, at 750 @ by the ancient Chinese authors,—passed
by the defile of }% FE Ku-yung (Nan-k'ou pass of Europeans), which 1s
situated to the north-west of Pekmeg (see maps iv and v). As may be
concluded from the stations enumerated in the ancient rinerary, this
road went from the Nan-k‘ou pass straight norfhward to fhe gateeG (of the Great wall). iiis name, however, does
not appear in the itinerary. It seems that it was not in use at the time
oI the Mongols. There were eighteen #4 $K xa-bo,!* or imperial
stations, on this road; so that the distance between any two stations was
42 fi on an average. shall in what follows, quote trom the ancient
itinerary such names of stations only, as can be identified with places
marked on modern maps.

Aiter issuing from the /tu-yung defile the road went to the caty of
$F ly Ge Tetn-shan hier, which is, according to the Chinese geographi-
cal dictionary Zi tai ti fi chi, the same as the present FE Be yy Ven-
hing chou, north of the defile.

Further on, the station 4 # (Black valley) 1s mentioned,HEY

Now there is a milktary post S 4 pp su, north-east of Yon-king
chow. See the corresponding map m the Suan hua fie chi.

Then the ancient way led through the f¢ P§ (Dragon's
gate). A military post of this name is marked on fhe same map cast
of the city of FR HR Ch'i-ch’eng. Tins city, through which the road to
Tu-shi-k'ou now passes, did not exist at the fime of the Yiian. It was
founded by the Ding.

I cannot identify the next five stations. The sixth 1s called &
HS 6 (Winte tower). A place of this name is marked on
the modern map of the Great wall, as found im the Suan hua fu chi,
north of Tu-shi-k‘ou.

102. Accoriing to Archimandrite Palladins’ investigations, nebo isa word, and jias the
SAME meaning as (ie Chinese TS hing-ung, ov “imperial travelling palace (station).
On all the roads where the emperor used to travel, such ssull palaces had Leen erected
for lis convenienes; and it is the same even now, Numerous travelling palnecs or
Kung, or their ruins, belonging te the tine of Kang-hi or are to be found in
the province of Chili. In my “ Notes on Chinese Mediseral travellers,” p. 26, I
transiated hing-kung.— which term had heen identified hy the traveller ant wrth
thee Mongol ovdo,—by “moveable palace.” I would observe, that this traustatton is correct
ouly with respect to Tubingniz klan's tine, for dhe great conqueror lived in tents. It
wag hig suceessor Ogotal, who first built palaces.
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Four stations aifer leaving Pai-t'a-r, the lake #2 2% AE G4 Ci‘a-
han nao-r (Chagan nor “Winte lake”) was reached. This lake vas
at a distance of three days journey (seven stations) from Shang-tu.
The second station from Shang-tu, was the city of fa fi] Huan-chou.
When the Mongol empcrors went to Shang-tu for the summer, they
followed the straight road, and used to return in autumn by the west-
erm road.

this straight road to Shang-tu was probably Rashid-eddin’s “first,
reserved for hunting matches,—allowed to be used only by ambas-
sedors.’”

ict me inquire into the ifinerary of the second road to Shang-tu
as given by the ancient Chinese authors. This,—known under the
name of “western road,”’—also passed through the Kié-yung defile, and
then branched off westward from the first described straight road. Aft
the northern issuc of the defile there is now the little town of 3% Ch’a-
Lato. tins name means “ road biturcation;” for at this place cven now
the read divides; one branch leading to chou, the other to Siian-
hua fu and Aalgen. Up to Siian-hua fu, the modern road is the same as
that deserbed as the western road by the ancient authors. The western
road measured 1095 # between the wintcr and summer residonees.'%
Twenty-four stations had been established on it. The stations (i 26 U%
Huai-lai hien, tt pK WA ly Lang-shan, Be Pt Tung-meu,! and
SE WR [ly shan, mentioned in the ancient itinerary, have still
the same names, and all he on the great highway to fu. This
latier place is called jf SE AF Shun-ning fu in the itinerary.' Beyond
Siian-hua tu, the modern road (by which Dr. Bushell proceeded to
Shang-tu} leads straight to Kalgan (or 4% A Chang-kia-k’ ou}, whilst
the ancient read seems to have followed the # ji] Yang ho upwards ;
for the next station mentioned in the itinerary is # #4 Sha-ling, which

198. Dr. Bushell, whio proceciled from Peking to Shang-tu, passing through Saan-hua fir and
Koigan, estimates the distance nt only 950 A. But as we shall sec, the atecient rand
went, not through Kalean, but mada a turn fo the west. Rashid-eddin states thatis distant from 60 parasangs. According to D'Herhelot
thegne Jrtentale, p- 0+, article aut {anclent) parasang was eynnl to 36, oud
{uet, As the Chinese ft has 1300 feet, one parasang=sabout 20 4, and 50 parasaugs=bout 1000 22. Thus Raslhitd’s statement is in aecordance with the Chinese. 37%. Polo
stites, 1. ¢, vol. 1 p. 389, that Cambaluc is distant from Shanw-tu ten days journey. lie
probably the direct road with eighteen imperial stations ; for he spoaks of the way
fyllowe.l by the khan’s fuot-runners.

19]. on melern Chinese maps is written + >A T* yom. Te is a little (uw.
103. The present departmental town of S it Siien-hua /%, wider the Kin :ly nasty was

called [EE iS HH _Sitan-te chon.After it had been taken by the Mongols, the name
was changed Into ‘a a if Siian-ning fu. Tis 1263 the ancient name of Skan-te was
agnin adopted {Stianste fi), but in 1266 changed again into Ne ie iF Shua-ning fie
(af. Yr funy ct, the grout goography of China). Marca Potu cuils fu, Stade
dat, Which aame 48 intended for Siun-te chou as Col. Yule first pointed ant.
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on modern Chinese maps is marked on the bank of this river, west of
the alean road_10¢

The next station was 4 JE 1 Te-sheng-h’ ow. the itinerary speaks
of a palace hore with flower gardens, planted also with various kinds
of truit trees. This name ts not marked on modern maps, bué it must
have been situated west of modern Kalgan.

The next station was on the top of the pass called BF IK 48 Ye-
hat hing

the next station, 30 4 to the north, was the departmental city ofSy BE LT hes
Ihe seventh station after leaving Zing-ho he, was on the lake Ch'q-

han nao-r (Chagan nor) already mentioned. Leere the direet road and
the western road wited.’™

106. Compare the corvesponding map itr the Sten hua fu chi and Weber's map.
oe _- |AUG. Leelee dag, according to Wie pvt sen ting chi, chap. ii, fol. G, is situnted at 2PP hls .* ig QQ CODCOD OM tll tl

distance of 5 22 worth of the 7 ie LT kon. ‘The latter is the name
of one of the gates iu the Great wall, next to the west afier the gate of Kalan. Compare
the map in the A‘on pret, ete. Chfang-chfun, on his Journey from Peking to Mongolia in
1221, passed by the Ye-hn ling defile (Sce my Motes on Chinese Medieval Travellers,
p. 19). Another Chinese traveller, Cheng Le-Au?, proccerting about the middle of the
isth century from Peking to Caracorum, aications iis passing through the gate of
sheng fon, (sce alive ;—this seenis to be the sume as the modern Shen k ov),
after which he reached tlie ae Ih aH O-tat Ling. Ling, 25 is kuown, in Chinese micans
‘fq pass” and also “ta of u mountain;” ye-de or d-Aee represents probnbly a
Mongol word. Yeke= a big. ”

108. Hing-ho de is Uhe present Aheara-batgesun (Black city) about $0 Eustish miles north-
west uf Kalgan, situnted on the caravan road to Russia, aud also the saine as +i ye)
fe chou incntioncl ia Ch’ani-clifiu’'s itinerary (Votes or Chinese Medieval Travetlers,
p. 19). ft chon was i Very place under the Ain dvausty ta the 12th century,
as well as in the beginning of the Moucol cra. ‘The original name was changed im 1262
into YE Jel B Lung-hiny in (du== “departinental city” in the Monel time), and snbse-
gnentiy into Lfingeho fi. The Ate emperors had a palace there (Ata shi,—eeorraphical
pint), and acconling to tie Vite shi (amos, seb aia 1263) 2 or “ imperial
travelling palace” was Lait abt his place. In the she Guiunls, snd anno 1293), it
is reconled, that at Hing-he lu a manufactory for the equipment of the troops Cai #8
A ir. FB) was established. I quote this statement, for Marco Polo (1. ¢., vol. i, P 251)
reports the same with respect to Serdachu (ian-hua fy), —“ they carry on a great many
cralts sneh as provide fur the equipment of the Emperor's tmups.” it results fron: the
cate siven by the Chinese authors, that the manufactory in Hing-ho lu was established
only after Mf. Polo had left China.

LOD. The Inke of Chagan nor (White like) is mentioned also by M. Polo (1. c. vol. i, p. 260)on bis rund from fir to Shite, He places it, just as the ancient Chinese
Authors do (fox pei sen ete, chap. ii, fol. 10), midway between the two cities, i e.
Lt distance of three days fron: Shiung-te and the same distance from Sania fiz Cue
of the travellers quoted in the CAteng te fu cht (1. ¢.) took five duys bet-veen Siian-hua
fu atid Chiavan nor, travelling evidently very siowly. Dr. Bushell in his pamphlet
quoted above, identifies M. Polo’s Chagan nor with Chagar-badgasun, about 8 English
wiles north-west of fipcesei. Before linn the same identification had bean made
by Ritter (listen, vol. t, ys. 123), and Prof, Scmionof¥ translation of Ritter, vol.
i, p- 338), and Col. Yule also adopts this view, winch Jiowever is in contradiction with
tha Chinese authors of the Mongol period, whilst the Chinese statements are in accord-
ance with St. Polo. Chagin-budgasun While oity) is the nume applic by the Mongols
of our days to the ritins of an anient city, which according to A. Pailadius’ myestigations,
biset on Tocal observation, must be identified with ancient a Hi] Ch ang cho, built
by the Kin in the 13th century (ef Notes on Catnese Shediaval Lraveliers, p. 20,
note 22). Chactoa-belgasun lind alveady been mentioned before Palladius, in 1819 by
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I have hittle doubt, that this western road to Shang-tu, described
in ancient Chinese works, 1s identical with the second road of Rashid,
following the banks of the nver Sanghin, passing near the city of Se-
meh, and through the city of Chichi. Lhe road from Peking to Siian-
hua tu proceeds indeed for along distance in the valley of the river
Sang-kaw (see above), and the 2 wp Vang-ho, which is an affluent of
the jatter. We have seen, that in the Mongol times the way to Shang-
tu went, not through Kalgan as it does now, but lay more to the west.
About twenty Enghsh miles west of Kalgan there is a place called Pf FE
a Si-ma lin, marked on most of the Chinese maps, and on Weeber’s
map, which I presume fo be Rashid’s Senaiz. Lam strengthened in my
view by the fact, that a place of a similar name is mentioned in the
lnstory of the Mongol dynasty.

In the Yian-shi, chap. clxiv, hiography of Auo Shou-king (see
note $0), if is stated, that in the year 1291 two propositions were laid
before the emperor. the first was to establish a water conveyance be-
tween 3x Ft Yung-p‘ing (now Yung-p'mg fu in the north-eastern part

Zimkousky (Russian edition, vol. ui, p. 39). According to the latler, these rains are
firund a Bittle to the south-east of the lake Angufinor, tdentiled by Hitter and others witle
M. Polo’s Chagan nor. Dr. Buehel) saw the nuns of Chavan-baleasun only from afar, at
n distance of 45 fz, and was told by the peopte (it seeing) that the adjoin take is called
Chagan nor. I can find vo corroboration in Chinese works for the Anguli nor being named
also Chagan nor, and may observe that the latter is a very common name for lakes in
Mongolia, occurring frequently on the Chinese maps of that country; but I have not been
able to make out a lake of this name marked in the resions between Khara-baleasun and

This part of Mongolia, as is known, abounds in Inkes. ‘The A‘ow pet san
ete., describes nll the principal fakes outside the Cireat wall, comparing ancient statements
regarding them with modern Accounts; but as to the Chagan nor in question, if is men-
tioned only by quotations drawn from ausient authors, and nothing is said about its
position nuvy. According to the Chinese nnnals, Conbilat khan laid duilt 1 palace near
this lake, in 1280. M Polo spealss also of this palave. My objections to the vicw, that
Cheean nor of the Mongol ried 38 to be tdentifed with the slagef: nor near Chagan-
balensun, is based on the anetent Chinese statements, that the straight rond from Peking
to Stiana-tn passed by Clagan nor, and that this lake is stated to be situated midway
hetween Shane-tn and Sian-hua fu, when proceeding ly the western rond. I think, there
fore, itg position must be looked fur a considerable deatance north-east of
for this Jatter place is distant from Shang-tn twice as mmeb as from Sian-bua fu. Besirles
these arguinenta, I can sive inore positive mdications drawn from ancient sources, Support-
ine my view reaarding the position of Al. Polo's Chagan nor. In the Ain she chap.
xxiv, geographical section, I find that near the city of x ig Wy, Jou-yiian hien

LS

heloneing to Fu chon (Kliarva-balgasan), is the lake in BGBa ng-gi-li, cailed aiso
( oe Viian-yang luke. The explanaiory dictionary for the Azn sit wforms us, that
auger, hy the Chinese sounds aapgef, means a wild duck” in Mongol
(probnbly also in the language of the Lino or Kin; angir has the saine meaning in

The Chinese yian-yany is applied to the beautiful “mandarin duck (anes
galertontain),” fount all over Mongolia and China. Yian-yang js up to our days the
Chinese name of the Inke marked on Chinese and European maps as Ang nor (cf
Yi Muay cid), and is a literal transition of that original Mongol name, somewhat corrupt-
ed, on ‘modern Chinese maps (fp Ia He Bt An-gu-li nao). In one of the an-
cient. Chinese itineraries quoted above, 2 statement is fod that the lake Vtien-yang is
more than 100 fidistant fra the Changan nor, and that manerous lakes, abound
in water-fuwl, are seen on this tract. This position assisned to Chagnn nor (100 4
to the north-east of the nur is to be understood) would bring it about madway
between fie and Shanug-d,
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of the province of Chili) and Siang-tu on the river fa Luan (or Shang-
tee gol) but the boats would have had to be drawn over the mountains."
the second project was to render navigable the Ze-kou river (Hun-ho
or Sang-kan;—see above) from Ma-yit (a village already mentioned, on
the Hun-ho, west of Peking, where the river emerges into the plain)
upwards to 22 fit $k Sin-ma lin. The emperor ordered Kuo Shou-king
to mvestigate the matter by local observation. Goth projects were
found to be impracticable.

Lhus Rashid’s Semeli can be identified. Rashid speaks of the
splendid gardens and orchards at this place. The ancient Chinese itine-
rarics mention imperial orchards and flower gardens near Te-sheng Mou
(sce above), which place must have been near the present Si-me tin.
Rashid states turther that at Semali people of Samarcand were settled.
Kyen in our days a great number of Mohammedans live in the cities and
villages between Peking and Kalgan, and especially towards the latter
place. They are, in all probability, descendants of those Mehammedans
spoken of by ML. Polo as inhabitants of the towns and villages he passed
through before arnving at Sitan-hua fu, and mentioned by Rashid as
sctiled in the same region.

The identificahon of the city of Chéché, in the vieinity of Semali
accordmg to Rashid, and situated on the road to Shang-tu presents
some diffent|ltics. the commentaters of Rashid, probably seduced by
the similarity of sounds, do not hesitate im identifying Chiicht with #
Ml Cho chou But this city is situated 180 & south-west of Peking,
while Shang-tu hics straght to the north of the capital. lL have no
doubt that Chucht is a clerical crror m the Persian manuscripts.
Perhaps it ought to be read Fuchu and the eity of Fe chou (Khara-
balgasun ;—sce note 148) 1s to be understood. We have seon that this
city was an unportant place m the time of the Kan, Lhe emperors of
that dynasty had a palace there according to the Chinese annals. In
the Yuan shi, chap. 1v, annals of Coubilat khan, at the beginung,
we find some additional corroberations of the view, that Rashid’s Cha-
chee may be identified with ancient 2% chou. It 1s stated there, that m
1252, when Coubilai was still hem-apparent, he established his ordo

> |0. SH A ik EH HR i EW BR.
Ill. As to the Lunn river lowever, it was made navigable in Coubilai’s tine, as tlie same

Yaar sft reports in clap. lxiv, where a separate anticle js devuted to this nver LaanShawty with the sen, Corn could be carried on it upto Shang-tu, NJ,
Polo states that the Sanglin river is aseended Ly merchants fram the . sen. the Hun hu
may be mivigable even how in its lower course, but for trade is of litle importance. |
Frow the La-kou bridee upward, rafts are occasionally inot with on the river, but boats
are seen only after the ratny seasou at the Jerzes. ln winter time they are replaced bybridges.

112. Gf. Ktaproth in Nouveau Jourand Asiatique, tom. xi, p. 33d, Even Co]. Yule, who
is always so sagacious aud cuutiqus in counnenting, has aloptad this view ; see Cathay,
efe. p. 260.



between fa A] Auan chou (sco above) and fi I Te chou.
after returning from the expedition to Yiimnan, he dielt at first at the
game place, and then transtcrred his residence to Fu chou. Ty 1955
his encampment was again between Huan chow and Fu chou. In 1256,
in spring, a Buddhist priest was ordered to lock out by divination for 2
prosperous place, cast of Huan chou and north of the # Luan (Shang-
tu. got; —see notes 110, 111) suitable for the foundation of a city, which
(afterwards) was called Bi 7B LC ai-p’ tng. Coubilai spent the winter of
the same year in the country of 4} ji) 7\ Wo} PA FR
Thus the present name of Khara-balgasun (sec note 108) was in use even
in the Mongol times. Perhaps Rashid’s statement, that in former times
the emperors uscd to hve at Chichi, points to these facts recorded im
the Chinese annals. The only feasible objection to my view would
appear to be the distance between I°u chou and Se-ma-lin being nearly
30 English miles; Jor Rashid places his Semah near Chucht. But
the ancient road to Shang-tu passed indeed, as we have scen, near Si-
ma lin and through Fu chou.

In the ancient Chinese ifinerarics, a branch of this western road
to Shang-tu, Just spoken of, 25 alluded to as striking off from the sta-
tion of (see note 104) to the north, and joinme afterwards the
first or direct road to Shang-tu. This is the road which even now
connects this station with the city of $f $8 Cir and teats fo
the gate Tu-she hove. Chi-ch’ene did not yet exist in the Mongol
tames.

Let us turn now to the tlird voad to Shang-tu, which lay by
% AG DF hort. This read, according to the ancient itincrartes,
was used generally by the officers in the suite of the emperors, and for
conveying the baggage of the emperor. No other details are found m
the Shang tu yi ch’eng i’ae regarding the Ku-pei k’ou road, which I am
inclined to identify with Rashid’s third road, “which takes the direc-
tion of the pass of Sergding (other readings are Siking, and Sengking),
beyond which you find only praimes and plains abounding m game
until you reach Kaimint.”

Ku-pet k’ou is an ancient name. This defile, about 70 Isnglsh mules
to the north-west of Pcking and crossed by the Great wall, was known
by the same name as early as the 10th century (Lido shi, geographical
part), and is mentioned repeatedly in the Chinese annals of the Mongol
period. But Rashid’s Seneling has no resemblance to Au-per Kou
There is amountain range 3 BA aq Siu-Kai ling, marked on Chinese
maps near Ku-pei k’ou, and spoken of alse in the J dia, chap. clu, fol. lo.
This name sounds like Rashid’s Sengling, and a bold commentator would
perhaps venture an identification. But after passmg Ku-pei k’ou, the
traveller going to the north has to cross much Inghcr mountaims betore

ARCILECLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL RESEARCHES. | November-
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he reaches the Mongolian steppes. I propose another more plausible
explanation of Hashid’s account.

The great chain of mountains, separating Manchuria fron Mongolia
aud marked on our maps as Khingan range, stretches at first from north
to south, and then turning to the west, separates the plateau of Mongolia
from China proper. Khingan is not a Chinese but a Alanchu name,
which was probably also m use dunng the Kin and AMlongol periods,
In Chinese books this range 1s termed £2 # 2 fZing-an Ling (pronown-
ced Sing-an ling in the northern Chinese I fccl tolcrably
certain that this is the word Rashid wished to render by Sengling4
Ling in Chinese means “a range of mountains.” Proceeding from Ku-
pei k’ou northward, the traveller has to traverse the Khingan range,’
beyond which he has before him the vast prairies of Mongolia. Cf.
Col. Projewalsky’s Monoglia and the country of the Tangués, 1875 (in
Russian) pp, 72, 73.

Finally I may be allowed to say a few words regarding the palace
Langtin, builé as the Persian historiographer reports, on the castern
side of Shang-tu. ‘The correctness of this statement can also be proved
from Chimese sources. According to the Shang tu yi ch’eng k'ao, there
were two yt & Liang-Ping or “cool pavilions (palaces),”’ one 50 east of
Shang-tu, the other 150 # west of the summer residence.

THIEVES IN MONGOLIA.
NE evening at sunset, as we were sitting round the tent fire, picking

mutton bones, and lookang at the mulet as it boiled in the pot, an
old Jama, who lived close by, hobbled mto the tent counting lus beads,
sat down where we made room for him, and, after glancing at the boiling
millet, remarked, ‘A dangerous man came to-day.” (OW oP? asked
my camel driver. lama who came with his son in the
afternoon; did not you know him? Bayer, the famous thicf.” The
camel driver bad not recomnised him, but as soon as his name was men-
tioned, said, Oh is éhaé the man ?”’ His face he did not know, but he
knew him well by fame. After talking a little, the lama noticed that the
millet was ready, rose to take his leave, and said that he had come te
put us on our guard, as he was not at all casy in his mind when such a
man appeared in the ueighbourhood. As we went on with our supper,
I had a pretty full description of the dangerous visitor from the camel

en
See

113. Of. Cheng te fw chi, section on hills and rivers.
114. Rashid’s proper names used with respect to Chinn and Mongolia are not always Mongo:

terms. aAlthoneh his information was drawn, it seems, only from Mongol sources, we
find freguently in his records Chinese names quoted, ¢, g- Daidu, Nahninfi, and Lantin,

115. Nearly 4000 feet high (Prejewaisky’).
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driver, who seemed to take a delight in going over the many adventures
connected with the name of the man against whom we had been warn-
ed. This celebrated thief was a Jama. He was well known, and well
known to be a thief ; yet he had. his cattle and his sheep, his home and
habitation, and was allowed to live undisturhed. He had been con-
cerned in many cattle stealings for years before, but had managed so
well that he escaped with little damage. Lhe whole country-side knew
him for a thief, but no one could, or would, have him convicted.

A day or two after, a young man entered our tent, and when he
leit, I was informed by my camel driver that the lad was the son of
another famous thief, near whose tent we would camp in a few days.
On remarking that if we camped there we would need to keep a good
wateh, I was told that we would be quite safe there; he would not
steal from anybody near his own door ;—that in fact the only way to
be saie from a thief, was to camp beside him! Jt turned out that this
man was an officer, 2 mandarin holding rank and office under the
Chinese government. { imtended to have made his acquaintance but
we lost our way among some sand hills, and I had no opportunity of
expenencing the saiety of a thief’s protection.

These two men are only individuals of a class to be found in
Mongolia;—known thieves, who are nevertheless treated as respectable
members of society. As long as they manage well and are successful,
little or no odium seems to attach to them; and it is no uncommon
thing to hear Mongols speak in terms of high praise of these worthics.
Success seems to be regarded as a kind of palliation of their crimes. A
man caught in the act, or a man convicted of theft finds few to speak for
him; but a man who can arrange to have thefts performed in a busi-
ness-hke manner by others, while he himself is ostentatiously at home,
or at some convivial party, is a good thief, and, it would seem, a
praiseworthy man. As for their religion, that does not seem to deter
them at all. ihe reputed thief who visited me was 4 lama and he had
not lost caste. Another lama, who died a year or two ago, had his
funeral rites interdicied by a superior lama, on the ground that the
deceased had been in some way concerned in the death of a man. “Hod
he been a thief,’”’ said the supcrior, “that could have been passed over;
but murder is 4 more senous affair.”

And so the able and business-like thieves pursue their course
brazen-faced and high-handed. Many instances could be quoted but
e celebrated one will suffice.

As the story goes, he lived at the edge of Roaring Lake and was
@ man of great wealth. He had a large establishment at home and
when he rode forth, it was on a splendid steed worth 150 tacls; he wore a
magnificent silk dress, elittering with massive silver ornaments, and when
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he performed the rites of salutation, the bottle he offered one to snuff
from was worth 80 taels. He was good-natured and open-handed; he
was so kind and obliging, that, as the Mongol phrase is, his neighbours
rode him. When he went on business, he collected some merchandise,
such as Chinese satin boots, cloth, silk, &e., loaded his camels and was
off. Little or nothing of his movements was known. In two or three
months after his departure, the neighbours on going out some morning,
would sce a great herd of fine camels near his tent; and if any one was
Joclish enough to ask any questions, he would be told that these camels
were the profits of his trading venture. kverybody, government of-
ficials meluded, knew they were stolen, but no onc eared, or dared, to
impeach so powerful a man. Slany were bound to him by the re-
membrance of past favours and the hope of further kindness ; and any
one who ventured to accuse him, knew he would suffer severely for his
rashness. fu this way the man of Roarmg Lake went on for a long
time; fill, at length, one of his accomplices was caught m China, put
in prison, and laid information agaist him. A government order was
senf to him requiring him to appear at a certain yamen by a fixed day.
All knew what tins meant. tle knew too, but determined to go in
state. Taking lis best robes, ornaments, horses, and camels, he set out
with fené and attendants, travelled like a prinee, and enlivened Ins mght
encampments with feastings and wine. In due course he presented
himself to the mandarin, asked why he had been summoned, and was
lnformed that if was alla mistake ; the man wanted was another person
of the same name. Lhe truth was, he had found means in the interval
to buy over the mandarin; so he was discharged and journeyed liome
as merrily as he had come. After continimne iis carcer for a
time he gathered up his substance and removed fo a distant part of the
country, and was heard of no more. lustanees of men hke the abore
gre not rare. The greatest peculiarity of that narrative is, that he ended
peaceably and quictly ; as most thieving carecrs,—however long and
successtul they may be,—end disastrously. Many of the exploits of
ereat, or as the Mongols would say, good thieves, are preserved m songs
and ballads; and if one gets a Mongol te sing a song, and asks what he
has been singing, the chances are, it will turn out the auditors have been
listening to the praises of some thuct.

From the nature of the country, the operations of thieves are con-
fincd mostly to cattle-lifting ; and as force is almost unheard of in stcal-
ing, it requies great tact to take them, drive them off, and dispose of
them, so as to elude detection. Almost anybody, any day or mght of
the year, could run off with a few horses, or oxen, or camels; that 1s
easy cnoush; but the difficulty is fo travel them safely in a country where
every friend and stranger you mect has unbounded curioaty, and asks
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all manner of questions, and fo deposit them safely till a market is found.
Some parts of the country, too, afford protection against thieves from
the nature of the ground. One part of Mongolia is very sandy; it ts
in tact a vast billowy sea of sand with patched vegetation. Stolen
cattle could easily be tracked through this; so cattle-lifting is not
commnion there. Of all places, perhaps temples and their neighborhoods
are the most dangerous. The uwnbers of people comme and going,
and the numerous roads diverging towards all parts of the country
make pursuit more difficult, Of all the temples ir Mongolia, perhaps
Bandit Gegenac Hect, whieh hes away to the north-east of Lama-Miao,
is the best adapted for Mongol thieves.

It stands in a wide plain which is covered over with sword-crass,
tall and high, so that even a horseman in a few mimutes can sereen
himself completely from view. We arrived there one atter-
hoon. The sword-grass had reached its height, and was beginning to
become dry and white. Entering @ road that ran winding through the
rrasz, we threaded our way towards the tempic, seeing little but tts tow-
ering roof. We pitched our tent among some other pilgrims on a
piece of open sround. We had many visitors, but one was especially
noted by us. Ile was a nondescript lama ;—had a negative cnough ae-
count to give of himself, buf there was something about him, or his
manner, it would be difficult to say which, that marked him out as one
to be remembered, among many that would be torgetten. In the
evening, a girl, belonging,—as her dialect showed, and as she herself
said, —to avery distant tribe, came into our tent and sat down. Ate
ter a little she requested us to permit her to sleep in our tent for that
might. The camel driver, who usually decided on such applications
himself, referred her fo me. t 2¢ once told her we could not have her
with us, because that would lay us open to the suspicion of
rave her some supper, and sent her off. When she had gone, my
old Jama laughed at me for giving such a reason for refusing her lodg-
ings, and said there was a much more serious reason for dismissing
her. Should anything be stolen with a day or fwo, and that gil
not be fortheoming, we would be held responsible for the thief, and the
theft, because we had harboured her.

Next day about noon, some thief or other walked up to a row of
about a dozen horses tied in a public placc, mounted one and rode off
before the eycs of numbers of people; horsemen were mounting and
dismounting, arriving and departing at the time, and the thtef ran the
greatest rjsk of being scen by some one who knew the horse; but no
one noticed, and the thief got clear off. Who the thet was no one
knew, but we remarked, that the “girl”? was no more seen about the
temple. Next night, I think it was, a horseman rode up fo the fent
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next ours, where there was a very fine camel tied. Lhe man on wateh,
pretending to be asleep as before, let him ride quite close up, then chal-
lenged him. The horseman said he was looking for a tent that hadarrived
that day, turned and rode slowly off, displaying against the sky, the
dark outline of the nondescript lama. Ile was foiled that night, but
he, or some one else, suceceded next day. A pilgrim who had been to
Woo-t'a1 and back, and was still a month’s journey from home, hob-
bled his horse and entered a tent to drink the usual cup of tea. Going
out again im a Tew minutes no horse was to be seen; he had disappeared
once tor all among the roads sercened by the long sword-grass. ‘the
pilgrim came, among other places, to our tent to ask if aught had been
BCT, Some lamas belonging to the temple were with us at the tine,
and one of them seemed disposed to take an interest m the lust horse,
wheu © compamon overawed him and ené the conversation short by
saying authoritatively,—No ove here anything about it. The
words themselves were not amiss, but the lonk scemed to inean that
though they knew they would not tell him. That temple seems to be
a paradise of thieves. The government gets all ercdit for activity and
zeal in attempfing to put down stealing, but the sereen ot thie
sword-grass 18 too much for it.

Travellers are especially lable to have their cattle stolen. AScttled
natives often suffer too, but the cattle of caravans fall an caster prey; they
are less liable to be recopmised, and the owners, beimg strangers, receive
less hearty codperation and help m attempts af fracing andl recovery.
Then again the watcher of a caravan, being tired with travel and work all
day, often sleeps at his post af mght. Personal experience of the difficulty
6f keeping awake, kept me from finding much fault with any of my
wateliers when I found them asleep; and I know of onc oceaston on which
our tent was visited by a thief when [ was on wateh but sound asleep.
He went off, however, without taking anything. On another oecasion

we had a strange adventure. We were eneamped af a solttary spot
away from all dwellings, and had just gone to bed for the night, when
we heard voices approaching, evidently those of two men on horseback.
They rode up softly, talking quietly as they came. T poked my head
out at the tent mouth, and there they were quite closc on us; the
camel driver was in bed outside the tent, beyond the camels, and heard
them remark.-—— There is a head looking out from the tent.” Ife
gave a slight cough, and the two men dismounted, hailed us, and cn-
fered the tent. They had come to ask me to go to see a sick man close
at hand. They described the symptoms minutely, and arranged to
bring me a saddled horse before sunrise next morning. Sunrise came

but no horse; we waited, still no horse ;—loaded our camels and start-
ed: still no horse. The affair now looked suspicious, and whether they
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were thieves or not, 1 am told that is how clever thieves often do.
They ride up talking soltly, and throw the watcher off his guard. It
he 1s awake he coughs or speaks; then the thieves come up and talk
like honest men. If no one speaks or appears, the probability is that
all are asicep, and they have a fair chance of making a haul. ‘Lineves
who visit caravan encampments usually come early in the night, as
that is the most likely time to find the people asleep; a good dinner
after a hard day in the desert having a soporific effect. A story 1s told
ot a Chinese thicf who came a little too early. A. Mongol had been to
China to buy grain, and coming heme with it on an ox-cart alone,
pitched Ins tent one evening, and after sunset, set about cooking his
dinner. Knowing the place was dangerous for thieves, as he sat by his
fre, he kept calling out at intervals—— Ah you thief, you, let go that
ox.”’ Once after shouting, he heard the sound of fect; and looking
out, saw a Chinaman running across the plain, leaving the ox he had
been just mn the acé of stealing. Lhe Mongol’s random shot had just
deen in time, and scared the Chinaman who thought he had been
observed,

Another trick frequently put upon travellers is, not to steal the
eatile altogether, but to drive them off to sume place where they would
not be easily found. The owners, on discoveriny the loss, ride about
looking and askme for them. Those im the plot volunteer imformation;
the owner tolluws it up, and finds the cattic in some one’s keeping,
who of course has found thom, and demands the usual finder’s feo.
dhe owner knows,—the finder knows,—cverybody knows,—they have
been driven off mtentionally; but the driving off has been so managed,
as to look like a case of straying; the owner can bring no proof against
any one, and though he knows if is a swindle, has to pay the redemp-
tion money. The whole country-side understands the transaction
exactiy, bué im place of condemning the affair, rather envy the elever-
ness and sucecss of those who managed it.

Upon stealing in general, Mongol socicty docs noé seem to frown
much. It is to be feared, that few Mongols abstain from theft because
stealing is wrong. If they do not steal, it is probably because they
have no opporkunty; or having opportunity, know themselves to be
too clumsy; or are foo timnd., Perhaps there are a few people honest
m the proper sense of the word. It there are, they are few; and the
Chinese are not so far wrong, when they habitually speak of the
Mongols as a race of thieves. Geucrally speaking it is not much of
an exaggeration to say, that the Mongols, men, women, and children,
old and young, lamas and laity, steal according to their opportunities
and the best of their ability. since this is fhe case, if is sometimes
asked, how such a state of things can extst;—how does it happen that
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society docs not go to anarchy? The explanation is not far to scek.
isven in Mongoha, with all the advantages afforded to thieves, honesty
pays best. In the first place:—Stealing cattle does not pay so well as
might be supposed. Stolen cattle are usually sold cheap to secure a
speedy market, or are handed over to an accomplice who insists on
sharing the profits. In the case of most cattle-liffings, there are a
number of accomplices; and by the time they all get their share, the
plunder secured is smaller than might be supposed. In the second place:—
Neighbours must be considered. They usually have a pretty good
iclea of what goes on, and, if they liked, could give hints to officials or
evidence af trials, that might be highly damaging. They therefore
must be kept sweet, and obliged in many inconvenient ways. Lhe story
of the man of Roarmg Lake shows this plainly. ‘His neighbours rode
him ” says the tale, ‘‘ho was so kind.” This landness was most likely
a prudcut means of protection; at any rate 14 was a drain on his ro-

A. rather pecuhar case of this kind happened not long ago. A ta-
ther married his daughter to a man who turned out unsuitable. The
Wife was a handy woman, really valuable about a place; the father
was anxious to break off the union and have his daughter home again;
but the husband knew the value of the wife and was determined to re-
tain her. Possession was nine-tenths of the law, and the father could
do notinng till a rumour reached him of which he made the most. Sooek-

ing a private interview with his son-in-law, he told him that if he did
not wish to be impeached fora certain theft in which he had heen imph-
cated, he had better not oppose his father-in-law. 4he bridegroom
saw he was in his father-in-law’s power and was glad to escape by re-
signing his wite. In the third place -—When men are accused in court,
it half or whole rums them. There are usually almost no end of
squeezes, and some heavy bribes to be paid. Though the man is
acquitted nominally, he has 1 reality paid a very heavy fine to buy him-
self off ; so that, though the court be but a mass of bribery and corruption,
the ends of justice are indircetly served, and a powerful check put on
stealing. A Mongol was one day expressing astonishment at the re-
verse of fortune of a wealthy man who had become poor. A bystander
remarked that fhe man m question had allowed himself to be mixed up
in some stealing transaction. fle said no more, and no more seemed
needed. All seemed to understand it at onee.

The way of transgressors 1s hard, and the main check on Mongol
dishonesty scems to be, the misfortune and disaster which usually
follow on the heels of dishonesty. Honest men frequently come to
poverty too, but openly dishonest men, such as those who implicate
themselves in cattle stealmgs, very seldom remain in prosperity; and

sources.
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this,—the disaster which commonly follows dishonesty,—~goes a long way
in securing to the Mongols the protection to property that 1s afforded
by the mghteous administration of good laws in other countries. Though
almost everybody has the to steal, everybody 1s not always actually
stealing. The Mongols know each other and take proper precautions ;
and with a little care a foreign traveller need not lose much among them,
Pocket-picking and neat stealing are hardly known in Mongoha; and
if a Mongol were set down in London, or any large town in Britain, in
the way of practised thieves and swindlers, he would soon have little lett,
and would be mejined to think his own countrymen honest In comparison.
Lhe alarming thing about Mongol dishonesty 1s, not the actual amount
of stealing that goes on, but the seemingly universal inclination to steal,
m almost all, and the utter want of public sentiment against it. In
favour of the Mongols I must testify, that in my intercourse with them
I have lost very little indeed; partly, perhaps, because few things were
left lying about im my tent, and my Mongol attendants, considering
themselves responsible, and knowing the native weakness, kept a sharp
lookout. Often when going out I would be detained by them to put
past this, that and the other things, which they were afraid people who
came in might pick up; and, as far as I am aware, they themsclves (my
Mongol servants), never stele anything. On one occasion too, I leita
parcel of silver in a leather bag for some days ina fent. I trusted
more to their ignorance than to their honesty im this last particular,
and the silver was safe and sound.

On another occasion I left a portmanteau m the keeping of a
poor lama, and went off about a hundred mules, being away for a week.
Coming back, I found it all right. If is pleasant to be able to point
out instances of fidelity among a dishonest people, though 1¢ 1s proba-
ble that in most cases when I proved their fidehty, their conduct was
upright only because the consequences of wrong-domg would have been
SCYIOUS. My servants may have been honest, because I had their wages
in my lands, and the lama may have been faithful with my portinan-
teau, because the loss of ib would have severed our business relations,
which were a source of profit to him. But let us give them the
benefit of the doubt; only it 1s well to remember, that in dealing with
Mongols it will not do to trust to their honour; the only safe way 1s
to make such arrangements, that it shall be to the manifest and.
immediate advantage to be honest. In books I have read some ex-
traordinary examples of honesty and integrity in Buddhists ;—stories
which, if true, would almost cast the integrity of some Christians into the
shade. These stories way have been true, but the state of things I have
seen among the Mongols, who are extremely prous, makes wondertiul
storics of Buddhist truth and uprightness hard to believe; and if any
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one wants to exalt Buddhism as compared with Christiamty, the farther
he keeps from Slongolia the better. Thieves and stealng abound in
Christian countries, but all Christians are net thieves; and known
thieves arc not regarded as respectable members of socicty; and if 3s
not too much to hope, that one of the fruits of Chrishamty m Songoha
will be the creation of a healthy and honest contempt for thieves and
stealing, among a people whom even the Chinese regard as personified
cashonesty..

HOINOS.

COLPORTAGE IN GHINA.,.

The following bricf sketch of 1 trip from Shanghai to Kiukiang, a
distance of over 600 miles mland, for the purpose of distributing the
Word of Life among the Chinese, 1s sent for publication, in the hope
that it may not prove altogether unacceptable to those who take an in-
terest in this branch of missionary labor.

I set out m the carly part of last March m a house-boat owned. by
the American Bible Society ; takimg a three months’ supply of books,
consisting of New Testaments, Gospels, the pictorial sheet tract,
Ko. From Shanghai I first. procecded to Soochow, lying about nincty
miles north-west of where at present there are four Protest-
ant missionary families residing.

From Souchow [ followed the Grand Canal to Chinkiang, situated
at its yunction with the Yang-tsze kiang. Between these two poits,.
a distance of 350 miles, the country is thickly mhabited and J was-
everywhere cordially received. This whole region, however, bears still
the desolating marks of the T'ac-ping rebellion, from the effcets of which
the people are but slowly recovering, aud hence are very poor.

After a short stay at Chinlaang I proceeded up the Yang-tsze, and
visited all the towns on one bank till we reached Nanking, mecting
everywhere with a ready sale for my books, and very httle rudeness.

Passing a custom-house near Nanking, I was asked to show my
pass, and without any further hindrance reached the South Gate of the
Southern capital.

In order to obtain 2 little knowledge of the language, I decided to:
remain in Nanking for two months; the Inland Mission having kindly
placed at my service their house which was otherwise unoccupied af
the time. Every day I spent several hours on the strects. At first
the crowds were immense, all cager to buy, though no doubt in part
attracted by my clothes; the European dress bemg a comparatively
rare sight. Nanking is rapidly recovering itself from the state of ruin
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16 was in at the elose of the rebellion. Lhe main streets look particu-
larly gay, the shops being all fresh, and dazzling with gold and lacquer.
New ones are being opened daily, and the town generally appears in
a thriving condition. There is a temple near the West Gate, the
AD Ie RE Wy Lu cheng hwang miau, worth visiting. On cither side of
the main hall, figures ave ranged behind a railing, representing all the
agonics supposed to be suffered in the infernal regions. Men sawn
asunder by most repulsive looking lictors, women boiled in large cal-
drons, head downwards, leaving their small feet sticking out. Others
being bamboocd while chained to red-hot posts. In one place is a bed
of snakes among which women and men writhe in horrible agony.
Horses, leopards, dogs and other animals are made use of to torment
to death those who are unfortunate eneugh to get in here.

A. very well executed likeness of the famous general Tseng Kicoh
dan @ GR #, who dicd last year, hangs in the upper room of a pavilion
m the 5a A ia], Wohk-2’sex hen, a kind of public pleasure-ground, having
a pretty dower garden and lotus pond attached. A temple lately fin-
ished, called fA de sc, near the West Water-gate is also worth
seeing; every thing about it looking brieht and clean. There 1s a large
igure of Kwan-yim here, standing on a fish’s head, having a very pretty
back-ground of imitation rocks, on every projection and in every cre-
vice of which, are figures of men both forcign and native, even to a
coolie with his wheelbarrow.

Vhere are at Nanking about fifty thousand followers of Mahom-
met, who coniorm to the halts of the Chinese so far as dress and
language go, but never mtermarry with them; they have their own
places of worship, of which there are at present ten in the city,—hear
the Koran read m Arabic, and observe the fasts ordered by the pro-
phet. ZLheir mode of bunal also differs widely from the Chinese,
having no coffin, but merely a winding-sheet, in which they wrap the
body and bury it ina grave something similar to ours. lL visited onc
of their places of worship, which was about thirty yards long and
fifteen yards wide, with doors at cach end and on one side. The floor
was covercd with clean matting, and from the ridge pole hung six
large handsome Chinese glass lamps at equal distances, with smaller
ones between. Opposite the side door is a raised platform railed off,
and over head are a number of large Arabic characters in gilt. Near
this is a pulpit with a very neat stair leading up to it. All the wooq-
work 1s nicely varmshed, and everything scrupulously clean. There are
no pictures or images; neither are there any seats. he worshtppers,
before entermg,—which they do barefooted,—put on over their Chinese
dress, « long white robe, made in a style of their own, and a white
conical-shaped hat, the queue bemg wrapt round the head. The wor-
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ship is conducted i Avabie by thew pastor, whois distingwshed by 2
furban in addition to the hat worn by the congregation. One with
whom J got into conversation remarked to me,—‘any rehgion may
flourish in China so long as it does not mterfere with the civil power,
but this is just what you Chnistians do, by stipulntmg for 1t m your
treafies and having a gun-boat to defend vou, which of course arouses
the jealousy of the governing body.”

Havimg seeured a good teacher, and sold books im almost every
strect m the city, I determined to contmue on up the mver to Kiu-
kiang, 2 distance of about 350 mules. For the first few days, owing
toa head wind and a strong current against us, we made very slow
progress; but as I could sell books wherever | stopped, it mattered
little. On the fourth day from starting, we reached T'a-ping, which,
though marked a fe city on Willams’ map, ts but a miserable collec-
tion of wood hovels, with the exception of one short street, where there
are some well-built shops. Linct a few who knew a hittle of the gospel,
but complamed that there was no one to preach to them. Books were
bought cagerly, and a foreign preacher, haying a good commani of the
language, would, [ think, mect with great encouragement there. The
Inland Sission have native assistant stationed there.

Another couple of days brought me to Wu-hu, which 1s a large
thriving town, built on both banks of an affluent of the Yang tsze. It
possesses several very fine streets paved with flags, and well stocked
shops on both sides, ail apparently domg a brisk business. Outside
one of the numerous Canton shops, I observed the photograph of a
croup of foreigners. The Inland Shssion have opencd a chapel im one
of the quiet strects, but I widerstood the native m charge seldom
preaches, and sells no books; so that very little is effected here for the
spread of the gospel. While seiling books on the boat, my attention
was attracted to a large crowd gathermg round some object on the
eyound, and on approaching found 1f was a man in a fit, his face work-
ing in most horrible contortions, which only had the effect of provokmg
hearty laughter amongst the crowd. I apphed a few simple remedies,
and soon had the satisfaction of scemg the man get up and quietly
walk off, much to the astonishment of the assembled group. Later
iu the day, however, while proceeding leisurcly along the mam street,
with the cry of Vaug (foreigu devil) ringing in my cars from 2
number of boys, I was surprised at secing & man approach, make a
low Aow-forw, and address inc as— arg te jer (foreign gentleman),
begging me fo save the life of his friend who had eaten opium. I hac
to walk five @ to where the man was lying, tle hovel being an opium
den, with three or four smoking round the dyimg man. To my as-
tonishment 1 found it was the same man whom J had “doctored”? m the
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mormng, After much trouble I succeeded in givmg him a strong
emetic, wnich took effect; and I was carried home in a chair, escorted
by a number of his friends, who all made the most humble prostrations
on my stepping on the boat, and thanked me repeatedly. Indeed, i
every case of opium-poisoning im which I was successful, the friends
showed the liveliest gratitude.

At Tieh-kiang the people were very amoying, acting asif they
had never seen a foreigner before; aud indecd it might have been so,
as they were not af all unanimous on my nationality, some saying I
was a Ningpo man, others that I was a Cantonese, but the children
scemed ageed that at any rate I was a The native cooking
pots are made there in large numbers, the 1on being melted by means
ox charcoal, constantly blown by a hand bellows.

Iven 1k my map had not told me, cach day’s experience revealed
the fact more plainly, that I had entered another province, where the
people were less accustomed to secing foreigners and more imelined to
rudeness, till, ata small village near Ch'i-chau fu, this characteristic
shewed itsolf m open violence. In order to reach the village I had to
cross a ferry, and immediately on landing was greeted with loud shout-
ing, and eres of Yarg as I went along the main strect,
the crowd grew more noisy, until, when I began to retrace my steps,
having come to the end of the strect, the yelling and screeching were
something fearful; then attempts were made to snatch the books from
me, one fellow pulhng so determmedly as to take the comer of one
away with him. Stones were thrown, one Inttimg me in the back very
forcibly, and some behind pushed those im front against me. Af length
IT decided that, for my own safety, I must make an example of one
OY TWO. So I brought my cane down pretty sharply on the backs of
two of the ringleaders, and another who was trying to stop me by
standing dircetly in front I caught by the collar and threw against his
nearest nei¢hbor, who, in turn, fell agamst another. Lbhis mproved
matters immediately, and I walked on, selling books as I went, till I
had reached the ferry, but ere I could step on, 1f was mahcionsly
pushed away from the banks. There was nothing for 16 therefore but
to face the crowd again and await its return. However no further wio-
lence was attempted till 1 wasa little from the shore on the ferry,
when a perfect shower of stones and mud was thrown, one large piece
striking me in the breast.

At length, after eighteen days, I reached Kiulnang safely, and soon
forgot the past in the very warm reception I met with from the breth-
ren residung there. One fine morning I started about 7 4. ow. for a nearer
inspection of the mountains which I had been admiring since my armval.
We reached Kin-fung about nine, and stopped there’ for a short time
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10 allow the chair eoolies to draw breath. From there we gradually
ascended. For a considerable distance up, the sides of the hills are
cultivated in terraces, the rice being flooded by means of a mountain

At the foot of a large tree we had to dismount and walk, as
if was too stcep to be carried. From that point the seenery was very
rrand. 4. foaming torrent bounding over rocks at eur feet, and on
either side immense piles of stones, with no lack of vegetation; on we
chinbed, the way becoming more steep and difficult. At leneth we came
to a well-built stone budge, which spanned a decp ravine, shortly after
crossing which we came to a temple. Aiter refreshing ourselves with
a bath in the mountam torrent, some cold substantials, and a short
nap, we continued our climb fill we stood on the swminit, from whence
we had a charming view of the surrounding country, and the Poyang
lake, its calm surface dotted with tiny craft goiny luther and thither,
and the Yang-tsze, like a great serpent, wmding away m the distance.
We effccted our descent in safety, and reached home a Little before dark.

Lhe distance which took eighteen days i aseendme the river
was traversed im four on returning. Ou reaching Chinkiang I crossed
the river, and followed the Grand Canal as far as Yangchow, the scene
of a serious riot directed against the Inland Mission a few years ago.
It is a large and prosperous commercial city, having an munense float-
ing population surrounding it. It possesses one of the handsomest
Buddhist temples in this part of Chima, which, by some means, escaped
the destroying hand of the rebels. The cciling of the lower hail is
very nicely painted, and some fine carving in black wood surrounds tle
centre god. But above this room 1s one whieh almost baffics deserip-
fon. The walls and ceiling arc completely covered with a finely po-
hshed biack wood, not unhke ebony, carved most richly, and in every
possible niche aro placed httle gods, amounting im all to the aston-
ishing number of 13,500! In the centre of the room stands an exqui-
sitely carved pagoda reaching to the ceiling, encircled by carved lat-
tice-work, all made of the same black wood. In reeesses on either side
of the room are two “sleepmg”’ life-size Buddhas, and under a large
glass shade near the entrance is a small gilf figure of Kwan-yin, having
a handsome wreath of artificial flowers around her head, reminding
one rather forcibly of what 1s seen in. Roman Catholic chapels. qT

reached Shanghai safely after an absence of four months, having tra-
yelled more than a thousand mules and disposed of over two thousand
Gospels or extracts from them.
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ON THE MANDARIN MUTES.
By Rev. Juas T. Genie.

| November-

N the numbers of the Chinese Recorder tor September-October and
March-April different views have been expressed im regard to the

pronunciation of the mandarm mutes. In whatever way the roman
letters may be used to represent these sounds, it is of mmportance to
know whether they are just the same as the English mutes which are
represented by the same Ictters.

The Russian stulent, who uses f, ¢, p, for the asprated mutes
and g, d, 4, for the unaspirated, unless emphatically warned that they
are not to be pronounced just asm lus own language, is hable to give
the aspirate so feebly that the Ghmese hearer will often fail fo wnder-
stand tm. On the ofher hand, those who have been taught that
the unaspirated mandarin mutcs are to be pronounced the same as
iunglish k, 4, p, will, 1 they follow fheir mstruchons, pronounce the
unaspirated words so that they will often be taken for the aspirated.
Many of us hare m this way been delayed m gaining a distinct and
iutelheible pronunciation of Chinese. Months or even years of practice
in the wrong pronunciation may pass before the student discovers that
there 1s an umportant difference between the English word tea and the
Chinese word #1; between the English pea and the Chinese sph. Tron
the time oi this ciscovery his pronunciation begins to improve; but he
finds great difthculty m changme his pronunciation of imtial sounds
which he has spoken meorrectly thousands of times; and it will be
strange if some of them are not always mispronounced, and often mis-
understood.

Those who are now commencing the study of the language m this
provinee (Chih-h}, are likely to be forewarned by those who have pre-
ceded them; for, though there is a difference of opinion as to whether
these sounds approximate most nearly to 4, ¢, », or to g, d, b, there aro
now but few, Uf any, amongst us who claim that they exactly corres-
pond to the Imnglsh sounds of either of these groups of letters. Some

of those who first learned to spcak Chinese in the South continue to
repeat the traditional statement that the mandarm unaspirated 4, 4, p,
are fhe same as the Itnglish 4, ¢, 7, but I think they will all admit
that there are many exceptions. On the 20th page of the introduction
to Dr. Wulhams’ Dictionary of the Chinese Language, we read that the
unaspirated ¢ 1s asm fop; but on the 23rd page, we read that “at
Pelang, ¢ is often heard before @ and w, and the imifial ¢ often be-
comes In the remarks upon Pronunciation that form the first part
of the Tsii-erk Chi, Mr. Wade says that unaspirated ch is “simply as
in chair, chip,” before any final but 14; but before 7A if becomes ¢).
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Unaspirated /:, when following other sounds, he says, often becomes g,
as in go and gate.

For my part, I am unable to find any nearer approach to d/, or /,
in the Chinese word #f than in JF or &; nor am I ready to say that
I hears as in judge, or ¢ as in go iv any mandarin word. l think the
mandarin mutes are all different from the English mutes. There are,
however, important characteristics that place the mandarin i‘, ¢, ps
and the English f, ¢, , in one class; and the unaspirated mandarin
mutes, and English g, ¢, 8, in another class. The former class, called
hard or surd mutes, cannot be uttered as initials, without an escape of
unvocalized breath preceding the vowel. In the latter class, when
initials, no breath is allowed to escape that is not vocalized. These
are called soft or sonant mutes. The difference between the tivo classes
is very distinctly perceived in words that combine the mutes with the
semivowels 7 and +. Compare plot and blot, play and blay, clad and
glad, tray and dray. In the first word of each of these pairs, an escape
of breath 1s heard before the vocal sound of / and v is uttered, while in
the corresponding words that commence with g, ¢, or J, there is no
escape of breath before the hum of the following letter is heard.

In deserrbing this difference Prof. Helmholtz says :—*‘ The series
of the medic, d, d, y, differs from that of the tenucs p, 4 4, by this,
that for the former, the glottis is, aé the time of consonantal opening, sut-
ficiently narrowed to enable it to sound, or at least to produce, the noise
ok the cox clandestina, or whisper, while it 1s wide open with the tenucs
{p, t, i,j and therefore wnable to sound.” Of the latter he says; they
‘are pronounced with the glottis wide open, so that a great mass of
ar may rush forth at once from thc chest.””*

“We may now understand” says Max SMMiiller, “why the terms
soit and hard, as applied to » and 8, are by uo means so inappropriate
as has sometimes been supposed. Czermak, by using his probe, as des-
cribed above, [introducmg it through the nose into the cavity of the
pharynx, | found that the hard consonants (k, ¢, p,} drove it up much
more violently than the soit consonants.”’f

As at the bepinning of a syllable the difference between a surd
and a sonant mute is found in the manner of introducing the vowel, so
at the end of a syllable, the ditference 1s found tn the manner of shut-
fing off the vowel. In the case of the surd, the sound is cut off abrupt-
ly, at the instant of contact, while in the sonant, the sound is continucd
a moment after the closing of tho organs.f As none of the mutes

* Quoted by Max Maller, in his Lectnyes on the Science of Faingunge—Second series, p, 144.
+ Seo Max Milles Lectures on the Sctence of Language—Second Series, pp. 159, 160.
+ See Prof. W. D. Whitnusy’s Language and the study of Language, Scribner & Co., New

York. p. 88.
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occur as finals in the mandarin, this distinction docs not apply to the
character of the sounds we are especially considering.

The next question that arises is concerning the difference between
the mandarin and the Kuglish mutes, when occurring as inifials. Ac-
cording to my observations, the difference between mandarin aspirated
mutes and English /, é, p, is found m the amount and force of the un-
vocalized breath that precedes the vowel. The difference between the
mandarm unaspirated thutes and English g, ¢, b, I find to be m the
absence of the sound sometimes heard in EEnghsh before the opemng of
the organs, and m the sudden stress of voice with which the vowel is
Introdveed. This chfference may be indicated by an accent following
the eonsonant, To transform English 4, ¢, or », to the mandarin
i, t, or p’, it must be pronounced with a strong explosion of breath
before the following yowel 1s heard.

To transform g, ¢ 6, mto mandarin 7, ¢’, the contact
oi the organs must be made with firmer pressure, and the vowel must
be made to break forth with a stress that 1s almost explosive ; but if the
least breath 1s allowed to escape without vocal sound the pronuncia-
fon 18 ruincd.

In speaking mandarm, 1t 1s 2 much greater mistake to turn the
unaspirated mutes into Iinghsh 4, ¢, p, than to make them the same
as Kinghsh g, d, 6; for, in the first case, 16 1s with difficulty thet the
hearer can follow the meaning ; while, in the second case, the meaning
is not at all obscured though fhe pronunciation is heavy; I therefore
think 1t would be far better to use g, d, b, than #, 4, p, to represent
the unaspirated mandarin mutes. It is not necessary to say that they
have the same pronunciation as in English words. Wherever 1¢ 15
desirable to distinguish these unaspirated mutes of the mandarin lan-
guage, as spoken m two-thirds of the empire, from the doubly sonant
g, d, 6, found in some of the South-eastern dialects, marks can be added,
either for the series that is confined to local dialects, or for the semes
that belongs to the general language. The spelling which is needed
for general use should not however be burdened by the discriminations
and diacritical marks that are required to represent dialectic variations.
The use of g, @, 5, 15 specially needed im romanizing proper names for
the use of Emglish and other European readers. We have in this
province the towns 3¥ and ji, both of which appear on Dr. Walliams’
map under the name On maps professing to give the Northern
pronunciation both are spelt Chi. Ii the name of the latter place 1s
distinguished by adding the sign of an aspirate, the Kuropean reader
who has not studied Chinese, gains but little hght by the change.

Since writing the above, I have received the Recorder for May-
June containing the communication from “ Inquisitor” on this subject.
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LT acrce most fully with him in regard to the advantages that would
be gained by representing the mandarm unaspirated mutes by g, ¢, d, }
but errors have found their way inte his description of the method of
produciag the surd and sonant mutes. In lus quotation from Max
Miler, the glottis 1s mghtly described as wide open when f, ¢, p, are
pronounced [necessary sceurimge an escape of unvocalized breath
when they are spoken as imfials|, and as #arrowed when g, d, b, are
pronounced [securing the rocahzation of all the breath that escapes |.
In his own description, “ Inquisitor” says :-—“In witering d, we have
the glottis open, in saying we close it, checkmg the sound ; in making
the Chinese sound (4 fa, we perform this closing with a more rapid
and complete motion ;” and so on im several other passages. He has
not only spoken of the oper glottis where he should have said narrowed
glottis, but he has confounded the abrupt cutting off of the sound m
i, 4, , when used as finals, with the closing of the glottis.

This confusion has undoubtedly arisen from an attempt to apply
to inihal mutes descriptions that are true only of the final mutes.
Neither Max Miler nor Prof. Whitney notices the difference in the
method of producing mitial , and final ¢; for example the first ¢ and the
second ¢ in fet tewn when pronounced together. All descriptions that
speak of the breath or sound being cut off more abruptly by &, 2, », than
by g, @, 5, can apply only when these letters are used as finals, and are
therefore out of place when applked to the mandarm mutes. The
differences between the several mandamn mutes must be 1n the different
methods of introducing the breath, as they occur only as mitials.

CLASSIFICATION OF MUTES.
A. FINAL ALUTES.

1.—Sunple Surds. English /;, ¢, », as finals,— in which the vowel
sound is cut off abruptly the mstant the organs come into contact; and,
when the next syllable commences with a vowel, or with certain con-
sonants, a puff of unvocalized breath occurs as the organs open, though
before many consonants no breath escapes.

oO (Mose soncnts.. Enghsh g, d, 6, as finals,—m which vocal sound.
continues after the organs are closed; and, when the next syllable of the
same clause commences with a vowel, no unvocalized breath 1s allowed.
to escape on the opening of the organs, though, at the end of a clause, or
before certain consonants in the same clause, an escape of breath occurs.

1.— Explosive Serds. Mandarin 4‘, ¢, »*, or aspirated mutes,——in
which there 1s a strong expiosion of unvocalized breath before the
vowel commences.

9 —Blowen Surds. English 4, é, p, a8 unrfials—im which there is
a slight puff of unvocalized breath before the vowel commences.

RB. INITIAL MUTILS.,
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3.— One sonarets. Mandann @’, or unaspirated mutes,—in

which there is no sound before the organs are opencd, and the vowel is
made to break forth with considerabic stress without allowing the escape
of any unvocalized breath.

4,— Compound sonants. Enghsh ¢, 4, as imtials,—in which a
single lettcr represents a compound sound which is both close and open ;
ior vocal sound commences before the opening of the organs, and, aftex
the opening, swells into the vowel without allowing the escape of any
unroealized breath.

The English initial sonants often commence with the opening of
the organs, and in this form approximate very closely to the correspond-
ing mandarm sonants. specially is this the case when the latter
occur In unaccented syllables.

In a careful classification of the English and mandarm mutes, we
find it necessary to distinguish three kinds of surds and three kinds of
sonants. Another series of initial mutes can be made by pronouncing
a close g before an aspirated 4‘, a close ¢ before an aspirated ¢', and a
close b before an aspirated p*. Lhe aspirated g, d, b, of the Sansenit,
usually written gh, dh, bh, may have becn pronounced in this way.

BIBLICAL RESEARCHES.
Il, CUSHITE ETHNOLOGY.

By Rev. J. S.

investigation of the location of Paradise, the results of which
were given In a previous paper, of necessity volved the question

as to the locaton of the land of Cush. The facts gathered in relation
to Cushite ethnology will now be presented.

OX the five sons of Cush, or rather the five families descended from
him, the youngest 1s easily located. I quote from Gesenius: iC On

Keyphan monuments the name 8, B. T. K. or Sabatoca, appears as the
proper name of the Ethiopians, so that Sabteca can hardly be sought
for clscwhere,”’ And we know that the Ethiopians with whom the
LEeyptians had to do, were those living on the upper waters of the Nile,
who rose superior to the other nations of Africa, somctimes overcom-
ing and ruling for a time the Egyptians themselves. A Chinese map
of the eastern hemisphore marks off a district embracing Abyssinia
and across to the west coast of dAfrica as the country of the
straight-haired neproes, They seem to have been the macrobian Ethio-
pians so admired by the Greeks. Thus a perfion of the descendents
of Cush are traced to Africa. But we are not warranted in making
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Cushite the equivalent of Afncan, sinee many other descendents of Ham
also settled in Africa and probably some Shemites, on the eastern Gold-
LORS. Of the other sons of Cush, we find no certain traces in Africa.
Josephus’ identification of the first-born, Seba, with the inhabitants of
Meroe on the Nile, rests upon his single testimony. It is favored by
the fact that the Sabeans are spoken of as distinguished for tall stature
(Isa. xlv: 14), which is remarked as a characteristic of the people in
the vicinity of Meroe by profane writers. But since we have such good
authority for comprehending these people under the name of Sabteca,
the question as to Seba also being found here must be left open until
the claims of other localities have been considered. Raamah, the next
older son, 18 without doubt tu be connected with Arabia. The names
of his two sons being the same with two names found among the Jok-
shows that they occupied the same country. Or Dedan, we learn
elsewhere that the people were merchants; of Sheba, that is was in the
ends of thie earth. Perhaps crossing the sea from Arabia, they extend-
ed their colonies among the islands of the south. We do not find tha
third son of Cush satisfactorily accounted for. Perhaps bis name Sabta
is connected with Caphtorim—Copt—LEgypt; in which case his descen-
dents must have mixed with those of Mitzrarm. Going castward trom
Arabia, the traces of Cushite people do not cease, showing that they
aid not all migrate toward the south-west. The testimony of Herodo-
tus is decisive. In his third book, while spealang of the twenty sa-
trapies into which the kingdom of Darius was divided, and the amount
of revenue received from cach, he says (and let it be remembered that
he desembed what was under lus own eyes):—“ The Parinaceans and
Asiatic Ethiopians paid four hundred talents. This was the seven-
tecnth division.”’ A little below he says, that the Ethiopians bordering
on Ligypt, whom Cambyses subdued when he went against the macro-
bian Ethiopians, brought, every third year, a present of gold, ebony,
re. Thus he makes a elear distinction between the Asiatic and Afr-
can In his deseription of Xerxes’ army, his testimony on
this point becomes still more explicit; among others, “the Ethiopians
were clad in panthers’ and lions’ skins, and carried bows not less than
four cubits in length, &c. The Ethiopians from the sun-nise (for two
kinds served in this expedition), were marshalled with the Indians.
They did not at all differ from the others m appearance, but only in
their language and thei hair, for the eastern Ethiopians are straight-
haired, but those of Libya (who were not Cushites) lave haw more
curly than that of any other people. These Ethiopians were accoutred
almost tire same as the Indians.’’ Lhe precise location of this people
is not stated, but 1s evidently near India, either to the west or the
north-west. The geographer Ritter places them in Gedrosia, the
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southern part of Beloochistan, which, it will be remembered, is a con-
tmuation of the Arabian desert eastward.

Herodotus made a distinction between the Ethiopians and the
Indians. But he states that the more remote Indians were exceed-
ingly barbarous,—that they all had a complexion closely resembling
the Kihiopians, and otherwise compares the two peoples, showing that
he suspected a relationship between them. Sore explicit, though im-
direct, 1s the testimony of three ancient versions of the Bible, the Syriac,
the Chaldean and the Arabic, which frequently render the word Cush
as India. Five cases are mentioned in Smith’s Bible Diet. viz.,
Chron. xxi: 16; Isa, xt: 12; xvm: 1; Jer. xm: 23; Zeph. m: 10. In the
first of these, mention is made of ‘‘the Arabiaus, that were near the
Cushites.” It seems best to take this as referring to the Asiatic Ethi-
opians of Herodotus. In Isa. xi, the writer, while enumerating various
countries, gocs from Egypt to Cush and from Cush to Elain; as if the
word Cush had brought him back by one sweep across Arabia to the
head of the Arabian Sea. In Isa. xvin, and Zeph., the term “vers
of Cush,” while 1 may include the Nile, certamly refers to fhe nvers
of India; since the very name is found in Calcutta and Calicut, the
identity of which with the Nahare Cush of the prophet can hardly be
doubted. But whether the rendermg of Cush by India in these cases
be correct or not, the inact remains, that the Synans, Jews and Ara-
bians who made these versions, rerarded the Indians as belonging to
the family of Cush. More weighty testimony could scarcely be ad-
duced, since these translators, having African Ethiopia on their west
and India on their east, could not confuse the two. Moreover they
belonged to nations among whom the cthuie traditions, as well as the
scuse of Scripture, were probabiy best preserved.

In modem times, Europeans have come so much im contact with
the Brahmm and Mussulman population of India, that we have, in a
creat degree, overlooked the older inhabitants, who have been pushed
southward and into the mountains, except as they have amaleamated.
with later immiprants. This gradual driving back into remote regions,
and amalgamation, together with the effects ot climate and mode of
life, have caused the Ethiopian name to be forgotten in Asia. But
the facts which tradition had lost trace of, scientific research has re-
covered and set forth anew, giving them names of its own making. I
quote from Dr. Carpenter, the distingwshed Enghsh Physiologist.
‘The inhabitants of the great penimsula of Hindustan have been com-
monly ranked under the Caucasian race, both on account of thei phy-
sical to that type, and also because it has been considered
that the basis of their language is It is certain, however,
that this opinion is incorrect, at least with regard to a large proportion
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of the exasting population of India; and there is strong reason to be-
hieve that no part of it bears any real relation of affinty to the Indo-
Luropean group of nations, exeept such as may be derived from a slight
admixture. Thus the Tamulian, which is the dominant language of
southern India, is wadoubtedly not Sanscritic in its origin (although
contaimng an mfusion of Sansent words), but more closcly conforms
to the senform [ Clinese |] type; and many of the lull tribes im
afferent parts of India speak peculiar dialects, which, though mu-
tually unintellimble, appear referable fo the same stock. Now
it 1s among this portion of the population of India that the greatest
departure presents itself from the Caucasian type of cranial formation,
and the closest conformity to the Mongolian; the check-bones being
more prominent, the hair coarse, seanty and straight, and the nose
flattened. Somehmes the lips also are very thick, and the Jaws project,
showlng an approximation to the proguathous type. ” | This term he
defues elsewhere as indicating the projceting outward of both upper
and lower teeth, so that they meet atan oblique angle. In Dr. Latham’s
Kthnology, it 1s noted as a characteristic of fhe African races). “Tn
the opmion of Dr. Latham and Mr. Norns, the various dialects of
northern India are to be regarded as belonging, m virtue of their funda-
mental nature, to the same eroup with those of Ingh Asia, notwith-
standing the large mfusion of Sansenit words which they contam; this
infusion having been made at an carly period by an myading branch
of the Arian stock, of whose advent there is historical evidence, and
whose descendents the ordmary FHindoo population has been crroneous-
ly supposed to be. According to this view, the mfluenee of the Anan
invasion upon the language and population of northern India was mueh
akin to that of the Normans on England; the number of mdividuals
in the invading race bemg so small im proportion to the ongmal popu-
lation, as to be speedily merged im it.” Now what 1s all this but civing
a new name, which the author im another place admits to be unsatis-
factory, to the original Cushite population of India? It need only be
added that the name Havilah occurs in the genealogical table as that
of Cush’s second son; so that our present argument, and that before
made, to show that Havilah means India, are mutually confirmatory.

To complete our view of the family of Cush, we must find the lo-
cation of his eldest son Seba, and also define the land of Cush, spoken
of in Gen. x, and elsewhere in Seripture. We must endenyor to as-
certain these points from the statements made in Scripture, and the
hints given in heathen traditions, geographical names and scientific re-
search. In Gen. x: 10, Nimrod the Cushite is said to have established
a kingdom in Babylonia. This was the beginning of his kingdom.
The next verse reads in the English version, “Out of this land went
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torth Asshur.” Sut the majority of mterpreters follow the marginal
xeading of the Jewish annotators, which is, “Ho (Nimrod) went out
into Assyria.” 0 Hmith’s Dict. of the Bible, Lange’s and Murphy’s
commentaries. 1 quote from the latter. lst.—Lhe cascourse relates to
[the sons of Cush, which Asshur was not, and especially to] Nimrod.
2nd.—The words admit of this rendering. oth.—Asshur would have
been as greata man as Nimrod, if he had founded Nineveh. 6¢h.—The
beginning of his kingdom implics an addition to it [or a change in it].

These Biblical statements are abundantly confirmed by modern
researches at Babylon, and Nineveh. Lhe name Nimrod is found at-
tached by tradition, not only to the Birs Nimrud near Babylon, but
to the dam of Surh el Nimrud across the Tigris below Mosul,.and to the
mound of Nimrud in the same neighborhood, which are near the site
of Nineveh. Lhe Cushite ongim of Babylon is also attested by those
who have studicd its cuneiform litcratnye. One writer (who, though
so wrong-headed as to suppose that the Cushites came from Africa, ts
quoted as an authority) says:—“‘there are strong reasons for deriving
the non-Semitic primitive language of Babylonia, variously called by
scholars Cushite and Scythic, from an ante-Semitic dialect of Ethiopia,
and for supposing two streams of migration from Africa into Asia, in
very remote periods, one of Nigritians through the present Malay re-
gions; the other and later one, of Cushites from Ethiopia, properly
so called, through Arabia, Babyloma, and Persia, to western India.”
sir Henry Rawlinson also, is said to have brought forward remarkable
evidence tending to trace the early Babylonians to Ethiopia, particu-
iarly the of thei mode of wnting, to the Egyptian, alluding to
the ideographic wniting, which scems characteristic of the Turanian
nations ; at least such alone have kept to it, partly or wholly, in spite
of thew alter knowledge of phonetic characters. It is to be hoped that
Rawlinson’s views have been misrepresented ; for he, asa reader of
the Bible, ought to know that the dispersion of the descendents of
Noah began in Asia, and that Nimrod did not need to reach Babylon
by way of Anca.

These oriental scholars also tell us that Ninerch derived its eiviliza-
fon from Babylon ; which ts specially marked, in that the use of brick
for building, which was necessary at Babylon, was continued without
necessity at Nineveh, where stone abounds. ‘The classical tradition
also endorses this order of succession ; since if makes Ninus, the found-
er of Nineveh, to be the Son of Belus, the founder of Babylon; though
in both cases, 1¢ 1s obvious that a fictitious name has been given to the
founder, denved from the name of the city. We see therefore, that
the first movement of a part at the least of the Cushite people, was
directly northward.
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From the Bible account we may make one further inference; viz.,

that the Cushites did not permanently occupy Ninevch and Assyria ;
since the name Asshur, (which means the country ichich
one advances, and was attached secondarily, by association, to the peo-
ple of that land) appears among the descendents of Shem. The
classical tradition gives us a hfttle more help. It makes Ninus to have
been a great king who extended his conquests over Armenia, Meda,
Bactria, India, and even Egypt (though another authonty says that
the invasion of India was not successful). We have in this apparent-
ly a shadowing forth of the dispersion of the Cushites, one branch
passing off into Africa, another into India, while others continued the
northward movement, and some went towards the north-east. ‘The

occupation of Bactria, the country of the Oxus, 1s especially dwelt
upon; as in that dificult campaign, Ninus was aided by the counsels
of Semiramis, who afterwards became lis wile. lf we have not mis-
taken the sense of this tradition, there should be traces of the Cushites
in the country between the Black Sea and the Oxus, and beyond it ;
since if would have been difficult for any people to stand still im this
great gang-way of ethnic migrations. Looking at our maps, we find
in this vicinity the names Kashmere, (the Paradise or Cush ?), Kash-
sar (the river of Cush?}, and Hindoo Koosh. We learn also that
the Turkish name of the Caspian Sea is Khoosghon Denghizi, in which
the Cush is represented by a most emphatic spelling. ‘The same sea
was called by Arabic and Byzantine writers, Sea of Khozares, from
the name of a powerful people m its vicimty; and by the Greeks the
Seythian sca. Let us fix our attention on this word Scythian. It
was first used by the Greeks on the Black sea; bemg applied toa
people partly nomade and partly agricultural, who hved north of that
sea, who had formerly been expeiled trom Asia by the Medes. After
the conquests of Alexander in Asia had enlarged geographical know-
ledge, the same name Scythian was apphed to a large tract of upper
Asia, from the river Volga on the west to Serica (China) on the East,
and India on the South. The derivation ot this term has never heen
satisfactorily explained, but the line of tradition which we are fol-
lowing forces us to the hypothesis, that the root Scuth is nothing else
than Cush in 2 Greck form.

The entire reasonableness of this identification may be made
apparent. The Greeks had no sk sound, and could, therefore, only
approximate to the form Cush. Lhe Septuegmt has Chous, throwing
the aspiration back fo the imifial consonant. But we find that the
letter sh m Hebrew sometimes interchanges with th, and that the
frequent use of #2 mn place ot shis a pecuharity of the Araman or
northern branch of the Semitic language, with which the Greeks of
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fhe Tuxine were m contact. ihe word Cuthite, given as the name of
a portion of the people transported to north Palestine by the Assyrians,
is suggested in Amith’s as cerived from Cush, and 1s, no
doubt, the intermediate form between Cushite and Scythian. As to
the initial s, if 18. a rule of Greek cuphony that “s may be prefixed to
certain consonants.’ If any one will take up a good Greek Diction-
ary, he will find, among the words with s/, quite a number
referred to roots without the s. Especially might we expect an s to
be affixed, when a slight sibilafion in the latter part of the word was
neglected m the pronunciation.

In support of this position, we should consider that Khoosgon
and Scythian, being names given to the same sea in different languages,
arc, by presumption, the samc name. With this conclusion, morcover,
correspond remarkably the traditions of the Scythans as given by
Herodotus. They declared themselves the most recent of all the na-
fons; the ancestor bemg the youngest of three sons who are called
Lipoxais, Apoxais and Colaxas. The youngest having got possesion
of « bowl of golden workmanship which fell from heaven, the elder
brothers surrendered the whole authority to lim. We scem to see allue
sion in this to Noah’s three sons, and the supremacy of the Hamites m
the besinning of post-diluvian history. The Greek tradition m regard
to the Sevthians makes them descendents of Hercules, who, passing
through that country, met with a female monster from whom he begat
three children. He left with the mother one of his bows, saying that
when the sons were grown, he whe could draw the bow, should be kept
m that country, and the rest sent away. He also gaye her hus belf,
which had a golden bow! at the extremity of the clasp. When tred
by this test, only the youngest son, Seythes, was able to draw the bow,
and kept the territory. Herodotus adds that the Scythians to his day,
still carried a cup at ther girdles.

We meet here an interesting confirmahon of our argument in its
present stage from the Sacred record. Ii the Scythians are descend-
ents of Cush and take their name from him, they, as so prominent a
people, ought not to be unnamed among his sons, unless, mdeed, the
name of the common ancestor was retained by them. An examna-
tion of passages of Scripture which name Seba, shows conciusively that
these northern Cushites are meant. The allusions in Isaiah to the va-
luable commerce and superior physical powers of the Sebans, agree well
with what we know of the caravan trade of Higher Asia and the fame
of the Scythians. Moreover, the word Seba in Hebrew is associated m
a very odious way, with the idea of drunken revelry; see especially Deut.
xxi: 20,—“ A glutton and a Sedan,” and Nahum i: 10. In Ezekiel
xxii; 42, some interpreters read “drunkards of the wilderness,” others
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“Sebans of the wilderness.” This corresponds but too well with the
character of the Scythians, whose reputation in the ancient world
is shown by the use of the words shathizo and episkuthiso in Greck,
meaning to drmk immoderately,—like a Scythian. As to the name it-
self, Seba may be contracted from Hyperborea, the name for the north
of Asia used by the Greeks; supposing that name to have been used
from very carly times by the Japhcthites in Asia. Compare the modern
name Siberia. Or we may take the domestic name of this people as
given by the orientalist Von Hammer, eéz., Ssakalib, from which the
Greeks and Latins denved their Sica. In spite of obvious objections,
the first suggestion claims our preference.

Independently however of this name, the proof that the Seythians
were Cushites 1s ample. Lo what has alrcady been given, it 1s to be
added, that oriental scholars find in the carly language of Babylon, a
scythic or Turanian character (Sco Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible, Art.,
“ Nimrod”), which has led seme of the Bible-blind to infer that the
Mongols descended from high Asia to establish themselves at Babylon.
Ant finally, we find the knot of this argument tied by the fact mention-
ed on a previous page, that the presence of both Seythic and (south-
ern) Cushite characteristics in the old language of Babylon, has made
it a question by which of these names it may properly be designated.

We must now endeavor to follow the patriarch himself. First,
as to his name. It is not @ known Jiebrew word, but the Scythian
traditions given above make so prominent the golden cup, which was
thew ancestor's patrimony, that we naturally turn fo the Hebrew evs
——a cup,—as the basis of Cush’s name. This was a. common vord, used
also im the Syriac, Chaldec, Samaritan and Arabic. It may be that
the aspirating of the final s was a local pecuhkarity reproduced in the
Hebrew, which, im the case of more distant nations, adopted the names
used by themselves. But it will be noticed that, in the Scytluan tradi-
tion, the syllable ass is attached to cach of the three brothers’ names.
It seems to pive personality to the name, perhaps impiying a degree of
respect, corresponding fo the use of sik (JG) in early Chinese, and
perhaps equivalent to (man) in Hebrew. Thus Cus would become
Cus-xais, the cup-man, m Scythian. The name Colaxais, piven in the
native tradition as the equivalent of Scythes in the Greck account, may
be explained by the conjecture, that the Scythians used an / m mmilect-
ing words, as the Mongols use an »; somewhat as the Hebrew some-
times uses a #2 to put a word into the construct state. Herodotus’
further testimony that the Seythians cailed themselves Scolotoi, a name
evidently based on Cola{xais), adds to the probability that the names
are the same.

The reader must have been struelke with the mention of Himdoo
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Koosh on a previous page. Here 1s the patriarch’s name unmodified
except by an adjective designating him as a a title which may
well have belonged to the ancestor of the ELlindoos. Now, 1f the tradi-
tion which connects tho name of Nimrod with great architectural works
m the plain of Shinar, is entitled to respect, so also must that which
associates his father’s name with this mountain be admitted as strong
proof that this was one of the stopping-places in Cush’s pilgrimage.
We are told that when the army of Alexander penetrated this region,
they gave it the name of Indian Caucasus, which makes it apparent
that the local name was the same then (and doubtless from time im-
memorial) as now. But how could the name of a man have so fixed
rtseli to a locality unless he frequented that place? A sunilar, though
perhaps less decisive, argument may be based on the name Kashmere.
The wanderer meht well delay a little in that corner of Paradise.
But the Kashgar has cqual claims fo have been visited by Cush. We
scem at this pomt to see lum setting out for the regions of the msing
sun, by the great caravan-route of later times. ‘he sea, which in those
days divided interior Asia, may have diverted his course; for we find
his narac again distinctly written in Calcutta (1vers of Cush), in con-
nection with the rivers of Bengal. Nor should we think 1t strange
that the ancestor of a people who dispersed themselves so widely in the
very begmning of post-diluvian history, should have visited many lands
durmg the hundreds of years which he passed on earth. It will be
interesting to hear what matenals, if anv, the traditions of the Hindoos
can add to the hustory of their ancestor.

The most rehable form of the early Chinese tradition*® states, that
the dispersme human race made themselves rafts, on which to cross
the seas which surrounded thei early hume in the Ghmalayas. Among
the first immigrants was a remarkable man, of large person, with high
forchead, body thickly covered with brown [perhaps dingy] hair, and
tecth projecting hke a wild boar’s. Thus 1s introduced to us the famous
P’an-ku shih, also called Hun-tun (48 3% or pit 4) shil.

It is further related of lim, that, sceme the mountains in an
impassable state, and the streams blocked up and spread abroad so as
to obstruct mfercommunication, he taught the people to use ferries
and floating bridges and to fill up gaps cut by the water. Wath hus
chisel and hammer, he set to work on the diffeult passes, and in a
little while they were opened out [This scems to have been in or
near Ssu-ch‘uan |}. Lhe people appreciated his services and honored
him; whereupon F'an-ku became a ruler of men, aud the distinction
was first made between prince and people. He would frequently sit

€ My authority is the “Complete History of Gods and Heroes” nih il 0 se.
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ou an clevated place, while the people gathered to hear his instructions.
He explained to them the principles of the universe, told them of the
three hghts (sun, moon and stars) above, and the four seas (the Limits
of the earth) beneath. His hearers forgot fatigue. Ths supremacy
over the people gave place te that of T’ien huang, the first of the
white kings,—thaf 1s on the supposition that they reigned in China at
all ;—but he seems to have lived on at least until the time of Fu-hi,
21 Whose day Hun-tun shih is mentioned as a subordinate chieftain.
When he died at a good old age, the people used the implements
which he had employed to chisel out the hills, m makmge him a grave,
which is said to be at Chin-kiang on the Yang-tsze kiang. Then the
people of the West bethought them of Ptan-ku’s explorations about
the head waters of the Ho and the mouth of the Kiang, and coming
bifher, mapped out the course of his travels, and with mutual admont-
tions to virtue, rendered thew tnbute of respect to the dead. His
sons to the number of seventcen, the eldest being Heh-tten shih (ji
*K KG), ieeling themselves meompctent to govern, retired into the hulls
of Shan-tung.

Now who is this Chinese patriarch whose genial wisdom and
sturdy, public-spirited labors have given him so lasting and so pleasant
a fame among his people ? Jct us examine the name given to him,—
Pfan-ku shth. The shih is merely the personal designation mentioned
above. The Av 18 a simply written character, which has now and always
has had the sense of “ancient.” dius sense 1s probably dertved from its
ronnection with this ancient man. As used in Ins name therefore, it
does not necessarily have any such meaning, and may be the represen-
tation of any torergn sound; so that we do no violence in regarding it
as equivalent fo the Cus of the Hebrew. Combining 16 with the shih,
we have the closest approximation which the Chinese language can
minke to Cush.

The pen (#2) 1s defined as a general name of all vessels for con-
taming water, no matter of what maternal. The old form of the
character, however, had the mela? as ifs radical element, instcad of
soso’ AS DOW. In this form it becomes still more significant, showing
that Plan-ku had about him some kind of a metal yessel.* And
among the few scores or hundreds of men then living, one Ku-shih
having a metal vessel as a badge, must be identified as Cush with his
colden heir-loom evp hanging at Ins girdle.

His other name, Llun-tun, as sometimes wnitten, means “chaos
of waters’, and most distinctly associates the bearer of 1£ with the del-

* The close study of this word y’¢n and its phonetic ii (old form {%), creates tho impres-
son, that they have to do with the ark cf Noah, and are derived from Hebrew (ua) bel,
the term used for the deluge.
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uge. But the other form of the name (without the water radical),
is that given in the text af the Shen sien tung kien and, as less easy of
explanation, 1s, according to the rule of modern criticism, more likely
to be original. Lhis gives us Hun-tun as a sound without significance.
It is so near an approximation to Hindoo, that we no longer doubt
that this man was the Hindoo Cush.

Chinese tradition unquestionably puts P'an-ku at the very begin-
ning of history. He is often, indeed, represented with mallet and
chisel, hewing out the heavens; and again his person becomes the
basis of all existing things, his bones forming the rocks, his flesh the
sou, his hai the forests, his vems the rivers, &. These represen-
tations agree with the testimony of tradition, that the colony at
whose head P’an-ku came, were the frst settlers of China. Other
people have come in subsequently, but these were no aborigines.
Those tnbes which have been so designated are but off-shoots. ‘The
Fu shih names many of them as descendents of ancient princes. ‘Thus
the Chih-ti (3 9k) are derived from Fu-hi; the Kiang of the west and
the Man of the South are derived from Shen-nung. The Three Miau
are descendents of Huan-t’c 98), of the same family who was em-
ployed by. king Yau as Miister of war, but being insubordinate and
violent, was banished. The ready explanation 1s, that the scions of
princely families would not brook subjection to new rulers, and by sep-
arating themselves, became barbarians. Being without literature and
few in numbers, their language would be in a state of constant flux, as
is the case with some ot the tribes of Africa. Hence their dialect would
soon become unmtellimble to the body of the nation. These Miau-tze
now exist only in the south of China, and merely embody, im 2 more
struiang form, the features of clan associations, femily feuds long stand-
ing, and local dialects, which characterize the south as distinguished
7¥0m the north. Iéis said that these people themselves claim to be
Chinese trom other parts of the country. That rehgious as well as
family causes have contributed to this process of segregation, is apparent
from the interesting fact, that in Kueicho there is a tribe called western
Miau, who wear the badge of the cross and worship Thomas.

The fact that P’an-ku is made by the Chinese the ground and
root of their national existence, already justifies the designation of their
land as the “land of Cush” by Moses. A. fow facts from their history
will turther endorse this name. The three rulers following P’an-ku in
common tradition are all called Huang ({ §). This word now means
imperiad ; but the character consists of two obvious elements, meaning
white king. The word thus corresponds to the title given by the 8:-
Mongols to the Czar of Russia. A strong argument may be
made, to show that the first and third at least, of these Huang, were
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J aphethites, Among the Five Ti who suceceded them, there appears
to have been a mixture of color; so that the term Zi Man, « black
commons,” became a traditional designation of the common people.*

During this time also came up the term Chu-ho, as a title of the
subordinate chiefs. Lhe word chu is now commonly uscd in the sense
of “many,” or simply to indicate the plural. Bui this sense does not
explam its-use in the title Chu-ho. A clue to a different meaning is
found in a statement which appears to antedate the Chu-ho: cis., that
Sue-jin {who taught the use of fire) recieved his authority from the
ancient Chu (#f 2). ihe impression given is that this originally was
the ethnic designation of the Cushites. The derivation from x is not
difficult, especially as we have Az in the Turkish Khooshgoon, giving
an intermediate form. With this agree the facts, that in the Hsia
dynasty, of which we are about to speak, the official title Chu-tsze (ésse,
sons”) was given to the sons of princes, ministers and private officers:
and that Confucius long after, wishing to give a national desienation to
his country, as distinguished from the barbarians, called it the Chu-hsia.

Hsia IS & word, the éclat of which has not died away to this day.
the Flowery Hsia ” is perhaps the fondest designation of this country

im the usage of native Scholars. Looking at the old forms of the cha-
racter, attention 1s arrested by one consisting of two common characters,
cheng (JE), “upnght, correct,” and ming (4p) “ destiny.” This yields
the sense of “rightful succession,” and shows that this idea was associ-
ated with the name. The earliest trace of the word which I have seen,
1s in connection with Shen-nung, the father of Chinese agriculture. A
writer of the Han dynasty states, that Shen-nung of the southern coun-
try * administered the Hsia (BJ Hsia is here understood by the
lexicographer to mean the Summer, according to the familiar use of this
word to denote the warm season. It seems better to derive the sense
“summer” trom an earlier use, as the name of a southern country on
the upper Kiang; that is, southern in reference to the historical centre
of China, which was located on the Huang ho. With this agrees one
traditional locatzon | of the birth-place of Shen-nung, within the region
commonly called Kiang-hsia. We may take it that he, though pro-
bably never becoming the chief ruler of China, obtained a recognition
as the head of the Cushite line, the chicf of Hsia. His family only
succeeded in maintaiming themselves for a time in Shan-tung.

The impression gained from perusing hastily the records of those
unsettled times 1s, that while ability and meritorious services pave
temporary ascendancy te individual princes, there was a restless,

* Another explanation ot this term 13 authorized by Mercins, who uses it to designate the
younger people as distinguished from the grey-hended. It may have arisen from the con-
trast between white-haired patriarchs and their subjects,
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often rebellous—spint among the Chu-ho, which was not set at rest
unti! the Great Yu united with his well deserved title of duke of Haia
his great public services in allaying the mmundation. He boldly ac-
cepted black as his dynastic color, and estabhshed the Hsia succession,
which continued for seventeen generatzons.

We find strong support for these views m regard to the signifi-
cance of irom another use of this word. The name western
Hsia 1s given to a nation in the west with which Jing Yau engaged
1D War. There 2s also a “ Great Hsia beyond the shitfimg sands,” men-
tioned subsequently, being probably the same nation. The question 1s
of vital importance to our argument ; with what western people did the
dominant race of China claim kinship P The. afforded by
the dichonary and the Classic of Hilis and Seas agrees well with the
statement of Biot that “Ta-hsia is the ancient name of Bractnana”
(Dictionnaire des nonis anciens et modernes, we. p. dL}. We have al-
ready noticed the occupation of that country by Ninus. Anthon’s
Class. Dict. states that there are traces of a powerful kingdom mn Bac-
tria, prior to the rise of the Medan power. We arc thus Justified in
concluding that the great western Hsia was the Scythian people, who,
according to the ancient geographers of the west, occupied central Asia
up to the borders of China. We may infer farther, that Hsia repre-
sents the Scythie word aais as attached to the name Colaxais, and was
a designation of the royal line. The statement made above that Chn-
hsia probably consists of the same elements as, and is the same word
with Ku-shih and Cush, is thus justified.

The two subsequent changes of dynasty left Chu-hsia still a proper
designation of China in Confucius’ fime; since the two families of
Shang and Chow both claumed close connexion with the Hsia, being,
in fact, branches of the same line.

So things continued for more than fifteen centumes, until the
foreien family of T’sin violently estabhshed itself. But the body of the
people quickly rallied about the Han, and to this day holds to Han
as its ethnic name. There 1s reason to suspect a deep-lying cause for
this. The name comes from a part of the country where P’an-ku’s
colony seems to have scttled; and its use reminds one of the name
Ham, adopted by the descendents of Cush’s brother Mizraim in Egypt.
Especially do the expressions ‘an old Han,’ ‘a blind Han,’ ‘a farming
Han,’ remind one of the familar use of Celé in reference to the Insh,
and Saxon among the Enghsh, as designafing the orginal basis of the
population

Having now traced the descent of both Chinese and Hindoos from
Cush, it may be well, before closing, to adduce the testhmony of modern
science as to evidences of relationship between the two peoples. [
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quote again from Dr. Carpenter. ‘The conformity to the Mongolian
type [say rather Cushite, since the Mongols have probably a much
larger infusion of Japhetic blood than the Chinese, and ought not to
give name to the class] is most decidedly shown by the nations which
mhabit China, Tibet, the Indo-Chinese peninsula, and-the base of
the Tlimalayan range. They are associated by certain linguistic pecu-
harifics, which distinguish them from all other races. Passing from
Cnina towards India, through the Burmese cmpire, there is so gradual
a transition toward the true Hindoo type, that no definite line of
demarcation can be anywhere drawn.” Then follows the passage quot-
ed above in connection with India.*

The ground gone over in this discussion is, to a large extent, new
to the writer, and the conclusions have been hastily formed. Doubt-
less some of the suggestions made will appear crude and some may be
found incorrect. But the evidence of the general correctness of the
conclusions reached has presented itself so readily and abundantly,
that they are presented with confidence to the public, in the hope that
others will carry the argument on to a perfect demonstration.

The results which we have reached, give us cnlarged views of the
Bible as the world’s great Doomsday Book. (For caused Moses to make
out that great muster-rall of fhe Sons of men in the tenth chapter of
(Fenesis. We have not known where China belonged ; but now we see
her one of the first born of the nations. With the settlement of this
problem, all difficulty as to comprehending the whole human race among
the Sons of Noah disappears. This 1s a matter of encouragement to
every Christian. But especially must it mterest those who preach to
the Chinese, to find the name of this peopic written so prominently in
God’s book, and to have so rich a passage as Isaiah xvuu, for encour-
agement to work among tlus ancient people.

Incidentally to our mam argument, we have noticed the connce-
fion of several Chinese words with Hebrew origmals. In each case,
there has becn more or less of historical ground for the identification ;
an the stmple rule has been the droppmg of unemphatice syllables and
weak consonants in order to get a monosyllabic form. The decisive
conelusion is that the Hebrew 1s the root of the Chinese,—the mono-
syllables of this language being mutilated reproductions of polysyllabic
words. From ail which it follows, that those who wish to study the
original language, as well as those who study the original history and
original religion of mankind, must turn to the tlebrew Scrrptures.

P.§. The recognition of Pfan-ku shih as Bacchus, the God of
the Cup, and as Belus, the deified founder of Babylon, comes too late
to have place in the body of this paper, and my classical Dictionary is
* Sea NoTe at thé end.



now hundreds of mules away.
the head of the Eeyptian pantheon, it follows that Jupiter, the head of
the Roman gods, was Japhet} and that Pluto was Ham, living as an
outeast in the dark end of Asia. Uranos, of the Greck mythology,
may have been the Wa-lung she Ch. Ae FE), who traversed the rivers
riding on dragons. Minerva is probably Shen mei nii-wa (qth 4 4 $A),
the sister and successor of Fu-h1, who labored to regulate marriage,
estabhshing customs which are regarded to tlis day as the safeguards
of the punfy of society m China. If the mythology of Greece and
Rome delineates the morals of the family of Noah, the necessity for re-
vealed region and the segregation of a chosen people becomes sadly
manifast. Have the earthborn Ti Huang brothers anything to do
with the ‘Lotans ? Is Si Wane Mu (Py FE HE), the Siva of India P She
lived near Kun-lun, and was commissioned to execute the severity of
Heaven and the five woes (fi] K 4 IB OR Fi BB).

Norz.—I append, without endorsing, a summary of Dr. Latham’s
classification of the human race. One class called Japhetidee embraces
the Anan family. Another called Atlantd, includes the African and
Shenutic famulics. The rest of mankind are thrown together as
Mongohde, with the following divisions. (1) Altaic, subdivided into
Seriform (Chinese, Siamese, &c.) and Turanian (Mongol, Turk, &c.).
(2) Dioseurian (Georgian, Circassian, &e). (3) Oceanic (Australasians).
(4) Hyperboreans. (5) Peninsular (Koreans, Japanese, &e). (6)
American {aborigines). (7) Indian (Tamil, Pulinda, Indo-Gangetic,
Cashmerian),”’ Prof. Max Muller’s Turanian class of languages covers
the seme ground, so far as Asia 1s concerned. I regret that I have not
been able to look into Mr. Edkins’ work on China’s Place in Philology.

TILE TERMS FOR ‘Gop’ AND ‘sprit.’ | November-
But since Bacchus was under Hammim

THE TERMS FCGR ‘GOD’ AND ‘SPIRIT,

In the last Number of the Recorder, it was stated that the
Commutiee of Arrangements for the General Conference of Protestant
Missionaries In China was “engaged in considermg how best to deak
with the question of the terms for ‘God’ and ‘Spirit.’ ”’ The result at
which we arrived is stated in the following extract from our circular to
the missionaries -—

‘In view of the carnest desire expressed by many that the ques-
tion of the proper terms to be used in Chinese for ‘God’ and ‘Spirit’
should be brought before the Conference, your Committec have felt
that they could not pass the subject by in silence, as 2 few have desired.
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Alicr careful consideration, we havc unanimously resolved, as repre-
senting both sides of the coutroversy, to name a joint Committee, consist-
ing of three on cach side, asking them to correspond with cach other,
compare views and plans, and if possible make such an arrangement
as will harmonize all parties; and if if appears, after cach section of
the Committee has taken the views of those whom it represents, that
such a basis lias been found as will secure substantial unanimity, that
they announce the fact by circular, and prepare for the Conference one
or more papers advocating the said basis, in the hope that by the blessing
of God on the effort, the whole Conference, and through them all the
uussionary body in China, may ke induced to concur, and so sceure
the unaninuty and harmony so much desired.

Bub nosuch basis can be found, we suggest that cach section of
the Committee prepare a paper contaimmeg a@ full, fair and thorough
digest of all the arguments on the respective sides, that each paper be
subunitted to the opposite section of the Committec at least three months
before the Conference, that so an opportumty may be given to correct
errors and answer arguments, and that these papers, as finally prepared
by the joimé Committec, be submitted to the Conference without debate;
and be published, either separately or together with the other papers
prepared for the Conference.

“We have agreed to name, as conshtuting this joint Committee, the
Right Rev. Bishop Russell, the Rev. J. L. Nevius, D. D., and the Rev.
H. Blodgct D. D., on the one part, and the Rev. J. Chalmers, ML A.
Rey. R. Lechler and Rey. Chas. Hartwell on the other, with the un-
derstanding that if any member refuse to act, the other two on the same
side may choose a member in his place.”

Tn the circular itsclt there is a curious nustake,—the name of Bish-
op Burdon appearing instead of Bishop hussell’s. The error probably
arose cither from a shp of my pen im transeribing the fair copy for thic
printer,* or from my being unable fo remam in Shanghac to correct
the proofs; for I have before me the actual drait of the document
as it was amended and adopted by the Committec. It has Bishop
Russell’s name, and all my colleazues agree with me that it 1s earreet.

Tn this connexion I may take the Lberty of mentiomng (though
as a rule the deliberations of such 2 commuttee are to be considered
private) that no one could have a better mght than Bishop Russell to
be on the Committee on Terms, as the first suggestion of the plan,
though not quite in the form finally adopted, came from him; and I
am happy to say that he has consented to act on the Committee.

Mr. Hartwell has also acceptea the duty.
Carstairs Doveras.

* The printer's copy lias been found, and as it contains the name of Bishop Burdon, it follows
that this suggestion of Dr. Douglas is the true explaontion of the error,
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LHY WILL BE DONE IN EARTH,
S93 IT IS DONE IN JIEAVEN.

| November-

My Tather, in that Heavenly Lome
Beyond this high cerulean dome,
No rebel will nor deed can coins ;

Thy witl is done.

Thon vwillest that Life’s crystul stream,
Shall tlow by golden streets, that gleam
With ray3 which from Thy Presence beam,—

Thy will is done.

Thon willest that dhe boughs shall sway
With healing fruits above the way,
Aud pearl-gates open stand by day ;

Thy willis done.

Thou willest that each heart shall glow
With rapturous willingness to mo
Ou Thy blest messages; and io!

Thy will is done.

Thou willest that no wing shall tire,
Never burn low Love’s sacred fire,
Nor cease the tull melodious choir ;

Lhe will is done.

Q blessed Will, the streagth of Love,
The onerzy of Thy ILoty Dove ;
On earth, as it ts dono above,

Thy will be donc.

My God, my Father, see Phy child
‘Lreading ju ertef earth’s sinful wild,
Thon will’st me trustfol, undefiled. (Phil. ii:

AS-15, )
Thy wall be done.

"Tis not Thy will (I heard thee say), (John,
yi: 34.

That I should be a castaway (fat. yi, re
But nse in glory ;—so I pray

Thy will be done.

the bolt hued by Thy gracious arm, (Ps.
exlyii: 8.)

-

The echoing storm need not slarin; (Ps.cxxxv:

Thou cans’t not err, Thou wilt not harm.
Thy will be done.

Affliction, tvial, mortal il],
Lhese are not willingly Thy will: (Lam. iii: 33.)
Thy tender mercy cries out still, (Ps. exw: 9.)

aly wilh be done.

God of earth’s families, Jiast Thou said,
Thou wullest net the wicked dead, (Ez. xviii:

20,02; Xxxuk 11.)
But that they turn and live instead.

Thy will be done !

Wilt Thou have all mien to be saved? (I, Tin.
hh: 4, G.)

And fiee afl souls by sin enslaved? (John
v: 40.)

Thy chaviot-floor with love is paved ;
Thy will be done J

All crowns shail slitter on His brow,
Who gave for me His blond to ilow,
do Jesus every kuce stall bow, (Is. xiv: 23;

Rom. xv: 14,17; Phil. ji: 10.)
His will be done !

All that my will ean never choose,
Sin’s burden, Thou didst not refuse ;
The sweet 1 gas, the bitter lose ;

Lhy will be donc!

By Father, Master, Lord, fulfil
In me the filial likeness, till
All perfect grown in pupil-skil,
Tsay, when Tliou hast freed my wil,

Lky will be done !
A. E. M.

Carvespondence.
Dear Srr.—

The Presbytery of Ningpo met in the Fu-zin }¥ Br church,
Ningpo, on the 15th ot October last and continued its sessions four days.

The mecting was opened with an appropriato sermon by the
Rev. D. N. Lyon, the retiring modcrator, from Psalm : 28 ;—
* Strengthen O God that whichthou hast wrought for us.”

The Rev. Bao Kwong-hyi 3t, PR, pastor of the Yu-yiao ¢2 gk
church, was chosen moderator for the ensuing year. Twenty-four
members, of whom fourteen arc ministers, and ten ruling elders, were
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in attendance. the body is now almost enfirely a nahve one, hanng
only tour foreign presbyters. The native membership, which was
mercased by thirty-two during the year, ts a little over five hundred,
gathered into eleven churches, ten of which are ministered to by native
pastors, aud three of which pay their pastors’ salaries in full, without
any aid trom the foreign Board. Of the other churches some pay
their pastor's salary for nine and some for two months in tho year.

Kour young men, having been examincd on their motives for seek-
ing the ministry, and on the prescribed studies, were received as stu-
dents of theology; making m all thirteen candidates for the miuistry
now under the care of presbytery. Eleven of the candidates were
formerly upils im the boys’ boarding school at Hangchow ; two of them
are already licensed.

The Revs. J. A. Leyenberger and John Butler were appomted
fheolagical Instructors for the year.

In connection with cach of the churches, there are threo or four
places where there is daily preaching and book distribution.

The itimerations during the year into districts where we have no
stated places for preaching, have been quite extensive, stretehmg trom
Ka-hing fu $2 Ht fF and Cha-pu 4€ in the north of the province,
to Tai-chow & J and W’en-chow 78 Ji] further south; thence round
to K’u-chow # JH, Lan-ch‘i RJ 74 and Kin-hwa, with numcrous inter-
vening cities, towns and villages.

I think there might be an experience gained from the working of
a

such a body m the past ten or twelve years, that would throw at
least some light on some of the questions proposed for discussion at the
coming Conference of missionaries in Shanghai. Self-support of the
Native Church is one of those questions. We need not expect seli-sup-
port to be much sooner, nor need we fear thafif will be much later,
than the time when we have a membership adequate to the work, in
wealth, numbers, intelligence and piety. Give us the membership,
and fhe support may be left to take care of itself.

S. D
tlaxecirow, Nov. 24th, 1875.

Drar Sir.—
Two months ago, visiting with my brothcr some of his out-stations

near Ninepo, we spent a mght i the little coast-guard aty of Za-seang
(Fc #) a few miles south of Chinhat. Our lodging was a small dila-
pidated temple of Chin-wu (Hl FR), alias Shang-ti (ZK
_E #9) the Taouist God of the North Pole.

Ontside its chief rate were honorific mscriptions on paper in the
nsvial raanner. The horizontal one on the hntcl was simply Chin-we
hung, “Palace of Clin-wu.” But those on the side-posts were to my
unlearned mind somewhat remarkable, in connection with the stil
unsettled controversy about the Chinese nomenclature for deity, spint,
ate,

(1.) The nght hand inserrption ran,— fr chin chang kaou per hican
(me ta ee ae lb A). “The 22s truth ts ever ngher than the northern
barrier.’;
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(2.) That on the lett was,—~Shin wei pe chaounan fang (ph Re
NB Fy Fy, “The Shim’s majesty widely irradiates the southern region.”

The seat ot the sombre deity is technically north; his aspect, south.
A. pair of scrolls doubtless cannot contribute much towards deciding a
great and intricate controversy. But I confess that the,—to me, unex-
pected—occurrence of the synonymous use of the rival terms,—for [
cannot by any means think that SA in (2), 1s simply the ‘spmt’ of
Ti in (1),—did certainly confirm a long cherished wish, that the two
great, parfies to which Christian mussionaries are, on this subject di-
vided, could adyanee towards reunion at least so far as to issue edicts
of mutual toleration.

Parfies which contain carnest and learned men, such as Legge,
Chalmers and Douglas mm the one, and Wilkams, McClatehie and
Burdon in the other, are not hkely eithcr to surrender, the one to the
other at discretion, or even to compromise in the sense of a combined
use of the terms. But [ confess it does seem to me, that they might at
least recoenize each other’s clams to sincerity, rescarch and Christian
piety, so far as to induce the Bible Societies which have adopted their
respective views, to issue with all thei future editions, an advertise-
ment alluding to the diversity of ternunology, ascribing it to the dif-
ficulty ot the language and subject matter, and expressing fratcrual
recard for the Christan brethren who in this matter differ from them.

Myr. Chalmers’ letter and appended notice, in your issue for July-
August was, as [ read it, a hint im this direction. If the great socie-
ties would be induced to issue some such notice, 1t seems to me it
would be a contribution,—not without value—towards the final uni-
fication of the tcrmimology, which will no doubt take place when a fu-
ture generation of nafave Christians take up our work with the original
Scriptures betore them.

Please accept my suggestion for what itis worth, and believe
me to be,

Yours faithfully,

Hayecuow, Dee. l3th 1875.
G. E. Moucz.

Dear Mr. Lpitror.—
[ have been rather surpnsed, that hitherto Canon McClatchie’s

Confucian Cosmogory has never been reviewed m the Chinese Recorder.
[ fcel thankful, and beheve that students of Chinese generally will
feel so, towards the Canon for his Transiation of Section forty-nine of the
‘© Complete Works” of the Philosopher Choo-foo-ise, and for the able
elucidation of the meammg of so many of the terms it contains.

I have however, like some other readers of his book, some mis-
mings in my mind, as to lis Shix and Shang-fe, which we should be glad
to be allowed to discuss in the Recorder, in a spirit of candour and sine ira.

In an answer to Mr. Chalmers, Canon McClatchie speaks of two
different Shins, viz :—a first 32 if, whom he thinks he has proved
to be J “late,” or the 46 i “ Infimte” of Choo-foo-tz; and again
a second Shin (see The China Review, September-October, 1875, p. 92) ;
the latter bemg “man’s rafional soul”? and “the rational soul of the
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preat extreme,” and “1s called #9 or Shang-te.”
or pund is the ruling power in the universe stands unquestioned (seo
Cosmog. p. 63, par. 20}; and we have also in the same passage the
canonical saying, that, ‘ that which constitutes him (mind) the
Power is Fate.” Agam, Canon MeClatchie in lus notes (p. 160, note 33)
says :— Shang-te 1s God (jn Séin) mn virtue of the mherent Fate.”
How then is 1t possible for the Canon to assert (Chine Revivic, p. 92).
that this second SAin “is not spirit in our sense of the word,” and to
give as the reason, that, “tlis second Shin is Light and Ether?”

Oi course 1f means that lis “ Shany-fe” is “ Light and Ether ;”
whereas he himselt has translated,— #7 #2 9p The Supreme}
Emperor is Fate (Cosm. p. 69, par. 27).” Now, may I ask whether
this ## “ Fate,” or Shin, or “God” is Light and ? tow can
Shang-te be “the rulmg power” and “the rational soul,” while at
the same tame he is “ Light and Ether ;’’—and also “ primordial air,”
which has no power of motion and no ris inertie in itself at all (Cosnr.
p. 134, note 36} Pr Lo say that this “Jaght and Ether” is the ruling
power of the universe indeed, sounds paradoxical and self-contractic-
tory. -— Iz Mca a pupil of Confucius, according to the B #8 He ZF,
says Lhe source of the changes caused by the Air is ealled fe.”
Now, the Aaror “Light and ther” having no inherent power of
motion, how can they be the source of the changes ? This souree 98
can be nothing but $B “ Kate; because nothine but Fate can be tho
source of power and motion (Cosma. p. 28, par. 30). Farther, Fate
being, according to Cosm. p, 69, par. 27, (Shang) te, the latter can butbe Canon first Sin, ate,”’—not lus sceond.

The author has lut httle reason eather, to call the second
Shin, te prymordial aur, or his Sheng-te-— Lieht and Ether,” or
‘‘ Demurge ;”’ because the Light and Ether are inseparable from late ;
the Chinese never having thought of the two as existing separately.
“When Fate existed, then tlhe Aur existed.” ate without $q Air 1s,
even with Choo-foo-tz, a mere abstraction. Lhere 1s no such thing, nor
was such a thing ever imagmed as Fate without Air, or rive rerse >
therefore Choo-foo-tz can, in the chapter on “The Great Extreme,” par.
l, say, that the Great Extreme 18 Just the same as Fate; and in par. 3,
that Primordial Avr is “ the Great Extreme.” C7. Cosm. p. 135, below.

With regard to the ovigin of things, he mplies also that the Air
originates trom Fate ; ‘‘ but as regards time we cannot really predicate
priority or posterionty as to time, of Fate and the Air. he Air
depends upon Ifate for action, and (Cosw. p. 9, above) Fate (alone)
“cannot make anything. ” This latter sentence shows clearly enough
that neither Fate, the mfinte alone,—theat is the Canon’s first Shin
or “‘God”” apart—nor lis second Shin or “Light and Ether,?—
whom he seems to consider separate from Fate, when he calls him
‘“Demiurge, Shang-fe or the horse of Fate,—can be the creator of the
universe; because neither of them has an existence seperate from the
other.” When Choo-foo-tz m one passage (p. 16, par. 11) is inclined to

" As however, according to Cosa. p. 160, note 23, Canon Melatchic’s first (Shin or) God,
Fate, js inherent in the primordial air f. ¢. Gie demiuruic horse, this hurse is 2 much
more perfect heing than its mder, and the rider is viding upow hinself, nul at the same
time upon lis horse.

437

That this rational sau)
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ascribe priority to Fate, he contradicts himself ; as also,—it appears tome,
—does Canon McClatcine, when he asserts, that his second Shir—Great
Monad—Sheng-te, “1s not spint in owt sense of the word;” because
(Cos. p. 160, note 133) he admits that Fate is inherent in Shang-te.
Fate being inherent im “ the great Monad, Shang-te,” the latter cannot
lack any atirtbute ascribabic to Fate. The umty of Fate and the Air
which we have in the Canon’s Shaug-te, does not deprive either of
them of any of the attributes possessed by each separately. [t rather
enhances their respective qualitics, and enlarges their capabilitics by
union. lor instance, the air substance of the Great Extreme, though
eternal and all-pervading, 1s dependant upon Fate for action; on the
other hand the great vacuum “ Fate (alone,—ef. Cosm. p, 7, par. 10)
neither devises nor plans, nor makes anythine;” and it is so, be-
cause “without the air substance it has nothing to rest upon;” where-
as bemg combined, we have in them the being whom the author
calls Shang-te, and whom Choo-foo-tz regarded as having sufficient
abihty to be the great framer of the universe. Now again, as regards
the question, which of Canon MeClatchie’s two Shins,—the Fate, or the
Shaug-te is to be Spirit, and which Zhcos, there can be no doubt, that
his first Stn, ‘‘ Fate,”—-neither devising nor planning,—cannot be
“spirit ;’’ because a spirit in the European sense of the word, thinks
and fecls, and has a will; but needs no air substance to rest upon.
Kor the same reason, he cannot be Theos; for surcly the Ticos and
Theor of heathen nations, were reputed almost without cxecption, to
think and fccl and have a will; whercas his second Shia, or Shang-ée,
as nicluding the first, and therefore not bemg demiurge (although per-
haps according to Choo-foo-tz and others, not immaterial in the full
scuse of the Christian’s Gud), 1s still the rational soul of the world,—has
light as his spiritual substance ; and in Chinese literature regarding the
ercation and government of the world, has every characteristic of
Theos, and almost every attribute of Jchovah;—how could he then be
other than a spirit?

Or the trath of a part of the foregoing sentence, the Canon
was cvidently aware, when, in the Introduction to his
page 1x, he says :—“‘ no amount of attributes, however high-sounding,
can ever exalf so material a fling (as Shang-te) mito the throne of the
truce God.” Lo tins we must reply on the other hand, that no amount
of philosophical dissection, and of indiscriminate systematization, can
dethrone Shang-fe trom the throne of the Most Hieh, and make of
him mere Light and Ether.

Finally, I tecl constrained to say, that I consider the rendering of
the character 9% by “ ether” and “ air”, m a primordial and cosmogoni-
cal sense unjustified ; and that I have used these terms, only becanse
they occur in Canon MeClatchie’s Cosmogony, and because I might
not have been understood, had I used any other translation of the
ehoracter. Tam fully ersuaded however, that it means the breath of na-
ture, and stands in opposition to JZ “body,” in the Chinese lan-
puage, analogy with other languages. Khang-hi explains it thus :— jf
BE 2 Bay, RK E Sp th “The body is the shell of hfe; but
the breath ot nature is the root of life.” The ‘breath of nature’ 1s
just what Germans call, der haweh (breath) Gottes in der natur; by
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which they mean, the powers of nature, and that which constitutes
hie in animated bemgs,—and in an esthetic sense that which adorns
every object of nature. Khang-hi says 44, 3 pn > Fh wb,
The breath of nature 1s the fulness of spirit. ” Irom this I conclude,
that the rendermg of 9% by “cther” and “air” in a cosmogonical
scnsc, 1s entircly due to the misconception of European translators.
Perceiving the materialism of the school of philcsophers to which
Choo-foo-tz belonged, these scholars have believed Chinese literature
as a whole, both ancient and modern, to be permeated by coarse ma-
ter1alisim. Hence they have substituted for the classical meaning of the
word, its colloquial sense of “vapour,” “air” aml “ether? Their
error is almost akin to that of the multitude at Jerusalem on the
day of Pentecost, when they saw the effects of the Holy Spirit upon
the apostles, but said it was the spirit of “new wine.” they doubtless
had heard the “rushing mighty wind” caused by by the Ruach Elohim,
but would not acknowledec the Reach himself.

In the introduction to his book, Canon MeClatchie calls Shang-ti
a material thing; but im the notes to the book, SAazg-ée is the rational
sow of the world, and yet is primordial air. this rendermg of ¥,
I suppose, is thought to be founded on the dictum of Choo, saying ;—
‘wherever the Aur accumulates, Fate (Shang-te is tlso there. Now,
the Air has the power of condensing and forming things (Cosw. p. 7,
below); and again (/.c. p. 1, par. 4), “‘Fate is Incorporeal, while the (9%)
Ar .is coarse (fi #4] nof simply coaysc) and has dregs.” Now this
latter sentence cannot mean that 9% 1n its primordial state has dregs,
because it is 4B generated by Fate, and Fate is Siz, e. “ spirit.” Tt
this reasoning be not acimissible, then I am foreed to the conclusion,
that the Fate or Sin, or “God” who gererates coarse ai, and an
air containing dregs, can himself be a spinit. It 1s 2 necessity to make
this’ conelusto retroversa under the above condition ; because Choo docs
not say, ‘“‘lohim created heaven and carth,” as we have it in
Genesis; but ‘Fate generated the Nowa son is always of the
same nature with lus father; but it seems that with Choo-foo-ty,
the having dregs and bemg coarser than Tate, has regard to no
other than the aecumulated and condensed form of $%; for inas-
much as Choo says (Cosw. p. 113, par. 38) “ The pure and bright por-
tion of the Air 1s (Shiv) God,” he surely would not deny that the pn-
mordial 9% 1s the purest and bnghtest portion ; being that which forms
the rational soul ot the Cosmes and of man. Yor this reason no doubt
Canon MeClatchie felt obhged to call the $x a Shin; but I hope he will
sec from the foregoime considerations, that there is an insuperable ob-
jection to calling if cther or air. With regard to what Shangq-te is,
[ beg to commend to the Canon’s attention, Dr. Logge’s remarks im
The Notions of the Chinese concerning God and Spirits, pp. 16, 17, in
reference to the answer which the plulosophers of Choo-foo-tz’s seet
would give to the question, what is meant by Zen, as follows, “Ten
is Shang-te the Ruler on high; and Shang-te 1s 7i, the rule of order,
destiny, fate.” Yours truly.

J. Gr. Lorercirer.,
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Drar Str.—

Is any one engaged upon, or proposing to undertake, the preparation
ot a Concordance of tho Tl’én-2i or Mandarin Bible or New Testament?

Jias the work of making a Chinesce-Hebrew Grammar been wnder-
taken by any forcign resident in China ?

fias there been a successful attempt at romanizing the Mandarin
Chinese language ;—or is any one now engaged in such a work ?

What good commentary in or Mandarin is there upon
the Icn Commandments, besides the small one in Wén-li printe mn

Shanghai by the American Tract Soceity ? and is there any such book
In course of preparation ?

Is there any book in the Christian literature of China, for the
athicted ?

Will the Editor of the Recorder publish any replies which the
above may chat, withholding names of correspondents if requested ?

‘As if is very desirable that time should not be lost in the prepara-
tion of books for China, will not those engaged upon works of general
uselulness, notify the same through the Recorder? As many whe
begin translations or original works, are not sure of carrying them
through to completion, and so would not wish to be known as engaged
upon such works, a xor de phime, or single imitial would answer.

INQUIRER.

ONE of the main objects contemplated im the establishment of the
ftecorder, was to afford musstonaries an opportunity of communicating
the thoughts to each other in regard to all that coucerus mission
work in China, aad to furnish such news as may be of general interest
to the body. We have to thank many of our brethren for the assist-
ance they have given in this respect. Stull we think the magazine
might be much more largely availe of; and,—as one of the querics of
our correspondent would sccm to imply a latent doubt on the subject,
—we may take the opportunity of saying that we shall be extremely
glad if his communication should draw forth the information required,
and shall be ready to publish anything that is likely to be useful or
interesting to our missionary readers.

We think it ghly desirable that all new publications should be
made generally known to the missionaries throughout the empire,
and are careful to notify all that are sent to us. Tt would be well if
authors would make a pomt of forwarding to us a copy of any new
work as soon as published. We do not deem so umportant our corres-
pondent’s suggestion that those who are engaged im the preparation of
works should notify the samc to the public; nor do we commend the
practice, of using a von de plume. Lhere are arguments iu favour of
such a practice, and we by no means object to publish such communica-
tions, so long as the editor is informed who is the writer; but except in
the case of signatures of well-established reputation, we believe such
communications lose very much weight in ublia eshmeation.

The catalogue of missionary publications about to be forwarded
to the Centennial Exhibition, which has been drawn up with consider-
able care, would go far towards answering some of our correspondent’s
questions.— ip.
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Missionacy Belrs,
pirihs, Bartinge and Denths.

A? Amoy, on November 6th, the wife
of the Rev. KR. Gordon of a daughter.

AT Tokto, Japau, early in Decembor,
the wife of the Rev. H. Faulds, M. D,
of the United Presbyterian Mission,
of 2 son and a dausliter,—twins.

At Shanghae,on Dec. 10th, the wife of
the Rev. J. §. Roberts, of a daughter.

AT Hangchow, on December 22nd, thie
wifo of the Rey. W. S. olt of a son.

MARRIAGES,
AT the house of the bdvide’s mothier,

Prttsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S. on Sept.
16th, by the Rev. Joseph Mateer, D.
D. assisted by the Revs. C. B. Hateh
vid bk. S&S. MeKittvich, the Rev.
Hostrr Consett, of Chefoo, China,
to Mary C. Nixon, of Pittsburg.

At the house of D. J. Maczowan, M.D.
DShanghae, on Oct. 80th, by the lev.
M.T. Yates, D. D. the Rev. Sotomox
CARPENTER of Shanghae, to
W. youngest daughter of tho late
Rev. Win. H. Beack, of London.

At the Cathedral, Shanghae, on No-
vember [Tth, by the Very Rev. Deau
Butcher, the Rey. Joun W. Brewer,
ofthe Wesleyan Mission, Wueliang,
to CaTRERINE Racist, third daughter
of the Inte Wiliam Rowe, of Sb.
Agnes, Cornwall, Englaud.

At Shanghao, on Nov. 6th, Mrs. Mary
Caroline, wale of Rev. Won. J. Boone,
of the American Episcopal Mission
nt Wuchang, and daughter of Elie late
C. A. De Saussuve-of Charlestan, U.
S.A., aged twenty-eight years and
elelt months.

Att the Londun Mission, Pekiug, on
Pee 12th, the tufant daughter of the
Rey. $. 1. Meach, aged six months.

At Kobe, Japan, on December 17th,
1875, Bmily DelaCour, wite of Rev.
Jolin DW. Gulick, missionary of the
American Board at Kalean, North
Chiua,—aged forty-two years.

Ar Yokohaun, Japan, oa December
L7th, Advs. Jeunie Hoyt, wife of Kev.
ME. A. Chuvehill, of the Amertcan
Baptish Mission, Ningpo, Clina,—
aved tiventy-nine years.

TSENAN FOo.—The. Rev. J. F. and
Mrs. Crossette of the American Presby-
terian Mission, arrived on November
Sth, to strengthen the hands of Mr.
Mecllvaine in the work. They are
located in & one-story native house, and
Have been carrying on their work with-
out interruption. The two brethren
however, are exposed to many insults ag
they wall through the streets of the ciLy.

Cneroo. — Dr. Nevius writes: —~ “¢ [
have just returned from a visit to Chi-
mi, where I saw very encouraging evi-
lence of growth and development in
the native churebes. The Christians
ate proving every year in general in-
telligence, in their ability to read and
understand the Scriptures, and in pru-
dence in intercourse with their heathen
nogh bors. Lhey have made arrange-
ments to build another substantial
chapel in the spring, withont any pecu-
niary help from, and without consulting,
their foreign teachers. They
now nearly three hundred.” Chien is
the plece at which Mr. Corbett found
suck an encouraging work fifteen months
since, and at the same time met with
violent persecution.

SUANGHAE.—Mrs, If. P. Capp of the
‘American Presbyterian Mission at

Langchow, arrived by the Aduste on
November 9th, from the United States.

Miss Campbell also arrived by the
same steamer, er rout: to jot the Ams
erican Methodist Mission at Peking.

Mrs. J. W. Lambuth arrived by the
Nevade on December Ist, from the
United States.

By the same steamer, the Rev. A. P.
Parker arrived to join the Amcrican
Southern Methodist Mission at Soo.
chow.
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A, yery interesting work has lately
sprung up in a bawlet a few miles north
of Shanghae, in connection with the
Jabors of the Rev. Woo Uvong-nyiob
of the Americay Episcopal Mission.
Thirty-two have recently been baptized,
and the work is most encouraging.a
SOOCHOW.—-Somewhat over a year
ago, the American Southern Presby-
terian Mission at this place, parchased
a fot of ground in an aristocratic quar-
ter of the city,—nol far from the Con-
fucian tumple. As preparations for
building began to be made, the literati
became excited and began to persecute
the seller of the property. He, to
save hinosclf, offered 40 purchase a
lot for the missionaries in another
quarter, aud asked them to exchange;
the literati encouraged the plan and
the change has been effected, the mis- ;
sionaries securing a parecl of ground |
31 a much more desirable location than
the furmer one. A. sinnlar transaction
Look place in connection with the same
mission ia Wangchow,—on a niuch iar-
ger scale,—tivo years aon; aud as Inthat |
case, the Soochow mission has benefited
in obtaining & more secure possession of |
them property. Lhe Mission of the Ameri-
can Presbyterian Chureb North have
also Jately purehased a lot in Soochow.

Nixcro.—the Rev. Is. C. Lord, D. D.
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of the American Baptist Mission, arriv-
ed on December 2nd, from a short visit
to the United States.

The Rev. James and Mrs. Bates, of
the Church Missionary Society arrived

from England on December 14th.

JAPAN. Torio.The first of a series
of free popular lectures in Japanese,
was (lelivered on Thursday night, De-
eember 16th in Tsukiji Hospital
(Scotch U. P. Mission), by the Kev. D.
Thompson. His subject was ‘The
Mississippi Valley, past and present.”
The Hon. J. H. Bingham, U. 5.
Minister, presiled, and gave an appro-
priate and instructive address, on the
advantages of such lectures; which was
afterwards translatul into Japanese.
Mr. Thorapson’s lecture was listened to
with great interest by a crowded meet-
indy. A vote of thanks to the ecbair-
matt and lecturer brought the meeting
{0 2 close. Several Japanese gentlemen
of eminence have promised to give
lecttures on interesting and mmoportant
subjects during: the sinter.
Yosouama—Miss Kidder, and MAliss
Sands arrived on November Ist, to join
the American Baptist Mission; the
former tu be located at Yedo, and the
lntter at Yokohama.

By the sameship the Rey. Mr. and Mes.
McKibbin arrived, en route to join the
Am. Baptist Mission at Swatow, China.

Hotices af Recent Hublicutions.
Es Ee ja « Sing chin khao youen.9 Uranrograplis Chrnoise ow Prewves

dircetes que PAstronoamic primitive est originaire de la Chene, et quetle &
ced par les anciens penples ocerdentanz a la sphere Chinoirge °
ouvraye accompuguée dun Allas Celeste Chinois cé Gree, par Gustave Sclile-
eel, Docteur en Philosophie, Ancien Interprete du Gouvernement des
Tndes-Orientales Néevlandaise des Sciences. Membre dn conseil de PInstitut
pour la Philolugic, la Geographic cf PEthnologic des Indes-Orientales
Nécrlandaises 41a Haye, ef ancien Directeur de la Societe des Arts ef des
Sciences & Batavia. Publi¢ par Institut Reyal pour la Philologie, Ja
Geographic ct ’Etinologie des Indes-Orieutales Neerlandaises i Ja Haye.
Ina Haye, Librairie de Martinus Nyhoff. Leyde, Imprimerie de E. J Brill.
1Sfa. (so volumes 4to and nv folio Atlas.
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A sonorous title is perhaps a fit pre-
lude to a remarkable book, and such
we think the work betore us may fair-
ly claim to be. Lhe gifted author is
known by reputation to many China
residents, from his able contributions
to the local periodicals. The present
is ne ephemeral production, beine the
ontcome of continuons investigation,
prolonged through a series of years.
Toe object of the work may be stated
in brief to be,—to trace to their source
the facts of uranography, and to vive
some account of their reasor d dtre
Dr. Schlegel is not the first who has
attempted an interpretation of the
gnaint fgnures with which western
science has been pleasel to tapestry
the starry vaultabove our bearls s—but
in the theory which lie has put for-
ward in elucidation, we believe he is
quite original. In developing this presents the Wiuter solstice, Artes the
theory, it is very evident be has not Vernal equinox, Cancer the Summer
been unduly influenced by  conse-

a

solstice.
Pia and Stbre, the “Antumnal

quences; but following it up to its legi- equinox ; corresponding tn rotation
timate resnit, he has arrived at the no- with the North, West, South and East.
table conclusion,—that the names of The Chinese on the contrary are unan-
the coustellations on the Chinese sphere linously persistent im giving the rota-
indicate an antiquity of about 17,900 tion thns:—Ceprico nus for Winter,-—
years before the Christian era. W liere | in the North; ZLedra@ for Spring,—in|

all preceding theorists may be said to ] the West; Cancer for Summer—in
have faded, it is but fair that we should the South; aud Aves for Autumn,—
give a hearime to an authority of Dr, inthe Bast. Lhis arrangement is no
Schlegel’s standing. We venture there- modern iustitution with the Chinese :
fore Lo trace the steps by which he has for the very earhest astronomical no-
arrived at this result: and preliminary | tices they have landed down to us, are
to this we way state lis four carlinal | in the saine (to us) grotesque attitude.
propositions: — “In the infaney of society, when they

Ist. The names on onr celestial first began rndely to divide the sphers
elobes, as derived from the Levyptians ‘into four parls for die convenietce of
and Greeks, are—with some few excep- agricullure, dhese were termed {ff Arce,
tious—utterly mapylicable to ihe cir-
clunstauces of the ancient nations to
whom they bave been generally attri. |
buted.

9nd. Lhe names of the constedfa-
lions on the Chinese sphere, correspond
exclusively to the vonidition of the
Chinese,

onl, Nearly all the names of the

© Tortoise,’ roughly covering SiCapricornus and and
assigned to the North or Winter 5 fe
HHoo, the © Tiger,” for Pisces, Artes
and assigned to the ast or
Autimn; Ey Meco, the “ Bird,’ for
Cewwe, Cancer and Leo, assisted to the
South or Summer; and fe Luag, the
“Dragon,” for Virgo, Libra and Scer-

Chinese asterisms being found on our
western glubes, they must have been
borrowed from the Chinese by western
nations, which have since added some
new constellations.

4th. The antiquity of Chinese ura-
nography is corroborated by the testi-
mony of Chinese tradition and history,
as alsu by the researches of European
geologists,

be first of these propositions we may
pasa over withont much misgiving 3 or
at least take it for granted, and pro-
ceed to the considleration of the second.
Here we are met by an anomaly at the
outset, which has proved a sore puzzle
io all Dr. Schlegel’s predecessors. Wa
may state it more itellisibly to Eu.
ropeans, by using our familiar signs of
the zodiac tatber than the Chinese
rect ICS. Thus with us Capricomres re-
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pw, assigned to Spring and the East.
It will be seen that the great difficulty
here is, that while Cepricornus and
Cancer hokl their natural positions,
those of Artes and Libra are mutually
reversed. As astronomical observation
advanced, and each of these quarters
became subdivided into seven parts,
thus forming the zodiac of twenty-
eight constellations, the same therory
wag Still preserved, as it is to the pre-
sent day. An adle sinclogue remarks
on this question :—-“ This discrepancy

| November-

does not seem howeyer io iroylle thelr -
minds at ail, and we may safely leave
it unexplained.’

Another indication of the signs of
the seasons, is fonnd in the beginning
of the Shoo Ang, one of the oldest
Chinese documents extant. We read
there that the emperor “ commanded
the secon brother Ue to reside at......
the Bright Valley, and there respect-
fully to receive as a guest the rising
sin, and to adjust and arrange the
labours of the spring. .....‘Ihe star’
he scad ‘is in Neagu; you may thus
exactly determine mid-spring’. .....
He further commanded the third bro-
ther He to reside at Nan-keaou, and
arrange the transformattons of the sun-
mer, and respectfully to observe the
extreme limit of the shadow... ...
‘Ibe star’ said he ‘is Ho; you may
thus exactly determine mid-summer.’
..... de separately commanded tie
sccond brother Fle to reside at the
west, .....and there respectfully to
convoy the setting sun, and to adjust
and the completing labours of
the autumn. .....* The star’ Ae sud
‘is Zfeu; you may thus exactly deter-
mie mid-aulumn’. .....He further
commanded the third brother Ho to
reside in the northern repion,......
and there to adjust and examine the
changes of the winter...... Lhe

star” said he ‘is Afaou; thus you may
exactly determine mid-winter.’ ”

In this extract we fing the names
of four stars given, i.e Neaou, Ho,
ffeu, and idaou ;—or, substituting the
more modern names for Mecou and Zio,
we have Sing, FR Fang, pe Zlcu,
and gr; Afaou,* pointing out respective-
ly the equinoxes and sulstices. But
how these stars indicate the terms in
question,~——1n what position or at what
hour,—has hitherto baffled all exposit-
ors both native and foreign, satisfactori-
iy to explain.

After a summary review of the vari-
ous theories that have been proposed, Dr.
Schlegel proceeds to expound bis own,
which amounts to something like this.
Lhe inadequacy of every scheme that
has been proposed to make this legend
synchronize with the reputed time of
Yaou, shews it tobe nota contemporary
record, but a tradition handed down
from remote antiquity. As to the manner
in which the four stars above named
are to point out their respective terms,
he professes to follow literally the
pnidance of Yaou’s commission. At
spring, the astronomer is told “ respect-
fully to receive as a guest the rising
sun,’ —tmplyiig sunrise as the time
for observation; at the autumn term,
the orders are “respectfully to convoy
the setting san,” implying sunset as
the time of observation; midsummer
was to be determined by ‘ the extreme
length of the shadow,” implying noon
as the time of observation; and mid-
winter was to be determined by the
culmination of the star maou, thus
implying midnight as the time of ob-
corvation. Having fixed on the modus
operand, it Is Obvions that the secular
displacement of the seasons by preces-
sion, will not vitiate the thcory ; and it
only remains to ascertain how tbe year
stood in regard to the siderial sphere,

* ‘dhe Chinese Classics, vol. ni, Prolego-
Nova, p, Yd.

* Ttmay be ahserved, these are the four
constellations is the cycle of twenty-erght, Chat
perpctually mark the (eur Sundays in rotation
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nt ibe time the constellations were of the foundation of Chinese ur anogra-
named. This the author professes to
have done by an elaborate and critical We have thus endeavoured to give
analysis of the names of all the as- as concisely as practieable, an outline of
terisms known to Chinese astronomy. Lhe system, to the elucidation of which
She conclusion ta which he is led by Ur. Schlegel devotes some 940 quarto
this investigation, is that the cradle of pages. That ha bas brought a vast
astral science was in China, somewhere amount of learning to bezr on his sub-
about the 35th degree of north latitude, ject, is apparent to the most superf-
and that the star fie Aew or G Aquarii clal reader ;—that he has discovered
culminated at midnight on the winter many curious facts, is beyond dispute ;—
solstice, and the star fF fang, or ™ Scor- and that be hag succeeded in puiling
pions consequently marked the vernal to pieces tbe various schemes that have
equinox. By calculation he finds that been thought ont for the explanation
when these events took place, the equi- of the anomalies of Chinese astronomy,
noctial colure intersected the equator is perfectly true; yet we coufess the
about 250 degrees 1 arrear of ils present evidence he has adduced is of such a
nosition. The star farg would then voluminous and complex character,
rise due east at 5 a. 2. on the morning that we have not gune over it with
of the rernal equinox ; and maou, or the that care necessary to render a decided
Pleiades would set with the sun,—being opinion of any great value.
consequently mvistble——on the evening Ji seems to our unscientific view that
of the autumnal equinox, There is a bis arruments arefrequently far-fetched :
curious phenomenon attendant on this and that he rather appears in the ride
position, which Dr. Schlegel does net of a special pleader for his favorite
fail to press into his service: @ on theory, than as an impartial investigat-
the vernal equinox in question, the star OF. We will not press this pott bow-
« Libre, which would rise with the ever, aS this not to be expected that
sun, bears the Chinese name - j7A, or he will give bis readers a detail of the
ibe “Sun” star: while A Tanzi, that whole argument as it has passed
would set with the sun on the day of through his mind. His object is only
(he autumnal equinox, bears the Chinese to set forth such aspects of the subject
name FA yu, or the “Moon” star. as have proved convincing to himself ;
The next step was to ascertain at what and having done so, we are con-
period the above phenomena took place, strained to say that we think his struc-
which is 2 simple question of calcuia- ture rests on a very slender foundation.
ting the precession of ithe equinoxes. His arguments do not carry the weight
250 degrees 90,000 seconds, which of eonviclion to our mind.
divided by 50.2503" (the annual pre- The work is a perfect thesaurus of
cession), gives a quotient of 17,908 information regarding the astrology
years, since the vernal equinox was in and astronomy of the ancients, illus-
the nei¢hbourhood of Antares. But trated by a profusion of interesting
{his ig not all; for it is found that the matter relating to the history, habits
precession ig more rapid now (ban tt and customs of the Chinese. It would
was in the days of yore ; which requires be vain to deny that he does oc-
808 years to be added to the above |casionally make a point, in the dis-
number,—making altogether 18,716 covery of some analogy or unexpected
Years. Frow this deduct the 18 cet- coincidence ; but having mounted his
turics of the Christian era, and the hobby, be holds the reing so loosely,
result will be 16,016 pb. c. as the dato | that it seems absolutely beyond con-
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try]. We fear his attempt to explain
the mysteries of the Lik dang, and to
give a rational interpretation to the
cosmogony of that ancient volume, by
an analysis of the starry firmament,
will scarcely commend itself to the
judgment of most readers.

We observe a want of care sometimes
in his translations from the Chinese;
but with all due candour, he generally
gives the original text, thus enabling his
readers to verify bis statements ; and
we aro bound to say that the mistrans-
lations met with, have no important
bearing on his general argument. We
quote the following as an example, in
which be has so far missed the mean-
ing of the text, as to render it almost
DY a contre-seis

er KH — FEE EZ
R—
ERKRREER HET
A tH SG KB SSti ZB#REBS

This is an extract from the 9th book
of the yudn leth &, owing the
author's observations on Yib-hing’s
strictures on Wane Heaou-t'ung's theory
of the precession of the equinoxes;
in which he states that Yih-bing in his
elaborate criticism, has ot exactly
hit the truth himself Dr. Schlegel
begits his quotation in the middle of
a sentence, the preceding portion of
which we have prefixed within brackets.
With this omission be proceeds :—
“When it is said that in the time of
Yaou, the winter solstice was in the Ist
degree of the division 7Zeu (3 Aquari),
it is clear theancient method is not
understood; for, in that case, the two
divisions Sing (a Hydre) and Chang
(wAduny Hydre) ought to have ex-
changed places right and left. Troy that
reason I say, when the winter solstice
was in Hea and Wei (8 Aquatii and
e 9 Pegasi), thenon the day of the sum- !
mer solstice ZZo (7 Scorpionis) would |
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have already pissed the Meridtan.”*
Lhe true interpretation of this pas-

save would in fact be more helpfal to
Dr. Schlegel’s theory than what he
has given, We venture the following
version. Speaking of Yih-hing’s miscon-
ception with regard to the precession of
the equinoxes, the aathor continues:
[This error arises from not having criti-
caily examined the secular changes dus.
ing the Three dynasties; | hence he places
the winter solstice in the time of Yaon
in the first degree of feu. Neither has
he investigated the ancient laws shewing
@ mutual interchange of position beween
the two asterisms Sing aul Chang ;f
hence he says, when the witter solstice
Is between Agwand wet, ho is already past
the meridian at the summer solstice.”

Dr. Schlegel has some ingenions con-
jectures regarding the various cycles,
aud several very pertinent
touching their origin. We demut,
however, entirely to his calling the
Chinese cycle of twelve e.
Ox, Tiger, Hare, &c.—a sidereal
A0iae. This cycle is well known to
most Chinese, and is used for a variety
of purposes,—chiefly astrolosical; but
we have never seen it included in the
nomenclature of any portion of the
stellar sphere. Nor can we admit any-
thing like the antiquity he claims for
it—in China at least. One of the
commonest uses of this cycle in me-

* Wo give Dr. Srhlevel’s text of theon dit que du temps de Yao,
le solstice d’hiver était daus le ler deers de
In division Hin (8 du Versenu), c'est qu'on
nentend plus Vancienne methode: cor, dans
ce cas, les deux divisions Sing (@ Hydrae) ot
Tehang (VA@BRKY Uydrac) doivent avoir
change de place de yuuche & droite. C'est
pour cela que Je dis que, quand le solstice
Whiver se trouvait on Zin et Wei (3 do
Verseau et €3 du Pégase), alors au jour du
solstice d'ete (7 du Scorpion) aura deja
passé le wdvidien.” p. 9.

+ This curtous fact of the mutual inter-
chaise of position of tLe two see, is spoken
of nt some length jn the preceding: buck of the
native work,
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dizeval tines, was for dating docu. |
ments; but we de not know any in-
stance of its application in this way
much before the ‘13th century of out |
era, Indeed the husterian Aa ‘ST wan-
lin who lived about that tine, describes
the cycle—as being in use among the
Kirghiz,—with a minuteness inconsis-
tent with the idea that it was tben
generally known 10 China ;—and points
out its correspondence with the Chi-
nese cycie Zsee, Chow, Yin, Maou, We.
which is of nudoubted antiquity. To
prove the knowledge of the evele dur-
ing the Dr. Schlegel quotes the
pentence :-—* The tiger seizes, departs
and returns; the stun Yr is hig evidl-
ence.” Lhis sinele quotation from an
obscure author of no repute, is but a
feeble basis on which ta rest on arcu:
Ment. Jn one place al least he has
inadvertently quote an author on this
point, who ts really speaking of our
western zodiac,—aries, Taurus, &e.
which was also introduced into China,

Conchyliologie Irluviatile dela Province de par le R.P. UWeude de
ly Compagnie de Jcsus, Missioutiaire apostoliqne au Premier
Fascienle. Paris. Librairie I. Savy, 24, Hue Huutefeuille.

is another contribution to the eludes the provinces of Kcane-se, Gan-
wilory of the Middle Kingdom. ‘There hwny and Meang-soo. There is no
Lave been nob a few workers in this preface or introduction of any kind,
departinent of sclence among us of late the author at once entering in medtcs
years, and the cabinets of Lurope VES. We have creht artistic Jitbugra-
have heen enriched with numerous phed plates of the shells so familiar to
spechinens from China. it our eyes im this part of China, and
happens that these have to be sent to sclentificaily known as the Nayad faumi-
Europe for ileutification, and it ts well ly. Seventcen varicties of the Caio,
to find collectors who witl take this one Arodonto and one Alyceplopus, are
trouble. We are elad lo sce represented to the life, accompanied by
that dhe bumble denizens of our creeks a severely techmeal description of each.
and rivers have found a chronicler in We observe the learned «author has
our fellow-resident Father Heade, who mocestly sliunted his own name off one
seems up to the time in Ins knowledge variely eiven inthe Jewnal de Con-
of these testaceans, familiarly known by chyliolugie as Gnio Teuder, which he
the naine of elanis. The brochwre be- has renamed as Unio Lufescens. Wa
fore us is ostensibly the first part of a trust lie inay be able to carry on to
larger work on the shells of tbe pro- completion bis classified catalogue of
vince of Nanking, in which—from the the shells of mid-China.
specimen— we presume the author in

by the Buddhists daring the Ttane
(dynasty or earlier, and again at a later
period by the Mobannnedans, when it
was used officially by the Astronomical
Board at the begiiming of the Ming.

Asa whole, we think the work
‘mitht have been with advantage re-
duced to about a third part of ils
present size. With all iis shorteom-
ines and reduudancies however, it
may prove of great value to the student
ot Gbinese, for the antbor’s careful
tdentiheation of all the stars on western

| glabes, down to the sixth magnitude,
with their equivalents on the Chinese
sppecre. Besides the catalogues in the
body of the work, they are beautifully
designed on the seven lithoyraphed
sheets of the Atlas, where the twenty-
eight zodiacal groups, and the threelaree consicllations are
printed in red, to distinguish them
from the other groups, the positions of
which are all referred to these leading
asterisins.
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DB at BE Ma FO) hecdng 6, “ Sermons on Mark ;” by Rev. EB. Faber; vols.

12 & ili, 1875.
A 16 Be SE Et FR He pth iad shoo chod shih, “ Commentary on the Epistic

to the Hebrews; by Rev. Samuel Dodd, Shanghae, 1875.
{= KE AG = Sin t’od kik yén, “ Pointed sayings of a Betiever;” by Rev. A. E.Moule, Ningpo,
AB uy ae Sung choo shing she, “ Sacred Songs of Praise;” by Rev. J. Lees,

Shanghae, 187o.
In our May-June number we noticed
the Ist. volume of Mr. Faber's excel-
lent work on Mark’s Gospel. Two
more volumes have now reached us,
bringing his expositions down to the
end of the 12th chapter. Naxt to the
translation of the Sacred Scriptures, we
believe there ig no branch of Christian
literature in which a missionary may
be more profitably engaged, than in
the preparation of expository treatises
on the text of the Holy recard. There
are already a goodly number of pub-
licationg of this class in the native lan-
guage, going far towards a commen-
tary on the complete text, thongh vary-
ing much in the chatacter aud scope
of the different parts by so many du-
ferent authors. We set a high estimate
on this result of Mr. Faber’s long and
earnest applicatiun.

We are fortunate in being able to
draw the atlention of our readers to
another labourer in this department,
who has just given to the public the
fruit of years of careful study. The
volume has an introductory cliscourse
in seven leaves, in which the writer
gives a detail of the various opin-
iong held with regard to the quest-
ions as to,—by whom, and to whom
the epistle was wrilten,—when and
where it was written, and ia what
language? Mr. Dodd’s own ieaning
to Apollos as the author is obvious,
and probably most of his readers will
be led to the same conclusion. ‘The
remarks on these questions are follow-
ed by a summary of the scope of the
epistle. A novel feature in this
commentary is the introduction of
a series of pictorial illustrations before
the 9th chapter, giving the gener-

ally accepted representations of the
ark in the wilderness with its ap-
purtenances, the golden candlestick,
the table with sbew-bread, sacrifices,
priests, d&c. Such representations may
be very beneficial to the student, in
enabling him to tealize the scenes and
events of the text.

Mr. Moule bas given us the fervid
utterances of a pious soul; being se-
lections from a diary written last cen-
tury, by an English divine wao en-
tered the ministry in advanced life.
Being the heartfelt experience of a man
who looled on religion as a reality, it
is calculated to be very helpful to the
earnest inguirer, as revealing the daily
thoughts of one who could say,—* I
know in whom I have believed. The
extracis are classified under the ieacd-
ings—Confession of Sin,—ike Bible,
—God,—Original Sin,—Repentance,
— Jesus Christ, — Faith, — Good
deeds,--~Christians, —Love,— Patience,
—Prayer,—The Holy Communion,—
Preaching,—and Heaven.

Mr. Lees’ hymnals consist of free
translations of ten pieces from Sankey’s
Songs and Solos, and seem well adapt-
ed to the native ear, when sung to the
original music. Beginning with the
very popular hymn “Jesus of Naza-
reth passeth by,” this is followed by
—Whosoever will,—dJesus the water of
life will give—The great Paysician,
—I hear thy welcome vaice,—Sale tn
the arms of Jesus, Lord will
provide,—More to follow,—Hold the
fort,—J ewels. May these sacred song:
tend to nourish among the natives of
China, some of those boly feelings aud
aspirations, to which they have so large-
ly ministered in Christian countries


